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Abstract 

This paper addresses the critical point of targeting the Multiple Intelligences of students 
(Gardner). The theory being that there are seven separate areas of intelligence: Bodily-
Kinesthetic, Spatial, Musical, Logical-Mathematical, Interpersonal, Intrapersonal and 
Linguistic. All students possess different combinations of strengths. Each student learns 
best when his or her strengths are targeted. It is therefore important to conduct  
activities which assist in teaching communication functions by targeting each type of 
Intelligence. In this manner, every student feels successful and engaged in the process 
of foreign language learning. This paper will highlight specific examples of activities and 
suggestions that engage each type of Intelligence. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 
The goal of teaching should be to inspire a student to continue to enjoy learning 
and to eventually connect this inspiration to proficiency in the subject. The 
middle school student, by his or her nature is particularly susceptible to 
inspiration. He or she learns best not only when he feels successful and 
comfortable, but when the topic  is absorbed with as little awareness of effort as 
possible. Why it then that some bemoan the years is spent learning a foreign 
language and others go on to study several languages? Is it because of a higher 
or lower IQ score? Or is it because the way the material is being presented does 
or does not match the way that particular student thinks? How much influence 
can a teacher have on the plodding or enthusiastic learner?  

 
In his book, Frames of Mind, Howard Gardener challenges the idea that there is 
only one type of Intelligence. His theory is that there are seven Intelligences: 
Bodily-Kinesthetic, Spatial, Musical, Logical-Mathematical, Interpersonal, 
Intrapersonal and Linguistic. In his second volume, Intelligence Reframed, 
Gardner adds three additional intelligences. Naturalist, Spiritual and 
Existentialist. All students possess different combinations of strengths. Each 
student learns best when his or her strengths are targeted. In this manner, 
every student feels successful and engaged in the process of foreign language 
learning. 
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When teaching a foreign language communication function, the four skills of 
listening, reading, speaking and writing must be addressed, all within the cultural 
context of the target language. In order to engage all students it is important to 
conduct activities which target each type of Intelligence. The following defines 
each type of Intelligence, illustrates sample activities which encourage the 
student to access these strengths and how the activity focuses on one or more of 
the four skills. While French has been used to illustrate, the activities are for the 
teaching of any foreign language. 
 
 
1.1. Bodily Kinesthetic Intelligence 
 
Strength in Bodily Kinesthetic Intelligence can be observed in those who use 
their whole bodies to interpret a skill, or who manipulate objects skillfully. 
Movement, dance or simply activities which get students out of their seats and 
interacting with a communication function appeal to the bodily-kinesthetic 
learner. 
 
Adjectives: In pairs have students find four adults in the school building, two 
male and two female. Tell them that they have to be back in ten minutes. They 
will write a sentence describing each adult: 
 
Monsieur Smith est brun. 
 
Madame Smith est blonde. 
 
When they return to class, each student will read one of their sentences aloud. 
When all have read, ask the students if they remember each others’ descriptions 
by asking the group “Monsieur Smith est blond ou brun?”  The students are 
moving around to accomplish this activity. They are using the writing, listening, 
speaking and reading communication skills around this function. 
 
Questions: Divide students into groups of four. Hand each group an envelope 
with five sets of cards in red, green yellow and blue. On each card they should 
write: 
 
yellow—question word (Où) 
 
green ---“est-ce qu’(e) 
 
red—subject (tu) 
 
blue—verb in correct form (vas)? 
 
When this is accomplished, they should hand the envelope with the cards to the 
group next to them in a clockwise fashion. All groups have two minutes to form 
all five sentences with the cards. 
In addition to having spoken and written together in the target language, the 
students are reading to manipulate the cards to form correct questions. 
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1.2 Spatial Intelligence  
 
Forming likenesses of what one sees or experiences, having a strong visual 
memory, and the ability to form pictures in one’s mind (some call it 
daydreaming!) are characteristics of those learners with a strong Spatial 
Intelligence. Students may enjoy drawing and creating images of a phrase or 
vocabulary concept or they may respond to colorful visuals: 
 
 “avoir”: Have students bring in, print out or draw pictures of an expression with 
the verb “avoir”. 
 
Make a poster with the picture illustrating it with the expression in a sentence. 
For example “Il a froid parcequ’il n’a pas de blouson”.  
 
Using their Spatial Intelligence, students are creating their own interpretation of 
an expression and targeting the reading and writing skill.  
 
Demonstratives : Each student receives a card with a picture of a piece of 
clothing. The student holds up the card and says “Regardez ce pull (or cette 
veste, ces chaussures, cet imper)!” applying the rule for demonstrative 
adjectives. After all students have spoken, they pass the card to another student 
and resume the exercise.  
 
 Students are activating their Spatial Intelligence through the use of visuals and 
targeting the speaking skill. 
 
 
1.3 Musical Intelligence 
 
Noted as the ability to reproduce sounds with an awareness of the patterns of 
rhythm, pitch and tone, students with a high Musical Intelligence have an ability 
to facilitate their learning with patterns set to music. These chants, or songs may 
be devised for the students but many enjoy creating their own. The teacher may 
offer an extra credit challenge to have a student or group put together a chant, 
cheer or song to emphasize a particular communication function: 
 
Songs: The verb “être” can be taught by singing it along the theme song to the 
television show “Barney”, the verb “aller” can be sung to “High Ho” from the 
movie “Snow White”! 
 
Cheers: Two enterprising students put together a cheer to reinforce prepositions. 
Another pair came up with a “Possessive Adjective Cheer” to the beat of  “Go! 
Fight! Win!  
 
One can devise songs to teach colors, days of the week, or any other vocabulary 
and grammar functions. Students are using their musical intelligence as 
mnemonic devices to memorize grammar rules, and while verbalizing are 
emphasizing the speaking of a communication function. 
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1.4 Logical-Mathematical Intelligence 
 
A strong Logical-Mathematical Intelligence indicates the ability to find patterns, 
see connections, and solve problems. Organizing and categorizing activities may 
be particularly successful with these students: 
 
Categories: List ten items one would need on a camping trip.  Which French 
words are cognates in English?  
 
Puzzles: Make up a crossword puzzle in which conjugated verb forms that 
logically complete a sentence are the correct answers. 
 
Other activities might include word searches (put together by the student or the 
teacher), scrambled vocabulary words, “hangman”, word Bingo, etc. 
The students are engaging the reading and writing communication skills when 
solving or devising puzzles. When they are working with each other on these 
activities they are using the speaking and listening communication skills.  
 
 
1.5 Intrapersonal Intelligence 
 
Strength in Intrapersonal Intelligence is the ability to recognize the complexity of 
one’s own feelings, and use this understanding to guide one’s behavior. Students 
may  use their understanding of a communication function and attempt to create 
similar statements on their own. They may be encouraged to take their 
knowledge a step beyond what has been taught. 
 
Journals: Journals may be started even at the earliest level. Beginners may be 
able to write their birthdays and that of two friends or family members. They 
may indicate the season in which they were born and the weather during that 
season. As students progress, they may write guided compositions in the target 
language by answering questions related to a  vocabulary or grammar topic: “ 
What did you wear to the party you attended last Saturday? “  “Did you invite a 
friend?” reinforces clothing vocabulary and the past tense through the reading 
and writing skills. The intrapersonal intelligence is accessed through the 
students’ elaboration of his or her own activities and feelings. 
 
My Ideal: Making a poster of an ideal is a way a student’s feelings can be used to 
practice vocabulary. Labeled pictures of “My Dream House” “Clothing I’d like to 
Wear”,  “Places I’d like to Visit” personalize new words, while using the reading 
and writing communication skills.  
 
 
1.6 Interpersonal Intelligence 
 
Interpersonal Intelligence is evidenced by a facility in communicating both 
verbally and non-verbally with others. Students with high interpersonal skills 
“pick up” on clues from others, and express themselves well. They are 
particularly able to work cooperatively with one or more students. 
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Pairs: For tasks for where there is only one right answer, Pairs Check is a very 
helpful activity. Student A observes and coaches Student B through the first two 
items of an exercise, and provides immediate feedback. The roles are reversed 
until the task has been accomplished. Verb conjugations, textbook exercises, 
true/false questions, identifying pictures, are just some of the uses for Pairs 
Check. The immediate feedback reinforces the interpersonal skill as students are 
engaging in the speaking, reading, listening and writing skills according to the 
task assigned. 
 
Interviews: Students may be asked to interview others in the target language on 
a particular topic: “What pets do you have?” “At what time do you wake up?” 
and record the answers. The class may analyze these answers and find 
differences and commonalities in the class. Students are accessing the speaking, 
listening, reading and writing skills with this activity while gathering and 
synthesizing information from each other 
 
 A highly successful project is one with a fashion or clothing theme. Students are 
to interview others to find a common trend among two or more groups at their 
school l(boys and girls, different age groups, students and teachers, etc.) The 
report back may be in the form of a video production, a magazine article with 
photos of their own making, a fashion show, etc.  
Students are working with other students to gather, synthesize and report 
information. The information they are gathering involves discovering others’ 
personal tastes and feelings. They are using their Interpersonal Intelligence while 
speaking, reading and writing about this topic. 
 
 
1.7 Linguistic Intelligence 
 
This Intelligence is the characteristic of the traditional “good student”. He or she 
is able to memorize communication functions by reading, speaking, writing or 
listening. This student traditionally does well on tests. 
 
Many worksheet and textbook activities target the learner high in Linguistic 
Intelligence. Fill-in sentences, matching exercises, substitution drills, 
pronunciation exercises, scrambled sentences, all activate this intelligence by 
helping the learner memorize the targeted information. 
 
Any time the target language is actively used, a student must engage Linguistic 
Intelligence. Tools for activating the target language are: having students write 
their own dialogues according to a topic, memorize them and present them to 
the class. The memorization of poems, phrases and rhymes help students 
comprehend the linguistic patterns and keep them “filed away” for future 
reference. Students reinforce their speaking, reading and writing communication 
skills through these exercises. 
 
 
1.8 Spiritual Intelligence 
 
With respect to Gardner’s more recent work, the Intelligence that seems to be 
most appropriate for foreign language learning is the Spiritual Intelligence. He 
defines those with a keen spiritual intelligence to be able to or curious about “the 
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nature of our relationship to the wider world, and to beings that lie beyond our 
comprehension”. 
 
The study of the culture in which the target language is spoken can appeal to 
students with a high Spiritual Intelligence. Cultural activities can be generated at 
the earliest level.  
 
Flags: Students research the flag of an assigned French-speaking country, draw 
it, and color in the country on a small map of the continent where the country is 
located. They make a small poster with this material which can be displayed in 
the classroom. Students should access their speaking, reading and writing skills 
by learning the correct name (if different from English) for the country, and its 
pronunciation in French. 
 
 Films: There are many age-appropriate subtitled films that can be shown to 
enable students to understand the target culture in a modern or more classical 
period. These films may be borrowed from the library or purchased through the 
many distributors. Students will be reinforcing their listening skills with these 
activities. 
 
Holidays: Children may enjoy making masks for Mardi Gras, sharing a Bûche de 
Noël at Christmas. They are learning the names and pronunciation of these 
holidays while practicing their speaking skills. 
 
News: Students can create a bulletin board with news articles concerning 
countries where French is spoken. For each article contributed, a student may be 
credited with a certain amount of points toward his or her final grade.  
 
The Internet:  The students can visit appropriate websites to view authentic 
material such as the current weather, the cost of clothing advertised in a 
catalogue, and upcoming events to name a few. It is possible to stream radio 
stations in the target language directly into the classroom. The students are 
listening, and reading in the target language.  
 
Literature: While the early foreign language learner cannot be expected to 
understand lengthy passages, students enjoy beginning with Nursery Rhymes 
and working up to short poems. A particular favorite is “Déjeuner du Matin” by 
Jacques Prévert which enacts a single emotional scene, is written in the past 
tense, and is easily memorized and acted out by students. Students are 
reinforcing their reading and speaking  skills during this activity. 
 
 
1.9 Naturalist Intelligence 
 
Defined by Gardiner as exhibited by individuals who learn best by categorizing 
information and recognizing information according to categories, the purest form 
of the Naturalist Intelligence is related to the natural environment. One can apply 
this Intelligence to Foreign Language Learning by recognizing students who learn 
best when information is organized in a consistent form. One may suggest that is 
the way to teach the “Nuts and Bolts” of the language before moving on to the 
applications. 
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Organizers: Verb charts are the same so as to show the difference in 
conjugations. Vocabulary is organized by writing masculine nouns on the left and 
feminine nouns on the right sides of a page so that a student may visualize it 
later. New vocabulary can be listed in alphabetical order. Verbs of motion are 
listed by placing them around a building (to go in, to stay, to pass by, to go out, 
to return, etc) and cued by asking “Is it a building verb?” and eliciting the correct 
application of the rule for the past tense with verbs of motion. Anything that 
groups a new topic into a category engages the student with a high Naturalist 
Intelligence. The communication skills utilized will, of course, depend on the 
activity used to organize the function being taught.  
 
 
1.10 Existentialist Intelligence 
 
Gardiner explains the Existentialist Intelligence as “having a concern with 
‘ultimate ‘  issues”, such as one’s place in the cosmos, or one’s feeling about 
humankind. It is hard to imagine targeting a ten-year olds’ Existential 
Intelligence until one considers the “Why?” of studying a foreign language. 
 
When visiting the fourth grade (nine years old) classes in the Spring before they 
are making their language selection that they will study for at least six years—
and possibly eight, it is apparent that many students know in their hearts which 
language they would like to pursue. I help them crystallize this choice by 
highlighting that: a) no language is “easier”, b) no language is “more useful” and 
that c) the choice is personal, not based on which language their best friend 
might choose (I don’t tell them that the best friend might change!). Most 
students follow their hearts, and being happy with their choice are more 
successful with their studies. At such a young age, they might find it difficult to 
verbalize why they make a certain choice, but something in their personalities 
has led them in a certain direction. 
 
Although foreign language study is rarely optional in the United States, students 
with a high Existentialist Intelligence no more question the requirement than 
they would that of math or science. Some have never ventured outside their 
home state, but they are enthusiastic about their study. They understand that 
the members of the world are linked by language and that communication with 
and understanding of other groups is paramount to the smooth functioning of  
humanity. Such insight carries over into a students’ engagement in the foreign 
language classroom.  
 
Pen-Pals: To encourage on a young person’s existential intelligence one might  
organize pen-pals with children in another country where the target language is 
spoken so that they may exchange thoughts on the differences and similarities of 
their daily lives.  In addition, they will be drawing on their reading and writing 
communication skills.  
 
Media: Younger students enjoy vignettes about the lives of children from other 
countries. There is a wealth of videos, and educational publications that 
encourage children’s existential intelligence by targeting this aspect of foreign 
language learning. They are written in simple language so that the student may 
use listening and reading skills while enjoying the story.  
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2. Conclusion 
 
When I began my career as a teacher, over twenty years ago, I knew about 
techniques useful in the instruction of foreign language. What I did not 
understand is why some students were more motivated than others to be 
successful, given that I teach in a rather homogeneous school. As my “bag of 
tricks” grew with my experience, I realized that some activities were more well-
received by certain students, but if I varied my activities on a topic, all students 
would eventually grasp it. 
 
Upon reading Gardiner’s work, I began to understand the theory of Multiple 
Intelligences and that if I used activities which target each type of Intelligence, 
all my students would have the chance to feel successful. I began to set up a file 
to remind myself of the Intelligence strengths of each student. It involved the 
distribution of a short questionnaire to the students and by my own observations 
as I got to know them. 
  
I further realized that many activities can target two or more Intelligences at the 
same time. For example, a song can be both Musical and Bodily-Kinesthetic, if 
gestures are included.  
 
Most importantly, I agreed with Gardner that all of my students have all of the 
Intelligences, but vary in the strengths of each type of Intelligence. It is my job 
as their teacher to encourage the development of each type of Intelligence to its 
maximum possible level. To the extent possible I must create an environment 
where students feel comfortable and successful so as to inspire them to pursue 
proficiency in foreign language. 
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Abstract 

This paper describes what students learn from economic experiments and what they do 
not. The authors did a series of classroom experiments, questionnaires, quizzes and 
lectures to teach microeconomics. 

The results show that students learned from the experiments, but what they learned may 
have been quite different from what they had been expected to learn by teachers; most 
students who have participated in market experiments learned simply how to make 
profits as individual traders while getting no idea about how market functions as a whole. 
Nevertheless students answers to questionnaires and quizzes suggest also that as they 
repeatedly participated in experiments, some students have deepen their understanding 
of the supply-demand analysis. In addition, with the help of debriefing lectures, students 
seem to have acquired some idea about institutional set-up of market, which is presumed 
in the supply-demand analysis but not explained explicitly in standard introductory 
microeconomics textbooks. 

Keywords: Economics education - experimental economics - assessment of educational 
effects - jumping out of the system 

 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
Experimental economics has contributed to education of economics as long as it 
has to economic research. 
 
In fact, Chamberlin (1948) and Smith (1962) developed market experiments to 
teach economics to their students. Since then many classroom experiments have 
been developed. Now teachers can use textbooks (Bergstro and Miller 2000, Holt 
2007) with web sites which contain rich information and various programmes:to 
teach economics with experiments. In our experience most students enjoy 
experiments, claiming that they have learned much about economy from the 
experiments. 
 
The somewhat ambiguous findings may come from the way to assess the 
educational effect of classroom experiments :it is measured on the students' 
understanding of economics or microeconomics as a whole. Since students 
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attend various classes at the faculty of economics, it seems natural that it has 
limited effects on their general understanding of economics whether they learn 
economics in a class with or without experiments. Apart from the general effects 
of teaching economics with experiments, we believe that the effects of each 
experiment should be checked. 
 
In particular it should be examined whether or not students learn the topic that 
the teacher wants to teach them with the experiment. From this viewpoint we 
did a questionnaire, a quiz and a lecture after each experiment to examine what 
students had learnt from the experiment. We conducted a series of classroom 
experiments with debriefing questionnaires, quizzes and lectures to teach 
microeconomics to second-year students at the Faculty of Economics, Kyoto 
Sangyo University for three years. In fact we did the same series of market 
experiments, questionnaires, quizzes and lectures in the 2005 and 2006 spring 
semesters to asses its educational effects, repeating the same questionnaires, 
quizzes and lectures without doing all experiments in the 2007 spring semester 
to examine how useful or useless students' experience in experiments for 
understanding economics. In 2007 autumn semesters and 2008 spring 
semesters, We conducted duopoly markets Experiments. Those Experiments was 
designated to deepen students' understanding about game theory. First, we 
conducted duopoly experiments in class room in microeconomics. While, we had 
conducted same experiments in laboratory with monetary rewards. 
 
 
2. The Market Experiments 
 
 
2.1. Experiments 
 
We organised a series of six classes (90 minutes each) to teach students 
microeconomics with experiments at Kyoto Sangyo University (KSU) in the first 
half of the spring semester in 2005. We conducted three experiments which 
were well-established classroom market experiments: oral pit markets and 
double auctions. Most of the attenders were two-year students of the Faculty of 
Economics, KSU, who had attended introductory classes of microeconomics and 
macroeconomics in the previous year.The course was composed of three units, 
each of which consisted of a classroom experiment, a questionnaire, a quiz and a 
lecture. Experiment 1 is an oral pit market experiment which was done at 
Koyama Coliseum (an outdoor stage of KSU).It was a standard pit market 
experiment where each student could buy or sell a unit of a commodity. Each 
seller had his cost; he earned a positive profit if he sold a unit of a commodity at 
a price higher than his cost, while he did not make any profits or losses if he did 
not trade. Next we had conducted another oral pit market experiment which was 
done at Koyama Coliseum. Six sessions are repeated without changing the 
distribution of sellers' costs and buyers' values as a whole. In the first three 
sessions(experiment2a) the protocol of the experiment was the same as that of 
Experiment 1, while in the other three sessions(Experiment2b) a half of every 
seller's cost was assumed to be fixed so that a seller suffered as large a loss as 
his fixed cost if he did not sell a unit of the commodity. Each buyer had her 
reservation price; she enjoyed a positive surplus if she buys a unit of the 
commodity at a price lower than her reservation price. The series of experiments 
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was designated to deepen students' understanding about cost and supply: The 
subject of experiment 1 is what determines the market supply curve is cost. 
 
The subject of experiment 2 is more precisely variable cost. And The subject of 
experiment 3 is even more precisely marginal cost.Students, who were not 
motivated by marks or money, produced such good outcomes that would be 
observed in the laboratory by those subjects who are paid real money rewards 
according to their profits earned in the experiments. In Experiment 2a, prices 
converges toward the equilibrium level while the number of units traded 
exceeded the equilibrium quantity.In Experiment 2b, a downward shift of the 
market supply curve increased the equilibrium quantity and decreased the 
equilibrium price, but students experienced that the number of units traded 
remained unchanged and that, apart from the fact that prices were scattered 
more widely, prices scarcely changed on average.As a result, prices are much 
higher than the new equilibriums price while the numbers of units traded were 
near the new equilibrium quantity. 
 
A next experiment which we conducted was a double auction markets. The 
double auction experiment which was done at Kyoto Experimental Economics 
Laboratory (KEEL), Kyoto Sangyo University.In the experiment each student was 
allowed to trade more than one units of a commodity. 
 
 
2.2 Quizzes 
 
After each experiments, We conducted short quizzes for students.Students' 
answers for the quizzes which we did after each experiment to check students' 
understanding of the experiment they had participated in.Students were given 
the results of the experiment and the data about sellers' costs and buyers' 
values, and asked the same question: ''Draw the market supply and demand 
curves for the experiment you participated in last week''. The small percentage 
of correct answers for Quiz 1 suggests that most students had seen the market 
supply and demand curves only in conceptual terms before they experienced 
Experiment 1. 
a large majority of students drew just an upward-sloping curve and a downward-
sloping one, without mentioning any data given to them.That conjecture is 
reinforced by the low percentages of correct answers for Quiz 2b.Although they 
have seen shifts in the market supply and demand curves again and again on the 
blackboard and in the textbook, they seem to have difficulties in applying what 
they have learned to a simple classroom experiment .No significant correlations 
were seen between students' performances in experiments and their answers for 
the corresponding quizzes. This fact is not surprising, because market is such a 
system that does not require traders to have ''intelligence'' (Gode and Sunder 
1993).In experiments students only had to concentrate their efforts to make 
good deals, without worrying about the market supply and demand curves. 
 
 
2.3 Questionnaire 
 
We gave a questionnaire to students just after each experiment. 
Unlike the quizzes mentioned in the last section, we asked different questions 
about each experiment.It suggests generally that students will not devote 
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themselves to trading completely in classroom experiments.In particular their 
first-hand experience in experiments could be helpful --- though sometimes 
regulating --- for their finding out something behind the experiments. However, 
though students' acquiring a viewpoint from which they can see the whole 
system is one thing, it may be quite another that they can express their 
observation properly. For example, after experiment2, We asked ''How 
equilibrium changed from the first three sessions to the last three sessions? ''. In 
fact, the percentage of students who answered Quiz 2 correctly among those 
who answered Questionnaire 2 correctly was =13.3per cent, which is not higher 
significantly than the corresponding percentage among those who gave no/wrong 
answers for Questionnaire 2:12.7per cent. It seems to us that students who lack 
a minimum knowledge of economics were not able to express their experience in 
the experiment properly in terms of economics, while those who had sufficient 
knowledge of economics were able to express a shift of the market supply and 
demand curves whether or not they realised its effects in the experiments. 
 
 
2.4 Summary of market experiments  
 
What is the benefit of teaching economics with experiments? 
Since we taught students introductory microeconomics with the same quizzes 
and questionnaires but without experiments other than Experiment 1 in 2007, let 
us compare their answers and the answers of students who were taught with all 
experiments in 2005 and 2006. 
 
The students' overall performance in the examinations was as good/bad in 2007 
as it was in the previous two years, but we found a difference in the answers to 
Quiz 2b, which may be small but can be suggestive about the educational effect 
of classroom experiments. 
 
Table 1: The direction in which students shifted the supply curve according to decrease in 
marginal cost 

Year 
Number of students 2005 2006 2007 
Upwards(Wrong) 4 2 10 
Downwards(correct) 11 5 11 

 

 
See This Table, which shows that though majorities of students did not draw the 
market supply curve, more students shifted the curve correctly according to 
decrease in marginal cost in 2005 and 2006 when they experienced Experiments 
2a and 2b.It seems understandable for us, who knows that many students wrote 
the following reasoning in the answer for Questionnaire 2. 
 
With fixed cost sellers suffer from negative profit when they cannot sell their 
products and thus they must sell at higher prices to cover the losses when they 
can sell and consequently the price will increase.It seems to us that those 
students who had not participated in Experiment 2b followed this reasoning to 
draw an upward supply curve, while those students who joined the experiment 
learnt that sellers must sell at lower prices to reduce their losses and shifted the 
supply curve downwards.This conjecture seems natural and consistent with and 
our interpretation mentioned in Section Questionnaires.We hope that those 
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students who experienced experiments could remember economics propositions, 
such as an decrease in marginal cost shifts the supply curve downwards, more 
accurately and persistently with lessons that their intuitive reasoning about 
trades may not always supposed by economics.We can now conclude from the 
analysis of the previous sections. Figure1 outlines our analysis.The upper-left 
circle describes experiments for research: subjects are motivated by monetary 
rewards to be paid according to their performance in the experiment.What is 
expected for subjects is not discovering something about the experiment but 
devoting themselves to finding out a winning strategy within the experiment. 
 
It is not subjects but the experimenter who is expected to discover something 
about the experiment from the observer's (outsider's) viewpoint.It is quite 
natural that students who participated in experiments for research often learn 
only within the experiments as guinea pigs in Skinner boxes. Certainly students 
can be motivated without monetary rewards. In fact, those who are more 
earnestly motivated are more likely to achieve better performances in classroom 
experiments. However, this motivation does not necessarily lead students to 
think about the experiments from the outsider's standpoint. there is no 
correlation between students' performance in experiments and their answers for 
quizzes about the experiments.In fact, students experiencing an experiment are 
neither sufficient nor necessary for understanding it.A students showing good 
performance in an experiment is no more a researcher who understands the 
meaning of the experiment than a guinea pig producing good performance in the 
Skinner box is. 
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Figure 1 : Classroom experiments and their educational effects 
 
Of course human beings cannot be worker ants. 
As Dostoevsky descried in The House of the Dead, human beings cannot but 
considering what they are doing from the outsider's viewpoint even in such 
hardest circumstances as prison camps.Human beings jump out of the system 
quite naturally or unconsciously to make use of meta-theorems for deduction 
within the system, which inference requires in reality systematic thinking as 
Yasugi and Oda (2002, 2003) demonstrate with a simple puzzle in terms of 
modal logic.This human ability or instinct of jumping out of the system should 
not be underestimated.It is the basis for education.To sum up, teachers must 
motivate students to play seriously in classroom experiments; otherwise they 
would not produce meaningful outcomes.It is actually possible without monetary 
rewards, but motivating students to participate in experiments seriously does not 
necessarily motivate them to think about the experiments.As we examined in 
this paper, the upper-left circle in Figure 1, which expresses how experiments 
work for research, does not imply high scores in examinations,'' not to mention 
new understanding of economics.''Students can learn from participating in 
experiments and deepen their understanding of economics, but the teacher must 
organise classes carefully to encourage students to have the insider's viewpoint 
in experiments and to have the outsider's viewpoint after experiments. 
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In relation to the above-mentioned point, at the end of this paper, we should 
mention that it would be unfair to measure the educational effects of classroom 
experiments in terms of standard questions which students can find in standard 
textbooks.By participating in experiments, students realised that market is 
something more than a place where buyers and sellers gather. They understand 
that market functions only when a number of conditions, such conditions that 
some hardware for communication is available and that traders understand and 
observe trading rules, are satisfied.However, those students who realised such 
institutional set-ups behind the market supply and demand curves have no 
advantage in answering such questions that ask nothing more than drawing the 
market supply and demand curves.It cannot be checked by our quizzes whether 
students have learned something which are not written in standard textbooks 
from experiments. 
 
 
2.5. The duopoly experiments 
 
 We conducted a series of classroom experiments and lectures to teach game 
theory to second-year students at the Faculty of Economics.We did not use 
monetary reward in market experiments. Because it was Educational 
Experiment, so We can not use incentive. But in this term, We wont to describe 
how people are motivated in economic experiments. So we did the experiment 
(A) two-person game representing a Bertrand duopoly market whose 14x14 pay-
off matrix and the experiment(B) two-person game representing a Bertrand 
duopoly market whose 14×14 pay-off matrixwith and without monetary 
rewards.We conducted a same series of experiment in classromm without 
incentives and laboratory with incentive. Both in the laboratory and in the the 
classroom, students were divided into pairs who are anonymous to each other 
and asked to determine their decisions without knowing the opponents' decisions 
(the game was repeated played on the condition that all pairs are reshuffled for 
each play). 
The difference was whether monetary rewards were paid according to the profits 
they had earned in the experiment and a number of students who attended 
experiments. (Number of participants in laboratory: about 20,Number of 
participants in classroom: about 50-70 in 2007,140 in 2008.) 
 
 
2.6. Result of Experiment 
 
In Experimet (A),most subjects chose the action that realises the unique Nash 
equilibrium in the laboratory, while many students choice seemed to be attracted 
by another point. At first this results supposed that without monetary rewords 
they were not motivated to play the game seriously enough to find out the 
equilibrium, but we carefully examined what students had written after the game 
in the questionnaire. Many had written in the questionnaire after the game that 
they had chosen another point(not Nash equilibrium) not to lose the game. 
Certainly it assures that the player never earn smaller profit than his or her 
opponents does.Without monetary rewards they were motivated to beat their 
opponents, which is in a wrong direction from my (experimenter's) standpoint. 
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We have observed such phenomena in experiment(B)too.Much more students 
chose subgame perfect Nash equilibrium in the classroom than subjects did in 
the laboratory. With monetary rewards most pairs of students chose such 
outputs that would realise the Subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium, where the 
fast- mover earned much more than the second-mover did; in the laboratory a 
majority of pairs continued to change their outputs.Without monetary rewards 
they may not have be faced with the dilemma of fairness and self interest 
seriously or they may have though it better to behave rationally in the classroom 
on the supposition that their teacher would expect them to do. 
 
The above-mentioned results confirm the induced value theory (Smith  
1976): monetary rewards prevent subjects from finding their own goal by 
themselves, making them play seriously. No one can play a game without a 
sense of purpose. Unlike psychological experiments, economic experiments 
control people's preference or motivation. A psychologist may make efforts to 
reveal human nature, while an experimental economists want to see how people 
behave if they have a particular preference. A carefully designed reward system 
enforces it to them. But for it they make their own goals by themselves. 
 
Though it is an interesting research question how students' behavior is different 
between the laboratory and the classroom, we must quickly mention that what is 
important from the educational viewpoint is what they learn from the classroom 
experiment. In our experience, students easily concentrate their efforts to find 
the winning choice in the game like a rat in a Skinner box, though the teacher 
expects them to jump out of the system and observe their behavior and consider 
the consequences. As a result, though they claim that they enjoyed and learnt 
much from the experiment, students have often failed to learn what the teacher 
would have expected or have learnt what the teacher would not have expect. 
The same question applies, in a wider context, to economics education as a 
whole. Economics education has two goals: to teach students how to behave in 
the present economy for themselves and for others, and to deepen students' 
understanding of economy where they live for improving our world. 
Both are important for students themselves and society. 
 
We must continue our efforts to improve the quality of economics education 
towards the two goals, to which classroom experiments can contribute greatly. 
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Abstract 

Success in integrating the children of immigrants is of enormous consequence for 
economically advanced societies. Availability and access of culturally diverse and 
appropriate preschool education are important factors for supporting long-term 
integration of immigrant children in host societies. While, the evaluation of such 
programs indicates that entry into such programs is an avenue to improve the 
integration of immigrant children, research indicates that the design of these programs 
is imperative to their success. This paper will investigate the above key points by 
outlining the development of a research project to assess the adequacy of preschool 
program design for immigrant children in Greece. The investigators will develop the 
project to evaluate the program design of thirty preschool programs in two cities of 
Greece, Athens and Alexandroupolis. In conclusion, the authors will make 
recommendations for public policies to promote well-designed early education as a factor 
in the successful integration of immigrant children. 

Key Words: preschool programs – Greece - immigrant children - integration 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The development, care, and education of children from birth to age 5 have been 
the focus of rapidly increasing public interest. Numerous early childhood public 
policy initiatives have focused attention on a major problem of coordination and 
collaboration of services for young children. This increased public interest in 
young children seems to stem from several factors:  

• A sharp increase in mothers of young children in the workforce 
(Kamerman & Gatenio, 2003).  
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• A realization of the importance of early brain development and stimulation 

to later development (Shonkoff & Phillips, 2000). 
• Increasing evidence that a large number of young children enter the public 

schools unprepared to take advantage of what the schools offer (Zill & 
West, 2001; Kagan & Cohen, 1997; McMillen & Kaufman, 1996).  

• Increasing pressure to improve school achievement for children at risk for 
academic and social failure (Neuman, 2003; Clifford, Early, & Hills, 1999). 

 
Success in integrating the children of immigrants - the second generation - is of 
enormous consequence for economically advanced societies that have received 
millions of international migrants since the 1980s. Education systems play a 
crucial role in this process. Second generation immigrant children now constitute 
more than half of the student body in many schools in Europe and North 
America, presenting these continents with new challenges. Many young children 
in immigrant families do not have good access to education and health services. 
Availability and access are important factors for supporting long-term integration 
of immigrant children in host societies. 
 
Three factors are indicated through research as imperative for a child’s well-
being by age 8: family economic security, access to health care, and access to 
sound early education (Fix & Passel, 2003); children’s skills upon entering 
kindergarten and their achievement at the end of third grade are important 
predictors of their future life prospects (Neumann & Peer, 2002). Unfortunately, 
immigrant children tend to be disadvantaged in all the areas stated above. To 
the extent that their life prospects are compromised as a result, these children - 
and the entire society - suffer (West, et al., 2002). In most industrialized 
countries, preschool programs are aimed at low-income and minority groups, 
offering education to hone the cognitive, language, literacy, and numeric skills of 
preschoolers, thus giving them a strong start upon entering elementary school. 
While the evaluation of such programs indicates that entry into such programs is 
an avenue to improve the integration of immigrant children, research indicates 
that the design of these programs is imperative to their success. Finally, 
although well-designed early education programs aim to reduce ethnic group-
related inequalities in children’s cognitive skills and social competence, children 
in immigrant families are less likely to participate in these programs than are 
children in native-born families (Leseman, 2007). 
 
Also, immigrant children are much more likely to be exposed to socioeconomic 
risks and live in poverty compared with the children of native families. Higher 
poverty rates often result in lack of access to quality health care and education 
(Hernandez, 2004; Shields & Behrman, 2004). Immigrant children are much 
more likely to live in a linguistically isolated household, where the primary 
language spoken is a language other than the native-one.  
 
This paper will investigate the above key points by using the case study method 
to assess the quality of preschool educational efforts in Greece as related to 
immigrant children. The investigators will evaluate the program design of 30 
preschool programs in two cities of Greece, Athens and Alexandroupolis, to 
indicate: 1) program design to meet the developmental needs of preschool 
children with the aim of successful entry into elementary school, and 2) access 
and availability of the education and health services provided by the well-
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designed preschool programs to immigrant children and their parents. In 
conclusion, the authors will make recommendations for public policies to promote 
well-designed early education as a key social support factor in the successful 
integration of immigrant children in the host society. 
 
 
2. Theoretical Foundation 
 
 
2.1. Characteristics of Quality Pre-Kindergarten Programs 
 
Because of the large increases in the number of pre-kindergarten programs, 
concerns about providing quality programs and using developmentally 
appropriate curricula have been heightened. Legislators and business leaders 
have maintained that high quality early education for all children is a needed 
investment and not an expense (Research and Policy Committee of the CED, 
1989; Strother, 1987). Moreover, Adams & Sandfort (1994) indicated the first 
goal of Goals 2000 concerning school readiness will not be achieved unless 
children have access to high quality pre-kindergarten and child care programs. 
Criteria for quality pre-kindergarten programs have been developed by 
professional organizations as well as case study research (Smith et al., 1995). 
Small class size, low teacher/child ratios, comprehensive services, teacher 
qualification, parent involvement, and developmentally appropriate curricula are 
characteristics considered important in developing and implementing pre-
kindergarten programs (Cummings, 1991; Day & Thomas, 1988; Mitchell, 1989; 
Morado, 1986; Schweinhart, 1988). Furthermore, Weikart (1989) determined 
that comprehensive services clearly linked to health, nutrition, and social support 
services and administrative support were essential components in high quality 
pre-kindergarten programs. Regarding teacher qualification, one way to increase 
the quality of pre-kindergarten programs is to hire highly educated teachers 
(Barnett, Frede, Mobasher, & Mohr, 1987).  
Researchers and educators have developed other criteria for quality programs. 
For example, Dodge (1995) listed 5 components of quality pre-kindergarten 
programs. First, quality programs are based on an understanding of child 
development and on recognition that each child is an individual with unique 
needs, learning styles, and interests. Second, in quality programs children’s 
safety and well-being are of paramount importance. Third, the physical 
environment of quality programs is well-organized and has a variety of age-
appropriate and culturally relevant materials. Fourth, in quality programs 
relationships between staff members and families are positive and supportive. 
Finally, staff members in quality programs receive on-going training and support 
from the administration. 
Other components for high quality pre-kindergarten programs have been noted 
by researchers and educators. Adams and Sandfort (1994) and Mitchell (1989) 
considered a comprehensive family service program a necessary component of a 
high quality program. Also, the following 10 signs of characteristics of quality 
pre-kindergarten programs were developed by the NAEYC (1997): 

1. Children have access to various activities throughout the day.  
2. Children have an opportunity to play outside everyday.  
3. The teachers work with individual children, small groups, and the whole 

group at different times throughout the day.  
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4. Children spend most of their time playing and working with materials or 

other children.  
5. Classrooms are decorated with children’s original artwork.  
6. Children work on projects but also have long periods of time to play.  
7. Teachers read books to children individually or in small groups.  
8. Children learn letters and numbers in the context of their everyday 

experiences.  
9. The curriculum is adapted for those children who are advanced 

academically, as well as those children who need additional help.  
10. Children and their parents look forward to school.  

 
 
3. Review of the Literature 
 
 
3.1. Responses to Educational Disadvantage among Immigrant Children: 
Models of Early Education Programs 
 
Researchers have tried to find ways of reducing the gap between immigrant and 
native children, regarding educational success. Attention focuses on early 
childhood interventions, as a critical way of helping reduce inequalities in skills 
upon school entry and immigrant children entering school better prepared 
(Magnuson et al., 2006). Studies have shown that children’s skills upon entering 
kindergarten and their achievement at the end of third grade are important 
predictors of their future life prospects (Takanishi, 2004) 
 
However, young children of immigrants are less likely compared to native 
children to participate in formal preschool education settings (Magnuson et al., 
2006; Shields & Behrman, 2004) and educationally-enriching experiences at 
home (Crosnoe, 2007) In response, initiatives across immigrant-host countries 
have been made. For example, the ministry of education in Netherlands funded a 
campaign to encourage immigrant parents to enrol their young children in 
preschool care (Eurydice, National Description 2003/4).  
 
Leseman (2007) summarizes four major models of Early Education approaches 
which include, child focused and center-based; child-focused and home-based; 
parent/family focused with home support; and child- and parent/family focused 
and center-based with home support. Based on a number of reviews, combining 
a center-based education program with parent support is the most effective 
approach, since child-focused, center-based education is paired with increased 
parental involvement, home visits, and family support services (Leseman, 2007).  
 
Home-based models are not as effective compared to center-based and 
combination early education models. Parent- and family-focused support models 
do not have clear effects on children’s cognitive and language skills, but have 
been proven important in safeguarding children’s rights, and protecting them, 
among other things, from child abuse (Leseman, 2007). 
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3.2. Integrating Parent and Family Support in Pre-school Education 
Programs for Immigrant Children 
 
Research demonstrates multiple benefits of parent involvement, or else called 
family engagement, in children’s formal education and indicates that the earlier 
the parents get involved in their children’s education the more positive impact it 
will have (as summarized in Naughton 2004). Therefore, family involvement in 
preschool is vital. Family involvement is even more critical in the case of 
immigrant children who lack the native-language skills and the familiarity with 
the native educational system (2004).  
 
As mentioned in the Preschool Issues Brief of Children Now (Naughton, 2004) 
certain obstacles are more prevalent to immigrant family involvement and can be 
grouped into three main categories: logistics, family attitudes, and institution-
based attitudes. Logistical barriers might include time constraints, work 
schedules, and lack of information in the appropriate language. Family attitudes 
include issues such as parents’ uncertainty about their role and degree of 
involvement, past negative experiences with other public programs or 
educational institutions, and lack of parents’ language skills necessary to 
communicate with school staff (2004). Finally, institution-based attitudes mainly 
include inability to communicate in families’ languages, lack of appropriate family 
engagement personnel, and inability to consider families’ schedules when 
planning school activities (2004).  
 
In order, to overcome these barriers pre-school education programs need to 
implement a number of strategies aiming at increasing parental engagement 
(Naughton, 2004). These strategies include building informal parenting networks 
in the community, conducting home visits, organizing training parenting courses, 
adopting effective communication methods with the family, employing staff that 
reflects the school community population, offering professional development 
courses for staff in order to be better prepared for dealing with culturally 
diversified student and family population and varying evaluating efforts that 
encourage parents’ participation (Naughton, 2004). 
 
 
3.3. Educational Benefits of Preschool Programs for Immigrant Children  
 
Overall, preschool educational programs can better prepare young children for 
kindergarten and school entry and have beneficial effects on children’s cognitive 
skills and language development. 
 
In the case of immigrant children, access and participation in preschool 
education is even more crucial in bridging the gap with native children and 
reducing inequality upon school entry, since immigrant children are more likely 
to be living under conditions of poverty, with parents of low educational level and 
are thus less likely to be engaged in cognitive and linguistic activities that will 
prepare them for formal schooling (Crosnoe, 2007; Leseman, 2007; Magnuson et 
al., 2006; Takanishi, 2004). 
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Takanishi (2004) mentions that children’s skills upon entering kindergarten and 
their achievement at the end of third grade are important predictors of their 
future life prospects. Furthermore, in a study involving children from Mexican 
immigrant families, preschool participation reduced the achievement difference 
between the immigrant children and their native peers by almost 20 percent 
(Crosnoe, 2007). Also, participation in preschool education programs raised 
English-proficiency of children of immigrants, as well as reading and math scores 
(Magnuson et al, 2006). In addition, participation to preschool education 
programs, equips children with a range of social tools that help them integrate 
smoother in their “new” country (Rozalis & Shafran, 2003). 
 
Thus, participating in preschool education programs gives young immigrant 
children the opportunity to advance their cognitive and language skills and enter 
kindergarten and primary school better prepared. However, young immigrant 
children are less likely, compared to native-born children, to participate in 
preschool educational programs (Crosnoe, 2007; Shields & Behrman, 2004; 
Takanishi, 2004). Preschool participation rates also vary by ethnic group, due to 
various factors that are not yet clear, including parental beliefs and accessibility 
to affordable preschool programs (Magnuson et al., 2006; Takanishi, 2004). For 
example, Latino children tend to participate less in all types of early childhood 
programs (Takanishi, 2004).  
 
Finally, quality and design of preschool education programs must be taken into 
account, since young immigrant children tend to participate in lower-quality 
programs, and thus do not gain the maximum language and cognitive benefits 
possible (Leseman, 2007). 
 
 
3.4. Policy Issue and Obstacles to Preschool Educational Integration and 
Success among Immigrant Children in Europe  
 
Due to the crucial nature of preschool education, for cognitive and linguistic skill 
development and preparation for school entry, particularly for young immigrant 
children, policies need to be designed that ensure the increased enrolment of this 
segment of the population.  
 
Such policies need to make quality preschool education affordable to low-income 
families (Shields & Behrman, 2004; Leseman, 2007). For example, governments 
could directly subsidize early education programs to ensure access of low-income 
children to high-quality preschool programs (Leseman, 2007).  
 
Based on the European Commission survey on Integrating Immigrant Children 
into Schools in Europe (Eurydice, 2003/04), some European countries have clear 
policies regarding preschool education, with legislation ensuring sufficient places 
for immigrant children in early education programs (Spain, United Kingdom). In 
Denmark and Sweden, young immigrant children are given extra support in pre-
school education programs to acquire language skills prior to school entry 
(Eurydice, 2003/04). 
 
Christensen & Stanat (2007) stress the importance of language support 
programs starting from preschool education through secondary school, but 
mention that governments need to make a long-term investment in order for 
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these programs to have a long-lasting effect. Furthermore, Crul (2007) argues 
that whilst lowering the compulsory schooling age would be a complex policy 
change, preschool educational programs focusing on language acquisition, can be 
of significant value only if relevant policies are in place that ensure the alignment 
of these preschool programs with primary school goals. 
 
 
3.5. Education and Policy Issues Inherent to Greece in Preschool 
Education Programs for Immigrant Children  
 
Greece is home to nearly 1 million immigrants, including Albanians/Pakistanis 
and Kurds according to the International Herald Tribune Europe (Feb. 10th, 
2007). As the number of immigrants living in Greece continues to rise, 
integration of immigrant children is becoming a vital issue in Greek educational 
institutions, introducing changes to promote intercultural education and combat 
racism and xenophobia (Dimitrakopoulos, 2004; Vlachaki, 2007).  
 
In the last fifteen years, the Greek education system has undergone significant 
structural changes, and a number of state schools transformed into Intercultural 
schools, in an effort to deal with the increasing number of immigrant students 
(Dimitrakopoulos, 2004; Pantazi). However, these changes have proven 
insufficient, mainly due to inadequate funding, rigid administrative structures, 
and a centralised education system that does not allow educational practitioners 
at the school level to take initiatives (Dimitrakopoulos, 2004). Thus, further 
legislative and policy reforms are essential, in order to promote intercultural 
education and attend to the needs of socially vulnerable groups, including 
immigrant children. 
 
The majority of initiatives promoting intercultural education are aimed at primary 
and secondary levels of education (i.e., the case of 87th Primary School) 
(Dimitrakopoulos, 2004). Preschool education programs designed to meet 
immigrant children’s needs hardly exist in Greece. Two major initiatives include: 
a) the Filipino School “Munting Nayon” aiming to cater for the needs of young 
Filipino children and, b) the “Inter-cultural Day Care Centre” founded by 
immigrants from Sierra Leone, to provide day-care services to low-income 
African immigrant families (Dimitrakopoulos, 2004).  
 
Also, some non-governmental organisations including the Society for the 
Development and Creative Occupation of Children (EADAP), take educational 
initiatives to develop the potential of all children during their early education, 
including preschool (www.eadap.gr) For example, EADAP designed a series of 
training programmes (Aesop) to promote awareness and respect for diverse 
cultures, in school settings (www.eadap.gr)  
 
Literature regarding the education and policy issues in preschool education 
programs for immigrant children in Greece is scarce. Therefore, there appears to 
be a significant and imminent need further research regarding education and 
policy issues in preschool education programs for immigrant children in Greece. 
Research using Greek preschools across the country as a learning laboratory and 
database to illustrate the role of appropriate preschool design in successful 
integration of immigrant children is crucial to influence social and economic 
policy on these issues. 
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4. Methodology 
 
The lack of research attention to young immigrant children is notable, since the 
largest growth in immigrant families is among those with young children. It 
leaves unanswered some important policy questions that this study has used to 
develop its research questions:  
 

1) Do immigrant children and their families in urban areas of Greece (in the 
case of this project, Athens and Alexandroupolis) have access to, and do 
they participate in, various social, health, and other services available to 
eligible native-born Greek children and their families? 

2) Do immigrant children enter school ready to learn?  
3) Do educators and other professionals have resources to effectively deal 

with young immigrant children and their families?  
4) How do communities deal with the costs and stresses associated with the 

large increase in the number of immigrants?  
5) How do the many schools now serving young children address the needs 

of immigrant children and families? 
 
 
4.1. Study Goals and Data Collection 
 
In this study, we sought to answer some of these research questions by 
evaluating program design of 30 preschools in Athens and Alexandroupolis to 
discover how the schools and communities in Greece address the needs of a 
growing population of immigrant students in preschool programs. The 
investigators sought to find and document practices that may inform educators 
and policy makers the strengths and challenges the preschools and local 
communities encounter in providing direct services to preschool immigrant 
children.  
 
A team of researchers and fieldworkers will spent several months conducting a 
case study for each of the 30 preschools to be evaluated. This will involve a 
review of documents as well as extensive interviews with a range of school and 
community leaders, including school administrators, teachers, board of education 
personnel and representatives from social services and other agencies in the 
community. Immigrant parents and some of their children will also be 
interviewed, and they will tell, in their own words, how life goes for them - at 
work, at home and in school. Since immigrants follow jobs and settle in 
communities where they find employment, it is clear that businesses contribute 
to the changing makeup of the school. Both quantitative and qualitative methods 
will be used where appropriate, depending on the questions being asked. 
Returning to the central research questions of the study will guide analysis 
decisions, since the results will help answer those questions. 
  
Because during the pilot stage of the study, the investigators that what 
educators, community leaders and the immigrants themselves had to tell us will 
be dramatic, it was agreed that traditional interview methods would not fully do 
justice to complete the goals of our data collection. Therefore, the research team 
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will secure the assistance of a documentary film producer to film commentary 
from certain schools and communities. The film transcript will provide an 
additional database from which this report will be prepared. The investigators will 
also be seeking funds in the coming months in the hope of producing a video 
documentary on the study. 
 
 
4.2. Data Analysis 
 
The data will be organized to provide a case study of each of the schools 
participating in the study. Included in each case study: 

• A historical perspective on each preschool and community. 
• Description of the program design included in the preschool. 
• Unique strengths of the preschool’s work with immigrant students. 
• Challenges the preschools are facing. 

 
Also included in each of the case studies will be quotes from educators, 
community and business leaders, and the immigrants themselves, both parents 
and the children, who - in their own words - provide insight into their lives and 
how the preschools are supporting them. While each of the case studies will give 
an individual assessment and insight into the preschools and communities 
studied, the study’s conclusions will highlight effective practices common to all 
30 preschools. It is the investigator’s hope that future policy can be written with 
a mindset toward what works, and what remains to be done to meet the 
preschool’s challenges in the future. 
 
Program evaluation data are intended to improve program quality. In an open 
process, results are shared with stakeholders, who may include families, staff, 
community members, funders, and others. Objective discussion of strengths and 
needs in light of the program’s goals and design will help support decisions about 
changes that would create even higher quality and more effective service 
delivery to immigrant preschool children and their families. Thus, data from 
program monitoring and evaluation, aggregated appropriately and based on 
reliable measures, will be made available and accessible to the public. 
 
 
4.3. Study Benchmarks 
 
Experts on early childhood and education have identified the following elements 
as critical for helping children of immigrants succeed in school and beyond. 

 
• Provide early intervention through high-quality family literacy or preschool 

programs.  
• Make educational programs accessible to immigrant families.  
• Increase parental involvement in their children’s schools.  
• Early intervention is critical: Studies have shown that children’s skills in 

kindergarten can predict their educational achievement level in third 
grade, and their achievement at the end of the third grade is highly 
correlated with future school success. 

• Provide training to teachers and administrators to help them become 
familiar with the background of immigrant families and to develop 
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effective teaching methods. Schools in new immigrant destinations are 
especially short of personnel who are familiar with different cultural 
backgrounds and who have training and experience in teaching foreign 
language speakers to learn the native language. 

• Provide age- and developmentally appropriate support programs that help 
children of immigrants succeed at all levels of education, from early 
childhood through higher education. 

• Help immigrant families and organizations advocate for better education.  
 
After taking the above points into consideration the above points, reviewing the 
literature in this study’s topic and developing the methodology, the investigators 
agreed to construct a visual benchmark for what they believe to be the optimal 
synergy between preschool program design and integration of immigrant children 
into the host society. This visual benchmark, as seen in the following figure, 
provides a sample outputs and outcomes that this study will use to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the 30 preschool education programs profiled in the study 
serving immigrant children and their families.  
 
This figure, as seen below, which the investigators named “The Waterfall Effect,” 
also illustrates the study’s theoretical foundation of education being crucial 
towards successful immigrant integration. Further, this visual benchmark 
illustrates a point for further study in a future longitudinal investigation, namely 
that a good education from early childhood will better prepare children of 
immigrants for the next level of education and, eventually, post-secondary and 
higher education. 
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5. Summary 
 
Those immigrants entering Greece in recent years are not a homogeneous group, 
and represent an incredible diversity in national background with marked 
differences among them regarding education and income status. While many 
immigrant families are successful, various communities house large immigrant 
groups that do not speak Greek and have little, if any, education - factors that 
are highly correlated with poverty and related difficulties. Immigration trends 
have serious implications for schools, especially considering that educators are 
now with the task of implementing national policies to ensure that all children 
have fair, equal, and meaningful opportunities to earn a high quality education. 
Another provision in local communities is for schools to promote and maintain 
parent involvement, especially in efforts too help parents make choices about 
their children’s educational programs. Reaching out to parents who do not speak 
the local language is difficult, as educators in previous studies conducted in 
Greece on this topic point out. 
 
At this time, Greece’s preschools are struggling to address the many and, at 
times, insurmountable needs of immigrant students and their families. These 
needs go well beyond education and language instruction, and include attention 
to parents, providing them with help on housing, health, and social services 
issues, as well as assistance with learning Greek and local customs. Additionally, 
schools are called on to take appropriate action to overcome language barriers 
that hinder equal participation by students in instructional programs. 
 
Immigration affects an entire community. Labor shortages are at the crux of the 
issue as immigrants move to areas offering employment, and businesses, 
sometimes with the support of state policymakers, seek immigrant workers. 
While this fills regional labor needs and stimulates the economy, it also affects 
the community, requiring schools and organizations to attend to the needs of 
newly arrived children and families. School systems have gone and continue to 
go through vast changes effected by the recent increase in immigrant labor. 
 
From a policy perspective, Greece lags far behind other European countries in 
assisting schools to cope with the demographic changes brought about by recent 
immigration trends. Lack of funding and the economic implications of increased 
migrant numbers have been mentioned in previous studies as major obstacles to 
ensuring that all children in Greece, including those from immigrant families, 
succeed academically. Nevertheless, the purpose of this study is to support and 
encourage schools in their efforts to accommodate such changes. The research 
team’s hope and aspiration is to make it clear that schools can and do respond to 
the needs of their students and meet the challenges before them when granted 
by law the appropriate resources. 
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Abstract 

This paper reports on findings from a qualitative research study on Shared Decision-
Making (SDM) in Egypt’s secondary schools. The purpose of the study was to identify 
barriers to SDM, using data collected through interviews with eighty-five research 
participants from nine general secondary schools in Damietta County. The findings 
indicate that, while the highly-centralized nature of the system was perceived to be a 
major barrier, factors pertinent to the school culture seemed to play a significant role in 
hindering teachers from engaging in the decision-making process. 

Keywords: Educational Administration – School Management – Shared Decision Making 
– Secondary Education. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
Shared Decision-Making (SDM) emerged as one of the most popular themes 
associated with the school restructuring movement of the late 1980s. It is widely 
considered to be an effective way to improve the quality of education through 
engaging stakeholders at the school level in school decision-making processes. 
The rationale underlying SDM has always been that better educational decisions 
can be made if those closest to the students are involved in the process (Liontos, 
1994).  
 
Although different conceptualizations of SDM have been provided by different 
researchers, the term is often used to refer to the process by which educational 
decisions are made collaboratively by stakeholders at the school level (Liontos, 
1994). Within this perspective, teacher participation is considered a key 
component of SDM. Arguments for increased teacher participation in decision-
making are based on the assumption that teaching is mainly a process of 
decision-making and that teachers are “professional decision-makers and 
problem solvers” (Conley & Bacharach, 1990, p.541). 
 
Despite its popularity as a theme on the reform agenda of many countries, 
studies carried out in other contexts revealed that implementing SDM has often 
proved to be problematic. Studies tracing the implementation of SDM projects in 
western countries indicated that the development of SDM was confronted by 
many barriers that compromised its successful implementation (Brown, 1994; 
Blasé & Blasé, 1999; Cranston, 2001; Duke et al., 1980; Johnson & Pajares, 
1996; Malen & Ogawa, 1988; Mutchler & Duttweiler, 1990; Tschannen-Moran, 
2001). As suggested by these studies, barriers to SDM included unwillingness to 
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engage with the process, lack of interpersonal trust among members of the 
school community, lack of the appropriate knowledge and skills needed for 
successful implementation, time constraints and lack of support from central 
administrators. 
 
In Egypt, although much literature has been written on school management and 
organization, the area of SDM remains relatively under-researched. A few studies 
have tentatively approached this topic, generally indicating the lack of teacher 
participation in school decision-making (e.g. Abdel-Fattah, 1993; Sweilam, 
2004). However, these studies have failed to explain why this is the case even 
though SDM is being promoted as part of the current decentralization movement 
in Egypt. Decentralization projects and on-site arrangements for increased 
participation are sweeping throughout the country. Prominent among these are 
the Alexandria Pilot project launched in 2001 in collaboration with USAID (HDP, 
2004), the National Standards of Education issued in 2003 (MOE, 2003) and the 
Boards of Trustees, Parents and Teachers (BOTs) established in all Egypt’s 
schools by Ministerial Decree 258/2005 (MOE, 2005).  
 
 
2. School Culture and SDM 
 
Torrington and Weightman (1989, p.18) define organizational culture as “the 
characteristic spirit and belief of an organization, demonstrated, for example, in 
the norms and values that are generally held about how people should treat each 
other, the nature of working relationships that should be developed and attitudes 
to change.” It becomes apparent from this definition that cultural factors exert a 
significant influence on the way an organization functions. Schools are no 
exception to this. Like other organizations, schools are strongly influenced by the 
norms and values held by their members (Dalin et al., 1993). As an important 
aspect of the school as an organization, school management behaviours seem to 
be particularly shaped by the culture of the school. Hargreaves and Hopkins 
(2005, p.17) view the arrangements of school management as “the most vital 
expression of the school’s culture.” 
 
As a school management strategy, SDM is inevitably influenced by the school 
culture as well. SDM literature suggests that cultural norms have a determinant 
role in the success or failure of SDM as a school management strategy. SDM is 
seen as a major change and, as proposed by Dalin et al. (1993, p.99), 
“culture…plays a significant role as a determinant of change”. Researchers have 
produced evidence that SDM cannot be implemented by simply establishing 
mechanisms for increased teacher participation in decision-making (Duke et al., 
1980; Malen & Ogawa, 1988). Rather, it requires fundamental changes in the 
culture surrounding school decision-making processes (Mutchler & Duttweiler, 
1990).  
 
Lashway (1996) argues that SDM may be overpowered by traditional cultural 
norms typically found in schools. Despite the fact that each school has its unique 
culture (Stoll, 1999), one common feature of the school culture is that it “is often 
directed to preservation of the status quo” (Hargreaves, 1999, p.63). Studies 
examining the implementation of SDM projects support this claim. Researchers 
(Grant, 2006; Malen & Ogawa, 1988; Weiss & Cambone, 1994) indicated that 
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SDM projects struggled when members of the school community were reluctant 
to challenge established cultural norms in their schools. Malen and Ogawa’s 
(1988) study on SDM in American schools revealed that hierarchical decision-
making behaviours were not altered by providing more favourable institutional 
conditions for SDM to happen. The study identified teachers’ dependency as well 
as head teachers’ inclination to preserve traditional authority structures as 
factors contributing to the situation. Grant (2006) found that teachers in South 
African schools were discouraged from assuming leadership roles by such norms 
as resistance, isolation, dependency and mistrust inherited from the period of 
apartheid. Weiss and Cambone (1994) indicated that SDM was compromised by 
a school culture characterized by opposition, conservatism and inertia. 
  
In the Egyptian context, literature suggests the existence of certain cultural 
norms that have developed within the system through a long history of 
centralized control (El-Baradie & El-Baradie, 2002). Hanson (1990) stressed the 
notion of seniority according to which decision-making is reserved to those 
occupying higher positions within the organization. Hesitation, isolation, lack of 
trust and satisfaction with the status quo are also part of the school culture in 
Egypt (Messeil, 2003; Sweilam, 2004). Yet it remains unclear to what extent and 
in what ways these cultural factors might affect school decision-making 
processes. More empirical research is needed to provide further clarification in 
this area. 
 
 
3. The Study 
 
Given the scarcity of research on SDM and the resulting ambiguity surrounding 
this area of enquiry in the Egyptian context, it remains unclear to what extent 
implementing such a policy in Egypt’s schools would be successful. Hence, the 
study upon which this paper is based was conducted as an attempt to unravel 
this ambiguity. It sought an in-depth understanding of the barriers that might 
inhibit secondary teachers from taking part in the decision-making process. In 
pursuance of such an understanding, the study explored the perceptions of 
stakeholders at the school level regarding issues underpinning SDM as a 
management strategy.  
 
 
3.1. Research Methodology 
 
A qualitative research design was chosen for the study as it was considered more 
suitable for exploring people’s perceptions. Using semi-structured interviews, 
data was collected over a three-moth period (March-June 2006) from nine 
general secondary schools in Damietta County. Individual, semi-structured 
interviews were undertaken with eighty-five research participants, including head 
teachers, deputy heads, heads of department, BOT members and newly-
appointed teachers. The interviews resulted in rich descriptive data, which were 
voice-recorded and transcribed. Using a software programme for qualitative data 
analysis, the data were organized, coded and then analyzed for emerging 
themes. 
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3.2. Findings 
 
The main findings indicate the existence of a complex set of interacting barriers 
that hinder teachers from participating in the decision-making process. Although 
centralized control was regarded by most participants as a major factor, the 
culture prevailing in the sample schools manifested itself as another powerful 
impediment to the involvement of teachers in school decision-making processes. 
For the purpose of this paper, I will focus on the school culture as a barrier to 
teacher participation in decision-making. 
 
The study found that the culture prevailing in the sample schools runs counter to 
the establishment and development of SDM practices. Many negative cultural 
dispositions were found which are bound to hinder members of the school 
community from being meaningfully engaged in school decision-making. These 
include: 
 
 
3.2.1. Unwillingness to engage with SDM 
 
Conventional wisdom suggests that one cannot be effectively engaged with a 
particular activity unless one is willing to get involved in that activity. This is 
particularly so when it comes to SDM which places more demands on people’s 
time and energy, and asks them to do things that have not been part of their 
customary practice. Studies conducted in other contexts have revealed that 
despite wide recognition of the benefits associated with SDM, many teachers and 
administrators may not be willing to take part in the process (Malen & Ogawa, 
1988; Weiss & Cambone, 1994). 
  
In line with these findings, the present study suggests that the willingness of 
both teachers and administrators in the visited schools is highly questionable. 
Head teachers were generally perceived by their teachers to be unwilling to 
afford them genuine opportunities for participation. Although such unwillingness 
emerged implicitly from some participants’ complaints about their heads 
adopting top-down decision-making styles, it also arose explicitly when other 
participants identified it as a barrier to SDM. For instance, one head of 
department expressed resentment towards all the head teachers with whom he 
has worked, stating, “None of the 14 head teachers with whom I have worked 
has been willing to listen to my opinion or to discuss it. They have always been 
ready to dictate instructions.” 
 
Some participants attributed head teachers’ unwillingness to central restrictions 
and the consequent concerns over accountability. One deputy head commented: 
 

“The head teacher does not provide such opportunities for participation to 
teachers because she is bound by the ministerial decrees. We may make 
decisions that lead to mistakes, and then sanctions will apply to the whole 
administrative staff, including the head teacher and the deputy heads. 
Hence, sharing does not happen, simply because everybody is concerned 
about his/her own safety.” 
 

Other participants referred to head teachers’ autocratic personalities as well as 
their hidden agendas as potential factors. One head of department said: “There 
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is no impediment to participation other than the head teacher being autocratic 
and prepared to impose his/her views on everybody.” 
 
Regarding teachers’ willingness, the responses of research participants were 
inconclusive, showing disagreement over the issue. However, unwillingness to 
engage with SDM seemed to be also a characteristic of many teachers. Most 
negative views about teachers’ willingness were found to be held by both head 
teachers and classroom teachers. One teacher expressed his view of teachers’ 
willingness by noting: “I would say that only 5% of school teachers are willing to 
participate. The rest of the teachers are busy with their own lives and their own 
business of private tutoring.” 
 
Consistent with the findings of Duke et al. (1980) and Weiss and Cambone 
(1994), this study suggests that teachers’ scepticism over their influence on 
school decisions may undermine their willingness to participate. Many 
participants demonstrated frustration at their being unlistened to and 
undervalued by their superiors. Their frustration was particularly evident when 
they spoke of their powerlessness over issues closely related to their daily work 
in the classrooms. While such complaints were common across a wide range of 
participants, they were more frequent amongst young teachers. As commented 
by one teacher: “There are no decisions in our hands. What do you think the 
decisions that we teachers can make? None! And if I attempt to voice my 
opinion, who is going to listen to me?” 

 
Poor work conditions emerged as another significant factor associated with 
teachers’ unwillingness to participate. Some participants highlighted the 
deteriorated social status of the teaching profession in Egypt and its impact on 
their morale and their attitudes towards their work. Many others specifically 
stressed the low pay of teachers and considered it a powerful factor that has 
considerably undermined their commitment to work, let alone their engagement 
with SDM. As stated by one teacher: 
 

“I have no faith in the educational process. Rather, I believe that I’m 
oppressed: I receive a few pennies which suffice me for four days or a week 
and, then, I need to beg from my pupils for the rest of the month. Where 
then is my faith in the educational process, so that I can participate and 
make decisions?” 
 

Related to this is the involvement of teachers in the endemic practice of private 
tutoring to compensate for low salaries, a factor that was considered by many 
participants to drive the teachers further away from the school. A consistent 
message that many participants seemed to communicate was that teachers are 
more concerned about improving their deteriorated conditions than about 
immersing themselves in the complex discussions and deliberations associated 
with school decision-making processes. One young teacher commented: 
 

“One of the impediments to teachers’ involvement in decision-making is 
their unwillingness to do so… What concerns teachers the most is to finish 
their work at school and leave early so that they can get on with their own 
business of private tutoring.” 
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3.2.2. Lack of Trust 
 
The literature related to SDM emphasizes the importance of trust for successful 
implementation of SDM structures. Building trusting relationships amongst 
members of the school community has been identified as a determinant factor in 
the establishment and sustenance of SDM practices in schools. Previous studies 
indicated that lack of trust presented a challenge to the development of SDM 
(e.g. Brown, 1994; Mutchler & Duttweiler, 1990; Tschannen-Moran, 2001). 
  
In line with these findings, this study identified lack of trust as a barrier to SDM 
in Damietta schools. Lack of trust emerged as a feature of the school culture and 
manifested itself at two different levels. At one level, school- level personnel 
showed mistrust in authorities beyond the school. This was evidenced by the 
negative perceptions held by the majority of research participants concerning 
central administrators and their perceived role in restricting school decision-
making. It was also evidenced by the participants’ scepticism of the commitment 
of central authorities to decentralization and the devolution of authority to the 
school level. For instance, one BOT member stated: “There is no such thing as 
decentralization in schools. Rather, there is centralization to the extent that we 
receive the details of our work inside the school from the Ministry.” 
  
It is possible to argue that such untrusting relationships between the school and 
central-level personnel may exert a negative influence on SDM. People at the 
school level cannot be expected to engage with SDM when they have doubts 
over the commitment of central authorities to the process, or when they feel that 
the decisions they make will be overridden by someone higher in the hierarchy 
(Johnson & Pajares, 1996). It is also unexpected that SDM will develop in a 
threatening environment where school people are discouraged from decision 
participation for fear of the sanctions that may apply should their participation 
resulted in inappropriate decisions. 
 
At another level, lack of trust seemed to be a characteristic of the relationship 
amongst members of the school community. Many classroom teachers exhibited 
mistrust in their head teachers. This was evidenced by their perception of their 
heads as being authoritarian, having hidden agendas and lacking the genuine 
power required to make autonomous decisions. Teachers’ mistrust also emerged 
from their belief that their participation is going to be meaningless because the 
head teachers are more concerned with implementing the central agenda than 
with listening to their voices. One head of department stated: 
 

“The head teacher is just a conveyor of decisions. When we attempt to 
dispute with her at the meetings, she doesn’t recognize our argument, 
simply informing us of the decisions she has already made. I don’t attend 
these meetings or I attend briefly and then leave, because when I protest 
she says that she is not prepared to argue with those above her.” 
 

What is more evident in the data, however, is the head teachers and senior 
administrators’ mistrust of teachers. Such mistrust emerged implicitly from the 
attributes these participants ascribed to teachers when they described most of 
them as being ‘self-interested’, ‘careless’ and ‘untrustworthy’. But it was also 
expressed explicitly when most head teachers’ raised it as an issue to justify 
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their reluctance to involve teachers in decision-making. One deputy head 
indicated: 
 

“One of the reasons why the head teacher doesn’t involve teachers in the 
decision-making process is her mistrust of all the teachers. From my point 
of view, most teachers in the school are untrustworthy, especially the young 
ones.”  
 

As suggested by the data, one of the most significant factors associated with 
mistrust relates to the perceived personal interests of teachers’ as well as their 
excessive involvement in private tutoring. Some participants considered this 
factor a valid reason why these teachers should not be involved. One head 
teacher put it this way: “Most teachers here are not interested in anything but 
attracting students to private tutoring, how then can I involve them?” 

 

3.2.3. Unfamiliarity with SDM 
 
Another cultural feature emerging from the data concerns the unfamiliarity of 
most participants with the ideas and practices embedded in SDM structures. 
Such unfamiliarity may pose a real challenge to teacher involvement in decision-
making. SDM literature points out that it would be too difficult to encourage 
teachers to participate in decision-making when they have been conditioned for 
so long to compliance (Bezzina, 2006; Weiss et al., 1992). This is particularly so 
in a country like Egypt which has an educational system known for its long 
tradition of centralization. 
  
Many research participants raised the issue of unfamiliarity with SDM as an 
impediment to teacher involvement in the process, arguing that it is not an easy 
task to do so when SDM has not traditionally been part of their usual practice. 
Their responses suggested that, because they have been working under a highly-
centralized system for so long, school-level personnel in general and classroom 
teachers in particular have become so habituated to a centralized mode of 
working that they might find it so difficult to work under SDM structures. One 
head of department pointed out: “The period for which teachers have not 
participated is quite long and they have become familiar with this status-quo. 
Thus, if we ask them to do so now, it will be a difficult process.” 
 
Participants’ unfamiliarity with SDM seemed to be further reinforced by the 
absence of training, an issue which the majority of participants agreed upon. This 
raises questions about the extent to which members of the school community 
possess the appropriate knowledge and skills required for SDM. Participants’ 
responses reflected disagreement over the issue. However, the perceived 
unfamiliarity with SDM practices, combined with the absence of training in the 
area of decision-making makes it possible to argue that the possession of such 
knowledge and skills remains in question. This poses another challenge to SDM 
in the sample schools. Based on SDM literature, the acquisition of knowledge and 
skills related to SDM is essential for effective and successful implementation of 
SDM structures (Blasé and Blasé, 1994; Cranston, 2001; Hallinger et al., 1993).  
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3.2.4. Fears of Involvement Problems 
 
Participants’ fears of potential involvement problems manifested themselves as 
another aspect of the school culture. Although some participants believed that 
teacher involvement would produce positive outcomes, many others expressed 
concerns that such involvement would create problems. Two main problems were 
cited by research participants. Some participants feared that the intervention of 
teachers’ personal interests would create what they described as “chaos” within 
schools. This concern seemed to act as a barrier to SDM. One head of 
department mentioned that she tended not to involve her teachers in 
departmental decisions because she believed that such involvement would 
produce what she perceived to be chaos. 
 
Conflict was perceived by a larger number of participants to be another problem 
resulting from teacher involvement. They expressed concerns that, because 
teachers have different interests, conflict would develop during school meetings. 
Within this perspective, conflict poses a problem that must be avoided by limiting 
involvement to certain members of staff. One deputy head illustrated this idea: 
 

“If we widen the circle of teachers’ participation in school decision-making, 
there will result problems because of the divergences of teachers’ opinions. 
In my point of view, the school benefits from the opinions of senior teachers 
… But if we widen the circle there will be proponents and opponents, which 
is not in the interest of the school.” 
 

This perception of conflict as a problem contradicts Blasé and Blasé’s (1994) view 
of it as a positive force that may be necessary for building “supportive human 
relationships” required for the improvement of the organization. Moreover, 
conflict is normally expected to develop when working under SDM structures 
(Conley & Bacharach, 1990; Weiss et al., 1992). Thus, rather than trying to 
avoid it, the question becomes how to deal with this conflict in order to resolve it 
and reach an agreement. This raises an issue about the extent to which 
members of the school community are prepared for this type of democratic 
practice. Based on the participants’ view of conflict as a negative factor, in 
addition to unfamiliarity with SDM and lack of training, it may be possible to 
argue that preparedness to deal with conflict in the sample schools remains in 
question. One teacher highlights this issue, stating, “There are intense conflicts 
which develop during departmental meetings in which we discuss our plan. And, 
in the end, we resort to the autocratic system and we call the inspector so he 
comes and sets up the plan for us.” 
 
 
3.2.5. Seniority as a Condition for Participation 
 
Another aspect of the school culture relates to the belief held by most 
participants that experience is the most important prerequisite for participation. 
Although participants mentioned other requirements such as communication 
skills, leadership skills, knowledge and personal qualities, experience seemed to 
be held dear by most participants as a condition for teacher involvement in 
decision-making. Because of the many occurrences of the term ‘experience’ 
throughout the data, it was crucial to explore what the participants actually 
meant when they used the term. Consistent with the notion of seniority as a 
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feature of Egypt’s education system (Hanson, 1990), the analysis revealed that 
the participants used ‘experience’ to refer to length of service. The following 
statement illustrates this idea:  
 

“Decision-making develops only through experience. When you make a 
decision, this doesn’t happen haphazardly. Rather, it happens as a result of 
previous experiences. So, one mustn’t participate in making decisions whilst 
still in his/her first year in school.” 

 
The conception of ‘experience’ as the length of service has implications for SDM. 
It is relevant to the important question of who is going to be involved in the 
process. The view of seniority as the most important condition for decision 
participation means that a member’s eligibility to participate tends to be 
primarily judged according to how long he/she has been in the service rather 
than his/her qualities. Within this view, only senior members of staff are likely to 
be allowed to take part in the process by virtue of their seniority. On the other 
hand, young teachers are likely to be seen as ineligible to be involved and are 
therefore less likely to be allowed to participate.  
 
The problem with the notion of seniority lies in the element of bias it brings to 
the situation as far as SDM is concerned. It denies junior members of staff the 
right to participate only on the basis of their low position in the seniority system, 
a basis which may have little relevance in the context of SDM. Although seniority 
may play a role in the accumulation of experience that is needed for decision-
making, it may not be the best basis on which to determine whether a particular 
member can be involved or not. Instead, the literature suggests three other rules 
that are more relevant to SDM. These are the rule of expertise (subordinate’s 
knowledge and competence to make the decision), the rule of relevance 
(subordinate’s interest in the decision) (Bridges, 1967), and the rule of 
commitment (subordinate’s commitment to the goals of the organization) (Hoy & 
Tarter, 1993). 
  
Moreover, the notion of seniority appears to be in contradiction with the 
arguments underlying SDM. The whole idea of SDM was initially advanced as a 
means of increasing teacher participation in the decision-making process. This is 
based on the principle that all members of staff should have an equal say in the 
process (Walker & Peel, 1993), irrespective of their position in the hierarchy. 
However, this is not to imply that under SDM structures everyone will be 
involved in every decision. Rather, this is to say that every staff member may 
have something to contribute in the decision-making process and should 
therefore be offered the opportunity to participate according to his/her ability.  
 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
The preceding discussion of the school culture as it relates to SDM gave further 
insights into understanding cultural factors that might serve as barriers to SDM 
in schools. The data presented in this paper suggests that different cultural 
dispositions that interact within the sample schools constitute unfavourable 
conditions for the development of SDM practices. Unwillingness to engage with 
SDM, lack of interpersonal trust, unfamiliarity with SDM, concerns over 
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involvement problems and upholding seniority as a condition for participation are 
factors that seem to offset SDM in Damietta schools. 
 
While not surprising, the emergence of such unfavourable cultural norms is 
alarming, given the current interest in implementing SDM in Egyptian schools. 
This indicates the need for policy makers and practitioners to consider these 
factors as they try to implement SDM in Egyptian schools. They need to 
recognize that implementing SDM requires fundamental changes, not only in the 
decision-making structures, but in the school culture as well. Building trusting 
relationships among members of the school community and establishing 
collegiality and mutual respect are essential parts of this cultural shift. Nias et al. 
(1989) and Berry (1993) point out that, in order for SDM to develop, schools 
need to establish a collaborative culture that facilitates the sharing of 
responsibility and hard work by school staff. Moreover, head teachers need to 
support democratic decision-making through the development of “an egalitarian 
ethos” within their schools (Moore et al., 2002). Such a cultural shift is not going 
to be an easy process, however. As Fullan (1993, p.24) suggests, “When 
complex change is involved, people do not and cannot change by being told to do 
so”.  
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Abstract 

In this paper, the authors evaluated the implementation of a Project Based Learning 
(ProjBL) incorporating the development of students’ soft skills as well as technical or 
professional competences. The research question addressed here is the suitability of 
ProjBL in achieving the desired learning outcomes i.e. practical knowledge of engineering 
surveying, basic knowledge on engineering design, and soft skills or personal 
competences. The objectives are two-fold; (i) to evaluate the effectiveness, and (ii) to 
identify potential improvement. The course, the Engineering Surveying Camp offered at 
Year-I of a four-year civil engineering degree programme, is a two-week field course. 
During the course, the students carried out an actual surveying and design project in 
groups of 6-7 students supervised by the academics. Assessment of technical aspects 
were based on daily output and final products while for soft skills on performance during 
the various sessions. Evaluation was carried out based on the outputs and student 
performance during the various sessions. It was found that the technical aspects were 
achievable though with lesser degree for the engineering design. On soft skills, students 
demonstrated an overall improvement of competency but it was difficult to ascertain the 
levels for the average students while the best and poor performers were easily observed.  

Keywords: Evaluation - Outcome based education - Project based learning 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Recent observations on engineering graduates from public institution of higher 
learning in Malaysia indicates the needs to look into the teaching and learning 
methodologies at institutions of higher learning. As a result, all higher learning 
institution offering engineering degree programmes had to review and carry out 
the necessary revision of their degree programmes to ensure that outcome 
based education (OBE) is implemented. This requirement has now become the 
prerequisite for a recognition of an engineering degree programme by the Board 
of Engineers, Malaysia (Engineering Accreditation Council of Malaysia, 2007). 
 
In carrying out the curriculum review, especially when seeking to implement 
changes towards a new educational model, the elements that are reasonably 
difficult to deal with is training students to develop their personal skills and 
abilities. Such skills are normally referred to as transferable and incorporate life-
long learning abilities. These elements are generally stated in the various 
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documentation of institutions, but yet have proven difficult to implement with 
regard to the operational levels in an organisation, as the focus is traditionally on 
science and conventional technical issues.  
 
The development of a new curriculum must include securing vertical and lateral 
coherency for the technical and scientific content. Here, the additional aspects on 
how to find time for the project work itself, and how to find training gaps in 
additional elements like personal skills and abilities must be dealt with. This 
often leads institutions to review their curricula and rethink their overall 
objectives from the perspective of a new project oriented educational model. This 
process can be hard as lecturers have been brought up with a traditional 
paradigm that is based on lectures. 
 
The Department of Civil Engineering, University of Malaya had reviewed and 
revised its degree programme in respond to this new requirement. It had taken a 
gradual and cautious stance and adopted a continuous quality improvement 
(CQI) approach in implementing the new requirement. Most courses undergo the 
necessary adjustment in particular in terms of restating its learning outcomes 
and assessment methods. This is considered prudent in the light that both, the 
academic staff and the students require some time to familiarise and acclimatise 
to new teaching and learning regimes. However, some new courses have been 
introduced to cater for the needs. One such course, Engineering Surveying 
Camp, that had been introduced and implemented at the end of Year-I of a four-
year civil engineering degree programme is presented and discussed in this 
paper. In developing this course lessons learned from the experience of others 
e.g. Moesby (2002), Felder and Brent (2003) and Dochy et al (2003), were 
referred to.  
 
In this respect, the Engineering Surveying Camp focus on the following 
attributes: 

• an ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering 
• an ability to identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems 
• an ability to communicate effectively 
• an ability to use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools 

necessary for engineering practice 
 
This paper dealt with the evaluation of the Engineering Surveying Camp, a 
course centred on Project Based Learning (ProjBL) incorporating the 
development of students’ soft skills as well as technical or professional 
competences. The research question addressed here is the suitability of ProjBL in 
achieving the identified learning outcomes. The objectives are two-fold; (i) to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the course, and (ii) to identify potential 
improvement.  
 
The course, Engineering Surveying Camp is offered at Year-I of a civil 
engineering degree programme. It is a two-week field course with three main 
learning outcomes; (i) practical knowledge of engineering surveying, (ii) basic 
knowledge on engineering design, (iii) soft skills or personal competences. The 
course was offered for the first time and there were many uncertainties in 
particular on the degree of success in achieving the course outcomes. During the 
course, the student carried out an engineering survey work and subsequently 
undertake design project supervised by the academics. The class is divided into 
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groups and assigned tasks to be completed in two weeks. The technical 
assessment was based on daily outputs and final products while for soft skills on 
performance during the various sessions throughout the duration of the camp.  
 
Due to this traditional paradigm, academics usually encounter major difficulties 
in introducing new elements, as they may prefer to consider and focus on new 
additional objectives separately. Indeed, teachers may focus more on their own 
field and not look at the learning process from a wider perspective. Yet this wider 
perspective focuses, importantly, on developing students’ personal skills and 
abilities that are demanded competences from industry and society, as well as 
demanded from students themselves. 
 
 
1.1. Problem Based Learning (PBL) 
 
In the University of Malaya, the move towards encouraging academics to adopt 
PBL seemed rather sluggish. The main challenge is the need to change the 
paradigm of the majority of lecturers that are used to the conventional teaching 
methods. Those opting for change require time to adapt, implement and gain 
experience in PBL techniques. It is also important for those promoting the 
technique to show evidence of the effectiveness of PBL for engineering education 
(Yusof et al 2005).  
 
Moesby (2005) reported a study on the performance of students from Aalborg 
University, which generally is regarded as a problem based learning (PBL) 
institution, and students from the Technical University of Denmark, which is 
generally regarded as a conventional taught institution. The finding supports 
very well the edge of graduates of PBL institution have over those graduated 
from a conventional taught institution. It gives the same credit to the two Danish 
institutions concerning professional competences, but the personal competences 
that students develop in the PBL approach, are significantly higher when 
compared with conventional techniques. The learning outcomes concerning 
personal competences are significantly higher within the PBL approach than from 
conventional teaching. 
 
 
2. Engineering Surveying Camp  
 
The course, Engineering Surveying Camp offered at Year-One of a civil 
engineering degree programme is the third of engineering surveying courses 
offered to civil engineering students. The students had covered all basic 
engineering surveying materials during the first two courses with small scale field 
practices. 
 
It is a two-week field course with three learning outcomes. At the end of the 
course, the students are able to;  

• plan and carry out an actual engineering surveying work,  
• carry out conceptual engineering design project, and 
• communicate effectively and work in a team.  
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During the course, the students carried out an actual surveying and design 
project supervised by the academics. They were grouped into teams of 6-7 
students. 
 
 
2.1. The Project 
 
The Department of Civil Engineering, University of Malaya was appointed to carry 
out engineering surveying work on a piece of land of about 6 Ha and to submit a 
survey plan that will be used in developing the land by the owner, UM Holding. 
Two possible options for the development of the land were a resort cum training 
centre or a research station. The site was located about 700 km from Kuala 
Lumpur, the capital of Malaysia. In addition to the survey plan, a preliminary 
conceptual development plan was to be proposed. 
 
 
2.2. Course Outcomes 
 
The course outcomes for Engineering Surveying Camp cover both the hard and 
the soft skills as outlined below. 
 
 
2.2.1 Course Outcome I: Practical knowledge of engineering surveying 
 
The students were expected to be able to carry out relevant field data collection, 
perform the necessary analysis and produce the survey plan. As the students 
had gone through the basic engineering surveying course prior to registering for 
the surveying camp, the expectation was considered to be realistic. 
 
 
2.2.2 Course Outcome II: Knowledge of conceptual civil engineering design 
 
At the level that the students were, the expected outcomes were the awareness 
of; utilization of space, provision of basic infrastructure, requirement for safety 
and security, functionality and constructability, cost effectiveness, environmental 
and sustainability consideration as well as aesthetic aspects. The students were 
given limited access to the internet to acquire as much information as possible 
within the given time duration. At the end of the two weeks, they were expected 
to prepare a conceptual plan of either a resort cum training centre or a research 
station. 
 
 
2.2.3 Course Outcome III: Soft skills or personal competences 
 
In the two week duration, the required personal competencies were the ability to 
communicate effectively, and the ability to function in a team or teamwork skills. 
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2.3. Learning Experience 
 
The main challenge faced by both the academic staff and the students was the 
project that the students worked on were real project to be completed within a 
short duration of the course. The students were primarily focused on the 
achievement of course outcomes. The academics, though, had another goal of 
ensuring that the project was completed with quality outputs. 
 
Other than this, the academics had to ensure the other aspects including the day 
to day running of the camp, transportation, logistics, health and safety on top of 
the course outcomes.  
 
The course was designed such that the intended course outcomes could be 
achieved. With previous experiences it was anticipated that the students would 
go through learning experience that consolidated their understanding of 
engineering surveying and at the same time enhanced their personal 
competence.  
 
As there was no internet connection available on site, cyber cafes at the nearest 
town had to be used. It was arranged for the groups to send representatives to 
carry out internet searches for information and secondary data collection. 
 
 
2.4. Routines and Tasks 
 
The groups had 10-working days to ensure that the following tasks were 
completed during the two week course:  
 

• Field work and field data collection including levelling, contouring and 
detailing 

• Data analysis and the preparation of survey plans 
• Information gathering and secondary data collection 
• Performing conceptual engineering design and preparation of drawings 
• Preparation of a group report (written and oral) 

 
The daily routines started with a morning briefing followed by group discussion 
on the work for that day. The team had to elect a new team leader for each 
working day as well as to appoint a reporter that would present the daily report 
during the evening session. 
 
Once the discussion was over the group began its work for the day. During the 
initial few days, the whole group went out to carry out the field work. For latter 
days, the group might decide to leave some members behind to do the analysis 
and developing the survey plan. The different group could cooperate whenever 
necessary. 
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3. Course Assessment and Evaluation 
 
The results of couse assessment and subsequent evaluation on the 
implementation of a Project Based Learning (ProjBL) incorporating the 
development of students’ soft skills as well as technical or professional 
competences are discussed in this section. The objectives set out were to 
evaluate the effectiveness, and to identify potential improvement fot future 
conduct of the course. The course outputs and the performance of the students 
during the daily briefing and presentation sessions formed the basis of the course 
assessment.  
 
It should be pointed out that the students were not graded but rather they were 
assessed either to have met the requirement of passing the course or the 
contrary.  
 
 
3.1. Course Outputs and Assessment 
 
The outputs required from each group were the group report, the survey plan 
and the conceptual design plan. The group report contained the daily reports, 
raw and processed field data and the write-up for conceptual engineering design. 
These outputs or products formed the basis for the assessment of the team 
performance. 
 
It was the duty of the team leader for the day to ensure that the team daily 
activities were carried out accordingly and any problems were settled 
collectively. The team leader had to ensure that each team member worked as 
planed. In a way the appointment of a daily reporter was a check-and-balance 
measure to ensure that the team work together. Based on the progress of work, 
it had to be assumed that this strategy worked. During the evening oral 
presentation, the group matters, problem encountered and related issues were 
discussed.  
 
 
3.2. Course Evaluation 
 
Apart from evaluating based on the various outputs from the course, students 
assessment of the conduct of the course were also seeked through questionnaire 
as indicated by Table 1. As shown by the table a large majority of students were 
satisfied with the conduct and the outcomes of the course. They were of the 
opinion that the course outcomes, teaching methods and materials as well as 
learning experience were good.  
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Table 1: Student rating of the Engineering Surveying Camp 

 
Learning/Teaching Aspects Student Response (%) 

Very Good Good Fair Poor 
Relevance of Course Outcomes 36 61 3 0 
Achievement of Course Outcomes 52 45 3 0 
Adequacy of time allotment 36 49 13 3 
Suitability of course materials 32 52 16 0 
Quality of course outputs 29 61 10 0 
Suitability of teaching method 29 52 16 3 
Introduction of soft skills 42 45 10 3 
Overall learning experience 29 68 3 0 
Teamwork experience 32 68 0 0 
Fieldwork experience 20 80 0 0 
 
 
Peer assessment was also introduced for the soft skills component of the course. 
However, there was not much success due to the reluctance of the students to 
be critical of their team members. This aspect needs to be reviewed and feasible 
changes need to be introduced in future session. 
 
 
3.2.1. Effectiveness of Project Based Learning 
 
All groups successfully completed their assigned task and submitted the required 
outputs within the stipulated time frame. In accomplishing this feat, each group 
had undergone the necessary field surveying work, compiled and analysed the 
fieldwork data, produced the survey plan, developed the conceptual engineering 
design and drawn the layout plan. 
 
Based on the course outputs submitted by the students, it could be argued that 
the course outcomes as identified for the course had been achieved.  
 
As far as the soft skills were concerned, all students had participated actively in 
all planned activities and individually could be observed communicating and 
working as a team. Based on theses observations, it could also be argued that 
the identified soft skills components had also been attained. 
 
 
3.2.2. Potential Improvement 
 
Based on the outcome of the recently completed Engineering Surveying Camp 
course potential improvement could be achieved through the implementation of 
several measures.  
 
The organization of the whole surveying camp could be enhanced. It could be 
more meaningful if the course is offered in Year-II (Semester 6) as to allow for 
the student to acquire better engineering knowledge. The students will be in a 
position to gain much more from such a beneficial course. 
 
Further details should be to be looked into assessment of soft skills. Similarly, 
individual component should be identified in order for a grading reflective of the 
levels attained to be awarded to student in place of the present pass-fail grade. 
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This change will enhance the effectiveness of the program as the students will 
work harder to gain better grades or to avoid failing.  
 
However, it should be highlighted that these changes could cause an increase in 
terms of the overall cost and the manpower requirement of running the course. 
Special budget should be sought from the university authority as this 
Engineering Surveying Camp was implemented with the normal budget 
allocation. 
  
 
4. Conclusion 
 
As had been stated earlier, the objectives of the study presented in this paper 
were to evaluate the effectiveness in implementing the course employing project 
based learning method, and to identify potential improvement for future 
implementation of the course.  
 
As a group, it was found that the outcomes for the hard skills, engineering 
survey and conceptual engineering design, were achieved though with lesser 
degree for the engineering design. The surveying plan produced by the students 
was of acceptable quality and had been submitted to the client with minor 
improvement. The conceptual engineering design however shows some 
shortcomings. This could be simply explained by the fact that the student had 
completed all materials related to engineering surveys by the time they went 
through the Engineering Surveying Camp. On the other hand, the students 
hardly had the necessary engineering design knowledge as their earlier courses 
focus more on engineering basics e.g. drawings, mathematics, materials and 
engineering mechanics.  
 
With regard to the soft skills, the students benefited from the two-week course 
by showing a marked enhancement in their personal competences level. As the 
course progressed, the various aspects of communication between the students, 
supporting staff and the academics improved. However, it was difficult to 
ascertain the levels attained by individual students in particular the average, or 
middle ranking students. The best and poor performers were easily observable.  
 
Overall, the Engineering Surveying Camp can be considered as a success 
considering that this was the first time the course was offered. Nearly all course 
outcomes had been achieved as intended. However, there are several aspects 
that could be improved to enhance the students’ learning experience. The overall 
management of the course should be looked into in particular the assessment of 
soft skills. The possibility of offering the course upon the completion of Year II 
should be considered. The student will be more matured and they would have 
gathered more design experience will benefit them especially for the conceptual 
design component of the course. Grading the sudents based on individual merit 
rather than pass-failed should be also considered.   
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Abstract 

This paper addresses the disciplinary and methodological specificity of the PhD in 
practice-led research and advocates an interactive narrative pedagogy inspired by the 
psychoanalytic teachings of Lacan. It sets into motion an innovative engagement 
between the fields of Psychoanalysis, Writing and Pedagogy in order to consider the 
possibilities that transference offers supervisors and candidates in two specific 
environments, i.e., an on-campus setting equipped with infrastructure resources and an 
off-campus setting devoid of such resources. I argue that an ethical handling of the 
transference promotes creativity and benefits the community at large. 

Keywords: Creative Writing – Pedagogy – Psychoanalysis - Doctoral Supervision - 
Transference 
 
 
 
1. Preamble 
 
Recent government intervention in research in higher degree policy across the 
globe has sharpened universities’ focus on the quality of students’ productivity, 
research experience and timely completion rates (Kamler 2001; Manathunga 
2005). Australian researchers have highlighted the factors that predict students’ 
timely completion and students’ participation in the workforce is one such 
measure of outcome (Davis 2007; Williams 2007). Many universities are 
tightening their selection processes as a way of improving retention and 
completion rates and data suggests that the main factor determining academic 
success is socio-economic well-being despite diversity being an index of 
creativity and innovativeness (Brecknock 2004; Florida 2005). This paper grew 
out of the challenges I encountered in supervising PhD students in a maximum 
security prison with two colleagues. It is now part of a larger research project 
which takes a pro-active and more socially equitable approach to improving the 
learning environment, well-being, and social recognition of University post-
graduate students in particular by scrutinizing the corporate discourse 
disseminated in Higher Education policies. Whilst the broader project will propose 
an alternative discourse underpinned by Bracher’s ‘radical pedagogy’ (Bracher 
1999b; Bracher 2006), this paper focuses on developing ‘radical pedagogy’ into 
an ‘interactive narrative pedagogy’ suited to doctoral supervision.  
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If teaching is ‘the creation of a new condition of knowledge—the creation of an 
original learning disposition’ (Felman 1982 : 31), then Australian universities 
have been failing their students for some time, for the desire to know has been 
replaced by the need to produce with cost-efficacy (Davis 2007:6). And yet one 
sector of the University that is thriving (Dawson 2005) is not cost-effective: the 
discipline of Writing. 
 
For the French existentialists, words are actions. Nowhere is this clearer with 
reference to the state of Australian universities as in Marginson and Considine’s 
The Enterprise University: Power, Governance and Reinvention in Australia which 
criticises the market-driven nature of the contemporary University while 
highlighting how the corporate university as an institution is embedded in 
problematic social changes that compound existing factors of social exclusion. 
This is ironically congruent with Lacan’s 1968 critique of the discourse of the 
University. Indeed, ‘for Lacan, the discourse of the University is akin to the 
discourse of the Master’ (Hecq 2006), and ‘what he has pejoratively termed 
“academic discourse” situates the “radical vice” in “the transmission of 
knowledge”’ (Felman 1982: 22). Therefore a rethinking of the ethos of university 
education is necessary. Such rethinking underpins my critique of current literary 
pedagogies of supervision, pedagogies which are predicated not upon ‘the 
creation of a new condition of knowledge’ (Felman 1982: 31), but upon a neo-
capitalist discourse that stifles creativity.  
 
Working closely with research students is one of the most exciting and rewarding 
experiences of academic life. Though still poorly documented (Grant 2003; Green 
2005), the complexity of supervision cannot be underestimated. Supervision of 
research students is not only a complex teaching task (Sinclair 2004; Denholm 
and Evans 2007); it is a shared enterprise in which both supervisor and student 
have complex investments. These investments are as much emotional as 
intellectual. This is because the dynamics of exchange is based on narrative 
interactions that are themselves predicated upon an intricate transferential 
process involving the transference between two subjects as well as the 
transference to the work and to the institution. As Barbara Grant has shown, the 
‘uncertain state of supervision affairs’ is an effect of ‘many social discourses that 
offer us more ways of making sense of supervision than in the past’ (Grant 2005: 
337). Further, research differs across the disciplines (Sinclair 2004), for ‘while 
theory in the physical sciences has never really escaped from the requirement of 
internal coherence at the heart of knowledge (connaissance), the humanities, 
because they are embodied behaviours in the very reality of their object, cannot 
evade the question of their meaning or pretend that the answer doesn’t impose 
itself in terms of truth’ (Lacan & Cénac 1996 [1950] :13, translation modified).  
What constitutes a contribution to knowledge, and how this contribution is 
presented, also differs. Practice-led research, for instance, is now establishing 
itself in certain disciplines in the Humanities as alternative to the traditional PhD 
by research. This paper looks into the complexities of the transference enhanced 
by the impact of disempowerment upon the dynamics of the supervisory 
partnership by contrasting two teaching environments and two cohorts of 
candidates. 
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1.1. Practice-Led Research  
 
Practice-led research is a growing area across the creative arts, with studio-
based, artefact-based and even action-based doctorates, often favoured over 
traditional research (Barret and Bolt 2007). The Practice-led PhD in Writing 
comprises an artefact, a writing journal and an exegesis. One of the crucial 
questions to be addressed according to this model is: ‘What did the writing 
journal reveal that could not have been revealed by any other form of enquiry?’ 
An analysis of the journal necessarily entails an analysis of the creative process 
and its significant moments. This is in fact the impetus of the exegesis whereas 
its aim is to locate the work within the wider fields of practice and theory. In my 
own experience, I have found that the vital importance of the journal in the 
methodology of practice-led research has direct repercussions on both the 
approach to supervision and the interaction between supervisor and candidate. 
First, because the kind of knowledge involved in practice-led research both 
entails a ‘practice of the letter’ (Hecq 2008) and retroactive discoveries 
predicated upon a strong transference to the work, the supervisor should act 
mainly as a sounding board for the candidate’s ideas. Second, because writing a 
journal is in itself a process of self-discovery and creative development, 
candidates should be able to use their time in flexible ways. Third, because of 
the integrated nature of the practice-led research model, the supervisor should 
be wary of contributing too much to the project. Finally, some projects in 
practice-led research necessitate the setting up of a joint or panel supervision.  
 
Over the years, these insights have led me to question my own role and position 
as supervisor. I have drawn on the lessons of psychoanalysis to articulate these 
in terms of a ‘narrative interactive pedagogy’ that pays particular attention to the 
transference, for if narrative drives the methodology of practice-led research and 
the supervision of higher degrees in this mode, it is the transference that drives 
narrative interactions between candidate and supervisor, candidate and 
institution, as well as between candidate and work. 
 
 
1.2. Why Psychoanalysis? 
 
As I have argued elsewhere, psychoanalysis and writing have much to offer each 
other (Hecq 2008). For two decades writing instructors in particular have 
explored the possible synergies between psychoanalysis and pedagogy (McGee 
1987; Murphy 1989; Berman 1994; Bracher 1999). Patrick McGee and Ann 
Murphy draw attention to similarities between teaching writing and being in 
analysis (McGee 1987; Murphy 1989: 175-85). Berman illuminates the beneficial 
effects of a psychoanalytically inflected pedagogy on both the academic 
performance and well-being of writing students. Mark Bracher explores these 
benefits further and argues that ‘anyone interested in either of these fields or in 
the educational, personal, or social benefits that either practice can provide will 
benefit from exploring the intersection between the two’ (Bracher 1999a: 1). In 
Radical Pedagogy: Identity, Generativity, and Social Transformation, he maps 
out the social benefits of a psychoanalytically inflected pedagogy (Bracher 2006). 
 
Despite the significant parallels between the two disciplines, psychoanalytic 
pedagogy has never been the flavour of the month. Lad Tobin and Wendy Bishop 
have looked into the reasons for this state of affairs (Tobin 1991: 341; 1993: 29-
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33; Bishop 1993: 504-05). Tobin and Bishop’s objections, it seems to me, derive 
from a narrow understanding of the transference so common among adepts of 
American ego-psychology. It is a similar understanding accrued by a mistrust of 
Lacanian psychoanalysis which informs Murphy’s reluctance to apply 
psychoanalysis to her pedagogical practice. Although she makes the valid point 
that writing teachers lack the training necessary for a psychoanalytic pedagogy, 
she narrows the aim of psychoanalysis to providing insights for teachers into the 
erotic dimension of the transference (Murphy 1988: 182-187). 
 
Murphy’s reservations are legitimate: to engage students in the emotionally 
fraught processes of analysis is perilous, and her reservations about teachers’ 
training are well-founded, particularly since teaching, unlike psychoanalysis, also 
‘involves a transfer of knowledge that exists independently of the two subjects 
implicated in the act itself’ (McGee 1987: 669). Nor can the question of power 
disparity be underestimated. However, in a pedagogy inflected by Lacan’s 
teachings, the teacher, like the analyst, would use the power of her position of 
authority not to undermine a student’s identity, but rather to help the student 
recognize the contingency of their identity, including unconscious desires that 
may be in conflict with this identity. Besides, a psychoanalytic pedagogy would 
deal with the issue of power more ethically by privileging desire over 
identification. It would indeed offer ‘truly ethical teaching’ that helps ‘students 
learn, grow, and develop their identity to its optimal extent’ (Bracher 2006: 
156).  
 
A psychoanalytic pedagogy centred on desire would offer ways of achieving four 
major objectives: 
1. To help candidates become more effective writers as they come to know 

and trust their own unconscious processes through analyzing journal 
entries. 

2. To help candidates develop personally and become empowered (through 
finding their voice, taking risks, targeting new audiences). 

3. To recognize and value difference. 
4. To promote social change. 

 
A psychoanalytic mode of supervision would help candidates assume their 
unconscious desire and thus help them not only improve their writing, but also 
constitute a unique resource in pushing the boundaries of their writing. In 
contradistinction to cognitive or social constructivist approaches according to 
which poor writing results from inadequate skills or knowledge, I would argue 
with Bracher that many of the writing problems encountered by higher research 
students are related to conflicts between ego and subject (Bracher 1999: 68-
124) and that further difficulties arise because the pushing of boundaries 
necessitated by autobiographical or experimental texts in particular may induce 
‘writer’s blocks’ arising from forms of anxiety that either impede or severely 
disorganize transference to the work. 
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1.3. Narrative 
 
Let me explain what I mean when I say that narrative drives the methodology of 
supervision. In psychoanalysis, the term ‘narrative’ is ambiguous. Narrative can 
refer to the stories told by patients in relation to their family romance, for 
instance. It can also refer to the interventions in which the analyst undertakes an 
extension into ‘myths’ (Bion 1963), to a particular quality of the analyst’s 
interpretations (Ferro 1996) or to punctuations (Fink 1997). It can also mean the 
writing up of a case history. Ultimately, it can be understood as the construction 
of a narrative truth (Lacan 1953-4;1959-60;1966;1972-73) as opposed to 
historical truth. Truth for Lacan is never empirical and verifiable, not in and of 
itself knowledge, but a relation to knowledge in language involving the subject’s 
recognition of the source of knowledge in a particular narrative. Truth is 
recognition of the rhetorical dimension underlying every cognition. With this 
truth, the subject rediscovers his or her place in a narrative from which 
consciousness has been withheld. 
 
Since Roland Barthes’s seminal essay on the structural principle of narratives 
(Barthes 1977 [1966]) the term is no less ambiguous in the discipline of Writing. 
My own use of the term may mirror most of the above and include the stories 
told by students during a supervision session, telephone conversations or e-mail 
exchanges in relation to their personal history and experiences, notes taken 
during supervision, the words, graphs and drawings that figure in journals, etc. 
It may also refer to the exegesis and the artefact as well as to the construction 
of a narrative truth in the making of these narratives. However, with regard to 
the supervisory meeting itself, by narrative I mean the interactivity between 
candidate and supervisor without the interpretative caesuras used in 
psychoanalytic sessions, for ‘textual (or analytic) knowledge is … that 
peculiarly specific knowledge which is subsumed by its use value, having no 
exchange value whatsoever’ (Felman : 31-2). It is as if candidate and supervisor 
‘were together constructing a drama within which the various plots increase in 
diversity, intersect and develop, sometimes in ways that are unpredictable and 
unthinkable for the two co-narrators, neither of whom is a ‘strong’ holder of 
a preconstituted truth’ (Ferro 2006 : 1.). It could be said that to some extent 
this interactive narrative, or ‘co-narrative transformation’ (Ferro 2006 : 1) 
contributes to the making of a creative field. However, the narratives themselves 
arise from the phenomenon of transference. 
 

1.4. Transference 

‘Transference is not an inter-human relationship’ (Lacan 1960-61). With this bold 
proposition, Lacan stresses the relationship between the transference and the 
order of the signifier, i.e., that which represents the subject for another signifier. 
Thus transference, which involves a movement between human subjects, is 
beyond inter-subjectivity: the subject’s existence does not coincide with that of 
the biological individual--even less so with the person. Indeed, for Lacan, the 
individual is undivided whereas the subject is divided and the person is a 
persona, the actor’s mask, as it were, or the character in the human drama: 
both (mis)represent the subject yet cannot be identified with it. A failure to 
recognize this beyond inter-subjective dimension of the transference reduces it 
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to the observable emotional expressions and interactions between two people, 
i.e., phenomena which are presumed to take place in a dual relationship that 
excludes the dimension of language. This does not mean, of course, that this 
erotic (imaginary) dimension of the transference should be dismissed, but for 
Lacan it does necessarily follow the defiles of the signifier, predicated as it is on 
what Freud called ‘the necessary conditions for loving’ (Freud 1910: 231). 
 
Now, if transference is not an inter-human relationship, what is it? And how can 
it be said to drive the formation of narratives? 
 
The term ‘transference’ first occurred in Freud’s work as another term for the 
displacement of affect from one idea to another (Freud 1900: 562). As the 
priority given to ‘idea’ over ‘affect’ indicates, Freud already implicitly proposed 
that what he later called ‘transference-love’ (Freud 1915: 168) was captured by 
a network of signifiers. It was, however, in its function of resistance that Freud 
first encountered it in the clinic. In ‘The Dynamics of transference,’ Freud notes 
that in tracing a complex ‘from its manifestations in the conscious right down to 
its roots in the unconscious, we soon reach a region where resistance makes 
itself felt’ (Freud 1912:103). This dimension of transference is worth bearing in 
mind, as teachers and supervisors, like analysts, often have to contend with 
resistance in their students. As Bracher puts it, ‘a writer’s resistance, like that of 
a psychoanalytic patient, is ‘the result of anxiety… in the face of the Symbolic 
Other’s desire’ (Bracher 1999a: 170). 
 
Lacan’s ‘An Intervention on the Transference’ (Lacan 1951) picks up Freud’s 
initial idea. Here, he describes the transference in dialectical terms, rebuking 
ego-psychology for explaining the phenomenon of transference in terms of 
affects: ‘transference does not refer to any mysterious property of affect, and 
even when it reveals itself under the appearance of emotion, it only requires 
meaning by virtue of the dialectical moment in which it is produced’ (Lacan 1966 
[1951]: 225). Thus, when he later says that transference often manifests itself 
under the guise of love, he makes it clear that it is the love of knowledge that 
is concerned (Lacan 1975[1953-54]; 1991 [1960-61]), my emphasis), with 
knowledge being imputed to some ‘subject supposed to know’ (Lacan 1977 
[1964]).  
 
In short, the transference has two dimensions which correspond to the two 
functions of the analyst in the psychoanalytic setting: a signifying function, since 
as subject supposed to know the analyst facilitates the production of unconscious 
knowledge; and a function derived from the analyst’s presence and value as 
erotic object. The phenomena of transference which appear in the Imaginary 
register (the intersubjective dual relation) become intelligible only when the 
particular vicissitudes of the transference at the level of the Symbolic register 
(the signifying chain) and of the traumatic effects which are excluded from 
symbolization (and therefore erupt in the Real) are analyzed. 
 
Lacan’s 1964 definition is of particular value for teachers. According to this view, 
‘as soon as there is a supposed subject of knowledge… there is transference’ 
(Lacan 1977, [1956]: 232). Consequently, as soon as there is transference, 
there is a power disparity. If this is true of the analytic relation this is 
compounded in the supervisory situation where the degree of disparity is 
heightened by the fact that the supervisor is subjected to the discourse of the 
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University. Power-relations induced by the transference are also intensified by 
the mode of pedagogy at hand. 
 
 
1.5. Transference and Interactive Narrative Pedagogy: a question of 
Desire 
 
‘The reason teachers cannot shed the mantle of authority is transference’, says 
Bracher (1999b: 128). This is so in the overtly authoritarian modes of pedagogy 
that function according to the master-disciple paradigm (Frow 1988; Owler 
1999). But this is also the case in modes of pedagogy which actively critique 
these authoritarian models, for the authority that is being eschewed or critiqued 
can never coincide with the authority that is producing the divestment or 
critique, and this active, enunciating, critiquing subject not only remains an 
object of the transference, its power is actually enhanced by the act of critique… 
(Bracher, 129) 
 
It is for this reason that Lacan professed that the analyst should not interpret the 
transference for the analysand, but should rather operate ethically with the 
transference. As objects of transference, supervisors, like analysts, cannot 
escape their authority. The question is to determine how to operate with it in an 
ethical manner. The question is one of desire. 
 
Bracher identifies three main types of literary pedagogies, i.e., traditional, 
professional and protest pedagogies. Each of these pedagogical types, Bracher 
argues, is inscribed within a particular discourse. Using a Lacanian framework, he 
aligns traditional pedagogies with the discourse of the Master, professional 
pedagogies with the discourse of the University and protest pedagogy with the 
discourse of the Hysteric. In the discourse of the Master, the agent foregrounds 
and valorizes certain identities, ideals, or values which Lacan calls master 
signifiers. The most acute form of master pedagogy manifests itself in the ‘cult of 
the great teacher’ (Graff 1992: 114) whereby the teacher is in the position of 
object of admiration and identification. A subtler version of master pedagogy 
occurs when the teacher demands that his students acknowledge not his own 
greatness, but the greatness of the authors, works or values he identifies with. A 
third type arises when the teacher’s desire is to establish the hegemony of 
certain master signifiers, e.g., ‘original’, ‘great’, ‘experimental’, etc. Professional 
or university pedagogy is a pedagogy whereby lecturers deposit their knowledge 
in students for validation, preservation and reproduction. The teacher’s desire 
here is for the sense of order gained from inhabiting a system, possessing a body 
of knowledge and belonging to an institution. This is the ‘old boys’ club 
mentality’. The third type of pedagogy arises as an attempt to counter the 
authoritarian and alienating elements of the master and professional modes, just 
as the discourse of the Hysteric arises to counter the oppression of her Master 
and to expose the falsehood of his signifiers.  
 
As Bracher stresses, all these pedagogies pose an ethical problem. The 
transference operating in both master and professionalist pedagogies call for 
students’ identification with either the person (or persona) of the teacher or with 
the discourse they represent. The problem of protest pedagogy was denounced 
in 1968 when Lacan warned his revolutionary students that if they wanted a 
master they would find one (Lacan 2007[1969-70]), for protest pedagogy 
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inevitably leads to subjection to some new master signifier. None of these 
strategies succeeds in erasing the coercive effects of the teacher’s authority. 
Instead, each repeats, and reinforces the same master-slave dialectic (Bracher 
1999: 128). 
 
Given these reservations, is it possible to work with the transference without 
imposing master signifiers? The structure of the discourse of the Analyst based 
on ‘the analyst’s desire for absolute difference’ (Lacan 1977 [1964]: 276) works 
with transference in a radically different way, i.e., by helping the subject produce 
their own new master signifier rather than accept one from the subject supposed 
to know. Thus when an analysand demands of the subject supposed to know, 
‘whether he is alive or dead’, or ‘what does it mean to be a woman’, for instance, 
the analyst does not desire (as a therapist would) to offer an answer, but rather 
to help the analysand articulate an answer. Knowing that answers from her 
would never suffice, the analyst desires to help the analysand identify and 
assume ownership of those repressed elements that are adverse to the 
analysand’s master signifiers (Bracher 1993: 68-73). The analyst’s function is to 
help subjects monitor their own discourse for indications of these rejected 
elements. To this end, the analyst foregrounds in her discourse not her identity 
or ideals, knowledge or beliefs, but rather the analysand’s rejected elements as 
they manifest themselves in the analysand’s discourse. 
 
As in psychoanalytic treatment, the key to a psychoanalytic pedagogy is a desire 
for absolute difference which solves the ethical dilemma posed by the 
transference by avoiding the imposition of new identities, ideals or values. But if 
a pedagogy animated by a desire for absolute difference could avoid the ethical 
problems of the pedagogies alluded above, can the same desire for absolute 
difference constitute the basis of an effective supervisory pedagogy? What would 
a pedagogy based on such a desire involve?  
 
 
1.6. Towards an Interactive Narrative Pedagogy of Higher Degrees 
Supervision 
 
Interactive narrative pedagogy in supervising higher degrees pays particular 
attention to the candidate’s transference to the work, institution, and supervisor. 
Many of our students alter their identifications and embrace new master 
signifiers when they engage with practice-led research in the process of 
journalling or writing the artefact. Supervision often alters the systems of 
knowledge or belief that candidates inhabit. In fact, in some cases, changing 
such systems may be the aim of pedagogy. This is particularly true where 
identities are fragile and identification with institutions problematic. 
 
A supervisor’s task in implementing a psychoanalytic pedagogy would first and 
foremost be to articulate and act on her desire for absolute difference. Mark 
Bracher’s chapter ‘Self Analysis for teachers’ (Bracher 2006: 135-47) is a must 
for any supervisor interested in using a psychoanalytic pedagogy as it offers 
practical ways in which teachers can chart their own systems of knowledge. 
Whilst the reflective practice encouraged here does not replace the knowledge an 
analysis would yield, it nonetheless offers pragmatic strategies for gauging 
ethical desire. In a second step the supervisor motivated by an analytic desire 
would help her candidates ask questions pertaining to identity: 
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1. What are the formative elements of my systems of knowledge and belief? 
What is the impact of such identity on my life and work?  

2. What are my master signifiers—my ideals and values? Where do these 
come from and why?  

3. What is my scenario of ultimate fulfilment?  
4. What conflicts do I identify in myself? In my work? How is language 

responsible for these? What causes ‘writing block’? 
5. Why this PhD? Where to? 

 
Such pedagogy requires not only emotional intelligence, but also constant self-
reflection on the part of both candidate and supervisor. The knowledge enhanced 
by such pedagogy, however, concerns investments in language much more than 
in relationships. It therefore has uniquely durable personal and social benefits. 
These benefits are nowhere more obvious than in supervision conducted in off-
campus settings with no outer resource layer and a student cohort that is more 
likely to present with fragile identities, as is the case in incarceration institutions, 
detention centres, hospitals and community workshops. The example I wish to 
draw upon is a women’s prison. 
 
‘Powerlessness is ubiquitous in the lives of incarcerated women’ and 
‘incarcerated women frequently present with a myriad of medical, psychological 
and social problems’ (Mahoney and Daniel 2006: 75). Moreover, the correctional 
setting compounds these problems. As result, the self-image of incarcerated 
women is often poor and their identity fragile. Their resistance to engage with a 
supervisor is consequently stronger, yet paradoxically, their inclination to identify 
with the supervisor’s master signifiers is also stronger. From my experience of 
supervising PhD candidates in a prison, an interactive pedagogy has promoted a 
language of personal empowerment rather than one of dependence and 
powerlessness. At the instigation of our Professor, supervision occurred within 
the framework of a panel comprising two supervisors, one tutor and three 
candidates (Arnold 2007). Working within this framework complicated the 
dynamics of the transference in beneficial ways. First, it enabled a lifting of the 
women’s resistance to engage with their supervisors. Second, it defused the 
identification with master signifiers. Third, the interactive conversations 
supervisors and supervisees enhanced knowledge and self-knowledge.  
 
I contend that a sustained interactive narrative pedagogy over time would boost 
these beneficial outcomes and might play a central role in the academic success, 
personal development and social reintegration of candidates studying in a prison 
setting. Useful questions that may encourage such outcomes link up with the 
afore-mentioned list whilst being more specific to being outside the law: 
 

1. Who is responsible for your identity and who contributed to the 
composition of your life’s narrative? 

2. What have been the effects of this sense of identity? 
3. To what extent does this identity hold you back? 
4. How could you change your identity? 
5. How could you maintain a new identity? 
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2. Conclusion 
 
Knowledge has now become the goal of a struggle for knowledge capital—and it 
is global. Ethically speaking, this is neither conducive to creativity nor to the 
production of new knowledge likely to benefit society. An interactive narrative 
pedagogy can become a powerful tool for ensuing that the voices of 
disempowered students are heard and recognized. It can also enhance students’ 
creativity, well-being and social recognition. 
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Abstract 

In recent years E-Learning has become an established field to support or substitute 
traditional forms of teaching and learning. But producing content from scratch is a time 
consuming and expensive task. On the other hand there is much course material like 
lecture notes, overhead transparencies, exercise sheets, manuals for laboratory tutorials 
etc. which can be used as starting basis to develop E-Learning content. This approach is 
called rapid E-Learning. 

The aim of our project HyCEC is the development and evaluation of a hybrid approach 
considering rapid E-Learning as well as developing content especially for the purpose of 
E-Learning. In our approach we make a list of relevant topics, components and analyse 
existing material. For each topic we produce some E-Learning components, either new or 
by rapid development. Such components can be e.g. videos with slides, a textbook for 
printing or questions to recapitulate the topic learned. 

We have evaluated our methodology on the course ‘algorithms and data structures’ 
which is visited by undergraduate computer science students in the first or second 
semester. 

Keywords: E-Learning – Content production – Methodology – Rapid E-Learning – 
Software 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Since the beginning of education and pedagogic people made attempts of 
support it by some kinds of machines. In 1588, the Italian Agostino Ramelli 
developed a book wheel to have access to different books without running 
through the library [RGF87]. The first occurring of the term learning machine 
was in 1866 when Halycon Skinner applied for a patent on his invention. In the 
following decades over 700 applications for patents on these kind of machines 
have been made. 
 
Following the rule of operant conditioning Skinner and Holland developed in 1938 
linear learning programs. The content was presented to the learners in frames 
followed by some questions. Crowder refined this approach by adding branches, 
so the learning process became more individual [Cr59, Cr60]. 
 
In the 70ies the NSF (National Science Foundation) undertook two projects with 
the aim to analyse computer supported lessons [AA73]. The result was that 
computer support can be speed up lessons. In the late 70ies and in the 80ies 
these approaches fell into oblivion. 
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In the last about 15 years E-Learning has become an established field to support 
or substitute traditional forms of teaching and learning [Ro00, Sa02, Sc05, Ro06, 
Cl07, FS+07, Ma08, Pe08]. This holds for (higher) education as well as for 
continuation of employees’ education in companies. The presented matter is 
called content. Traditionally, content is developed from scratch. Thus new 
pedagogical elements can be considered and complete courses can be 
restructured. But this procedure is very time consuming and expensive. For 
obvious reasons existing course material like lecture notes, overhead 
transparencies, exercise sheets, manuals for laboratory tutorials etc. can be used 
as starting basis to develop E-Learning content. This approach is called rapid E-
Learning [Al06]. 
 
The aim of our project HyCEC is the development of a hybrid approach 
considering rapid E-Learning as well as new components for developing content.  
For all these approaches it is important to follow a certain methodology. It should 
contain a defined process consisting of a number of steps and for each step there 
must be a result. In this paper we will describe our methodology and its 
evaluation. 
 
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: In the following section we 
present a general view of E-Learning and content production. Section 3 presents 
our methodology in detail, while section 4 reports about the evaluation. The 
paper closes with a summary and an outlook in section 5. 
 
 
2. E-Learning and Content Production 
 
In this section we introduce some terms that have been established in an E-
Learning environment like the one depicted in figure 1. 
 

Users

Applications

Data

Content

Learning Objects
Meta Data

etc.

Administration

User
Courses

etc.

Authoring
tools

L(C)MS
front end

administration

L(C)MS
front end

users

Learning platform
(portal)

Trainers/
Lectures

Learners

 

Figure 1: Typical E-Learning Environment 
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There are two groups of users: trainers or lecturers on the one hand and learners 
on the other hand. The latter group uses a learning platform as main application. 
The weakest form of such a platform is a simple collection of scripts and other 
learning material or a collection of hypertexts on web servers. In recent years 
Learning Management Systems (LMS) and Learning Content Management 
Systems (LCMS) have established as technical core of a complex E-Learning 
infrastructure.  
A LMS allows:  

• To administrate all information about learners (e.g. registration, booked 
courses, payment, exams, etc.) 

• Learner profiles 
• Activities of learning (e.g. user tracking) 
• Personalised access to learning content 
• Provisioning and using of content (e.g. configuration, time lines for use, 

definition of filters for adaptive courses or tests) 
• Communication between the learners or between learners and lecturers: 

• Synchronous communication (e.g. chat rooms, audio or video 
conferences) 

• Asynchronous communication (e.g. messages, newsgroups, e-mail, 
discussion forums) 

• Cooperative work between the learners or between learners and lecturers 
(e.g. whiteboards, group calendar, annotations and notes, shared use of 
files, etc.) 

• Support of individual work (e.g. bookmarks, individual calendar, 
annotations and notes, etc.) 

• Planning, definition, execution and evaluation of exams 
 
A LCMS offers as core functionality the following services: 

• Hosting the content 
• Configuration of courses 
• Supporting classification and administration of content 
• Administration of lecturers and learners 
• Distribution of content 
• Archiving of content 

 
We want to point out that distinguishing between LMS and LCMS does not have 
good selectivity. Moreover, the functionality of these products ranges from small 
solutions to enterprise wide solutions. An overview is given in [HH03]. 
 
E-Learning content (or short content) is defined as all kind of content that is 
used in an E-Learning environment. Content can be simple text, photos, videos, 
audio files, animations or simulations. 
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Figure 2: E-Learning Content Production 

The different ways of E-Learning content production are depicted in figure 2 
[CM07]. First it is a make or buy decision. In the area of buying we can 
distinguish between: 

• Standard modules from a provider which have to be used in the way they 
are offered 

• Standard modules which can adapted or extended either by the vendor or 
by the user 

• Individual modules being conceived and developed based on the 
requirements of the user 

Self-made modules on the other hand can be distinguished into: 
• Modules created from scratch, i.e. all existing material is thrown away and 

new content is produced by using some authoring tool [DR06, Me07] 
• Modules created by the rapid E-Learning paradigm: Take existing material 

and use this, e.g. make a video of a lecture. 
 
Rapid E-Learning should make it possible to develop E-Learning content more 
quickly and more cheaply. The key for this is the digitalisation of existing 
material with neglect of pedagogical concepts and generation of a surplus for 
the learners.  
 
To guaranty reusability and exchangeability of content produced by different 
authors with different authoring tools some standards have been defined 
[FDB02, EP08]. The most popular one is called SCORM (Shareable Content 
Object Reference Model) [Sc08]. SCORM is a reference model for exchangeable 
electronic content. It consists of the following four parts: 

• Overview: Describes the history and vision of SCORM, gives an 
introduction to the other parts and describes connections and 
dependencies between them. 

• Content Aggregation Model (CAM): Describes resources that can be used 
and the possibilities to summarise and structure them to packages. 
Resources are files of different types being structured in hierarchical 
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structures called organisations. Additionally, for every package some 
meta data can be defined, e.g. descriptions or keywords for easy search. 
The complete package is defined by an so called manifesto, a file with 
XML (Extensible Markup Language) structure.  

•  Run Time Environment (RTE): Defines some runtime requirements of an 
SCORM compatible LMS, the interface of a LMS to the packages defined in 
CAM and the use of user data at runtime. E.g. user preferences can be 
stored as well as learning goals or learning progresses. 

• Sequencing and Navigation (SN): Specifies the order of learning objects 
within a package and its varying by the user. Therefore activity trees 
were described defining possibly orders in dependency of user actions. 

 
The application is summarised in figure 3: Some learning objects (LO) are the 
basis, enriched with meta data they become reuseable learning objects (RLO). A 
collection of RLOs, which can be produced with different authoring tools, is 
called a unit and a collection of units forms a course. The way of navigating 
through a course and its units is defined in SN.  
 

Learning Objects:
text, figures, etc.

Reusable Learning Objects (RLO):
Learning Objects + meta data

Unit:
Collection of RLO

Course:
Collection of units

 

Figure 3: Principle of Reuseable Learning Objects 

 
At this point we can state the important fact that traditional E-Learning and 
rapid E-Learning are both not sufficient for all aspects: The classical approach 
offers the chance to create new learning objects, units and courses considering 
a new didactic concept. On the other hand this way is very work intensive and 
time consuming. Thus the effort of such projects is often underestimated and as 
a consequence, the projects take much more time than calculated or do even 
never end. The rapid E-Learning paradigm avoids these disadvantages but in its 
pure form (e.g. just digitise existing material) the supplementary benefit for the 
learners is not sufficient enough. 
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As a consequence in our approach we have combined the two ways described 
latter. We have called this approach HyCEC (hybrid construction of E-Learning 
content). The preliminaries, aims and the process as core of the methodology 
are described in the following section. 
 
 
3. The HyCEC Methodology 
 
The main goal of our methodology is the planning and carrying out of hybrid 
development of E-Learning content to support lectures in higher education. In 
this context hybrid means to produce context by rapid E-Learning methods as 
possible, but if there is no sufficient material new content is to be produced from 
scratch. 
 
In detail, the aims of our methodology are: 

• Build E-Learning content cheaply and quickly 
• Abstract process, independent of concrete course, adaptable resp. 

extensible for concrete case 
• Content should support the classical lecture in classroom 
• Produced content should have surplus/additional value 
• Produced content should be modular, i.e. small, independent components 
• Produced content should be easy (intuitively) to use  

 
Because the target audience are students, we can assume: 

• Familiar in using computers 
• The group of learners is homogeneous (same/similar state of knowledge, 

same goal (passing exam)) 
• Content is defined (e.g. by a module description) 

 
Therefore these aspects do not have to be defined within the process itself.  
Since the users of the methodology are lecturers in higher education we can 
assume: 

• Existence of multifaceted material from past lectures 
• Knowledge about construction and developing lectures 
• (At least) rudimentary Know-how in using PC 

 
The outline of our methodology is sketched in figure 4. 
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3.1 The HyCEC process 

Make a list of content
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Figure 4: HyCEC process 
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In the first step the project is defined (time and other resources), quality goals 
are fixed and all constraints, esp. those required by the platform, are named. In 
the narrow sense this preparative step is not part of the HyCEC methodology.  
 
Steps 2 and 3 address the selection of topics for which content should be 
created. While in step 2 a list of content (by referring to a module description or 
by reengineering the current directory of the course) is made with sections and 
subsections, the third step refines this by selecting topics. At this point, it needs 
a lot of thinking about the granularity of the topics: a topic can be a complete 
section, subsection or something smaller. The result of these steps is a list of n 
topics. 
 
Step 4 attends to analyse the existing material independent of the topics 
selected before. Result of this step is a list of m different types of teaching 
material. As not every material exists for every topic the results of the last two 
steps are used as input of step 5 where we define a matrix describing which kind 
of material exists for which topic. 
 
During step 6 the user selects the E-Learning component types to be used in the 
project. Of course steps 2 to 6 can be interchanged following the precedence 
defined in figure 4. 
 
The selected k component types from step 6 will be combined with the n topics 
from step 3 because not every selected component can be reasonably combined 
with every topic. The result of step 7 is a matrix with yes/no entries meaning 
that the combination should be created or not. 
 
On the basis of this matrix and the one from step 5 for each topic component 
combination with entry “yes” we can decide in step 8 whether we create a new 
component or migrate from some existing material. 
 
During step 9 we have to refine the result from step 8 by deciding for every topic 
marked with label “new” which tool to use. Analogously, for all entries marked 
with “migration” we have to decide about the way of migration and prepare it. 
During steps 10 and 11 the construction resp. migration is done. Afterwards in 
step 12 we can execute a local quality check by checking for e.g. correctness or 
meeting some pedagogical rules. 
 
These locally checked components can be integrated into the platform in step 13. 
Before releasing for use by the learners a global quality check should be 
executed in step 14, e.g. controlling the corporate design.  
 
If necessary, the process as described above can be adapted or extended for a 
concrete project by adding additional steps. 
 
 
3.2 KEA Sheets 
 
Some tasks might be difficult especially for E-Learning novices. Therefore we 
have defined so called KEA sheets, where K means knowledge, E experience and 
A stands for advice. These sheets follow the pattern of figure 5. 
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KEA Sheet
Knowledge Experience Advice

Supports: <Name the step supported>

Title: <Name the step supported>

Description: <Small description>

Version/date/author:

History: <Name the step supported>

Knowledge/Experience/Advice:

 

Figure 5: KEA Sheet 

A KEA sheet is composed of the following sections: 
• Stating which step or task is supported 
• A meaningful name and short description 
• Information about the author, date and version 
• A history of the sheet 

In the main section the knowledge, experience and probably advices are noticed. 
The complete environment should be described in this section, e.g. the software 
and hardware used. Experiences describe important parameters that can be 
chosen during the production and advice can give hints to produce better 
content. 
At the moment there exist several KEA sheets, table 1 shows a selection of some 
important. 
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Name Supports 
step Explanation 

Component types 6 Overview of possible components  

Existing material 4 Checklist of existing material 

Existing material to component 8 Gives advice for every 
component-material-combination 
if migration is possible 

Migration PowerPoint to video 11 Describes the way of producing a 
video from a PowerPoint slide 
show 

Creating video with DVB-T 10 Describes the creation of a video 
using a DVB-T adapter 

Table 1: Existing KEA Sheets 

 
 
4. Evaluation 
 
We did the evaluation of the HyCEC process by applying to the course algorithms 
and data structures being typically taught to all undergraduate students of 
computer science in the first or second semester. 
 
Figure 6 shows the contents of the lecture and the selected topics. The different 
structure of the contents and the topic list, expressed by the crossing arrows in 
figure 6, shows us that for the purpose of E-Learning the existing content can 
not only transformed. 
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Algorithms
Searching
Sorting

Data Structures
Sets
Lists
Stack
Queue

Hashing
Trees

Binary Trees
Balanced Trees

Graphs
Shortest Path
Minimum Spanning Tree
Bipartite Graphs

Content from
module description

Selected topics

Searching
Linear Search
Binary Search
Binary Tree
AVL Tree
B-Tree
Hashing

Sorting
Bubble Sort
Insertion Sort
Selection Sort
Shell Sort
Heap Sort
Quick Sort
Merge Sort
External Sort

Algorithms
Knight Problem  
Euclidian Algorithm
Maze
Queen's Problem  
Flag Problem  
Sieve of Eratosthenes
Towers of Hanoi  
Problem of Stable Marriage

…
 

Figure 6: Contents and selected topics 'Algorithms and Data Structures' 

 
Analysing the content and bringing in experiences about past lectures we have 
decided for the following components: 

• A video of the lecture to impart knowledge to the students 
• Some questions to check the students’ understanding of the subject 

learned in the classroom and while watching the video 
• A visualisation component to offer the interactive use and stepwise 

execution of algorithms 
 
We have decided for these components because different learning paradigms 
are supported: 

• The video represents classical way of knowledge transfer, the learner 
takes of passive role 

• The questions provide the opportunity to check if the learners have 
understood the learned matter  

• By using the visualisation component the learners can execute algorithms 
stepwise and thus can gain deep insight into the algorithms’ functionality 
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Existing material from former lectures there were PowerPoint slides for each 
chapter, exercise sheets and some implementations of algorithms. So combining 
the desired components and the material lead to the matrix depicted in figure 7. 
 

XXXFor all topics

VisualisationQuestionsVideo

New(New)MigrationFor all topics

VisualisationQuestionsVideo

XXXFor all topics

ImplementationExercisesPP

 

Figure 7: Matrixes during evaluation 

 
As result of step 9 we got the following: 

• Produce a video for each topic by using the existing power point slides and 
the commercial tool Camtasia [Ca08] 

• Produce questions by using the open source tool Hot Potatoe [HP08]; the 
existing exercise sheets can give clues for good questions 

• Develop a framework for animation of algorithms. This framework was 
designed and implemented in the programming language Java. Although 
primarily used for algorithms, it can be used for any other kind of topic. 
Unfortunately, for a visualisation it is necessary to produce source code in 
some programming language. 

 
This work has been done during steps 10 and 11 and quality checked for 
correctness, completeness, quality of the video afterwards in step 12. All 
produced components have been integrated into a self-made platform being a 
simple HTML page. A screenshot hereof is shown in figure 8. 
 
The video and the questions are SCORM compatible learning objects. So they can 
be reused by other applications and for other platforms. The animation 
component is not SCORM compatible at the moment. 
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Figure 8: The final platform 

 
 
5. Summary and Outlook 
 
In this paper we have concerned with content production in E-Learning. First we 
gave an introduction about the history of E-Learning, a typical E-Learning 
environment and different kind of content production. Then we presented the 
HyCEC methodology - our approach of hybrid content production. During the 
HyCEC process the content of a course is split up into small topics, components 
are chosen and the existing material is analysed. Then these aspects are 
combined and for every component will be decided whether the component is 
produced new or developed by rapid E-Learning methods. Finally, we reported 
about our evaluation. We have applied our methodology to the course for 
undergraduates in computer science. 
 
As the gist of our work we can emphasise: 

• The methodology works well and gives lecturers a guideline for their work 
• A hybrid approach seems to be promising: Where good material exists it 

can be used to develop content by rapid processes. If there is no sufficient 
material content can be developed from scratch. 

• We have used our platform in the last spring semester to support the 
lecture. The students were able to get deeper understanding of the 
algorithms. 

 
Although these results have been reached, a lot of tasks remain to be done. 
 
As future activities we have intended the following tasks: 

• Evaluation in another area, i.e. a course in economics or psychology 
• Defining more KEA sheets for some more migrations or creations 
• Extending our framework for visualisation with some wizards because at 

the moment it can only be used by people with programming experience 
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• Extending our framework to be SCORM compatible 
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Abstract 

What content and experiences included in undergraduate chemistry courses enhance the 
development of logical thinking? This pilot study continues the discussion on how liberal 
education objectives can be addressed in content-packed undergraduate chemistry 
courses. Pre and post course surveys, Classroom Assessment Techniques, student 
preferences about the selected course methodology and example of student thinking as a 
response to historic material and assignments were developed, administered, collected 
and analyzed using descriptive statistics. This study demonstrates that Liberal Education 
Objectives can be infused into chemistry courses without limiting or minimizing chemistry 
content. This strategy provides enhanced opportunities for students to think liberally and 
holistically about the acquisition of scientific knowledge, its controls and influences, 
organization, and consequences. Through various components of this teaching strategy 
students begin to appreciate that the dissemination of scientific knowledge, its uses and 
misuses, has profound effects on society as reflected in art and literature. 

Keywords: liberal education - chemistry curriculum - logical thinking - history of 
chemistry - art/literature 
 
 
 
1. Introduction and background 
 
What content and experiences included in undergraduate chemistry courses 
enhance the development of logical thinking? This pilot study continues the 
discussion on how liberal education objectives can be addressed in content-
packed undergraduate chemistry courses. Pre and post course surveys, 
Classroom Assessment Techniques, student preferences about the selected 
course methodology and examples of student thinking as a response to historic 
material and assignments were developed, administered, collected and analyzed 
using descriptive statistics. This study demonstrates that Liberal Education 
Objectives can be infused into chemistry courses without limiting or minimizing 
chemistry content. This strategy provides enhanced opportunities for students to 
think liberally and holistically about the acquisition of scientific knowledge, its 
controls and influences, organization, and consequences. Through various 
components of this teaching strategy students begin to appreciate that the 
dissemination of scientific knowledge, its uses and misuses, has profound effects 
on society as reflected in art and literature. 
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Tro asserts that all undergraduate chemistry courses should include liberal 
education issues such as “important scientific contributions to human knowledge” 
or the “big ideas” of history (2004). Rasmussen suggests using a historical 
approach in science course instruction to expose student to the development of 
scientific theories from non-scientific ones (2007). Herschbach states that “liberal 
education aims above all to instill the habit of self-generated questioning and 
thinking” (1996). Therefore, designing an effective teaching strategy to address 
these objectives in science courses would provide students with opportunities to: 
1) develop/practice logic and reasoning and 2) appreciate inquiry as a basic 
human trait, its development, methods, limitations and consequences across 
cultural, and generational lines. 
 
The Historical Approach Teaching Strategy (HATS) combines a historical context 
with the scientific ideas and principles that are taught in present school 
curriculum and are used in the scientific community. According to Din-yan Yip, 
the incorporation of history into science lessons is important in clearing up 
misconceptions of the “nature of scientific knowledge, the methods of scientific 
inquiry, and the power and limitations of science” (2006). It is Yip’s argument 
that teaching the history of scientific theory and the nature of science will allow 
students to better understand how science has evolved and changed over time. 
This will also eliminate barriers that Yip feels are established by the absolutism of 
textbooks. “Statements in textbooks are considered as real descriptions of nature 
and the role of practical work is simply to verify textbook knowledge” (2006). 
Such a situation could instill a feeling of rigidity and one lacking the opportunity 
for creativity, which might be viewed as a fundamental basis for the inquisitive 
minds that have questioned, hypothesized and studied the mysteries of the 
world. Such freedom to ponder has driven society’s scientific knowledge to its 
present state. 
 
One goal of history-based teaching is to step away from solely delivering the 
facts and principles of a subject through traditional teaching. By giving a 
historical base for a concept, a student is awarded a richer explanation of the 
origins of a concept, its historical application and necessity, and its contemporary 
application. In addition, if we accept a benefit of history-based mathematics as 
described by Fried, learning of the historical scientists associated with a scientific 
concept “humanizes” science by being “attached to real human beings-real 
humans doing, making and thinking” (Fried, 2001). This gives the material a 
more comfortable and engaging characteristic. 
 
Also history-based teaching reveals the non-linear nature of the acquisition of 
current scientific knowledge (Galili and Hazan, 2001). In science, it is common 
practice to place scientific concepts in a linear and progressive timeline up to the 
present, which can be viewed as an easy way to simplify scientific concepts and 
to streamline instruction. According to Galili and Hazan (2001), history based 
instruction “presents a number of views, ideas and theories regarding the same 
subject, along with the complex interaction in which they may replace one 
another as well as co-exist, in the course of history” (Galili and Hazan, 2001). An 
example of this non-linear nature of attainment of scientific knowledge can be 
seen in the “geocentric vs heliocentric” theories of our solar system. The 
acceptance of each theory was not complete and progressive in geocentric to 
heliocentric, but rather a back and forth discussion process which was influenced 
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not only by scientific data and discoveries, but also social context, such as 
religion. With this stated, it can be viewed that a historical approach to science 
reveals the larger picture of the nature of science. 
 
However, Fried expresses that history-based teaching methods are not without 
their difficulties in implementation or incorporation into an established 
curriculum. The additional information in an already busy curriculum poses the 
pragmatic issue of time constraints (Freid, 2001). Nevertheless, with a 
combination of historical based problems and contemporary ones, this difficulty 
may be averted.  
 
 
1.1. Rationale for the study 
 
In addition to the assertions made by Tro, Rasmussen, and Herschback 
regarding the need to incorporate liberal education issues in science courses, the 
National Panel Report of the Association of American Colleges and Universities 
(AACU) stated that emphasis should be placed on educating students to become 
intentional, empowered, responsible, and informed learners (2002).  
 
By adding liberal education objectives to traditional science courses, such as 
assignments related to historic ideas that developed into scientific theory, 
students have opportunities to practice informed learner skills. For example, 
students have time to ponder and appreciate the influence of diverse 
generational perspectives on human thought and how and why reliable and 
unreliable knowledge, such as pseudo science, have evolved. 
 
Using this strategy in undergraduate chemistry courses, students have the 
opportunity to witness the beauty and spirit of the human imagination and its 
impact on the acquisition of human knowledge expressed in different forms from 
diverse cultural and generational perspectives. In addition, students gain the 
perspective that inquiring about the world using different methods to acquire 
knowledge is a basic human characteristic. And, through the process of acquiring 
knowledge students risk making false assumptions and invalid conclusions may 
produce unreliable information. Also by using this teaching strategy, students 
have opportunities to examine their thinking related to new knowledge sets and, 
by practicing logic and reason, determine what reliable knowledge is and what is 
not in order to make good decisions in life. 
 
This pilot study provides the beginning of a discussion on how liberal education 
objectives can be addressed in a content-packed curriculum in two types of 
undergraduate chemistry courses. This paper reports the use of materials, 
student surveys, tentative outcomes of the pedagogy, and examples of authentic 
student thinking derived from this historical approach of teaching chemistry 
which focuses primarily on the informed learner, as described by the AACU, and 
ways of knowing (science) from a liberal education perspective.  
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1.1.1. The course design 
 
Methodology: Through developed and administered Classroom Assessment 
Techniques (CAT) and descriptive statistics, student preferences about the 
methodology and their thinking as a response to historic material and 
assignments were collected and analyzed (Angelo, Cross). The following rubric 
was developed based on categorization research by Bloom and clarity, logical 
and depth/breath intellectual standards of Paul to assess student thinking (1956 
and 1995). 
 
Rubric #1  Assessing Student Thinking Level: 
 
Part I-Cognitive Levels 
Level 1-Student summarizes the reading assignment with no original thoughts, 
elaboration or examples. 
 
Level 2-Student uses parts of the assignment/reading to support his/her limited 
thinking without examples or original thoughts/elaboration. Student complies 
with the author’s point of view. 
 
Level 3-Student uses parts of the assignment/reading to support her/his thinking 
and supplies original thought/elaboration using appropriate examples. Student 
complies with author’s view point. 
 
Level 4: Student uses parts of the assignment to support his/her thinking and 
offers original thought/another view point, provides elaboration using appropriate 
examples and extrapolates by drawing conclusions (using if, then therefore 
statements) to further the discussion. Student challenges the author’s view point 
using valid reason/logic. 
 
Part II-Learning Domain 
Student examples use one or more of the following Learning Domains: 1) 
affective; 2) behavioral; 3) cognitive.  
 
Student and Course Sample. Students from the following two types of 
undergraduate chemistry courses were engaged in the study: 1) Introduction to 
Chemistry is a course for non-science majors earning general education (core) 
credits toward graduation; 2) General Chemistry I is a course specifically 
designed for natural and physical science majors (Biology, Chemistry, Physics, 
Engineering) earning credit toward a science major. For many students, this is 
the first undergraduate chemistry course. 
 
Materials used for the liberal objective component: 
A. Text book….Kolb/Hill (Introduction to Science Course for non-science majors)  
 
B. Textbook ….Ebbing (General Chemistry Course for science majors) 
 
C..Instructor pre chosen “historical ideas” to correlate with curricular concepts 
and associated assignments. Students are assigned historical readings of each 
pre chosen idea from philosophical views to help students realize the basis for 
modern theory and how knowledge changed/evolved using the scientific method. 
For example, Determinism to Quantum Theory or Atomism to Atomic Theory. 
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D. Reading assignments on the following topics: alchemy, atomism, 
determinism, phlogiston, symmetry were used:  
• http://etext.virginia.edu/DicHist/alpha/A-B.html  
 
• An Neo-Classicism and French Revolution   
• http://www.be.educ/be.org/avp/cas/his/CoreArt/art/neocl_dav_lovois.html 
 
• Timelinescience resources  
• http://www.timelinescience.org/resource/students/phlog/phlog-th.htm 
 
• Atomism and Positivism: A Legend about French Chemistry (Bernadette 

Bensaude-Vincent). Annals of Science, 56 (1999), 81-94 
www.landf.co.uk/JNLS/as.htm And http://www.taylorandfrancis.com 

 
• Chemistry in the French tradition of philosophy of science: Duhem, Mayerson, 

Metzger and Bachelard. By Bensaude-Vincent, Bernadette retrived Sept 13, 
2007  
http://web.ebscohost.com/ehost/dilivery?vid=16&hid=22&sid=80ede6d3-d1f-
4958-8f0d.http 

 
E. Course Exams include essays related to the historical ideas (weighted 10%) 
  
F. Lecture of Dr. David Goodstein, California Institute of Technology, Video 
recording from the Annenberg Collections (The mechanical universe and 
beyond), From Atoms to Quarks……Quantum Theory. 
 
G. Slide presentation using material from Chemistry Heritage (Phila, Pa) 
including slides of paintings, etchings for early alchemy up to 20th century 
scientists and explanation from Roob, A (1997) Alchemy and Mysticism Hermetiz 
Museum 
 
H. Student selected materials from art and literature (See Table 2) 
 
I. Final project related to the acquisition of human knowledge 
 
J. Time spent on liberal arts/education component of this course (10-15%) 
 
K. Teacher created in-class discussion questions (DQ) related to historical ideas 
in groups of 3-4 students using group ground rules with checks and balances. 
 
L. Sequence of instruction: Outside reading assignment, group discussion with 
focused questions, individual written essay of historical issues introduced before 
traditional course concepts/theories. 
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Table 1: Methodology at a glance for a 14-week semester Introduction to 
Chemistry Course 
 

Week Historical Idea Curriculum Topic Student work Materials 
 

1 Alchemy The Scientific Process Find a piece of art or 
literature that illustrates 
the early ideas of science-
Table 3 

Chemical Heritage slides  
 
Alchemy articles 

2  Atomic structure  Discussion Questions 
(DQs)  

Atomism: Antiquity to the 
17c OR Atomism in the 17th 
century articles 

3 Atomism PTE  Atomism & Determinism 
4  Nuclear Chemistry Exam I  essay- Atomism/ 

Alchemy 
Assignment 1 

Neo-Classicism & French 
Revolution 
 

5 Determinism Quantum  Determinism in history 
Annenbury Video Dr. 
Goodstein Cal Tech 

6 Phlogiston Chemical Bonds DQs Timelinescience resources  
phlogiston 

7  Stoichemistry   
8   DQs  
9 Symmetry Geometric shapes of 

molecules 
Exam II essay- 
Determinism and 
Phlogiston 

Chemistry in the French 
tradition of philosophy of 
science   

10  Acid/Base DQs  
11  Buffers   
  Redox DQs Historical articles on 

Symmetry  
 

13  Organic Chemistry Final project  
14   Exam III essay 

 Assignment 3  
 

 
Results of CAT Survey #1: What do you know? 
 
The following survey was developed and administered during the first and last 
day of classes. Directions to students: Please circle (1)• any of the following 
terms that you have heard of before. In addition, place a check mark (2)√ by the 
word if you can define it and place a star (3)* next to the word if you can discuss 
it using examples. Please indicate all three, if applicable. Thank you. 
 
Table 2. Student perceived pre & post (self-reporting) course knowledge of 
historic ideas and scientific theories. 
 

Idea 
Concept 

Non Science Major  
Pre Course(%) 
(1)●       (2)√     (3) * 

Science Major 
Post course (%) 
(1)●       (2)√     (3)* 

Historical       
*Alchemy 
 

97 38 0 27 0 0 

*Atomism 29 6 0 40 0 0 
*Phlogiston 0 0 0 0 0 0 
*Determinism 6 3 0 36 0 0 

*Symmetry 87 50 69 65 55 30 
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Sum 219 97 69 168 55 30 

Scientific       

Periodic Table of the 
Elements 

100 57 17 100 27 22 

Kinetic Molecular Theory 43 6 0 40 0 0 
Quantum Theory 87 6 0 81 4 0 
Electromagnetic 
spectrum 

50 3 0 68 0 0 

Atomic theory 97 6 0 100 0 0 
Sum 377 78 17 389 31 22 

 
Discussion of results: The sums of students’ self reporting knowledge of scientific 
theories is higher (frequency =913) than his/her understanding of historical 
ideas (frequency = 638) in all areas of hearing of the concept, having the 
perceived ability to define it and discussing it in some depth. Previous knowledge 
such as high school course work has appeared to enforce the ideas of the 
periodic table of the elements, atomic theory and chemical bonding across the 
two population types.  
 
Results of CAT Survey #2: What are your interests? 
 
What class activity interested you today? Please choose all that apply. 
Choices: 
• Write and balance nuclear equations (traditional) 
• Listen to the lecture on nuclear reactions (traditional) 
• Read about Phlogiston (Non-traditional) 
• Read about Phlogiston and discuss the history of science 
 
Results: Non-science major student response: 
11% preferred traditional activities 
25% preferred non-traditional activities 
64% preferred a variety that is both traditional and non-traditional activities 
 
Results: Science Major student response:  
78% preferred traditional activities 
0% preferred non-traditional activities 
22% preferred a variety of activities  
 
Results of CAT Survey #3: Why do you study? 
 
After completing the midterm exam, please choose all that apply: 
Choices: 
• I studied scientific facts to pass the exam 
• I studied scientific facts to pass the exam and remember for another course 
• I thought about scientific theories and their relationship to the world 
• I thought about the impact of scientific theories & historic ideas on human 

knowledge 
 
Results: Non-major student response: 
04% studied to pass  
41% studied to pass and remember for another course 
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41% thought about scientific theories and their relationship 
14% thought about impact of scientific theories & historic ideas on human 
knowledge  
 
Results: Science Major student response: 
10% studied to pass the course 
45% studied to pass the course and remember for another course 
25% thought about scientific theories and their relationship 
20% thought about impact of scientific theories & historic ideas on human 
knowledge 
 
Results of Classroom Assessment Technique Survey #4: Feedback to the 
Instructor 
 
1. Would you advise the course instructor to continue using the historical 

approach and the examination of “big (historical) ideas” in this course for 
discussion rather that focus only on chemistry subject matter? 

2. Why? 
3. Did you prefer the format sequence? (outside reading assignment, small 

group discussion, individual exam essays weighted 10% of the exam grade) 
4. Did you think the time spent on historical ideas was sufficient for your 

course? (that is: 10% for General Chemistry-science majors; 15% for 
Introduction to Chemistry-non science students). 

5. Categorize your preference of historic topics. 
 
Most students indicated that they enjoyed discussing the “historical idea” topics 
in small groups before writing their individual essay on the subject for up to 10% 
credit on a course exam. The following are examples of student reasons for 
preferring this methodology: 
• “It gave me the big picture of how science is done.” 
 
• “Science came from someone’s initial thinking about how the world works.” 
 
• “It’s more interesting than just studying concepts, not knowing where they 

came from or in what context.” 
 
• “It gave the other side of my brain a rest.” 
 
• “I never knew there was so much chaos in science with religion, politics, 

cultural differences and gender issues.” 
 
Most students agreed that 4 historical topics were sufficient within a 14 week 
course but 5 topics were too many. Most agreed that symmetry was the most 
enjoyable topic, followed by atomism, alchemy, determinism, and phlogiston. 
  
Assignment 1: The history of chemistry from Alchemy/Atomism to 
Chemistry/Atomic Theory.  
 
After discussing the history of chemistry to atomic theory, student read historical 
articles related to antiquity to the 17th century and atomism in the 17th century, 
and viewed a slide presentation including images from the Chemical Heritage 
collection.  http://etext.virginia.edu/DicHist/alpha/A-B.html 
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Table 3 shows examples of students’ selected materials from art and literature 
related to their thinking about historical ideas. 
 
Table 3 Student selected materials from art & literature related to historic ideas 
& science 
 
Art/literature Artist/Author Date 

 
Student thinking 

Stenographic Figure 
 

Jackson Pollock 1942 “This illustrates human thought evolving in both science and 
art.”  

Gray Weather Georges Seurat 1890 “Pointillism is similar to Democritus’ description of Atomism 
because Seurat’s paintings are composed of many strokes and 
color working together creating one large image, just as atoms 
bonding together create materials.” 

The Discovery of 
Phosphorus 
 

Joseph Wright of 
Derby 

1771 “What is so magical to me is the relationship between the 
alchemist & the substance in the flask.”  

The Useless Science 
 

Remedios Varo 1995 “This painting depicts human nature as the alchemist 
relentlessly but futilely pursuits immortality.”  

Anatomy lesson of Dr. 
Tulp 
 

Rembrant Van Rijn 1663 “I find it compelling that science came from people exploring the 
world. Only by asking questions and searching for answers will 
we gain knowledge.”  

    
Sacred Mirrors Alex Gray  This altered periodic table reminds me of Atomism. It points to 

human’s understanding of the physical world.” 
Die Jungfrau Gustav Klimt 1890 “The viewer looks to the big picture initially but eventually digs 

deeper, trying to pick it apart to its last indivisible details (the 
painting’s atoms!).”  

The Alchemist 
 

Matheus Van Helmont 1623-
1679 

“This illustrates early science equipment. It’s fun to see how 
they worked back then and what they are still using today.”  

The Alchemist 
 

Sir Wm Fettes 
Douglas 

19th “What is conveyed to me is the enthusiasm for knowledge and 
the level of human understanding at a time without electronics 
& computers.” 

Emotor 
 

Tim Hawkinson 21st “Hawkinson uses knowledge of electronics/physics to change 
the expressions on the human face.”  

Equisetum sylvaticum 
 

Anna Atkins 1853 “I fell in love with the aesthetics, the blue color and the process 
of cyanotypes. In its earliest stages, cyanotypes were used to 
record scientific data like ferns. The process was used for 
architect’s blue prints to convey building specifications.”  

School of Athens 
 

Raphael 1510 “What is more remarkable than the creativity and craft of 
execution in this painting is the idea it represents which is an 
impossible snapshot” of classical scholars in a “think-tank.”  

Romeo and Juliet Wm Shakespeare 1562 The knowledge of herbs and their effects is illustrated in 
“Romeo and Juliet.”  

War and Peace Leo Tolstoy 1865 “It seems to me that the story’s characters & events had a 
predetermined destiny.”  

Embryo in the Womb 
 

Leonardo da Vinci 1480 “It wouldn’t be ethical to mutilate an occupied womb, but to gain 
knowledge; Da Vinci dissected a pod and reasoned that it may 
have the same function as a womb.”  

Nature Unveiling 
Herself Before Science 
 

 Louis-Ernest Barrias  1899 “Because Nature reveals herself, humans gained knowledge 
through reason and experimentation.”  

The Garden of Earthly 
Delight 
 

Jerome Bosche 15th “Humans use knowledge to make themselves comfortable & 
powerful. In the process, humans are destroying the earth. 
Therefore humans have not truly evolved. The more we know; 
the worse we treat the planet.”  
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Discussion of student selections related to Table 3: 
 
The above table illustrates examples of student perspectives about alchemy, 
determinism, ethics and the uses and misuses of science as it is reflected in art 
and literature. Students indicated their awareness of the symbiotic relationship 
between artists and scientists. The artists were commissioned to record the 
images of alchemists/early science for posterity while scientists contributed 
significantly to essential materials used by artists such as cyanotying, 
photography, electronics, glazing, paints, and other materials. Another 
interesting issue found in Table 3 is the Affective Learning Domain addressed by 
students. They began to understand the interpersonal relationship between the 
scientist and her/his work, the appreciation and enthusiasm for the quest of 
knowledge but also the associated frustration. Ultimately students began to 
understand that inquiry is a basic human characteristic and realized the 
connections between science and art/literature.  
 
Table 3 also exhibits examples of student’s thinking about the nature of science 
as well as its equipment, materials, moral issues and frustration. While most 
students seem to appreciate the beauty and usefulness of science, one student is 
conflicted about her view that science and technology have not only yielded 
modern comforts, but also harming effects to the planet. Therefore, students 
were exposed to a more thorough liberal perspective than the traditional 
scientific curriculum.  
 
Assignment 2: Historical Idea-Symmetry 
 
After discussing geometry and symmetrical issues in molecules and reading a 
historical paper on symmetry (http://etext.virginia.edu/DicHist/alpha/A-B.html), 
the followings represents examples of authentic student thinking about 
symmetry associated with the above mentioned thinking level rubric: 
 
Ballet: “The strictly geometric definition of bilateral symmetry applies to the 
dance movement of the human body. The beauty of ballet is attained through 
control and symmetry, which results in refined precision. ……. While ballet 
appears graceful, the grace is derived from controlled movements and 
constrained human muscles. It reflects the idea that symmetry is a recipe for 
beauty.” [S G] Level 3 thinking-connects ideas 
 
Hyena Stomp: “Symmetry is not necessary a prerequisite for beauty. (Even 
though) symmetry is one of the biggest reasons “Hyena Stomp” is visually 
successful is not the only reason. Stella based this painting off of a jazz musician 
and was thinking about syncopation while working on it. He conveyed this 
through balance, structure and color of the piece. Your eye moves smoothly 
through the line and shapes of the symmetrical composition.” [C. B] Level 3 
thinking-disagrees with the author’s point of view and supports her thinking with 
examples 
 
Salvador Dali: “As I read this assignment about “before and after" correspond to 
the bilateral symmetry on the time axis I immediately thought of Salvador Dali’s 
The Disintegration of the Persistence of Memory. Not only does this image 
address “before and after” and “above and below” bilateral symmetry, it is 
asymmetrical composed. Both of Dali’s works, Persistence of Memory and the 
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Disintegration of the Persistence of Memory are examples of symmetry and 
asymmetry by the same author.” [A. C] Level 2 thinking-provides examples 
 
Why not both: “People tried to decide which is more beautiful, symmetry or 
asymmetry. I don’t see any reason for this argument, as beauty is decided by 
perception and personal preference. The article discusses the symmetry and 
many examples in nature. But that in its physical experience on earth symmetry 
is distorted. But both symmetrical and asymmetrical elements are beautiful. 
Therefore, I think the execution of combining two opposing ideas together results 
in something that is evocative and tends to raise questions or elicits 
personal/emotional responses.” [A. B] Level 4 thinking-differs from the author’s 
point of view 
 
More Dualities: “Symmetry, asymmetry, good versus bad, black versus white, 
are examples of the duality of ideas. In the art world these dualities include 
concepts such as light and dark, contrasting colors or a concept much deeper like 
contrasting values and belief to covey a message to the viewer. But playing with 
asymmetry may improve the composition of art. For example, sculpture is 
something that definitely plays with symmetry and asymmetry because it can 
take any form the artist desires. When either is incorporated into artwork it can 
be both beautiful and horrendous but the interplay between these two opposites 
is what most art is based on. Without recognizing the importance of this duality, 
art would be boring.” [ E. J]  Level 4 thinking-extrapolates the argument and 
furthers the issue with more questions 
 
Assignment #3-Student art work: (To be displayed at the Conference) 
 
The last component of the teaching strategy was a student project that 
addressed the acquisition and evolution of scientific knowledge as a human 
endeavor. The following are authentic examples of student artwork and a window 
to their imagination/creativity and thinking. Images are included in conference 
presentation. 
 
“Before printed books, handwritten books, which were by far even less 
convenient and available, were our sources of knowledge. Technology is causing 
books to become obsolete but there is a certain beauty to them that can’t be 
replaced. I was attempting to capture in this painting.” [R. P] 
 
“I enjoy being able to illustrate this Oxidation Reduction reaction on natural 
fabric like cotton. I feel like there is something beautiful in the staining pattern. 
Rust printing is chemistry happening right before your eyes.” [C. B]  
 
“This is an artistic tribute to some of the great chemists by hand drawing their 
portraits. These scientists reflect my own limited knowledge with chemistry but 
in drawing them I feel closer to their important discoveries and the personalities 
who made them. Not only are art and chemistry related by the actual use of 
chemicals in the paint pigment, but also in the commitment, determination, and 
self sacrifice it takes to make sense of new information.” [D. S] 
 
“The title “Collections” represents the ideas that we collect knowledge, but also it 
refers to the idea of the collective, the summation and whole of human 
knowledge that our surroundings, that begin with the earth, and so I have 
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chosen to include only natural objects in the piece. Our knowledge has been 
somewhat clouded by artificial things, and we world be better off as humans 
using our knowledge to respect the earth, rather than respecting the idea of 
making ourselves more comfortable in it.” [A. B] 
 
Study Implications: By addressing liberal education objectives in undergraduate 
science courses, such as implementing components of this reported method of 
instruction, students are given opportunities to: 
 
• appreciate the influence of diverse generational perspectives on human 

thought and how and why it evolved.  
 
• witness the beauty of the human imagination and different forms of 

expressions throughout history.  
 
• gain the perspective that throughout time, human nature is to inquire about 

the world and use different forms of inquiry to generated reliable and 
unreliable knowledge sets. 

 
• understand how knowledge has been acquired, accepted, disputed and 

organized throughout time and across cultures. 
 
Conclusion: This study demonstrates that Liberal education objectives within 
chemistry/science courses can be infused into the curriculum without limiting or 
minimizing chemistry content. Implementing these objectives can be achieved by 
using the historical instructional strategy described in both major and non-major 
science courses. This strategy provides enhanced opportunities for students to 
think liberally and holistically about the acquisition of scientific knowledge, its 
methods, forms, controls/influences, organization, and consequences. Through 
the various components of this teaching strategy students begin to appreciate 
that the dissemination of scientific knowledge, its uses and misuses, has 
profound effects on society as reflected in art and literature. 
 
Students realize that inquiry is an innate human characteristic that is found in 
forms and methods in history one of which is scientific. And the process of 
acquiring knowledge is not perfect, impersonal nor linear but rather flawed and 
frustrating; often yielding half seen truths that may render unreliable data sets. 
Therefore, the informed learner using reason and logic can discriminate between 
science and pseudo- science and ultimately make intelligent civic and personal 
decisions, perhaps in regards to decreasing violence in schools and in the world. 
 
Further studies may explore the effect of including liberal education objectives on 
student understanding of science concepts. For example: Does understanding 
atomism from a historical perspective increase student understanding of atomic 
theory?  
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Abstract 

How can teachers develop effective Inquiry Oriented Laboratory Activities and assess the 
extent to which students are engaged in Inquiry and discovery during science 
instruction? The level of Inquiry/Discovery Instructional Matrix was developed based on 
early research and serves as a descriptive tool used by teachers in planning varying 
levels of inquiry/discovery science activities. During professional development training 
325 teachers received instruction on the use of Matrix. Pre training data revealed 97 
percent were teaching at “Matrix” level “0” or “1. Post training data demonstrated 70 
percent were able to teach two levels beyond pre training levels and science content 
knowledge was increased. Other learning implications were examined. The Matrix 
supports teachers to create student inquiry/discovery instruction and provides teachers 
with time to analyze and assess students’ operating inquiry levels. This Matrix is a guide 
for preparing students for advanced levels of inquiry. 

Keywords: inquiry – discovery- assessment- professional development- school violence 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
How can teachers develop effective Inquiry Oriented Laboratory Activities and 
assess the extent to which students are engaged in Inquiry and discovery during 
science instruction? The level of Inquiry/Discovery Instructional Matrix was 
developed based on early research and serves as a descriptive tool used by 
teachers in planning varying levels of inquiry/discovery science activities. During 
professional development training 325 teachers received instruction on the use 
of Matrix. Pre training data revealed 97 percent were teaching at “Matrix” level 
“0” or “1. Ethnographic interviews, descriptive statistics on post training data 
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demonstrated 70 percent were able to teach two levels beyond pre training 
levels and science content knowledge was increased. Other learning implications 
were examined. The Matrix supports teachers to create student inquiry/discovery 
instruction and provides teachers with time to analyze and assess students’ 
operating inquiry levels. This Matrix is a guide for preparing students for 
advanced levels of inquiry. 
 
Over the past decade concern has been expressed by both policy makers and 
researchers that science instruction has not met their potential in terms of 
developing higher order cognitive processes and other skills shown by the U.S. 
Department of Labor to be crucial for success in the workplace. In 1996 the 
National Science Education Standards (NSES) stated, “This nation has 
established as a goal that all students should achieve scientific literacy. 
…focusing on a different way of teaching and learning about science that reflects 
how science itself is done, that is, emphasizing inquiry as a way of achieving 
knowledge and understanding” (p. 178). More recent Standards use strong 
language necessitating the use of Inquiry instructional strategies. And in 2000, 
The National Research Council published a guide to teaching inquiry and learning 
inquiry. However, the research literature reports little is being done in 
professional development experiences for practicing science teachers and/or in 
university science education curricula to support science teachers in developing 
and assessing inquiry oriented instruction. 
 
Reports in Science (1998) underline the need to refashion the pedagogy stressed 
in professional enhancement experiences to one in which an inquiry-orientation 
is emphasized. Bardeen and Lederman (1998) stated that in the years since the 
“A Nation at Risk” report, hundreds of examinations of the state of science 
education have “confirmed that the deep systemic problems facing our 
educational system still exists” (p. 178-178). This problem was supported by the 
results of the Third International Mathematics and Science Study (which the US 
Department of Education reported low rating scores achieved by 12th graders, 
later test results indicate that the same problem continues to exist (U.S. 
Department of Education-TIMSS, 1998). 
 
Recent problems related to the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (Public Law 107-
110) requires U.S. schools to make Annual Progress Report. This requires that 
every student be supported in learning eligible content. Administrators require 
teachers to provide these educational opportunities through a myriad of methods 
(Kirk 2007 and Rawe 2007). But while there is substantial research to support 
the use of a variety of pedagogical approaches to instruction, including the so 
called “Inquiry”, so many instructional approaches provide a disservice to 
students because these approaches are not utilized in post-secondary studies 
(NRC 2005).  
 
In addition, Wenning asserts that students are more prepared for 
college/university thinking in all subject areas when educated via the inquiry 
oriented practices in lower grades (2005). Furthermore, designing laboratory 
activities emphasizing the Inquiry Method is an approach supported in higher 
education. Therefore, it does not make sense to educate our students by using 
non-effective teaching strategies most of which lead teachers to emphasize 
students memorizing facts (Wenning). However, the difficult but needed 
transition in approach to teaching requires a useful, effective and easy to follow 
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tool designed to support teachers of science, of all grades, to design and assess 
the results of inquiry oriented laboratory driven instructional experiences. 
 
The National Science Education Standards emphasize inquiry-oriented instruction 
as “central to education,” the term inquiry does not clearly indicate the 
involvement of students in the reform process …..…students must accept and share 
more responsibility for their own learning” (1996, p. 27). Wenning (2005, p. 11) 
contends that students’ attitudes about science are “strongly affected” when they 
become more engaged in the activity. Furthermore, according to the National 
Research Council, the 2005 Science Standards identify learning as an actively 
engaging process. The emphasis in inquiry as we will define it allows the 
engagement of both students and teacher in the learning process but with an 
emphasis on student engagement. 
 
Previous attempts at defining inquiry in usable terms, as well as increasing 
student responsibility for learning, historically have created many questions. The 
National Research Council reported that according to the National Science 
Education Standards, there is a disparity of definitions across the literature 
(1996, p. 23).  This lack of a universal understood and acceptable definition of 
inquiry continues even though there has been some attempt to define, in usable 
terms, what inquiry is related to instruction.  
 
Wenning contends that this problem is multifaceted because there are different 
terms set in place of inquiry such as discovery, interactive demonstration, 
guided, free, bonded and hypothetical in three specific but related areas. These 
areas are: Inquiry as a Scientific Process; Inquiry as a method of teaching and 
Inquiry as a way of learning (2005).  
 
Temple University’s Center for Science Laboratory Studies (CSLS) developed a 
tool called the Inquiry/Discovery Instructional Matrix. It was developed based on 
many years of research at the University and rooted in US research. The Matrix 
went through several revisions and has been used to train teachers from the 
surrounding school districts to become more efficient in inquiry pedagogy. Over 
the years many teachers were initially observed and given an ethnographic 
interview. Over 325 teachers of science were selected for professional 
development courses. Pre training data revealed that 97 percent were teaching 
at “Matrix” level “0” or “1. Post training data demonstrated that 70 percent were 
able to teach two levels beyond pre training levels. In increase in teachers’ 
science content knowledge was also indicated.  
 
 
1.1. Development and rationale of Inquiry/discovery Instructional 
Matrix  
 
Research instruments that study teacher behavior , such as the Science Teaching 
Behavioral Inventory (Vickery, 1968) and the Modified Revised-Science Teaching 
Behavioral Inventory (Hilosky, 1994), proved to be cumbersome to use in 
designing instruction and vague in defining teacher/student responsibility during 
both laboratory and classroom instruction.  
 
Schwab (1962) indicated that the degree of inquiry oriented laboratory 
experiences is illustrated in the extent of “openness” associated with (science) 
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experiences. Schwab’s description was elaborated on by Herron (1971). In 1990 
McComas classified inquiry as open instruction at varying levels and created the 
“Extent of Openness in Instruction” guideline. (See Table 1). He viewed 
laboratory experiences as providing “some information regarding the roles of the 
teacher (or laboratory manual) and the student” (p. 3). However, the laboratory 
experience in science education inherently involves a wide range of possible 
activities, further delineated by the student’s education level (i.e. elementary, 
secondary, undergraduate level), intellectual readiness, previous laboratory 
experiences and available facilities and resources.  

 
Table 1. Extent of Openness in Instruction (adapted from McComas, 1990). 
Discovery Levels Problems Ways/Means Answers 
Level 0 Given Given Given 
Level 1 Given Given Open 
Level 2 Given Open Open 
Level 3 Given Open Open 
 
While individual teacher and/or student behavior’s or roles are an important 
description of any lesson sequence, such classifications have not allowed for a 
description of various degrees of opportunity for student inquiry during science 
instruction. These problems, along with many other developed 
guidelines/schema (Pella 1961, Schwab 1962, Herron 1971, George, Dietz, 
Abraham and Nelson 1974, Tamir 1976, Kornbau 1977, Hegarty 1978 and 
McComas 1990) laid the groundwork for the 5 by 6 matrix entitled the Levels of 
Inquiry/Discovery Instructional Matrix (Table 2), designed, adjusted and refined 
by the faculty and doctoral fellows at the Center for Science Laboratory Studies 
(CSLS) at Temple University from 1992 to 1998.  
 
In 1992, nearly 50 years ago, Schwab, proposed that learning science would be 
vastly improved if teachers of science would abandon an emphasis on lecturing 
to their students and, instead, emphasize an instructional strategy that more 
closely exemplifies the nature of science practice. Schwab referred to this 
practice simply as enquiry or inquiry. He conveyed how scientists practice 
inquiry, emphasizing that the practice actually differs somewhat, depending upon 
whether the practitioners are biologists, chemists, physicists or earth scientists. 
However, no matter which scientific discipline, the common denominator is the 
asking of questions or inquiring. This asking of questions, as scientists do, would 
lead to better preparing students to serve the future needs of our democratic 
society, and the global economy with its increasing dependents on science and 
technology (Schwab p.3-103). 
 
However, analysis conducted, over a number of years, by faculty and fellows at 
the Center for Science Laboratory Studies (CSLS) at Temple University indicate 
that the didactic-lecture approach continues to predominate science instruction 
in spite of extensive efforts to reform this approach to instruction. Faculty and 
fellows, at the CSLS, participating in the training, of school level teachers to 
understand and to carry out the inquiry instructional process, conducted research 
related to the effectiveness of this approach on teacher’s effectiveness and 
student learning. One of the most significant studies, conducted through the 
CSLS, addressed in detail the very nature of the inquiry process as it applies to 
instruction. This study, by Kornbau, concluded that when addressing inquiry 
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applied to instruction, it needs to be clear whether one is referring to inquiry 
practiced by the teacher or inquiry practiced by the students. Kornbau’s study 
indicated that the usual practice is teachers doing almost all of the asking even 
when research indicates that content and process skills learning are vastly 
improved if students practice how to do most of the asking or inquiry, followed 
by learning how to search for or discover answers to their own inquiries (1977).  
 
It has become clear that this inquiry approach should be emphasized and 
practiced by students if they are to become effective practitioners of inquiry as 
they prepare for the adult world; and as well to become effective contributors to 
the advancement of our technologically oriented global society. For example, a 
2007 Meta-Analysis of effective teaching strategies on student science 
achievement in the US concluded that when students are given opportunities to 
engage in inquiry and guided by an effective teacher, achievement is accelerated 
(Schroeder, et al, p. 1452).  
 
In addition, emphasizing the use of Inquiry oriented method by effective 
teachers can result in students becoming more reasonable, rational and logical in 
their daily thinking. This could produce “more rational and tolerant human 
beings” which may alter behavior and decrease incidences of school violence and 
“dogmatism that threatens the world today with deadly conflict” (Albert, p. 
1589). 
 
In spite of these findings, research conducted through the CLSL shows that 
teachers of science, in large numbers, continue to emphasize lecturing, while 
dispersing throughout their lectures a smattering of questions that they call upon 
their students to answer.  
 
The CSLS defines the student inquiry (instructional) approach as simply teachers 
assisting students to design their own appropriate questions, followed not by 
teachers directly responding to these student inquiries, but instead by 
introducing students to a variety of resources, such as journal and magazine 
articles, appropriate textbooks and other book references, websites, specialists in 
the science field and offering opportunities for further laboratory investigations 
they can use in searching for answers to their own inquiries. The answers, 
discovered by the students themselves, we label as student discoveries or simply 
discoveries. Beginning instruction on this different, more effective, approach is 
then followed by each student or team leader presenting the new discoveries to 
the class and teacher. Thus, during professional development experiences, the 
CSLS proposes labeling this more effective overall instructional approach as the 
student inquiry/discovery approach, or simply the inquiry/discovery approach.  

 
For inquiry/discovery instruction to result in successful learning requires 
practicing in a different than usual type of classroom environment. No longer can 
the teacher and single textbook be the primary source of information. Instead, 
the classroom learning environment must contain a variety of resources for use 
in the discovery process and designing additional student inquiries.  
 
In summary, both inquiry and discovery experiences should be student driven 
with the teacher serving as facilitator and mentor, and with each student being 
expected to organize his/her findings or discoveries and presenting these to the 
class. Based upon this instructional model, we redefine inquiry as follows: 
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students constructing and asking relevant questions usually within the context of 
topics selected by the teacher. The inquiry component of instruction, then, is 
followed by students searching for and finding or discovering answers to their 
own questions.  
 
The final step in the student inquiry/discovery instructional process is for 
students to report their results or findings to other students and to the teacher. 
This different approach to carrying out instruction calls for a different role for the 
teacher. It allows more time for the teacher to assess the level of inquiry 
practiced by students and /spend in organizing and preparing the materials that 
students will use in the discovery process. And it offers the teacher increased 
time to spend on student assessment and to reflect upon their efficiency as 
facilitators in this learning process. Teachers now have the time required to 
update resource materials and to review students’ written laboratory reports 
resulting in the grades becoming an integral component of students’ “final 
grades.” 
 
 
1.1.1. Improving Professional Development Efforts 
 
Annually, millions of dollars are allocated by local school boards, state and 
federal agencies and private industries to support a more effective preparation of 
pre-and in-service science teachers. Yet the results from these expenditures and 
efforts have been minimal for two reasons: (1) an inappropriate or ineffective 
definition for inquiry applied to instruction, and (2) professional development 
trainers who are responsible for organizing professional development experiences 
lecturing to pre- and in-service teachers about the nature of inquiry oriented 
instruction, rather than offer them substantial opportunities to practice this 
approach and to analyze their practice with support from professionals who have 
responsibility for this training.  
 
One approach to improving the results of professional development experiences, 
directed at more effectively reforming how science is taught, has already been 
referred to: offer opportunities to practice through modeling the reformed 
approach to instruction. A second way that compliments the first approach is to 
offer those who are involved in the professional development process, a proven 
guideline to follow. One example of such a guideline was developed by McComas 
in 1990 (See Table 1). However, McComas’ interpretation is limited to the role of 
laboratory based experiences in the instructional process, even though there is a 
wide range of possible activities delineated by the students’ education level, their 
intellectual readiness to learn, previous laboratory experiences and the available 
facilities and resources. 
 
The team of CSLS researchers addressed instructional practices in the sciences 
and the results of these practices. Research conducted by A. Hilosky, H. 
Priestley, William Priestley, S. Rubin, D, Smith, M. Wong and M. Zah included 
populations of teachers and students representing individual classroom 
experiences as well as meta-analyses of studies conducted across the U.S. and in 
Germany. Altogether, these studies indicated the problem of the past 
ineffectively defining inquiry as it relates to science instruction and the need for a 
more effective instrument, than those presently available for use, during 
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professional development experiences in analyzing the extent to which teachers 
of science were practicing the redefined inquiry approach to instruction. 
 
“The Levels of Inquiry/Discovery Instructional Matrix” was designed by the CSLS 
research team, undergoing several revisions during its use in a number of 
research studies. (See Table 2). 
 
Table 2. The Inquiry/Discovery Instructional Matrix. 
 Pre Laboratory Laboratory Post Laboratory 

 
Lesson 
Component  
 
 
Inquiry 
level 

 
Proposes 
Problem 
or Issue 
to be 
Explored 

 
Addresses 
or Plans 
Procedure 
to be Used 

 
Explores 
or Carries 
Out 
Procedure 

 
Supplies 
Answers or 
Conclusions 

 
Laboratory 
Outcomes in 
Follow-up 
Dialog 
Considering 
Applications & 
Implications 
to Drive 
Further 
Instruction 

 
0 

 
Teacher 
 

 
Teacher 
 

 
Teacher 
 

 
Teacher 
 

 
Teacher 
 

 
1 

 
Teacher 
 

 
Teacher 
 

 
Teacher 
 

 
Teacher 
 

 
Students 

 
2 

 
Teacher 
 

 
Teacher 
 

 
Teacher 
 

 
Students 

 
Students 

 
3 

 
Teacher 
 

 
Teacher 
 

 
Students 

 
Students 

 
Students 

 
4 

 
Teacher 
 

 
Students 

 
Students 

 
Students 

 
Students 

 
5 

 
Students 

 
Students 

 
Students 

 
Students 

 
Students 
 

 
Notice that instruction is divided into “Pre-laboratory, Laboratory and Post 
Laboratory Experiences.” This division immediately indicates to teachers, who 
use the “matrix” that laboratory experience is critical to the effectiveness of any 
science instruction. These components, then, are sub-divided into five lesson 
components. The terms teacher and student, listed in vertical columns under 
each lesson component, indicates who will have (or had) major responsibility for 
each lesson component. It then becomes clear that the opportunity for students 
to have this responsibility increases from one level of inquiry/discovery to the 
next. As examples, notice that level “0” (left hand horizontal column) indicates 
that the teacher offers students no opportunity to inquire or discover. The 
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opportunity increases, from one level to the next, until at level “5” the students 
are offered major responsibility for all of the five components of instruction. 
 
In practice, teachers of science will determine the level of responsibility at which 
students are most intellectually ready and then design future instruction, at that 
next higher level, until students are intellectually ready or comfortable with this 
next level. After some period, appropriately guided experience should be 
designed to offer students opportunities to be involved in instruction at the next 
higher level. Experiences indicates that, at the school level, the maximum level 
of inquiry/discovery at which the largest number of the students will be 
successful is inquiry/discovery level “3” and in a few instances, level “4”. In the 
contemporary technological climate all college/university level science students 
eventually should be able to practice instruction described as Level “4” by “The 
Matrix” with science majors gaining some experience at level “5” of 
inquiry/discovery. In effect, today’s school level science instruction, too often is 
designed at levels “0” or “1”, perhaps at level “2” in rare instances. 
 
Teachers of science, as indicated earlier, can use “The Instructional Matrix” to 
indicate the approach to instruction that they presently emphasize in their 
instruction. Reorganizing their instruction to emphasize a higher level of 
inquiry/discovery requires that each teacher call upon his/her own professional 
teaching expertise, developed through personal experiences in teaching to meet 
their own, decided upon change in the level of inquiry/discovery at which they 
plan their teaching to emphasize. Teachers in training will, of course, depend on 
experienced teachers to support them in deciding upon the desired instructional 
approach that will meet the demands of the next desired instructional level. 
 
Results Using “The Instructional Matrix” in Professional Development on Teacher 
Instruction: Of the 325 teachers of science who had received extended 
professional development “training”, during the study of the effectiveness of “The 
Instructional Matrix,” 97 percent entered the professional development 
experience teaching at “Matrix” level “0” or “1”. The remaining 3 percent had 
been teaching at level “2” with 0 percent teaching above this level.  
 
At the termination of the extended 15-week professional development 
experience, 70 percent were able to teach at an inquiry/discovery level of a least 
two levels beyond the level at which they entered the professional development 
experience. Most of those teachers advanced from level “1” to “3”. This data 
indicates positive results; since professional development for science teachers 
has historically proven to be a inefficient process. Also indicated is that the 
understanding of science content, by the teachers as professional development 
students, significantly improved. 
 
An addition to the above stated improvement during the 15 week Professional 
Development Experience, the teacher subjects were followed and re-evaluated 
over a period of 6 months following the professional development experience. 
The following results occurred: 
• All units of study, in Teacher instruction at their home school base, were 

initiated with hands-on laboratory based experience. 
• The results of each laboratory experience served as the basis for many 

student designed inquiries. 
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• Responses to these student inquiries served to introduce otherwise totally 

abstract theories such as chemical bonding, biological evolution, oxidation 
and reduction and cell size. 

• The team approach to carrying out investigations, increased discussion during 
which students supplied much of the content or information. 

• Teachers learned to design an approach to the assessment of student 
learning that took into account the results of laboratory experiences in 
determining final course grades. 

 
Over the years, “The Matrix” and initial results from its teacher use to improve 
instruction in science have been reported at national and international 
professional meetings including those of the AAAS, NARST, the CHF Science 
Education Forum, NSTA, and the Gordon Research Conference on Physical 
Science and Education. It now is being used in China as well as in the United 
States. Clearly “The Instructional Matrix” is designed to be utilized descriptively 
by teachers of science in order to strengthen their instructional skills. To this 
end, traditional laboratory based experiences become a tool for self learning, not 
only by students but also by their teachers. In addition, using such a tool can 
enable teachers “to cultivate student enthusiasm that results in both effective 
learning and sustained lifelong interest in science as a global citizen and/or as a 
career in science, technology, teaching, engineering or mathematics” (Sutman, 
2008 p. 35). 
 
In a publication by G. Delacote, the remark is made that “everywhere educators 
are beginning to discover the merits of using an inquiry based approach to 
instruction in which student initiative, experimentation and conceptual learning 
are intertwined” (p.2055). We wish that this statement was, in fact, a true 
description of science instruction today. “The Levels of Inquiry/Discovery 
Instructional Matrix” can support sustaining this reform instructional movement. 
Our research indicates that the “Matrix” can effectively serve as a catalyst to 
facilitate this needed reform based upon a more effective definition for inquiry 
applied to instruction. 
 
Studies are needed to exam the effects of this instructional strategy on 
student learning. Specifically, the following tentative statements (hypotheses) 
need to be tested in future studies using “The Inquiry/Discovery Instructional 
Matrix” in science instruction related to student learning and behavior in the 
21st century:  
 
(1). Instruction practiced at the mid to high Inquiry Matrix levels (3-5) 
tentatively leads to:  
• greater opportunities for students to advance their levels of language 

development, social skills, team building and creativity compared to the levels 
resulting from didactic instruction and lower levels of the Inquiry/Discovery 
Matrix 

• greater opportunities for students to learn to work together toward ways of 
thinking logically and behaving rationally and tolerantly towards each other in 
our global society 

• teachers spending more time formally assessing the learning that takes place. 
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(2). Instruction practiced at the mid to high Inquiry Matrix Levels (3-5) 
tentatively leads to the use by students in a greater variety of information 
resources thus resulting in an increase in opportunities for students to: 
• refine their original inquiries and/or scientific hypotheses.  
• learn to gather credible information and address experimental error 
• analyze information while identifying conflicting data, trends, and outliers 
• recognize credible evidence/data and evidence/data that is contrary to logic 

and reason such as pseudoscience and dogmatic claims 
•  practice logic, reason and problem-solving skills inherent in the scientific 

method  
 
(3).  Instruction at increased levels (4-5) tentatively leads to: 
• integrating science with other subjects, by promoting opportunities for 

students to make conceptual and interdisciplinary connections. For example, 
these levels may provide enhanced opportunities for students to understand 
the mathematical relationship of variables in an equation where taught at 
lower Matrix levels only promote students using a teacher/text prescribed 
formula and mindlessly plugging in data in order to solve a problem or fulfill a 
task.  

 
 
2. Conclusion 
 
The Inquiry/Discovery Instructional Matrix is a tool which enables science 
educators, regardless of instructional level or subject, to plan instruction for a 
specific amount of inquiry and discovery, and to evaluate their own professional 
growth. The “Instructional Matrix” can be easily followed during Professional 
Development Seminars or during undergraduate science education instruction 
using professional modeling and mentor support as the approach is practiced. 
The long, complicated involvement associated with other instruments has been 
replaced with a single sheet of paper, which requires only that either the teacher 
or student (or both) be named as having responsibility for the various 
components of the lesson sequence. 

 
As more emphasis is being placed on creating more “student inquiry/discovery” 
for use in instruction, no other instrument exists that supports in actually 
creating them while analyzing and assessing the operating inquiry level of 
students. At its finest, the “Levels of Inquiry/Discovery Instructional Matrix” will 
support teachers as they work towards guiding their students to advanced levels 
of thinking and promoting students’ appreciation for the scientific process that 
continues to contribute so much to human knowledge, welfare and technological 
progress. Science educators have talked about the importance of inquiry in 
instruction. “The Instructional Matrix” now enables us as teachers to more clearly 
understand its meaning and to practice it in our classrooms. 
 
We invite partnerships from our international colleagues to continue needed 
research on the effects of the inquiry/discovery instructional Matrix on student 
learning of science and offer this instructional instrument to the world community 
as globalization takes hold. We also note that the recent Nulfield Foundation 
Report related to Science Education in Europe reflects upon many of the 
concerns that we in the United States have for the future technological status of 
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all of our countries. It is our hope that international research collaborations and 
conferences, such as this one, will eventually lead to effective reform in how 
science is taught in schools and universities across the world.  
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Abstract  

This paper describes research that uses exploratory case studies to investigate factors 
that assisted New Zealand’s top secondary students achieve success in Scholarship 
examinations. The adolescents invited to participate in this study had been recognised by 
the New Zealand Ministry of Education as New Zealand’s very top students based on their 
performance on external Scholarship examinations.  

This project built on international research findings regarding factors that have been 
shown to have an impact on the achievement of gifted and talented adolescents. Based 
on this literature, two studies were undertaken that used an on-line survey and 
interviews designed to investigate self-reported perceptions of Scholarship recipients 
regarding factors important to their achievement and accomplishments.  

This three year study gathered data that was both qualitative and quantitative and 
generated findings that detail those influences students perceived as being critical to 
their success. Amongst these findings are the reported perceptions of the role teachers 
play in students’ high achievement and teacher attributes that students believed 
facilitated their academic success. In addition the research highlights motivational 
orientations and the impact these have on academic high achievement.  

Keywords: Gifted - Scholarship – Achievement - Motivation 
 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
This research evolved from the merging of an opportunity provided by the New 
Zealand Scholarships examination process and the lack of New Zealand research 
identifying profiles of the factors important to nurturing achievement in our top 
students. The project investigated the links between New Zealand’s “very top 
students” (Ministry of Education, 2005, p.3) who were rewarded for their results 
in the Scholarship examination in 2006 and the factors that had influenced their 
learning practices during their high school years. It is hoped this research will 
add to the body of overseas research that has described the factors that have 
influenced successful gifted adults or talented teenagers (Bloom & Sosniak, 
1985; Csikszentmihalyi, Rathunde & Whalen, 1993).  
 
While there exists no agreed or psychometrically valid process or measure to 
identify this population in New Zealand, the evident valuing by the New Zealand 
Ministry of Education of the top secondary school scholars through the provision 
of monetary rewards does provide identification of a group that most would 
consider represents gifted and talented students. As the Scholarship Reference 
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Group Report (2005) stated “a key goal for Scholarship should be to not only 
extend our most able students but also to identify a small number of the very 
top students” (Ministry of Education, 2005, p.3), with identification of top 
scholars being restricted to “within a range of 2 to 3% of the cohort in each 
subject.” 
(http://www.minedu.govt.nz/web/downloadable/dl10344_v1/scholarship-
reference-group-2005-report.doc). Existing overseas research and theory that 
quantifies the percentage of gifted and talented students in any given cohort 
would suggest that this group of young people do represent gifted and talented 
adolescents (Gagne, 2003; Renzulli, 2002).  
 
It is important to clarify that this research did not seek to identify all students 
who comprised ”New Zealand’s gifted Year 13 students” but instead accepted top 
scholarship performance as affirmation of the status of a particular group of 
young people who had demonstrated outcomes associated with academic 
giftedness. Based on this sample, internal and external dimensions affecting 
achievement and performance were examined through retrospective self-reports 
in which students provided information regarding aspects that they perceived as 
having an impact on their success (Bloom & Sosniak, 1985; Csikszentmihalyi, et 
al, 1993; Gagne, 2003; Gagné & Schadaer, 2006; Leung, Conoley & Sheel, 
1994; Weiner, 1985).  
  
This paper describes some of the findings of the Pilot Study and suggests 
direction for future research that investigates factors that motivate high 
achieving adolescents.  
 
 
2. Literature 
 
Searches for literature that reports teacher expectations and academic outcomes 
for gifted and talented students have suggested there is a paucity of writing on 
this topic. One report emanating from New Zealand describes planned 
approaches to teaching gifted and talented students in that country and includes 
a range of international literature that considers the characteristics of effective 
teachers of gifted and talented students (Riley, Bevan-Brown, Bicknell, Carroll-
Lind & Kearney, 2004). This review focuses on the work of studies that identify 
teacher qualities including enthusiasm, motivation and teacher confidence. A 
separate New Zealand report discusses the importance of teachers of gifted 
students moving away from being ‘teachers’ towards becoming ‘facilitators’ and 
thereby being sharing control of the classroom (Riley, 2000).  
 
Australian research employing phenomenology used student perspectives to 
consider the attributes of those who teach gifted students. These students 
identified those teacher characteristics that they deemed to be essential or highly 
desirable in effective teachers of gifted students (Vialle & Tischler, 2005). A 
synthesis of literature pertaining to the qualities of effective teachers of the 
gifted grouped these characteristics under the following headings: teachers’ 
knowledge and skills; their teaching and classroom management style; and their 
interpersonal qualities (Vialle & Quigley, 2002). These qualities are similar to 
those described by Feldhusen who discusses three foci on research on teachers, 
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these being characteristics, competencies (specific skills) and assessment of the 
teacher’s performance (Feldhusen, 1997).  

 
Research considering achievement motivation in adolescents found that class 
belongingness had an impact on students’ motivation to learn. (Nelson & 
DeBacker, 2008). New Zealand research relating to students’ motivation 
orientations identified a link between student effort and attainment. These 
researchers found that students who were motivated to work to achieve as many 
National Certificate in Educational Achievement (NCEA) credits as they could, 
were likely to be the students achieving at the highest level. Conversely, the 
same research found students who were expending minimum effort in meeting 
goals were gaining fewer (NCEA) credits (Meyer, McClure, Walkey, McKenzie & 
Weir, 2006). These findings are consistent with those of DeBacker & Crowson 
(2006) whose study of two hundred and fifty nine students found that those 
students who preferred predictability, related negatively to meaningful 
engagement.  
 
 
3. Participants 
 
The Pilot Study involved 50 students who were successful in gaining New 
Zealand Qualifications Authority Scholarship in 2006. These secondary school 
students were in either Year 12 or 13 at secondary school. The schools they 
attended while sitting Scholarship were either state schools, independent schools 
(fee paying) or state integrated secondary schools. Forty-eight students 
participated in an on-line self report survey, two students were interviewed but 
did not complete the survey and a further 14 students who completed the 
survey, were also interviewed. Of these 48 students, 27 were male and 21 were 
female. The decile rankings of the students’ schools ranged from one to ten. In 
New Zealand, census information is used to determine a school’s decile ranking. 
The ranking is an indication of the extent to which the school draws its students 
from low socio-economic communities and the government funds proportionately 
(i.e. low decile = higher funding). 
 
 
4. Method 
 
This research used a multi-method approach with an appropriation of several 
methods that suited the data gathering and analyses process. The dominant 
paradigms were: Case Study, Phenomenology and Grounded Theory.  
 
 
4.1 Data Gathering  
 
Data for the pilot project was gathered from March 2006 until October of the 
same year. This included an on-line self report and student interviews.  
 
 
4.2 Research Question 
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The key question that directed this study was derived from a review of literature 
pertaining to giftedness and motivation:  
1. To what factors do students attribute their success in attaining 

Scholarship? 
Additional questions addressed patterns of student achievement; academic 
pathways; and students’ valuing of Scholarship. 
 
 
4.3 Survey items 
 
The survey items related to Gagne’s theory that distinguishes between giftedness 
and talent, suggesting that gifts are the result of natural ability, and talent is the 
result of acquired ability (Gagne, 2003). Using this model (Differentiated Model 
of Giftedness and Talent), survey items were designed to probe factors 
influencing achievement relating specifically to intrapersonal catalysis; 
environmental catalysts; and the role of chance in student success. A range of 
other areas were probed, including students’ perceptions of those people other 
than self, who facilitated their success; extra-curricular activities; awards and 
achievements and, plans for the future. 
 
 
4.4 Interview Questions 
 
Included in student interviews were questions related to initial findings in the on-
line survey. This incorporated further probing of the characteristics of the person 
or persons identified as one having had the greatest influence on the students’ 
scholarship results and questions relating to students’ motivation orientation. 
 
 
5. Background information  
 
In 2006 a new version of Scholarshipi examination was introduced into the New 
Zealand examination system. Scholarship is an external examination that 16 to 
19 year olds (most often Year 13 students – but some Year 12 students) can 
attempt in up to three subjects with no fees, or if they choose to sit more than 
three subjects, then there are fees commensurate with the number of subjects 
being attempted. The New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA) claims that 
“…Scholarship students are expected to demonstrate high-level critical thinking, 
abstraction and generalization, and to integrate, synthesise and apply 
knowledge, skills, understanding and ideas to complex situations” 
(http://www.nzqa.govt.nz/scholarship/details.html). If students are successful in 
gaining Scholarship(s) they receive monetary awards that vary according to the 
number of subjects they were successful in and whether or not they were top in 
one subject or top in a number of subjects. 

                                                 

i Scholarship is a tertiary examination that students may sit in their final year of high school. Monetary rewards accompany 

success with the range being $500 for single subject success, up to $10,000 each year for three years. More information is 

available from the NZQA site: http://www.nzqa.govt.nz/scholarship/details.html 
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6. Findings 
 
 
6.1 Teacher Influence 
 
An item in the on-line survey invited students to rank three people in order of 
whom they felt: “…had the greatest influence on your Scholarship results”. Their 
choices included: teacher(s); mother; father; sister; brother; mentor; friend; 
friends(s); other family member; principal; coach or other. 
 
Forty-seven students answered this question and of those students, 37 chose 
their teacher as the greatest influence. Almost equal numbers of male (n=19) 
and female (n=18) ranked ‘teacher(s)’ first. The next highest ranking was 
‘mother’ who attained 10.6% of first ranked responses with more males (n=4) 
than females (n=1) making this selection.  
 
Overall, 78.7 % of student respondents chose their teacher or teachers as the 
person who had the greatest influence on their scholarship results (Figure 1). 
Mother was the next ranked first choice with 10.6 % of student responses; 
friends received 4% of first choice ranking and father, friend, and ‘other’ each 
received 2 % of student first choice responses.  

Figure 1: Student rankings 
 
Analysis of student responses that explained why students had nominated their 
teacher as the person who had the greatest influence on their Scholarship results 
revealed several sub categories and these categories were: personal qualities; 
professional qualities and content knowledge. Comments that are representative 
of student interview responses are included in italics.  
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6.2 Personal qualities 
 
Student reasons for nominating their teacher(s) included recognition of their 
teacher’s personal qualities. Included in this idea is acknowledgement of teacher 
enthusiasm:  
 

…he was so energetic – [he showed] real enthusiasm [for his topic] 
and about what he was saying. (female, decile 10) 

 
The personal interest shown in students by their teachers was also identified by 
students: 
 

…half way through the year [Year 11] our teacher got a group of us 
together and encouraged us to sit Scholarship the following year. 
(male, decile 5) 

 
The teacher’s ability to relate to the students and treat them as adults was cited 
as a factor in the nomination of particular teachers:  
 

She became my friend. When I got Scholarship I rang her and she 
cried with me. (female, decile 10) 

 
[Good teachers] make us think—they treat us like adults. (female, 
decile 10) 

 
He treated us like adults, more like we were the same as him. He 
valued our opinions. (male, decile 10) 

 
The level of commitment shown to the students by their teachers was another 
factor cited by students as a reason they had nominated a particular teacher: 
 

He helped outside of school hours. (male, decile 4). 
 
 
6.3 Professional qualities  
 
Noted were the teacher’s professional qualities with students commenting on 
pedagogical practices that encourage class debate and discussion:  
 

… In arts subjects—opinions were pretty important—in writing and 
saying things about the topics. We were always having discussion—
putting forward our own views. (male, decile 6) 
 
The [subject] teacher kept the class more informal—sometimes it 
was lecture style but half the classes comprised exercises with 
discussion with the teacher and between students. (female, decile 
10)  
 

Teachers making links to learning through a ‘real world context’ were also 
considered to have assisted student achievement:  
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He told stories about his personal life that had links into what we 
were studying, for example, Shakespeare. (female, decile 10)  

 
He was knowledgeable, he always had an answer. He was 
enthusiastic and we had fun in his class. He told stories sometimes 
based on scientific facts. We never knew whether or not to believe 
him! Some [stories] were random … they linked to the real world. 
(male, decile 5). 

 
A classroom environment where students felt ‘safe’ and able to take risks in their 
learning was valued by students:  
 

… it was ok to be wrong. He let you down softly and with humour … 
He didn’t put us down if we were wrong. (male, decile 10)  

 
 
6.4 Content knowledge 
 
Teacher content knowledge was another factor considered important in having 
facilitated these students’ success:  
 
… [the teacher was knowledgeable] and it looked like he really enjoyed it and it 
wasn’t a chore [teaching us]. (male, decile 4) 
 
… he [the teacher] went to seminars himself to up skill himself. (male, decile 6) 
 
 
6.5 Motivational Orientations 
 
In another section of the on-line survey participants were asked to rate the 
extent of the possible influence of each of the described attributions using the 
scale 1 = no influence; 2 = this had a little influence on my successful results; 3 
= this had some influence on my successful results; 4 = this was a big factor in 
my successful results. Attributions were considered by combining gender 
responses, and then separately. Each of the attributions are discussed in the 
following section.  
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1. My ability in the subject(s) influenced my success. 

Figure 2: Perceived influence of ability 
 

As Figure 2 shows, more males than females attributed their success to ability 
having ‘some influence’ than to it being a ‘big’ factor in their results. When 
interviewed, this data was probed further with the questions “Do you think 
scholastic excellence is mostly a matter of luck, ability, hard work, or how hard 
the task is?” Student responses included:  
 

You’ve got to have ability. It’s not luck – you’ve got to work really 
hard. The task – you need time and ability but if you’ve got those – 
you can do it.  (female, decile 7) 
 
Ability can influence you getting scholarship – luck only helps you on 
the day. You can manipulate your ability to help you on the day. 
(male, decile 6) 
 
Definitely [need ability]. My subject is about memorising 
facts/dates/notes – this was really important in scholarship. 
(female, decile 10) 
 
It’s definitely about ability and hard work. (female, decile 10) 

 
2. The effort I put into studying for scholarship influenced how well I 

did 
 
A greater variation in student perception occurred in this second influence 
relating to effort with 53% of students claiming effort had some influence or was 
a big factor in their successful results and 46% of survey respondents believing 
that effort had little or no influence on their success. Only 23.8% of females felt 
that effort had some influence on their results, compared with 36% of males. 
19% of females and 15% of male participants felt that effort had been a big 
factor in their scholarship success. Equal percentages of female respondents 
(28.5%) felt that effort had either no influence or a little on their results 
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compared with 7.7% of males who felt that effort had no influence on their 
results and a further 30.8% of males who felt it had a little influence. 

Figure 3: Perceived influence of effort 
 
Student comments relating to effort included:  
 

… [effort] plays a good part – if you put in the effort, you have 
success. (female, decile 10)  

 
One other female also student related the effort she expended to the teachers’ 
passion for the subject: 
 

My geo and bio teachers were really passionate about their subjects 
– they enjoyed teaching and this reflected onto me. Theirs were the 
subjects I put most effort into. (female, decile 10) 

 
3. The interest and enthusiasm I had for the subject influenced my 

success 

Figure 4: Perceived influence of interest and enthusiasm 
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As can be seen in figure 4, the majority of students (91%) felt that their interest 
and enthusiasm for the subject was either a big factor or had some influence on 
their successful results. A mere 8.5% of respondents felt that their interest and 
enthusiasm had a little influence on their successful results. 
 
Of the respondents 88% of males and 95% of females felt that enthusiasm was a 
big factor or had some influence in their results. The remaining 12% of males 
and 5% of females felt that their enthusiasm and interest in the subject had a 
little influence on their successful results.  
 
One student suggested:  
 

…In the… exam I was comfortable with what was asked as they 
were thin gs I was interested in and I had no trouble answering 
everything. (female, decile 10) 

 
Rather than comment on their own enthusiasm, students commented on the 
effect their teacher’s enthusiasm had on their learning:  
 

My physics teacher helped me most – he was really enthusiastic. He 
helped outside of school hours. (male, decile 4) 

 
4. Luck played a part in my success. 

Figure 5: Perceived influence of luck 
 
Figure 5 shows the level that students perceived luck to have played in their 
success. In all, 25% of respondents felt that luck had some influence or was a 
big factor in their successful result. The remaining 75% of students felt that luck 
had little or no influence. 28.5% of females and 23% of males felt that luck had 
some influence or was a big factor in their successful result compared with 
66.6% of females and 76.9% of males who felt that luck had little or no influence 
on their successful results.  
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Student comments ranged from stating that luck played no part in their success:  
 

I don’t believe in luck. (male, decile 3) 
 
To believing that luck had played a large part in their success: 
 

Yes – by chance I’d studied that morning exactly what was in the 
exam! (female, decile 10) 

 
Luck played a big part in my scholarship – I really didn’t think I 
would get it. (female, decile 10) 

 
There were some students who felt luck had some influence in their success, and 
these students provided comments that centred around what they categorised as 
different type of luck and, making your own luck:  
 

There are different kinds of luck. How you feel on the day…what 
questions are asked... Yes – there has to be an element of luck 
when you have such a huge pool of questions to draw from, you 
may get peoples strengths or weaknesses. (female, decile 10) 

 
You create your own luck. It’s an important thing – for example, in 
classics I ended up failing two NCEA [lower level] papers yet still 
gained a Scholarship in it. I get the best questions I could have 
hoped for in Scholarship – and the worst in NCEA Level 3. (male, 
decile 6) 

 
5. My persistence in studying and working hard played a part in my 

success 
 
Of all survey respondents, 46.8% felt that persistence had some influence or was 
a big factor in their successful results compared with 53% of student 
respondents who felt that persistence had little or no influence on their success. 
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Figure 6: Perceived influence of persistence in studying and working 
hard 

 
Student comments suggested they felt they hadn’t work to their full capability or, 
that they did not feel they had worked as hard as others students who either had 
or had not been successful: 
 

I don’t work as hard as others… (male, decile 6) 
 
I did more study than I‘d ever done before - but not as much as 
some others did. (male, decile 4) 
 
[Persistence] …plays a good part – if you put in the effort, you have 
success. (female, decile 10) 
 
…– I really didn’t think I would get I [Scholarship]. May be I didn’t 
have enough faith in myself. But I didn’t think I would get it and 
there were others in my class far more likely to pass than me. 
(female, decile 10) 

 
 
7. Summary  
 
Teacher qualities that students in this study identified as having facilitated high 
academic achievement evidenced in the attainment of Scholarship, aligned with 
the writing of others who had identified teachers’ personal, profession and 
content knowledge as key factors in engendering success (Riley et al, 2004; 
Vialle & Tischler, 2005; Vialle & Quigley, 2002). In this study, several areas 
emerged as requiring greater investigation in the subsequent study and one of 
these areas relates to the qualities these successful Scholarship students saw in 
their teachers, and perceived to have facilitated their success. One aspect 
requiring greater investigation, also relates to student perception of those people 
who they believed had the greatest influence on their Scholarship results. This 
group of students nominated ‘mother’ and then ‘friends’ and ‘father’ as the 
second, third and fourth ranked people to influence their success. Their 
overwhelming choice of ‘teacher(s)’ in first ranked position suggests a need to 
further investigate those characteristics that teachers demonstrate that students 
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perceive to be the factors that influenced his or her high achievement. In the 
subsequent study it also seems appropriate to investigate the teacher’s 
perception of what it is he or she does to facilitate high achievement and success 
in their most able students. This will be investigated through interview of 
teachers nominated by successful students in the 2007 Scholarships. However, 
the students in this study have identified some teacher characteristics that align 
with the literature identifying teacher characteristics that facilitates achievement 
in gifted and talented students. These characters identified in this study include 
teachers who are:  
• Energetic 
• Show personal interest 
• Make links to real world contexts 
• Provide learning environments where students are able to take risks in their 

learning  
• Know their subject content well 
 
Clearly, this is also an area requiring deeper investigation and it hoped that a 
much larger sample of students will enable greater statistical analyses.  
 
Also requiring further investigation is the role family and friends may play in 
student success. While the Pilot study included students’ perceptions of the role 
their parent or parents might have had in their success, it did not investigate 
whether the mother or father (second and fourth highest ranked influences) 
needs to be at home while the student studies in order to generate this influence 
(Horsley, 2008). The New Zealand Statistics department reports that there has 
been a continuing trend for women with children to return to the workforce. This 
has seen the number of mothers with dependent children working either full or 
part time, rise from 52 percent to 63 percent. The same report states that by the 
time a child reaches the age of 13-17 years, his or her mother is almost 78% 
likely to be in paid employment 
(http://www.stats.govt.nz/NR/rdonlyres/559AF778-C5E5-4FC0-9641-
4EED558E8679/0/Chap4Women2005.pdf). Yet, as the data in this study shows, 
students chose ‘mother’ as the second highest ranking influence on their 
successful results. Evidentially this is another area that requires greater 
investigation.  
 
Additional research identifies factors that influence students’ motivation (Meyer 
et al, 2006; Nelson & DeBacker, 2008). Figures 7 and 8 highlight the percentage 
of each dominant motivation orientation for females and males identified in each 
of the separate graphs contained in figures 2 – 6. In terms of their motivation 
orientations, some obvious differences between male and female orientations 
occurred (figure 9). When considering the dominant orientations, it became 
evident that the majority of females participating in this study, were more likely 
to attribute their success to their ability, interest and enthusiasm, and their 
persistence, and less likely to attribute their success to the effort they had 
expended in studying, or to luck. On the other hand, male students felt that it 
was their interest and enthusiasm for a subject that was the biggest influence in 
their success, but that their ability, effort and persistence had had some 
influence over their successful results.  
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Figure 7: Female Dominant Motivation Orientations 
 
 

Figure 8: Male Dominant Motivation Orientations 
 
 

 Male  Female 

Ability Some  Big 

Effort Some  Little/No 

Interest Big  Big 

Luck Little  Little/No 

Persistence Some/Little  Some 
Figure 9: Dominant Motivation Orientations 

 
As already stated, this project has revealed a great number of new directions 
that open avenues and opportunities for further study. This Pilot Study provided 
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direction for ensuing research that involves a larger sample of students which 
will enable greater analyses of data using quantitative programmes specifically 
designed for statistical analyses of social science projects. It is further than 
hoped that this Pilot Study and the subsequent study will reveal information that 
is of benefit to students who are aiming for Scholarship success and their 
teachers and families who support them in this goal. 
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Abstract  

This research explored the benefits of an accreditation process for a school of education. 
Specifically, the investigators examined how an accreditation process transformed a 
school of education into a learning organization; and, in particular, the nature and extent 
of change in the institution. Mixed methods combining a quantitative survey of 
participants’ ratings of change with a qualitative analysis of participants’ perceptions of 
their experience and documentation of the accreditation process were utilized through a 
two-phase process. Qualitative and quantitative results indicate that the extent of change 
was deep and followed the action imperatives of a learning organization. The study 
findings will inform public and private educational organizations of the long-term, positive 
systemic changes that can occur as a result of an accreditation process. 

Keywords: Accreditation – change – organizational transformation – learning 
organization 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 
Organizations, including universities, are continuously shifting, changing, 
transforming, and realigning as they respond to social forces, new laws, or other 
factors beyond the control of administrators, faculty, and students (Bolman & 
Deal, 2003). The National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) 
is one such force designed to ensure high-quality teacher education programs 
utilizing a performance-based system of documenting the alignment of 
standards, curriculum, instruction, and assessment (NCATE, n.d). While typically 
viewed by institutions as a negative external force, the pressure of an NCATE 
accreditation visit can act as a catalyst for transforming a school of education 
with positive benefits for the organization. 
 
The purpose of this study is to describe a school of education’s three-year 
accreditation journey, and identify indicators of success which can guide other 
universities to anticipate change and develop strategies in advance of their 
accreditation processes. Guiding the study was the following research question: 
How does an accreditation process transform a school of education into a 
learning organization (Senge, 2006; Watkins & Marsick, 1999)? Through the 
theoretical framework of change, restructuring, and the new science of 
complexity (chaos theory), the study provided data that demonstrate how an 
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external force such as the NCATE accreditation initiated organizational reform 
and restructuring resulting in benefits to the entire organization.  
 
 
2. Perspectives 
 
 
2.1. Reform or Restructuring 
 
Understanding reform or restructuring in educational institutions has been a 
focus of educators, politicians, and social scientists for the past four decades 
(Fullan, 1993). The change process is generally viewed as unplanned, natural, 
and fundamental. It involves people, institutional purposes, the structure of the 
organization, and the culture (Bolman & Deal, 2003). Recent trends can be 
identified in factors that promote change and in new administrative behaviors. 
First, the pressure for change has shifted from inside to outside educational 
organizations. The 1960s through the 1980s included many changes in 
education initiated by professionals inside schools, colleges, or universities 
while the in the 1990s and 2000s the pressures for change have shifted to 
outside constituencies. There are continual pressures to “reform” educational 
organizations, especially to increase accountability and efficiency. Second, 
incentives for change have shifted from voluntary improvements to mandatory 
requirements. At the university level, this often includes state and federal 
accreditation requirements and legislation regarding licensure. Third, simple 
conceptions of change have given way to complex ideas with the introduction 
of frameworks for change such as learning organizations and the new science 
of complexity. Change is now viewed as a complex phenomenon such that 
administrative arrogance has been replaced by humility (Bolman & Deal, 2003). 
 
 
2.2. The Change Process  
 
The change process has several interrelated components with the crux of change 
involving development of meaning in relation to a new idea, program, reform, or 
set of activities. Yet it is individuals who have to develop new meaning as parts 
of a loosely organized, complex, and often messy social system that contains 
different subjective worlds. The journey for change usually begins with small 
groups of people who, if successful, build momentum through four stages. First, 
participation, initiative-taking, and empowerment are key factors that generally 
get activated once the change process has begun. Second, both pressure and 
support are necessary for success. Third, there must be changes in beliefs and 
behavior. Finally, the fourth element of ownership or the sense of clarity, skill, 
and commitment needs to be a progressive process (Fullan & Stiegelbauer, 
1991).  
 
 
2.3. Transformational Leadership  
 
Transformational leadership refers to a framework that impacts decision-making 
in teams and organizations. It empowers those who participate in the process and 
stimulates interest among colleagues and followers to view their work from new 
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perspectives and with higher standards (Bass & Avolio, 1995). Participants are 
motivated by transformational leadership to look beyond their own interests 
towards those that will benefit the group, redefine their mission and vision, renew 
their commitment, and restructure their systems for goal accomplishment 
(Roberts, 1985). It provides incentive for people to attempt improvement in their 
practices being referred to as “value added” (Bass, 2005). Sarason (1990) further 
explains the importance of greater participation in decision making by those in 
the organization, “…when a process makes people feel that they have a voice in 
matters that affect them, they will have greater commitment to the overall 
enterprise and will take greater responsibility for what happens to the enterprise 
(p. 61). 
 
 
2.4. The Learning Organization 
 
Reform must focus on the school as a learning organization--continuously 
acquiring and using new and better knowledge. Knowledge creation is not simply 
the acquisition of best practices but rather the ability to generate and learn new 
ideas (Schlechty, 2002). Learning organizations are where new and expansive 
patterns of thinking are nurtured, where people expand their capacity to create 
results they truly desire, where collective aspiration is released, and where 
people are continually learning how to learn together (Warren, 2001). Senge 
(2006) emphasizes the need for collaborative cultures that turn individual 
learning into shared learning in the new organization. This includes creating 
structures to help people connect and designing tasks to increase capacity and 
opportunities so that learning spreads across the entire organization. Real 
improvement will only occur if the individuals responsible for implementation 
design the actual change. 
 
Watkins and Marsick (1999) identified seven action imperatives that must be 
implemented in order for institutions to become learning organizations: (a) 
Create Continuous Learning Opportunities, (b) Promote Inquiry and Dialogue, (c) 
Encourage Collaboration, (d) Create Systems to Capture and Share Learning, (e) 
Empower People toward a Collective Vision, (f) Connect the Organization to Its 
Environment, and (g) Provide Strategic Leadership for Learning. These 
imperatives can serve as a framework or model to measure the degree to which 
an institution is a learning organization.  
 
The literature on educational change and learning organizations emphasizes a 
need not for superficial first-order changes, but for deeper, second-order 
changes in the cultures and structures of schools. Success is a result of 
embedded interaction inside and outside the school which converts explicit 
knowledge (words and numbers shared as hard data) to tacit knowledge (skills 
and beliefs which are below the level of awareness). Neither top-down strategies 
(not addressing tacit knowledge) nor bottom-up strategies (not converting tacit 
knowledge into usable, shared explicit knowledge) are effective (Cuban,1990; 
McKeever, 2003; Sarason, 1990). Innovations require time, personal interaction 
and contacts, reflective dialogue, training, and other forms of people-based 
support. For successful reform or restructuring to occur, these theoretical frames 
of educational change must be considered. 
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3. Methods and Data Sources 

 
This investigation utilized a mixed methods inquiry to examine the impact of a 
three-year accreditation process on a graduate school of education documenting 
the extent to which the school experienced systemic change and became a 
learning organization. Through a two-phase qualitative and quantitative data 
analysis investigators utilized the NCATE indicators of success (NCATE.org) and 
theoretical frameworks for learning organizations (Senge, 2006; Watkins & 
Marsick, 1999) to identify and measure the extent of systemic change and 
organizational benefits achieved through the process. 
 
Phase 1 Qualitative analysis of the accreditation process. 
The qualitative portion of the investigation during the first phase utilized two 
sources of data: (a) three years (2003-2006) of observational journal notes by 
the accreditation coordinator and two program directors and (b) three years of 
steering committee and sub-committee meeting minutes.  
 
Analysis of the two sets of qualitative data utilized a constant-comparison 
method (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). A team of three researchers collaborated in 
determining emerging patterns and by process of consensus grouped the 
patterns according to the Watkins and Marsick (1999) framework for learning 
organizations. The researchers also reviewed the variety of emerging categories 
to determine change-aspect themes related to the NCATE indicators of success 
and frameworks/models for systemic change in learning organizations identified 
in the literature.  
 
Phase 2 Qualitative analysis of participants’ perceptions of their experiences in 
the accreditation process. 
 
During the second phase (fall 2007), focus groups were conducted with a sample 
of 20 full-time faculty (including program and regional center directors) and 9 
part-time/adjunct faculty drawn from participants who were involved all three 
years in the accreditation process [full-time faculty, program directors, and 
regional center directors (N=62), part-time/adjunct faculty members (N=343)]. 
Focus groups were tape-recorded transcribed and analyzed using a constant-
comparison method (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).  
 
Online open-ended responses from full-time and part-time/adjunct participants 
(see below) were also analyzed during Phase 2 using a constant-comparison 
method instrument. 
 
A team of three researchers collaborated in determining the initial coded 
categories, and by process of consensus re-confirmed, re-named, and re-
grouped the categories for the focus group responses, and open-ended survey 
responses, as needed, to determine three aspects of change in the organization 
during the accreditation process: (a) nature of the change; (b) factors 
influencing the change; and (c) depth of change. Triangulation was accomplished 
using qualitative data from both phases reflecting participants’ perceptions of 
their experiences in the accreditation process and written documentation in the 
form of observational notes and minutes of the major events over the three-year 
preparation process. 
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Phase 2 Quantitative analysis of participants’ perceptions of their experiences in 
the accreditation process. 
 
An online survey was sent in January, 2008, to all School of Education 
participants (mentioned above) to assess the (a) nature of change; (b) factors 
influencing the change; and (c) depth of change. The survey included questions 
addressing demographic information, perceptions of activities or changes related 
to the accreditation process, and impact of the changes on the School of 
Education. Questions were presented in rating scales of “yes”, “not sure/do not 
know”, and “no”. Participant responses were assessed, grouped by full-time and 
adjunct/part-time faculty, and compared to the NCATE indicators of success 
(NCATE, n.d.) and action imperatives for learning communities (Watkins and 
Marsick, 1999). 
 
Descriptive statistics were utilized to provide general demographics of the 
participant sample (department and role of participant) in the accreditation 
process. The survey consisted of three subdomains associated with learning 
organizations. Based on the pre-determined subdomains, three composite 
variables were computed. The variable for collaboration/collegiality was 
computed from the seven equally weighted survey items (KR20=.74). The 
variable for structure/process was constructed from twelve equally weighted 
survey items (KR20=.82). Lastly, the variable for involvement/leadership was 
estimated from the five equally weighted survey items (KR20=.70). All three 
composite variables ranged from 0 (when all questions were answered “not 
sure/don’t know” or “no”) to 1 (when all questions were answered “yes”). A 
multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was employed to determine the 
group difference between the full-time and part-time/adjunct faculty based on 
subdomains. 
 
 
4. Results 

 
Phase 1 Qualitative analysis of the accreditation process. 
 
Several themes emerged from the qualitative data analysis in phase one of the 
study. Based on the documents, during the three year accreditation process the 
organizational unit experienced a shift in culture that paralleled the stages of 
change in a learning organization (Watkins & Marsick, 1999). Initially, there was 
chaos as the organization attempted to reorganize and self-regulate. A 
philosophy for the School of Education developed resulting in a collective vision 
that involved directors and faculty members. New and higher level program 
standards were created and implemented based on a school wide common 
vision. Participants changed from functioning in discrete programs to individuals 
behaving as a cohesive unit willing to contribute to unit-wide improvement. 
Collegiality represented by sharing and mobilizing resources increased changing 
the norm for the unit. This resulted in a cohesive unit-wide organization focused 
on program improvement. Table 1 summarizes, by imperatives of a learning 
organization, NCATE Steering Committee minutes and researchers’ observational 
notes collected during the three-year accreditation period. 
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Table 1  
Summary of NCATE Steering Committee Minutes and Observational Notes aligned with 
the Imperatives of a Learning Organization (Watkins and Marsick, 1999) 
 

Learning 
Organization 

NCATE Steering Committee Minutes Observational Journal 

 
 
Chaos Leading 

to 
Reorganization 
and Regulation 

 
• Time wall chart developed 
• New NCATE Steering Committee Chair appointed 
• Formed NCATE standards subcommittees 
• Established meeting schedule 2 times/month 
• Selection of TaskStream ePortfolio system 

• Original Task Force a mixture of those 
who had been in 2001 accreditation, 
and new faculty 

• Continual questions about group 
composition 

• Confusion about leadership and group 
functioning 

• Arguments about expectations 
(particularly about data) 

• Unstable group 
• No dean  
• Frustration 

Empowerment 
Toward A 
Collective 

Vision 
 

• A consultant discussed his university’s NCATE 
experience 

• Presentation of assessment grid format 
• Presentation of York model for the Institutional 

Report 
• Development of Conceptual Framework and 

graphic 
• Data Accountability System introduced 

• Kickoff meeting with a university’s 
faculty charting PostIts 

• Received models for IR 
• Development of ERI 
• Presentation of York model 
• Common unit dispositions 

Continuous 
Learning 

Opportunities 

• Collection of aggregated data 
• Alignment of learning outcomes with student 

learning outcomes 
• TaskStream training occured at Regional Centers 

• Information in NCATE Steering 
Committee Meetings 

• Consultants hired to help the unit 
review exhibits and documents 

• Feedback from NCATE and CCTC 
team leads at the pre-visit 

Inquiry 
and Dialog 

• Old Learner Goals revised 
• Presentations by NCATE standards subcommittees 
• Feedback on the Institution Report from 

consultants 
• Mock visit with feedback from consultants 
• BOE Report received and discussed 

• Through NCATE Steering Committee 
• Through standards subcommittees 

 
Collaboration 

and 
Team Learning 

• Steering Committee put into task forces for 
preparation for the visit 

• “Adopt a Regional Center” planned and 
implemented 

• Discussed alignment of Conceptual Framework, 
syllabi, fieldwork, curriculum and instruction 

• Shared assessment plans in Steering Committee 
meetings 

• Discussed disposition assessments by program 
• Discussed of NCATE Conference information 
• Development of PowerPoint about NCATE 

accreditation 

• Standards subcommittees began to be 
productive 

• Development of unit and program 
exhibit rooms 

• Preparation for NCATE/CCTC visit by 
task force groups 

• Looking for data for exhibit carts (fun 
and unified) 

• Working with Regional Centers 
(candidates, faculty, and staff) 

 
Cohesive, 
Unit-Wide 
Program 

Improvement 
 

• Disposition committee formed to create unit-wide 
dispositions 

• Committees continue to work on unit IR and 
program mini IRs 

• Developed a unit syllabus alignment matrix form 
• Color coding established for unit and program 

exhibit carts 
• Common cover sheet developed for all unit and 

program exhibits 
• Established subcommittees to complete the 

Rejoinder 

• All programs developed program mini-
Institutional Reports 

• Completion of the Institutional Report 
• The Sunday Reception 
• Development of the Strategic Plan 
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Phase 1 Qualitative analysis of the accreditation process. 
 
Several themes emerged from the qualitative data analysis in phase one of the 
study. Based on the documents, during the three year accreditation process the 
organizational unit experienced a shift in culture that paralleled the stages of 
change in a learning organization (Watkins & Marsick, 1999). Initially, there was 
chaos as the organization attempted to reorganize and self-regulate. A 
philosophy for the School of Education developed resulting in a collective vision 
that involved directors and faculty members. New and higher level program 
standards were created and implemented based on a school wide common 
vision. Participants changed from functioning in discrete programs to individuals 
behaving as a cohesive unit willing to contribute to unit-wide improvement. 
Collegiality represented by sharing and mobilizing resources increased changing 
the norm for the unit. This resulted in a cohesive unit-wide organization focused 
on program improvement.  

 
Phase 2 Qualitative analysis of participants’ perceptions of their experiences in 
the accreditation process. 
Qualitative Analysis of Open-Ended Survey Questions and Focus Groups  
After collecting the four planned sources of descriptive data— full time and part-
time/adjunct faculty open-ended survey question responses and transcripts of 
full time and part-time/adjunct faculty focus group conversations—the 
researchers used a two-stage process for determining the emerging different 
themes. For the first step, the researchers made separate copies of the data for 
each one to read and code independently. Then, each conducted a separate 
initial analysis for the open coding of patterns (Strauss, 1987). In joint sessions 
the researchers reviewed and discussed their independent analyses for each 
source of data. As a result of these discussions, they agreed by consensus upon 
a single list of patterns from the open coding.  

 
While reviewing the survey open-ended questions and focus group transcripts, 
the researchers observed that a majority of the participants were surprised by 
the nature of the change that the accreditation process had on themselves and 
their colleagues. They had not counted on the process taking them beyond the 
working relationships within their own programs necessary to complete the 
accreditation requirements. More specifically, they had not predicted that the 
process would lead to stronger interpersonal relationships through collaboration 
and collegiality with colleagues across the School of Education. In recognizing the 
impact, one full-time faculty participant commented, “Far beyond just the NCATE 
accreditation in how it [accreditation]unified us all together.” Surprised by the 
impact on the SOE, another full-time faculty member expressed, “We’re a tighter 
group. We know each other better, we work together as a team, not just in the 
School of Education, but people in the support staff and regional centers.” 
Finally, another full-time faculty stated, “I just saw so much collaboration going 
on and people just stepping up to the plate to do things that weren’t necessarily 
their job. Everybody just seemed to pitch in. It was a wonderful thing to watch.” 
 
A second aspect of surprise expressed by participants was a realization of the 
nature and extent of change that had occurred with the accreditation school wide 
through the creation of structures and processes. One aspect of this surprise was 
an awareness of who and what had changed. Participants had noticed that, 
during the accreditation, their focus lenses had widened to include all programs 
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and individuals within the school. Change was not only about creating reports to 
gain reaccreditation; it also was about creating a vision and structures that 
would become an inherent part of all branches of the school. One full-time 
faculty member shared, “We have stepped into knowing our identity. As the 
School of Education, we are more certain about who we are, what we stand for, 
and we have a common language to communicate that.” Additionally, several 
participants credited the depth of the structural changes that had occurred to 
opportunities for reflection and more full and honest crucial self-assessments. 
One SOE member expressed,  
 

There is something that takes place in an event like 
this, whether it’s NCATE or another. It is a pull 
together of the University in a way that probably 
doesn’t happen in other times and it’s a way to come 
together for a common goal and to reach that goal is 
probably more intrinsically valuable to the university 
than the actual name NCATE itself although that is 
important.”  

 
An adjunct faculty member noted, 
 

 You have to re-create yourself periodically and hit the 
refresh button. …kind of rethink what I do, how I do it, 
why I do it, what the key goals are. …this is a personal 
challenge that has been put there for us to do that, to 
self-reflect. To find new ways of addressing issues that 
might have been neglected in the past.  

 
A faculty member stated, “It was well-organized and the key is communication 
and I felt like I knew everything that went on every step of the way even if I was 
not directly involved with that particular standard.” 
 
A third aspect of surprise indicated in the participants’ responses was realizing a 
greater awareness of their role as change agents through involvement. Through 
shared leadership and change emerging from within the organization, faculty 
members of the SOE gained a greater sense of ownership and empowerment, 
and felt valued by peers and administrators. One adjunct faculty member 
reported succinctly, “Being involved in it directly and a piece of it and talking 
with people directly about what was happening made it come alive.” Another, 
also recognizing the role as change agent, shared, “What I think made the 
biggest change is feeling more included in the university, in the School of 
Education, or the school counseling [program].” 
 

It took time. It’s not something we can just say, ‘well, 
you go in your office and write this piece,’ and [to 
another],’ you, go in your office and write this piece, 
and we’ll put it together.’ Yes, that would have 
worked, but it would have not been the same. The 
relationship aspect of leadership within the School of 
Education is completely transformed. We’re friends. 
 
   School of Education Steering Committee Member 
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In the second step of analysis (axial coding), the researchers derived a set of 
more salient themes, each grounded in the patterns that emerged from the open 
coding (Strauss 1987). For the full time open-ended survey questions, five 
themes emerged; for the part-time/adjunct survey questions, one theme; for the 
full time faculty focus groups, three themes; and for the part-time/adjunct 
faculty focus groups, six themes. 
 
Most of the themes derived from axial coding identified a similar set of open 
coding patterns. A few themes from axial coding—reflection (full and part-
time/adjunct faculty survey questions) and pride/confidence—were supported by 
only three open coding categories. The decision to select these unique themes 
was based on their significance, not on an arbitrary number of related, open 
coding patterns. 
 
Several themes from the axial coding occurred across the four sources of data. 
In all four data sources, the researchers found that participants perceived a 
change in the collaboration/collegiality. Across three data sources, they found 
that participants acknowledged significant changes in the Structure/Process and 
Reflection.  
 
During the third and final step in the qualitative analysis process, the researchers 
reviewed the listing of themes from axial coding focusing on interpreting larger, 
global themes. Analyzing the data-based themes, they asked themselves: What 
best characterizes the more global nature of the changes in the School of 
Education as a result of accreditation? As depicted in Table 2, three distinctive 
global themes emerged: Faculty in the study were documenting change in their 
collaboration/collegiality, the structure/process, and their 
involvement/leadership. 

 
Table 2  
Global Themes of Change Emerging from Four Qualitative Data Sources 

 
Emerging Global 

Themes 
Descriptors of Themes 

 
Change in 

Collaboration & 
Collegiality 

Faculty were seeing a change in themselves as they 
• shared & gained professional knowledge from others 
• increased respect for colleagues & other programs 
• deepened & enhanced relationships   
• connected to others through “unit thinking” 

 
Change in 

Structure & Process 
 

Faculty were seeing a change in the school as they 
• created a clear vision of identity through goals, objectives, & a 

conceptual framework 
 
• increased the quality and quantity of communication 
• frequently connected through committees at multi-levels 
• reflected and made decisions based on data 

 
Change in 

Involvement & 
Leadership 

Faculty were seeing a change in themselves as they 
• assumed increasing leadership roles 
• participated in shared leadership from within 
• gained a sense of ownership and empowerment 
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 • felt valued and appreciated for contributions 

 
 
Phase 2 Quantitative analysis of participants’ perceptions of their experiences in 
the accreditation process. 
 
After aggregating participant survey responses for full-time and part-
time/adjunct faculty, the researchers used a two-step process for determining 
the extent of change within the organizational unit. In the first step, the 
researchers agreed by consensus on the alignment of participants’ survey 
responses with the action imperatives of a learning organization ) Watkins & 
Marsick, 1999). For the second step, the researchers discussed and agreed by 
consensus on the alignment of participants’ survey responses with the National 
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) indicators for success.  
 
 
5. Discussion and Conclusion 
 
The purpose of this investigation was to explore the benefits of an accreditation 
process for a school of education. Specifically, the researchers examined how the 
accreditation process transformed the organizational unit into a learning 
organization and determined the nature and extent of change that occurred within 
the unit. Findings from the qualitative and quantitative inquiry indicated that the 
school’s process followed the action imperatives of a learning organization 
(Watkins & Marsick, 1999) and resulted in significant changes that were deeply 
rooted. 
 
Qualitative data highlighted the shift in culture that took place throughout the 
three-year process. Participants throughout the data shared their perceptions 
that the changes occurred because the process was valued by the school leaders 
and time was provided for all members to be involved. The qualitative findings 
also revealed there were critical “tipping points” that shifted the organizational 
culture from thinking about individuals and their programs to focusing on the 
unit.  These findings revealed the accreditation process and shift in culture take 
considerable time to allow participants to go through stages of change. 
Descriptive data from full-time and adjunct/part-time faculty indicated that three 
global themes from the accreditation process had the greatest impact on them— 
collaboration and collegiality, structure and process, and involvement and 
leadership. 
 
Quantitative findings from the survey showed that full-time faculty perceived the 
impact of the accreditation process similar to adjunct/part-time faculty. Findings 
from the examination of NCATE indicators of success revealed that at least 60% 
of the positive aggregated participants’ responses on the survey were matched 
directly with the three global themes (mentioned above) identified in the 
qualitative findings.  
Findings from the examination of NCATE indicators of success revealed that at 
least 60% of the positive aggregated participants’ responses on the survey were 
matched directly with the three global themes (mentioned above) identified in 
the qualitative findings.  
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These qualitative and quantitative findings indicate that the accreditation process 
with adequate time results in changes in organizational culture demonstrated by 
increased accountability from all levels of the organization, unity among 
organizational participants, support for the organization and colleagues, and 
horizontal and vertical communication. The process builds organization capacity 
for long lasting results. Additionally, the accreditation provides organizational 
unit members with the knowledge, skills, and dispositions they need to sustain 
unit goal accomplishment. 
 
The research findings are consistent with the review of the literature on reform 
and restructuring, change, transformational leadership, chaos theory, and 
learning organizations. Such literature asserts that to have effective and long 
lasting results, organizations will go through stages of change in which 
organizational members move from being loosely coupled to being cohesive 
focusing on program improvement.  
 
 
6. Educational Importance 

 
The accreditation process provides an opportunity for academic organizations to 
achieve broad-based benefits beyond that of receiving approval from accrediting 
bodies. Organizational leaders can be intentional and influential in creating a 
system in which there is a collective vision; continual inquiry, dialogue, and 
collaboration; and leadership for learning opportunities. Findings from this study 
will assist public and private educational organizations preparing for 
accreditations to anticipate changes that will occur and develop strategies to 
strengthen accreditation results, improve organizational capacity, and transform 
the organization into a learning organization. 
 
 
7. Recommendations 
 
The following recommendations emerge from the data revealed in this 
investigation of the accreditation process: 
 
Benefits: The National Council for the Accreditation for Teacher Education 
should shift the emphasis on preparation for accreditation visits from a 
compliance or “nuts and bolts” perspective to a focus on the benefits of the 
accreditation process. Such benefits will include increased organizational unit 
collaboration and collegiality, growth in internal leadership capacity, and 
increased clarity of organizational goals through structures that are unit wide. 
Such a shift in focus will support capacity building and long lasting effects of 
positive results. 
 
Involvement: Organizational leadership needs to maintain a high level of 
broad-based involvement of all organizational members to sustain 
accomplishments achieved through the accreditation process. Such involvement 
stimulates interest to view work from other perspectives and higher standards, 
encourages members to look beyond their own interests to group interests, 
provides incentives for people to improve their practices, and empowers 
constituencies. 
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Leadership: As revealed in the qualitative data, the benefits of the accreditation 
process will be achieved through an investment in strong, yet flexible, 
leadership. As organizational unit members continuously acquire and use new 
and better knowledge, the leadership should have the skills to facilitate group 
learning.  
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Abstract 

University-community collaboration has become pivotal for the success of Australian 
institutions, particularly as an investment strategy for building social and educational 
capital. The extent of engagement in university-community programs is being 
investigated globally. What processes and programs may emanate when engaging in 
university-community collaboration? This qualitative two-year study analysed minutes of 
meetings, university documents (e.g., policies, blueprints), written correspondence 
between key stakeholders (i.e., 13 university staff, 14 preservice teachers, and 23 
community participants), and first-hand observations of programs. Data were coded for 
commonalities. Findings indicated the development of seven university-community 
programs (i.e., Ed Start Program, Science in Schools, Health & Physical Education, 
Literacy in Schools, Middle Years, Indigenous Support, and the 5th Dimension) with 
involvement of 128 preservice teachers, 40 teachers, 14 principals, 14 local schools, and 
more than 1200 primary and secondary school students over the two-year period. The 
establishment of a Reference Group of Educators appeared largely responsible for 
facilitating the success of these programs with perceived community needs and 
specialised university staff instigating each program’s direction. However, initially 
enlisting university staff, forming cohesive committees, and establishing clear common 
goals presented challenges to be overcome. 

Keywords: University collaboration - community participation – leadership - community 
engagement 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Universities are now accepting their responsibilities for establishing community 
partnerships (Harkavy, 2000); even though university-community collaboration 
had not been a traditional strength of higher education (Holland, 2004, p. 11). 
Partnership development is about facilitating interpersonal relationships between 
key stakeholders with the phases and dynamics of these relationships as focal 
points (Bringle & Hatcher, 2002). Collaboration between universities and 
communities can bring new knowledge, particularly when addressing issues 
collaboratively within the community (Rai, 2003). University-community 
collaboration can present mutual benefit (Brukardt & Percy 2002). These 
partnerships can build community capacity and have “real potential to connect 
higher education to critical public issues” (Brukardt, Holland, Percy, & Zimpher. 
2004, p. 16), which emphasises the importance of establishing networks, trust 
and shared values (Kilpatrick, 2003). Institutions have found university-
community engagement has strengthened and expanded scholarship and 
teaching at the academic level (Brukardt et al., 2004), particularly as 
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community-based research can bridge the gap between academic university 
work and practical community activities (Heffner, Zandee, & Schwander, 2003, 
p. 3). A university’s designing of programs for the wider community is an initial 
step towards facilitating community engagement, which should not be seen as 
distinct from academic work but integral and motivating towards problem solving 
and community building (Harkavy, 2004). Effective programs and partnerships 
require the alignment of goals with adequate time for compromise and a 
willingness to adopt promising ideas (Kriesky & Cote, 2003). Designing 
university-based programs for advancing community engagement involves 
motivating potential key stakeholders, promoting collaboration and team effort, 
communicating clear commitments to educational development, and most 
importantly, distributing leadership (Hudson, Hudson, & Craig, 2006). 
 
Designing university programs requires effective university leaders to establish 
foundations for initiating such programs (Weiss, Anderson, & Lasker, 2002) but 
must be guided by visionary directions presented within university strategic 
plans and policies (Drummond & Soto, 2002). There is also an impact on 
partnerships where the university possesses greater power and resources than 
the surrounding community (Pasque, Smerek, Dwyer, Bowman, & Mallory, 
2005). Leaders need a level of funding to build university resources in order to 
establish and continue university-community partnerships. Yet, public 
accountability remains at the centre for deploying government funds to 
universities and communities (Moxley & Lenker, 1995; Winter, Wiseman, & 
Muirhead, 2006).  
 
Requests for government funding must link with university strategic plans to 
justify such expenditure, including its development of educational programs for 
the wider community. The matching of university plans, policies and agendas to 
resource allocations and activities allows for clearer accountability and presents a 
way to gauge the extent of policy implementation. For example, a university 
strategic plan may state “developing environments that foster and reward high-
quality scholarship and build a sense of community” (QUT Blueprint, 2006, p. 5) 
for which community engagement is facilitated to achieve this plan. More specific 
agendas can be determined with funding directed in areas of need, which usually 
focuses on buildings, human resources, and other resources such as library 
books and technological equipment. However, universities have expressed 
frustration about resource levels for establishing community engagement to the 
point of personnel using their own resources to facilitate such collaborations 
(Letven, Osteimer, & Statham, 2001). Resources are essential for developing 
programs, facilitating university-community relationships (Ostrander, 2004). 
Indeed, allocating and positioning human and technological resources are 
precursors for building a new learning community. Although human resources 
are required by communities to generate viability in the global economy 
(Plummer & Taylor, 2003), they are also needed by regional universities to 
create relevant knowledge at the local level and develop local human capital into 
an adaptable and valued workforce (Thomas, 2003). Hence, the quality and 
magnitude of local human resources can have an impact on implementing a 
university’s plans and policies. Allocations of human resources can engage 
communities towards innovations that provide a presence of an “enterprising 
culture” for enhancing the learning environment (Plummer & Taylor, 2000, p. 
10).  
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It is paramount that key stakeholders are identified for the purposes of 
developing university-based programs for the wider community. Promising 
practices for educating communities include forging partnerships by recruiting 
“new champions” or supportive stakeholders (Brukardt et al., 2004, iii). These 
stakeholders can include any single community person, a charity, business 
people, corporations, government agencies and affiliations, and the wide range 
of representative groups within a community. For example, catering for 
marginalised and disadvantaged groups is a necessary part of developing a 
community profile. The involvement of these groups through community-
university collaborative efforts can raise the socio-economic status of a 
community by demonstrating the availability of resources for such ventures 
(Butcher, Labone, & Howard, 2003). In addition, institutions can use this status 
effectively for reconstructing new educational directions in society. After 
identifying key stakeholders who have strong interests in advancing their 
situation, collaboration and team effort will require clarity on roles and 
responsibilities, and consolidating partnerships through open communication 
within a positive environment can contribute to relationship building (Kriesky & 
Cote 2003).  
 
 
1.1 Context for this study 
 
The Caboolture Shire north of Brisbane is one of the fastest growing areas in 
Australia (Caboolture Shire Council, 2006). The population has grown from 
96,000 in 1995 to 135,000 in 2006, and current trends estimate a population 
increase to approximately 155,000 by 2011 and 210,000 by 2016. This is twice 
the average growth rate across Queensland. Queensland University of 
Technology (QUT) Caboolture has received state and federal funding to develop 
its new campus. This federal support confirms national agenda priorities (e.g., 
see Cox & Seifer, 2005). About one third of the 160 Australian university 
campuses are in regional areas (Garlick & Waterman 2005). Indeed, 
“Government policies over the last decade have encouraged institutions to 
improve the participation of students from those groups who were poorly 
represented in higher education” (DETYA 1998-99, 11). In regional campuses, 
university students may be the first in their family to attend tertiary education. 
Undoubtedly, there are regionally-based communities who want to learn and 
deserve opportunities for careers; hence regional campuses provide access for 
students, who may in turn contribute to capacity building within their 
communities (Bambrick 2002). Regional areas without universities may lose their 
young talented people because of the limited educational opportunities. 
Consequently, there is a need to provide “pathways to higher education for 
students of diverse backgrounds” (Reid & Hawkins, 1998, p. 1). Even though 
regional campuses may not be as well resourced as their metropolitan 
counterparts, regional institutions can provide opportunities for personal and 
professional development within a supportive community, especially with 
qualified university staff and access to information and technological resources 
(Bambrick 2002).  
 
The QUT Blueprint (QUT, 2006) has provided broad strategic directions for 
establishing university-community engagement. QUT’s Caboolture Campus is 
located on the outskirts of Brisbane in a lower socio-economic area and has 
introduced a Bachelor of Education (primary) to the community. Currently, the 
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numbers of school leavers who make the transition to university within the 
Caboolture Shire is below the state and metropolitan average with only 28.4% of 
schools leavers making the transition to university compared with the 36.6% 
noted to be the state average (Department of Education and the Arts, 2005). 
Business courses were offered to local students in the early stages at QUT 
Caboolture. In 2005, the Caboolture campus was relocated to the existing 
Brisbane North Institute of TAFE (BNIT) site at Caboolture. At this time, the 
Bachelor of Education (primary) was introduced. To establish the campus and 
promote the Bachelor of Education program, a Reference Group of Educators was 
formed to further develop educational partnerships and collaboration between 
Education Queensland, schools, Technical and Further Education (TAFE), QUT 
and interested community members. QUT academics and professional staff 
supporting the BEd program were approached to ascertain their interest in 
collaborating with key stakeholders and developing partnerships in the 
Caboolture area. This paper aims to explore and describe the building of a new 
learning community as a result of a newly-established university campus.  
 
 
2. Data collection methods and analysis 
 
This qualitative two-year study analysed minutes of meetings, university 
documents (e.g., policies, blueprints), written correspondence between key 
stakeholders (i.e., 13 university staff, 14 preservice teachers, and 23 community 
participants), and first-hand observations of programs. Also a questionnaire was 
administered to all second and third-year preservice teachers at Caboolture who 
participated in the project (n=65). Incomplete responses were deleted (see 
Hittleman & Simon, 2004), hence, the completed responses (n=57) provided 
feedback about their learning, and the benefits and limitations of the individual 
programs. The information gathered from the Reference Group of Educators, the 
preservice teacher Focus Group meetings, the preservice teachers’ questionnaire 
and QUT team members were transcribed to identify emerging themes and 
locate areas of strength and areas for improvement or extension. Data were 
coded for commonalities (see Hittleman & Simon, 2002). Findings indicated the 
development of seven university-community programs (i.e., Ed Start Program, 
Science in Schools, Health & Physical Education, Literacy in Schools, Middle 
Years, Indigenous Support, and the 5th Dimension) elicited the involvement of 
128 preservice teachers, 40 teachers, 14 principals, 14 local schools, and more 
than 1200 primary and secondary school students over this two-year period.  
 
This collaborative project aimed to design university-based programs that meet 
the learning needs of a unique and diverse community. Teachers, preservice 
teachers, school students (including students with learning needs), and 
Caboolture community members had opportunities to learn and participate 
through this project. Furthermore, this project provided Indigenous people from 
the Caboolture Shire with support for learning to achieve equitable outcomes. 
Regular Reference Group meetings were held to coordinate the implementation 
of the project and examine and assess the development, progress and outcomes 
of the various programs initiated. Scheduled meetings continued to monitor the 
project, provide guidance, initiate new programs and revisit the objectives to 
ensure they are being addressed. The minutes of the Reference Group meetings 
were documented to ensure clarity and accuracy of the information and record 
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evaluative data. Regular communication between the Academic Coordinator for 
the Faculty of Education, QUT team members, and the Reference Group (through 
emails, regular telephone conversations and individual meetings) provided 
frequent and purposeful feedback on the project. To evaluate the preservice 
teachers’ views about the project, a Focus Group was established in 2005 that 
consisted of six Caboolture preservice teachers and the Academic Coordinator.  
 
 
3. Results and discussion 
 
The Reference Group of Educators consisted of a QUT Education staff member 
(Academic Coordinator for the Faculty of Education, Caboolture campus), one 
TAFE staff member, local principals and deputy principals, and interested 
community members. At the first meeting of the Reference Group in March, 2005 
it was decided that each member would have the opportunity to “embody the 
community group and context that they represented” (Reference Group minutes, 
March, 2005). It was determined by the group that a genuine collaboration 
required a set of principles to guide the partnership. The minutes of the first 
meeting noted, “This collaborative partnership will consist of: (1) open and 
frequent communication; (2) respect for the various contexts of the group 
members and their teaching beliefs and philosophies; and, (3) benefits for all 
partners (i.e., any collaborative project should demonstrate benefits for more 
than one group, e.g., students, teachers, preservice teachers, TAFE, and/or 
community groups)”. Cohesion and focus for the collaborative partnership 
accordingly were provided through its expressed aim, that is: To design 
programs that would meet the learning needs of a diverse community. 
 
An analysis was conducted to ascertain the needs of the various groups that may 
be associated with QUT. The Reference Group of Educators determined that 
these needs would shape the objectives of the partnership. Hence, the objectives 
for the collaborative partnership between QUT Caboolture campus, TAFE, local 
schools and the Caboolture community included: 

1. providing QUT preservice teachers with opportunities to be engaged in 
school activities and communications with teachers thus promoting 
their development as beginning teachers; 

2. facilitating professional development for local teachers, preservice 
teachers, TAFE staff, community members and educators; 

3. exploring initiatives that can assist Indigenous high school students 
make the transition to university; and, 

4. developing initiatives to support school students who have special 
learning needs. 

 
The project involved designing a range of diverse programs (i.e., Ed Start 
Program, Science in Schools, Health & PE in Schools, Literacy in Schools, Middle 
Years Workshops, Indigenous Support and 5th Dimension program). These 
programs aimed to meet the objectives formulated by the Reference Group of 
Educators for ensuring a firm and collaborative partnership between QUT 
Caboolture campus, TAFE, local schools and the community. Furthermore, the 
breadth of this project allowed for the growth and development of the campus 
and the community that is representative of the Caboolture Shire. Table 1 below 
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indicates the various programs designed within this project linked to the aim and 
objectives. The following provides further insight into three of these programs. 

 

Table 1: 

University-based programs linked to objectives  

AIM: To design university-based programs that would meet the learning needs of a diverse community. 
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and implemented to assist 
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transition to university 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

4. Initiatives will be explored 

and implemented to assist and 

support school students with 

special needs  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
3.1. Ed Start Program (Objectives 1, 3, & 4) 
 
The Reference Group of Educators expressed their concerns that preservice 
teachers graduate with little or no knowledge of what happens in the first weeks 
of teaching and do not have the opportunity to observe the development of 
primary students over a period of time. As a result the Ed Start Program was 
developed and involved interested volunteer teachers. Once these placements 
were located the second-year preservice teachers were allocated to their field 
experience schools beginning on the schools’ professional development day in 
January. One primary school principal commented, “By visiting the school on the 
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student free day, students became familiar with both Education Queensland and 
school strategic directions for the year”. The visits continued one-day per week 
during semester 1, leading to the preservice teachers’ four-week field 
experience. The preservice teachers had guided observations and offered support 
to students and teachers in activities such as reading, writing, physical 
education, group work and general teacher aide duties. QUT Caboolture second 
and third-year preservice teachers were placed within one of eight participating 
state schools. All but 2% of the completed questionnaires (n=57) deemed the Ed 
Start Program successful in developing their skills, knowledge and practices for 
teaching. Furthermore, principals and teachers were supportive of its 
continuation. This program has been extended into the third year of the Bachelor 
of Education program. A school principal confirmed the benefits of this program 
when she stated, “Students (preservice teachers) have indicated that they now 
feel more confident and better prepared for setting up their own future 
classroom environments”. 
 
Further evidence on preservice teachers’ development was documented through 
the Focus Group meeting and questionnaire. Three comments indicative of the 
responses were: 

* This program was fantastic. It gave me insight into how a teacher sets 
up a classroom and the development of the students over a year. 
* I gained an understanding of how schools undertake whole-school 
planning in order to meet the guidelines set by Education Queensland  
* It gave me heaps of teaching ideas and strategies so that I can 
develop into the best teacher I can be 

 
 
3.2. Science in Schools (Objectives 1-4) 
 
Science is an area where many primary teachers lack confidence and numerous 
students do not receive adequate science education (Goodrum, Hackling, & 
Rennie, 2001). The Reference Group requested suggestions as to how science 
could be promoted in schools to benefit teachers and preservice teachers. As 
part of the partnership and collaboration between QUT and the primary schools 
in the area, preservice teachers devised science education programs consisting 
of eight sequential science activities suitable for teaching in primary classrooms. 
The preservice teachers delivered their prepared science activities at local 
primary schools. Primary students and teachers were involved in the science 
activities and the subsequent follow-up discussions. Teachers who participated 
received a CD with copies of the preservice teachers’ science activities. As an 
extension of this program, the Caboolture preservice teachers also created and 
delivered science activities for Science Fairs. The Science in Schools program 
involved three rural state schools with a total involvement of 53 preservice 
teachers, 14 teachers, and more than 250 primary students. The most frequent 
responses noted by the preservice teachers in the Focus Group meeting and 
questionnaire highlighted areas in which the preservice teachers felt their 
learning was enhanced: 

* This program gave me great insight into how organised I have to be 
to teach science with children. 
* I have learned key concepts about planning and teaching science to 
students. 
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* I learned about integrating science with other key learning areas to 
create connectedness for the students. 

 
 

3.3. Indigenous Support (Objectives 2, 3 & 4) 
 
Caboolture Shire is a diverse community with a range of socio-cultural needs and 
influences. Caboolture and the surrounding areas have a substantial Indigenous 
population (Queensland Government, 2000). When formulating the project, 
providing Indigenous support was discussed as a priority. The Reference Group 
of Educators articulated a particular need to create opportunities for Indigenous 
students and community members to gain support in the various educational 
contexts (schools, TAFE, university) so that the transition to university could be 
viewed as an achievable and worthwhile future direction. It was recognised that 
a of variety of the existing programs provide support for Indigenous students 
(see Table 1), however, the Reference Group of Educators sought collaboration 
to develop three initiatives to meet the project’s objective of providing 
Indigenous support: (1) Indigenous Workshops, (2) QUT Start, and (3) the 
Parents-Schools Partnership Initiative (PSPI). Professional development for 
teachers was recognised by the Reference Group of Educators as a way to 
achieve positive outcomes for Indigenous students. Indigenous Workshops for 
Teachers was part of Caboolture’s professional development program in 2007 
with presenters from Education Queensland and QUT’s Indigenous Oodgeroo 
Unit. The program was formulated by Indigenous representatives at QUT 
Caboolture campus to ensure the workshops would be suitable and relevant to 
Indigenous issues. These workshops were very successful with over 70 teachers, 
preservice teachers and TAFE staff members attending. 
 
The QUT Ed Start program aimed to assist high school leavers to obtain entry 
into a university degree program. Through the collaboration with schools and 
community members, three Indigenous students were nominated for this 
program at Caboolture. As a result, the three Year 12 students successfully 
completed two specified units (i.e., Visual and Verbal Literacy in semester one 
and Indigenous Education in semester two), which provided them with successful 
entry into QUT’s university studies. The Indigenous Lifelong Learning Support 
Officer for the Caboolture Shire Council noted, “This collaboration played a key 
role in the academic development of these three students”. He continued, “Our 
collaborations have lead to sustainable outcomes for Indigenous education in the 
Caboolture Shire as well as influencing the overall academic, social and cultural 
experience of both Indigenous and non-Indigenous students of Caboolture”. 
 
As part of this collaborative project, QUT Indigenous members have been able to 
work with local principals in grant applications such as the Parents-Schools 
Partnership Initiative (PSPI). It is evident that through these Indigenous 
programs and the collaborative partnership between QUT Caboolture campus, 
TAFE, local schools and the community, benefits were gained by not only 
Indigenous students but the wider community. As noted by The Indigenous 
Lifelong Learning Support Officer for the Caboolture Shire Council, “Through our 
collaborations I was able to develop relationships with local Principals and key 
personnel in schools to advance Indigenous education in the Caboolture Shire. 
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This collaboration has resulted in continuing benefits to the schools and wider 
community”. 
 
 
4. Conclusion and future directions 
 

As illustrated by the findings in this study, designing programs that forge 
university-community engagement can have a multiplying effect. Over the two-
year period there were 128 preservice teachers, 40 teachers, 14 principals, 14 
local schools, and more than 1200 primary and secondary school students 
involved in university initiated programs. Yet, the introduction of the Bachelor of 
Education (primary) at QUT, Caboolture campus faced many challenges for 
designing university-based programs for the wider learning community. 
Preservice teacher interaction with schools, professional development for 
teachers, and community involvement in programs required initiating 
partnerships that focused on the community’s learning needs. Programs in this 
study were developed as a result of professionals who were willing to dedicate 
time and energy for devising such programs. In addition, university personnel 
needed to initiate contact with key community stakeholders to ensure the uptake 
of such programs. University-community engagement continues to increase over 
the past three years at Caboolture. To illustrate, the Science in Schools program 
had increased from 14 preservice teachers, 4 teachers, and 51 middle-school 
students in 2005 to 39 preservice teachers, 9 teachers, and 189 middle-school 
students by the end of 2007. As a lower socio-economic community, and with 
many preservice teachers being the first in their family to attend this regional 
university, the collaboration with community enhanced prospects for all key 
stakeholders. Successful university-community collaboration required articulating 
the success of programs in their formative stages (Amen 2001), which occurred 
through the university newsletter and various community newsletters.  
 
Devising university-based programs for the wider community had not been 
without its difficulties and problems. Enlisting university staff to be involved over 
and above their workload arrangements presented varying degrees of 
acceptance. The ones willing to project themselves into the community 
demonstrated for others the teaching and research potential of such 
collaboration. This example motivated other staff to be involved. Forming 
cohesive committees also presented difficulties, as some had different agendas 
to the common university goal. Establishing clear common goals presented 
challenges to be overcome. The aim was to have benefits for all and not just for 
some; hence conflicting agendas were resolved either through discussion or a 
change of committee members. It was necessary to have a supportive 
committee who had a somewhat collective ideology and a common aim that 
benefits all.  
 
Largely responsible for the success of these programs was the establishment of a 
Reference Group of Educators. Indeed, the formulation of the Reference Group of 
Educators represented the diverse needs of the Caboolture learning community, 
and wider community participation (e.g., The Red Cross, The Smith Family, 
after-school care groups, Caboolture Shire Council, and sporting groups) 
occurred as a result of this group. The Reference Group of Educators included 
school principals, deputy principals, TAFE staff, QUT academics and interested 
community members collaborated who could provide direction for building a new 
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learning community with diverse programs. The building of a new learning 
community required a clear aim and associated objectives for devising programs 
to meet the needs of various interest groups. However, sustaining university-
community collaborations may become an issue (e.g., see Davies & Ellison 
2003). Nevertheless, at this formative stage it is envisaged that through 
continued support and enthusiasm of the Reference Group of Educators and 
associated key stakeholders that the project will continue to evolve and expand 
bringing further learning opportunities for preservice teachers, school students, 
teachers, TAFE staff, QUT staff, Indigenous people, and the wider community. 
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Abstract 

The benefits of using performance in literature education are well documented. However, 
many teachers are hesitant to implement them in their classrooms. Commonly, this is 
because these teachers feel they don’t know enough about how to fairly assess a 
student’s performance (Airasian, 1994). This paper delineates and discusses strategies 
for making literary texts accessible by appealing to the learner’s imagination, as well as 
to develop insights related to the use of performance in literature education. The aim is 
to go beyond the choice of handy, traditional theatre scripts or monologues and to make 
any genre of literature more “dramatic” by looking for the basic ingredients usually 
associated with a theatrical performance. This will include the use of various performance 
activities including readers’ theatre, choral reading, jazz chants, puppetry, dramatization, 
story telling, role play as well as spontaneous improvisations. The study use a qualitative 
approach to deepen the understanding of the participants experience and perceptions of 
using performance to activate meaning making with various interpretation of the texts. 

The benefits of using performance in literature education are well documented. However, 
many teachers are hesitant to implement them in their classrooms. Commonly, this is 
because these teachers feel they don’t know enough about how to fairly assess a 
student’s performance (Airasian, 1994). This paper delineates and discusses strategies 
for making literary texts accessible by appealing to the learner’s imagination, as well as 
to develop insights related to the use of performance in literature education. The aim is 
to go beyond the choice of handy, traditional theatre scripts or monologues and to make 
any genre of literature more “dramatic” by looking for the basic ingredients usually 
associated with a theatrical performance. This will include the use of various performance 
activities including readers’ theatre, choral reading, jazz chants, puppetry, dramatization, 
story telling, role play as well as spontaneous improvisations. The study use a qualitative 
approach to deepen the understanding of the participants experience and perceptions of 
using performance to activate meaning making with various interpretation of the texts. 

 

Keywords: literature – performance – aesthetic – creativity - collaborative 
 
 
 
Introduction  
 

Finding new ways for students to explore, experience, and analyze literature 
poses a continual challenge for most teachers of literature (Corcoran, 1987). 
Teachers need to develop stimulating literary experiences to create divergent 
and critical thinkers. Students’ exposure to different literature-based activities 
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helps them to ‘understand that there are many ways to know texts, to read and 
interpret them’ (Rosenblatt, 1978). However, most teachers and students believe 
that learners of literature require a set of sophisticated language skills and 
language proficiency in order to comprehend literary texts. As for the meaning of 
the texts, it is believed that the teachers’ interpretations are the most correct 
and acceptable answer.  

Along with these sets of beliefs towards literature, Carvalho and Coutinho’s 
(2001) studies indicated that most students do not appreciate the reading of 
literary texts and they build an emotional and critical distance towards literary 
texts. These findings may be true whereby fear towards literature creates 
anxiety in the teaching and learning of literature. However, Zyngier (2000) 
argues that the problem is that the teaching of literature has remained on the 
instructional level, on ‘how to do things with the texts using certain tools, 
without asking the students to question and position themselves in relation to 
what they (have) experience(d)’ in their reading. These discussions are similar to 
Miall’s (1996) claims that ‘teachers are laying waste students’ experience of 
literature’ and most teachers ‘cut (off) every shoot of literary interest’ in 
students. As Miall (1990) states, effective teaching of literature must be based 
on a better understanding of the process of the readers’ responses. 

Research in higher education (Becker,1997; Bonwell and Eison, 1991; Bradford 
and Peck, 1997; Hake, 1998; Johnson, Johnson and Smith, 1991; McKeachie, 
Pintrich, 2002; Silberman, 1996) shows that effective instructors select 
alternative strategies that involve students as active participants in the learning 
process. However, in relation to teaching literature, most educators may resort 
to the use of comprehension questions and essay writing in making students 
understand and appreciate the literary texts studied (Wilhelm, 1997). Some may 
feel that these are the only ways to demonstrate students’ understanding. As a 
result, some students may think that literature is a subject that requires good 
language proficiency in order to display their comprehension. Thus, the lack of 
language proficiency may inhibit some students from expressing their 
appreciation of the texts through either verbal or written form. However, 
literature could be appreciated in many different ways for instance through the 
use of visual representation. As Corcoran (1987) suggests, the use of ‘picturing 
and imaging’ as well as ‘mental picture’ accentuate meaning making and help 
readers to make sense of the text read. 

According to Hymes (1972), the emphasis is from what is possible in 
communication to what is appropriate or what is performed. Where literature has 
been introduced into the foreign language classroom as a means of furthering 
language development, it has also influenced by theories of language acquisition 
stressing the importance of attention to meaning rather than the form. Guy Cook 
(1994) adds that the literary experience is not associated with any particular 
text, but with the interaction of text and individual. As Bohm (1998:86) says, 
each human being is artist, scientist and mathematician all in one, in the sense 
that he is most profoundly concerned with aesthetic and emotional fitting, with 
practical and functional fitting, with universal rational fitting and more generally, 
with fitting between his world view and his overall experience with the reality in 
which he lives.  
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Chomsky (1972:100) states that the normal use of language is, in this sense, a 
creative activity. This creative aspect of normal language use is one fundamental 
factor that distinguishes human language from any known system of animal 
communication. The commitment to ‘creativity’ and ‘aesthetic’ as common and 
inclusive is anticipated in some areas of social science research. Paul Willis and 
others’ Common Culture (1990) derives from a collaborative action research and 
participant observer project premised upon what the authors call ‘grounded 
aesthetics’. This is defined as ‘symbolic activity and transformation in concrete 
named situations’ (Willis et. al 1990:21-6) and serves to underpin a thesis on 
‘everyday life and symbolic creativity’ (pp 128-52). 

Robert Sternberg (1993:3) claims that creativity is the ability to produce work 
that is both novel (i.e. original, unexpected) and appropriate (i.e. adaptive 
concerning task constraints). Harrington in Runco and Albert 1990:143-69 claims 
that creativity basically means ‘operating together’ and can be more precisely 
defined as working and playing with and with respect to others. Willis (1990) 
agrees that it is a common culture and involves ‘working and playing’ and ‘work 
as play’. 

According to Rob Pope (2002), genres are kinds, categories or types of cultural 
product and process – including texts. There should be same basic similarity of 
form and function in the kinds of cultural product or activity, not withstanding all 
the differences there inevitably are between one item and another. The term 
‘work at play’ represents lives which are actually full of expressions, signs and 
symbols through which the individuals and group seeks creatively to establish 
their presence, identity and meaning. He suggested a working model of the texts 
as products and processes. 

Papers will outline the issue addressed and research questions, the literature and 
background to the topic, the analytical frame, the methodology and the research 
results.  
 
 
1. The Study 
 
Literature is read to understand the human experience across time and place 
(Corcoran, 1987). Although students may be familiar with literary genres such as 
poetry, short story and drama, some may claim that they do not fully enjoy or 
understand the literary texts read. This may be true because they have not yet 
learned strategies for reading a variety of literary texts (Wilhelm, 1995). These 
students may think that reading literature merely involves identifying plot, 
setting, characters and themes. 
 
Students need strategies that help them to read not only the words on the page 
but also read between and beyond the lines (Wilhelm, 1997). They need to know 
the specialized language of literary texts. Figurative language, writing style, 
irony, point of view and theme take on particular meanings when employed in 
literary genres. Therefore, reading and understanding literary texts are two 
complex processes and students need certain tools to help them to comprehend 
the content and further appreciate the texts read (Wilhelm, 1997). Hence, the 
researcher intended to use performance to help students to develop their 
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understanding and response towards literary texts. It is hoped that these 
intentions would enhance students’ perspectives towards literary texts and 
extend their interpretive abilities. Teachers could assist students to get the most 
out of literary texts and eventually enjoy reading them. 

 

Figure 1: A working model of the text as products and processes 

 

Relationships to the rest of the world 

(Texts are about things) 

 

Process 

 

Text as Products 

(Version of the text as notes, drafts, publications, performances, etc.) 

(Texts are things) 

   Process    Process 

 Producers       Receivers 

(author, artist, director, performer)  (readers, audiences, viewers) 

  (Texts are made)       (Texts are responded to) 

 
Based on the conversations with the teachers in a secondary school, they felt 
that the students encounter difficulties in comprehending the content of the 
literary texts. Some students are unable to visualise and respond to the content 
of the literary texts. In relation to this, Ghanaguru (2005) states that ‘the 
manner in which (students) dissect and analyse the text is entirely based on 
their understanding (of the) content and language’. Therefore, there is a need to 
find ways to help them to comprehend and visualise the content of the literary 
texts and assist students to overcome this problem. 
 
In addition, there is relentless pressure faced in preparing the students to ‘get it 
right’ for the examination (Wilhelm, 1997). This situation, where a right answer 
takes precedence over literary exploration is hardly unique. Research in literary 
pedagogy has indicated that literature is often taught and tested in a non-literary 
manner, as though there is only one right answer after reading a literary text 
(Langer, 1994). Purves (1993) supports these findings whereby literature tests 
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often treat literature as content which consists of factual answers, rather than 
plucking out possibilities to ponder over or interpretations to develop and 
questions to defend. Another research conducted by Applebee (1993) has 
indicated that literature is often taught with the assumption that there is a point 
or predetermined interpretation that the reader must build upon. 
Thus, in preparing students for the literature examination, some teachers may 
compel students to read for comprehension, instead of exploring their responses 
and developing interpretations as the primary focus of the literature lesson 
(Wilhelm, 1997). During revision, some teachers may suggest ‘model answers’ 
for students to memorize whereby revising the content of the literary texts are 
made important. When this happens, students may think that the answers 
discussed in the ‘model answer’ are the only acceptable response in the literature 
examination. As a result, students are under the impression that once they learn 
the acceptable answer to an examination question, further explorations of the 
text for further interpretations are no longer necessary (Langer, 1994). In some 
cases, some teachers may assume that there is little space in developing 
thoughtful, personal interpretations or to weigh alternative views since the 
answers are invariably marked against a predetermined set of ‘correct’ answers 
(Wilhelm, 1997).  
 
Consequently, there may be little opportunities in the literature classroom for 
students to explore their own perceptions of meaning and explore their personal 
response towards literary texts (Corcoran, 1987). Therefore, there is a need to 
create spaces in the literature classroom that would provide students with the 
opportunity to express their personal interpretations and insights about 
characters, events and issues, without the fear that they will be evaluated for 
‘correctness’. There is a need to devise strategies to enable students’ 
explorations in the literature class to take form, to be acknowledged and to be 
valued (Wilhelm, 1995). 
 
The pressure to develop comprehension skills which conform to the requirements 
of traditional forms of pen and paper assessment has also resulted in the 
deemphasizing of the aesthetic experience of reading. In learning literature, 
students may learn to decode literal meanings, but not ‘to look at, and to savour 
the structure of image, idea, feelings, attitudes during the process of evoking the 
literary experience from the text’ (Rosenblatt, 1968). Literary reading, as a 
result, has lost its sense of ‘literariness’. Therefore, there is a need to connect 
students with the aesthetic form of reading which, in contrast to informational 
reading, involves the evocation of feelings, attitudes, emotions and memories. 
Hence, strategies that allow for these elements of evocation to be expressed in 
literary response need to be developed. 
 
In the light of the issues discussed earlier, there is a need to approach the 
teaching and learning of literature in a motivating and pleasurable way. The 
approach need to draw students into literary reading and help them see the 
relevance of literature in their lives and their learning (Wilhelm, 1997). It needs 
to help students to respond to literature in ways that engage them and enable 
them to experience its joy, pleasure and enchantment. Besides that, there is a 
need to devise an approach that provides the opportunities for the students to 
connect and respond to literature in affectively and personally challenging ways 
(Collie & Slater, 1987). This implies that there is a pressing need to develop 
strategies in the classroom that support the development of students’ affective 
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engagement to literature, which at present, may at times be overlooked in the 
literature classroom. 
 
In relation to learning, Gardner’s (1999) theory of multiple intelligences strongly 
suggests that there are no inherently superior ways of learning or displaying 
understanding. However, some teachers may insist upon written or verbal forms 
as proof of understanding. In this way, students who do not provide sufficient 
response are marginalized in the literary process because they have not 
adequately developed the capacities for verbal or written display (Wilhelm, 
1997). Therefore, it is necessary to maintain a less rigid stance on approved 
ways of knowing whereby it allows students to penetrate into the crucial entry 
points of enriched experiences related to literary texts. There is also a need for 
the present study to explore and demonstrate the value of creating avenues that 
increase access into literary texts and develop greater participation in the literary 
experience. 
 
 
1.1. Purpose of the Study 
 
In the light of the challenges discussed above, the present study intends to 
explore the use of performance as a tool to enhance students’ understanding 
towards the content of literary texts. Performance is used to create greater 
opportunities for students to engage themselves in meaningful transactions with 
literature. Thus, the study also focuses on creating opportunities which help the 
student teachers to develop a wider repertoire of response moves through the 
integrated use of art and language. The study also aims to determine the ways in 
which performance can enable them to develop and display their understanding 
of literary texts. The study also intends to discover and describe the participants’ 
response towards the use of performance in enhancing their understanding in 
visualising the content of literary texts. The study also seeks to enable students 
to explore a range of possible meanings and interpretations and to exercise 
freedom and spontaneity in their response. Through creative dramatics, students 
should enhance their vocal-physical expressive skill, imaginative abilities, and 
critical thinking. 
 
 
1.2 The research questions 
 
The research questions are formed to clarify student teachers’ experience and 
perception on learning literature with the use of performance in the classroom. 
Questions are also formulated to discover the processes that occur during the 
production of the performance in the teaching and learning process. The 
research questions of this study are as the following: 

(1)  Based on the student teachers experience in their practical teaching in 
schools, what is the teaching and learning situation in a literature 
classroom? 

(2)  What are their perception of teaching literature in schools? 
(3)  How was the students’ response to their teaching in the literature 

classroom? 
(4)  From the trainee teachers point of view, is there any aspect of creativity 

instilled in the teaching and learning process? 
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(5) What are the students perception of teaching a literature class after being 

introduce to performance? 
(6)  What are the processes involved during the production of a performance? 
(7)  What are their experiences during the production? 
(8)  What are the implications to the teaching and learning process when 

using performance in the literature component classroom? 
 
It is hoped that this research can develop a climate conducive to critical and 
creative reflection, so that educators can produce quality teachers who have 
knowledge and values to overcome challenges in the real world with appropriate 
solutions. 
 
 
2. Research Design 
 
A qualitative research methodology was selected to help deepen the 
understanding of how literature collage facilitates and extends the students’ 
comprehension of literary texts. This is to further enable the researcher to freely 
explore, discover, analyze and deeply probe into the participants’ response and 
viewpoints in relation to the use of literature collage in enhancing their 
understanding of literary texts. In relation to the data collection of this study, the 
researcher conducted literature sessions which include the production of the 
literature collage and interview sessions with the key participants. These are to 
develop ‘in-depth understanding’ of the case study (Creswell, 2005). 
 
 
2.1 Research Site 
 
The study was conducted in the Faculty of Education in a university which is 
situated at the heart of Kuala Lumpur. The major courses offered at the 
Department of Language and Literacy here mainly trains experienced teachers as 
well as fresh school leavers in courses related to Teaching English as a Second 
Language (TESL). The Foundation Course primarily aims to develop students’ 
English Language proficiency, broaden and deepen their knowledge in relevant 
content areas and enhancing their creative and critical thinking skills. Besides the 
foundation courses, the TESL students are offered four options for their second 
method, which they have to choose one in their very first semester. The options 
are as follows; 

i. Literature Education 
ii. Moral Education 
iii. Arts Education 
iv. Physical and Health Education 

Those who choose Literature Education learn courses on literature, such as 
Introduction in Literature Education during their first year and Performance in 
Literature Education in their final year. In between, the students also study 
courses based on Shakespeare writings like Poetry and Drama. 
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2.2 The Participants 
 
The participants are the trainee teachers who come back from their practical 
teaching in school. The rationale of choosing them as participants is that they 
have a background knowledge of how a literature classroom in schools. They also 
have the awareness of the challenges that a literature teacher faces in the real 
situation. They are in their final semester and study Performance in Literature 
Education as one of their final year papers.  
 
 
3. Why Teach Performance?  

 
"The future of our nation depends on our ability to create-and to be 
creative. During the coming decades our most important national 
resources will be human resources. If our nation is to continue to meet the 
challenges of the future, today's schools need to develop creative leaders."  
From Performing together: The Arts and Education, jointly published by 
The American Association of School Administrators, The Alliance for 
Education and The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in 
1985.  

 
 
3.1 The definitions 
 
According to Nunan (1989:10), a task can be described as a piece of classroom 
work which involves learners in comprehending, manipulating, producing or 
interacting in the target language while their attention is principally focused on 
meaning rather than form. Such approving formulations of desirable language 
teaching activity seem to receive almost universal acceptance, and are very 
seldom subjected to scrutiny. 
In simple words, performance includes the use of activities such as readers’ 
theatre, coral reading, jazz chants, puppetry, dramatization, story telling role-
play as well as spontaneous improvisations. This is a strategy for making literary 
texts accessible by appealing to the learner’s imagination, as well as to develop 
insights related to the use of performance in literature education. The aim is to 
go beyond the choice of handy, traditional theatre scripts or monologues and to 
make any genre of literature more “dramatic” by looking at the basic ingredients 
usually associated with a theatrical performance: 

i. inherent dramatic appeal 
ii. degree of action 
iii. quality of visual images 
iv. catalogue of attitudes, actions or moods 
v. nature of the language 
vi. sequence of events and incidents; and 
vii. three-dimensional character portrait 
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3.2 The implications 
 
Through creative dramatics, performances for peers and through observations 
and discussions of videotaped and live performances, the course enhances the 
student teachers vocal-physical expressive skill, imaginative abilities, and critical 
thinking. Further, lectures, discussions, performances, and readings in and 
outside of class helps students appreciate and understand literature in a special 
way.  
Upon completion of Performance in Literature Education course, the student 
teachers are able to 1) define their personal aesthetic of performance in 
literature, 2) use creative dramatics exercises to regain the spirit of childhood 
and enhance imagination, 3) perform different genres of literature to reach, 
stimulate, and excite children and adults, 4) increase their knowledge of 
literature and performance in general as a result of understanding and 
appreciating the performance of children's literature. 
 
 
4. The Participants’ Feedback 
 
Interviews and observations were carried out to answer the research questions 
formulated. Participants also keep journal entries right from the beginning of 
their semester when they first enrolled the course. 
Most participants felt performance could challenge students’ perceptions about 
their world and about themselves. Dramatic exploration could provide them with 
an outlet for emotions, thoughts, and dreams that they might not otherwise have 
means to express. They could explore a new role, try out and experiment with 
various personal choices and solutions to very real problems-problems from their 
own life, or problems faced by characters in literature.  
As for drama in particular, it allowed them to communicate with and understand 
others in new ways. Perhaps more than any other art form, drama also provided 
training in the very practical aspects of communication so necessary in today's 
increasingly information-centered world. They were now more persuasive in their 
communications, both written and oral, would be better able to put themselves 
into others' shoes and relate to them, and had a more positive, confident self 
image. They also learnt to work together, to cooperate, to find the best way for 
each member of a group to contribute, and to listen to and accept the viewpoints 
and contributions of others. No art form is more truly collaborative. It also 
helped them develop tolerance and empathy.  
As mentioned earlier, before the student teachers were introduced to 
Performance in Literature Education, they had experienced their practical 
teaching in schools. Most of them had a tough time in the literature classroom. It 
was a big challenge to go through all the genres prescribed by the syllabus with 
the secondary school students who were not very keen to learn literature. From 
their experience, most teachers and students in schools percepts literature 
subject as boring and outdated. 
 After being introduced to this course in their final year, the student teachers 
were motivated to go back to school and teach literature. They believed  their 
experience in Performance in Literature Education course would give ways to 
tackle the students to love the literature class. The enjoyable learning strategies 
through performance could broaden the range of permitted interactional patterns 
within the classroom. Besides promoting critical and creative thinking skills, 
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performance could encourage the use of illustrative examples and reinstate rote 
learning.  
 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
Dewey (1958) argues that the restructuring of curricula and classrooms must 
provide an environment which is more likely to engage students in schooling 
than those provided by traditional teacher and content-centred instruction 
(Applebee, 1993). Therefore, the use of performance can be seen as an effort to 
create environments which produce engagement in learning. 
Using the performance was part of an effort to provide alternative strategies that 
validate a form of knowing and exploring which help students to change their 
perception that there are ‘correct’ and ‘incorrect’ ways of responding to a text 
(Corcoran, 1987). Apparently, the students seem to understand that there were 
no inherently correct ways of responding. They assumed that there was room for 
them to explore and experiment, which was what they did. Performance also 
seemed to encourage risk taking. It was interesting that the students produced 
their pieces and shared their responses without much fear or doubt. They knew 
that it was unlikely that their response could be considered ‘wrong’ because the 
performance produced was their own work. Therefore, performance encouraged 
the students to freely explore, understand and express themselves (Wilhelm, 
1995). 
 
The findings from the study generated insights on the use of performance to 
enhance students’ understanding of literary texts. One of the most significant 
notions that emerged repeatedly over the course of the study was the idea of 
‘opportunity’. It suggested that the students needed the opportunity to think and 
learn independently. The students seemed to already possess a tremendous 
amount of knowledge, experiences, capabilities, talents and interests and even 
literary awareness. They merely required an outlet for display. What the students 
crucially needed were opportunities that enabled them to display their latent 
potential (Sebesta, Monson & Senn, 1995). When the students were provided 
with the desired opportunities to express their responses to literature, the results 
surprised even the students themselves. Performance seemed to have effectively 
impacted students’ learning in several ways. 
 
As the students shared their experiences, thoughts and successful moments in 
producing each performance, the researcher sees the potentials offered in 
utilizing performance to teach students to read and appreciate literary texts. It 
had been an eye opener for the researcher and the key participants at how 
effective various performance could work as a catalyst of thinking and 
appreciating literary texts. It is suggested that teachers could adopt the idea of 
using performance in their literature classroom to allow students to express their 
thoughts, ideas and further appreciate the literary texts. 
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Abstract 

Does studying economics discourage cooperation? From the 1980’s several surveys 
conducted in United States concluded that students who study economics were more 
selfish than other students. We conducted a series of economic experiments and 
questionnaires to consider the question in Japan. 

The results of the prisoner’s dilemma experiment and public goods questionnaires 
showed no differences in the behaviours of economics students and students of other 
disciplines. The uniqueness of economics majors is found in their answers to questions 
that ask whether or not they behave honestly if they pick up money. The ratio of 
economics majors that said that they behave honestly was significantly lower than that 
of students of other disciplines. Correlating grades and the number of completed 
economics classes with the questionnaire responses provided no evidence that an 
economics education nurtures dishonest individuals, only that students who consider 
themselves dishonest tend to major in economics.  

Keywords: Experimental Economics – Economics Education – Rational Decision – 
Selfishness - Honesty 
 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
Does studying economics discourage cooperation? From the 1980s several 
researches have answered to this question by experimental or questionnaire 
investigations. Many of the researches concluded that the students who learn 
economics were more selfish than the other students. Marwell and Ames (1981) 
found that the graduate students in economics contributed significantly less than 
do the other student groups in a public goods experiment. Carter and Irons 
(1991) found that the undergraduate students of economics were more selfish in 
an ultimatum bargaining game by accepting less and keeping more. Frank, 
Gilovich and Regan (1993) investigated the behaviour of students in a prisoner's 
dilemma game, and found that decision are correlated with a students’ major, 
sex and grades, and that the economics majors defect more frequently. Seguino, 

                                                 
ii This research was supported by Grant-in-Aid for (B) No. 15730145 and a research 
project “Experimental Economics: A New Method of Teaching Economics and the 
Research on Its Impact on Society”, both of them are funded by the Ministry of 
Education, Science, Sports and Culture of Japan. 
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Stervens and Lutz (1996) observed students' behaviour in a public-goods 
experiment. Although the influence of academic majors was not significant, the 
study found positive correlation between economics majors’ number of 
economics class completed and free riding. Cox (1998) conducted questionnaire 
investigations which ask one’s choices in a public-goods experiment and in the 
actual situations that are similar to the experiment. Though with the question 
which asks how much of a tip you will leave a restaurant and whether you voted 
in the latest election, there are no significant difference between the economics 
majors and others but with the question whether to cooperate in water saving for 
the water shortage, and the question which asks distribution of the amount of 
investment to public goods and private goods in the public-goods game, the 
economics majors are more selfish than the others. 
 
Because of the control of the experimental conditioniii, there are some studies we 
should be careful to accept the result.  However, many of research results show 
that the students of economic major behave more selfishly than the other 
majors. According to experimental research of Seguino, Stervens and Lutz 
(1996) and the questionnaire research of Frank, Gilovich and Regan (1993), the 
reason is not because selfish individuals major economics but students are 
influenced by touching mostly the view of the rational decision making.  
 
Can we believe that studying economics bring up a selfish social citizen? The 
most important counterevidence was shown by Yezer, Goldfarb and Poppen 
(1996). They designed a lost-letter experiment in which envelopes containing 
cash are dropped in classrooms and the return rate on the envelopes are used as 
a measure of cooperation. The study found that the return rate of the students of 
economics class was higher than the students of the others. Frank, Gilovich and 
Regan (1996) criticized this result since the field experiment cannot control 
various factors as compared with the laboratory experiment so a result is not 
necessarily drawn by a factor which an experimenter intended. They pointed out 
that envelopes left in economics classroom may not have been picked up by 
economics students since the individuals who are used to selfish-interested 
behaviour may not pick up the envelope which cannot be expected that 
something worthy is contained. Zsolnai (2003) argued that the lost-letter 
experiment reveals whether the individuals respect the property right of the 
owner of the envelope. In public goods games or the other experimental studies, 
subjects have no property in the beginning so there are no rights to respect. His 
explanation may provide consistent logic to the difference of the results of the 
lost-letter experiment and of the others. 
 
Although there is a room for further investigation for the explanation for the 
results of Yezer, Goldfarb and Poppen (1996), it is a fact that many of laboratory 
                                                 
iii Frank, Gilovich and Regan (1993) point out that the compared group of Marwell (1981) 
consisted of high school students, and both groups' man-and-woman ratios are not 
reported.  They also mention about the study of Carter and Irons (1991).  In the study 
experimenters assigned the allocator roles to the winners of a preliminarily word game. 
Since the economics majors know marginal productivity theory, they are more likely to 
believe than the others that higher productivity individuals are entitled to the greater 
share of the surplus. Therefore the study may not conclusive to prove that the students 
of economics major are selfish. 
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experimental study found that the economics students are more selfish than the 
noneconomics students. However, there is room of inspection whether it can also 
be applied to Japanese students. Some researches have proved that cultural 
difference brings different results in same experiments. Similar difference may 
be found in the effect of the economics education. In this study, we inspect 
whether the tendency of selfish choice of the students of economics major is 
found also in Japan.  
 
In order to study this issue, we implemented an experiment (a prisoner’s 
dilemma game with an anonymous partner, no reputation) and 8 of 
questionnaire survey to students of faculty of economics and of other faculties 
(business administration, cultural studies, engineering, foreign languages, law 
and science) of Kyoto Sangyo University. Questionnaires consist of 2 groups; one 
of them asks subjects' behaviour in some situations that has basically same 
structure to the public goods experiment. The other asks the behaviour in the 
situation that is same or similar to the lost letter experiment.  The contents of a 
questionnaire are the almost same as Cox (1998) and Frank, Gilovich and Regan 
(1993). 
 
The result of this study shows that there is no difference between economics 
students and noneconomics students in the experiment and the questionnaires of 
public goods. Moreover, this investigation also showed that there was no 
correlation between the decision of the experiment and the responses of 
questionnaires, though both of them have nearly same structure. The uniqueness 
of the economics majors are found in questionnaires of lost letters that are 
related to the honesty of one's own. The ratio of economics majors that 
answered to behave honestly was significantly lower than that of the others. 
Investigations into the correlation of grades and the number of completed 
economics classes with the responses to questionnaires provide no evidence that 
economics education nurture dishonest individuals. This research shows that the 
subjects consider that oneself dishonest tends to major economics. 
 
The reminder of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we introduce the 
experimental design implemented for this study. Section 3 describes results and 
section 4 discusses the significance and limitations of the research and directions 
for future study. 
 
 
2. The experimental study and questionnaire survey  
 
 
2.1. Outline of the investigation 
 
The experiment and questionnaire survey was conducted in the experimental 
economics laboratory of Kyoto Sangyo University. Subjects were assigned each 
seats divided by separators and performed decision-making of an experiment 
and answered to questionnaires on each computer. The experiment was 
programmed and conducted with z-Tree software (Fischbacher 2007). In many 
cases it takes less than 30 minutes. Although there are some students who 
participate with friends, most students did not have any knowledge about other 
participants except for that they were students of Kyoto Sangyo University. The 
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maximum number which participates in an experiment simultaneously was 28. 
Subjects are students from the first grade to the fourth grade of each faculty. 
The number of the record is 399. 
 
 
2.2. The Experiment 
 
The experiment which we conducted was the prisoner’s dilemma game with the 
payoff matrix of Table 1. To avoid the framing effects, choices were called C and 
D instead of cooperation and betrayal. Participants were made into the pair at 
random, performed the game with anonymity, and received from100 yen (1US$) 
to 400 yen (4 US$) according to the result of the experiment. No communication 
was allowed during the game. The experimenter distributed and read out a paper 
instruction for the experiment and examined the rule of the game on the 
computer to verify the subjects understood the structure of the game. The 
experiment was started after all participants answered correctly in the 
examination and was informed it. Subjects inputted C or D from their computer 
terminals. 
 
 

Table1: Payoff Matrix of the Prisoner’s Dilemma Game 

  Player B 

  C D 

Player 
A 

C 300＼300 100＼400 

D 400＼100 200＼200 
 
 
2.3. The questionnaire investigation 
 
After subjects inputted their decision, they were asked to answer eight questions 
shown in Table 2 on the same computer. The result of the experiment was not 
informed to subjects until they finished this questionnaire stage. Subjects are 
informed that there was no payoff for the questionnaire survey. The contents of 
questionnaires are almost same as that of Frank, Gilovich and Regan (1993) and 
Cox (1998). However, since Japanese do not have the custom of leaving a tip, 
the question about a tip changed a little as that a subject is travelling abroad. 
Moreover, since "the latest election" in question C1 means is different by the day 
the subject attended the survey, and since subjects under 20 has no voting 
rights, it is hard to expect that the questionnaire about the election can provide 
adequate index for this survey. Therefore we don't much focus on the result of 
the question C1 from following investigation.  
 
Subjects inputted their grade, age, and sex after they finished the questionnaire. 
Finally, to gain the index how much subjects studied classes related to 
microeconomics theory, we showed the list of classes of Kyoto Sangyo University 
which recommend to finish microeconomics class as a primary subjects in the 
syllabus and asked subjects to check all classes they have completed. 
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Table 2: List of Questionnaires 

The owner of a small business is shipped ten microcomputers but is billed for 
only nine 

A1: Do you think the owner will inform the computer company of the error? 
A2: Will you inform the computer company of the error, if you were the owner? 
 
You lost a envelop containing 100,000 yen. Your name and address were 

written on it. 
B1: Do you think that a stranger who picked up the envelope will return it to 

you? 
B2: If you were the person who picked up the envelope, will you return it to the 

owner? 
 
C1: Did you vote in the most recent election? 
C2: Because of a water shortage, your city government has requested that all 

residents place one large brick in the tank of every toilet in their house or 
apartment. Placing objects in the toilet reservoir reduces the amount of 
water used with each flush but also reduces flushing effectiveness. Would 
you comply with this voluntary request? 

 
D1: When you travel abroad, you treat yourself and three of your friends to 

dinner at a popular restaurant. The total bill is $56. Your waiter/waitress 
provided personable and effective service. How much of a tip would you 
leave? 

D2: Assume that you have 10,000 yen that you must invest for 1 year at least 
one of two assets. All other members of the attendants in this room also 
have 10,000 yen. You may divide your money between the two assets in 
any way you choose. Asset A pays a fixed return of 5%. Asset B pays a 
return of 10% on all invested funds. This total return is then split equally 
among all attendants of this room. For example, in a room of 20 
attendants, if a total of 100,000yen is invested in Asset B, then the total 
return will be 10,000yen (100,000yen* 0.1). This 100,000yen will then be 
split evenly among all 20 attendants. (100,000yen/20=5,000yen) 
regardless of whether they invested in Asset B. How much will you invest in 
Asset B? 

 
 
3. Results 
 
 
3.1. Experimental result: prisoner’s dilemma game 
 
Comprehensive observations are shown in Table A in appendix. In the prisoner’s 
dilemma experiment, 31.8% of the economics students chose cooperation. 
Though the rate is a little lower than that of noneconomics students (36.3%), 
the difference is not statistically significant. (p=0.355). However, grades and sex 
may also have affected the result as the past researches have pointed out. The 
nominal logistic fit regression which took them into consideration is shown in 
Table 3. Besides, we performed the regression analysis which introduces the 
number of completion of the classes that require students to learn 
microeconomic theory as a factor variable. In the regression, decisions were 
coded as 1 for cooperation and as 0 for betrayal. The independent variable 
“econ” equals 1 if a subject is economics majors and 0 otherwise; “sex” equals 1 
if a subject is male and 0 otherwise; “grade” coded as 1 for freshmen, 2 for 
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sophomores, 3 for juniors, 4 for seniors. p-values of coefficients are in 
parentheses. 
 
Coefficients show that being economics major and being a male have negative 
effects to cooperative choice. However, neither of them is statistically significant. 
Both grade and the number of completion of the class which requires the 
knowledge of micro-economics theory have positive effects to cooperative choice 
but not significant. The positive effect of the grade is mainly because of very 
high cooperative rate of 4th grade. Data examined by grade shows that there is 
significant difference between the decisions of 3rd and 4th grade, whereas no 
significant difference is found between 1st and 2nd, neither between 2nd and 
3rd. This cooperative attitude of 4th grade is not found in responses for 
questionnaires of public goods. 
 
Contrary to the results in the United States, there seems no effect of studying 
economics to the students' decision making in Japan. There is no significant 
difference between the economics and non economics students on the data of 
first grade. That is, the tendency of self-selection which Carter and Irons (1991) 
discovered by an ultimate game is not seen the prisoner’s dilemma game in 
Japan. 
 

Table 3: Nominal Logistic Fit Regressions 
variable Decision Decision 
constant 1.109 1.091 
 (<.0001) (<.0001) 
econ -0.077 -0.209 
 (-0.4887) (-0.1609) 
sex -0.038 -0.031 
 (-0.7373) (-0.7851) 
grade 0.196 0.133 
 (-0.0506) (-0.2293) 
class  0.152 
  (-0.1743) 
R square 0.0094 0.013 
p-value 0.1847 0.1537 

 
 
3.2. Questionnaire survey of public goods problem 
 
In the questionnaire which asks one's behavior in a situation with the same 
structure to the public goods problem in where acting selfishly is individually 
optimal but the social optimal is failed for that there are no significant result that 
proves that economics majors are unique. 
 
The nominal logistic fit regression is reported in Table 4. In the regression, 
responses of question C1 and C2 are coded as 1 for “yes” and 0 for “no”. The 
independent variable “econ” equals 1 if a subject is economics majors and 0 
otherwise; “sex” equals 1 if a subject is male and 0 otherwise; “grade” coded as 
1 for freshmen, 2 for sophomores, 3 for juniors, 4 for seniors. p-values of 
coefficients are in parentheses. There are no significant correlation between the 
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responses and sex, neither the responses and grades. Since the significant effect 
of the number of the finished class was not obtained, we don't report about it in 
Table 4. 
 
One of the interesting finding here is that the subjects who cooperated or 
betrayed in the experiment didn't tend to choose cooperative or noncooperative 
response in the questionnaire survey. Responses in the questionnaire of the 
subjects who chose cooperation and betrayal in the experiment are shown in 
Table 5. In the table, values of the raw C1 and C2 in column “Cooperation” are 
the ratios of the number of subjects who responded “yes” to the number of 
subjects who made cooperative decision and in column “Betrayal” are the ratios 
of the number of subjects who responded “yes” to the number of who made 
defective decision in the experiment, respectively. In the raw of D1 and D2, the 
values in column “Cooperation” and “Betrayal” are the averages of the responses 
of the subjects who made cooperative decision and of the subject who made 
defective decision in the experiment respectively. The number of observation of 
the cooperative and defective decisions were 128 and 261 respectively for C1, 
D1 and D2 but 69 and 126 respectively for C2 because most of first grader and 
many of second grader didn’t have the right of the voting yet. 
 

Table 4: Nominal Logistic Fit and Ordinary Regressions  
for Public Goods Questions 

 
Variable C1 C2 D1 D2 
Constant -1.339 0.715 7.812 4394.6 
 (<.0001) (0.3482) (<.0001) (<.0001) 
Econ 0.200 -0.147 -0.211 158.5 
 (-0.136) (0.3693) (0.5984) (0.3711) 
Sex -0.231 -0.059 -0.491 153.3 
 (-0.107) (0.7327) (0.2386) (0.4056) 
Grade 0.084 -0.014 -0.521 94.9 
 (-0.483) (0.9513) (0.1535) (0.5566) 
     
R square 0.0121 0.022 0.010358 0.005488 
p-value 0.1846 0.1172 0.249 0.5366 
F-value   1.3781 0.7265 
N 399 195 399 399 

 
 

Table 5: Correlations Between Decision and Response  

 Cooperation 
(128) 

Betrayal 
(261) 

Chi 
Square 

p 

C1 81.2% 79.3% 0.194 0.6596 
C2 36.2% 33.3% 0.165 0.6836 
D1 5.93 7.13 -1.491 0.1367 
D2 4950 4412.1 1.506 0.1328 
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3.3. Questionnaire survey of honesty 
 
The contents of the questionnaire about honesty are almost the same as Frank, 
Gilovich and Regan (1993) and Yezer, Goldfarb and Poppen (1996). Both study 
conducted the questionnaire survey just after economics and other classes 
started and just before the classes ended, and are taking notice of changes of 
the responses. Therefore, our questionnaire asked only once cannot be directly 
compared with their investigation. However, some interesting results have come 
out. First, though there is no significant difference between an economics majors 
and the nonmajors to the questions that ask subjects whether they think the 
others behave honestly like A1 and B1, the economics majors responded to 
behave dishonestly at higher rates than the nonmajors to the questions which 
ask whether they will behave honestly like A2 and B2. The regression result is 
shown in Table 6. In the regression, responses of all questions are coded as 1 for 
“yes” and 0 for “no”. The independent variable “econ” equals 1 if a subject is 
economics majors and 0 otherwise; “sex” equals 1 if a subject is male and 0 
otherwise; “grade” coded as 1 for freshmen, 2 for sophomores, 3 for juniors, 4 
for seniors. p-values of coefficients are in parentheses. Second, such differences 
are observed from the 1st grade to 4th grade though it become a little small as 
the grade become higher. It suggests that such a tendency to think oneself 
dishonest is not nurtured by economics education. It is rather feasible that the 
students who think like that choose economics.  
 
This result doesn’t predict that students of economics behave dishonestly in the 
real world because as shown in the prisoner’s dilemma experiment and the 
questionnaires of a public-goods system, responses of questionnaires doesn’t 
necessary consistent with the actual behaviour in the experiment where they can 
gain real money. However, having found out the difference of the economics 
majors and the other majors should be noted. Such a significant difference 
doesn't appear if we pick up another faculty instead of the faculty of economics 
and compare with the remaining other faculties. 
 
 

Table 6: Nominal Logistic Fit Regression for Honesty Questions 
variable A1 A2 B1 B2 
constant -0.12 -1.335 0.31 -1.83 
 (-0.634) (<.0001) (-0.232) (<.0001) 
econ -0.184 -0.457 0.045 -0.257 
 (-0.082) (0.0004)** (-0.687) (-0.036)* 
sex -0.11 -0.099 -0.155 -0.492 
 (-0.328) (-0.493) (-0.173) (-0.001)** 
grade 0.11 0.099 0.155 0.492 
 (-0.251) (-0.831) (-0.175) (-0.1) 
     
R square 0.0116 0.0358 0.0074 0.0459 
p-value 0.1009 0.0026 0.2863 0.0002 
N 399 399 399 399 

*,** Indicates significance at 10%, 5%, respectively 
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4. Conclusions and discussions 
 
From this research, international generalities were not able to find about the 
effect of studying economics or the innate preference of the students who major 
economics on the decision in prisoner’s dilemma game. Economics majors in 
Japan are not more selfish than the nonmajors unlike findings of the previous 
research in United States. Though the rate of economics majors in Japan are less 
cooperative in a prisoner's dilemma experiment the difference is not significant 
and the observed decisions has no significant correlation with the number of 
completion of classes or grades. Thus, in Japan, economics education does not 
induce students to make selfish decision, and a selfish subject does not 
necessarily major in economics.  
 
This finding is observed both in the experimental study of prisoner’s dilemma 
with monetary payoff and in the questionnaire survey which ask behaviours of 
the subjects in similar situations to the experiment. It is difficult to provide a 
persuasive explanation to the difference between the result of the prior research 
in United States and this research. Students of United States may study more 
earnestly and as a result are influenced with the idea of rational individuals. 
 
It is necessary to pay attention that the responses of questionnaires and the 
decision in the experiment did not consistent with each other nevertheless a 
same person answered and made decision at nearly the same time. It suggests 
that the responses depend on how subjects imagine the situation that 
questionnaires ask and the difficultly to measure individual tendency of 
selfishness or altruism by a simple questionnaire survey or an experiment.  
 
The uniqueness of economics majors in Japan is found in the questionnaire 
survey about honesty. In this survey larger percentage of the economics majors 
answered that they will not return the lost envelop containing cash to the owner 
than that of the other majors. The difference is notably found from 1st graders to 
the 4th graders so it couldn’t be a result of economics education. Though it is not 
proved by this study, if the result of a questionnaire is consistent with actual 
behavior of a subject, unlike students of United States, economics majors of 
Japan are more unfaithful than nonmajors. It is a future subject of experimental 
and field study that has a design which can confirm the difference of the extent 
of honesty between the economics majors and nonmajors with actual monetary 
payoffs.  
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Appendix  

Table A. 
Major Sex Grad

e 
N Dcs

n 
A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2 D1 D2 

Econ Male 1st 34 0.29 0.3
8 

0.6
5 

0.2
6 

0.7
1 

0.8
5 

0.0
0 

7.
9 

4027.
9   2nd 38 0.37  0.5

5  
0.7
1  

0.2
6  

0.5
8  

0.7
6  

0.3
3  

8.
9  

4626.
3    3rd 28 0.25  0.4

6  
0.6
1  

0.4
3  

0.7
5  

0.9
3  

0.2
2  

5.
6  

4464.
4    4th 16 0.38  0.6

3  
0.8
8  

0.1
9  

0.4
4  

0.6
9  

0.3
3  

5.
0  

2906.
3     total 11

6 
0.32  0.4

9  
0.6
9  

0.2
9  

0.6
4  

0.8
2  

0.2
3  

7.
3  

4174.
6   Femal

e 
1st 9 0.33  0.8

9  
1.0
0  

0.3
3  

1.0
0  

0.7
8  

0.0
0  

6.
9  

5555.
6    2nd 17 0.29  0.5

3  
0.5
9  

0.5
3  

0.8
8  

0.8
2  

1.0
0  

8.
3  

5247.
1    3rd 6 0.00  0.5

0  
0.8
3  

0.6
7  

1.0
0  

1.0
0  

0.1
7  

4.
2  

5583.
3    4th 6 0.67  0.8

3  
0.8
3  

0.5
0  

0.6
7  

1.0
0  

0.5
0  

4.
3  

6000.
0     total 38 0.32  0.6

6  
0.7
6  

0.5
0  

0.8
9  

0.8
7  

0.3
6  

6.
7  

5492.
1   M+F 1st 43 0.30  0.4

9  
0.7
2  

0.2
8  

0.7
7  

0.8
4  

0.0
0  

7.
7  

4347.
7    2nd 55 0.35  0.5

5  
0.6
7  

0.3
5  

0.6
7  

0.7
8  

0.3
8  

8.
7  

4818.
2    3rd 34 0.21  0.4

7  
0.6
5  

0.4
7  

0.7
9  

0.9
4  

0.2
1  

5.
4  

4661.
8    4th 22 0.45  0.6

8  
0.8
6  

0.2
7  

0.5
0  

0.7
7  

0.3
8  

4.
8  

3750.
0      total 15

4 
0.32  0.5

3  
0.7
1  

0.3
4  

0.7
0  

0.8
3  

0.2
5  

7.
1  

4499.
7  No 

Econ 
Male 1st 40 0.35  0.6

5  
0.9
3  

0.4
0  

0.8
0  

0.7
0 

0.0
0  

7.
3 

4456.
4    2nd 37 0.22  0.6

2  
0.8
6  

0.3
5  

0.7
6  

0.7
8 

0.2
1  

7.
8 

4394.
6    3rd 53 0.34  0.5

7  
0.7
9  

0.3
0  

0.7
5  

0.7
7 

0.4
3  

6.
6 

5218.
5    4th 26 0.58  0.7

7  
0.8
8  

0.2
3  

0.7
7  

0.7
3 

0.3
5  

5.
7 

4943.
5     total 15

6 
0.35  0.6

3  
0.8
6  

0.3
3  

0.7
7  

0.7
5 

0.3
5  

6.
9 

4781.
8   Femal

e 
1st 26 0.38  0.5

8  
0.8
5  

0.4
6  

0.8
8  

0.7
3 

0.5
0  

4.
8 

4123.
7    2nd 19 0.26  0.6

8  
0.7
9  

0.3
2  

0.8
9  

0.9
5 

0.3
3  

4.
7 

4526.
3    3rd 22 0.32  0.5

9  
0.9
5  

0.2
3  

0.9
1  

0.8
6 

0.4
7  

8.
4 

5273.
1    4th 22 0.55  0.6

8  
0.8
6  

0.2
7  

0.7
7  

0.8
2 

0.2
9  

5.
0 

4840.
9     total 89 0.38  0.6

3  
0.8
7  

0.3
3  

0.8
7  

0.8
3 

0.3
7  

5.
7 

4671.
1   M+F 1st 66 0.36  0.6

2  
0.8
9  

0.4
2  

0.8
3  

0.7
1 

0.1
7  

6.
3 

4325.
3    2nd 56 0.23  0.6

4  
0.8
4  

0.3
4  

0.8
0  

0.8
4 

0.2
4  

6.
8 

4439.
3    3rd 75 0.33  0.5

7  
0.8
4  

0.2
8  

0.8
0  

0.8
0 

0.4
4  

7.
1 

5234.
5    4th 48 0.56  0.7

3  
0.8
8  

0.2
5  

0.7
7  

0.7
7 

0.3
2  

5.
4 

4896.
5      total 24

5 
0.36  0.6

3  
0.8
6  

0.3
3  

0.8
0  

0.7
8 

0.3
6  

6.
5 

4741.
6  All Male 1st 74 0.32  0.5

3  
0.8
0  

0.3
4  

0.7
6  

0.7
7 

0.0
0  

7.
6 

4259.
5    2nd 75 0.29  0.5

9  
0.7
9  

0.3
1  

0.6
7  

0.7
7 

0.2
7  

8.
4 

4512.
0    3rd 81 0.31  0.5

3  
0.7
3  

0.3
5  

0.7
5  

0.8
3 

0.3
5  

6.
2 

4957.
8    4th 42 0.50  0.7

1  
0.8
8  

0.2
1  

0.6
4  

0.7
1 

0.3
4  

5.
4 

4167.
4     total 27

2 
0.34  0.5

7  
0.7
9  

0.3
1  

0.7
1  

0.7
8 

0.3
0  

7.
1 

4522.
9   Femal

e 
1st 35 0.37  0.6

6  
0.8
9  

0.4
3  

0.9
1  

0.7
4 

0.3
3  

5.
3 

4491.
9    2nd 36 0.28  0.6

1  
0.6
9  

0.4
2  

0.8
9  

0.8
9 

0.5
0  

6.
4 

4866.
7    3rd 28 0.25  0.5

7  
0.9
3  

0.3
2  

0.9
3  

0.8
9 

0.3
9  

7.
5 

5339.
6    4th 28 0.57  0.7

1  
0.8
6  

0.3
2  

0.7
5  

0.8
6 

0.3
3  

4.
8 

5089.
3     total 12

7 
0.36  0.6

4  
0.8
3  

0.3
8  

0.8
7  

0.8
4 

0.3
7  

6.
0 

4916.
7   M+F 1st 43 0.30  0.5

1  
0.7
4  

0.4
0  

0.8
4  

0.8
4 

0.3
4  

6.
1 

5262.
9    2nd 55 0.36  0.6

2  
0.8
7  

0.3
8  

0.7
8  

0.8
2 

0.4
0  

6.
3 

5085.
2    3rd 34 0.50  0.7

4  
0.8
5  

0.1
5  

0.6
2  

0.7
4 

0.3
6  

4.
9 

4177.
4    4th 22 0.55  0.6

8  
0.8
6  

0.3
6  

0.6
8  

0.9
1 

0.3
3  

5.
0 

5568.
2      total 39

9 
0.35  0.5

9  
0.8
0  

0.3
3  

0.7
6  

0.8
0 

0.3
2  

6.
7 

4648.
2  
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Values in Dcsn column shows the rate of cooperative decision in the experiment, and 
values in questionnaire columns of As, Bs, and Cs represents the rate of answer "Yes", 
and columns of Ds shows the average of the number subjects answered. 
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Abstract  

The purpose of the paper is to discuss the role of school subjects (English as a Foreign 
Language, Science, Social Studies) in the development of literacies in Japanese 
Education. 

Firstly, the researchers identified the most urgent issues of the schools in Japan with two 
areas: (1) criticism toward "decrease in student achievement"; (2) shift from knowledge-
oriented education to competency-oriented education for the 21st Century. Secondly, 
each researcher discusses how each subject challenges the issues in next decade. 
Thirdly, the researchers discuss the reform for "Big School" vs. "Small School" and 
contend that education for the school subject should be centered on school curriculum. 

The researchers identified the trends in school subjects social studies/citizenship, foreign 
language and science as follows: 

1) Both all subjects shift from knowledge-oriented education to competency-oriented 
education for the 21st Century. 

2) Pre-service education of Social studies/Citizenship required to develop teachers with 
enough teaching skill to develop students' social literacy in various educational setting. 

3) Pre-service education of Science required to develop teachers with enough teaching 
skill and content knowledge to develop students' scientific literacy in various educational 
setting. 

Keywords: Subject Education - Teacher Education - Social studies/Citizenship 
Education - Science Education - Foreign Language Education 
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1. Introduction  
 
 
1.1. Aim of the Research  
 
The research has two aims. The first is to inquiry what educational tasks are 
Japanese school education and how it carries out the tasks, and explain these 
questions from a side view of school subjects “English as a Foreign Language”, 
“science”, and “social studies.” It is the key in this explanation to educate young 
people for literacies through school subjects and students teacher for new tasks. 
The second is to identify new trend in Japanese school education and new role 
and tasks of school subjects in new education. and to consider the importance of 
these role and tasks in Japanese new educational policy. 
 
 
1.2. Background of The Research 
 
The research starts on the educational backgrounds, expectation to education 
and school and competing views of school. Japanese educational system is 
oriented by established principles in The National Constitution and other laws and 
has suffered a series of changes. At December of 2007 Japanese Government 
has revised the fundamental Law of Education, stressed on love of Japanese 
history, culture and tradition as well as deepen their understanding of those. And 
at March of 2008, Japanese minister changes courses of studies for school 
subjects of elementary and law secondary schools. These changes are response 
to the globalization.  
 
 
1.2.1. Expectation to Education 
 
We greet the new 21st century, when Japanese education needs to develop on 
two educational tasks. First, the task is that Japanese education has to match 
new trend of “globalization” in the world. In new millennium the world spread out 
increasingly the globalization on economic, political and social situation. The 
trend rushes to Japanese society and presses it for its response on each 
situation. In education situation, Japanese education has new plan compatible 
with global society. Second it is that in response to the demand of 
“globalization,” Japanese education shift from old system to new system, comes 
up with new ideal educational setting and brings up children to creative and 
cooperative pillar of global society.  
 
 
1.2.2. Expectation to School 
 
In Japan many people hope that schools carry out two tasks through subjects 
education. In Japanese schools, so as to put the first task into effect, educators 
have to improve children’s academic abilities and supply with emphasis on 
education for a basic and fundamental level of academic knowledge and skills. In 
order to fulfill the second task, educators have to think up new education 
different from old type of school education. Educators change from old-fashioned 
to new-fashioned, set up the object educating children for ability to develop their 
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knowledge and skills to creation of the 21st global society, which they can use 
and put into practice the basic and fundamental level of academic knowledge and 
skills, and create new education on literacies for global society. It is very 
distinctive that many people ask schools to realize two educational tasks, 
consider schools important and assign schools to many tasks and roles.  
 
 
1.2.3. Competing Views of School 
 
Japanese schools, which increase their tasks and role, are now in the middle of 
reform. In plans for educational reform there are two different views of school. 
The first view of school could be called as the ideal of “big school,” which 
responds to request to many tasks and roles of school. Many people agree this 
ideal of school and ask schools increasingly many missions and tasks. The 
second view could be called as the ideal of “small school,” which goes against the 
times. A few people suggest this ideal of school and request schools limited 
missions and tasks. As the center of school education is education for school 
subjects, school enriches the quality of the work on subject education. These two 
views of school are in opposition to each other. National ministry, each 
educational Board in prefecture or city, each school currently face selection 
problem of these views of school, “big school” or “small school”. Each selects one 
view, decides its policy and management.  
 
According to each ideal of school, there is an issue of membership in school. 
Each ideal shows different principle, policy, objectives, contents and methods in 
teacher education, so it is very different in training, employment and evaluation 
of teacher. 
 
Now Japanese schools shall make a turn on the background. The research makes 
sure which of view each choose and what direction each makes a turn to. This 
result of our research is the judgment. 
 
 
1.3. Method and procedure of the research 
 
To make these aims clear, this research advance this studies through three 
stages. At first stage, we, researchers examine literatures at home and abroad 
investigate the terminal point of this study. At second stage, we inquire into the 
trends of subject education in Japan based on our field studies and find out the 
studies of curriculum policy and lesson studies. At last third stage, we present 
some new movements of teacher education and training in universities. 
 
 
2.Japanese Education System 
 
 
2.1 Educational System 
 
Since 1947, Japan has adopted the 6-3-3-4-school system. Japanese children 
start their elementary education at the age of 6, and they go to elementary 
school for the first 6 years. After the completion of the elementary education, the 
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Although the MEXT is the central organization to decide the educational policies, 
the advisory committee of Central Council for Education (CCE) recommends 
general principle of the curriculum revision to the MEXT. The member of the 
councils consists of citizens and local government officials, such as business CEO, 
university professors, president of PTA, superintendent, school principals, and so 
on.  A few monthes before the Course of Study is determined, the Central 
Council for Education reports the recommendations about the education policies 
for approximately the next decade. Then Curriculum Council, sub-committee of 
the CCE advises the basic policy on making the educational standard to fulfill the  
 

 

Figure 2:    Japanese Educational Administration System 
 
 
recommendation of CCE. Following the advices from the Curriculum Council, the 
MEXT establish the Course of Study 
 
 
3    Characteristics and Trends in Foreign Language Education 
 
 
3.1. Present Situation and Issues in Foreign Language Education 
 
Foreign language is officially taught in Secondary schools. It starts at the age of 
13. At the elementary school level, English activity can be dealt with as a part of 
international understanding in the period of integrated study and in fact, 91.7% 
of the elementary schools did in 2007. Curriculum standards for secondary 
schools are prescribed in the Course of Study issued by the Ministry of 
Education, Science, Sports and Culture (MESSC). It provides the basic framework 
for curricula: the aim and content of teaching (activity and material) for “Foreign 
language”. “Foreign Language” has become a required subject in the Course of 
Study currently used. In order to cope with the increasing trend toward 
internationalization, mastering of practical communication skills is of prime 
importance.  
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 The overall objective for “Foreign Language” is as follows. 
 

To develop students' basic practical communication abilities such as 
listening  
 and speaking, deepening the understanding of language and culture, and 
 fostering a positive attitude toward communication through foreign 

languages. 
 
 
Nation-wide examination was conducted in 2001 and 2003 for the attainment of 
“Foreign Language”. According to the result, the emphasis was put on speaking 
and listening in junior high schools and listening ability is quite good in general. 
In high schools reading ability is good such as grasping the main idea. On the 
other hand, some issues were revealed. 
 
1) In the rapid increasing of globalization, not only the ability to understand 

foreign language, the ability to express of one’s idea and opinion has become 
more important. It should be acquired. 

 
2) The ability to use basic vocabulary and structures is insufficient both for 

junior and senior high school students. The ability to write coherent passage 
is also insufficient. 

  
3) The ratio of the students who recognize the importance and usefulness of 

English is higher compared with that of the other subjects, however, the 
number of the students who hate English increases as their grade goes up. 
And what is worse, the ratio of the students who can’t follow English classes 
is also higher. 

 
4) In high schools, grammar and translation are placed in the center. In the 

subject of ‘Oral Communication’ teaching listening and speaking is not 
enough. Four skills are not well balanced. 

 
 
3.2. New curriculum and Classes in English Language Education 
 
 The new curricula for secondary schools were constructed under the following 
basic principles for improvement. 
 
1) On the basis of the common awareness of the issues, foreign language 

teaching must be improved across four-skill areas in secondary education, so 
that students will be able to obtain knowledge through ‘listening’ and 
‘reading’, and to express their opinions connected with their own experience 
and ideas through ‘speaking’ and ‘writing’. 

 
2) Teaching materials must be improved so that students will be motivated for 

learning foreign language in terms of all four skills, and in particular 
expressing their opinions. 
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3) Through the instruction of ‘listening’, ‘speaking’, ‘reading’, and ‘writing’, 

students must acquire balanced communicative competence, while teachers 
are encouraged to teach basic grammar embedded in language use as the 
foundation of communication. The number of vocabulary to be taught must 
be increased. 

 
4) In the aural/oral instruction in junior high school, teaching content must be 

revised in accordance with the introduction of foreign language education in 
elementary school, which will lead to a positive effect on students’ attitude 
toward language learning. With the emphasis of ‘reading’ and ‘writing’, all 
four-skill areas must be taught in a balanced way so that students will be 
able to learn foreign language through their lives. 

 
5) In high school, on the basis of what students have acquired in junior high 

school, not only ‘listening’ and ‘reading’, but also ‘speaking’ and ‘writing’ will 
be dealt with in an integrated way, so that students will express their 
opinions in a coherent manner. 

 
6) As for remedial education for slow learners, teaching content must be chosen 

from familiar contexts and topics, so that they can learn fundamental 
knowledge and skills for further language learning in high school. 

 
In addition, what is more remarkable is the introduction of Foreign Language into 
the elementary school curriculum. Unfortunately it is not taught as a subject but 
as a area of teaching in the five and six grades. The aim is to foster a positive 
attitude toward communication and to deepen the understanding of language 
and culture, which is the same as that for secondary schools. The aural/oral 
communication activities about familiar situation should be centered such as 
greeting, shopping and dining. It is also emphasized to know the Japanese 
language and culture.  
 
 
4. Characteristic and Trends in Science Education 
 
 
4.1. Present Situation and Issues in Science Education 
 
Despite of the successful reputation of Japanese school science education, one of 
the serious isssues is the public understanding of science. According to the 
statistical analysis of Miller et. Al. (1996), the percentage of the well informed 
adults in terms of scientific literacy in Japan is the 2nd to the bottom among the 
14 OECD countries. The result of more recent survey revealed that the Japan is 
one of the lowest countries in terms of the adult scientific literacy (Okamoto, et. 
Al. 2001). In order to explain the gaps between Japanese students and adult in 
the level of understanding of science, we must conclude that Japanese adult 
failed to keep the level by thinking about science in daily life. Therefore, the 
Japanese education should have more concern on the communication abilities in 
science class so that conversation about science and technology occurs in daily 
life.  
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4.2. New Curriculum and Instructions in Science Education 
 
In order to reach the goal, the Curriculum Council focused the reading abilities of 
the students and not only language subjects but also every other subject 
education is recommended to develop the reading skills. For example, the 
Curriculum Council recommended the language techniques in science class, such 
as reporting the results of experiments/observation, drawing the conclusions 
logically and so on.  
 
In addition to the emphasis on the reading skill, enrichment of science and 
mathematics curriculum is another focus in the recommendation. Firstly, they 
recommended the increase of the class hours for science and mathematics. In 
the elementary level, it is recommended that sixty class hours be increased 
during the 3rd grade to 6th grade. In lower secondary level, it is recommended 
that 95 class hours be increased during 7th to 9th grade. In the upper secondary 
level, every student is required to select science subjects at least three area out 
of physics, chemistry, biology and earth science. Secondly, the Curriculum 
Council recommended systematizing the learning contents throughout the all 
school level. The contents learned from elementary to upper secondary school 
should be systematize so that graduates of the upper secondary have deep and 
sound concept of energy, particles (atom, molecules), life and the earth.  
  
There are some recommendations specific to elementary, lower secondary and 
upper secondary sciences. In elementary school, firstly the current three area of 
science contents are articulated into the two area of “Energy and Matter” and 
“life and the earth” to connect the contents of the Lower Secondary Science 
Curriculum and emphasize the four basic concepts. Secondly, in order to develop 
the logical thinking skills and the expression skills, the presentation skills and the 
skills of drawing the conclusion from the collected data in inquiry process will be 
emphasized. In the Lower Secondary Level, the contents that are removed from 
the previous revision will be recovered. The list of the recovered contents is as 
follows: 
 
(1st field) 
Electric Energy, Resultant force and Component force, Work and Power, Electrical 
conductivity of Solution, Structure of Atom, Ion 
 
(2nd Field) 
Evolution, Regularity of Heredity, Existence of DNA, Earth’s Biography 
 
The intention of this recovery is that these contents allow students to connect 
the daily life and scientific contents. Also, Learning comprehensive contents such 
as “Science/Technology and Human” and “The environment and Human” are 
recommended to be enriched. 
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5. Characteristics and Trends in Social Studies/Citizenship 
Education 
 
 
5.1. Present Situation and Issues in Social Studies education 
 
Social Studies as school subject is set up in 3rd – 6th grade of elementary school 
and in 1st-3rd grade of low secondary school. Strictly speaking, it is not set up in 
upper secondary school. There are school subjects “Geography and History” and 
“Civics.” Many educators consider school subjects “Geography and History” and 
“Civics” as school subject “Social Studies.”  
  
The objectives of Social Studies in Japan seek: 
 
- To form citizens with the necessary knowledge and skills to grew him/herself as 
a member of the nation and its society. 
 
- To pursue in the children’ feeling love for the Japanese history and culture and 
at the same time, to appreciate and live in harmony with other cultures 
 
In Japan, Social Studies including “Geography and History” and “Civics” set up 
the final aim to education for citizenship. 
Many educators see school subject “Social Studies” as subject area for contents. 
So, they teach in “Social Studies” the contents of geography, history, politics, 
economics and society, children learn knowledge and skills of these contents and 
acquire citizenship for Japanese nation and society. 
 
In 21st century, “globalization of society,” the economic and political trend toward 
globalization is developing rapidly. Under the pressure of this trend, “Social 
Studies” meets the needs of the times and makes oneself change. It gets out of 
subject area for contents and gains new mission of educating children for “former 
of peaceful and democratic nation and society,” which is the universal aim of 
education as the fundamental law of education indicates in more details the aims 
and principles of education. 
 
 
5.2. New Curriculum and Instructions in Social Studies Education 
 
The Curriculum Council recommended on the report of 17th January in 2008 that 
  
- Students can put knowledge and skills to practical use, 
  
- Students can deepen students’ understanding of Japanese culture and tradition. 
 
- Students can have the more opportunity to learn the understanding of 
geography and history of world. 

 
- Students can have abilities and skills to come up new nation and society in the 
future, to take part in the local, national and global society, and to resolve the 
problems and issues in Japan and world.   
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The Course of study for Social Studies in elementary and low secondary schools 
was upgraded on March 2008.  
 
In teaching Social Studies, Geography and History, Civics, we might find out:  
 
1) Great emphasis is placed on the development of students’ abilities and skills 

required as Japanese in the global society. They include mind and ability to 
study both domestic and international incidents from various angles and then 
to make judgments in a fair fashion, understanding and love of their country 
and its history, and the spirit of international cooperation. Thus, schools will 
encourage students to master knowledge of all matters, and to learn how to 
study and research and to participate and hands-on learning activities and 
problem-solving activities. 

 
2)  At elementary school, the learning of local community for the third and the 

forth graders and the learning of Japanese industry. National land for the 
fifth graders will be integrated. In this way, the learning rooted in the local 
community and the learning using various data or through research can be 
conducted more concretely and flexibly. 

 
3) Geography classes at lower secondary school, students will be encouraged to 

acquire the basics of Japanese and the world geography and learn how to 
view things and find characteristics of local areas through various examples. 
In civics classes, students will study mainly the basics of politics and 
economy by examining specific cases. 

 
4) History classes should help students respect Japanese culture and tradition 

and deepen their understanding and love of its history. Historical events and 
phenomena taught at elementary school will be selected more carefully, and 
the focus of history classes will be the learning of achievements by historical 
figures and typical culture properties. At lower secondary school, students 
will study Japanese history together with world history as background 
knowledge. Japanese history will be shown in large sections, so that students 
can grasp the major flow of the history. The students will also be expected to 
view things from different angles by learning how to study and examine 
history.  

 
5) The task-based study approach will be employed in geography, history and 

civics classes at upper secondary school. The emphasis will also be placed on 
the study in which students can learn to think or view things from historical 
or geographical points. Moreover, students are encouraged to develop the 
ability to think various issues in the modern society as well as the way of life 
as a human.  

 
 
6. New trends toward pre-service teacher training 
 
 
6.1 Teachers ability and the future state of society 
 
Of course there are a lot of similarities in pre-service teacher training compared 
to that in European and American countries, but there are some unique points in 
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our system. Pre-service teacher training for regular teacher certificates is 
provided at universities and other institutions of higher education. To obtain the 
certificates students are required, in addition to the basic qualifications such as 
the completion of a bachelor's degree course, to acquire the prescribed number 
of credits for teaching and specialized subjects in courses approved by the MEXT.  
In many western countries pre–service training program, which contains 
specialized subjects, which contains theories for education, curriculum and 
teaching methods etc, can be taken after completing an undergraduate program 
concerning a teaching subjects such as Japanese language, mathematics, 
physical education, music, etc. In Japan both programs are simultaneously taken 
at the undergraduate level. Therefore, teacher’s license can be obtained not only 
in the faculty of education but also in the faculty of letters, science, engineering, 
etc on the basis of the principles of ‘openness of teacher training system’. 
 
Furthermore, the duration of teaching practice is one of the greatest difference: 
four weeks for elementary and junior high school teacher, two weeks for senior 
high school teacher. In most of the western countries it lasts at least three 
months. In addition, teacher’s certificates are regulated not by standard but by 
credits, which does not guarantee the relevant quality of the license, because the 
content the lecture and the difficulty of obtainability differs university by 
university.  
  
We have just set about the innovation of teacher training system and teacher’s 
licensing system. Of course, all steps of pre-service teacher training, teacher 
recruitment, and in-service teacher training need to be improved. However, in 
particular, the innovation of pre-service teacher training and teacher qualification 
system is the starting point of the whole process and thus crucially important. 
One reason is that because of mass retirement of baby-boom generation, it is 
necessary to keep an enough number of qualified teachers. Another reason is 
circumstances around teachers have been greatly changed and qualifications and 
abilities required for current teachers have been re-questioned. 
 
There are lots of factors on the changes around teachers, and according to 
MESSC they can be summarized as follows.  
 
1) Response to the rapid change of social structure 
2) Heightening of expectations toward school and teachers 
3) More diversity and complexity of problems in school education (bullying, 
ADHD etc.) 
4) Distrust toward teachers 
5) Teachers busyness and dilution between teachers 
6) Retirement and recruitment of enough competent teachers  
 
 
6.2 Innovation in Pre-service teacher training 
 
After World War II in the teacher training system in Japan teachers are educated 
in university with the aim of education teachers with wide knowledge and high 
skills. This teacher training system has worked very well and contributed to the 
development of society after the war, but now there occurred some problems. 
Recently, teaching licenses have not been considered to guarantee minimal 
abilities of teaching profession. It is criticized that abilities which is guaranteed 
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by the present teachers licensing system has been losing touch with what 
teachers are required to do in school education and the broader society. 
Therefore, pre-service teacher training is under reforming.  
 

In the light of the present situations mentioned above, MESSC suggests it is 
appropriate that both teacher training system and teacher’s licensing system 
must be improved in the two ways. 

 

1) Teacher training programs must be something which ensure teacher trainees 
will obtain minimum ability as teachers. 

 
2) Teachers licenses must be something which guarantee minimum ability as 

teachers for any license holders. 
 
They have concretely proposed the following 2 points. 
 
1) Improvement of standards of teacher certificate program  
In Japan, more than 800 universities have a teacher certificate program. 
However, the standard of each subject differs university by university. I 
particular, those who are in charge of teaching subjects seem to have little 
awareness that the content of their lecture is appropriate to the program. To 
guarantee the quality of the program MESSC has proposed the following 
strategies. 
・Introduction of ‘Practical Seminar in Teacher Training’ 

・Substantiality and expansion of teaching practice 

・Substantiality of teacher certificate program 

・Strengthening of ‘Teacher Training Committee’ at each university 

・Substantiality of evaluation in the program 
 
2) Establishment of ‘Graduate School of Teacher Training’ 
There are many ‘Graduate School of Education’ in Japan. For most of them, the 
original aim is to develop teachers with advanced knowledge and further skills, 
and for a few, to train professional scholars on education is added. But 
unfortunately, the former aim is almost neglected and the latter one is stuck. To 
overcome the situation, it is proposed to establish ‘Graduate School of Teacher 
Training’ whose aim to educate teachers with integrative practical knowledge and 
skill necessary for teachers. The curriculum consists of 45 credits which includes 
20 credits specialized subjects and 10 credits teaching practice. The first 19 
schools have just started this April, so we have to verify the effectiveness 
carefully. 
 
 
7 Conclusions 
 
Japan is a country with very ancient culture, rich in customs and traditions it has 
always adapted to the changes throng ant history. As a developed country with 
0.0% of illiteracy and a very good diffusion of education in all its levels, be 
followed by developing countries. 
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Japanese school education aims at helping children acquire essential knowledge, 
skills and mind to have healthy social life as an individual as well as a member of 
the nation and its society. It also aims at helping children foster rich humanity, 
recognize and develop their individuality and further cultivate mind of self-
reliance. 
 
Great emphasis will be placed on the education that encourages children to 
appreciate different cultures open-mindedly and develop capabilities and abilities 
to live in harmony with people of different cultures and customs. At the same 
time, Children will be inspired to be proud of and feel love of Japanese history, 
culture and tradition as well as deepen their understanding of those. 
 
In this research we had concluded the following. 
- Japanese education and schools shift from knowledge-oriented education to 

competency-oriented education. 
- Japanese schools are requested not only to teach children to the basic and 

fundamental level of knowledge and skills, but also to educate children for 
literacies compatible with social change of the 21st Century. 

- Each school subject has a specific aim to educate children for new literacy of 
subject area. 

- Teachers need to acquire professionals to develop how to teaching and 
learning on school subject and improve him/herself abilities and skills to 
educate for literacy on subject education. So teacher education in universities 
stresses on education for literacy in the school subject. 
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Abstract 

Rather than simply emphasizing purely linguistic skills, foreign language teaching has 
recently expanded to the broader field of teaching language within its socio-cultural 
dimensions.  

Based on the holistic approach of integrating language, culture and intercultural work in 
the learning setting to enable students to become interculturally and linguistically 
competent, this study explores the practices of communicating culture as an integral part 
of the English as a Foreign Language (EFL) learning experience. The informants were 
first-year students enrolling in a fundamental English course at a science-oriented 
university. A focus group interview, together with classroom observation and relevant 
document gathering, was conducted twice to elicit data relating to the topic under the 
investigation. The findings show a higher level of student engagement in language 
learning, but different English proficiency gain due to their educational background. They 
also contribute to a growing awareness of cultural importance in foreign language 
teaching. 

Keywords: culture - language learning - EFL 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Recently, many scholars and researchers have advocated that language is much 
more than a simple communication tool. Rather than simply emphasizing purely 
linguistic skills, foreign language teaching has recently expanded to the broader 
field of teaching language within its socio-cultural dimensions. Given the fact that 
culture is inseparable from language (Kramsch, 1993), several studies suggest 
that “culture plays an important role in the ways students approach learning” 
(Hollins, King, and Hayman, 1994 and Nieto, 1992). Thus, understanding and 
communicating culture, to a certain extent, helps promote learning.  
 
In the field of teaching English as a Second Language (hereafter ESL) and 
English as a Foreign Language (hereafter EFL), many researchers have endorsed 
the practices of integrating culture in the teaching and learning process (i.e., 
Kramsch, 1993 & 1995; Valdes, 1986). By that, the role of EFL teachers is not 
merely a language teacher, but a teacher of culture who will have to provide 
specific cultural information in an attempt to train the student to become 
interculturally and linguistically competent. 
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Despite a wide acceptance of language and culture as an integral part in EFL 
lessons, we know relatively little about the culture teaching practice in EFL 
settings. This study aims to uncover the practices of communicating culture as 
an integral part to the EFL learning experience in Thai EFL classes at the tertiary 
level. In this report, a culture-oriented classroom refers to a classroom setting 
where the student learns about the culture of the target language to better 
understand the cultural values and/or realities underlying and have interactions 
with a teacher and classmates regarding the cultural topic for a full 
understanding of EFL classroom processes. 
 
 
2. Literature Review 
 
Several researchers have recognized the close relationship between language 
and culture (Kramsch, 1993 & 1995; Valdes, 1986.) Thus, a recent shift to 
culture integration in language learning has been a focal discussion. For 
example, in Spain, the national curriculum includes the sociocultural objectives in 
foreign language education at the secondary level. In Taiwan, results from a 
one-year-teaching-training program for elementary school EFL teachers show 
that they were aware of the importance of culture in their teaching, but realized 
their deficiency in skills and knowledge for culture teaching. 
 
Such a change in focus in EFL education has resulted in a teacher’s role. That is, 
they are expected to both teach the foreign linguistic code and sensitize 
participants to the cultural issues associated with the target language. The latter 
is to promote the learner the acquisition of intercultural communicative 
competence. The ultimate goal of integrating culture and language is to become 
an “intercultural speaker who crosses frontiers and is, to some extent, a 
specialist in the transit of cultural property and symbolic values” (Byram & 
Zarate, 1997, p.11 cited in Castro et al, 2004, p.92). 
 
According to Byram (1997), there are four main components of intercultural 
communicative competence, including a) knowledge, b) attitudes, c) skills of 
interpretation and comparison, and d) skills of discovery and interaction. In order 
to enable the student to become culturally aware of the target language in 
reference with the mother language, EFL teachers play an important role in 
culture learning.  
 
Tsou (2005) studied the effects of cultural instruction on foreign language 
learning among Taiwanese elementary EFL teachers and students. The study was 
conducted in two elementary EFL classrooms for one semester. The researcher 
employed both anthropology process and tasked-oriented approaches to elicit 
data. The data show that the elementary students significantly improved their 
language proficiency and had greater interests in language learning. It appears 
to say that Tsou’s study offers a sound promise of integrating culture as part of 
foreign language content in the curriculum. 
 
Another empirical study relevant to culture instruction in foreign language 
lessons is done by Castro et al (2004). It investigates Spanish teachers’ 
perceptions regarding the education objectives at the secondary level. As 
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stipulated in the national curriculum, Spanish secondary school EFL teachers are 
required to take an additional role as a teacher of culture, broadening the 
learners’ familiarity with the target cultures associated with the foreign language 
being studied. Castro et al found that the teachers are willing to support the 
curricular innovation, but have a dilemma to prioritize linguistic skills and culture 
teaching. 
 
In this article, we aim to fill in the gap in our knowledge regarding culture 
instruction in EFL lessons at the tertiary level. Assuming that communicating 
culture embedded in the target language would support language learning, this 
paper attempts to answer the following research questions: 

1. How does the practice of teaching culture in EFL lessons affect language 
learning of Thai EFL students? 

2. To what extent have Thai EFL students developed their linguistic skills in 
the target language? 

 
 
3. Methodology 
 
 
3.1 Data Collection 
 
To collect data, a semi-structure interview of a focus group was twice conducted 
to record discussions about their langauge learning experience in a target 
culture-oriented classroom. The first interview was in January two months after 
the semester while the second was in March. The rationale for these period of 
time is that students jus took their mid-term and final exam test. The immediacy 
of the examination would be a good starting point for reviewing and discussing 
their EFL learning and performance. During each focus group interview, the 
researcher played a role as a moderator to enrich and probe their discussion. All 
the interviews were audio-taped and video-taped and later were transcribed to 
categorize emerging themes and issues. Video-recording was done in order to 
observe their reaction during the interviews.  
 
In addition, all the informants filled out a biographical information sheet after the 
first interview. Multiple sources of data were collected as a means to create the 
trustworthiness and rigor of the information. They include document analysis 
(textbooks, tests, quizzes, and assignments), and classroom observation. 
 
 
3.2 Context of Study 
 
Being an exploratory qualitative case study, the study took place in a medium-
sized science-oriented university, where the majority of the student population is 
male and comes from a rural area. Most are male graduates of vocational 
schools. To fulfill their bachelor’s degree requirement, they are required to take 
two fundamental English courses. The student are assigned to a section 
according to their major, not by a placement test. The nature of the course 
involves general English with a focus on practice at the sentence level. 
Communication-directed EFL lessons are encouraged. 
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3.3 Informants 
 
The informants were first-year students enrolling in a fundamental English 
course. Through the snowball sampling, seven participants—two females and five 
males—voluntarily participated in this study. At the time data was collected, all 
were first-year students taking the fundamental English II course at a public 
university in Bangkok. The seven informants put considerable efforts and took 
active roles while taking the English class. They showed their attempt and 
eagerness to join class activities whenever the floor was given.  
 
The researcher was the informants English instructor in the previous semester 
who noted their active involvement in the first mandotory fundamental English I 
class. They voluntarily particiapted in almost all class activities and posed 
questions during and after class. They were not afraid to produce English 
sentences when the floor was given and/or being called upon. The class was 
designed to be as interactive as it could be as possible.  
  

Table 1 : Bio-data of the seven informants 
Category/ 
Name 

Joy Grace Nop Tom Sang Chai Yang 

Gender Female Female Male Male Male Male Male 
Educational 
Background 

Vocationa
l 
certificate 

High 
school 
certificat
e 

Vocationa
l 
certificate 

Vocationa
l 
certificate 

Vocationa
l 
certificate 

Vocationa
l 
certificate 

Vocationa
l 
certificate 

Geographica
l 
Location/ 
affiliation* 

Urban Urban Urban Urban Suburban Rural Rural 

* refers to the context where the participants had largely spent their childhood 
 
 
3.4 Data Analysis 
 
After the interviews were transcribed, the researcher read through the transcript 
and coded issues and themes emerging from the informants’ discussion. The 
biographical data sheet and field notes from observation during the interviews 
were used to triangulate the responses. 
 
The five stages suggested by Carspecken (1996) in his definition of critical 
ethnography were applied in data analysis. They include compiling the primary 
record, doing reconstructive analysis, generating dialogical data, describing 
systems relations, and explaining findings in terms of those systems relations. 
The final two stages entail conceptual interpretations of existing relationships 
within the researcher’s social site and the broader society.  
 
In addition, to capture the phenomenon of culture instruction in an EFL setting 
holistically, the Bakhtinian framework (Bakhtin, 1981)—the notions of 
heteroglossia and dialogism—together with cultural typification were used as 
well. For Bakhtin, an individual’s discourse constitutes multiple and intertextual 
voices; it is not ideologically neutral. Rather, the production of any prose text 
consists of the selection and organization of different idioms and voices. There is 
no original voice in discourse; human beings borrow and/or appropriate elements 
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from the various vocabularies and idioms to which they have been exposed 
(Kamberelis & Scott, 1992; Knoeller, 1998). In Bakhtin’s words, individuals 
“populate them [others’ voices] with their own intention (1986, cited in Yancey, 
1994, p. xiii).” Thus, the discourse should not be considered [as] coherent and 
[or] single-voiced.  
 
 
4. Findings and Discussions 
 
As stated earlier, this paper aimed to describe the practices of integrating 
language-and-culture teaching into EFL lessons in higher education. To introduce 
students to intercultural perspectives in their EFL learning, a socio-cultural 
orientation was used in each lesson. 
 
Cultural topics included in the textbook used in this particular research are: 
going on a date, adapting to a new lifestyle, time management, teenagers’ life, 
attitudes toward money, clothes shopping, and characters of men and women. 
The textbook Natural English (2002) is a commercial publication written by Ruth 
Gairns and Stuart Redman. The use of pictures from actual settings and cartoons 
is a good starting point for culture instruction and discussion. Vivid colors and 
graphic design enable both the teacher and students to bring considerable 
experience in language learning and cultural sharing to EFL lessons. Teacher-led 
teaching styles were often used. Information regarding each cultural topic was 
first given by the teacher to the class. Follow-up activities include class 
discussion, comparisons between the students’ culture and the target culture, 
self-expression, and moral education. With any strategy used, teaching relevant 
English vocabularies and useful language form were emphasized.  
 
 
4.1 Language Learning and Culture Teaching 
 
In terms of educational background, it should be noted here that six informants 
are vocational school graduates. Only one informant is a high school graduate. 
Regardless of their educational background in technical or general English, data 
from both interview and classroom observation reveal that culture-oriented EFL 
lessons make the students’ EFL learning to become more meaningful. The 
lessons were contextualized. 
 
Analysis also shows that culture-oriented EFL lessons, to a certain extent, 
encouraged the informants to become less passive learners. From the classroom 
observation, the informants felt comfortable to participate in the class activities, 
posing questions and giving comments regarding the issues being discussed.  
 

“Well, er, er, at my old school, we mostly deal with technical English. 
I mean lots of technical vocabularies from the Ministry (of Education) 
textbooks. But here, it’s a total different story. No more technical 
vocab. It IS really different, INDEED. (Chai, 2005) 

 
The above extract suggests that the seven informants have perceived and 
experienced some advantages of culture-oriented EFL lessons when compared 
with their language learning experience in the previous school.  
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Moreover, throughout the semester, data from classroom observation reveal that 
the informants have started to acquire social interaction skills necessary for an 
interculturally communicative class. It appears that the classroom atmosphere 
became livelier and more interactive as the semester progressed. This is well-
confirmed in Joy’s interview. However, it should be noted that both Thai and 
English were used during class discussion. This suggests that guidelines about 
culture instruction in EFL lessons are needed, especially for EFL practitioners 
whose knowledge and exposure to the target language is limited. 
 

“I always enjoyed the English (class). For me, its’ it’s a place I put everything 
I’ve learned into practice. That, you know, whatever activities we had in class 
just provide me a chance to practice my English. I saw those English 
sentences from somewhere. I didn’t know how to use them. But I could in this 
English class. The class just, you know, strengthens what I’ve known.” (Joy, 
2005) 

 
From the above extract, Joy, a very competent EFL student, expressed how she 
had learned to appropriate herself into the interventional teaching approach. 
With a good command in English, together with her extrovert personality, Joy 
discursively admitted that culture-related EFL lessons appeared to encourage her 
to better apply her linguistic knowledge and understand the language more. 
From my personal conversations with Joy, it suffices to say that her curiosity to 
learn about cultures associated with the target language has led her to self-
regulate her language learning and become one of the successful EFL learners. 
 
Another issue that emerged is lexical items and some expressions in the target 
language each informant has learned and had opportunities to put into practice 
during the discussion. Integrating culture into EFL classrooms appears to 
promote reflective thinking and socially-situated learning because in any text 
production the respondents would have to put Byram’s four components of 
intercultural communicative competence in operation. 

I think it’s good when we have a chance to put er, er, what we’ve studied into 
actual use. No, no, no, I’m not that good. I mean I still feel shy, but want to 
keep doing it as much as I can.” (Yang, 2005) 

 
Yang, as a limited EFL learner, repeatedly admitted that culture-oriented 
instruction triggered him to become a less passive learner. With the 
opportunities provided for real practice in class motivated him to feel as part of 
the course of EFL learning. 
 
 
4.2 Gain in Linguistic Skills 
 
The extent to which the seven informants have developed their linguistic skills in 
the target language is not as significant as their engagement and participation in 
EFL classes. With the comparison of their English grade in the first semester to 
the second semester, no significant gain in language proficiency has been found. 
That is, they still received the same grade as they did in the first semester. The 
findings are contrary to those of Tsou (2005)’s study, which stated that culture 
instruction significantly improved language proficiency. Nonetheless, the subjects 
in Tsou’s study are elementary students. Different types of EFL learners— young 
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learner vs. adult learners— may have different developmental stages in language 
learning. 
 
In addition, it should be noted that the assessment of their present school 
includes more about the linguistic code of the target language. The cultural 
element is kept to a minimum.  
 
 
5. Concluding Remarks 
 
The analysis presented describes the teaching-learning practices of culture-
oriented EFL classrooms adult EFL learners have experienced in their higher 
education. The findings suggest that culture instruction makes EFL learning 
socially constructed. Thus, it can be employed as another teaching strategy to 
motivate EFL adult learners and promote self-regulated learning, which could 
lead to lifelong learning—an ultimate goal in education. Such an implementation 
is needed to be done with sensitivity. The empirical study of Castro et al (2004) 
suggests that EFL teachers advocate the ideas of integrating culture in EFL 
lessons. For the Spanish teachers, they noted that it is hard to juggle between 
linguistic codes of and cultures associated with the target language. They 
accepted difficulties in the implementation.  
 
 
6. Limitations 
 
It should be noted that this study aimed to be qualitative. The highlight is on the 
portrait of the phenomenon being investigated in a particular setting. With the 
use of qualitative methods, there is no generalizability to reach when reading 
this paper. Rather, the research should be considered as a case study that allows 
the reader to gain insights into EFL students’ language learning experience when 
culture of the target language is integrated. 
 
For future research, ethnographic observations for a longer period of time should 
be conducted to better provide insights on how integrating culture into EFL 
classrooms has contributed to language learning for adult learners. Having 
students keep journals about their EFL learning experience would also enable us 
to understand language learning experience from a sociocultural perspective. In 
addition, it is reasonable to design future research to address the trajectory of 
these students through their higher education. This is to get a fuller 
understanding of links between teaching language and culture in an EFL setting.  
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Abstract 

The main aim of this paper is to discuss the relationship between education,and poverty 
reduction in the South African context, with an emphasis on Multigrade Teaching [ MGT ]  
The paper maintains that all teaching and learning is multi-grade teaching. Even in a 
mono-grade class with just one grade group, there is always a considerable range of 
interests, abilities, maturity and needs. In fact, all teachers in all classrooms should 
consider themselves multi-grade teachers.  In Africa, as a consequence of shortages of 
teachers, teacher absenteeism owing to HIV/AIDS related causes and to budget 
restraints facing many countries, multi-grade . Multi-grade teaching is not a new idea, 
but it now calls for a much broader operational and technical definition to address 
problems and issues facing most educational systems. The reality in SA is that untrained 
teachers have to deal with mixed classes. However, due to lack of appropriate training 
and support these teachers are not effective in multi-grade context.  

Keywords:  Multigrade – Poverty – Millinium Goals – Training  
 
 
 

1 - Introduction 
 
South Africa is an upper-middle income country, but is a country of stark 
contrasts. The extreme inequality evident in South Africa means that one sees 
destitution, hunger and overcrowding side-by-side with affluence.  

• About 15% of adults are illiterate ;  
• 9,2% of children under 5 are malnourished ;  
• It is estimated that 13% of the population and 25% of adults in South 

Africa are HIV-positive ;  
• The infant mortality rate is 45 per 1000 live births;  
• Of the 44 million people in the country in 2000, about 8 million were 

surviving on less than the international dollar a day poverty line and 18 
million were living on less than 2 dollars per day;  

• 37% of households survive on less than R1000 per month ;  
The legacy of apartheid has of course much to do with the poverty and the sharp 
dualism that characterize contemporary South Africa. Apartheid simultaneously 
denied people the opportunity to develop new assets by restricting access to 
markets, infrastructure and education. [ McEwan 1998 ] 
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2 - Conceptual explanation 
 
 
2.1. Poverty 
 
Poverty is a much more complex than simply income deprivation. Poverty entails 
lack of empowerment, lack of knowledge and lack of opportunity as well as lack 
of income and capital. When basic education is available, the poorest are unable 
to avail of it because the direct and opportunity costs attached to it are quite 
high for them. [FAO and UNESCO 2003] 
 
Poverty is multi-faceted. It can be linked with hunger, unemployment, 
exploitation, and lack of access to clean water, sanitation, health-care or schools. 
It can be about vulnerability to crisis and homelessness. While clearly many of 
these issues are related to not having enough money, it is simplistic to ignore 
the non-material aspects of the experience of poverty. The poor are not 
concerned exclusively with adequate incomes and consumption. (Baulch 1996).  
 
Living standards are closely correlated with race in South Africa. While poverty is 
not confined to any one racial group in South Africa, it is concentrated among 
blacks, particularly Africans. 
There is a very strong correlation between educational attainment and standard 
of living, 

• 58% of adults with no education are poor; 
• 53% of adults that have less than seven years of (primary) education are 

poor. [Klasen2000]  
 

Poverty hits children hardest. While a severe lack of goods and services hurts 
every human, it is most threatening to children’s rights: survival, health and 
nutrition, education, participation, and protection from harm and exploitation. It 
creates an environment that is damaging to children’s development in every way 
– mental,  physical, emotional and spiritual.  
[Casperini 2000 ] 
 
Poverty reduction must begin with children. The well-being of children is a key 
yardstick for measuring national development. Indeed, the ultimate criterion for 
gauging the integrity of society – or the international community, for that matter 
– is the way it treats children, particularly the poorest and most vulnerable 
ones.[EFA Global Monitoring Report 2006] 
 
The best start in life is critical in a child’s first few years, not only to survival but 
to her or his physical, intellectual and emotional development. So these 
deprivations greatly hamper children’s ability to achieve their full potential, 
contributing to a society’s cycle of endless poverty and hunger. [Nicolaou 2005] 
 
Rural people are often caught in the vicious cycle of having no access to the 
services and opportunities that might lift them out of poverty – education, 
gainful employment, adequate nutrition, infrastructure and communications. [ 
Daniel 2004 ] 
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School nutrition for schools serving the poorest communities introduced in 1995 
in SA – currently serving 5 million learners in 16 000 schools: linked to 
development of local economy and job creation particularly for women, youth 
and the disabled.[Reflections on rural education in South Africa 2005] 
 
 
2.2. Rural Education 
 
We all know that rural populations constitute the majority and according to 
statistics, almost two thirds of the population of sub-Saharan Africa today lives in 
a rural environment and rural populations will continue to form the vast majority 
in 2015, the target year for achieving the Millennium Goals. [EFA Global 
Monitoring Report2006] 
 
The Dakar Framework for Action outlines a number of goals in order to meet the 
EFA challenges, each with special relevance to Education for Rural People. The 
Framework calls for ensuring that, by 2015, all children, with a special emphasis 
on girls and children in difficult circumstances, have access to free and 
compulsory primary education of good quality.  
[Daniel 2004] 
 
This goal compels governments to educate ALL children, including those most 
difficult to reach , such as children living in remote and rural areas. Therefore, 
there is a need to seek them out and find ways keeping them in school or in 
alternative but equivalent programmes. [FAO and UNESCO 2003] 
 
From 156 million individuals in 1950 the rural populations south of the Sahara 
numbered 430 million individuals in 2000 and they may rise to 600 million in 
2030 and only towards this date, the urban population will be equal to that of the 
rural population.[ Berliner 2005]  
 
The first issue relates to the definitions of rurality. What counts as rural or even 
urban are extremely difficult to define. This is especially so given the deep, 
continuous and intertwined relationships of urban and rural in South Africa.  
 
Descriptions of poverty and rurality are seen in relation to urban as that which 
denote, on the one hand, opportunities and wealth and on the other a sense of 
deficit and strength. [ Reflections on rural education in South Africa 2005] 
 
“There is evidently a lack of political interest in the rural world,” points out Aicha 
Bah-Diallo, Deputy Assistant Director-General of UNESCO’s Education Sector and 
Director of the Division of Basic Education. This indifference towards rural people 
is the result of a strong urban bias on the part of politicians and policy-makers. 
“Rural people have no real political voice, so when there is competition for 
limited resources – and education for remote areas can be costly – they tend to 
lose out”, says Lavinia Gasperini, Senior Officer at the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations (FAO). . [FAO and UNESCO 2003] 
Education is a basic right in itself and an essential prerequisite for reducing 
poverty and improving the living conditions of rural people, as well as for 
building a food-secure world. .[ Berliner 2005 ] 
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Poverty continues to put large numbers of learners at risk of school failure. 
Illiteracy often coincides with poverty and hunger, with problems of child and 
maternal health and with greater exposure to HIV/AIDS. [EFA Global Monitoring 
Report2006] 
 
Nelson Mandela has reminded business representatives on numerous occasions, 
“You can smell poverty when you visit many parts of rural South Africa”. 
[Nicolaou 2005] 
 
A recent South African study points to a singular conclusion: that the great 
majority of children in rural poor communities are receiving less than is their 
right in a democratic South Africa. Worse still is the fact that this will have long-
term effects on their opportunities for development, their capabilities and their 
lives. [Emerging Voices 2005] 
The role of education in poverty eradication, in close co-operation with other 
social sectors, is crucial. No country has succeeded if it has not educated its 
people. Not only is education important in reducing poverty, it is also a key to 
wealth creation. Within this context, one of the pledges of the Dakar Framework 
for Action - Education for All: Meeting our Collective Commitments - was "to 
promote EFA policies within a sustainable and well-integrated sector framework 
clearly linked to poverty elimination and development strategies".[EFA Global 
Monitoring Report 2006] 
 
Poor children have numerous disadvantages in relation to their better-off 
counterparts. They are usually less healthy, their language skills less developed 
(a factor that has negative influence on school achievement), and they are 
generally less well equipped - socially, emotionally and physically - to undertake 
a school programme. If their disadvantaged position and different day-to-day 
experiences are not taken into account by school education, it is no wonder that 
they are unable to benefit fully from the school system.[ Wingert 2001] 
 
Advocating for quality rural education that is responsive to the realities of rural 
communities does not imply that rural communities should be prepared solely for 
rural livelihoods. If anything, rural education has to prepare young people for a 
complex and interspersed world of rural and urban life. [UNICEF 2005 ] 
 
Through primary education, children develop their capacity to learn, to read and 
do mathematics, providing the gateway to all higher levels of education. 
[Verspoor 2004 ] 
  
At the level of individuals, moreover, research unequivocally shows that primary 
education increases individuals’ incomes, with estimates of an average global 
private return of 27 percent from primary education. [Hargreaves 2005] 
 
 
2.3. - Multigrade Teaching 
 
It is estimated that nearly half the schools in the world include multigrade 
classes: this means that multigrade teaching, though not always recognized and 
legalized, is more highly developed and more widely found than is generally 
thought. More than 2 million children can be in MG classrooms in SA. 
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Despite its apparent invisibility to educational administrators, multigrade 
teaching, far from disappearing, is destined to undergo further development in 
some situations in order to contribute to the expansion of educational provision. 
The availability of education is relatively difficult in rural areas where population 
density is low and where schooling does not easily fit with the patterns of rural 
livelihoods and lifestyles. [Daniel 2004] 
 
Ironically, while multigrade classes could be a solution for educating rural people 
in many African countries, governments tend to focus on improving conventional 
schools, often leaving the development of multi-grade schools to local initiative.[ 
Birch 1995 ] For this reason, multi-grade schools in rural Africa tend to show 
poor results, which in turn give them a negative image. [Juvane 2007 ] 
 
Multi-grade teaching, which has been practiced in both developed and developing 
countries has shown success with adequate support and is one of the major 
alternatives. [Hargreaves 2005] 
 
In that regard the potential of multi-grade teaching is :  
* A pedagogic approach to increase access and retention, while improving quality 
education; 
 
* A strategy to address teacher shortages, particularly in small and remote 
schools. [Juvane2007 ] 
 
* It is associated with ‘small’ schools in remote and sparsely populated areas 
where there may be only one, two or three teachers who offer a complete cycle 
of primary education.By bringing the school closer to the community, they 
encourage more children into school.Many countries in Latin America and Asia 
are achieving success with the multigrade approach, which is increasing 
enrolment, improving performance and reducing absenteeism in rural areas. 
[Miller1991] One example is the Escuela Nueva programme in Colombia, which 
increased enrolment in rural areas by 45 per cent between 1988 and 1996. 
[Rowley1992 ] 
 
 
3 - Shortage of teachers 
 
The current projected deficit of teachers to achieve the Education for All (EFA) 
2015 target is more than 30 million (UNESCO 2005). Much of that deficit is 
located in the remotest regions of the world, in areas in the poorest countries 
where small populations and tight budgets mean that the ratio of one teacher to 
one grade class is generally unobtainable. The multigrade model of education is 
receiving new interest and attention as a model that can provide a viable 
opportunity for educational delivery to help achieve the EFA goals.  
 
The flexibility inherent in the organisation of the multigrade school is an essential 
element in the context of developing countries. It helps address wastage, e.g. 
absenteeism, repeating and drop-out rates. In a school where multiple grades 
are taught simultaneously in one class period, and/or the curriculum is delivered 
over multiple (probably two) yearly spans, the opportunities are greatly 
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enhanced for students to re-enter after a stop-out period by eliminating the 
stigma attached to working below grade level on re-entry. A benefit of this 
flexibility is in helping to keep students motivated and capable of achieving 
results at their own pace (Rowley & Nielsen 1997).  
 
Multigrade schooling challenges us to re-think the way the curriculum is 
delivered and to consider different pedagogies. In these classrooms, increasingly 
grouped across grades, IT becomes the vehicle which engages students in 
discovery, transforming the role of teachers into managers of students’ enquiry. 
 
In developing countries, where multigrade often represents the poorest and least 
resourced school model, and the penetration of IT is nil, the resourcefulness of 
the teacher is that much more critical. Often on the periphery and cut off from 
professional contact, this can be a serious problem for the untrained and 
unsupported teacher. (Peters 2004). 
 
The multigrade model of pedagogy draws on the constructivist notion of learning 
and links in with Piaget’s theory that largely attributes children's progress in 
developing mental capacities, such as conceptual understanding, to their own 
independent experiences and discoveries. There are clearly parallels to be drawn 
with work done in the 1970s by Vygotsky, which was concerned with how 
teaching, learning, and the cognitive development of children's minds are related 
(Vygotsky 1978).  
 
In Africa, as a consequence of shortages of teachers, teacher absenteeism owing 
to HIV/AIDS related causes and to budget restraints facing many countries, 
multi-grade classes an inevitable option. Ministries of Education see multi-grade 
teaching approaches as a key pedagogic tool that can assist teachers to cope 
with teaching in these very difficult situations.[Juvane 2006] 
 
Multi-grade teaching has become one of the priority topics on the agenda of the 
Working Group on the Teaching Profession (WGTP) 
 
The reason for bringing this issue on board was the recognition that multi-grade 
teaching has the potential to the improve quality of teaching, thus contributing to 
the global effort of achieving EFA goals and education- related MDGs. [Juvane 
2007] 
 
 
4 – South African perspective  
 
This nearly forgotten research field of Multigrade Education has the potential to 
aid in poverty alleviation and education development. The relevance of the 
research is amplified by the fact that there is currently nearly a total void in SA 
academic literature on the subject. More than half of the children in South Africa 
however live and study in a rural setting. 
[ Reflections on rural education in South Africa 2005] 
 
Let’s focus on the most recent and relevant South African publications on the 
topic: 
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4.1. – RIGHT TO EDUCATION - the legal content of the  right to basic 
education 
 
 “Refer to a standard of education that empowers people to rise above the 
poverty cycle and compete effectively in the labour market, enables people to 
understand and enjoy their new found democratic values, rights and freedoms 
encourages people to participate in and protect the fledging democratic system, 
and enhances their feeling of self worth as human beings.” 
 
The challenge of the State is to: adapt the system in the child’s best 
interest rather than the child adopt to the education system . 
 
It is questioned whether the learners we produce will be equipped with the skills 
and knowledge that will fulfil their rights through education and whether they will 
be able to participate in the economy and the development of the country. 
 
Adaptability of education 
Adaptability refers to education being flexible in order that it can adapt to the 
ever-changing needs of our society and communities [Jordaan , 2006 : 15] . This 
feature relate to both rights in and through education. Should the education 
system not be adaptable, then the rights to be realised through education will 
remain elusive. 
 
Teachers were identified as the most important role-players within the education 
system.  They face many challenges.  They were also connected to many of the 
challenges that were raised such as: 
• Teachers lacking passion and a culture of learning and teaching 
• Not being in the classroom enough 
• Being unqualified or under qualified 
• Not being trained sufficiently to implement the new curriculum 
• Using old teaching methods 
• Having too many children in their classrooms 
• Being disconnected from the community in which they teach    
 
 
4.2. –Emerging Voices:  A Report on Education in South African Rural 
Communities : 
 
This work is based on the idea that rural education and its potential for 
development is deeply connected with the problem of poverty in rural 
communities.  The relative scarcity of resources and in some cases the 
desolation and poverty of rural communities seriously limits the developmental 
possibilities that might be achieved through education. 
 
The study point to a singular conclusion: that the great majority of children in 
rural poor communities are receiving less than is their right in a democratic 
South Africa. Worse still is the fact that this will have long-term effects on their 
opportunities for development, their capabilities and their lives.  Moreover, the 
communities in which they live will continue to suffer the debilitating effects of 
poverty and inequality for as long as these problems remain. 
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This study illustrate the complexity, interconnectedness and intractability of the 
challenges that face rural communities and education: simple, quick-fix remedies 
are clearly not the answer; integrated rural development strategies must form 
part of the solution. 
 
The experiences of the rural poor in South Africa are not well-understood, and 
are not currently fully appreciated in the processes of education policy 
development. 
 
 
5 – The South African MG Intervention  
 
As their contribution to the plan (Rural Upliftment), the Western Cape Education 
Department implemented the Multi-grade rural schools Intervention that is 
directly linked to the corporate plan and implementation plan of the National 
Department of Education. 
 
It is evident that the real need of schools in the rural areas of the Western Cape 
led to the development of an initiative which was subsequently designed and 
adapted based on systematic study of relevant theory, research and practice 
elsewhere in the world. 
 
In 2002 the Western Cape Education Department approved a plan to eliminate 
this situation, called the Multi-grade Rural Schools Intervention (MGI). 
Implementation took place by means of 10 cycles (9 month per cycle). 
 
In the Western Cape more than 335 schools, 876 teachers and about 25 437 
learners are in this category.  Because of distances and isolation teacher clusters 
(networks) form the core of this intervention. 
 
This was being implemented by linking teachers in person, as well as through 
electronic means (e-mail and the World Wide Web) with other teachers and 
groups to explore and discuss topics of interest, share information and 
strategies, and identify and address common problems.  [Jordaan , 2007 ] 
 
The design of the intervention was strongly influenced by a set of publications 
from the international Multi-grade Education Conference held in Canada in 1992. 
The research at the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL) in 
Oregon, Canada, as well as research funded by DFID at the University of London 
was equally influential.     
The IT component in the intervention also benefited from experiences at the 
University of Twenty and specifically the doctoral studies of Bert Moonen 
(Teacher Learning in In-service Networks on Internet, 2001).  
The particular approach to the concept of number followed by the Freudenthal 
Institute at the University of Utrecht was equally useful.   
 
The intervention was built on four key pillars focussing on classroom 
management and instructional strategies, in-service training, ICT and the The 
conceptual development of the Multi-grade Rural School Intervention was based 
on theory and research both internationally as well as local studies by the HSRC 
and the Joint Education Trust.   
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From the multi-grade intervention in rural schools in the Western Cape it is 
learnt that there are no curricula in SA wherein the progressive contents for 
different grades, as far as basic skills are concerned, are made explicit. There is 
further a shortage of standardised tests that teachers can use to assess learner 
performance in rural schools with multi-grade classes. Millar’s studies of 
instruction in multi-grade classrooms across rural America suggests that 
teachers need to have comprehensive sets of learning materials, particularly self-
directed materials at their disposal and that teachers should be trained in 
developing, selecting and using materials which promote independent learning 
such as libraries, self-learning materials etc.  
 
 
6 - Solutions   
 
Experience suggests that the teacher cannot, and indeed should not, be expected 
to solve the problems of the classroom alone. Hence, some of the key issues and 
challenges to be addressed include: 
 
A crucial issue is that the curriculum must be relevant to rural people’s needs.  
[Hargreaves2001 ] 
 
It is especially important that the content of education is closely related to local 
conditions to enable learners to apply the knowledge and skills learned. [ Joubert 
2004 ] 
 
Linking school with the community will enable teachers to improve the quality 
and relevance of the education they are providing. [Little1995] This is not 
happening in most of the schools in Africa. 
 
Most often, the designed curriculum lacks relevance and is dysfunctional when 
applied to the socio-economic needs and cultural lifestyles of Multigrade teaching 
learners and their communities. [Juvane 2005 ].  
 
Whatever the configuration of content may be, basic education should equip 
learners to continue learning, apply critical thinking and cope with the changes 
they will encounter in life. [Forgotten Schools 2004] 
 
The challenge is to find specific modalities to address this curriculum issue so 
that these schools/children are nor forgotten and that they can really be part of 
the future of Africa and not be marginalised  
 
There are no quick fixes for providing education to the rural poor; this requires a 
long-term effort and commitment, with concerted action at the local, national 
and international level. 
 
Effective implementation of rural teaching requires establishment of mechanisms 
for regular supervision, monitoring and support at regional/district and 
teacher/classroom level. It requires support structures in place and definition of 
minimum standards and benchmarks against which pupils’ learning achievement 
will be assessed. 
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The circumstances facing rural schools in many African countries requires 
consideration of quality improvement interventions that take account of the 
special needs that are particular to schools in rural communities . Investment in 
the skills of multi-grade teaching should therefore be seen as contributing to the 
goal of quality basic for all and to eradicate poverty  
 
Empowering rural people is an essential first step to eradicating poverty. It 
respects the willingness and capability that each of us has to take charge of our 
own life and to seek out opportunities to make it better.  
 
Education is not a way to escape poverty — it is a way of fighting it.  
— Julius Nyerere  
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Abstract 

This presentation investigates how a group of generalist elementary teachers who teach 
their own art come to know drawing within the context of a collaborative action research 
group. Non-art specialist elementary teachers are increasingly responsible for teaching 
art to their students, a task for which few feel adequately prepared. These educators 
often identify the inability to draw as a decisive factor in their lack of confidence related 
to teaching art. The teacher-researchers reported on in this study recognized the need to 
return to where they had left off in their own learning of drawing as a basis for their 
classroom-based inquiries. Through a re-framing and demystification of our inter-
relationships with pictorial realism in drawing and teaching we were able to renegotiate 
previous encounters that had caused stagnation and become opened up to alternative 
ways of understanding drawing. The paper articulates our research processes as an 
unfolding, complex, and ongoing conversation. 

Keywords: Art education - professional development 
 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
Drawing is a construct nested in social and historical processes (Atkinson, 2002). 
To draw is to act with others as we perform a chorus of influences, histories, 
priorities, and experiences. The teaching of drawing reiterates these forces in our 
curricular choices and pedagogic practices. To surface these elements into 
consciousness is to inquire into how we come to understand drawing. When 
these processes come into relation with other ways of interpreting, creating, and 
constructing, we have opportunities to see with different lenses that which we 
thought we knew and that which we have not known before. To surrender to the 
risk of becoming in the face of the unknown is to concede the partiality of our 
understandings. Together our voices and marks can overlap, extend, and 
transform that which is possible on our own. 
 
This paper delves into the shifting perceptions, practices, and contradictions 
inherent in teaching and learning related to drawing within elementary schooling. 
In particular, it shares how a group of non-art specialist teachers who teach their 
own art and the author come to know drawing within the context of an action 
research group. While non-art specialist elementary teachers are increasingly 
responsible for teaching art to their students, few feel up to the task (Duncum, 
1999). Moreover, this group of teachers often identifies the inability to draw as 
the main reason for their lack of confidence in teaching art (Kalin, 2006). The 
teacher-researchers reported on in this study recognized the need to return to 
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where they had left off in their own learning of drawing as a basis for their 
artistic and classroom-based inquiries. Through a re-framing and demystification 
of our inter-relationships with pictorial realism in drawing and teaching we were 
able to renegotiate previous encounters that had caused stagnation and become 
opened up to alternative ways of understanding drawing. The paper articulates 
our research processes as an unfolding, complex, and ongoing conversation 
(Pinar, 2004). Placing teachers at the centre of their own learning in a critically 
reflective and social context contributed to the transformation of perception, 
practice, and curricular possibility related to drawing.  
 
 
2. Drawing in Elementary Schooling 
 
In Canada, non-art specialist elementary teachers are increasingly responsible 
for teaching art to their students, a task for which few feel adequately prepared 
(Duncum, 1999). This group of teachers often identifies the inability to draw as a 
decisive factor in their confidence to teach art in general (Kalin, 2006), all the 
while tracing the establishment of this self-concept back to their own education 
and life experiences (McCoubrey, 2000). Even as these teachers lack confidence 
in drawing, they use drawing widely in their teaching. One estimate is that pupils 
spend over 10% of their time in school each week engaged in drawing activities 
(Drawing Strategies, n.d., p. 2). Yet, the number of students who hate drawing 
or refuse to draw does not necessarily diminish with increased occurrences of 
drawing or the passage of time (Kalin, 2005, 2006). In an attempt to delve into 
and possibly shift these contradictions, this study examines how a group of non-
art specialist teachers who teach their own art and the author come to know 
drawing within the context of an action research group. 
  
Since this group of teachers compromises an overwhelming majority of 
elementary educators of art in Canada, the articulation of their evolving 
perspectives is of crucial importance to the field of art education. While we have 
heard from the pre-service perspective (see Grauer, 1995, 1998; Hudson & 
Hudson, 2007), along with beginning non-art specialist teachers’ perspectives 
(see McCoubrey, 2000), we rarely hear from seasoned non-art specialist 
teachers who teach their own art (see Ashton, 1999; Patteson, 2002). 
Furthermore, this study adds to the growing number of studies that focus on the 
roles of art making and collegial groups to enable change over time (Ashton, 
1999; Irwin, 1997; Irwin, Crawford, Mastri, Aileen, Robertson, & Stephenson, 
1997; Irwin, Mastri, & Robertson, 2000; Patteson, 2002). 
 
 
3. Research Questions 
 
Each teacher-researcher conducted their own action research projects based on 
questions such as: how can we draw with colour, how can I push both skills in 
observational drawing and personal expression through the study of architecture, 
and how might I teach modern art through drawing and painting? Our research 
questions changed “as the shifting relationality found within the project 
inform[ed] the direction of the inquiry” (Irwin, Beer, Springgay, Grauer, Xiong, & 
Bickel, 2006, p. 75). But the study is anchored around my research questions 
and how these were informed by each teacher participant’s areas of inquiry. Not 
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unlike the teacher-researchers, my research questions also changed throughout 
the study. I started out by asking: How do non-art specialist teachers of art 
come to know the teaching and learning of drawing? To this I added: How do I 
come to know the teaching, learning, researching, and practice of drawing? 
 
 
4. Theoretical and Methodological Frameworks  
 
The theoretical and methodological framing of this study is an interweaving of 
influences that approaches forms of living inquiry as a web of relations among 
hermeneutics, action research, complexity thinking (Davis & Sumara, 2006), and 
a/r/tography (Springgay, Irwin, & Wilson Kind, 2005). I present what amounts to 
an inquiry within an inquiry, within an inquiry. Action research as living inquiry 
(Sumara & Carson, 1997) offered the space and flexibility to explore reflection in 
action and evolving change over time. The teacher-participants’ action research 
studies created the conditions for my concurrent interrogation of the group’s 
shifting understandings. Additionally, I investigated my own continual becoming 
in relation to drawing, researching, and teaching through an arts based 
educational research methodology known as a/r/tography. Within these studies, 
the processes and understandings of one inquiry fed into the others. All of these 
inquiries were interpreted, intersected, and challenged by complexity thinking, 
which, not unlike action research and a/r/tography, attempts to enable the 
processes of emergent and evolving change and insight. Hermeneutics was 
another current that flowed through a/r/tography, complexity thinking, and 
action research. Specifically, a hermeneutics of conversation (Gallagher, 1992) 
allowed for the surfacing and interrogation of the particular epistemological 
frames at work in individual art teachers’ interpretations of experience and 
practice.  
 
 
5. Participants 
 
The participants included three elementary, public school teachers, their 
students, and the author. Convenience sampling was used to gather the group of 
teachers who would conduct their own action research studies in their 
classrooms. I had previously worked with all of the participants as teacher 
colleagues and have maintained friendships with each of them since working 
together, allowing them to act as “critical friends” (Costa & Kallick, 1993; Dunne, 
Nave, & Lewis, 2000; McNiff, Lomax, & Whitehead, 1996) within this study. They 
were all non-art specialists that teach art to their own classes within a large 
urban school district. After they agreed to be involved in the study, their 
students were recruited by requesting parental written and student verbal 
consent to participate in the research. 
 
  
6. Data 
 
Data collection involved recording group conversations, two individual interviews 
with each teacher-participant, and observation of classroom teaching, along with 
written narratives, email correspondence related to the study, artifacts from 
classroom practices (including students and teachers’ drawings), and 
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photographs of everyone’s drawings. Teacher participants kept visual journals 
that included writing, drawings, collected imagery, and reflections on shared 
readings of related articles. Furthermore, I took field notes while observing in 
each teacher’s classroom and during group meetings.  
 
Data underwent ongoing, thematic analysis (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). In the 
process of researching, I did not follow a linear process. Data collection, analysis, 
and interpretation occurred simultaneously and interacted as I searched for 
understanding (St. Pierre, 1997). Data were appreciated “as stepping stones, not 
facts, unchanging in themselves, on which and from which to erect an edifice, 
but shifting and unsure, elements to rest briefly and lightly upon, clues to mark 
the path” (Mellor, 2001, p. 472). 
 
 
7. Procedures 
 
This study is prompted by the realization that drawing always occurs in contexts 
that involve others. Therefore, this investigation is structured so that the 
participants contribute to and pull from the knowledge of the collective. Not only 
did the group provide a site in which to interpret past and presently experienced 
identities, practices, and understandings, but it also provided a useful resource 
and support group for us to continually negotiate the challenges of change and 
the unknowns of teaching drawing. 
 
The group gathered for a total of twelve meetings (each lasting approximately 
2.5 hours) between March and the following December. Our meetings were 
developed around a range of tasks intended to help surface some of the usually 
hidden assumptions that frame the teaching and learning of drawing. We 
discussed what we were learning, created drawings, shared artifacts from 
classroom activities, and read theoretical work related to the project. The topics 
also incorporated teachers’ values and interests connected to the teaching of 
drawing and their own inquiries. Over a 10-month period, through the use of 
action research, the teacher/researchers reflected on their practices in journal 
entries, drew, participated in discussions during group meetings, and modified, 
as well as documented, their classroom activities. The research activities in each 
participant’s classroom were a part of the regular art curriculum, but the 
collection, sharing, and analysis of student drawings were part of the research 
project. 
 
Additionally, participants were interviewed twice over the course of the study for 
up to two hours in a location of their choosing (either in their home or in their 
classroom after school). While on summer break (the study mid-point) I met 
with them individually to conduct interviews based on our impressions of what 
had occurred in the study up to that point. At the conclusion of the study, I again 
interviewed them individually.  
 
As a researcher in this process, I was also providing literature, ideas, resources, 
and feedback to assist the teachers in reaching their desired goals of practice. I 
found it was crucial for me to better understand the contexts and practices of the 
teacher-participants through undertaking multiple classroom observations. My 
involvement in these observations grew to include curricular consultation and 
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collaborative teaching in conjunction with the teachers. Moreover, member 
checks were undertaken on my analysis of collected data allowing participants to 
confirm, refute, qualify, and elaborate on my interpretations. 
 
 
8. Outcomes 
 
This research articulated our processes as an unfolding, complex, and ongoing 
conversation about learning and teaching related to drawing. We were coming to 
know while working through and questioning what we brought to issues and 
practices connected to the teaching and learning of drawing. The processes of 
learning-in-relation through the support of challenging and sustained 
conversation within the action research group facilitated our pondering of 
alternative ways to think about the teaching and learning of drawing while 
interrogating and reinterpreting traditions. The teacher-researchers and myself 
recognized the need to return to where we had left off in their own learning of 
drawing, back to when we became convinced of our lack, as a basis for our 
artistic and classroom-based inquiries. It was through a re-framing and 
demystification of our inter-relationships with pictorial realism in drawing that we 
were able to renegotiate previous encounters that had caused stagnation.  
 
I concur with Ashton (1999) that teacher education courses in art need to pay 
greater attention to deconstructing the grip of pictorial realism in art and drawing 
while explicitly teaching these conventions. We have to re visit these spaces, 
make links through and within these gaps, in order to see and create anew. I 
now think it is imperative, especially with individuals that have been socialized to 
perceive drawing in particular ways, that art educators and researchers 
acknowledge and dwell on these paradigms instead of bypassing them with a 
focus on other perspectives.  
 
The teachers in this study knew what they needed and were brave enough to 
commit to inquiring into their own drawing discouragement. I am not convinced 
that an art education that bypasses these emotions, practices, contexts, gaps, 
and understandings can instil a confidence in teachers that in art they might 
positively affect the students they teach. Without connecting to their pasts and 
building on their own continual coming to know drawing, they might have 
remained teachers of art in perpetual discouragement. This becomes particularly 
important as art education has increasingly developed into visual culture 
education wherein conceptual learning can take precedence over studio practice. 
The research experiences of the teacher-participants have resulted in a 
newfound and ongoing commitment to teaching art and drawing that is 
reasonable and risky, as well as practical and responsive to the evolving 
circumstances of their teaching. This seems a worthwhile (re)starting point for 
teachers of art at the beginning of their careers and for those in the midst of 
their profession.  
 
In this research I have not only guided, but also been guided through the 
contours of the roots and routes of possible change for these teachers and 
myself. My perceptions and assumptions about non-art specialist teachers who 
teach their own art, the nature of drawing, the processes of action research, 
unpredictability of change, and post-modern possibilities for curriculum were 
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troubled by my experiences as teacher educator and researcher of teacher 
education. I was involved with my own change, just as I was committed to 
enabling change in the participants’ perspectives and practices. In living the 
experiences of doing research, I felt the need to re-present and reside in my 
story to move toward liberation from and transformation of my own limitations 
(Ellis, 2007). Within this, I recognized myself writing, drawing, researching, and 
teaching my way into points of discomfort while I have also revealed my 
knowledge as partial and evolving.  
 
Through our inquiry I acquired an understanding of how these teachers 
negotiated paths of change that were attuned to the needs of their students and 
to the teachers’ own capacities of risk within the constraints of time, 
expectations of assessment, as well as institutional and community norms. 
Researchers need to learn from what these teachers consider realistic within the 
restrictions of their occupational contexts. I found myself learning from how they 
amended current practices, traversed institutional confines, and connected their 
new understandings with knowledge gained in teaching other subjects. These 
experiences inform the ongoing debate around priorities in tertiary art education 
for non-art specialist teachers of art. 
  
The findings present a case for the importance of teacher-directed professional 
development opportunities based around conversational and collaborative 
communities led by teachers’ goals and inquiries. Teachers need occasions to 
imagine, act, and reflect on other possibilities in their teaching in order to 
deconstruct the notion that curriculum is a text or object external to them. We 
can do much more to support elementary non-art specialist teachers of art. 
Researchers are called upon to involve this group in activities that develop their 
broader awareness of art education issues and foster an attunement to teaching 
as living inquiry. Professional development for this population should consider 
their expertise in other areas of the elementary curriculum as a basis for their 
reconsideration of art teaching. This population can offer teacher educators and 
researchers valuable perspectives that might confront assumptions about how 
understanding is enabled in art education. Moreover, the arts-based research 
methodology provides an alternative approach to teacher education and research 
that is of particular relevance in the area of art education and teacher education 
in general. Finally, art curricula need to be engaged as complicated 
conversations (Irwin & Chalmers, 2007) wherein a diversity of rationales can be 
maintained, expanded, and rewritten through dialogue and practice. 
 
 
9. Significance 
 
This study contributes to ongoing dialogues related to teacher education, art 
education, research, and collaboration in substantive ways. First, teacher 
educators within specialist areas such as art need to focus on how teachers learn 
content within subject areas for which they do not feel comfortable. This is 
critical as teachers are being expected to teach more and more content for which 
they have received little or no training. The products and processes of this 
research provide a framework for the design of future pre-service and in-service 
programs that aim to serve teachers as learners rather than teachers as 
teachers. In this vein, the study offers worthy insights into non-art specialists’ 
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perspectives and how collaborative action research groups assist participants in 
finding other ways of seeing, imaging, and knowing the world.  
 
Second, as teachers are transformed in their learning so too will their teaching 
and thus the curriculum that is taught. Curriculum reinvention and generation in 
this study is expressed as relational, autobiographical, and emergent created in 
response to our complex and dynamic conversations, as well as our engagement 
with the practice of drawing and the subject matter of art. The study tracks how 
teachers placed themselves at the centre of their own learning in a critically 
reflexive and social context. It was this context that led to transformations of 
perception, practice, and curricula.  
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Abstract 

This paper develops an applied stochastic model of quality, satisfaction and technology in 
education and demonstrates the existence of low quality-low satisfaction equilibria in a 
particular subset of the Turkish education sector. The paper formulates a stochastically-
driven policy option that could help the sector to escape such equilibria and reach higher 
quality-higher satisfaction targets. 
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1. Introductioniv 
 
Education sectors in modern economies have been the key subject of a number 
of investigative works in recent years. Among the works in question are 
(Dahlgaard, Kristensen and Kanji (1995a, b), Desimone (2002), Pike (2004), 
Fethke (2005), Goffe and Sosin (2005), Ellis (2006), Hayrinen-Alestalo and 
Peltola (2006), Johnes (2006), Marginson (2006), Leonard (2006) and Kara 
(2006, 2007a,b).  

 
The areas of investigation covered by these works range from the technological 
advances in education to problems and traps plaguing the sectors over time. As 
impressive as the coverage of this literature is, it leaves room for a productive 
exploration of certain areas that have not yet been sufficiently investigated. 
Among the areas in question is the stochastic dynamic analysis of certain key 
phenomena in education sector which we will examine in this paper. We will 
present an applied stochastic model of the dynamics in question and 
demonstrate that the education sector in Turkey has been trapped into low 
quality-low satisfaction stochastic-equilibria. We will propose a stochastic policy 
rule, which helps the sector to get out of such equilibria and reach a stable 
quality-target.  
 
In the second section of the paper, we develop the model. The third section 
presents the empirical results. The policy implications are articulated in the 
fourth section. The concluding remarks follow in the fifth section. 

 
                                                 
iv This paper benefits from Kara (2006, 2007a,b). 
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2. The Model 
 
Consider an education sector where suppliers (such as universities) provide a 
service, say x, to the customers. v For the sake of simplicity we will analyze the 
case of a typical supplier in the market. Let Dt denote a peculiarly defined 
concept, namely the quantity demanded for service x supplied by the firm, which 
indicates the degree to which customers are willing and able to buy the service 
at time t. Dt depends on service quality at time t (Qt)), and the degree to which 
information technology is used in educational services at time t (Tt).  
 
i.e.,   Dt = fD (Pt, Tt),  
 
which is a peculiar demand function.  
  
Let St denote a peculiarly defined concept, namely the quantity supplied for the 
service, which indicates the degree to which the supplier is willing and able to 
supply the service at time t. Suppose that St depends on the present and past 
qualities (Qt, Qt-1), i.e., the peculiar supply function is: 
 
 St = fS( Qt, Qt-1).vi 
 
For analytical purposes, we will assume that the demand and supply functions 
have the following explicit forms: 
 
 ln Dt = α0 + α1 ln Qt + α2 ln Tt + ut 
 
and 
  
 ln St = β0 + β1 ln Qt + β2 ln Qt-1 + vt 
 
 
where ut and vt are independent normally distributed white noise stochastic 
terms uncorrelated over time. They have zero means and variances σu2 and σv2 
respectively.  
 
Here a peculiar feature of the supply behavior of the higher education institutions 
in Turkey needs to be noted: Even at low quality levels, many of these 
institutions do end up supplying services. The level of these services at time t 
depends on the level of these services at t = 0, and the growth rate of these 
services reflecting roughly the growth of student population in the system. Let, in 
the absence of stochastic shocks, and at the minimal qualiaty levels, St have the 
value of A, which grows at a rate of g over time. Thus, at Qt = 1 and Qt-1 = 1, St 
= A(1+g)t ⇒ ln St = t.ln A(1+g) = β0. 
 

                                                 
v  Educational firms could provide multiple services, in which case x could be conceived 
as “a composite service” representing these services. 

vi The demand and supply equations could be obtained through utility maximization and 
profit maximization, respectively. 
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To theorize about the movements over time (i.e., the dynamic trajectory) of 
service quality, we will make two reasonable assumptions: First, the relative 
strength (or magnitude) of the demand compared to the supply provides an 
impetus for quality to be adjusted upwards over time. Second, productivity 
growth contributes to quality improvements over time. Taking these factors into 
account, we formulate the following adjustment dynamic for quality. 
 

Qt+1 /Qt = (Dt /St )k (1+δ)t,  
 
where k is the coefficient of adjustment and δ is a productivity growth at t. 
 
Taking the logaritmic transformation of both sides, we get: 
 
 ln Qt+1 = ln Qt + k (ln Dt – ln St) + t ln (1+δ). 
 
We will call this the dynamic adjustment equation. Substituting the functional 
expressions (forms) for ln Dt and ln St specified above, setting the value of Tt to 
its average value (Tavr) and rearranging the terms in the equation, we get, 
 

ln Qt+1 + (kβ1-kα1-1) ln Qt + k(β2) ln Pt-1 = k(α0 + α2 ln Tavr)+ k(ut - vt) -[k 
ln A(1+g) ]t + [(ln (1+δ)]t, 

 
which is a second order stochastic difference equation, the solution of which 
yields the following expression for the intertemporal equilibrium quality, Q* : 
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In case where λ1 and λ2 are conjugate complex numbers, i.e., λ1 , λ2 = h ± vi = 
r(cos θ ± i sin θ), the intertemporal equilibrium quality is: 
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where r is the absolute value of the complex number, and sin θ = v/r and cosθ 
=h/r. 
 
To study whether this intertemporal equilibrium quality is high or low, and 
whether it remains stable over time, we need to empirically estimate the 
parameters involved. This is done in the next section. 
 
 
3. Empirical Analysis  
 
 
3.1. The sample 
 
Data for this study was gathered using a questionnaire including questions about 
demand, supply, income, prices, quality and the use technology in the 
educational services in Turkey. The questionnaire was distributed to 100 
students. Some responses with considerable missing information were excluded. 
Each question (item) was rated on a seven-point Likert scale anchored at the 
numeral 1 representing the lowest score that can be assigned, and at the 
numeral 7 representing the highest.  
 
 
3.2 Estimation of the parameters 
 
 
3.2.1. Demand 
 
Assuming that minimal quality and minimal use of technology induce minimal 
quantity demanded, α0 = 0. The regression-results are as follows: 
 
 ln Dt = 0.586 ln Qt + 0.339 ln Tt 
         (4.556)      (2.563)       
 
R2 = 0.91. t-statistics are given in parentheses. Thus,  
 
    α0 = 0 
    α1 = 0.586 
    α2 = 0.339. 
       
 
3.2.2. Supply 
 
Supply is largely determined by central bureaucratic authorities whose decisions 
are based on certain criteria, such as the adequacy and quality of physical 
infrastructure and human resources, rather than prices. To estimate the 
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parameters of the supply equation, we asked officials of the relevant institutions 
questions, the answers of which were designed to give the values of the 
elasticities of supply with respect to the present and past qualities. The answers 
indicate that a 1% increase in the past quality would increase the quantity 
supplied by about 0.25 %, but a 1% increase in the present quality would 
increase the quantity supplied by about 0.75%. Thus, 

 
β1 = 0.75 
β2 = 0.25. 

 
The value of A is normalized to 1. 
 
  
3.2.3. The coefficient of adjustment (k)  
 
For simplicity, we will assume that Qt+1 / Qt is proportional to the ratio of demand 
to supply, and hence, k = 1. 
 
 Given the empirical values of the parameters obtained above, we get, 
 
   λ1 = 0.418+0.274i 
and 
      λ2 = 0.418-0.274i. 
 
We will now consider a particularly interesting case where the student population 
growth is equal to the productivity growth, i.e., g= δ. With this assumption and 
with all the needed parameter values at hand, the intertemporal equilibrium 
quality is: 
 

Q* = exp {1.15 + jt
j
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−
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For analytical convenience, we will carry out some of our analysis in terms of 
logarithmically transformed quality, ln Q, rather than Q. Since ln function is an 
order-preserving transformation, analysis in terms of ln Q and Q will yield the 
same qualitative results; and the quantitative results could be transformed into 
one another.  The expected value of the logarithmically transformed 
intertemporal equilibrium quality is: 
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Since, by virtue of the assumptions about ut, and vt, E(ut) = 0, and E(vt) = 0,  
E(zt) = E(ut)-E(vt) = 0. Thus, 
 
E (ln Q*) = 1.15. 
 
In view of the logarithmically transformed quality scale of ln1=0 to ln7 ≅ 1.95, an 
intertemporal equilibrium expected quality of 1.15 is low. It can be shown that 
this low quality is also stable over time in the particular sense that it has a 
stationary distribution with a constant mean and variance. 
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This low quality has a considerable effect on the overall satisfaction. To 
analyze quality-satisfaction and technology-quality relationships in a formal 
manner, we will use the following forms, one of which I made use of in a number 
of works including Kara (2008). 
 
(i) Suppose that service satisfaction depends on service quality in the following 
way: 
 
 ln St = ψS ln Qt + uts 
 
where Qt denotes the service quality at time t and uts is the disturbance term. The 
regression results based on the data available are as follows: 
 
 ln St = 0.950 ln Qt 
         (35.287)  
 
R2 = 0.97. t-statistic is given in parentheses. 
 
Given the value of the expected value of the logarithmically transformed 
intertemporal equilibrium quality, E (ln Q*) = 1.15, we can now calculate the 
expected value of the logarithmically transformed intertemporal equilibrium 
satisfaction, E (ln S*).  
 
 E(ln S*) = 0.995 E (ln Q*) ≅  1.09, 
 
which is very low in view of the quality scale of ln1=0 to ln7 ≅ 1.95.  
 
 This indicates a low quality-low satisfaction trap facing the sector across time. 
 
(ii) Suppose that service quality depends on the use of technology in the 
following way: 
 
 ln Qt = ψQ ln Tt + utq 
 
where Qt denotes the service quality at time t and utq is the disturbance term. 
The regression results based on the data available are as follows: 
 
 ln Qt = 0.951 ln Tt 
         (79.793)  
 
R2 = 0.97. t-statistic is given in parentheses. Clearly, quality is considerably 
influenced by technology, which could serve as a basis for a stochastic policy 
rule, which will enable the sector to escape the low quality-low satisfaction 
equilibria. This is done in the next section.  
 
 
4. Policy Implications: An Example 
 
Suppose that the educational service providers in Turkey aim to reach a stable 
(sustainable) quality-target in the presence of stochastic shocks. Consider a 
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stochastic shock to demand, in the magnitude of ut, which may have come, for 
instance, from the political uncertainty arising from the recent power conflicts in 
the country. Let the government introduce the following demand-side stochastic 
policy response (rule): 
 
 R = η0ln Tavr+η1ut 
 
where η0 and η1 represent the parameters of non-stochastic and stochastic 
components respectively. The non-stochastic component involves “demand-
increasing” governmental support, which increases with the degree to which 
technology is used in educational services. Reaching a stable (“minimally 
varying”) expected quality target in the presence of stochastic shocks turns out 
to be equivalent to minimizing the expected loss function of the following kind at 
the intertemporal equilibrium: 
 
 E[(Qt-Q**)2].  
 
where Q** is the quality target. 
 
The values of η0 and η1 that minimize the expected loss function are: 
 

η0= 2
121 **

ln
ααββ

−






 −+

Q
T avr

 

 
η1= -1. 
 
For instance, for Q** = 1.5, the value of η0 is calculated to be 0.1, which 
requires an increase in the technology-dependent “demand support” by the 
government. The fact that η1=-1 implies that, for stabilization against the kind of 
demand shock exemplified here, demand should be increased by the magnitude 
of the stochastic shock.  
 
By virtue of the relationship between quality and satisfaction described in the 
previous section, a higher quality level would imply a higher satisfaction level as 
well. 
 
 
5. Concluding Remarks 
 
The paper develops an applied stochastic model of quality, satisfaction and 
technology in education sector in Turkey, and shows that the sector could, under 
certain conditions, slide into a low quality-low satisfaction trap over time. The 
paper presents a stochastic policy option that could help the sector to avoid the 
trap in question. The designed stochastic resolution is, however, based on a 
stochastic partial equilibrium framework that exclusively focuses on the 
education sector and, does not take into account the possible complex linkages 
and multidimensional interactions between the education sector and the other 
sectors of the economy. An account of such linkages and interactions, which 
could lead to a richer policy analysis, could be better theorized about within a 
stochastic general equilibrium (or disequilibrium) framework, which is worthy of 
future research.  
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Abstract 

The research analysed the effects of flexible school admission age policy on social 
inequalities in education in Hungary. For this purpose we compared data on children’s 
socio-demographic background, school-type, the child’s readiness for school, pedagogical 
methods, school results and prognosis for each child, and found striking differences in 
the chances of children. Inequalities in education connected to school admission age 
could be identified across settlement types, children’s socio-economic status, and 
ethnicity. The agents responsible for the widening educational gap in the context of 
school admission were identified by means of a questionnaire survey and interviews in 
two regions of Hungary. Our results pointed out the need for interaction between 
psychological and pedagogical theories and the sociological realities of the country in 
formulating school admission policy. 

Keywords: educational gap - school admission - educational policy 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
One of the most important indicators of access to education is the actual age of 
school admission and the ratio of over-aged children and school drop-outs 
(Tegegn 2003). While significant differences can be found in the age of first 
graders throughout the world, a general consensus can be identified on the 
importance of early years education and its positive effects on long term success 
in school as well as the integration and inclusion of immigrant and ethnic 
minority children (Esping-Andersen 2001). Despite this agreement, in countries 
where the age of admission is not connected solely to the child’s biological age, 
there is a growing tendency to hold back children from entering school (i.e., 
kindergarten) for an additional year. 
  
Research has shown ambiguous results to whether delayed school entry 
increases academic performance. Bredekamp and Shepard (1989) caution that 
raising the entrance age in school districts establishes an academic environment 
that divides the advantaged children from the disadvantaged ones. Raising the 
entrance age equals denial of public education for one year to previously age-
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eligible children. The impact on upper and middle class children may be low, as 
they are likely to spend their time in preschools, or at home in a literary 
environment, while low-income children have less access to these (March 2005). 
The theoretical argument behind flexible school admission policy is connected to 
the concept of school readiness. Although the concept has been around over a 
century, it is still being discussed. While children are always ready to learn, they 
have different social, cultural, educational and environmental experiences, 
different abilities and a different degree of practice in school-like activities which 
enable them to adjust to and benefit from schooling to a different degree. The 
inherent problem in defining school readiness has to do with whether to locate it 
within the child or identify it in interaction with the child’s environment, including 
the expectations of the school. While traditional approaches attempt to list the 
necessary abilities and capacities of children to succeed in school, decades of 
critique have shifted the attention to the child’s environment, and stressed the 
importance of schools to be ready to receive children of various backgrounds. 
Despite the great variety of definitions, there is a general agreement that “school 
readiness refers to the state of child competencies at the time of school entry 
that are important for later success.” (Snow 2006, p.9.) 
 
Ferenc Mérei, a prominent Hungarian psychologist, pointed out in the early 70s 
that the term readiness is misleading, as what educational counselors examine 
as school readiness is in fact fitness for school: the status of the child is 
measured against the expectations of the school. The conditions of ‘school 
fitness’ according to Mérei were the following: understanding the situation, 
awareness of tasks, perseverance, the need for achievement, certain mental 
capacities, physical development and a diminished level of emotionality in 
thinking (Mérei 1978). 
 
The definition reflects an individualistic and psychological understanding of the 
concept, while its social determination is revealed by research. Different studies 
have indicated strong association between the child’s social, ethnic and racial 
background and performance related to school readiness (e.g., Kende, Neményi 
2006; Zill, West 2001). These studies point out that children coming from ethnic 
or racial minority backgrounds or socially disadvantaged families are less likely to 
posses the abilities and capacities which enable them to succeed in school in 
comparison to socially more advantaged and non-minority children.  
 
Compulsory education starts relatively early in countries which follow the 
tradition of British education system, (such as the US, Canada, Ireland, UK, 
India, Malta, and recently the Netherlands) where children start their compulsory 
education in kindergarten or primary schools at the age of 4 or 5. A relatively 
late start is prevalent in Scandinavian and East-Central European countries, 
where compulsory education in primary schools start at the age of 7. Children in 
most other countries in North America and Europe enter school at the age of 6. 
The situation in Northern Europe is entirely different from East-Central Europe, 
as Scandinavian children tend to attend institutional care from an early age. In 
East-Central Europe children enter educational institutions between the ages of 3 
and 5 to a varying degree: 93% of the children attend pre-primary education in 
Denmark, in contrast to 83% in Hungary.  
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1.1. Inequalities in Hungarian Schools 
 
The case of Hungary highlights the importance of understanding the effects of 
educational policy through an account of the political, sociological and 
demographic context, educational traditions and ‘school science’ (i.e. 
psychological theories of school readiness and development, pedagogical theories 
of early childhood education, etc.). 
 
The political and economic instability characterizing the first decade of 
democratization was not conducive to social justice. In the pre-1989 socialist 
era, school catchment areas strictly determined which primary school children 
can attend. It also meant that there was no competition between schools, each 
school used the same materials and followed the same curriculum. Some elite 
schools managed to exist in the socialist regime, but most primary schools 
offered a similar quality of education. This apparent equality was far from ideal: 
ethnic segregation was realized in special education classes and institutions, 
where the ratio of ethnic Roma children sometimes reached 100%; and the high 
ratio of literacy concealed widespread problems of reading comprehension.  
 
The political and economic transition, new forms of financing education, along 
with a steady population decrease created a competition among schools. Parents 
became free to choose a primary school for their children and schools started to 
compete for the decreasing number of applicants to ensure their own 
subsistence. This resulted in a great differentiation of schools, school materials 
and the curriculum. Competition and differentiation reinforced the existing but 
well disguised inequalities and while there were significant changes at all levels 
of the education system, there was no reform radical enough to tackle the 
problem of inequality in its entirety. 
 
Inequality in education has been corroborated by the results of various 
international assessment tests (e.g. PISA). Hungary is the only OECD country 
with a lower than average achievement on the 2003 PISA test and a greater than 
average effect of children’s socioeconomic background (OECD, 2003). A number 
of sociological studies pointed out that the Hungarian education system 
reinforces rather than reduces social disadvantage (Kende, Neményi 2006; 
Luyten et al. 2005). Undoubtedly the improvement of the situation of socially 
disadvantaged, especially ethnic Roma children is a high priority in educational 
policy to confront inequalities and discrimination in education, not only in 
Hungary, but in the entire East-Central European region.  
 
 
1.2. Delayed entry to school 
 
The policy of flexible school admission age makes delayed entry possible, which 
is a tendency closely connected to social inequalities in education. Delayed entry 
only occurs in countries where on the one hand primary school entry is not solely 
dependent on age, and on the other hand parents are motivated to keep their 
children back, because the change from pre-primary to primary education is 
substantial. These two conditions are necessary and additional factors can add to 
the significance of the issue. In Hungary kindergartens and primary schools are 
administratively separate institutions; they have different expectations from 
children and they do not share a concept of childhood. These are reflected in 
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their different approaches to children: in kindergarten the primary activity of the 
child is play, in school it is studying. In kindergarten children enjoy a relative 
freedom, activities are initiated by teachers but children are free to or not to 
participate in them, while they are compulsory in schools. Kindergartens often 
have children of different age-groups together, compelling teachers to 
accommodate to children’s different needs, while schools work with homogenous 
age-groups – though it is less so with the spread of delayed entry – having less 
pressure on them to accommodate to children’s specificities. Thus the differences 
can be large and it is up to the individual teachers or institutions how smooth the 
transition from one institution to the other is.  
 
As noted earlier, in the new democracy educational policy supported individual 
rights and competition between schools as a means to improve the quality of 
education. In this context, the spiraling effect of growing academic expectations 
from the first year of primary education and the spread of delaying school entry 
seemed unavoidable. It was crowned by a three months adjustment in the 
threshold of admittance age in 1986, which opened a new chapter in the debate 
on school readiness. The discourse has been dominated by new findings on 
dyslexia and national surveys on children’s school performance, and has put 
great pressure on kindergartens and parents to “pre-train” children for school. 
 
Compulsory education within the framework of kindergarten starts at the age of 
5. Kindergartens can host children from the age of 3 to the beginning of school. 
The primary concern in choosing a kindergarten is its closeness and there is a 
shortage of places. Thus kindergartens do not compete with one another and 
offer a more equal education to children than do schools. Parents and 
kindergarten teachers can decide on sending the child to school if he or she has 
turned 6 by May 31st, or agree on an additional year of kindergarten. If a child’s 
readiness for school is questioned, or there is a disagreement between the 
kindergarten and the parents, special examinations are performed by 
psychologists and special pedagogues. Various tests are in use for these 
examinations, with the so-called school aptitude test being the standard initial 
exam for most children. The test has remained unchanged since its introduction 
in 1971. The test results are presumed to describe the status of children’s 
abilities in various areas of social, emotional, psychological and cognitive 
development. The subtests were developed on the basis of various standardized, 
international and Hungarian assessment and intelligence tests (Császár, 1989). 
 
There is a growing number of 7-year-olds among first graders, and statistics 
suggest that a trend of delayed entry is spreading, as the ratio of 7-year-olds in 
1990 was 11%, and in 2000 it was already 31%. The number of 8-year-olds has 
doubled in that period, from 1.5 to 3% (Vágó 2005). 
 
 
2. Research on delayed school entry 
 
This study looks at the role of delayed entry in the educational gap. The first 
hypothesis is that delayed entry does not help the transition from pre-primary 
education to primary school, as it relies on maturationist theories of development 
and considers none of the problems of the actual transition issue which is the 
source of the problem. The second hypothesis is based on evidence that a 
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socially defined pattern of delay can be identified, despite the fact that 
theoretically individual decisions are made about the age of admission based on 
the child’s school readiness. The third hypothesis is that delayed entry has 
different effects on children of different social backgrounds. It advances the 
educational achievement of middle- and upper-class children, and hinders lower 
class and Roma pupils’ success in school, furthering the educational gap between 
social classes, and ethnic Roma and non-Roma pupils. 
 
A questionnaire survey was carried out in the school-year of 2006/07 among 
second- year primary school students in two regions of Hungary, one district in 
the capital and one city in the countryside with its surrounding villages. The 
regions were selected based on the following criteria:  
 
- A mixed socio-economic make-up, where extreme poverty or richness is not 

dominant. 
- Ethnic Roma people are present in both regions in a ratio similar to the 

national average.  
- Different settlement types can be found in the countryside sample.  
- Schools represent the nationally available variety: municipal, parochial, 

teacher’s training, large and small, village schools with mixed grades, and 
special education institutes.  

 
Each school of these two regions participated in the research, with the exception 
of one village school and two schools in the capital, which meant that 4.5% of 
the pupils studying in the area were left out. All together 72 classes in 40 schools 
were studied, 1332 second graders made up our sample. The research was 
preceded by a pilot study consisting of 17 interviews with kindergarten (pre-
primary) teachers throughout the country, and supplemented by interviews with 
58 teachers of the second graders involved in the study. While the sample of 
second graders covers both regions in their entirety, and therefore it offers 
valuable – but not representative – information for the country, the kindergarten 
sample is merely enough to point to relevant issues, offering no representative 
or informational results nationally.  
 
The questionnaires on children were completed by their principal teachers. Our 
method has several advantages as well as limitations. The practical advantage of 
such a questionnaire is to secure anonymity to the pupils and receive information 
about children who are too young to fill in questionnaires themselves. Further 
there is a theoretical advantage too: while objectivity of data can be raised by 
trying to trace back existing statistics on the pupils, absolute objectivity is 
impossible to be achieved. However a teacher’s construction of the child’s 
abilities and background is highly determinant to a child’s educational career, 
therefore it is important from the point of view of educational achievement. We 
do not argue that a child’s actual abilities are less important than what the 
outside world perceives of it, but its relevance cannot be denied. If a child has 
the capacity to enter the next grade, but his or her teacher does not think so, 
the child will be retained, so in this case the teacher’s perception overrules – the 
measurable or unmeasurable – quality of the child. The limitation of the method 
is that we receive only one person’s perspective of the child whose educational 
career is determined by other factors as well. Moreover the teacher may not 
have full knowledge of a child’s personal and social background.  
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Questionnaires uncovered children’s socio-economic and demographic 
background, offered information on their families, ethnicity, the type and length 
of pre-primary education and care, school readiness, background information on 
achieving school readiness, the way admission age was determined, the child’s 
abilities, performance and perspectives for the future.  
 
Forty one percent of the children live in the capital, 40% in cities and towns 
outside the capital, and 19% in villages. The gender ratio of the participants is 
almost even: 657 girls and 670 boys. Eighteen percent of the children were born 
after January 1, 1999 (age appropriate or young group), 51% between June 1 
and December 31, 1998 (older entrants), and 31% before May 31, 1998 
(delayed entry group).  
 
Based on the cluster analysis of data on children’s socio-economic background 
and parents’ education, five groups emerged indicating children’s social status.  
 
Social status Number of children Percentage of 

sample 
Elite group (tertiary education of 
parents, good financial situation) 

225 17 

Potential elite (secondary education, 
good financial situation) 

166 12 

Middle class (secondary education, 
average financial status) 

288 22 

Lower class (working class parents, 
below average financial status) 

284 21 

Disadvantaged (low educational level, 
unemployment, extreme poverty) 

175 13 

Missing data 194 15 
Total 1332 100 
Table 1. Children’s social status. 
 
 
2.1 Results 
 
School and kindergarten teachers agree that school readiness is an important 
condition for entering primary school, and children reach that stage in different 
ages. As far as school teachers are concerned, there is an agreement to the 
preference of delayed entry as well. Most teachers (91%) agree with the 
possibility of delayed entry. Sixty three percent answered affirmatively to the 
question whether it makes the job of a teacher easier, if children only enter 
school after their 7th birthday. There was only one teacher in the sample who 
clearly stood up against flexible school admission age, and argued that it is 
exclusively children’s age what should be taken into account and it should 
happen earlier.  
 
“I prefer the system of England or Holland, where children enter school relatively 
early, and they get used to work in school gradually. Every child should enter 
school at the age of six and participate in a preparatory program” (school 
teacher, town)  
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In contrast to school teachers, kindergarten teachers had a less unified and 
positive view on flexible admission age and delayed entry. Many disagreed with 
keeping children who are ready for school in kindergarten. While it may be easier 
for the school to have ‘over-matured’ children in school, kindergartens do not 
have pedagogical programs for these children. Hosting them creates a problem 
and most kindergarten teachers individually decide how to deal with over-aged 
children. As one of the interviewees expressed it:  
 
“I do not always agree with this. I don’t think that we can offer enough for these 
kids to keep them occupied. And that is when they start playing, disrupting our 
activities, which we must correct somehow, leading to negative experiences” 
(kindergarten teacher, town) 
 
School readiness, according to what was expressed by teachers on individual 
children in the questionnaires, is primarily a state which allows the child to bare 
the monotony of exercises and be able to sit still for a prolonged period of time. 
While additional aspects, such as emotional stability, physical development, fine 
motor skills, were almost always added to this expectation, it is clear that some 
children will never be ready for school based on these expectations, and that 
school readiness is used as a synonym for good adjustment to the school setting. 
Significant differences can be found between children of different social status in 
their school readiness, with lower class children being overall less ready than 
others. While mother tongue, cultural background and family socialization were 
designated as unimportant in determining a child’s school readiness in genetal, 
they appeared important in connection with Roma children.  
 
Less ambiguous terms, such as abilities, also show a strong and significant 
correlation with children’s social status. Eighty percent of the elite children have 
good and 1 percent have poor abilities. Only 17% of the children in the 
disadvantaged group have good, 42% average and 40% have poor abilities. 
 
Some important determinants of school performance are also correlated with 
social status, such as motivation, discipline, mental capacities, psychological and 
social maturity, partial abilities.  
 
 
2.1.1. Social status 
 
As expected, delayed entry shows significant correlations with children’s social 
status. Disadvantaged children are the most likely to be held back in 
kindergarten, and middle and lower class children are on average significantly 
younger than elite and disadvantaged children. There are significantly less age 
appropriate and older children, and more delayed children than in any other type 
of classes. 
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Chart 1. Children’s social status and delayed entry. (N=1137, %) 
 
The main question here is what the consequences of delayed entry are, knowing 
that it is seriously affected by social status. The correlation between delayed 
entry and low achievement is significant: overall in our sample children who 
entered school late had worse academic performance. However, this result was 
seriously modified when social status was taken into account. Measures of 
performance of the three age-groups correlated with children’s social status, 
producing the following result: the performance of delayed children of the 
disadvantaged group was worse than the performance of all other delayed 
children, while the performance of delayed elite children was better than all other 
similarly delayed children. 
 
 
2.1.2. Educational perspectives 
 
Delayed entry has different consequences for the educational perspectives of a 
child. Delayed entry does not have consequences for higher status children’s 
educational perspectives, which means that in the elite group, children entering 
school at different ages have similar perspectives for the future. While delayed 
disadvantaged children have the worst educational perspectives, they are the 
most likely subgroup to drop out of school. It is important to note that the 
correlation between social status and future perspectives is significant between 
the delayed and older group and not significant in the age-appropriate group. 
Thus it seems that it is not social status per se that determines educational 
perspectives, but social status together with late or delayed entry that is 
connected to school drop out and shorter educational career. 
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Tot
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Age 
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ate 

Disadvantaged 
(N=15) 

13 33 47 7  100 

Elite (N=52)   4 10 86 100 
Older Disadvantaged(

N=70) 
7 28 49 14 1 100 

Elite (N=115)    6 94 100 
Delayed Disadvantaged 

(N=84) 
18 42 33 5 2 100 

Elite (N=56)  3 2 5 90 100 
Table 2. School admission age and future persectives in case of the most 
disadvantaged and the elite group. (N=392, %) 
 
 
2.1.3. Abilities 
 
In order to understand the role of delayed entry in the educational gap, we must 
go beyond correlations and analyze causation. A simple cross-table helps to see 
whether poor, delayed children perform weaker in school and have poorer 
perspectives than younger peers because they are already those with weaker 
abilities, or it is delayed entry which adds to their social disadvantage. Our result 
suggest the latter: disadvantaged, delayed entry children have significantly 
poorer academic perspectives than younger children if they are in the same 
ability group. This significant difference can be identified among children with 
poor, average and good abilities as well. This explains why we find children in the 
disadvantaged, delayed entry group who are not likely to finish primary 
education despite their good overall abilities according to their teacher’s opinion. 
What further emphasizes the role of delayed entry in expanding the differences is 
that the exact opposite significant differences can be found in the elite group. 
Delayed elite children have better educational performance than younger elite 
children if they have the same abilities. This difference appears at all ability 
levels. This suggests that delayed entry is not only the wrong solution to 
educational problems of socially disadvantaged children, but it is also a source of 
their problems. 
 
 
3. Conclusions 
 
Delayed entry seems to be a generally accepted and preferred solution by 
teachers to the transition from kindergarten to school. However a number of 
problems with this solution were identified in this study. Parents’ decisions and 
teachers’ preference can easily be understood. Their motivations led to a high 
proportion of delayed children. About 30 percent of all classes, and even more of 
disadvantaged ones, consist of delayed children. This ratio is much higher in 
Hungary than in any other country. 
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Delayed entry does not solve the problems of transition from kindergarten to 
school because it does not produce better academic outcomes on the whole. It 
cannot do so, as flexible school admission policy was designed to help overcome 
problems of school readiness, a concept based on maturation theories, while 
most facets of the problem of transition are not rooted in the child.  
 
The expectation of school readiness is important because children need to 
transfer to an entirely different institute from what they are used to, and not 
everybody is fit to do that at a given age. However, results of this study show 
that most delayed children are not kept in kindergarten longer to achieve school 
readiness. They are kept behind with the hope that social disadvantages, cultural 
and linguistic differences, the lack of kindergarten experience and learning 
difficulties will be reduced by an additional year in kindergarten. 
 
This is underlined by the fact that primarily disadvantaged children are affected 
by delayed entry. Although 40 percent of disadvantaged children enter school 
delayed, they profit the least from it. Even with the same abilities, older children 
from disadvantaged background have poorer perspectives than younger ones. In 
terms of the societal consequences of delayed entry, it is important to note that 
the opposite association is true for elite children, who profit from delayed entry 
and perform better in school if compared to younger children of the same 
abilities.  
 
Consequently the suggestion of our research is to consider flexible admission age 
policy an inadequate answer to the transition problem and a source of the 
widening educational gap. In conclusion, the policy of flexible school admission 
age has to be reconsidered institutionally, pedagogically and socially. Apart from 
the obvious policy consequences of the results – which urge the rethinking of 
transition from kindergarten to school – the results are in line with the critique of 
maturationist theories, and urge developmental psychologists to take into 
account the social realities in which children grow up.  
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Abstract  

This research examines Local Authorities’ involvement in music development in Ireland to 
date and the future directions music development might take for potential local 
government music initiatives based on the findings. The research makes use of 
quantitative and qualitative research methods in a process of triangulation to instil 
confidence and consistency in the data gathered. This research signifies an important 
step in revealing Local Authorities as critical partners in music development in Ireland. 
Such a nation-wide overview hopes to aid further musical directions in defining the vital 
role Local Authorities have to play in the development of music, inform decisions about 
musical activities, as well as influence the place of music within local government arts 
policies. 

Keywords: music development - music education – local government and the arts – 
music policy 
 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
There have been significant music developments at local, regional and national 
level in Ireland as a result of local government Arts Offices. Little is known 
however in relation to this role in the arts and more specifically music. As a 
result, this work has remained largely ‘hidden’. This research set out to identify 
and set in context Local Authorities’ contribution to music development in 
Ireland. The term ‘music development’ as used in this research includes all of the 
initiatives which promote and move music forward. Within this definition, the 
research considers the work of the Irish local government in all genres of music 
(traditional, classical, contemporary, pop, rock, jazz etc.) and in all sectors 
ranging from music in schools to artist support.  
 
 
2. Background and literature 
 
The involvement of Irish local government in the arts began with the 1973 Arts 
Act where the first Arts Act of 1951 was amended to involve Local Authorities as 
a critical partner in developing the arts at local level. From 1973 onwards the 
Arts Council sought to develop and promote local government involvement in the 
arts by building a strong partnership between themselves and the Local 
Authorities. Since the first Arts Officer was appointed in 1985, there are now 
thirty-four Arts Officers in existence reflecting both the Arts Council and Local 
Authorities commitment to strategic professional arts development. The 
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establishment of these offices have occurred on a phased basis with the last 
remaining Local Authority Arts Office established in 2007.  
 
 
2.1. The Arts service 
 
A number of key changes occurred within local government and government 
policy in Ireland while Arts Offices were being established. 1993 marked the 
establishment of specific Department for Arts and Culture within government. 
With the publication of Better Local Government - A Programme for Change three 
years later in 1996, local government went through major reform in terms of 
long-term development and policy. This allowed for a more strategic approach to 
planning and development within Local Authority Arts Offices.  
 
The 2001 Local Government Act called on Local Authorities to promote the 
interests of the local community, in particular “social inclusion or the social, 
economic, environmental, recreational, cultural, community or general 
development of the administrative area…”(2001, p.62). Many Arts Offices that 
had been placed under administrative structures including Corporate Affairs; 
Housing, Community and Culture or Libraries, were now mainly placed under 
Community and Enterprise directorates. This shift in directorate, as well as the 
policies outlined in the Local Government Act gave the Arts Office a real and 
recognised place in the work of local government. It could now act in a strategic 
and integrated manner working towards long-term development of the arts and 
being part of the wider social and economic agenda of local government. 
 
A further major shift for arts development in general was the Arts Act of 2003. 
This legal document served to acknowledge the central role Local Authorities play 
in overall arts infrastructure to the country and required all Arts Offices to draw 
up arts plans. A large majority of arts plans are now published and the objectives 
of these arts plans often include the similar aims of raising artistic standards, 
promoting cultural identity, encouraging artist professional development, 
strengthening and supporting local arts infrastructure, building audiences, 
developing partnerships as well as increasing access and participation in the arts.  
 
 
2.2. Investment and infrastructure 
 
Traditionally the key players in music development in Ireland have been formal 
educational institutions, private music schools and the Irish Television and Radio 
Broadcaster, Radio Telifís Eireann (RTÉ). However, with the dramatic rise in the 
level of local arts activity, the Local Authorities too have proven to be 
fundamental stakeholders for the development of the arts in local areas, 
including music development. This major investment and engagement in arts 
development in general is reflected in Local Authority expenditure on the arts 
which rose from €4.2m in 1994 to €55.3m in 2005 (The Public and The Arts, 
2006, p. 44).  
 
The significant economic growth in Ireland since the 1990’s has led to an 
increase in the building of municipal arts venues countrywide. As one of the main 
functions of local government to enhance the quality of life for citizens and 
promote social inclusion, Local Authorities have made a significant contribution 
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to arts infrastructure through capital and revenue funding since the mid 1990’s. 
This involvement coincided with the Cultural Development Incentive Scheme 
(CDIS) and the Arts and Cultural Enhancement Support Scheme (ACCESS) which 
granted capital funding from government and EU funds to develop arts and 
cultural facilities, improve existing arts and culture infrastructure and fund 
smaller community initiatives. 
 
 
2.3. Music development and music education 
 
While music development within Local Authorities extends far beyond music 
education alone, it is a fact that most of the music programmes run by the Arts 
Offices happen within educational settings. At a local level the Arts Offices are 
well placed to develop initiatives in partnership with educational institutions. 
Local Authorities have no specified formal educational remit; there is no mention 
of education within the Arts Acts and no formal relationship with the Department 
of Education. While not intending to fulfil the requirements of the formal music 
curriculum, the school environment is a location within which the Local Authority 
arts remit under the 2003 Arts Act can easily occur. The existing organisational 
structure provides an amenable base for educational projects.  
 
Most of the literature published in relation to music development in Ireland 
focuses on music education. There is a clear gap in published documents relating 
to music development outside of educational contexts. The Deaf Ears report in 
1985, while focusing on the provision of music in schools in Ireland, provided a 
largely grim account of overall music development at that time, outlining that: 
“the young Irish person has the worst of all European ‘musical worlds’” (1985, p. 
41). In The Boydell Papers, Brian P. Kennedy refers to “the woeful disregard for 
music within the education system” in Ireland (1997, p.6). Raymond Deane 
echoes the Deaf Ears Report when in the same set of papers he states: “We have 
the most badly educated musical public in Europe” (1997, p.29).  
 
The NESF report (2007, p. 20) maintains: 

Perhaps the biggest barrier to participation by young people relates to 
the school which they attend. If the school does not have an ‘arts-rich’ 
ethos then it will be very difficult for some younger people to become 
involved in the arts, initially at school level and probably later in life. 
 

Local Authorities are ideally placed in a position of great influence to assist in 
achieving this “arts-rich ethos” and promote and develop equal access to music 
experiences in the country. In utilising educational settings, Local Authorities can 
ensure that arts participation can occur in a democratic accessible way, a point 
of most critical importance in specific areas of social, geographical and economic 
disadvantage.  
 
 
2.4. Social capital and Festivals 
 
The extensive NESF report The Arts, Cultural Inclusion and Social Cohesion 
(2007) outlines the advantages of arts participation in promoting “social 
solidarity and social cohesion” amongst communities (2007, p.8). The report 
goes on to highlight arts specific benefits outside of other communal activities 
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such as sport claiming; “the arts allow private feeling to be jointly expressed, 
something that people may desire but cannot achieve in any other way but 
through the arts” (NESF, 2007, p.11). Music festival participation is examined in 
a research study of the ‘Top Half Folk Festival’ in Queensland, Australia. Here 
Duffy (2000, p.54) explains: “participation in this festival mark’s out one’s 
identity as part of the north and being part of the festival opens up a space that 
reaffirms participant’s membership in this far-flung group”. Here the use of 
music to create a sense of place as well as a sense of identity is evident. 
 
Music Festivals have experienced huge growth in Ireland in recent years. A 
recent Association of Irish Festival Events (AOIFE) report estimated that the 
number of attendances at festival events in Ireland was over 7.1 million in 2002 
(Goh, 2004, p. 2). Many of these festivals around the country are Local Authority 
supported through funding, staff resources, advice and media coverage. These 
festivals are often integral to an Arts Office’s programming and arts 
development. Not only do festivals provide for social cohesion but also the 
economic benefits of such festivals to communities are substantial. The NESF 
report refers to such gains as the “magnet effects of the arts in attracting 
tourists” (2007, p. 9). Not only may tourism flourish but indeed these festivals 
serve to generate employment locally as well as for the musicians involved. 
 
 
2.5. Public Art 
 
Public Art increasingly has become a central aspect of the Local Authorities Arts 
Departments work. The Per Cent for Art Scheme has been in existence since the 
first Arts Officer was put in place but its use in music development has been 
quite recent. This scheme allows for up to 1% of all capital construction budgets 
to be allocated towards a public art project. Due to the huge increases in the 
construction sector in Ireland over the last ten years or so, public art has 
enjoyed extensive development within Local Authorities. Many Arts Offices now 
employ or are in the process of employing a specific public art co-ordinator as 
the Per Cent for Art scheme has become an extensive part of the Arts Offices 
overall programming. These art projects had mainly taken place in the form of 
permanent visual art installations. The scope of the scheme however is open to 
any art form, permanent or temporary and the pooling of funds for more 
substantial projects is also open to Arts Offices.  
 
There have been some examples of successful music public art projects in recent 
years, for example in Wexford, Sligo, Cavan and South Dublin. These projects 
have opened up a broader awareness of public art possibilities within Local 
Authority Arts departments and many now envisage a more prominent role for 
music within the Per cent for Art Scheme. The success of the scheme can be 
seen from the Public and the Arts report in 2006, where it was shown that over 
half (55%) of people surveyed stopped to look at art in a public place in the 
preceding twelve months (2006, p. 76). While overall public awareness of Local 
Authority Arts Offices was very low; with only 20% aware of an Arts Officer 
within their Local Authority (2006, p. 63), it appears that public art has received 
much recognition and affirmation in the public realm, whether associated with 
the work of a Local Authority or not. This area is predicted to incur substantial 
growth in the coming years. 
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3. Research methods 
 
Several data gathering methods were employed in the overall research project in 
the form of a literature review, music profiles, shadowing, questionnaires, 
interviews and an analysis of the Per Cent for Art Scheme. These methods for 
the first time provide verified and reliable information on the work of Local 
Authorities and music development. 
 
 
3.1. Music profiles 
 
The music profile research gave a national picture and analysis of the type, 
range and scope of music initiatives instigated by Local Authorities. These 
profiles were drawn up for all Local Authority Arts Offices. This information was 
collected by firstly creating an inventory of music initiatives recorded through 
Arts Office websites. Other sources of information included brochures, 
publications and interviews. In total 375 entries were recorded in the profiles.  
 
 
3.2. Shadowing  
 
The shadowing research provided a snapshot of the current issues concerning 
the practice of Arts Offices in Ireland. This method ensured that the nature of the 
Arts Officers’ work and the environment in which it is carried out was fully 
understood and alerted the research to important issues, thereby strengthening 
the interpretation of questionnaires and interview data. A geographical spread of 
eight arts officers (a 22% sample of all Local Authority Arts Officers) were 
shadowed with a balance of urban and rural settings and the sample included 
both male and female Arts Officers. The researcher spent a full day with each 
Arts Officer accompanying them in their normal work. During the day, time was 
made to interview the Arts Officer and also to talk to other staff within the Arts 
Office.  
 
 
3.3. Questionnaire 
 
The questionnaire research sought to establish baseline information on Local 
Authority Arts Offices and in particular their work on music. The questionnaire 
was administered in a targeted sample to all Local Authority Arts Officers in 
Ireland during the spring and summer of 2007. The questionnaire reflected the 
themes and issues that arose in early stages of the research from gathered and 
analysed in documentation, shadowing days and interviews. Taking these 
themes, the questionnaire gathered information about the workings of a Local 
Authority Arts Office. A response rate of 80% was achieved. SPSS (a statistical 
software package) was used to analyse the data gathered from closed questions. 
Open-ended questions were analysed qualitatively.  
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3.4. Musician interviews 
 
An important part of investigating music development within Local Authorities 
was to gain a perspective from a selection of musicians who have worked with 
Local Authority Arts Offices in a variety of roles and contexts. A sample of ten 
musicians were interviewed representing the musical genres of classical, 
contemporary classical, traditional Irish, jazz, blues, popular, world and choral 
music. The range of initiatives spanned music education projects, ensembles in 
residence, musician residencies, commissions, music in health care projects, 
album support, performance opportunities, songwriting workshops, youth music 
projects and choir support.  
 
 
3.5. Music development posts 
 
In the analysis of Arts Office staff, two Local Authorities recorded a post of Music 
Development Officer. While Arts Office staff generally address music 
development as one of the many arts areas they within in which they work, only 
two posts specifically dealing with music were identified. These two posts are 
found in Laois County Council and South Dublin County Council. Interviews with 
the two officers took place to gain further insight into the ways in which music 
development occurs within these roles.  
 
 
3.6. Public Art: The Per Cent for Art Scheme 
 
This phase of the research considered the recent development of music within 
the Per Cent for Art Scheme as used by Local Authorities. The research recorded 
seven Local Authority Arts Offices had completed eleven music initiatives funded 
through this scheme. The data was collected through face to face interviews, 
telephone interviews as well as email contact to carry out an analysis of these 
initiatives.  
 
 
4. Research results 
 
The research found that regardless of the level of music expertise or the stage of 
development of the Arts Office, every single Arts Office is involved in a wide 
range of music initiatives. The common threads evident in the range of data 
examined lead to a number over-arching issues outlined below. 
 
 
4.1. Hidden work 
 
While there is a diverse and continuously increasing range of work happening in 
music development since the inception of Local Arts Offices this remains largely 
‘hidden’. Previous research pointed to a lack of public awareness of the work 
(Hibernian Consulting et al, 2006; NESF, 2007; Lunn & Kelly, 2008) and this 
present research found that it would be difficult for the general public to access 
accurate or comprehensive information on what is currently happening 
countrywide or what has happened in the past. Such information is not only 
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important for public awareness of this work (work after all carried out on their 
behalf) but a clear understanding of what has been achieved and the context 
within which it has occurred, is vital to inform and chart future directions.  
 
There were a number of reasons for this ‘hidden work’ found within this research. 
The inventory of websites carried out in the music profile research revealed that 
many of the Arts Office web pages and web sites on the Local Authority websites 
were hard to find, navigate, outdated or provided little or insufficient 
information. This is of course a wider institutional matter and is not always fully 
under Arts Office control. Clear communication of current work however through 
web, paper or other media is essential and wider institutional work needs to be 
carried out to meet the particular non-standard needs of an Arts Service.  
 
The musician interviews noted that only two of the ten musicians sampled 
responded to Arts Office opportunities through public advertisement. This raises 
questions around the effectiveness and suitability of public advertisement to 
access musicians. Public access and awareness was a concern for many of the 
Arts Offices involved in the shadowing phase of the research. It was felt that lack 
of public awareness impacts on public access to music development. Arts Offices 
throughout the country however, were found to have the issue of access as a 
central objective of their overall work.  
 
 
4.2. Range of initiatives 
 
The music activities examined spanned all music genres, with classical and 
traditional music occuring significantly more frequenty than other genres. This 
was revealed most obviously in the questionnaire research (classical music 
representing 93% of the top five genres engaged in and traditional music 90% 
repectively) and the music profiles which too signalled strong Local Authority 
support for these two genres. The main reasons for the wide representation of 
classical and traditional genres emerged as a tradition of that genre in an area, 
pre-existing audiences/structures, lack of provision, Arts Office staff 
expertise/training, ease of access to classical and traditional musicians or greater 
interest from these musicians to work with Local Authorities. An investigation 
into the Per Cent for Art Scheme revealed a particular use of contemporary 
classical music due to commisssing living practising musicians and composers.  
 
The diversity and wide range of the types of music activities that Local 
Authorities engage in and revealed through this research was quite remarkable. 
Festivals, education projects, bursaries and awards, concerts, musician 
residencies, intergenerational projects, recordings, music in healthcare projects, 
commissions, orchestras, choirs, instrument banks, workshops, music tuition, 
professional development as well as music involved in multidisciplinary projects 
illustrate the diversity of music development initiatives occurring due to the work 
of Local Authority Arts Offices. The profile and questionnaire research in 
particular found that festivals and music in education are the most frequent 
types of music initiatives carried out by the Arts Offices.  
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4.3. Role of Local Authority Arts Offices 
 
Due to the phased introduction of Arts Offices within Local Authorities around the 
country, all of these Arts Departments are at different stages of development. 
The shadowing research took a close look at a range Arts Departments that were 
both well established and recently formed. It was noted that perceptions around 
the stages of development are not always correct with some Arts Offices who 
considered their music programmes underdeveloped in their area often having a 
broad range of music initiatives in place.  
 
One of the most significant findings of the research is that there is no single 
uniform model of Arts Office practice. It was found that the variety and flexibility 
of differing models ensure that Arts Offices can respond to local need more 
effectively, capitalise on local strengths, identify needs where they exist and so 
vary their approaches as required.  
 
An Arts Office’s influential role in local communities was frequently revealed in 
the research through their work in such areas as youth provision, music 
education, audience development, local employment and social inclusion. This 
was particularly highlighted where music initiatives were participatory in nature. 
It was found in the research that local involvement strongly impacted on the 
success of a project and also on the public’s perception of the success of such 
activities.  
 
The Arts Offices’ role in benefiting the social capital, local economy and cultural 
identity of an area was often highlighted throughout the research process. 
Through the setting up and support of festivals, music schools, orchestras, music 
groups as well as developmental music programmes, the knock on effect of such 
structures on a community in attracting musicians, artists, businesses, tourists 
and entrepreneurs cannot be underestimated. In addition, it was found that Arts 
Offices also play an important part in supporting marginalised communities such 
as immigrant groups, the rurally isolated and low socio-economic groups.  
 
The Local Authority Arts Offices also emerged as an important stakeholder in 
developing the artform of music itself. As well as supporting living practising 
musicians and composers, the Arts Offices play a key role in promoting music 
nationwide and particularly have shown strengths in exposing and platforming 
under represented musical genres and new music to all facets of society.  
 
 
4.4. Staff 
 
Insufficient staff resources exist within Local Authority Arts Offices. There is more 
funding and resources available to Arts Departments than ever before yet as the 
research has highlighted there is also an increased workload. Many Arts Offices 
have been enabled to expand their staffing levels to deal with this growth, 
however, the questionnaire research revealed that staff levels varied widely and 
it was noted that two of the Arts Offices examined only employed an Arts Officer 
while another Arts Office had a total staff of ten. This inconsistency of staff levels 
is usually indicative of an urban/rural setting but this is not always the case with 
some city councils employing only one additional staff member outside of the 
actual Arts Officer position.  
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Specialist staff within an Arts Office appears to have an influential effect on 
specific artforms or target groups. The background, interests and expertise of 
the Arts Officers themselves included an overwhelming prevalence of visual arts 
backgrounds often with specific third level training in visual arts demonstrated in 
the findings of the questionnaire (over half of the respondents). The confidence 
levels in arts areas investigated in the questionnaire also revealed similar 
findings where almost half of the Arts Officers claimed to be most confident in 
dealing with the visual arts. Without a specialist staff member or outside 
consultancy this result may have negative implications for music development.  
 
 
4.5. Institutional and support structures 
 
Over three-quarters of the Arts Officers studied are in permanent positions. This 
reflects the acceptance of the work of the Arts as a standard rather than 
exceptional service in local government with a growing understanding of the 
contribution such a service makes to the region over a relatively short space of 
time. The relationship between an Arts Department and their line 
manager/director emerged as crucial to the success and further development of 
the work of the Arts Offices. Frequent changes in Directorate were found, which 
is most likely reflective of finding ‘the right fit’ in integrating the Arts Office into 
Local Authority structures. A main concern that arose from the study was that ¼ 
of the Arts Officers examined were unhappy or unsure within their Directorates. 
Reasons for this overwhelmingly related to the commitment, interest and support 
of the actual person that the Arts Offices reported to. The shadowing research 
too had similar findings where it was felt that the interest and support from the 
line manager influenced the extent and success of arts development whether in a 
positive or negative way.  
 
The need for professional support in their roles was strongly acknowledged by 
the Arts Officers involved in the questionnaire and shadowing research. The 
questionnaire found that other Arts Officers were the most frequently used form 
of professional support, with the Association of Local Authority Arts Offices 
(ALAAO), music resource organisations and the Arts Council also amongst the 
most frequent means engaged in. Once again, the importance of relationships is 
revealed as vital here, in this case between the Arts Offices countrywide. Formal 
training as a means of professional support was only rated in the questionnaire 
as something engaged in ‘sometimes’. This may be explained through lack of 
formal training opportunities for Arts Officers within Ireland or lack of allocated 
time within their roles to engage in such professional development.  
 
Apart from financial support, access to specialist expertise support within the 
Arts Council was often highlighted as important and useful to the Local Authority 
Arts Offices throughout the course of this research. In addition, the need for 
specialist staff within the Arts Offices as well as outside consultancy was raised 
as crucial for support with music and all arts initiatives. Partnerships whether 
local, regional, national or international were furthermore revealed as one of the 
most significant support structures to Local Authority Arts Departments.  
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4.6. Partnerships 
 
Due to the growth and development of Local Authority Arts Offices there has also 
been a significantly noticeable increase in the range of partnerships formed. The 
music profiles revealed a total of almost 80 different partnerships highlighting its 
frequency of use in Arts Office work. The types of partnerships noted in the Arts 
Offices involved a variety of internal and external partnerships. The internal 
partnerships refer to varying levels of partnerships within the Local Authority 
structure itself such as the Library Service for example. The external 
partnerships include international, national, regional and local partnerships.  
 
The vital importance of these partnerships for Arts Departments was continually 
reinforced throughout the research. Their importance in ensuring high artistic 
standards, adequate finances, long term development, status, expertise, 
commitment, as well as helping to mainstream projects all emerged as having 
impacted strongly on the success of music initiatives. In fact, certain projects 
would not have occurred at all without the input of such partnerships. The main 
factors contributing to successful music partnerships apart from funding 
appeared to be linked to good communication and cooperation. Barriers to 
successful music partnerships emerged as poor communication, lack of 
commitment and lack of a music specialist staff member to create, foster and 
maintain such partnerships.    
 
 
4.7. Evaluation of initiatives 
 
The research pointed to a difficulty in evaluating the success of a music initiative 
from a local public point of view and balancing it with what may be perceived as 
artistically successful. It is also difficult for Local Authorities to evaluate arts 
projects in line with the service indicators as laid down by the Department of the 
Environment and Local Government. These indicators are a blunt instrument to 
measure an arts initiative. They rely on showing ‘value for money’ and product 
as opposed to process. Arts Officers’ dissatisfaction with the procedure was 
particularly noted in both the shadowing and questionnaire research.  
 
In addition, there is a profound lack of professional criticism for Local Authority 
arts work. Where it does occur it is often Dublin centered and limited to festival 
coverage. Furthermore, there is a lack of research both academic and 
professional not only into music development within Local Authorities, but across 
all artforms. Much of the evaluation of projects occurs in house, unpublished and 
unavailable to the public eye. Such evaluative work, coupled with sound 
professional criticism is needed in order to ensure best practice, influence future 
directions and inspire new and innovative approaches.  
 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
This research sought to compile a full nationwide picture of the work of Local 
Authority Arts Offices and profile local government as critical partners in music 
development. It is very clear from this report that the presence of an Arts Office 
in every Local Authority has led to a wide range of local, regional and national 
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arts activity. It is also undoubtedly apparent that an information gap exists 
regarding music development and indeed overall arts development in Ireland. 
The most recent NESF report acknowledges; “Arts Policy is…at a considerable 
disadvantage compared to other policy areas, where a much greater pool of 
useful data exists (2008, p. 65)”. There is an urgent need therefore for 
continued research to broaden this data set.  
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Abstract 

The number of students choosing science subjects beyond junior secondary (grade 10) is 
declining and fewer are finding science a rewarding experience at school. Studies have 
revealed that teachers’ teaching practices and beliefs shape the learning experiences 
within the classroom thereby influencing students’ decision to pursue science. The 
purpose of this study was to determine the influence of trainee scientists on science 
teachers’ practice in a government-sponsored project. The study made use of a 
participatory action research model. Data was sourced and triangulated from classroom 
observations and notes from professional development sessions, focus group sessions 
with students and teachers’ critical reflective journals. The findings of the study revealed 
that teachers modified their teaching practice and drew upon the trainee scientists’ 
expert knowledge in shaping their own pedagogical knowledge.  

Keywords: change – science - teacher knowledge - tutors 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Students choosing science beyond junior secondary (year 10) is on the decline. 
Studies reveal that students’ interest in and attitude to school science diminishes 
in the junior years of secondary education and fewer are pursing senior science 
(Goodrum, Hackling, & Rennie, 2001; Lyons, 2006). An increasing demand for 
participants in an expanding range of sciences in the 21st century and a decline 
in numbers of students choosing science careers, leaves some governments 
seeking explanations and practical solutions (Department of Education, Science 
and Training, 2006; Royal Society, 2008). 
 
From the research, a major cause of students’ disinterest in science stems from 
teachers using a transmission approach (Goodrum, et al., 2001) which is based 
upon teachers’ beliefs of what science is and how science should be taught 
(Brickhouse, 1990). The underpinning belief of a transmission approach is that 
there is a set body of knowledge and a scientific procedure to adhere to that 
students must learn and follow (Goodrum, 2004). A criticism of this approach is 
that teachers do not relate the content taught to the students’ prior knowledge 
and/or experience (Yager, 1995). Students are insufficiently challenged, and may 
be disappointed if the results of the science activity are provided before the 
experiment is undertaken, or the experiment does not yield the desired results. 
Students may be left with a sense that science must always provide correct 
answers and that they are failures because they were unable to achieve the 
same results as their teacher. 
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Nevertheless the majority of Australian pre-service teacher education programs 
do deliver science education courses based on a constructivist theory that 
encourages students in enquiry based learning. The Australian government 
curriculum documents advocate this approach (e.g., Northern Territory 
Department of Employment, Education Training, [NT DEET] 2002; Queensland 
School Curriculum Council, 1999). A constructivist approach involves teachers 
assisting the students to construct their understanding of scientific phenomena 
(Yager, 1995). Through a series of deliberately structured and sequenced science 
activities scientific phenomena are either confirmed or challenged. From this 
engagement that is facilitated by the teacher, the students are able to 
reconstruct or build on their understanding (e.g., Bybee, 1997).  
 
However, there are no guarantees that graduating teachers will wish or be able 
to follow through this approach in practice. Graduates are contending with their 
own views of science coupled with this new body of knowledge provided to them 
by the university. They must then reconcile all this knowledge with the 
expectations of senior teaching staff, a school management and parents’ 
expectation of what science is. If the new graduates are to have an impact on 
the teaching and learning of science in the school they will need to overcome 
these epistemological challenges.  
 
In addressing all of the above challenges it is necessary to provide an 
understanding of teachers’ beliefs and practices—otherwise known as teacher 
knowledge (Feldman, 2000; Grossman, 1990; Shulman, 1987)—and of how 
teacher knowledge is shaped and changed (Keys, 2005, 2007; Waters-Adams, 
2006). These two dimensions will now be elaborated on. 
 
 
1.1. Shaping and changing teacher knowledge Format  
 
Teacher knowledge is the interaction and interrelationship of teachers’ beliefs 
about the nature of science; the teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge; and 
teachers’ practical theories or general pedagogical knowledge of teaching and 
learning which is reaffirmed, by their teaching experiences (Feldman, 2000; 
Munby, Russell, & Martin, 2001; Keys, 2007; Shulman, 1987; Waters-Adams, 
2006). 
 
Understanding teachers’ views of science is complex and teachers often find it a 
challenge to articulate their beliefs clearly (Aikenhead & Huntley, 1999; Irez, 
2007). The beliefs that teachers hold concerning the nature of science will 
influence all aspects of their teaching and learning of science (Feldman, 2000; 
Grossman, 1990; Shulman, 1987). These beliefs are developed from teachers’ 
own personal experiences in science and later reinforced from their engagement 
as student teachers and later again with that of other senior teachers in the field 
(Walls, Nardi, von Minden, & Hoffman, 2002; Waters-Adams, 2006; Zeichner & 
Liston, 1996). 
 
Waters-Adams (2006) found that teachers’ beliefs concerning the nature of 
science were a determining factor in their classroom practice and that teachers’ 
confidence was influenced when: “there existed a resonance between their ideas 
about how to teach science, their understanding of the nature of science, and 
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their general beliefs about how they should be teaching children” (p. 939). 
Similarly, Irez (2007) was able to demonstrate how science educators can 
possess within their own minds conflicting views of the nature of science. 
Aikenhead and Huntley (1999) also found teachers had difficulties in reconciling 
their understanding of science with the incorporation of Aboriginal knowledge —
the physical and metaphysical world—in the classroom. The teachers were 
unable to acknowledge science as a culture of a western world-view of 
understanding only the physical world around them. The teachers’ beliefs about 
science and its relationship to other cultural views of the world proved to be a 
major challenge that either precluded students of a non-western understanding 
of the world or unintentionally facilitated assimilation by not acknowledging 
science as a an accepted component of western society.  
 
Teachers’ general pedagogical knowledge (GPK) and pedagogical content 
knowledge (PCK) are the outward results of teachers’ beliefs of science in 
classroom practice (Shulman, 1987). Teachers’ general pedagogical knowledge 
deals with the day-to-day classroom practices that are not necessarily restricted 
to the content area that is being taught but in secondary education will likely 
include the content. It deals with lesson programming, lesson plans and teaching 
practices that the teacher will find effective in the classroom. GPK may also refer 
to teachers’ practical theories or craft knowledge in pedagogy (Feldmann, 2000; 
van Driel, Beijaard, & Verloop, 2001). 
 
Teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge is that mix of content knowledge with 
the pedagogy that is specifically designed to communicate an understanding of 
the knowledge to the learner (Grossman, 1990; Shulman, 1987). In this case it 
is science knowledge that needs to be understood by the students. Teachers 
continue to develop this professional knowledge as they engage with new 
content (Waters-Adams, 2006). Effective teachers are able to take difficult 
concepts and translate them in a manner understandable to their students (Keys, 
2007). The continuation of this process is essential for teachers’ professional 
development, and how to provide this experience is critical.  
 
 
1.2 Shaping and changing teacher knowledge 
 
Influencing teacher knowledge is one of the biggest challenges in the educational 
profession (Davis, 2003; Feldman, 2000; Irez, 2007; Keys, 2007; Peers, 
Diezmann, and Watters, 2003). Teachers must consider why they should change 
their practice, as it is an issue of belief, purpose and motivation. All change is a 
challenge, and not always perceived as a change for the better. A common 
perception held by teachers is that when a new initiative is introduced, previous 
methods used by the teacher were insufficient, and that they have failed to 
provide the best for their students (Sikes, 1992). Teachers need to know that the 
approach that they are to adopt will have a long-term benefit for their students. 
Two compelling motivators for teachers to change are the personal and the 
professional, both reasons readily come under the models of the motivational 
theorists (eg., Ford, 1992; Maslow, 1970; Herzberg, Mausner, & Snyderman, 
1959).  
 
Personal motivators would include job security and the need to belong as 
reasons to change or maintain the status quo. People will conform to something 
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if the need to belong far outweighs their conviction of moral issues (Ford, 1992). 
The need to be part of the group or a team member whose views are accepted 
and recognised by the rest of the staff may be a sufficiently compelling reason to 
change. For example, teachers in the United Kingdom, concerned about job 
security, became focused on meeting the course outcomes and assessment 
rather than being student centred when teaching. As a result, assessment 
demonstrated meeting of curriculum expectations and not improvement in 
students’ learning (Jenkins, 2000).  
 
Professional motivators would be demonstrated by dissatisfaction with and 
conviction regarding the current teaching practice. Teachers will change their 
practice if they perceive that their teaching approach does not yield desired 
learning outcomes for their students (Feldman, 2000). Research conducted by 
Ritchie and Rigano (2002) found that teachers who self-initiated change did so 
because they were dissatisfied with the student outcomes and not because of 
external directives. Feldman (2000) argues that for teachers to change their 
practical theories they must be discontent with their old theories and seek out 
new ones.  
 
Nevertheless teachers need to equally have a strong conviction concerning their 
practice before they make a change (Kotter, 1999). Elsewhere I have argued 
(Keys, 2005; 2007) that teachers may openly express certain beliefs and 
demonstrate their dissatisfaction with the status quo but fail to enact those 
convictions within the classroom. Teachers need to have the conviction—
embedded within their entrenched beliefs and practices—to follow through with 
change. In my research (Keys 2007) I demonstrated how teachers exhibited a 
set of expressed beliefs within their classroom at appropriate times to 
demonstrate a compliance with the expectation of the school executive and then 
reverted back to their entrenched beliefs and practices.  
 
Ultimately a change in teacher practice can only take place when teachers 
understand and acknowledge the relationship between their beliefs and practice, 
and realise the impact that it has on student learning (Keys, 2005, 2007). 
Professional motivators of dissatisfaction and conviction need to rise to a level 
where teachers place a priority on meeting the learning outcomes of the students 
and where personal motivators are not at risk and have been addressed by the 
executive leadership (Herzberg et al., 1959).  
 
This paper describes how trainee scientists unintentionally and unobtrusively 
influenced teachers’ practice and how the teachers were consciously reconciling 
their practice with the learning outcomes of the students and were motivated to 
modify their practice. 
 
 
2. The Project 
 
The purpose of the project was to raise the interest in and motivation for science 
among students. This was undertaken by recruiting trainee scientists (tertiary 
students) to work as peer tutors/mentors alongside teachers in grades 6 to 10 
science classrooms over an 18-month period. The project was funded by the 
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Australian School Innovation in Science, Technology and Mathematics (ASISTM) 
projects (2004).  
 
The participants of the project included four schools (one government and three 
non-government schools, including two teachers from each of these schools); 
and a university mentoring program that recruited the trainee scientists (TSs). 
The project was widely advertised within the university and expressions of 
interests were called for. The selection of TSs was based upon three criteria: 
first, the tertiary students were to be in their second year of their science 
degree; second, the TSs were required to undergo a criminal history check to 
allow them to work with children; and third, they had to be willing to share their 
passion for science. The TSs were renumerated but often they volunteered 
additional hours. 
 
Prior to commencing in the classroom the TSs underwent a one-day induction 
which provided an understanding of their role and the project’s expectations, and 
addressed operational health and safety requirements for working in a school 
laboratory. The TSs were then assigned to the teachers and their classes for 
approximately two hours per week over a ten-week semester. As TSs adjusted to 
the project they would usually commit additional hours. At various times within 
the semester the TSs would meet with the coordinator of the project to discuss 
their progress. There were twenty-five TSs who participated in the project over 
the eighteen-month period.  
 
Eight teachers were participating in the project at any one time, two of whom 
were replaced because of transfer and other school business making a total of 
ten teachers involved over the eighteen-month period. The teachers ranged in 
age and experience: from mid-twenties with two years’ teaching experience to 
early fifties with twenty-five years’ teaching experience. Their professional 
background varied, with teaching qualifications and experience from the United 
Kingdom, India, New Zealand and Australia, ranging from undergraduate to 
post-graduate diploma and masters in science and education. The teachers met 
each month after school and were provided one-day teacher release time each 
semester to attend professional development (PD). During the PD the teachers 
critically reflected on their practice and identified useful strategies of engaging 
the TSs within their classroom. 
 
 
3. Methodology 
 
The study used a participatory action research model—PAR (Creswell, 1998, 
2005; Herr & Anderson, 2005). PAR was chosen because it effectively provided 
the participating teachers a framework to consciously analyze and critically 
reflect on their teaching with the aim of improving practice and add to knowledge 
(Elliot, 1991; Hobson, 2001). PAR can be documented and reported from three 
perspectives: the insider, the outsider, and/or as a participatory action research 
team (Herr & Anderson, 2005). This paper will be reported from the outsider 
researcher’s perspective. As the researcher I asked the question: In what way 
has the introduction of a trainee scientist working as a peer tutor/mentor in a 
science class influenced the teachers’ practice? 
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3.1 Data collection 
 
Data was collected and triangulated from three sources: the students, the 
teachers and the tutors. 
1. The students’ data included fully transcribed audio and video recording of 

focus group sessions with a selection of four students from each class at the 
beginning, during, and towards the end of the year. 

2. The teachers and their practice data included:  
• minutes and transcribed audio recordings of discussions at the monthly 

meetings,  
• fully transcribed audio recording of professional development sessions, 
• teachers’ reflective electronic journal of their experiences, and  
• video recorded observation of the classroom teacher practice at the 

commencement of and during the semester. 
3. The trainee scientists data included: 

• fully transcribed audio recording of debriefing sessions conducted on the 
PD days, 

• transcribed interviews taken with individual TTs, and 
• anecdotal notes taken from meetings with individual TTs.  

 
 
3.2 Data Analysis 
 
Data analysis was undertaken by a comparative analysis of each participating 
teacher (Creswell, 1998). The data was identified with each of the teachers and 
triangulated across the three primary sources (students, tutors and teachers).  
 
Recurring incidents and conceptualisation of ideas and practice were first 
identified in the teachers’ electronic reflective journal entries. In order to verify 
these experiences there was a review of the video footage of the classrooms, 
reading and rereading through the transcripts taken from the recorded interviews 
with the students, the TSs debriefing sessions, the monthly meetings and the 
professional development days.  
 
Emerging incidents, conceptualisation of ideas, and practices of the teachers 
were compared to identify common themes. A case profile (Creswell, 1998) of 
the teachers was then constructed that illuminated two emergent themes of the 
TSs’ influence on the teachers’ practice that is presented in this paper.  
 
 
4. Findings  
 
The findings of this study will be presented as a case example of Michelle—a 
secondary science teacher—and be supported by the experiences of the other 
participating teachers. Two common themes emerged from Michelle’s 
experience: pedagogical content knowledge—PCK—and general pedagogical 
knowledge—GPK—(Shulman, 1987). The findings revealed that teachers 
modified their teaching practice and drew upon the TSs’ expert knowledge in 
shaping their own pedagogical practice. All participants are given pseudonyms 
for anonymity. 
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4.1 Pedagogical content knowledge 
 
Michelle’s experience with the TSs demonstrates how professional growth took 
place and how teachers’ PCK was enhanced through a non-intrusive approach.  

My first TSs Michael, was …18 years old and had only recently finished 
school. Michael had many characteristics that were transferable and 
useful in a classroom. His confidence in himself and his passion for his 
subject were used consistently during his time with us. Due to 
Michael’s background and interest I was able to manipulate the 
curriculum in order to use the resources Michael made available. We 
studied one of the hardest subjects for me as a biology teacher—
Physics, and in particular electricity. I enjoy it, but my background 
knowledge is minimal and my ability to deliver a unit of work based on 
this subject area is restricted to the textbook and my endless Internet 
searches. Michael’s input however made it simple. Each week in-
between lessons Michael and I would review the content to be taught 
the next week. During this time Michael would teach me the gaps that 
were apparent in my own knowledge and provide me with the extra 
tit-bits I needed to start linking concepts together… I could then 
translate the information Michael had given me into a language that all 
of us could understand.  

 
This experience was later confirmed when Michael (TSs) visited my office 
(coordinator) and spoke excitedly of teaching electrical circuits to a year 9 class. 
He informed me that the teacher did not properly explain the concept of circuits 
to the students. So he spoke with the teacher while the students were working, 
and explained it to her, after which he was amazed by the manner in which 
Michelle took the information and simplified it. He said, in effect; “I was 
surprised how she was able to make it sound so simple and easily understood. I 
wish I had a teacher like that when I was at school” (anecdotal diary notes). The 
event demonstrated how the TSs was influencing the teacher’s pedagogical 
knowledge and how in turn the teacher was influencing the TS’s communication 
skills. 
 
This exchange of expert knowledge and development of PCK was a recurring 
theme and was noted in the interviews with the students, teachers and TSs: 

Year 7 students’ focus group—“Well Miss Smith our teacher would say 
it in scientific language but because we weren’t knowledgeable in 
science we didn’t know many of the words. Then John the tutor would 
explain it in more detail and then we would get it.”  
Samantha (TSs)— “She (the teacher) is doing astronomy at the 
moment…and I have done a bit of astronomy so I’m going to do a bit 
of team teaching with her.  
Bill,(TSs)— “I found that I got a lot of background from Margaret as 
well. I like a lot of her teaching techniques and her motivational skills. 
Barbara (teacher)—“Technical expertise that’s what you need. We did 
some microscope work recently with the year eight class and the 
(tutor) turned out to be a terrific help.”  
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There was evidence of an exchange of professional knowledge between the TSs 
and teachers. This exchange influenced the teachers’ pedagogical content 
knowledge and the TSs in turn were developing their communication skills. 
 
 
4.2 General Pedagogical Knowledge 
 
The TSs were found to be having an impact on the teachers’ general pedagogical 
knowledge (GPK): lesson planning and delivery (Shulman, 1987). Michelle 
candidly states that she is prepared to rethink her lesson planning and overall 
unit preparation in order to effectively accommodate the tutor.  

Michelle—“ I spent ten minutes per week with the tutor which allowed 
me to start reviewing my teaching very differently… I allowed my focus 
to be more creative with my lessons. Instead of thinking about the 
content, I thought about the delivery. It was an aspect of my teaching 
I did not regularly think about …Considering my delivery meant that 
my teaching improved.”  

 
In a reflective journal written by one of the other teachers, Daniel stated that an 
effective strategy in using the tutors in the classroom was to, 

 “Re-arrange your teaching programme to take early advantage of the 
tutors skills and knowledge. This will also put the tutor “up front” as an 
important part of your planning and hopefully give them confidence for 
later topics they are less familiar with.”  

 
This was reiterated and confirmed at the PD sessions with the teachers 
unanimously endorsing this as an effective strategy for the TSs. A major 
paradigm shift was taking place without any outside formal management 
intervention. The teachers were seeing the TSs as an asset and were prepared to 
rethink their lesson plans and programs. 
 
The second aspect that the TSs influenced was the teachers’ teaching approach.  

Michelle—Through Michael’s knowledge and confidence, we were able 
to change the way we taught and the way we learnt. Instead of a 
teacher-centred focus the classroom altered to a student-centred focus 
through the use of team teaching, small group work and project work…  

 
In a follow-up interview with Michelle she discussed the input of another TS 
confirming her consistent manner and approach:  

“The team teaching did not involve Rebecca taking over the lesson but 
enabled her to extend the information I was trying to convey through 
the use of her own knowledge and experience. For the students this 
brought a secondary perspective and alternative experience into the 
classroom.” 

 
Michelle had moved away from a transmission approach to a student-centred 
approach and still provided the necessary coverage of the content. The other 
teachers shared similar experiences: 

Joanne— “It gave me an opportunity to give individual attention to the 
students; flexibility with programming my lessons, and students 
stayed focused and were able to achieve a lot in the given amount of 
time.”  
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The teachers’ practice provided evidence of a move away from a traditional 
transmission approach toward student-centred learning. Michelle and the other 
teachers were realising that the best way to incorporate the TSs into the 
classroom was to rethink their teaching strategies and programs by designing 
lesson that were more student-centred. 
 
 
5. Conclusion  
 
This study revealed how trainee scientists (TSs) can influence teachers’ GPK and 
PCK (Shulman 1987). The TSs were a catalyst for change and not just another 
pair of hands. They shared a similar passion but not the same vocation, and 
influenced teachers’ practice. 
 
Influencing teachers’ beliefs about the teaching of science is critical in bringing 
about positive change in science education. Developing means and ways of 
addressing increasing students’ interest in science needs to continue. As student 
enrolment in senior secondary science subjects declines (Lyons, 2006) one 
possible way of redressing the situation is through the introduction of TSs into 
junior secondary science classes, as this study has demonstrated. A TS can 
influence a teacher’s practice which in turn influences the learning and 
engagement of the students. This study has illustrated how an intervention may 
be undertaken in an unobtrusive manner and be embraced by the participating 
teachers. 
 
The outcome of this study has implications for other similar government 
initiatives such as the scientist in schools program (Peacock, 2006). Further 
study into the impact of a senior scientist on the classroom would be valuable. 
This study made use of tertiary science students who were at the 
commencement of their career and in their early twenties and, because of this, 
readily identified closely with the school students. The TSs were perceived as 
being of equal to the students but respected. 
 
There are questions that remain for further investigation. Would similar results 
be achieved through the introduction of a senior scientist? Would the teacher 
value the scientist’s contribution or find it a challenge to incorporate such a 
person into the classroom? Would the students value the scientist’s input? Given 
that the majority of senior scientists’ past learning experiences would have been 
through a traditional transmission model, would they reinforce these practices 
again in science teaching?  
 
In this study it was evident that the young tertiary scientists had a positive 
influence on the teachers’ practice. I will leave the final word to a teacher who 
appropriately summed up the impact of this study:  

“… For the students, science was no longer a stagnant subject that 
involved writing notes. It became a dynamic subject that required 
thought and discussion.”  
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Abstract 

Teaching practice is an integral component of teacher training. It grants student teachers 
experience in the actual teaching and learning environment. The research, on which this 
article is based, examined the experiences of the Vaal University of Technology 
Postgraduate Certificate in Education student teachers during their 10 weeks’ teaching 
practice in the Vaal area. Semi-structured interviews with all student teachers were used 
to collect the data while content analysis was used to identify themes and to analyse the 
data. The research established that, despite the positive experiences during teaching 
practice, student teachers experienced challenges which affected the student teachers’ 
perception of the teaching profession. Based on the findings of this study, measures were 
suggested on how to improve teaching practice in order to have a positive influence on 
the student teachers’ perception of and attitude towards the teaching profession.  

Keywords: Teaching-practice - student-teachers 

 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Teaching practice is an important component towards becoming a teacher. It 
grants student teachers experience in the actual teaching and learning 
environment (Ngidi and Sibaya, 2003:18; Marais and Meier 2004:220; Perry 
2004:2). During teaching practice, a student teacher is given the opportunity to 
try the art of teaching before actually getting into the real world of the teaching 
profession (Kasanda, 1995). As a result, teaching practice creates a mixture of 
anticipation, anxiety, excitement and apprehension in the student teachers as 
they commence their teaching practice (Manion, Keith, Morrison and Cohen, 
2003; Perry, 2004:4).  
 
Teaching practice is described by the South African Department of Education’s 
Norms and Standard for Educators as a ‘mode of delivery through which all the 
different roles of educators should be developed and assessed’ and as ‘the 
authentic context in which student teachers experience and demonstrate the 
integration of the competencies used to develop the entire curriculum’ (RSA 
2000:12). This process allows the student teacher an opportunity to establish 
whether the right career choice has been made or not. Given the importance of 
teaching practice, it is important to investigate the experiences of student 
teachers doing their teaching practice and to establish how those experiences 
influence their perception towards the teaching profession.  
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Marais and Meier (2004:221) assert that the term teaching practice represents 
the range of experiences to which student teachers are exposed when they work 
in classrooms and schools. Marais and Meier (2004:221) further argue that 
teaching practice is a challenging but important part of teacher training, 
especially in developing countries such as South Africa, where the effectiveness 
of the teaching practice can be diminished or eroded by a range of challenges, 
such as geographical distance, low and uneven levels of teacher expertise, a 
wide-ranging lack of resources as well as a lack of discipline among a wide cross-
section of learners and educators. These challenges, if not addressed, may affect 
student teachers’ performance during teaching practice and may in the long run 
affect their perception of the teaching profession (Quick and Sieborger, 2005).  
 
The study on which this article is based examined the experiences of Vaal 
University of Technology (VUT) Postgraduate Certificate in Education (PGCE) 
student teachers during their teaching practice in the Vaal Triangle. The study 
was prompted by a class discussion where students were requested to give 
reasons for choosing the teaching profession. The majority of the students in 
that class indicated that they were doing the course by default. The students saw 
it as a stopgap while they waited for better career opportunities in other fields. 
Most of the students were from other countries and had been offered 
government bursaries to enrol for the PGCE programme. These students enrolled 
because they had no alternative, since they were not able to get jobs after their 
undergraduate qualification and because there was funding available for them to 
do the PGCE course. The majority of student teachers indicated that they had no 
intention of teaching after the course. During the year, some students 
maintained the same attitude while others felt that teaching was “not such a bad 
thing after all”. All students continued with the course till the time they had to go 
for teaching practice. 
 
Towards the end of teaching practice, the student teachers were asked about 
their experiences during teaching practice and whether these experiences might 
have influenced their perception of the teaching profession. 
 
The article argues that, despite the enriching experiences during teaching 
practice, student teachers experience challenges, which may have significantly 
affected their ability to ensure maximum benefits from the exercise. An 
understanding of the student teachers’ experiences will facilitate the teacher-
training institutions’ awareness of the challenges faced by student teachers that 
militate against a positive teaching practice experience (Marais and Meier, 
2004:232), to which end teacher-training programmes will be reconsidered and 
reviewed so as to enable student teachers to achieve the desired outcomes from 
the teaching practice.  
 
 
1.1. Teaching practice, a teacher-training requirement 
 
Researchers such as Marais and Meier (2004:220), Perry (2004:2) and Maphosa, 
Shumba and Shumba (2007:296) describe teaching practice as an integral 
component of teacher training. In order to achieve the standards required for 
qualified teacher status, a student teacher is required to do teaching practice in 
at least two schools. According to Perry (2004:2), teaching practice can be 
conducted in a number of forms depending on the institution. Some institutions 
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send student teachers to go for teaching practice once a day each week; others 
do it over a semester while others send student teachers in a two- to six-weeks’ 
block. Participants in Quick and Sieborger’s (2005:4) study suggested that the 
traditional PGCE can accommodate a third of the time (11 or 12 weeks) for 
teaching practice, and that this practice period should be divided into at least 
two, possibly three school experience sessions. It should be pointed out that in 
whatever form it is done, teaching practice is aimed at inducting the student 
teachers more fully into the professional work of teachers (Perry 2004:2). To this 
effect the student teacher is expected to fulfil all the responsibilities of a teacher, 
which according to Perry (2004:2) is exciting but challenging. 
 
Perry (2004:2) also points out that, on the one hand, student teachers should 
experience the excitement of being a part of a real classroom setting, of getting 
to know learners, of planning and organising the classroom tasks. On the other 
hand, student teachers could have doubts about their ability to cope with 
unfamiliar situations, controlling and managing learners or establishing a working 
relationship with the mentor or supervisor. It is such mixed feelings that could 
contribute to the making or breaking of a student teacher.  
 
 
1.2. Teaching practice at the Vaal University of Technology (VUT) 
 
The Postgraduate Certificate in Education (PGCE) is a teacher-training 
programme, being offered in the Department of Communication and Legal 
services at VUT. The programme is offered over one year (full-time) or two years 
(part-time). During this time students are required to do at least 12 weeks of 
teaching practice (TP) as part of the experiential learning programme required 
for the qualification. Teaching practice is done at South African schools that have 
signed cooperative agreements with the Department of Education. 
 
Teaching practice for PGCE students at VUT is scheduled for the second semester 
(fourth quarter) from August to October. During the time of the research, 
students continued attending lectures at VUT. The teaching practice coordinator 
met with a number of school principals before sending student teachers out to 
different schools. The objective of the meeting was to established positive 
educational and supportive relationships with the School Management Teams 
(SMTs) from a number of schools in the Vaal Triangle region.  
 
The coordinator selected suitable schools for teaching practice by visiting the 
schools, meeting with the principals and teachers and explaining the reasons 
why VUT would like to establish a working professional relationship with them. 
The teaching practice coordinator then entered into an agreement with the 
relevant SMTs that:  

• the students could do teaching practice at their schools;  
• specific teachers would be school-based mentors to the students while in 

their charge for the duration of the students' teaching time; and  
• the SMTs would enhance the teaching practice by allowing students to 

become 'fully integrated' student teachers where student teachers had to 
get involved in all aspects of the school. 

 
The latter implied that student teachers would be afforded the opportunity to 
participate in all school activities. Besides the fact that students were teachers-
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in-training, they had to be given the opportunity to integrate in a practical way 
and had to apply the theoretical knowledge and newly acquired teaching skills. 
Students had to be exposed to, for example, completing class registers, marking 
learners’ books, attending staff meetings, helping with extramural activities, to 
mention but a few. Student teachers were subjected to a minimum of two formal 
class visitations and assessments done by VUT lecturers. 
 
During the school visits, lecturers had to give the student teachers written and 
oral feedback. Improvements were commended, shortcomings highlighted and 
suggestions made on how to, for example, overcome anxiety, use non-verbal 
language to enhance their teaching and learning activities, and how to apply a 
variety of strategies to improve their teaching. The educators, or school-based 
mentors, also had to observe the students' progress, behaviour and attitude at 
school and assess the student teachers’ practical teaching and learning activities 
according to specific guidelines given to them by the VUT mentors.  
 
 
2. Methodology 
 
A qualitative research approach was used in the study conducted at the different 
schools in the Vaal Triangle region. Lecturers visited students during their 
teaching practice period. This was possible because of the small number of 
students in the PGCE programme and because all students went to schools in the 
Vaal Triangle region. All PGCE student teachers at the Vaal University of 
Technology (VUT) for the year 2006 were included in the sample (n=24). Data 
were collected mainly through semi-structured interviews with all 24 student 
teachers in the PGCE programme from the Vaal University of Technology (VUT) 
at the end of a 10-week teaching practice period. The participants were briefed 
on the focus of the inquiry. Interviews were conducted to explore student 
teachers’ positive experiences and challenges faced during teaching practice. The 
interviewer directed and encouraged dialogue by asking reflective and probing 
questions. 
  
Data obtained from the semi-structured interviews were analysed thematically. 
The themes were derived from the key research questions. Literature assisted in 
identifying the final categories. 
 
 
3. Results  
 
Major themes were identified in the data analysis. Each of these themes is 
discussed in detail in the following section. 
 
 
3.1. Adequate preparation of student teachers/ability to translate theory 
into practice 
 
In contrast to the findings in the study by Marais and Meier (2004:228) where 
respondents found a discrepancy between theory of education and reality of 
instruction, and where respondents indicated that they could not reconcile the 
teaching methods as explained during their lectures with those used in schools 
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by teachers, the respondents in this study indicated that they were prepared and 
able to translate theory into practice and also that they were able to apply the 
education theory learnt at university into practice during the teaching practice. 
 
When asked whether the course had prepared them for the teaching experience, 
the respondents answered that they felt that the PGCE course had indeed 
prepared them for the teaching practice.  
 
Most respondents said that they found teaching practice very interesting because 
they were able to apply what they had studied and they enjoyed teaching 
because they were conversant with the subject content. They acknowledged the 
importance of positive reinforcement and of creating a favourable environment 
for learning, a concept the student teachers had learnt in the Education Theory 4 
module.  
 
One student teacher commented thus, “I discovered that learners became 
enthusiastic and they actively participated in activities when they were praised 
and rewarded for their efforts.”  
The respondents indicated that they applied the knowledge they had acquired 
during the Specific Subject Didactics and Professional Studies to plan, prepare 
and present the lessons and to draw up a timetable. 
 
However, it should be noted that the respondents in this study reported that, 
despite the thorough teacher preparation, they found that it was not easy to 
teach because the learners were not cooperative, they did not do assignments, 
were noisy and were not actively involved in classroom activities. Moreover there 
was a language barrier. “Learners could not communicate in English while I could 
not communicate in Sotho,” commented one respondent. This affected the 
student teachers’ performance during teaching practice and their perception of 
the teaching profession in general. 
 
 
3.2. Timing of the teaching practice 
 
All respondents pointed out that teaching practice started too late in the year 
when most teachers had almost completed their syllabus and were busy doing 
revision in preparation for the end-of-year examinations. 
 
Student teachers had to continue attending classes at VUT, which was very 
inconvenient since they had to prepare for their lessons at school, complete 
assessment of learners’ work, while at the same time they were required to do 
their own assignments for the fulfilment of their academic qualification. It was a 
challenge having to do both at the same time. 
 
 
3.3. Relationship between mentors and student teachers 
 
Each student teacher was assigned to a qualified and experienced classroom 
teacher. This classroom teacher had to assume a multi-faceted role of being 
guide, supervisor, counsellor, overseer, coach, teacher, model, supporter, critic 
and instructor (Holloway, 2001; Maphosa, Shumba and Shumba, 2007:297). The 
overall impression of the mentors given by the student teachers was fairly 
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positive. Respondents indicated that the mentors were supportive and always 
willing to help. They said that the mentors gave the student teachers valuable 
advice and shared their skills and experiences. One respondent intimated thus, 
“We were working together with the teacher. She was a nice lady and easy to 
work with.” The respondents appreciated the positive attitudes displayed by their 
mentors which made them feel part of the school. 
 
The findings from the study revealed that student teachers became motivated to 
take up the teaching profession after teaching practice because of the “constant 
guidance” they received from their mentors. One student teacher had this to say 
about his mentor: 
 
“I am indebted to my mentor. She dedicated her time to ensure that I did the 
right thing and gained good experience in the process. She inspired me and 
helped me translate the theory I learnt into practice. She enhanced the skills I 
acquired during the course, for example preparing a lesson plan. I saw her as a 
role model and I enjoyed her teaching style.”  

 
Student teachers appreciated mentors who treated them with respect. One 
student teacher commented about the mentor thus: 

“My mentor respects me a lot and she is guiding me very well … She is one 
of the reasons I have enjoyed the teaching practice. I never thought I 
would pursue the teaching career, but I am now seriously considering 
venturing in the real teaching world.” 

 
Another one affirmed thus: 

“We worked very well with the class teacher. She assisted me on how to 
make a lesson plan, and disciplining learners. The teacher sits in class 
whilst I am teaching and this helps to maintain discipline.”  

To these student teachers, teaching practice had given hands-on experience in 
schools and it helped to make a decision to become teachers. 
 
Despite the above positive remarks by the majority of respondents other 
respondents expressed negative experiences regarding their mentors. These 
respondents indicated that they did not get any support from the school-based 
mentors. Some respondents as noted by Ralph (in Marais and Meier, 2004:222) 
saw it as exploitation and abuse by the mentors who imposed exorbitant 
demands on student teachers in terms of workload, one respondent commented 
thus:  
 

“He is just enjoying himself, he is a free man, he does not come to class, he 
just gave me the textbook, showed me where he had stopped and that was 
all. I feel that teacher should still take responsibility of his class and not 
throw everything at me. I don’t have a problem but I strongly feel that as a 
class teacher, he should be available to provide the support and guidance 
because I am still learning.” 
 

Similar responses were noted in the study conducted by Maphosa et al. 
(2007:301) where respondents noted that some mentors exhibited 
unprofessional conduct and engaged in unprofessional acts like absenting 
themselves from duty, reporting late or sending pupils on personal errands even 
during lessons.  
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Such unprofessional behaviour is contrary to the role of mentors as described by 
Holloway (2001) and Maphosa et al. (2007:303) whereby a mentor would be 
required to guide and lead the student teacher all the way, advising on 
shortcomings, appraising on strength and encouraging until the student teacher 
is able to present lessons effectively.  
 
Some respondents felt that mentors did not have any confidence in them. The 
following remarks were captured from the responses: 

 
“Despite the fact that my mentor respects me a lot and she is guiding me 
very well, she does not trust me. When she is not at school she cannot 
entrust the class in my care. I can only teach if she is around. At first I 
appreciated the fact that she sat in my classroom when I taught because 
she helped to control the class but as time went on I realised that she did 
not think I was capable of handling the class on my own. I feel mentors 
should have confidence in us because we feel we have got appropriate 
training and we can handle the classes on our own. I have only taught once 
because the teacher thinks that I will delay her.” 
 

The issue raises questions as to how student teachers were supposed to learn 
and build up the confidence to go out and teach without having been given a 
chance to try out. Such unprofessional conduct could have demoralised the 
student teachers and could have affected their preparedness and willingness to 
venture into the real teaching world. 

 
 

3.4. Student teachers induction into the school 
 
Respondents from three of the schools noted that there was no general initiation 
in place when they first arrived at the schools. They were not introduced to staff 
members, as attested by the following statement: “They do not have staff 
meetings so we were not introduced formally. Other educators and learners just 
see us there.” 
 
Some respondents felt a sense of alienation. One student teacher remarked 
thus:  
“We were never introduced to staff. This affected us psychologically because we 
felt like strangers. We never felt that sense of belonging.”  
 
Such feelings of alienation resulted in panic and a lack of self-confidence, which 
in turn reduced the effectiveness of teaching practice and negatively affected 
student teachers’ attitude towards the teaching profession. 
 
On the other hand, a good reception from the headmasters and teachers 
contributed to a positive attitude towards teaching, as confirmed by the 
statement by one of the student teachers, who received a good reception:  

“We were introduced to the staff. They took us to the classes and we 
introduced ourselves to the learners. Learners were told to respect us. We 
were introduced as teachers not as student teachers and this to a certain 
extent influenced the way other teachers and learners related to us.” 

Another student teacher affirmed thus:  
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“I was given a warm welcome. I feel as if I have been there for a whole 
year. All teachers as well as administrators treat me like a permanent 
teacher and not as a student teacher. They have made my stay at the 
school the most exciting experience that I could ever have in my life.” 

 
 
3.5. Attitude of other educators in the school  
 
Respondents intimated that other staff members who were not mentors did not 
make them feel welcome and they did not respect them.  
 

“We are not respected as their colleagues. They just order us around. They 
treat us like errand boys. Someone ordered me to supervise her class while 
she went to fetch her child. I would have appreciated it if she had asked me 
in a collegial manner and not ordering me around like a small kid. I did it 
but I did not appreciate the manner in which I was ordered.” 
 

The language was also a challenge, especially for those student teachers who did 
not understand the common language of communication used in a particular 
school. One student teacher lamented thus: 

“I felt left out because I did not understand the language used by other 
teachers. During the morning meetings I would just sit and watch them talk 
but would not know what they were talking about and sometimes they 
would laugh and I would feel left out and a bit idiotic. For example, there 
was a day they were informed in Afrikaans that the following day was a 
casual day and because I did not understand the language I came the 
following morning dressed in a formal wear while the rest of the staff were 
dressed casually. I felt stupid.”  

 
Another student teacher felt that the educators were unprofessional and were 
taking advantage of student teachers. One student teacher had this to say: 

“I felt that other teachers were taking me as a cheap tool of convenience 
(personal assistant) as they would just send me to do things such as taking 
cups to the staff room and controlling learners in the corridors. The teacher 
would shout at me in front of learners, which I found very demeaning. I 
found that particular teacher to be unprofessional He was never prepared 
for his class and he was always late. That demoralised me.” 

 
In relation to the educators’ unprofessional manner, another respondent 
intimated that,  

“The teachers took advantage of the student teachers and they kept them 
in the computer centre to type educators’ work… Some teachers give us 
personal assignments… Most teachers in this school are lazy, they absent 
themselves from duty for no apparent reason and they abuse alcohol. These 
teachers are a disgrace to the profession and given choice I will opt for 
another profession other than teaching.” 
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3.6. Involvement in other school activities  
 
Teaching involves many experiences, and student teachers are required to get 
involved in all aspects of the school. In the study, on which this article is based, 
despite the fact that the SMTs had been requested to provide student teachers 
with the opportunity to become “fully integrated” teachers by allowing students 
teacher participation in all school activities, the student teachers were limited in 
their participation in the school activities. They were treated as termed by one 
student teacher, as “second class citizens” in the school. The majority of student 
teachers echoed this thought:  

“We are not invited for staff meetings so we never know what takes place in 
the meetings. We would like to be involved and attend those meetings 
because we believe that we can give some valuable input.” 

 
Another respondent commented that they were made to feel insignificant:  

“… Every morning briefing takes place around the table in the staff room; 
however as student teachers we are excluded from the table. We are given 
a small table in the corner of the staff room and we don t feel like we are 
part of them. We are doing the same work yet we are excluded from the 
staff meetings. After the briefing we are expected to take on the 
responsibilities.”  

 
One respondent remarked that they were even excluded from sport activities. 
When they voiced their concern to the headmaster he just shrugged his 
shoulders and moved away. 
 
 
3.7. Learner discipline 
 
Similar to findings by Marais and Meier (2004:229), where respondents 
experienced a deterioration of moral values in schools and a neglect of discipline, 
the majority of respondents in the present study also noted that discipline was 
almost non-existent in most schools. One respondent remarked,  

“Learners were very unruly because there were no effective disciplinary 
measures taken against misconduct. Learners were allowed to use cell 
phones in class which I found very disruptive”.  

 
Another respondent indicated,  

“Learners gave an impression that we are their age mates so they don’t 
respect us. There is no discipline at all. Learners are rude. It is not easy to 
control the class. Even when the teacher is there, learners would be playing 
cards and eating in class.” 

 
In contrast to the above negative responses, respondents from one school said 
that learners were well behaved and that they actively participated in the class 
activities.  

“Learners respect us as teachers, though there are some who think that 
since we are student teachers, we don’t have the power/authority to punish 
them.” 
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3.8. Implementation of Outcomes-based Education (OBE) 
 
All respondents admitted that they found it very difficult to implement OBE 
effectively because of the lack of learner support materials (LSMs) in all schools, 
the large numbers of students in class, poor learner discipline and the time 
limitation. 
 
Overall, respondents indicated that the time allocated for the lessons was very 
limited, at most 45 minutes. One student teacher remarked. 
 

“When you really want to engage students in group work it is difficult to 
put them into groups because of the limited time … Moreover, there is also 
limited space for the educator to move around checking the progress of 
the learners as they worked,”  

 
 
3.9. Resources to facilitate teaching and learning 
 
The results obtained from the respondents with regard to resources revealed that 
the schools did not have resources to facilitate the teaching and learning 
process. Learners did not have textbooks, which made teaching difficult. One 
respondent remarked that his school did not have a library and there was a 
shortage of textbooks. It was also revealed by the majority of respondents that 
students had to share textbooks in class. This was felt to be time-consuming and 
learners ended up making noise.  

“The few books available are kept in a storeroom; learners are not allowed 
to take them home so it becomes problematic when you give them 
homework.”  

 
Respondents indicated that they did not have access to the photocopying 
machine when they wanted to make copies of worksheets and other LSMs for 
learners; they had to seek the assistance of the school secretary who in most 
cases was unwilling to make copies for student teachers. 
 
 
4. Discussion 
 
Generally, the respondents in this study indicated that they had benefited from 
the PGCE course. However, all respondents felt that in as much as the theory 
acquired during university lectures provided them with enough information on 
how to teach, it was the teaching practice that introduced them to and gave 
them the exposure into the experiences of the real teaching world. This is in 
support of arguments by researchers such as Buchner and Hay (1999:320) who 
asserted that teaching involved many experiences that simply could not be 
replicated in a non-school environment. However, teaching practice provides 
student teachers with the opportunity to integrate the theory of education with 
that which they are experiencing at first hand.  
 
To this effect, Perry (2004:4) also points out that, although students gain much 
specialised knowledge by attending lectures and doing assignments, teaching 
practice adds meaning to this knowledge when a student teacher comes into 
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contact with the real classroom situation. It is during teaching practice that 
knowledge is affirmed (Perry, 2004). 
 
The findings in relation to the influence of the mentors in the present study, 
varied from student teacher to student teacher. Some mentors effectively 
fulfilled their role of guiding student teachers. They offered student teachers 
under their supervision, guidance and showed them what to do. Some student 
teachers echoed the description by Marais and Meier (2004:230) of mentors as 
being exemplary role models who set a worthwhile example to follow.  
 
Although some student teachers indicated a supportive relationship with the 
mentors, some respondents were dissatisfied with the relationship between 
mentors and student teachers. They experienced feelings expressed by (Maphosa 
et al., 2007:300, 303) that the mentors saw student teachers as relief teachers, 
who ended up taking full loads while mentors took a back seat. This disheartened 
the student teachers because such behaviour is contrary to the concept of 
mentorship as described by Maphosa et al. (2007:300), in which the mentor 
operates normally in his or her classroom with the student teachers observing 
and learning and not given full charge of classes when they would still be 
learning the trade.  
 
While some mentors overloaded student teachers, other mentors did not have 
confidence in the student teachers and consequently they would not leave their 
classes in the student teachers’ care. Others would not let student teachers teach 
at any time because mentors felt that student teachers were delaying and 
wasting learners’ valuable time since they had to finish the syllabus before the 
end of the year. This resulted in the student teachers getting discouraged and 
experiencing feelings of inadequacy and loss of confidence in their ability to 
teach. Such feelings of inadequacy could have negatively influenced student 
teachers’ perception of the teaching profession.  
 
The way in which student teachers were received and treated varied from one 
school to another. The majority of student teachers in the present study attested 
to the fact that they were not well received and introduced at their schools of 
placement and that resulted into other teachers and learners not respecting 
them. This significantly influenced student teachers’ performance during teaching 
practice and negatively influenced their perception of the teaching profession in 
general. 
 
Learner discipline was a serious restraint for the student teachers. The teaching 
environment did not allow student teachers to execute what they had learnt at 
university. There is a possibility that student teachers had not been fully 
prepared for the real environment in which they were supposed to teach. Most 
student teachers, having originally come from other countries, must have 
experienced a cultural shock, which might have sent them into a state of 
paralysis. 
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5. Conclusion and Recommendations 
 
The findings from the research indicate that student teachers view teaching 
practice as an important component in their training because it exposes them to 
the actual teaching and learning environment in which they are enabled to 
contextualise their theoretical knowledge gained during training (Marais and 
Meier, 2004; Perry, 2004 and Quick and Sieborger, 2005). It also affords student 
teachers an opportunity to determine whether the appropriate career choice has 
been made or not. Student teachers felt that the PGCE course had prepared 
them for the teaching practice. However, despite the thorough preparation, 
students were faced with challenges which significantly affected students’ ability 
to accrue maximum benefits from the teaching practice. These experiences also 
negatively influenced the student teachers’ perception of and attitude towards 
the teaching profession. 
 
In the first instance, the timing of the teaching practice at the end of the year 
was inappropriate. Class teachers view this period as critical for their learners; 
consequently they are reluctant to relinquish their classes to inexperienced 
student teachers thus defeating the purpose of teaching practice. Moreover, 
student teachers had to play a dual role of being teachers in schools and 
students at university. This put tremendous pressure on the student teachers 
and thus rendered them ineffective both as teachers and as students. It is thus 
recommended that the teaching programme timetable should be designed in 
such a way that it does not coincide with key school terms such as towards or 
during the months of June and October when teachers are preparing students for 
crucial examinations (Kiggundu 2007). 
 
While some respondents indicated that the mentors were supportive and always 
willing to share their valuable advice and skills, others felt exploited and 
unsupported by the mentors. The study therefore recommended that teacher-
training institutions should work hand in hand with the schools and organise 
workshops to empower and support mentors. On a similar note, Maphosa et al. 
(2007:305) suggested that mentors should be constantly empowered through 
workshops, to work effectively in leading and guiding student teachers.  
 
Furthermore, student teachers were not always made to feel welcome and were 
not generally respected by other staff members. Student teachers were often 
excluded from many school activities and were made to feel insignificant which 
greatly demoralised them. On this note Kiggundu (2007:34) suggested that 
before and during each teaching practice session there should be thorough public 
relations groundwork undertaken by the institution in order to maintain good 
relations between the student teachers and all relevant role players. To minimise 
the problem of student teachers going to schools where they are made to feel 
excluded and insignificant, the higher education institutions should have a profile 
of each school which should be made available to the student teachers so that it 
could give the student teachers an idea about the school and assist them in 
selecting the appropriate schools for teaching practice. Schools with a high 
number of untrained or under-qualified teachers should be avoided at every 
opportunity as these may create untenable conditions for the training student 
teacher who could be perceived as a threat to the unqualified teachers in 
practice.  
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The article attempted to highlight some of the factors which impact on a final 
decision by student teachers to decide to either stay in the profession or opt out. 
Some of these influences may not manifest themselves immediately but may 
account for the continued shortage of teachers as a result of teachers leaving the 
profession. It is thus essential that teacher trainers be mindful of the aspects 
that affect student teachers’ experiences during teaching practice so that they 
may be able to assist student teachers in achieving the desired outcomes from 
the teaching practice. 
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Abstract 

This paper explores the different theoretical approaches and viewpoints regarding school 
culture within a specific context of Latvian case in a postmodernism situation. Namely, 
one of the main challenges during the transition period from totalitarianism to democracy 
is related to the implications of values in a society where people need to re-orientate 
from strict control over a person‘s judgements and actions to the conditions of pluralism 
and diversity. The objective of the research is to develop a theoretical and 
methodological basis for the examination of the school culture by viewing the school as a 
learning organization: both as a system and a process where culture is an intermediary 
between the school as an organization, the school as a community and the school as the 
ideal that is embodied in the school’s philosophy. Based on the data obtained while 
carrying out a pilot project in a school in Latvia, this study brings forward theses for a 
further research with an aim to disclose the main educational problems in the post-Soviet 
space and the need of understanding and acceptance of the ambiguity and the 
transformational process in the school culture in the postmodern situation.  

Keywords: postmodernism – learning organization – school culture. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
Postmodernism is one of the concepts that for decades has been a topic of 
numerous discussions and has caused general scepticism among a large number 
of researchers. By accepting the opinion that postmodernism can be regarded as 
the most dynamic and most promising promoter of the development in the 
modern humanitarian and social scientific paradigm, this research is an attempt 
to analyse dimensions of school culture in the post-Soviet conditions and to 
interpret it in postmodernism. 
 
In formulating the postmodernism view on the culture Zygmunt Bauman’s 
conception of culture as praxis is used and it is developed on the basis of Pierre 
Bourdieu’s habitus and field theories. The approaches of Edgar Schein and 
Charles Handy have been applied in the conceptual basis of the organizational 
culture; the school is explored as a learning organization from the point of view 
of management in Peter Senge’s and Kenneth Leithwood’s perspective, while the 
situated learning and community of practice from the social aspect are viewed in 
accordance with the theories of Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger.  
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The theoretical focus of this work is searching for the holistic view of the school 
culture by the application of two types of perspectives: the management 
position, using the structural approach, and the social position, using the 
constructivist approach. These two types of perspectives are completely 
different; however, they are not independent: the management perspective of 
the development of school culture is a prerequisite to the development of its 
social aspect and vice versa.  
 
 
2. Research Context  
 
The research is carried out with an emphasis on the particular aspects of the 
Latvian case as a post-Soviet country. Latvia regained its independence in 1991; 
it meant not only the change of the regime, but also the need for rapid 
transformations in political culture. The acceptance of postmodernism – the 
Latvian philosopher Kārlis Račevskis calls it “the apocalypses of modernism” 
(Račevskis, 2003) – has also been difficult for the countries with a longer 
experience of democracy. However, the countries of the post-Soviet space are 
under specific circumstances, i.e., they are similar to many countries of Western 
Europe in the 40s of the XX century. (Beyme, 1994) 
 
Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, the educational reform has been carried 
out in all post-Soviet countries. This process is rather complicated, because of 
being parallel to the transition from one social regime to another, society’s 
consciousness has also changed; this has raised issues about the impact of the 
values integrated in the previous ideological system on the formation of the 
modern educational policy as well as questions about the changing paradigms of 
values of the graduates of pedagogical higher educational establishments, who 
studied under the circumstances of totalitarian ideology, and their influence on 
the implementation of reforms. 
 
As observations in Latvia have proved, the unwieldy course of the educational 
reform and many problems related to its implementation frequently originates 
from the inability of many educationalists and teachers to accept topical values, 
norms and principles. In pedagogical practice the new standards and 
programmes are perceived sceptically and frequently one faces nostalgia for the 
values that ruled in the Soviet educational system. This aspect encumbers the 
implementation of the reform in its essence. (Rubene, Geikina, Svece, 2008) 
 
The results of the research project “Tolerance Barometer of Teachers”, 
completed in 2007, demonstrate a comparatively high indicator of 
authoritarianism among teachers in Latvia. In general, when it comes to 
tolerance and understanding of the concept of tolerance and respect for 
diversion, teachers lack referential sources and experience, namely, teachers are 
not prepared to deal with conflicts in class in the situation if students differ from 
one another in some respect (nationality, race, sexual orientation). On the one 
hand, teachers believe that they do not need additional knowledge in 
intercultural education and methodology, and on the other hand, teachers admit 
that they would not know how to act in case there were a number of children 
who are different. (Austers, Golubeva, Strode, 2007)  
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Within the above-mentioned context, the research into the formation of the 
school culture in Latvia is significant for the development of a modern 
educational system, taking into account the challenges of postmodern situations.  
 
 
3. Theoretical Framework 
 
The theoretical framework of the research is based on (1) the assessment of 
educational problems in postmodernism; (2) the conceptual perspective of 
culture and organizational culture; (3) a brief review of the existing school 
culture studies; and (4) the interpretation of a school as a learning organization. 

 
 

3.1. Assessment of educational problems in postmodernism  
 
Nowadays the world’s philosophical and pedagogical thought is familiar with 
several approaches to the assessment of the postmodern situation in the 
educational context: (1) denial or ignoring of the postmodern influence; (2) 
announcement of pedagogy’s decline in the postmodern situation; (3) use of the 
postmodern provocation; (4) view on postmodernity as an offer of new 
possibilities. 
 
The Representatives of the first approach believe that pedagogy as a part of the 
arts has always been a science of the formation of a person’s autonomy and 
accepting the view of the theorists of postmodernism would mean the refusal 
pedagogical ideals as such. (Огурцов, Платонов, 2004) They consider that 
postmodernism regards a human being as a psychopathological person who is 
incapable of managing one’s life as it lacks a stable identity. However, one needs 
to admit that the disregard of modern socio-cultural features can lead to 
scientific stagnation and by following these arguments the gap between 
pedagogical theories and modern reality increases. 
 
The second approach is based on the ideas of postmodern philosophy and 
proclaims the end of pedagogical consciousness. The idea of humanism created 
by modernism and the theory of the subject being its centre are denied, as they 
advocate at the subjection of human nature to the dictate of social norms. It is 
considered that the postmodern age is principally indifferent to problems of 
education and nowadays schools are no longer able to carry out the functions of 
cultural transmission. (Rapp - Wagner, 1997) The followers of this approach 
believe that the science of pedagogy, as science in general, has become old-
fashioned, as it cannot explain the phenomena of the modern world. One has to 
admit that this position, similar the above-mentioned approach, leads to a 
deadlock as it is nihilistic and does not propose any constructive ways of solving 
the problems. 
 
The third approach treats postmodernism as a provocation that would help avoid 
stagnation in pedagogy and the educational system. The scholars of this 
approach believe that postmodernism initiates the revision and criticism of 
educational and pedagogical dogmas. Its task is to reveal the essence of 
problems, which was impossible by stable concepts and systems of values of 
modernism. This criticism is not directed towards the destruction of pedagogical 
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ideas, but it offers a possibility for the formation of new ideas and other opinions. 
(Gudjons, 1998) 
 
By believing that postmodernism is an expansion of unprecedented possibilities, 
the followers of the fourth approach emphasize the attractiveness of postmodern 
reasoning. The representative of the reflective modernism Dieter Lenzen treats 
postmodernism as a reassessment project of upbringing and education, as well 
as an analysis of modern cultural situation. (Lenzen, 1987) The scholars of this 
approach propose to accept the offered challenges and search for constructive 
solutions, even though this could lead to the revision of the principles that have 
been sustained over centuries. Having such a position is the only way for the 
development of pedagogical science that, similar to other sciences, for instance, 
biology and medicine, is subjected to constant changes.  
 
The most important pedagogical aspects that have been influenced by 
postmodernism philosophy are the transformations of the understanding of the 
subject, changes in the concepts of science and knowledge, and the creation of a 
new cultural model as a result of virtual reality and plurality of values. The 
individual has changed and for pedagogy this means a search for diverse 
postulates and teaching methods. Another concept – experience – is offered 
instead of the concept of universal knowledge that is castigated in 
postmodernism. In opposition to the focus towards the development of mind and 
the acquisition of knowledge that is characteristic of the classical pedagogy, in 
postmodernism personal educational experience becomes a way to construct the 
person’s individual worldview.  
 
 
3.2. The Concept of Culture 
 
The post-modern situation has a radical impact on the understanding of culture: 
its commercialisation is a proof of fundamental changes in relations among 
people. The post-modern world is not made by postulates, but by opinions and 
scenarios, also by stories and performances that are equally important, if not 
more important than figures and facts.  
 
Zygmunt Bauman describes culture “as a feature of social reality“, 
“simultaneously the objective foundation of the subjectively meaningful 
experience and subjective ‘appropriation‘ of the otherwise inhumanly alien world“ 
and postulate ambiguity of the concept and considers that the discourse of 
culture necessarily contains ambivalence between ‘creativity‘ and ‘normative 
regulation‘. Therefore culture in its essence is as much human freedom as an 
order-making process. Many other contradictory aspects of culture emerge from 
this ambivalence: inventing – preserving, discontinuity – continuation, novelty – 
tradition, routine – pattern-breaking, unique – regular, etc. According to 
Zygmunt Bauman, culture is “as much an agent of disorder as it is the tool of 
order“, and the paradox of culture is that the preservation of a pattern 
undermines its grip. (Bauman, 1999) 
 
In search for the golden mean between the positions of objectivism and 
subjectivism, Pierre Bourdieu views the social world through practice, supposing 
culture as symbolic facts. He has introduced the term habitus by which he means 
the formation and development of the practical cognition process that is a 
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governing model, a pattern of day-to-day activities. Bourdieu’s habitus is 
understood as a framework, in which thoughts and actions can emerge and 
develop. This framework, which is based on practical activities, determines in 
which direction further opinions and the profile of new impressions will focus. 
Namely, the existing experience sets the manner in which an individual will 
perceive and interpret new impressions, experiences and situations. Habitus 
plays the role of a mediator between an individual and the environment. 
Bourdieu’s habitus is a system of structuring dispositions that are formed in 
practice and is oriented towards practical functions in daily activities. (Bourdieu, 
1977) 
 
 
3.3. Organizational Culture 
 
Viewing organizational culture as a system of meanings, values and modes of 
behaviour, it is possible to classify culture as 3 principally distinct types: culture 
as integration that is oriented towards consensus and that singles out leaders as 
the creators of culture; culture as differentiation that points out the differences in 
the organisation, the significance of various subcultures and contradictions by 
denying monolith dominating culture and that does not see culture as something 
established by a leader; and culture as ambiguity that cannot be characterised 
according to a common system of values and there are no attempts to gain 
clarity; moreover, ambiguity is perceived as the order of things; therefore 
culture cannot be characterised as either harmonious or conflicting, because 
consensus, disagreements and ambiguity coexist: it can be described as ‘web‘ 
culture and it is constantly changing. (Meyerson and Martin, 1987) 
 
Within the understanding of organizational culture there exist several and distinct 
typologies of organizations; however, fundamentally they are based on the 
features of cultural paradigms, not structural peculiarities. The most popular 
practical approaches are developed by Edgar Schein, defining organizational 
culture „as a pattern of shared basic assumptions that was learned by a group as 
it solved its problems of external adoption and internal integration, that has 
worked well enough to be considered valid and, therefore, to be taught to new 
members as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to those 
problems“ (Schein, 2004, p.17) and Charles Handy typology, which depicts 
power, role, task and person cultures in organizations. (Handy, 1976) 
 
Learning, if perceived as a process that changes culture, is simultaneously a 
process of learning of the existing culture. Thus, there is a contradiction between 
organizational culture that is presently based on perpetual learning and changes, 
and organizational culture that acts as a stabilizing power. (Schein, 2004) 

 
 

3.4. School Culture 
 
The idea of a school is based on an ideal, and in general its products are ideals 
and ideas that manifest through a developed personality. A school’s outcome is 
not an objective product; therefore not all conditions of efficiency that are used 
for the management of organizational culture can be attributed to a school. 
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Handy and Aitken apply the model of organizational culture to a school by 
forming four basic types of schools: the club culture (a spider’s web), the role 
culture (a pyramid), the task culture (a grid), the person culture (a cluster). 
(Handy and Aitkinen, 1986) David Hargreaves offers a model that characterises 
school culture based on two dimensions: the instrumental domain, representing 
social control and orientation to task; and the expressive domain, reflecting 
social cohesion through maintaining positive relationships. Thus, four types of 
school culture are formed: Traditional or Formal (low social cohesion, high social 
control), Welfarist (low social control, high social cohesion), Hothouse (high 
social control, high social cohesion), and Anomic (low social cohesion, low social 
control). (Hargreaves, 1995) From the point of view of its structure, school 
culture can be examined from various aspects, including the view of the 
aggregation of subcultures of teachers, pupils, management and leadership, 
parents, religious beliefs etc. as they are united and differentiated by the types 
of perception, the purposes and the objectives of these groups of people, as well 
as formal rules, responsibilities and behavioural patterns. These and other 
typologies of school culture can be applied with an aim to identify a specific 
status and consider particular changes, as well as to expand the understanding 
of school culture in general and how it influences the educational process at 
school and how it can be influenced itself. 
 
The literature on management, when exploring organizational culture mainly 
focuses on leadership strategies, while the school-based literature singles out 
teacher culture as a significant feature, because it actually influences school 
culture in a direct way. Andy Hargreaves (1994) highlights four existing teaching 
cultures: individualism, collaboration, contrived collegiality and balkanization. 
(Hargreaves, 1994)  
 
When explaining the concept of organizational culture, Schein points out ‘shared 
learning experiences‘: “…we can think of the culture as the accumulated shared 
learning of a given group, covering behavioural, emotional, and cognitive 
elements of the group members' total psychological functioning.“ (Schein, 2004, 
p.17) Such an approach to the concept of organizational culture resonates with 
the concept of ‘learning organization‘, where the central emphasis is similar. 
Schein, referring to such authors as Donald Michael, Tom Malone and Peter 
Senge, uses the concept of ‘learning culture‘ by attempting to combine the idea 
of organizational culture and a learning organization, by taking into account 
learning needs in the future, theories and practice of coordination in the 
information age and the aspects of culture and innovation.  
 
 
3.5. School as a learning organization  
 
School in its concept is based on learning; interpretation of the concept of the 
learning organization in pedagogy broadens the understanding of the variety of 
learning, offering new landmarks that are essential in the development of the 
view. Mostly a learning organization is defined as an ideal, an organization in 
which both individual and collective learning are the key factors. Organizational 
learning is the activity and the process by which organizations eventually reach 
this ideal of a learning organization.  
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A large part of sources related to learning organizations and organizational 
learning are normative, that is, explaining how managers should establish a 
learning organization within their companies (Schein 1992, Senge 1990) and 
how to assess the input-output of investments related to these activities 
(Ondonez de Pablos, 2004). This also refers to literature dedicated to school 
issues that mostly show how schools can be developed into organizations that 
are ready and apt for changes. Peter Senge identifies five basic disciplines for 
organizational development to converge to learning organization: systems 
thinking, personal mastery, mental models, building shared vision and team 
learning and he particularly emphasizes the dialogue as a way of organizational 
learning (Senge, 1990). The research of Peter Senge in the area of 
organizational learning is a major contribution to the development of the theories 
in this field, especially the theories relating to schools; however, regardless of 
the focus on the future of a new type of organizations that are decentralized, 
non-hierarchic and oriented towards the advancement and welfare of employees, 
he allots a strict, even determined role of the leader in the process of the 
establishment and the development of a learning organization. In this model, the 
leader needs to be an example, the driving force and the developer of the 
organization’s vision. 
 
Various sociological traditions have produced many sociological discourses in 
organizational learning – from organizational learning as the ideology of 
particular power groups to organizational learning as the transmission of 
knowledge within workplace communities. In the postmodern tradition 
organizational learning is viewed as a discursive practice. (Gherardi, Davide, 
2003) 
 
Viewing the learning organization as a social notion, the theory of situated 
learning, developed by Lave and Wenger, could be of most interest in pedagogy: 
the starting point from this perspective is the ability of individuals to learn from 
their experiences and to learn from/with each other in work or learning settings, 
in ‘a community of practice‘: “A community of practice is a set of relations 
among persons, activity, and world.“ (Lave and Wenger, 1991, p.98) According 
to the theory of situated learning “there are four learning components: 
community – learning as belonging, identity – learning as becoming, meaning – 
learning as experience, and practice – learning as doing.“ (Wenger, 1998, p.5) 
 
 
4. Case Study – Searching the Criteria of School Culture 
 
School culture in postmodernism is characterized as ambiguity and dissension; it 
fully reflects the present situation of school culture in Latvia. Therefore it is 
impossible to interpret school culture using any static model and the only way is 
to develop approach that reveals the dynamics and versatility of the issue. 
 
In order to clarify the analytical frame for exploring school culture in 
postmodernism situation in Latvia, and to put forward the theses for further 
research from the viewpoint of a school as a learning organization one particular 
school in Latvia was examined from the three main aspects: (1) the structural 
aspect (the school vision and mission, the school structure, the school strategies 
and policy, and the resources, based on the content analysis); (2) the cognitive 
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aspect (what teachers and pupils think about teaching, their own learning and 
school culture, based on questionnaires, enquiries, and discussions); and (3) the 
social aspect (how pupils, teachers and the management feel at school, based on 
questionnaires and observations of lessons).  
 
As a result, a series of issues, problems and contradictions were observed and 
premises, which could be developed as the criteria for the school culture, were 
set up: (1) Changes formally imposed by educational reforms are often 
misunderstood and erroneously implemented by teachers in their daily work and 
raise serious resistance; (2) Contradictions and conflicts in school are usually 
smoothed down and rarely are skilfully applied for obtaining a new experience 
and learning; (3) Because of the mutual process of learning it is possible for the 
teacher to perceive work at school and being together with pupil as ‘real life‘ or 
as a job of a teacher. The way a teacher feels at school depends on whether the 
teacher in his/her consciousness divides pupils and teachers into ‘them‘ and ‘us‘; 
(4) Being in dialogue either by using the dialogue as a method or experiencing it 
as a process changes the way of teacher dominance. 
 
 
5. Research issues  
 
Traditionally, the organizational culture is set as a structure. However, structural 
changes alone cannot ensure reforms. School culture has to change. In order to 
make the required reforms possible one does not need restructuring, but re-
culturing (Werner, 1982); moreover, postmodernism doubts and mistrusts the 
structure, at least a stable structure. The central question of the research is: 
How to interpret post-Soviet school culture in postmodernism? 
The research issues that concern the frame for exploring school culture are: (1) 
from the organizational point of view the antinomies between economical and 
social aims of school: competitiveness and collaboration; evaluation and values; 
demands and insights; knowledge and context; rules and meanings; (2) from the 
individual‘s point of view: clarification of the four organizational learning 
components in school – belonging, becoming, experience, and doing – and the 
level of the individual’s participation in the schooling process, applying three 
indicators – the way of domination, acceptance and being in dialogue. 
 
 
6. Discussion and findings 
 
Culture as the system of habitus is oriented to self-preservation. Traditions, 
rules, habits and values in school culture are means of stability and trust, but 
there is no stability in the postmodern culture at all, therefore focusing on 
stability increases the crisis. 
 
The fundamental approach allowing such a changeable and ambiguous culture is 
a deep understanding of this culture. Desperate attempts to retain the existing or 
the previous order, to react to the reforms and changes in educational politics, 
and to the protean pupil create unnecessary discontent, manifesting as a fall of 
the prestige of a teacher in society, the lack of professionals in schools, and 
teacher burn- out. The teacher is an agent who, by acquiring new confidence and 
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perception of the transformed cultural situation in school, could transfer this 
feeling to the pupils and the whole society. 
 
A teacher in school is placed in the epicentre of two contradictory relationship 
models: to be an equal participant of a learning organization and to be an 
authority and an example. A post-Soviet teacher has acquired attitude of 
deformed authority as a relationship model from his/her own learning 
experience, and largely manages to assume the position of power 
subconsciously; this position immediately creates a string of trials and 
challenges. It becomes more and more difficult to withstand this power position 
and succeed in the solving all challenges, because the informational space has 
expanded immensely and the teacher can no longer be the carrier of the sole 
truth. This struggle often tortures teachers emotionally and they become 
helpless. Only in true relations with pupils, based on mutual learning, one can 
find new ways of domination. Neither manipulatively psychological or normative 
“tricks” that ensure short-term results, nor structures and bureaucratic 
mechanisms fixed in the framework of legislation to support the demonstration of 
power, but mutual learning is a process where a new type of culture can be 
formed: the culture of such a school where there is no requirement for 
compulsory conformity, because contradictions and differences of opinions offer 
learning opportunities; the culture of cooperation and learning, where individuals 
do not become a manageable crowd. 
 
For the further research and objectification the following research theses are 
developed: A successful development of a school in postmodernism situation can 
occur if it develops as a multilevel learning organization in which: (1) there is an 
awareness and understanding of the necessity of ambiguity, disconformities and 
contradictions in the school‘s culture and an appreciation of the gains of such an 
approach; (2) there is a conscious effort to create the system of habitus in which 
differences of opinions, disconformities and contradictions are used as a means 
of the development; (3) the relationships are formed not on the basis of 
confirmative opinions ordered arrangements and constancy, but on the dialogue 
between participants, in which the role of the participants constantly changes; 
(4) the area of an individual’s (either a pupil’s or a teacher’s) learning culture is 
formed not only by the curriculum that reflects the optimum amount of 
knowledge that must be mastered, but also by such components as the sense of 
community, getting identity, creating meaning and experiencing practice. 

 
 

7. Conclusion 
 
The society no longer accepts the school as it exists now, but it is not ready to 
create a principally new school either. In postmodernism situation culture in 
general is an innovative culture, a kind of culture that involves finding, making 
and accepting innovations: such culture that is not focused on conformity, but 
directed towards contradictions. In its essence a school is conservative, and as 
such it provides the feeling of security for pupils. The polarity of these 
approaches characterises the dynamics of school culture, which, in its turn, is a 
criterion of the presence of postmodernism and the driving force of the school’s 
development.  
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The philosophy of postmodernism can be treated not only as a destructive 
discourse, but also it can be regarded as a promoter of the development in the 
practice of modern humanities and social sciences that brings forward the 
necessary changes in the conceptions in pedagogy in order to explain the 
phenomena of the postmodernism period. 

  
Lipman’s metaphor “The adult often serves to translate the society’s experience, 
its culture, to the student and to translate the student’s experience to the 
society” (Lipman, 2003) of a school precisely reveals both the feelings of 
educational crisis in society and the importance of school culture in the feasibility 
of an adequate ‘translation’. In a post-modern situation, the speed required for 
the exchange of values has accelerated up to a critical point and one of the ways 
of how pupils and teachers can communicate in a common language and how not 
to view the postmodern reality as a crisis but as an opportunity, is to look at 
school culture as praxis, as participation in a community of practice.  
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Abstract 

In this paper a case study of the re-telling of a biblical story in the form of a narrative is 
undertaken. The story is told to young children. My research question is: How to re-tell a 
story so that it demands the full alertness of young listeners. In the presentation I 
visualize events described in the narrative. - The function of a story is to find an 
intentional state that makes a deviation from an accepted cultural pattern 
understandable. The story invites people to identify with the characters or a particular 
character of the narrative. A change in knowledge of the self might be the result. In 
narrating a biblical story the intrigue and the dramatic events serve to highlight the 
message of the story. Re-telling of sagas, myths and biblical stories attract children’s 
interest. They use all their senses to describe the contents of a narrative: telling, singing, 
music, pantomime, drama, role play, rhythm, painting, drawing, modeling, sculpturing … 
The detail of the moment is contextualized in a way, which is relevant and 
comprehensible for the child. 

Keywords: Narrative – Re-telling – Visualization  
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Narratives are composed of unique sequences of events, mental states or 
happenings that involve human beings as actors (Bruner 1990, 43). Ricoeur 
defines a narrative in the following way: “ … a story describes a sequence of 
actions and experiences of a certain number of characters, whether real or 
imaginary. These characters are represented in situations which change … [to] 
which they react. These changes, in turn, reveal hidden aspects of the situations 
and the characters, giving rise to a new predicament which calls for thought or 
action or both. The response to this predicament brings the story to its 
conclusion.” (Ricoeur 1981, 277) The interpreter has to apprehend the 
narrative’s plot configuration in order to make sense of its constituting events. 
But the succession of events determines the plot configuration. We move in a 
hermeneutic circle. The function of a story is to find an intentional state that 
makes a deviation from an accepted cultural pattern understandable (Bruner 
1990, 47). This achievement gives the story its verisimilitude; it becomes lifelike. 
Stories have to do with how participants interpret things, what things mean to 
them.  
 
Narratives create pictures in the mind of the listener. It is probable that the first 
stories of mankind were told in the form of drawings even before a language 
developed. The famous French cave drawings, for example in Lascaux and 
Chauvet-Pont-d'Arc, are signs showing in this direction. Some theories hold that 
these may have been a way of transmitting information, while other theories 
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ascribe them a religious or ceremonial purpose (anon. a). Clay sculptures, dance 
and ritual music were other artifacts of religious customs with an educating 
content.  
 
My research is connected to the use of narratives in education of young children. 
When a child narrates he develops the power of self-expression and learns to use 
his own mind and form his own judgment. Children like to tell stories. Allow them 
to narrate and they narrate, fluently and copiously. The possibility to use this 
feature in education was noticed long ago by Charlotte Mason (1925, 16). She 
gave her students lots of books from many subjects for reading. Narrating tested 
all understanding. The internal questioning of the mind while narrating ascertains 
that the student owns the knowledge.  
 
Usually the teacher giving instruction is narrating. However, the narrative does 
not always attach the attention of the listener. My research question is: How to 
re-tell a story so that it demands the full alertness of young listeners. I 
concentrate on the biblical stories, as the teaching of religion is part of my work.  
 
 
2. The narrative re-plotting of a biblical story 
 
Macintyre (1981) claims that modern man has lost the narrative as expressive 
form. Therefore the understanding of our being, a story extending from the past 
into the future (Luumi 2006, 61), is lost and we feel helpless and abandoned. 
Macintyre says (1981, 216) that to bereave children of stories is like leaving 
them unscripted, anxious and stuttering, both in actions and words. - We have 
lost the close contact to biblical narratives. 
 
An announcement in the form of a narrative is very primordial. The concern is 
about the human being and her world (Luumi 2006, 202). The words of a story 
create an image (Luumi 2006, 57, Rensburg 2003, 16) and arouse feelings 
(Rensburg 2003, 32). A good narration makes the event come alive, gives the 
story life-likeness or verisimilitude. The power of a narrative is that it invites 
people to identify with the characters or a particular character of the narrative 
(Rensburg 2003, 56) The narration is a challenge for the listener and gives 
him/her possibilities to interpret the own experiences. Gadamer made the 
context of the listener the point of departure. “This means that the interpreter’s 
own thoughts have also gone into the re-awakening of the meaning of the text” 
(Gadamer 1975, 340). A change in knowledge of the self might be the result. 
(Luumi 2006, 135, 210-221)  
 
The narrator has artistic freedom, for example, to try to find motives for people’s 
actions in biblical stories (Rensburg 2003, 53). He/she must show an honesty to 
narrate what is lived. However, he/she should not try to determine the 
primordial setting of the text or use speculation concerning the author’s 
intentions. Also the own personal faith must not be projected into the story. 
(Rensburg 2003, 54)   
 
A narrative should in the introduction give information about the involved 
characters. Here artistic creativity may be applied. In describing the events, 
factors implying a plot or intrigue are important. The plot can be created by 
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adding strange factors or unexplained motives. The narrator must upset the 
equilibrium, disturb the accepted pattern, and create an element of surprise. The 
resolution of the story should generate a feeling of satisfaction. The conclusions 
should be short. An application of the story’s message is not necessary. It is not 
in accordance with the present day understanding of a narrative. (Rensburg 
2003, 59) 
 
 
3. Jesus Blesses Little Children 
 
Based on The Gospel According To Mark.10:13-16 in the Bible (New King James 
Version) 
 
"Then they brought little children to Him, that He might touch them; but the 
disciples rebuked those who brought them. But when Jesus saw it, He was 
greatly displeased and said to them, 'Let the little children come to Me, and do 
not forbid them; for of such is the kingdom of God. Assuredly, I say to you, 
whoever does not receive the kingdom of God as a little child will by no means 
enter it.' And He took them up in His arms, laid His hands on them, and blessed 
them." 
 
Materials: A green flannel board as background. Paper figures that can be 
attached to the board: A girl = Elisabet, group of children, mother, two disciples, 
group of mothers with children and babies, several groups of adults, one group 
of disciples that can be turned over to face the other way, Jesus, more children. 
 
The pictures are attached to the board, moved and removed as the story goes 
on. 
 
 
This is Elisabet. She is five years old. She has many friends with whom she likes 
to play in the yard in front of the house. Sometimes she has to help her mother. 
Today is such a day. Elisabet will help carrying water from the well in the village 
as her mother will wash their clothes today. But until her mother calls for her she 
may play with her friends. 
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Picture 1. Suddenly two strange men appear. 
 
Suddenly two strange men appear. Elisabet's friends are frightened and withdraw 
behind Elisabet. But Elisabet is not afraid.. She looks at the men, then asks 'Who 
are you?' 'We are James and John, Jesus' disciples.' James says. 'Yes, I've heard 
about Jesus', Elisabet says. 'He can heal sick people and once he gave food to 
5000 people. Is that true?' 'Yes'. 'But where is Jesus now?' Elisabet asks. 'He is 
just on the other side of the village teaching the people,' John replies. 'I want to 
go and listen to him', Elisabet says. 'But you cannot go alone, you must ask your 
mother to accompany you,' says James. 'Yes I will. Bye then'. ' Bye, bye'. James 
and John leave. 'Did you hear that? I'm going to tell my mama. You'll go home 
and tell your parents, too.' Elisabet is full of energy as she runs home. 
 
'Mama, Mama, two of Jesus' disciples came around and told us that Jesus is on 
the other side of the village today. Let's go and listen to him!' 'No', her mother 
says. 'Have you forgotten that we are to wash the clothes today and you should 
help me.' 'No, not today, we can do that tomorrow'. Elisabet is disappointed. 
'Just imagine that Jesus never comes to our village again, then we will never 
meet him!' Elisabet's mother is quiet for a long time, then she says: ' I know 
what we'll do. You go and tell your friends and I will go and speak with the other 
mothers and then we all go to listen to Jesus.' 'That we will do!' Elisabet runs 
out. 
 
It doesn't take Elisabet many minutes to find her friends. Then she wanders to 
and fro anxiously waiting for the mothers to arrive. After a long , long time they 
arrive and when Elisabet sees them she cries out: 'Hurry up, now we go', and 
she runs away. But she has to return many times as the women move very 
slowly carrying their babies. That is why it took so long for them to be ready. The 
babies needed to be fed and get dry diapers before they could go anywhere, 
otherwise they would cry. And the babies are heavy to carry - there were no 
baby carriages then. 
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Picture 2. 'Hurry up, now we go' 
 
After what seems an eternity to Elisabet they arrive to a place where there are 
many people gathered around Jesus. 'Look, there is Jesus!' Elisabet cries out. 
'Let's go closer so that we can hear what he says'. Elisabet is on her way. But 
suddenly she stops. 
 

 
Picture 3. Some men turn around looking very angry. 
 
Some men turn around looking very angry and they say: ' Be quiet! Don't come 
here and disturb and shout! Jesus has important things to tell us. Children 
cannot understand that. Go away with your children!' they say to the mothers. 
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Elisabet runs to her mother. She can feel the tears running down her cheeks. 
Didn't Jesus like children at all? Suddenly it is very quiet. Then she hears a mild 
voice saying: 'No. no, let the children come to me. I have preached enough for 
today, now I will talk to the children.' It was Jesus saying so. Then the disciples 
remember that Jesus has just told them that to God every person is precious, 
and children are persons also, aren't they. 
  

 
Picture 4. 'Of course I like children. 
 
They themselves had not understood what Jesus had preached. They feel 
ashamed and leave. So do many of the other adults. 'Come, Elisabet, don't be 
afraid'. Elisabet goes closer to Jesus. 'I thought that you don't like children', she 
says, 'the men looked so angry.' 'Of course I like children. But you see, Elisabet, 
sometimes adults don't understand anything, and sometimes children 
understand much more than the adults. All people are different from each other 
because God has made them so. And God loves everyone, young and old alike. 
Come to me, children, and tell me all about yourself.' And Jesus takes the small 
children up in his arms. He lays his hands on the children and blesses them. 
 
Jesus always has time to listen to you, whenever you want to talk to him. 
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4. Discussion 
 
In the above story, which is only four verses in the Bible, I have used the 
methods suggested by Luumi (2006) and Rensburg (2003). The story is viewed 
from the perspective of the small girl Elisabet, with whom it is easy for young 
children to identify. The pictures on the flannel board are helpful when trying to 
attach the attention of quite young children. From experience I know that also 
somewhat older children appreciate the procedure to build the complete picture. 
The intrigue of the story is created by the unexpected appearance of the two 
disciples. The regular daily work is disturbed in its pattern. Through impatience, 
sorrow and fright the satisfactory end is reached: Jesus likes children.  
 
There is a difference between narratives in novels and biblical narratives. In a 
novel the main attention is on the plot and the dramatic effects of the narrative. 
In narrating a biblical story the intrigue and the dramatic events never are that 
important. They serve a purpose and this is to highlight the message of the 
story. The style in which the message is delivered is important, especially so 
when the biblical story is well known. (Rensburg 2003, 71-73) 
 
Sometimes I combine a story with singing and moving. For example the story 
about how Jesus stills the storm I combine with the song “When it’s storming”. 
Here the children may act and sing “the big storm”, “the fast storm” and “the 
small storm”. Also “the silent storm” can be included. By this means I have got 
three hundred small children to be absolutely quiet! Also the story of the creation 
can be connected to an action song: “Who created all the flowers”. Once a three-
year-old girl used to come to the mini club of the church once a week. We were 
singing this song. The following year the family was abroad. When they moved 
back to Finland the then five-year-old girl started kindergarten. There she had 
asked if they could sing the song … and she showed the flower with her hands. 
She did not remember the text or the melody but the movement was preserved 
in her memory. This I see as an indication that acting to music and song makes 
learning easier. 
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Abstract 

The paper sums up the past and present approaches to audio-visual education research 
in the Czech Republic and faces them with up-to-date preliminary surveys that have been 
made among Czech teenagers and Masaryk University students. \f “a”The principal goal 
is to provide an outline for further possible research questions, strategies and 
approaches that could be developed in the recent Czech media education context with a 
special respect to the modes of young filmgoers’ out-of-the-school perception activities. 
The main hypothesis asks how and to which extent can be young people influenced and 
identified with recent global audio-visual fiction luminaries. 

Keywords: media education - fan studies - identification with fictional characters - 
research strategies  
 
 
 
1. Media Education in the Czech Republic: An Introduction 
 
Media education has blossomed in variety of modes and approaches in recent 
years. Widely dispersed around the globe it has only strenghtened its presence in 
curricula and within of all levels of educational architecture. Moreover, it can be 
said media education movement and/or media literacy research agenda created 
an ever growing area of tasks, opportunities and challenges for both 
contemporary society and a number of hard working groups of media education 
experts that are expected to deal with the problem. With the respect to the 
coherent body of research, aspects of health also increasingly contribute to the 
field of media education are and as a whole media education emerges as one of 
the principal research efforts of the 21st century. 
 
Among those who consider some sort of media education as a necessity is wide 
range of professions : lobbyists and public opinion makers, media education 
activists and private interest/commercial groups, teachers and out-of-the-school 
educators, students and their parents and lust but not least a still growing 
number of academics.  
 
When going back to media education roots in the Czech Republic and former 
Czechoslovakia (of which the Czech Republic is one of two heirs from 1993), we 
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have to look at the very first years of the past century. As soon as in the 1910s 
there were great and frequently much publicized efforts, polemics and even 
some opinion riots about the use of film medium in the school and out-of-the 
school activities in the Czechoslovakia (and in Austro-Hungarian Empire before 
that). Some extreme opinions marked a point between copy-cat crimes film 
fiction heroes which was quite usual at the time. However, during the 20s and 
30s, film education in Czechoslovakia became a coherent part of school curricula 
and in 1936 a decree of the Czech Ministry of Edification was released - enabling 
the legal use of film in the class. 
 
Thorough the next decades, and especially those after World War II, film and 
audiovisual education in the Czechoslovakia developed into a variety of modes 
(science film, school film, instructional films or didactic films for teachers, 
videopedagogy, regular Czech Television broadcast for schools etc.) but it never 
acquired an appropriate position across the elementary/secondary school 
curriculum. At its pinnacle, a film historians’ and teachers’ conspiration led to the 
proposition of a very promising curricular concept that came to prominence 
during late 60s but this material was never delivered to practice. 
 
After the “Velvet Revolution” in 1989 the widespread influence of mass media 
has been highly apparent in everyday Czech schools’ life and pupils’ leisure time 
activities. Some of the most significant voices of the Czech cultural discourse 
such as Academy Award winner Jiří Menzel repeatedly pointed out the possible 
threats of an inexperienced mass media flood, but liberal approaches prevailed. 
In recent years there have been two predominant media education attitudes in 
the Czech Republic: The first one stresses media’s deeply negative influence on 
pupils with a discreet respect to great works of film art, the other one tries to 
analyse the mechanisms of film and media consumption and strengthens the 
importance of critical background and inquiry. 
 
Ambivalence and over-distanced approach of concurrent Czech media education 
research is clearly apparent in the opinions of some authors that note the 
dramatic or even hysteric aspect of the problem (Nešpor, 2006, Sak, 2000 and 
others). According to Sak (2000) “the natural world is being replaced in a 
human’s life with the help from media and substituted by virtual reality while 
young generation starts to live virtually in cyberspace to a substantial extent.” 
 
In our preliminary research that had been conducted in 2004 among 282 
students of Brno high-schools (in age range of 18 – 20 years) we found that 40 
percent of asked are a non-frequent cinema goers; precisely said, they usually 
go to a one screen cinema or multiplex (not an art-house cinema) just from 
three to five times a year. On contrary, almost one third (30 percent of 
respondents) can be classified as frequent cinemagoers who tend to visit cinema 
at least 9 times a year. (Krátká - Vacek, 2006).  
 
The further data acquired can be seen as a confirmation of a cinema reception 
shift. While there is a rather strong and regular film offer (a number of newly 
released titles even in the small Czech film market), teenagers are not those who 
enjoy them too often. These preliminary propositions seem to be certified even 
from the findings of our action resarch that was conducted among the students 
of Masaryk University – better said – among those participating in the courses of 
Film and Media Education and Film and Audiovisual Education during the 
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academic year of 2005/2006. With the respect to their enrollment into both 
courses we can deduce their grater interest to film and audiovisual cuture. The 
order of cinemagoing experience in the rows of these students was as follows: 
50% of them do proclaim they usually watch from 6 to 10 films a month, another 
20% watched less then 5 films in a past month and just about 24% of them were 
most active spectators with a score from 11 to 20 films watched per last month. 
(Krátká – Vacek, 2006). 
 
 
2. Outline of a Prospective Research 
 
Analyzing our prospective results we will compare them with previously 
published findings of Buckingham (1987), Rodge (1999) and Jones (2003). Their 
research activities represent different approaches to the problem of media 
education. 
 
The methodology of investigation will be based partially on the results and 
approaches presented in the works of above-mentioned authors and also on the 
preliminary results of our previous surveys. Using a sort of complex research 
strategies (such as narrative interviews, coding the acquired data and deep-
insight interviews) we will try to develop the key concepts and issues of 
qualitative oriented surveys. The prominent attention will be focused on young 
spectators and their notion of and an articulated desire to be an active part in 
contemporary audiovisual culture. We consider a strong resemblance to the 
factors of self-identification and mimicking of the fictional heroes and film stars 
appearance (on-screen persona). 
 
Principal parts of outlined research project should include these areas : 
a) the study of reception habits (how do young people choose the programmes 
to watch and enjoy and what are their motivations for the viewing 
b) fan approaches with an empahsize given to its critical evaluation 
c) modes of communication in audiovisual culture within and out of the fan 
community 
d) identification and self-reflexive activities of such an approach including 
proposing a typology of fan-approaches 
 
In accordance with the mix-method methodology we will use the combination of 
quantitative and qualitative based techniques within the range of a single study. 
Qualitative oriented methods will enable deeper understanding of how young 
spectators interact to each other’s preferences and a plenty of works of film and 
audiovisual fiction. Quantitative methods will be used when analysing a 
questionnaire that tries to cover basic elements of everyday and casual 
reception. 
 
 
2.1. Quantitative Aspects Unveiled 
 
In addition to previous efforts, a web questionnaire focusing on accumulating 
basic data among young Czech spectators, is created and circulated among 
respondents. Its scope divides equally between modes and preferences of 
audiovisual consumption in the Czech Republic and Slovakia. This web 
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questionnaire should primarily serve as a source of data-mining and a fine-
tunable classifying tool enabling a proper selection of respondents to further and 
more extensive talks (it will be posted on the most visited film-related webpage 
of the Czech Internet with a gain of a proportionally well adjusted representation 
of single relevant categories such as gender, educational level, the place of 
residence etc.) - Also, it will be serving as an invaluable sheet of contact 
information for both present and future interviews. Upon the data acquired 
through this web form – that serves simultaneously as a pilot description-relation 
reserch – we will summon basic results important to prospective level of research 
and besides that it will verify some statistically significant correlations.  
 
Our principal research questions will be closely correlated to the age 
differences and as such they will be concentrated on, but not limited to : 
 
What are Czech contemporary young people reception strategies and to which an 
extent do they identify themselves with the audiovisual fiction characters ? 
 
What reception stereotypes can be found among high-school and university 
students contrary to those young adults who have a full-time job or family ? 
 
Are there any special reception stereotypes among the middle aged people (35 – 
45 years) and older generations (more that 45 years) ? Are the results found 
here comparable to those found among young adults (20 - 35 years) and 
teenagers (12 – 20 years) ? 
 
Are the pubescence reception stereotypes (11/12 – 15/16 years) comparable to 
those found among adolescents (16 – 20 years). 
 
On the basis of the data acquired we will describe the correlations between 
various socio-demographic indicators and partial sub-topics. Also, some specific 
issues (e. g. a measure of proximity between young spectators’ identification 
heroes and their own favourite characters). These data will also support the 
desing of a typology of most-favoured fictional characters. 
 
Problems being investigated in the questionnaire: 
 
I. Reception of film and audiovisual culture 
II. Communication 
III. Fan approaches and activities 
IV. Identification 
a) the subject of identification 
b) time shift of identification 
c) consequences of identification 
 
 
2.2. Qualitative Aspect of the Project 
 
Selected respondents will be asked to explain their feelings, attitudes and 
impressions about fictional characters they like. Then, their identification will be 
backed up with the data found in these series of narrative interviews amd we will 
design and conduct case studies stressing an informed insight and an analysis of 
a few carefuly cases selected. The crucial point of this part of research can be 
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explained in a research question as follows : What are the characteristics of any 
given reception case or a group of cases that are simultaneously compared ? 
 
In accordance with the rules of qualitative based research we can suppose that 
the better a few selected cases will be described, the more precise results we get 
when investigating similar cases. At the conlusion of any given case study (of 
which annotating and coding are an integral part) we will set up the problem 
against the background of a broader context. Finally we will induct all results into 
a general answer to the problem. 
 
The scheme of interviews will be inspired from the findings of above mentioned 
authors and it will include these parts : 1) Introductory (context of spectatorship, 
reasons for favoring some series, how do the respondents perceive the modes of 
representation of any given series) ; 2) Identification (favourite and disliked 
fictional characters, fictional hero’s destiny and the coincidences with real-life 
spectators’ experience, the process of identification) ; 3) Activities and fan 
creativity (watching frequency, web pages designs and blog creation efforts, fan 
graphics, videos and fan-fiction process) ; 4) Reality and authenticity (modes of 
representation in the terms of represenatation of fictional universes, costumes, 
masks, a number of cross-references among single chapters of a series, 
switching impressions and emotions after watching of the chapter of a series, 
happy-end discussions) ; 5) Community communication and shared/articulated 
values and impressions interchange with other specators. 
 
We suppose creating three in-depth case studies of which each will be focused on 
one of the most current audiovisual phenomenon that create a persistent part of 
young people everyday spectatorship and as such they command a strong fan 
base. Each of the case studies will also reflect the great masure of interest 
coming from humanities academia. 
 
The first of the case studies included in this project should deal with the ever-
growing interest and a deep dedication for cult series Buffy the Vampire Slayer 
(and its spin-off Angel). This is partly because of an unprecedented and 
extensive academic coverage of this phenomenon through a number of 
departments and fields of inquiry (such as sociology, theology, psychology, 
philosophy and gender studies) and from this point of view Czech and global 
educational science still stand apart of the analytical hype and it is quite fair to 
say that there is perhaps no Czech systematic study observing the aspects such 
a widespread fascination. 
 
The second case study should focus on the Sex and the City series which proven 
to be an influential sociocultural force and one of the driving factors of self-
identification of young adulthood (especially in the crowds of women in their 
early and late 30s). Third case study will comprise Grey´s Anatomy as an up-to-
date cultural project and both creative and a fan tour-de-fource effort. 
 
The results acquired during the whole of reserarch should result into a proposal 
of innovations usable to the same extent in the Czech media education research 
and educational science as a whole. 
 
This paper would not have been possible without the support of Research Plan 
no. MSM0021622421 School and Health for the 21st Century. 
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Abstract 

This study examines the types of corrective oral feedback (COF) used by a pronunciation 
teacher for signalling the phonological errors and their relationship to beginner learners´ 
uptake and immediate repair of these errors. The participants were the teacher and forty 
students from a pronunciation class in an English teacher training program. The 
instruments used to collect data were: class observations, field notes, audio-records and 
an opinion questionnaire. The data was classified using Lyster and Ranta´s (1997) 
taxonomy. The results reveal recast as the most common COF used by the instructor for 
the correction of segmental errors having a student uptake and repair of 64%. Regarding 
suprasegmentals, negotiation of form was mostly used, having a 69% of learner uptake 
and repair. Another finding unveils the teacher usage of different combinations of COF. 
This fact further discloses the tendency to employ recast for segmental error correction 
and negotiation of form for suprasegmentals.  

Keywords: Corrective Oral Feedback – Phonological Errors – Pronunciation Errors - 
Negotiation of Form - Recast. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction and Problem  
 
Learning a second language implies a complex cognitive process in which 
learners acquire new forms and lexical items through the exposure to a variety of 
input. When learners are ready to produce the target language, errors will be a 
natural part of their output. Swain (1985) points out that modification of learner 
output either by peers or teachers through practical and constant feedback is a 
necessity for L2 mastery. 
 
Brown (1994) mentions that learner's errors are relevant signs of how the 
second language underlying system is working; they are "windows to a learner's 
internalized understanding of the second language" (p. 27). What's more some 
errors are common to all learners (a systematic or quasi-systematic 
developmental process) while others are particular individual learner (personal 
and contextual variables).  
 
Fossilization of oral errors is very common in learners, Gass (1988) states that 
providing direct and frequent negative evidence to learners will enable them to 
detect discrepancies between their interlanguage and the target language, 
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therefore avoiding fossilization. For this reason, the role that teachers play as 
providers of input is crucial for the learners’ interlanguage development.  
 
 
1.1 Theoretical Framework and research question 
 
Teachers can provide positive or negative feedback to their learners. Carroll, 
Swain & Roberge (1992) assert that positive feedback reinforces the correctness 
of the learners’ original behavior while negative feedback points to the ill-formed 
utterance. The view of error correction has varied through years due to the 
theory of language and language learning underlying each method. For The 
Audiolingual Method errors are viewed as a sin and have to be corrected 
immediately to avoid fossilization, the Natural Approach, on the contrary, avoids 
error correction because it might have a negative effect on the learner´s ego and 
persona. Some researchers went even further and stated that error correction 
could interfere with the learning of the language. Spada (1997) summarizes the 
existent belief of the early 80’s led by Krashen's (1985) as affirming that all what 
learners needed to acquire L2 was enough exposure to comprehensible input and 
motivation and that corrective feedback did no lead to second language 
acquisition. 
 
SLA researchers within this trend were claiming that natural language acquisition 
processes were all-powerful so instruction made no difference (Doughty & 
Williams, 1998). They were equating L1 to L2 learning.  
 
With the advent in the early 80's of a 'strong version' of Communicative 
Language Teaching (CLT) known as the 'separationist' view of CLT (Johnson, 
1982), the role of error correction was minimized and, as a result, accuracy was 
overlooked and fluency was emphasized (Williams, 1995). Furthermore, 
researchers in the field (Howatt, 1984; Williams, 1995;) pointed out that there 
was a shift from focus on forms to a focus on meaning with provision of 
meaningful comprehensible input. As a result, there was a by-product of fluent, 
but inaccurate learners.  
 
Many teachers are still adhered to the old tenets of the CLT and theoretical 
postulates of Krashen (1985) so still little feedback is provided to second 
language learners in the classrooms, as seen in the Canadian immersion 
programs and content-based ESL classes in the United States. Researchers 
(DeKeyser, 1998; Doughty & Varela, 1998; Doughty & Williams, 1998) are 
inquiring through experimental and quasi-experimental research the effects of 
varied techniques of focus on form on learners output. Moreover, classroom-
based research (Lyster, 1988a & b; Lyster & Ranta ,1997) is inquiring how 
teachers correct, what techniques are most commonly used and their effect on 
learner output.  
  
Lyster and Ranta (1997) have stated a variety of types of corrective oral 
feedback (COF) used by teachers in response to errors; among these kinds of 
feedback we find: (a)explicit correction which is a clear-cut supplement of the 
appropriate form; (b) recasts which refers to the teacher's implicit rephrasing of 
the total or partial item or items uttered by the students eliminating the 
mistake;(c) elicitation relates to explicit means of retrieving the correct form of 
the students through strategically pausing, questioning and asking students to 
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reformulate; (d) metalinguistic clues deals with implicit provision of the correct 
form through comments, information or questions connected to the inappropriate 
form; (e) clarification requests means a clear indication to the student that there 
is an ill-form and that rephrasing is necessary; and (e) repetition where the 
teacher echoes the ill-formed item using a rising intonation.  
 
Long (1996) categorizes corrective feedback into: (a) explicit feedback which 
deals with overt error correction and (b) implicit feedback which refers to covert 
error correction). All of Lyster and Ranta's COF (explicit correction, clarification 
request, metalinguistic feedback, elicitation, and repetition) could be classified as 
explicit feedback except for recasts. The difference among these explicit 
corrections is that 'explicit correction' provides the correct form while the other 
four "provide learners with signals that facilitate peer- and self-repair rather than 
with mere rephrasing of their utterances" (Lyster, 1998a, p.190). Lyster (1998a 
& b) places these four corrective feedbacks under the rubric of negotiation of 
form and states that these might benefit L2 learning because it forces the 
learners to provide or at least attempt to provide the appropriate form.  
 
Recasts are implicit in the sense, that there is no direct signal to the learner that 
an error has occurred. Many researchers (Chaudron, 1977; Fanselow, 1977; 
Lyster, 1998a & b; Williams, 1995) have found that recasts are among the most 
common COF employed by teachers. Recasts are also called “repetition with 
change” by Chaudron; or “paraphrase” by Spada and Frochlich (1995). We will 
use the term ‘recast’ as defined by Lyster and Ranta (1997) that is “…the 
teacher’s reformulation of all or part of a student’s utterance, minus the error” 
(p.46). These reformulations can be produced as one word solely, or they cab be 
expanded.  
 
Recasts, because of their implicit nature, may not be perceived by learners as 
negative feedback. They can be confused with non-corrective repetition in which 
the teachers are furnishing affirmation or supplementary information related to 
the message. This ambiguity of recasts is mentioned by numerous investigators 
(Allwright & Bailey, 1991; Chaudron, 1988; Fanselow, 1977; Lyster, 1998; 
Lyster & Ranta, 1997; Williams, 1995). This confusion and lack of consistency in 
the use of recasts makes the learners’ unaware of their corrective purpose 
(Lyster, 1998b). On the other hand, recasts do not disrupt the normal flow of 
communication in class and allow the teacher to continue with the topic, 
maintaining the learners’ attention on the subject matter. 
 
The purpose of the following paper is to inquire about the role of COF in a 
pronunciation class, studying which kinds of corrective oral feedback tends to be 
used more consistently by the instructor for signaling segmental errors and/or 
suprasegmental errors, as well as determining the effectiveness of this COF on 
the learners’ outcome.  
 
The purpose mentioned above leads us to make the following research 
questions:  
 
1.- What are the most common types of COF employed by the teacher for 
signalling segmental and suprasegmental errors ? 
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2.- What is the distribution of learner uptake and repair related to the types of 
COF employed by the instructor? 
 
 
2. Methodology 
 
 
2.1 Setting 
 
The research was set in a public Venezuelan university, located in the Central 
region of the country. The students were enrolled in the School of Education, 
Department of Modern Languages. They were all studying to be English 
Teachers. These students were in the fourth semester of their career, but in the 
second semester of the English specialty. Up to the moment of the research, 
they had only taken the first of four English courses and one of three 
pronunciation courses. 
 
The study is based on the area of Phonetics and Phonology where the goal is to 
provide basic pedagogical theoretical knowledge as well as to improve the 
learners’ pronunciation. The first pronunciation course includes an introduction to 
Phonetics and Phonology and the study of some segmentals selected according 
to the Functional Load (Brown, 1988) in the English language. These classes took 
place two hours a week. In the second pronunciation course, where the study 
was set, the students had two hours of classes twice a week. These classes had a 
dual objective, to provide a simple theoretical frame on suprasegmentals, and to 
offer learners the opportunity to practice on suprasegmental aspects of the 
language through a variety of readings, exercises and games. All the classes 
were taught by the same teacher.   
 
All the classes were given in a similar environment, a small classroom 
approximately 32m2 with 20 small tables and chairs. In front of the class, there 
was a whiteboard, a teacher’s desk, a 29’’ TV and a DVD player.  
 
 
2.2 Participants 
 
The participants in this study were the pronunciation professor (one of the 
researchers) and forty (40) students from a central public Venezuelan university. 
All the students were native Venezuelan-Spanish speakers enrolled in the second 
pronunciation course part of an English teacher training program. They belonged 
to three sections: 11, 12 and 13; and they all studied in the morning, but had 
different schedules. (see Table 1) 
 
Table 1.  
 
Characteristics and distribution of the participants.  
Groups Gender Number Age range  

M F Pronunciation Course I 
 Section 11 6 9 15 23 13.53 
 Section 12 3 9 12 22 14.75 
 Section 13 6 7 13 24 13.54 
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Total 15 25 40 23 13.94 

 
 
2.3 Data collection 
 
This inquiry is an instrumental case study (Creswell, 1998). It consists on the 
description, analysis and practices of a Venezuelan EFL teacher on the type of 
COF that she provided her students during their oral production, specifically 
focusing on segmental and suprasegmental errors, as well as the distribution of 
learners’ uptake and repair related to the types of COF employed. The data was 
collected through a four-week period, 48 hours of classes. (see Table 2).  
 
 
 
Table 2.  
 
Total hours of class per week of each group 
Groups Hours of 

class 
(45min) 

Number of 
classes per 

week 

Total hours 
per week 

Number 
of weeks 

Total 
hours per 
week 

1 2 2 4 4 16 
2 2 2 4 4 16 
3 2 2 4 4 16 

 48 
 
The treatment of the study consisted on providing the learners with different 
COFs using Lyster’s and Ranta (1997) taxonomy during specific periods of time. 
The first two weeks, the teacher used recast as the main form of providing COF. 
The following two weeks the instructor employed four (4) types of corrective oral 
feedback known as negotiation of form (Lyster & Ranta, 1997): Clarification 
request, metalinguistic feedback, elicitation, and echoing or repetition.  
 
The techniques for collecting the data were participant class observations, field 
notes, audio and video recordings of the classes.  
 
The class observations were performed by the teacher only, who taught her 
classes and wrote her notes afterwards. The reason for working alone in class 
was to avoid environmental changes brought into the classroom by another 
researcher. The field notes contained the more relevant aspects that took place 
in the classroom (reactions, moves, behavior during the activities, students’ 
responses to the teacher and teacher´s responses to them) There were eight 
class observations (sixteen hours) per section. Five of the observed classes were 
videotaped and nineteen classes were audio recorded. The five video recording 
were done with a Sony video-camera, but due to the poor sound quality of this 
equipment and the anxiety it caused to some students, all the following classes 
were simply audio recorded with a more sensitive cassette recorder that 
captured the voices with more precision.  
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2.4 Data analysis 
 
The sixteen (16) classes, video and audio recordings were written down verbatim 
and the pronunciation errors were transcribed phonologically to identify 
learners´segmental or suprasegmental errors. The transcriptions of the audio 
and video recordings were scanned, analyzed and sorted into two different 
classifications. The first one was employed to differentiate segmentals 
(consonant and vowel sounds) and suprasegmental errors (stress, rhythm, 
intonation, phonological processes and thought groups) and in the second 
categorization, these segmentals and suprasegmental errors were reclassified 
using Lyster & Ranta's (1997) taxonomy of COF to see which type of feedback 
was used by the professor to pinpoint the errors. To further label these errors a 
color-coded and symbol system was used and they were placed by files. 
Afterwards, these transcriptions and the field notes were rescanned and 
reanalyzed to find patterns, regularities or salient events that would indicate the 
types of COF used for segmental and suprasegmental errors and the uptake 
students had with each type of COF. 
 
After the analysis the instructor was asked to listen again to some parts of the 
recordings and make retrospective comments about the COF employed. The aim 
for these stimulated recall sessions were to make the teacher reflect more 
profoundly on her performance. 
 
 
3. Research results 
 
The setting of this study was a second level pronunciation course where 
theoretical and practical aspects of suprasegmentals were taught. For the first 
two weeks as part of the treatment, the instructor tried to employ recast on 
purpose for the correction of segmentals and suprasegmentals. For the second 
two weeks she used the following types of negotiation of form: echoing, 
elicitation, clarification request and metalinguistic feedback.  
 
In this study, segmental errors refer to inaccurate pronunciation of words where 
mistakes of consonant or vowel phonemes are made. Suprasegmental errors are 
understood as inappropriate forms used by the learners regarding word stress, 
phrase stress, rhythm, phonological processes and intonation. 

 
In the analysis of the first two weeks the instructor corrected 38 segmental 
errors using two (2) forms of oral corrective feedback: recast and negotiation of 
form. The former was used to correct 32 errors where only 22 had uptake 
(57.89%) while 10 (26.32%) still needed repair. The latter, was employed for 
correcting 6 segmental errors, out of which two (2) had uptake while four (4) 
were not repaired. 
 
The results from the data seem to reflect that the use of recasts for the 
correction of vocalic and consonantal phonemes is apparently highly effective 
because the majority of the students became aware of their ill-forms and were 
able to correct them. Since they are intermediate beginners, they may not know 
the pronunciation of some words and they are aware of this, so what they need 
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is a model and once this is provided, they recognize the correct pronunciation 
and include it in their repertoire of words (Lyster, 2000). 
  
Although as part of her treatment of errors Aura had convened to use solely 
recast as the main source of COF, 6 segmental errors were pointed out using 
certain types of negotiation of form. By asking the teacher to self-reflect about 
this while looking at the data and listening to the tapes, her retrospective 
comments were that she did not consider recast as the appropriate form for 
addressing some of the errors because she knew that these were common forms 
that the students were familiar with, and as such they were be able to produce 
them by themselves accurately. Therefore, her intention had been to oblige the 
learner to repair the ill-form without having her state it to them directly. One of 
such cases is the following: a student uttered the word girl as /gIrl/ instead 

of/gǭ:l/. He did not produced the rothacized schwa, but a short I with an r. He 
had already studied this the previous semester, so the instructor wanted him to 
recall the correct form and to produce it on his own. 

 
In the case of suprasegmentals, there were 41 errors made by the students. The 
professor corrected twenty-two (22) of these ill-forms with recast (53.66%), 
thirteen (13) of these led to uptake (31.71%) and nine (9) still needed repair 
(21.95%). The other form used to indicate the errors to the learners was a type 
of negotiation of form or combination of them. The corrections were 19 
(46.345%) out of which 10 had uptake (24.39%) and 9 were not repaired 
(21.95%). (see Table 3).  
 
It is interesting to notice that in the case of suprasegmentals, Aura again used 
another form of correction other than recast to provide feedback. We can 
observe that 46.34% of the corrections were done with a type of negotiation of 
form or combination of them. Once more I asked Aura to listen to the tapes and 
self-reflect about these corrections. She commented that she didn’t realize she 
was using a type of negotiation of form, which tends to confirm the findings of 
Allwright (1975) and Fanselow (1977) in that teachers tend to be imprecise and 
inconsistent in their correction. This event is very appealing because she was 
supposed to be monitoring her use of COF (use of recast only) but she made 
almost 50% of corrections using negotiation of form.  
 
For weeks three and four, the instructor tried to use mainly some type or 
combination of negotiation of form. There were 39 segmental errors of which 25 
were corrected using the previous mentioned forms (64.1%) and the rest 14 
were signaled with recast (35.9%). Of the errors pointed out with negotiation of 
form, 12 had uptake (30.8%) while 13 were not repaired (33.3%). The other 
form used, (recast) had 7 uptake and 7 still needed repair, this represented 
17.95% each. 
 
The opposite happens here; Aura was monitoring herself to use a type of 
negotiation of form in her corrections but as the data reveals 1/3 of Aura’s 
corrections were done with recast. As mentioned previously, there exists an 
inconsistency in her corrections. A plausible explanation can be that it is 
unnatural for teachers to attach themselves to one form of correction and the 
use of a variety of forms allows reaching students in different manners. 
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Table 3 
COF used during weeks one and two to correct segmental and suprasegmental 
elements 

 
R=repair; NR= needs repair 
*new form of recast 
 
In the case of suprasegmentals, there were 52 errors. The teacher signaled out 
forty-four (44) errors with some type of negotiation of form, or a combination of 
it. From these, twenty (20) had uptake (38,46%) and 24 needed repair 
(46.15%). The remaining eight (8) errors were indicated with recast, three (3) 
had uptake (5.77%) and five (5) needed repair (9.62%). (see Table 4) 
 
Table 4 
COF used during weeks three and four to correct segmental and suprasegmental 
elements. 
 

Type of correction Segmental 
errors 

 

Suprasegmental 
errors 

Total 

Negotiation of form   R    NR T  R   NR T  R    NR 
Echoing  5 2 7 4 5 9 9 7 
Elicitation    1 5 6 2 4 6 3 9 
Clarification requests  0 1 1 0 1 1 0 2 
Metalinguistic clue  4 4 8 8 11 19 12 15 
linguistic explanation * 1 0 1 1 0 1 2    0 
Recast  6 7 13 3 3 6 10 10 

Combined feedback          
Echoing and elicitation and 
metalinguistic clue 

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 

Echoing and metalinguistic clue  0 0 0 3 0 3 3 0 
Metalinguistic question and 
elicitation  

0 0 0 1 1 2 1 1 

Linguistic explanation and 
echoing 

1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 

Type of correction Segmental errors Suprasegmental errors Total 
Recast R NR T R NR T R NR 
 21 9 30 9 8 17 30 17 

Negotiation of form         
Echoing 0 0 0 3 0 3 3 0 
Elicitation 0 3 3 0 3 3 0 6 
Clarification requests  1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
Metalinguistic clue 0 0 0 2 1 3 2 1 
Linguistic explanation *  0 1 1 1 3 4 1 4 
Incorporation * 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 0 

Combined feedback with recast         
Recast and linguistic explanation  1 1 2 2 0 2 3 1 
Recast and metalinguistic clue  0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 
Metalinguistic clue and recast 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 
linguistic explanation, echoing and recast 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 

Combined feedback 
Echoing and linguistic explanation 

        
0 0 0 3 2 5 3 2 

Sub-total 24 14  23 18  47 32 
Total       38             41               79 
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Elicitation and metalinguistic clue 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 
Metalinguistic clue and linguistic 
explanation  

0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 

Echoing and linguistic explanation  0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 
Combined feedback         

Recast and linguistic explanation 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 
Recast and metalinguistic clue 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
Metalinguistic clue and recast  0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 

Sub-total recast 7 7 14 3 5 8 11 12 
Sub-total 19 20  23 29  42 

 
49 

Total 39  52     91 

R=repair; NR= needs repair 
*new form of recast 
 
Aura was able to monitor herself relatively effectively and use mostly a type of 
negotiation of form in her COF, what helped her stay on track is that as she was 
currently teaching the theoretical aspects of suprasegmentals such as stress and 
rhythm, it was easy for her to use an implicit form of correction and wait for the 
students to self-correct themselves because the rules had been stated and the 
students knew them, consequently they just needed time and practice to master 
these new elements.   
 
COF is not an easy component to grasp and control even at times when we might 
think we can manage it, many variables come into play, when we have to use 
them, which makes it difficult for us to keep the type of COF under control.  
 
 
4. Conclusions 
 
We analyzed all the data to answer our first research question, which are the 
types of COF employed by the teacher to signal segmental and suprasegmental 
errors?. In the case of segmentals, apparently there is a high tendency to use 
recast, even though Aura was not supposed to employ recast during the last two 
weeks, she employed it. Consequently, out of 77 segmental errors, 46 (59.74%) 
were corrected using recast, 32 in the first two weeks and 14 in the last two 
weeks. A plausible explanation for this could be that the learners did not know 
the correct form of the ill-forms produced; as a result, the instructor was obliged 
to provide a model of pronunciation. This increased the number of recast 
production.  
 
The second most used COF was metalinguistic clue with 8 (11.69%) errors 
signaled with this type of feedback. An equal production of feedback with 
elicitation and echoing was produced. In other words, from 18 errors found, 9 
were signaled with elicitation and the other 9 with echoing. And finally 
clarification requests, and the new forms created by Aura, linguistic explanation 
and incorporation were all used once to signal errors.  
 
However, in the instance of suprasegmentals there are other elements that drive 
the use of specific forms of feedback. Among one of the most significant factors 
was that the subject matter of the course was teaching theoretical and practical 
aspects of suprasegmentals. That is to say, the learners needed explanations and 
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modeling of the new forms to understand them. Some of the errors that 
appeared in the data that led to use of a new COF technique came from doubts 
of the content such as: (a) why certain words have different stress patterns and 
why they need to shift the stress, (b) why specific words received the primary 
stress in a phrase, (c) why particular deletions or assimilations had occurred, and 
(d) why distinct tones of voice had to be used in a phrase. That is why, Aura 
created a new type of COF: linguistic Explanation. Aura used this new form, 
mostly in combination with other forms of feedback and these more often than 
not led to uptake.  
 
In reference to the second research question, What is the distribution of learner 
uptake and repair related to the types of COF employed by the instructor, we 
found out that recast was the COF that had the most uptake during the four 
weeks. It had 46 uptake from the total of 170 errors which indicates that 27.1% 
of the errors were repaired with recast. The second COF that had most uptake 
was echoing with 20 repairs signaling a 11.8%. The last type of negotiation of 
form that had uptake was metalinguistic clue with 19 repairs representing 11.2 
% of correction. The COF that had the least repair was clarification request and 
combinations of it with negotiation of forms.  
 
We cannot conclude that recast or metalinguistic clue are the COF that we should 
use because they were the ones that had the most repair. The reason for this is 
that “..the pattern of corrective feedback and learner uptake vary depending on 
the instructional context. Specifically, variables such as…the purpose of learning 
and the goal of the class” (Suzuki, 2004, p. 19). 
 
Recast has been singled out in the literature (Chaudron, 1977; Fanselow, 1977; 
Lyster, 1998a & b; Williams, 1995;) as the most common form of COF used. One 
of the reasons for this, could be that some phonological errors are not open to 
negotiation ,due to the fact that learners need a model to imitate because the 
form is unknown to them (Lyster, 2001).  
 
This might be the reason why Aura used recast even when she was not suppose 
to do so, because when she provided a type of negotiation of form feedback, the 
students would not self-correct errors so she recurred in some cases to combine 
the previous forms with recast in order to provide a model and to point out the 
precise nature of the error (Lyster & Ranta, 1997) so that students would be 
aware of the error and how to produce it accurately. As a result, Aura provided a 
model and provoked afterwards in the students to consciously produce the 
accurate form not just to repeat it or to let it pass by inadvertently Lyster (1998) 
states in his conclusions that combinations of feedback that provide more explicit 
clues should be used.   
 
Another important phenomena found in the data reflects what many authors 
(Fanselow, 1997; Lyster, 1998;) that combinations of COF are recommended 
and Aura involuntarily used multiple combinations of types of negotiation of 
forms and even created new ones in order to obtain the appropriate form from 
her students. These forms were Linguistic explanation and incorporation. 
Linguistic Explanation consisted of stating the theoretical reasons and rules for 
certain patterns, processes, etc. and Incorporation consisted of completing the 
student´s utterance when they made a long pause showing uncertainty or lack of 
knowledge about the form.  
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Further research needs to be done in order to understand the relationship 
between students´ uptake in response to the different types COF and the 
combinations of them and its influence on language development, regarding 
segmental and suprasegmental elements. 
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Abstract 

The TIMSS 2003 research of IEA has reported that 4th and 8th graders in Taiwan 
performed above the international average on mathematics and both are ranked at 4th in 
the all participative countries. However, the Index of Students’ Self-Confidence in 
Learning Mathematics is below the international average on mathematics for both 4th and 
8th graders. The present study, the 2nd year of three-year-project, explores Taiwanese 
students’ mathematics learning at high school levels from the social cognitive 
perspective. Utilizing structural equation modeling, the present sutdy examines the 
relationships among math self-concept, math self-efficacy and mathematics achievement 
with a longitudinal design. Subjects include 2198 7th and 10th graders in Taiwan. Results 
indicate that the correlation among math self-concept and math self-efficacy was 
significant. The longitudinal effects were all significant. Mathematics achievement at T1 
significantly predicted the math self-concept, math self-efficacy, and mathematics 
achievement at T2. In addition, both the math self-concept and the math self-efficacy 
significantly predicted mathematics achievement at T2. The implications including the 
cultivation of students’ interest and confidence in their mathematics learning are 
investigated and suggestions are made for further research.  

Keywords: math self-concept - math self-efficacy - mathematics achievement - 
structural equation modelling - longitudinal study 
 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
Mathematics is the foundation of science education. Recent research has 
consistently shown group differences in the mathematics achievement among 
children from different cultural backgrounds, and the issue has raised interest 
among many educators and psychologists (House, 2006; Shen, 2002). 
Specifically, cross-cultural studies have supported the finding that Chinese 
samples from Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore tend to have higher academic 
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achievement, particularly in mathematics, than their American counterparts 
(Beaton, Millis, Martin, Gonzalez, Kelly & Smith, 1996; Gonzales, Guzman, 
Partelow, Pahlke, Jocelyn, Kastberg, & Williams, 2003; House, 2002; Leung, 
2002; Shen, 2005; 國科會, 2004). According to the results from TIMSS-R 1999 
assessment of the IEA, Beaton et al. (1996) stated that Asian countries 
performed above the international average in mathematics at the fourth-grade 
and eighth-grade levels while the United States was below it. House (2002) also 
suggested that the adolescent students in Chinese Taipei outperformed their 
counterparts in the TIMSS mathematics test. In addition, the TIMSS 2003 
research has reported that Taiwan performed above the international average on 
mathematics at the fourth-grade and eighth-grade levels, specifically both are 
ranked at 4th in the all participative countries (Gonzales et al., 2003; 國科會, 
2004). 
 
In light of these results, studies have suggested that the critical factor 
influencing mathematics achievement is students’ social-cognitive factors such as 
their motives and interests (Beaton et al., 1996; Leung, 2002; Shen, 2002; Shen 
& Pedulla, 2000). Of particular interest from these findings were that the results 
generally showed a positive relationship between students’ achievement and 
self-perceived competence in mathematics within country data. However, when 
examining this relationship between countries, countries with lower student self-
evaluations usually performed better on the TIMSS tests, and vice versa. For 
example, the opposite relationship occurs between Taiwanese students’ 
achievement and self-perceived competence in mathematics. While Taiwanese 
students performed better, the Index of Students’ Self-Confidence in Learning 
Mathematics (SCM) was below the international average on mathematics in both 
4th and 8th grades in Taiwan (國科會, 2004). From such social-cognitive 
perspective, the relationship between students’ achievement and their self-
perception on the within-country and between-country analyses remain 
controversial in TIMSS report. In looking at the outcome of the higher 
mathematics achievement of Taiwanese students, it is important to reveal these 
effects and uncovered the mixed findings.  
 
Among various social-cognitive factors, a positive self-concept is frequently 
posited as a mediating variable that facilitates the attainment of other desired 
outcomes such as academic achievement (Marsh, 1990a; Marsh, Trautwein, 
Lüdtke, Köller, & Baumert, 2005; Marsh & Yeung, 1997; Skaalvik & Valas, 1999). 
Moreover, Bandura's (1986) self-efficacy hypothesis suggests that self-efficacy is 
a good predictor of performance. Research also supported the role of math self-
efficacy in mathematics achievement (Pajares, 1996; Pajares & Miller, 1994, 
1995; Pietsch, Walker, & Chapman, 2003). 
 
 
1.1. Math self-concept and mathematics achievement 
 
A positive self-concept (i.e., the set of beliefs we hold about who we are) is 
valued as a desirable outcome in many educational settings and is frequently 
posited as a mediating variable that facilitates the attainment of other desired 
outcomes such as academic achievement (Marsh & Yeung, 1997; Skaalvik & 
Valas, 1999). More recently, however, researchers have emphasized the need to 
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separate academic (e.g., mathematics and English self-concept) and 
nonacademic components of self-concept. Marsh (1993a) summarizes a large 
number of studies showing that academic achievement is substantially related to 
academic self-concept but almost unrelated to global and nonacademic 
components of self-concept (e.g., Byrne, 1996a). There is a need in measuring 
self-concept construct to consider a multidimensional perspective and specify the 
academic components that are most important for increasing academic 
achievement.  
 
Researchers have consistently reported the positive relationship between 
academic self-concept and academic achievement (Byrne, 1996a; Marsh, Hau, & 
Kong, 2002; Marsh & Yeung, 1997). In addition, Marsh et al. (2005) have argued 
for a reciprocal effects model in which prior self-concept influences subsequent 
achievement, known as the self-enhancement model, and prior achievement 
affects subsequent self-concept, known as the skill development model, both 
models initially proposed by Calsyn and Kenny in 1977. Support for the self-
enhancement model would provide a strong justification for self-concept 
enhancement interventions explicit or implicit in many educational programs. In 
contrast, the skill development model implies that academic self-concept 
emerges principally as a consequence of academic achievement; therefore, the 
best way to enhance academic self-concept is to develop stronger academic 
skills. Marsh and Yeung (1997) have also suggested that research examining 
these issues necessitates longitudinal data in which both self-concept and 
achievement are measured on at least two occasions. Although reciprocal effects 
model between academic achievement and academic self-concept has been 
recognized, what remains unclear is that which effect is stronger than the other 
and results seem to reveal mixed findings. Moreover, studies focusing on specific 
subject area (e.g., math self-concept and mathematics achievement) with 
longitudinal design are few. More studies are needed to evaluate these effects 
and uncovered the mixed findings.  
 
 
1.2. Math self-efficacy and mathematics achievement 
 
Bandura’s social cognitive framework suggested that self-efficacy (i.e., the 
expectations that we hold about our abilities to accomplish certain tasks), 
“people’s judgments of their capabilities to organize and execute courses of 
action required to attain designated types of performances” (Bandura, 1986, 
p.391), strongly influences the choices people make, the effort they expend, and 
how long they persevere in the face of challenge. Researchers also cautioned 
that because judgments of self-efficacy should be “task and domain specific”, ill-
defined generalized measures of perceived self-efficacy will yield confounded and 
ambiguous findings (e.g., Bandura, 1986; Multon, Brown, & Lent, 1991). There is 
a need to research in peoples’ self-efficacy beliefs to consider the particular 
activity domain or situation. According to “task specific” utility, the research 
findings reveal that efficacy beliefs exert considerable impact on human 
motivations and performance. Specifically, evidence for the relationship between 
math self-efficacy and mathematics achievement is well documented (Hackett & 
Betz, 1989; Pajares & Miller, 1994; Pietsch et al., 2003; Randhawa, Beamer, & 
Lundberg, 1993). Hackett and Betz (1989), for example, reported that high 
school students’ mathematics performance is positively correlated with 
mathematics self-efficacy measures. Moreover, Pajares and Miller (1994) found 
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math self-efficacy to be more predictive of mathematics performance than other 
factors including math self-concept, perceived usefulness of mathematics, prior 
experience with mathematics, or gender to college students; that is, when these 
determinants are controlled, math self-efficacy judgments are better predictors 
of mathematics performance. 
 
 
1.3. The relationship between math self-concept and math self-efficacy  
 
Of special interest is the interplay between math self-concept and math self-
efficacy and need to be elaborated. Although researchers have consistently 
reported that both academic self-concept and academic self-efficacy lead to 
positive and significant effects on academic achievement, the conceptual 
difference between the constructs of self-concept and self-efficacy, however, is 
not always clear in investigations. For example, researchers have written about 
academic self-concept as self-perceptions of “ability” and have operationalzed it 
as individuals’ ratings of their ability in academic areas, that is basically as 
“generalized academic self-efficacy” (e.g., Bachman & O’Malley, 1986; Felson, 
1984). Additionally, self-concept researchers have argued that an individual’s 
self-concept mediates the influence of other determinants such as gender, prior 
experience, perceived usefulness and problem solving on subsequent 
performance and is the stronger predictor of subsequent performance when 
those determinants are controlled. However, social cognitive researchers propose 
that these influences are a function of self-efficacy (Pajares & Miller, 1994).  
 
Self-concept differs from self-efficacy in that self-efficacy is concerned more 
narrowly with context-specific assessment of competence to perform a specific 
task or a range of tasks in a given domain (Lent, Brown, & Gore, 1997). Self-
concept, in contrast, is a cognitive appraisal integrated across various 
dimensions that individuals attribute to themselves, not measured at a high level 
of specificity, and which includes beliefs of self-worth associated with one’s 
perceived competence and feeling. In addition, Marsh, Walker, & Debus (1991) 
have argued that self-concepts include a wide variety of domains which 
emphasize the measure of generality, whereas self-efficacy normally present 
items from a single specific domain. Beyond the issue of generality, Pietsch et al. 
(2003) have proposed three key distinctions between these two constructs. First, 
definitions of self-concept incorporate both component and affective components 
whereas self-efficacy only incorporates cognitive appraisals. Second, self-efficacy 
is less influenced by the processes of social comparison and is more influenced 
by individual experience in the past. Third, the predictive utility of self-efficacy 
has stronger association with academic achievement than self-concept. Self-
concept judgments in academic area may be subject or course specific, but they 
are never task specific. They are not specific assessments of capability and less 
context-specific. Pajares and Schunk (2002) offered a useful conceptual 
framework to distinguish these two constructs. Self-concept beliefs are formed 
by asking “being” and “feeling” questions (“I am quite good at mathematics.”, “I 
like mathematics.”), whereas efficacy beliefs are formed by “can” questions (“I 
am confident that I can solve that math problem.”) The cognitive process of self-
efficacy is that it must be highly specific perceptions of one’s perceived ability to 
perform a particular task whereas self-concept is how a person perceives self. 
Although it is anticipated that academic self-concept and academic self-efficacy 
would represent distinct yet related latent dimensions, more studies examining 
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the discriminant validity of math self-concept and math self-efficacy are needed 
to evaluate their relationships.  
 
 
1.4. Research questions 
 
In contributing to the body of research in this area, the present study 
discriminates the constructs between math self-concept and math self-efficacy, 
and examines the directional effects among math self-concept, math self-
efficacy, and mathematics achievement with a longitudinal design in Taiwan. We 
address the following questions: (1) What are the situation and problems in 
Taiwan with regard to students’ mathematics learning at high school levels? (2) 
What is the influence of social-cognitive factors such as math self-concept and 
math self-efficacy in promoting students’ mathematics achievement in Taiwan? 
(3) Are the constructs of math self-concept and math self-efficacy valid and 
discriminable with Taiwanese samples? (4) Is the reciprocal effects model with 
longitudinal design (math self-concept vs. mathematics achievement; math self-
efficacy vs. mathematics achievement) we proposed for Taiwanese students 
acceptable and does the model obtain the reasonable model fit? 
 
 
2. Method 
 
 
2.1. Subjects 
 
The study is based on a longitudinal project on mathematics achievement in 
which data were collected from representative samples in Taiwan. In an attempt 
to obtain a representative sample, schools were selected from the northern, 
middle, and southern areas of Taiwan and on the basis of educational, economic, 
institutional, and residential characteristics, as well as recommendations of the 
respective educational authorities and researchers. Subjects include 1256 
seventh graders and 942 tenth graders, and follow up for three years.  
 
 
2.2. The Questionnaire 
 
Data were collected primarily through a questionnaire with items designed to 
measure math self-concept and math self-efficacy, and mathematics 
achievement were measured on two-wave occasion. All instruments were 
translated into Chinese by native speakers and then back-translated into English 
for verification of the translation. This process was iterated until comparability 
was achieved in the “back-translation” English version. 
 
 
2.2.1 Math self-concept questionnaire 
 
March (1988) developed a 102-item Self-Description Questionnaire II (SDQ II) 
for adolescents (i.e., junior and senior high school students) that tapped eight 
domains of self-concept. Based upon ten items tapping math self-concept from 
SDQ II, the present study added three more items to evaluate students’ social 
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comparison for mathematics with their classmates. Students were asked to rate 
the bipolar statement on a sixth-point Likert scale. The reliability coefficient, 
utilizing Cronbach’s alpha, was .93. 
 
 
2.2.2 Math self-efficacy questionnaire 
 
Twenty five items were chosen for the questionnaire. These items were divided 
into four major parts. The first part, consisting of 7 items, assessed how 
confident adolescents are of insisting to face mathematics problem. The second 
part, consisting of 4 items, investigated how confident students are when they 
try to accomplish mathematics task and homework. The third part, 5 items were 
used to measure subject-specific self-efficacy for mathematics. The five items 
were designed to measure efficacy beliefs at different levels by asking students 
whether they were capable to achieve certain outcomes in mathematics. These 
included their capacity to achieve general results and specific results in 
mathematics. Students were asked to rate the bipolar statement on a sixth-point 
Likert scale. The reliability coefficients of the previous components, utilizing 
Cronbach’s alpha, was .89, .75, and .94, respectively.  
 
The fourth part was composed of 10 items representing a problem-specific 
assessment of competence to perform a particular math task in each grade. 
Students were asked to examine a specific math problem corresponding to 
graded math curriculum and, without actually solving it, were asked to respond 
on a ten-point Likert scale whether they would be able to answer the math 
question correctly. The reliability coefficients, utilizing Cronbach’s alpha, was .91. 
 
 
2.2.3 Mathematics Achievement 
 
Students’ school grades in mathematics from the official school records were 
measured at Time 1 (T1) and Time 2 (T2). In addition, teachers’ ratings of 
student performance in mathematics subject were the other source to represent 
mathematics achievement. 
 
 
2.3. Statistical analysis 
 
In order to investigate the conceptual framework, the study utilizing structural 
equation modeling approach to examine discriminant validity between math self-
concept and math self-efficacy, and the relationships among math self-concept, 
math self-efficacy, and mathematics achievement in Taiwan. The model is shown 
schematically in Figure 1.  
 
Analyses were conducted in the structural equation model-fitting program, 
Analysis of Moment Structure (Amos) software package 7.0, first of all, 
confirmatory factor analysis was applied to test the validity of each latent factor 
(i.e., math self-concept, math self-efficacy, and mathematics achievement). 
Second, structural equation modeling was utilized to examine the relationships 
among these factors.  
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The model evaluation criteria used to test the fit of the models are the chi-square 
statistic (χ²), GFI, CFI, TLI, RMSEA, SRMR, and critical N. It should be noted that 
the χ² statistic is sensitive to sample size; therefore, alternative goodness-of-fit 
indices have been used for the present study (Schumacker & Lomax, 2004). 
Values of .90 and above for GFI, CFI, and TLI indicates a reasonable fit (Byrne, 
2001). Values of RMSEA of .05 indicated close fit, and values in the vicinity of 
.08 indicate fair fit (Browne & Cudeck, 1993). Hu and Bentler (1999) suggested 
that a value of .08 and less for SRMR indicated a decent fit. Hoelter (1983) 
argues that a critical N of 200 or better indicates a satisfactory fit.  
 
 
3. Results 
 
Preliminary analyses identified no multivariate outliers and the assumption of 
normality was not violated severely for all variables based on the guideline of 
normality (i.e., skewness < 2; kurtosis < 7) proposed by Curran, West, and 
Finch (1996).  

 
Figure 1 Hypothesized Model (The simplified figure does not  

include indicators and errors) 
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Second-order confirmatory factor analysis was conducted to test two constructs 
of math self-concept and math self-efficacy. Three first-order factors of 
compentence, feeling, and comparison were assigned to the one higher level, 
second-order factor: math self-concept. Four first-order factors of insist, finish, 
math subject, and math item were assigned to the one higher level, second-
order factor: math self-efficacy. As indicated by the fit indices, goodness-of-fit 
for the constructs of two second-order factors fit the data well. Although the χ² 
was significant, it was sensitive to sample size, and GFI, CFI, TLI, RMSEA , 
SRMR, and CN indicated reasonable fit. All corresponding factor loadings for the 
latent factors were significant with moderate to high magnitudes.  
 
 
3.2. SEM analysis 
 
The hypothesized model was then evaluated by structural equation modeling to 
test whether the model fits the data well. As indicated by the fit indices, 
goodness-of-fit for the initially hypothesized model was not fit well. A review of 
the MI (modification index) indicated that the incorporation into the model of one 
correlated error between d1 (the residual of first-order factor: insist in math self-
efficacy) and d2 (the residual of first-order factor: finish in math self-efficacy) 
would lead to a substantial improvement in model fit. Given that (a) the 
modification index associated with this initially unestimated parameter was 
distinctively higher (χ² (1)＝493.14) than was the case for all remaining 
modification indices, and (b) such error covariances can typically represent a 
type of response set bias or redundancy in item content that is not uncommon in 
the testing of assessment measure (see e.g., Byrne, 1996), the hypothesized 
model was respecified to include this parameter and then re-estimated.  
 
To assess the extent to which a respecified model exhibits an improvement in fit, 
the good-of-fit indices were examined. As shown in Table 1, the respecified 
model fit the data well. Although the χ² was significant, it was sensitive to 
sample size, and CFI, TLI and RMSEA indicated good fit. Parameter estimates are 
presented in Table 2 and all corresponding factor loadings for four latent factors 
were significant with moderate to high magnitudes. The squared multiple 
correlations were .48, .54, and .32 for math self-concept, math self-efficacy, and 
mathematics achievement at T2 respectively. The correlation among math self-
concept and math self-efficacy was significant. The longitudinal effects were all 
significant. Mathematics achievement at T1 significantly predicted the math self-
concept, math self-efficacy, and mathematics achievement at T2 (γ=.69, γ=.73, 
and γ=.93, respectively). In addition, both the math self-concept and the math 
self-efficacy significantly predicted mathematics achievement at T2 (β=.37 and 
β=.44, respectively).  
 
 
Table 1 Goodness-of -fit indices for hypothesized model 
Goodness-of-fit indices Hypothesized Model  Decision 
χ² 5550.24 (df =795, p = .00) Rejected 
GFI .90 Accepted 
CFI  .94 Accepted 
TLI  .93 Accepted 
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SRMR .046 Accepted 
RMSEA (90% CI) .052 (.051-.053) Accepted 
CN 342 Accepted 
 
 
Table 2 Standardized, unstandardized estimate, and S. E. for hypothesized model  
 Standardized  

Estimate 
Estimate S.E. 

Competence � sc1 .82* 1.00a — 
Competence � sc3 .87* .91 .02 
Competence � sc7 .52* .56 .02 
Competence � sc10 .70* .79 .02 
Competence � sc11 .91* .98 .02 
Feeling � sc2 .62* .74 .02 
Feeling � sc6 .91* 1.19 .03 
Feeling � sc8 .76* .88 .03 
Feeling � sc12 .74* 1.00a — 
Comparison � sc4 .92* 1.09 .02 
Comparison � sc9 .91* 1.09 .02 
Comparison � sc13 .88* 1.00a — 
Math self-concept � Competence .98* 1.00a — 
Math self-concept � Feeling .93* .63 .02 
Math self-concept �Comparison .97* .90 .02 
Insist � se1 .80* 1.00a — 
Insist � se4 .71* .84 .02 
Insist � se7 .76* .88 .02 
Insist � se10 .73* .87 .02 
Insist � se13 .47* .51 .02 
Insist � se15 .82* 1.09 .03 
Insist � se16 .75* .95 .03 
Finish � se2 .63* .89 .03 
Finish � se5 .63* .90 .03 
Finish � se8 .47* .62 .03 
Finish � se11 .73* 1.00a — 
Math subject � se3 .79* .90 .02 
Math subject � se6 .92* 1.01 .02 
Math subject � se9 .81* .91 .02 
Math subject � se12 .90* 1.03 .02 
Math subject � se14 .89* 1.00a — 
Math item � math1 .66* 1.00a — 
Math item � math2 .75* 1.22 .04 
Math item � math3 .80* 1.34 .04 
Math item � math4 .66* .98 .04 
Math item � math5 .73* 1.26 .04 
Math item � math6 .77* 1.39 .04 
Math item � math7 .72* 1.18 .04 
Math item � math8 .65* 1.10 .04 
Math item � math9  .65* 1.20 .04 
Math item � math10 .66* 1.14 .04 
Math self-efficacy � Insist .83* .83 .04 
Math self-efficacy � Finish  .80* .71 .03 
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Math self-efficacy � Math subject .98* 1.16 .04 
Math self-efficacy � Math item .68* 1.00a — 
95-1st � math grade T1 .83* 1.00a — 
95-1st � teachers’ rating T1 .87* 1.05 .03 
95-2nd � math grade T2 .82* 1.00a — 
95-2nd � teachers’ rating T2 .90* 1.10 .03 
95-1st � Math self-concept .69* 1.16 .04 
95-1st � Math self-efficacy .73* 1.05 .05 
95-1st � 95-2nd .93* .92 .03 
Math self-concept � 95-2nd .37* .22 .04 
Math self-efficacy � 95-2nd .44* .30 .06 
d8 � d9 .94* .76 .04 
d1 � d2 .77* .32 .02 
* p < .05. 
a indicates parameters fixed for identification purpose, not estimated.  
 
 
4. Discussion 
 
The early schooling process is a complex network of effects, to which many 
variables contribute. Achievement is a significant topic in the field of children’s 
schooling processes and therefore it is important to probe the multiple factors. A 
number of social-cognitive variables such as self-concept, self-efficacy and prior 
achievement have effects on schooling outcomes. The attitudes of children 
themselves who have achievement-related beliefs, such as the expectation of 
success at a particular task, and a value for success, are an important 
determinant of achievement. These influences are important in an early period of 
schooling when rapid adaptational and psychological changes in students take 
place. These changes can either be positive and growth-enhancing or negative. 
When they are negative, school success is more difficult to attain.  
 
A positive academic self-concept is frequently posited as an important variable 
that facilitates academic achievement. Results of the present study indicated that 
for both nations, the correlation between math self-concept and mathematics 
achievement within each grade was significant and this finding is consistent with 
past research (Byrne, 1996a; Skaalvik & Valas, 1999). With respect to the causal 
ordering of academic self-concept and academic achievement, support for the 
reciprocal effects model has important implications for education (Marsh, 1990a). 
The present study extends the implications of the well-developed reciprocal 
effects model of academic self-concept and achievement on the specific subject, 
mathematics, with longitudinal data. It examines whether the reciprocal effects 
model can apply to math self-concept and mathematics achievement in student 
samples from Taiwan. The results with respect to math self-concept were 
consistent with previous research which supported both the skill development 
model and self-enhancement model (Marsh et al., 2005; Marsh & Yeung, 1997). 
Therefore, in order to promoting students’ mathematics achievement, the 
possible intervening variables (e.g., increased effort, enhanced motivation, and 
persistence in the face of difficulties) mediate the effect of prior math self-
concept on subsequent mathematics achievement may be an possible approach 
to reveal how this process operates for students in school age. On the other 
hand, since the skill development model was also supported, improving students’ 
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math problem-solving skills or experience may be a good way to reinforce 
students’ math self-concept.  
 
Confidences in performing a specific task and the confidence in one’s ability in an 
area of endeavor are critical factors for persistence and then influence the 
engagement in later performance (Randhawa et al., 1993). One important 
finding to emerge from the present study is whether students’ judgments about 
their capability to solve specific mathematics problems are related to their 
mathematics performance. Parallel to the reciprocal effects model of math self-
concept and mathematics achievement, the self-enhancement model as applied 
to math self-efficacy suggests that students having high-perceived confidence in 
their ability to perform math tasks indeed did well on mathematics. In addition, 
the skill development model as applied to math self-efficacy would suggest that 
personal confidence may reflects past math performance so that the best way to 
enhance subsequent self-efficacy beliefs is to increase math skills and 
experiences. In addition, the present study provided support for the discriminant 
validity that math self-concept differentiates from math self-efficacy. Such 
findings are consistent with previous research which emphasize the importance 
of distinguish the conceptual difference between the constructs of academic self-
concept and academic self-efficacy (Lent et al., 1997; Pietsch et al., 2003).  
 
In summarizing the findings of previous investigations there is surprisingly little 
non-Western research using structural equation models to deal with longitudinal 
data and multiple social-cognitive factors in mathematics. The strength of the 
present study focusing on the relationships among math self-concept, math self-
efficacy and mathematics achievement is that it demonstrates the construct 
validity and reliability of the measurements of math self-concept and math self-
efficacy for Taiwan sample. Furthermore, the present study utilizes a longitudinal 
design that may appropriately examine the directional effects of math self-
concept, math self-efficacy and mathematics achievement. The preliminary 
findings of the present study can be used to further our understanding of the 
relationships between students’ attitudes and achievement and lead to the 
facilitation of mathematics performance. In addition, the findings can be applied 
to design experimental courses in increasing students’ math self-concept and 
math self-efficacy, particularly for Taiwan samples that are below the 
international average in the Index of Students’ Self-Confidence in Learning 
Mathematics (SCM). Through the present study, we suggest that we as 
researchers should become “critical educators” and most importantly, be more 
aware of the social-cognitive factors in mathematics learning.  
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Abstract 

English is the most popular foreign language in Taiwan. However, while the society puts 
in so much effort in students’ English learning and expects to get better effect, research 
indicates that the results are limited. The purpose of the present study was to examine 
students’ English learning social profile in Taiwan applying Broufenbrenner’s ecological 
systems theory. Using survey questionnaire, subjects were 709 ninth graders in central 
Taiwan and data were analyzed by structural equation modeling. The results of the study 
include: first, confirmatory factor analyses of parental involvement, schooling, and mass 
media and the Internet were valid and the analyses of structural equation models 
indicated that the English learning social profile we proposed for Taiwanese students was 
acceptable and obtain the reasonable model fit. Second, mass media and the Internet 
significantly predicted parental involvement and schooling and parental involvement and 
schooling significantly predicted students’ English learning proficiency. Third, the 
correlation among parental involvement and schooling was significant. The implications 
of the study are explored and suggestions are made for further research. 

Keywords: social profile - English learning proficiency/achievement - structural 
equation modeling 
 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
English is the most widespread language all around the world. Nearly 37 
countries take English as the official language (L1), and more than 100 countries 
take English as the second language (ESL) or as a foreign language (EFL) (Wang, 
2000). Studying English becomes the trends in the world and English is usually 
viewed as a communicated tool. Taiwan, as well as other countries, is also taken 
English as the most popular foreign language. Research has shown that most 
people in Taiwan consider the learning of English to be very important (Chen, 
1996; Wang, 2000; Duo, 2003). In fact, English has a special, prestigious status 
in Taiwan. People who are competent in English are respected and admired by 
others, and it is believed that the higher the level of proficiency one reaches in 
English, the more likely one will succeed in the future. Given the importance of 
English for children’s future in Taiwan, most parents, teachers, and educational 
policy makers are highly concerned. To enable their children to compete with 
others, many parents have sent their children to private English institutes. 
According to the latest report, 70% of the elementary school students in Taipei 
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have studied English in private language institutes (Duo, 2003). In addition, in 
the year of 2005, the Ministry of Education extended English education into the 
elementary schools nationwide. All third, fourth, fifth, and sixth graders have 
been required to learn English.  
 
However, despite how positively English is perceived by the most people in 
Taiwan, it is not being “used” very often in daily life. Compared to the native 
languages of Mandarin, Taiwanese, or Hakka, English is not a language tool that 
Taiwanese use very often to convey meanings or to communicate with each 
other. Moreover, while the society puts in so much effort in students’ English 
learning and expects to get better effect, research indicates that the results are 
limited. For example, Wang (2000) reported that although students do consider 
English an important language tool, “they do not often use English” (p.127). In 
addition, Duo (2003) indicated that not many students have actually enjoyed 
learning English in school despite how positively people in Taiwan speak of 
learning English.  
 
In fact, language learning is a long-term process and the effective English 
learning needs the coordination of many factors. Based on this perspective, there 
must be a rationale that accounts for the way children’s learning and how they 
acquire English proficiency. The viewpoint of Bronfenbrenner’s ecological systems 
theory (1979, 1989, 1993) is one of the explanation. Bronfenbrenner’s theory 
suggests that individual’s learning process cannot be isolated from their social 
environment (i.e. microsystem, mesosystem, exosystem and macrosystem). The 
developing person is said to be at the center of and embedded in several 
environmental systems, ranging from immediate settings, such as the family and 
school, to more remote contexts, such as the broader culture. Each of these 
systems is thought to interact with the others and with the individual to influence 
development in important ways.  
 
 
1.1. The microsystem: Parental involvement 
 
The microsystem refers to the activities and interactions that occur in the 
person’s immediate surroundings. For most young children, the microsystem 
may be limited to the family. For example, an active child can request or even 
promote his parents to provide better environment to help him to learn while 
parents play important roles in promoting children’ school learning at the same 
time. In fact, parental involvement has been recognized as an important 
explanation contributing children’s learning performance (Kung, 2002). 
Specifically, research indicated that parental encouragement, providing 
resources, structuring home environment that was conducive to study, and 
buying books for presents for children were the most effective way to promote 
children’s school performance. According to this viewpoint, the more culturally 
sufficiency parents can provide to their children, the better performance children 
can achieve in English learning. 
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1.2. The microsystem: Teacher’s beliefs and attitudes 
 
The microsystem eventually becomes much more complex as children are 
exposed to school class, peers, and neighborhood, in particular, school teachers 
in children’s learning. Teachers go through the process of enculturation, 
education, and schooling to form their beliefs regarding learning and teaching. It 
is probably appropriate to say that the development of teachers’ beliefs and 
attitudes are situated within the social context that they are in. Duo (2003) 
suggested that the majority of the Taiwanese teachers in the study consider 
English learning to be a positive endeavor, regardless of the differences among 
them (e.g., gender, age, education level, etc.). Teachers in Taiwan believe that 
the younger the students are when they are introduced to English, the better 
English learners they will become. Studies indicated that teachers’ perceptions of 
English learning/teaching were reflected through their curriculum planning and 
they were mainly responsible for deciding the syllabus and the teaching 
objectives, selecting the textbooks, making teaching materials, and choosing a 
teaching methodology for their English class. In other words, teachers do 
influence students’ language learning through their beliefs and attitudes. 
Therefore, it is needed to explore teachers’ role in the microsystem.  
 
 
1.3. The mesosystem: Interrelationships among microsystems  
 
The mesosystem refers to the connections or interrelationships among such 
Microsystems as homes, schools, and peer groups. The development is likely to 
be optimized by strong, supportive links between Microsystems. For example, a 
child’s learning to master English lessons at schools depends not only on the 
quality of instruction that his English teachers provide but also on the extent to 
which parents value these scholastic activities in English and consult or 
cooperate with English teachers (Luster & Mcadoo, 1996; Stevenson, Chen, & 
Lee, 1993). In children’s English learning, more studies examining the 
interactions between parents and teachers are needed to evaluate their 
relationships. 
 
 
1.4. The exosystem: Mass media and the Internet 
 
The exosystem consists of contexts that children and adolescents are not a part 
of but which may nevertheless influence their development (e.g., mass media, 
the Internet, school board, etc.). Children’s experience in school may also be 
affected by their exosystem – by a curriculum plan combined by the mass media 
and the Internet school board or teachers propose. Studies indicated that the 
more positive attitudes on Internet English teaching students have, the higher 
English proficiency students attain (Ciao, 2000; Chang, 2003). Therefore, using 
mass media and the Internet indeed is helpful to promote students’ English 
learning, to enhances student's study interest in English, then enhance students’ 
English performance.  
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1.5. Research questions 
 
A social profile of junior high school students’ English learning proficiency in 
Taiwan must be shaped by different factors such as the influence of parents, 
teachers, and mass media and Internet etc.  Until recently, however, most 
studies on this issue focused mainly on students’ English learning outcomes 
rather than exploring students’ learning experience through which these 
educational patterns have been created and modeled. The present study 
applying Bronfenbrenner’s ecological systems theory (1979, 1989, 1993) 
suggests that individual’s learning process cannot be isolated from their social 
environment and proposes a social profile of middle junior high school students’ 
English learning proficiency in Taiwan. Utilizing a structural equation modeling 
approach, the present study explores the relationship among the factors and 
contributes to this body of literature uniquely by examining the influence of 
parental involvement, the empowerment of schooling, and the effects of media 
and Internet on Taiwanese students’ English learning simultaneously. We 
address the following questions: (1) What is the social profile of middle school 
students in Taiwan with regard to their English learning proficiency? (2) Is the 
model of the English learning profile we proposed for Taiwanese students 
acceptable and does the model obtain the reasonable model fit? (3) What is the 
influence of social factors such as parental involvement, schooling, mass media 
and Internet in promoting students’ English learning proficiency in Taiwan? (4) 
Are there relationships among these social factors? 
 
 
2. Method  
 
 
2.1. Subjects  
 
The subjects in this study were 709 9th graders in the Municipal junior high 
schools in Taichung, Changhua, and Nantou during the 2004 – 2005 school year. 
Over 95% of the students in each selected classroom participated in the study. 
The subjects included 336 males and 342 female. Prior to completing the 
anonymous questionnaire, students were provided with a brief explanation of 
appropriate response procedures.  
 
 
2.2. The Questionnaire  
 
The study utilized a questionnaire to assess adolescents’ perceptions toward their 
English learning proficiency. Students completed a background information form 
and a English learning Scale consisted of “Inventory of Parental Involvement,” 
“English Teacher’s Teaching Survey,” and “the Internet Experience Survey.”  
 
Inventory of Parental Involvement. Based upon the work of Kung (2002), 16 
items were chosen for the questionnaire. These items were divided into two 
major parts. The first part, consisting of 9 items, assessed adolescents’ 
perceptions of parental beliefs toward their English learning. The second part, 
consisting of 7 items, investigated children’s attitudes of how parents structure 
home environment for them.  
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English Teacher’s Teaching Survey. The survey Questionnaire regarding English 
Teacher’s Attitude toward EFL (English as a Foreign Language) developed by Duo 
(2003), 24 items were chosen for the questionnaire. These items were divided 
into four subscales to assess students’ perceptions in English learning at school. 
The items for the four subscales were 8, 5, 3, and 8 for teachers’ beliefs, 
teachers’ methods, school policies, and student-teacher interaction in English, 
respectively.  
 
Internet Experience Survey. Based upon the work of Chang (2003), 17 items 
were chosen for the survey. These items were divided into two parts. The first 
part, consisting of 7 items, assessed how adolescents perceive the effectiveness 
of mass media and the Internet infusing English learning at home. The second 
part, consisting of 10 items, investigated how children view the usefulness of 
mass media and the Internet infusing English learning in school.  
 
Each item rated on bipolar agree-disagree statements on a 5-point Likert scale 
(1=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree), and students were asked to report the 
one that most accurately describes their perceptions toward English learning. 
Estimates of reliability coefficient for three scales, utilizing Cronbach’s alpha, is 
.92, .87, and .94, respectively.  
 
English Learning Proficiency. There are two parts to represent students’ English 
learning proficiency. A standardized test, English Basic Competence Test, was 
chosen to represent English performance according to the comparability and 
stability. All students were administered “English Basic Competence Test” 
consisting of 45 multiple-choice items derived from the textbooks used in junior 
high schools. The second part was teachers’ rating on a 5-point Likert scale to 
evaluate students’ average English performance in classes.  
 
 
2.3. Statistical analysis  
 
In order to investigate the conceptual framework, the study utilizing structural 
equation modeling hypothesized a factorial structure of Taiwanese students’ 
English learning proficiency social profile. The model is shown schematically in 
Figure 1.  
 
Analyses were conducted in the structural equation model-fitting program, 
Analysis of Moment Structure (Amos) software package 7.0, first of all, 
confirmatory factor analysis was applied to test the validity of each latent factor 
(i.e. parental involvement, schooling, mass media and Internet). Second, 
structural equation modeling was utilized to examine Taiwanese students’ profile 
shown in Figure 1 that explores the relationships among the social factors and 
students’ English learning proficiency.  
 
The model evaluation criteria used to test the fit of the models are the chi-square 
statistic (χ²), GFI, CFI, TLI, RMSEA, SRMR, and critical N. It should be noted that 
the χ² statistic is sensitive to sample size; therefore, alternative goodness-of-fit 
indices have been used for the present study (Schumacker & Lomax, 2004). 
Values of .90 and above for GFI, CFI, and TLI indicates a reasonable fit (Byrne, 
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2001). Values of RMSEA of .05 indicated close fit, and values in the vicinity of 
.08 indicate fair fit (Browne & Cudeck, 1993). Hu and Bentler (1999) suggested 
that a value of .08 and less for SRMR indicated a decent fit. Hoelter (1983) 
argues that a critical N of 200 or better indicates a satisfactory fit.  
 
 
3. Results  
 
Preliminary analyses identified no multivariate outliers and the assumption of 
normality was not violated severely for all variables based on the guideline of 
normality (i.e., skewness < 2; kurtosis < 7) proposed by Curran, West, and 
Finch (1996).  
 

 
Figure 1 Hypothesized Model 

 
 
3.1. CFA analysis 
 
Confirmatory factor analysis was conducted to test three constructs of parental 
involvement, schooling, and mass media and the Internet. As indicated by the fit 
indices, goodness-of-fit for the constructs fit the data well. Although the χ² was 
significant, it was sensitive to sample size, and GFI, CFI, TLI, RMSEA , SRMR, 
and CN indicated reasonable fit. All corresponding factor loadings for the latent 
factors were significant with moderate to high magnitudes.  
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3.2. SEM analysis 
 
The hypothesized model was evaluated by structural equation modeling to test 
whether the model fits the data well. The fit indices were presented in Table 1. 
As shown in Table 1, except χ² value was significant due to the sensitiveness to 
sample size, alternative fit index fit the data well. Parameter estimates were 
presented in Table 2 and all corresponding factor loadings for latent factors were 
significant with moderate to high magnitudes. The composite reliabilities were 
.72, .82, .72 and .96, and the average extracted variance was .55, .50, .56, and 
.92 for parental involvement, schooling, mass media and the Internet, and 
English learning proficiency, respectively. Research indicated that the reasonable 
composite reliability must be greater than .60 and the average extracted 
variance must be higher than .50 (Bagozzi & Yi, 1988; Fornell & Larcker, 1981). 
According to results, the indicators for the latent variables explained the variance 
far more than was explained by the measuring error. The squared multiple 
correlations were .48, .50, and .19 for parental involvement, schooling, and 
English learning proficiency, respectively.  
 
The correlation among parental involvement and schooling was significant. The 
directional effects were all significant except the effect from mass media and the 
Internet to English learning proficiency. Mass media and the Internet significantly 
predicted parental involvement and schooling (γ=.69 and γ=.71, respectively). 
Parental involvement and schooling significantly predicted students’ English 
learning proficiency (β=.15 and β=.36, respectively). Yet, the directional effect 
from mass media and the Internet to students’ English learning proficiency was 
not significant.  
 
 
Table 1 Goodness-of -fit indices for hypothesized model 
Goodness-of-fit indices Hypothesized Model  Decision 
χ² 117.07 (df =25, p = .00) Rejected 
GFI .97 Accepted 
CFI  .98 Accepted 
TLI  .96 Accepted 
SRMR .036 Accepted 
RMSEA (90% CI) .072 (.059-.086) Accepted 
CN 228 Accepted 
 
 
Table 2 Standardized, unstandardized estimate, and S. E. for hypothesized model  
 Standardized  

Estimate 
Estimate S.E. 

Parental involvement � encouragement .85* 1.00a — 
Parental involvement � home structure .79* .74 .04 
Schooling � beliefs .48* 1.00a — 
Schooling � method .69* .91 .07 
Schooling � policy .57* .53 .04 
Schooling � interaction .82* 2.23 .20 
Mass media & Internet � home .98* 1.00a — 
Mass media & Internet � school .79* 1.08 .05 
English learning proficiency � standardized test .88* 1.00a — 
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English learning proficiency � teachers’ rating .91* .07 .07 
Mass media & Internet � Parental involvement .69* .71 .04 
Mass media & Internet � Schooling .71* .33 .03 
Mass media & Internet � English learning proficiency -.03 -.09 .19 
Parental involvement � English learning proficiency .15* .42 .21 
Schooling �English learning proficiency .36* 2.23 .56 
Parental involvement �Schooling .45* 3.63 .61 
* p < .05. 
a indicates parameters fixed for identification purpose, not estimated.  
 
 
4. Discussion  
 
The present study attempts to confirm Bronfenbrenner’s ecological systems 
theory and applies it to establish a “social profile” of junior high school students’ 
English learning proficiency in Taiwan. The results indicated that Taiwanese 
students’ English learning proficiency social profile was shaped by parental 
involvement, schooling, and the mass media and Internet and each factor did 
contribute to this “profile” uniquely while helping students achieve success in 
their English learning proficiency.  
 
In general, Taiwanese parents in the study were much more concerned with both 
attitudes and practices of parental involvement toward English learning because 
they recognized that these involvements were vital to the outcome, which was 
their children’s success in the future. In addition, results showed that the 
majority of the Taiwanese teachers in this study considered English leaning to be 
a positive endeavor and pointed out that the increasing importance of English is 
the result of globalization and the widespread use of English throughout the 
world. Also, teachers’ perceptions of English learning/teaching were reflected 
through their curriculum planning. Moreover, the positive role the mass media 
and Internet played and the effective experience of using these sources were 
beneficial in influencing the process of parental involving and schooling. The 
conceptual model of the social profile was confirmed for Taiwanese 9th grade 
students and the present study also suggested that English learning should be 
for communication purposes and stressed the importance of creating an 
“authentic” language learning environment. 
 
Most people in Taiwan view learning English as necessary for future success. 
English learning, however, cannot be seen as a neutral act and process. 
Children’s English learning is influenced by multiple ecologies, including family, 
peers, school, neighborhood, media and the larger society. Most people in Taiwan 
view learning English as necessary for future success. English learning, however, 
cannot be seen as a neutral act and process. It involves different factors, which 
are influenced and formed by the social context. The present investigation has 
attempted to achieve the following goals and contribute to the literature in 
several ways. First, it attempts to confirm Bronfenbrenner’s ecological systems 
theory and applies it to establish a “social profile” for Taiwanese students. 
Second, while the public seemed to embrace the importance of English and 
acknowledge the importance of making use of it as an international language to 
achieve Taiwan’s political and economic goals, the present study expects to 
provide the effective methods for parents, teachers, educational authorities via 
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this profile in promoting students’ English learning proficiency in Taiwan. Third, 
the present study finds a number of possible important links (i.e. paths) among 
home, school, and the public that are amenable to intervention, leading possibly 
to the improvement of students’ English learning proficiency in Taiwan. Fourth, 
the present study hopes to utilize the results to reinforce the interaction among 
parents, teachers, students, and the public, that is, to build the notion of home-
school-community partnership to help students’ English learning. Fifth, since the 
increasing attention has been paid to the role of mass media and Internet on 
learning, the present study allows us to explore the impact of the mass media 
and Internet on the process of parental involvement and schooling and applies 
this medium for students’ English performance in Taiwan.  
 
The implications of these findings are explored and suggestions are made for 
further research on related issues. The goals stated in the National English 
Curriculum Guideline in Taiwan are to 1) develop students’ basic communication 
skills, 2) develop students’ interest in learning English, and 3) develop students’ 
sense of cultural awareness. The ultimate purpose of achieving these goals is to 
meet the demands of globalization by enabling Taiwan to survive and compete in 
the world. Through the present study, we suggest that we as researchers should 
become “critical educators” and most importantly, be more aware of the social 
nature and context of English learning.  
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Abstract 

Inclusion in education involves the processes of increasing the participation of pupils in, 
and reducing their exclusion from the culture, curricula and communities of local schools 
(Booth & Ainscow, 2002). The aim of inclusive education in the research school is to 
increase the participation and learning of pupils who differ from one another in important 
ways. 

This research reports a small-scale survey conducted with 30 primary school pupils in the 
Northwest of England, UK to gauge their opinions of the processes of increasing 
participation and learning in classrooms. Information was collected from the pupils via 
Index for Inclusion questionnaire listing possible indicators for classroom use. The 
opinions expressed here by children proved useful in helping the author on the one hand 
to understand the processes of increasing the participation and learning of diverse pupils 
and, on the other hand would help teachers to reflect on and improve their practice. 

This study is set in the context of a selective literature review of theoretical contributions 
and empirical studies on innovative ways of promoting pupil participation in their 
classrooms. 

Keywords: Inclusion – diversity – improvement - classroom practice - participation 
 
 
 
1. Conceptualising inclusive education 
 
Inclusion is a global issue, of which there are few clear definitions. Though it is a 
global issue most of the literature on inclusion available comes from English 
speaking countries of North America and the United Kingdom. Even across these 
countries as Kugelmas and Ainscow (2004) argued, literatures that exist appear 
to differ from each other, not least because of the way it reflects local history, 
culture and, indeed, legislation. Acknowledging therefore, the differences that 
exist between countries, and the uniqueness of the overall inclusion picture for 
each setting, a particular analysis of the situation in one primary school in the 
Northwest of England, where my study took place, is presented in this paper. 
 
For example, in this literature in the United States, Lipsky and Gartner (1997) 
see inclusion as effectively being about a reform of special education in order to 
place and maintain students with disabilities in mainstream schools. But in the 
United Kingdom, the recent guidance from Ofsted for inspectors and schools 
begins to align educational inclusion with social inclusion, and associates it 
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mainly with improving attendance and reducing the incidence of exclusion 
(Ofsted, 2000). Becoming inclusive is, Booth and Ainscow (2002) suggest, about 
reducing discrimination on the basis of gender, class, disability, religion, ethnicity 
and attainment. I felt there is a need to be clear about the concept, as a lack of 
clarity may create a sense of uncertainty as to what is intended, and that can 
distract the reader from the essence of the paper. Thus, I give below the 
somewhat wider meanings of the concept that I consider relevant, and through 
this meaning my aim is to move to the argument that underpins the rationale on 
which the article developed.  
 
Inclusion is, Dyson et al. (2002) suggest, about maximising the participation of 
all students in their local schools. 
 
A couple of significant issues emerge from the above conceptualisation which I 
want to highlight here. First of all, what is participation? What do we understand 
as student participation in school settings? However, this exciting concept of ‘all’ 
is, I believe, in need of a certain amount of unpacking before I move into 
discussions of student participation. Put simply, what does ‘All’ mean in an 
inclusive education setting? And why does education for ‘all’ have to be inclusive 
education’? (Stromstad, 2003).  
 
In her examination of who ‘all’ were at the World Conference on Education for 
All, Jomtien, Nes (2003) argued that although it was named a ‘world conference,’ 
its target for the proposed initiatives was clearly not all countries, but the ‘Third 
World’ countries, with the aim of using Northern research and advice to 
implement changes in the South. Expanding on this in his study ‘Whose 
Education for All’ Brock Utne (cited in Nes, 2003) stressed that this so-called 
Education for All in the Sub-Saharan countries seems to be in reality western 
primary schooling for some, but not all children [emphasis mine]. Commenting 
on this, Mel Ainscow noted that the decision to hold the Salamanca Conference 
would seem to imply that the phrase ‘education for all’ really meant ‘almost all’. 
However, in his study, ‘Qualifying Teachers for the School for All’ in Norway, 
Peder Haug found that when the expression ‘school for all pupils’ was used, there 
was always an implicit exception. Haug’s (2003) findings revealed that ‘school for 
all’ did not, literally mean ‘all’, rather it is assumed as a process which at least 
offered some education to people who had hitherto had no opportunities. So at 
the very least we need to be circumspect about ‘inclusion’ rhetoric. Of course, by 
definitions, they must exorcise exclusion, idealise inclusionary ambitions. But 
words like ‘all’- like expressions like ‘No child left behind’, or ‘Every child matters’ 
have to be deconstructed for a certain, hidden utopianism. 
 
I shall mention here that my study focused not simply on provision for one or 
other group of students. This was because I understood that the task of 
educating a diverse range of learners was of a different order from that of 
making specific adaptations in response; for example, to those assign the narrow 
administrative categorised formulation, which separates children according to 
certain characteristics. Researching this particular group of students might 
signify an assumption to individuals within the particular setting about how this 
group of students are perceived by researchers and are more likely to experience 
exclusion because of specific characteristics related to their special needs. On the 
other hand, it could be argued that this group of students can be researched 
differently since such difference does exist. Considering ills and remedies of 
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researching this particular group of students I decided that my study should 
investigate how the participation and learning of all students can be increased in 
the particular context. It is to the conceptualisation of participation that I now 
turn. 
  
Participation is, O’Keane (cited in Williams, 2004) suggests, ‘an on-going process 
of children’s active involvement in decision-making in matters that concern 
them. It requires information sharing and dialogue between children and adults, 
which is based on mutual respect and power sharing’. This assertion receives 
further support from Kabeer’s (quoted in Williams, 2004) framework of 
empowering marginalised groups. Participation is, he argues, the processes of 
change through which those who have been denied the ability to articulate their 
needs, exercise those rights and influence the decision-making processes which 
shape their lives, are enabled to do so. These conceptualisations of participation 
draw on the ‘Ladder of Participation’. This model was devised by Hart (1992), 
following Arnstein’s ladder of citizen participation, and has eight stages 
representing increasing levels of participation. These are manipulation; 
decoration; tokenism; assigned but informed; consulted and informed; adult-
initiated, shared decisions with children; child-initiated and directed; child-
initiated, shared decisions with adults. The ladder, Hart (1192) argues, offers 
both a gauge to the nature of children’s involvement and a guide to how its 
quality might be improved. It would seem that if active participation is to be 
achieved the first three stages of the ladder should be avoided, as I perceived 
them to constitute the ‘rung of non- participation’. Put simply, what are the 
indicators that students are actively participating and, therefore, included in the 
learning process? 
 
In their systematic review of the effectiveness of school-level actions for 
promoting participation of all students, Dyson et al (2002) provide three key 
aspects of children’s participation in their schools, these are cultures, curricula 
and communities. These cultures mean students’ ‘shared sets of values and 
expectations; curricula, that is the learning experiences on offer; and their 
communities, that is a set of relationship they sustain’. They go on to argue, 
inclusion of children in the learning process might be indicated, for example, by 
access to full curriculum, a sense of being welcome and valued or a contribution 
to decision-making’(P.12). Particular analysis of these indicators in the school 
where my study took place is presented in the subsequent paragraphs. 
 
What is noticeable, then, is that increasingly authors view participation in a 
range of ways (e.g. O’Keane & Kabeer as cited in Williams, 2004; Dyson et al., 
2002; Hart, 1992). For example, some have explicitly pointed out that 
participation can purely mean (all) children attending and accessing the full 
curriculum of the school. Some have also taken it to refer to the role of students 
in the school’s decision-making process and others extend it further to a 
situation where young people actively lead specific aspects of their local 
community activity. It appears new forms of participation are evolving all the 
time as experience in the field grows. However, the kind of participation that 
features significantly in this article, I shall claim, is one that would give children a 
real say in what is to be counted as school knowledge whilst they are there. The 
importance of listening to the voices of children in the process of inclusive 
education is emphasised by many researchers. Before presenting some of the 
work of these authors, I briefly examined the UK government’s documents and 
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legislations that addressed the issue of involving children in decision-making in 
matters that affect their education and general life. 
 
 
1.1. Policy context  
 
Government policy increasingly includes requirements that children should be 
involved in the design, provision and evaluation of services that affect them or 
which they use. I now set out some of the key policy frameworks. 
 
For example, Government’s Green Paper: Every Child Matters (DfES, 2003a) sets 
out significant changes in structures and services for children. It affirms that 
services ‘‘should involve children and families in putting together the picture of 
their needs and in designing the services to meet those needs’’ (p.72, 5.16). The 
subsequent document Every Child Matters: Next Step (DfES, 2004) provides a 
vision for transforming the services, including more opportunities for children to 
get involved in decisions about the services. In the education service, statutory 
guidance is being developed to ensure that children with SEN are where possible 
involved in all decisions relating to their education. The SEN code of practice 
suggests that pupils should be ‘‘actively involved at an appropriate level in 
discussions about their Individual Education Plans (IEPs), including target setting 
and review arrangements’’ (DfES, 2001a: P.28). Although, this new policy 
development in the field of SEN in England relates to integration, its implications 
for the development of effective inclusive practice are referred to in the Green 
Paper Excellence for All children: Meeting Special Educational Needs (DfEE, 
1997). Put simply, the Paper refers to the ‘rights’ of all pupils to be educated in a 
mainstream school.  
 
This popular notion of rights, of course, had no place at all in British legislation 
prior to the Children’s Act of 1989, which urges schools in Britain to ‘make every 
effort to identify the ascertainable views and wishes of the children about their 
current and future education’ (DfEE, 1994:para.2:36). This echoes some of the 
articles of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (UN, 1989), which 
requires governments to undertake a systematic analysis of their laws, policies 
and practices in order to assess the extent to which they currently comply with 
the obligations they hold with regard to SEN children. For example, Article 28 of 
the Convention reads: ‘‘primary education should be compulsory and free for 
all’’. But the convention says that this right must be interpreted along with 
articles 2 and 23, which seem to imply that all have a right to inclusive 
education, irrespective of their disability. The notion all these documents are 
putting forward, is that the right to education for all must translate into learning 
opportunities for all: learning to be; learning to know; learning to do; and 
learning together, which constitute the foundation of education. Working 
Together: Giving children and young people a say guidance (DfES, 2003b) which 
amends section 176 of the Education Act 2002, provides basis for schools to 
decide how best to involve pupils in all aspects of the life of the school.  
 
Evidence from research suggests that in the UK the history of research on pupil 
involvement has four identifiable approaches: students as sources of data, 
students as active respondents, students as co-researchers, and students as 
researchers. These approaches share a hope that pupil involvement might not 
only lead to school improvement, but also contribute to a more democratic 
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schooling. While I was trying to understand the value and importance of seeking 
student views on issues regarding school improvement and development, I chose 
to move closer to consulting pupils as respondents and voices within the data as 
opposed to students as researchers. I decided to conduct my research with 
students using the first approach-because in the process of a research project, 
where personal interest is more likely to guide the selection of the area of 
investigation, the approach that assigns the role of researchers to students is 
less likely to be applied-, involving students as co-researchers was not applied 
either. Wolfendale (2000) points out that consulting pupils as respondents and 
voices within the data, has been shown to reveal many novel aspects of the 
situations, settings and issues that children were asked about. Below, I present 
what I hope is convincing research evidence on the benefits of listening to 
children’s views and experiences of schooling.  
 
 
1.2. Research context  
 
The growing body of research available in relation to inclusive education 
suggests the valuable contributions that children can make towards their own 
schooling (Rose & Shevlin, 2004; Wade & Moore, 1993; Ainscow et al, 1999; 
Lewis, 1995). 
 
For example, Lewis (1995) investigated children’s views and experiences of 
mainstream and special schools settings. The children involved expressed 
positive and negative feelings about procedures of school transfer, teachers, 
discipline, playtimes and curriculum. Implicit in their comment is a view that 
these aspects of their schooling made them feel included and excluded at times. 
Ainscow et al (1999) carried out research with children about their experiences 
of inclusion and exclusion in one English secondary school and the authors were 
surprised by the findings. The research highlighted how the children’s active role 
in their development can be undermined by the researchers’ expectation of 
children taking a passive role in the process, their ideas cast some further light 
on the understanding of the work of the school in relation to teaching and 
lessons; behaviour and control; help and support; and acceptance. Rose and 
Shevlin (2004) explored the ways in which young people from marginalised 
communities, including those with disabilities and from ethnic minorities, had 
been included or excluded by the education system. The project revealed that 
the insights gained through the views of these young people inform teachers and 
education policy makers about the steps which may be taken to enable the 
inclusion agenda to be more thoughtfully addressed. In another study, Wade and 
Moore (1993) surveyed secondary and primary children’s attitudes towards 
schooling in UK, Australia and New Zealand. They presented findings that are 
different from, although complementary to, those produced by the authors 
mentioned above.  
 
Apparently, it can be argued that increasingly acceptance of the principles of 
children’s involvement is being turned into practice through a variety of methods 
across a range of schools. Although, the studies cited above used interviews as 
their primary part or only data collection method, in this article, I consider 
questionnaire method as a useful methodological perspective for accessing 
children’s views. Less participatory though this method is, it was one of the 
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typologies of involving children in school decisions that can be used for school 
review or school improvement, which was the focus of the study.    
 
 
2. Methodology 
 
The study was carried out in a primary school which I called St. Arnold in the 
Northwest of England that serves a culturally and linguistically diverse group of 
children, including those from low income families. In this school, children with 
disabilities and/or other special educational needs are educated in general 
education classrooms alongside their peers. On roll, the school has almost three 
hundred and sixty (360) pupils, allocated in twelve classrooms; with each Key 
Stage (i.e. Foundaton, Key Stages 1 & Key Stage 2 lower and upper) having 
ninety pupils distributed into three classes. There are mixed age groups in all 
classes except one nursery and one reception class. After initial discussion with 
the school authority, it has agreed to participate, and to nominate a team of staff 
to liaise with me and to coordinate in getting information on what pupils think 
about their school. In order to get pupil responses, a questionnaire survey 
approach was adopted. Survey is ‘an inquiry which involves the collection of 
systematic data across a sample of cases, and the statistical analysis of the 
results’ (Marsh, 1982:9). 
 
In line with this, Ainscow (2005) suggests the use of questionnaires to survey 
the views of stakeholders concerned with education. Questionnaires can allow 
them to voice their opinions on school and classroom practices because they 
encourage them to reflect on their recent experiences and to comment on them 
by answering specific questions to focus their response (Pollard & Triggs, 1997). 
As a result, Booth and Ainscow (2002) developed measurement tools for 
students’ social learning. Social learning in the Index for Inclusion encompassed 
students’ feelings about school, the ways they relate to each other and teachers, 
the ways they work together and how they are engaged in the life of the school. 
Using the tool aims to encourage all students to cooperate in voicing their 
opinions so that their voices can be heard regarding developing areas of policy 
and practice. The questionnaires were validated in terms of their complexity and 
completeness (Robson, 2002), as it was developed and widely piloted and used 
across schools in the UK. I was confident that its content fits with local ‘cultures’ 
and addresses the issues the study was set out to investigate.  
 
It can be argued that information gained through a questionnaire seems rather 
superficial and fragmented (Robson, 2002) and an ethnographic method would 
seemed to be more appropriate for exploring sensitive issues like the notion of 
teaching different children together. Such methods will help in getting better 
understanding of each student and getting into each student’s individual way of 
thinking (Miller & Glassner, 1997). However, this is not the view that I followed 
because it was not possible within the short period of my study to get into 
individual way of thinking of almost 360 students and as a researcher I felt that I 
should use an approach that would allow all the students to participate in my 
research. Again, my aim was simply getting a general view of students’ attitudes, 
hence the adaptation of Index for inclusion questionnaire. Accepting to use the 
index, then, leaves me free to select the children for the study. 
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2.1. Sampling issue  
 
As Robson (2002) advises a survey sample needs to reflect the population to be 
examined. However, he suggests that where the population of interest is 
manageably small or the number of units sampled gets down to single figures, a 
researcher may be able to survey all the population rather than a sample. As a 
result, the questionnaire was intended to survey the views of all the students 
within the school. 
 
It was intended that all the students in each classroom be involved, but that was 
not possible. For example, I was told that Foundation Stage children may not be 
able to read and select the appropriate response from the choice available on the 
survey instrument. For other Stages, I managed to get only one class from each 
of the three classes in each Key Stage in the school, which showed interest in 
taking me on board in their classes at the time. Because the study was confined 
by time, as such I accepted to go with the classes, although I was aware that 
convenience sampling is regarded by some researchers as the least satisfactory 
method of sampling. Nevertheless, it is one of the most widely used methods of 
sampling, especially in surveys (Robson, 2002). Having explained the 
questionnaire survey sampling, I turn next to the administration of the 
questionnaire.  
 
 
2.2. Administration of the questionnaire  
 
Questionnaires were given to all of the 28-30 children in each of the four 
sampled teachers’ classrooms. However, none of the children in one of the 
classes completed the questionnaire. This was because she (teacher) did not look 
after a particular year group. Rather, she covers and rotates classes throughout 
the school. This meant that choosing a particular class on her part would 
interfere with the tight schedule of the usual class teacher. Similarly, a second 
teacher made it clear to me that only six children in her class would be given the 
questionnaire, but only one child managed to complete it and return it back. The 
inability of the other five and the rest of the children in this lower key stage 2 
class to complete the questionnaire was not made known to me. The third 
teacher and her class were entirely excluded in the research following a simple 
misunderstanding between her and me. Only one class completed the 
questionnaire. In all, only thirty children completed and returned it. This made 
me slightly worried as to the outcome of the survey, and whether another 
strategy should be used to reach all the children in their classes.  
 
Nevertheless, the small number of students as informants had helped me in 
getting a feeling for what pupils think about their school. This has also enabled 
children to make genuine comments on their experiences of schooling. Indeed, 
appearing to give children a say about their schooling may lead to development 
and improvement in schools. Many schools in England, for example, include 
consultations with pupils in their school to justify directions in school 
improvement and to demonstrate that schools are identifying and meeting pupils’ 
needs (Ofsted, 1995). I hoped the views expressed below by students would be 
directed toward improvement in the particular school.  
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2.3. Analysis of the questionnaire 
 
In analysing the questionnaires I applied a simple descriptive statistical 
technique (frequency count and tally). Although I intended to calculate the 
percentage of pupil responses, in reality this has not been the case. This was 
because I planned to distribute the questionnaires to approximately three 
hundred and sixty children in the whole school. Instead I ended having less than 
a hundred responses altogether. So calculating the percentage would complicate 
the data. Rather I counted and tallied all the responses as shown in the table 
below.  
 
 Pupil responses to the questionnaire: (n=30) 
 Questionnaire items Agree Agree to 

some extent 
Disagree 

1 Sometimes I do class work in pairs with a 
friend.                

30 
  

0 
  

0 
  

2 Sometimes my class is divided into groups 
for work 

29 
  

0 
  

1 
  

3 I help my friends with their work when 
they get stuck.            

30 
 

0 
  

0 
  

4 My friends help me with my work when I 
get stuck 

30 
  

0  
  

0 
  

5 My work is put on the walls for other 
people to see.              

29 
  

0 
  

1 
  

6 My teacher likes to listen to my ideas.                        29 
 

1  
 

0 
 

7 My teacher likes to help me with my work  29 
 

1 
 

0 
 

8 I like to help my teacher when she or he 
has jobs that need doing. 

28 
 

0 
 

2 
 

9 I think our classroom rules are fair.                          25 
 

0 
 

5 
 

10 Some of the children in my class call 
others by unkind names 

24 
 

0 
 

6 
 

11 Sometimes I am bullied in the playground.                    9 
 

0 
 

21 
 

12 When I feel unhappy at school there is 
always an adult to look after me.                                        

25 
 

1 
 

4 
 

13 When children in my class quarrel, the 
teacher sorts it out fairly.   

27 
 

0 
 

3 
 

14 I think writing targets for the term helps 
my work to improve.     

27 
 

1 
 

2 
 

15 Sometimes my teacher lets me choose 
what work to do.     

25 
 

0 
 

5 
 

16 I feel pleased with myself when I have 
done a good piece of work.                                     

29 
 

0 
 

1 
 

17 When I have homework I usually 
understand what I am supposed to do.                                   

29 
 

0 
 

1 
 

18 My teacher likes me to tell her or him 
about what I do at home.                                          

5 
 

0 
 

25 
 

19 My family thinks this is a good school                     26 
 

0 
 

4 
 

20 If I am away from school my class teacher 
asks me where I have been.                                 

25 
 

1 
 

4 
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3. Results and discussions  
 
Having clarified how the questionnaires were distributed, completed, returned 
and analysed, I now turn to presenting the results and discussing the views of 
pupil under the headings that follow:  
 
 
3.1. Including pupils in the planning, writing target and assessment of 
learning 
 
Rouse and Florian (1996) suggested that giving all pupils a stake in the school is 
an important element in creating an inclusive climate which is conducive to 
learning for all. Evidence from the table (item 14) also seems to suggest that 
involving pupils in their own learning gives them valuable experience in planning 
and writing their own goals, which also helps their work to improve, as revealed 
by almost all the pupils. A similar finding is reported by Wade and Moore (1993), 
who stated that consultation and self-assessment are likely to lead to greater 
self-awareness, increased motivation and participation, and improved 
relationships. I was very conscious from my reading that in academic work, 
student achievements will vary and every element in the learning process 
ranging- from syllabus, organisation, learning materials to assessment methods - 
must therefore be selected with the abilities of different pupils in mind. This 
made me have some interest in knowing, in particular, whether assessment 
contributed to the achievement of all pupils. Their responses on item 16- pupils 
are pleased with themselves when they have done a good work- seem to suggest 
that they are significantly involved in commenting on, and judging their own 
work. This involvement is important, because it makes sense to involve them in 
the process, so they can judge their own work and recognise success. In a sense 
this evidence seems to suggest that the school and teachers recognise the 
importance of planning teaching with the learning of all pupils in mind. This was 
also reflected in the comments by a majority (25) of pupils in table 2, item 15, 
suggesting that there is a good variation in methods of teaching in the school, 
since they agreed about being given a chance by their teachers to choose what 
work to do. However, a minority view suggests that in practice there is limited 
variation. 
 
 
3.2. Name-calling and bullying 
 
Ainscow et al. (1999) suggest that inclusive policies found in some schools (see, 
Ainscow et al, 1999) are beneficial to all children. These policies include the 
framing of behaviour strategies which, as well as outlining clear codes of 
behaviour, rewards and sanctions, also suggest possible ways of monitoring the 
class and class work. In an earlier attempt to explore this issue in my research, 
teachers and other staff in the particular context asserted that bullying was 
minimised and classroom discipline was based on mutual respect in the school. 
In spite of this, strong concerns were raised by the pupils regarding bullying in 
the school, looking at the table, item 10, 24 out of 30 pupils opined that some of 
the children in their class call others by unkind names and 9 of them on item 11, 
claimed to have been bullied in the playground. This suggests that there is a 
level of bullying behaviour within the school that teachers are unaware of. Of 
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course, it is usual for bullying to go on outside the classroom, so teachers might 
not be expected to see it, but they could be expected to notice its impact on 
children who are bullied. Thus, it seems unlikely that there is an atmosphere of 
mutual respect if so many children are experiencing bullying or name-calling. 
This also seemed to be impacting on their feelings of well-being and self-worth. 
 
 
3.3. Helping with learning 
 
When asked whether their friends and teachers help them with the work when 
they got stuck, the children had views about helping each other and the role of 
teachers as facilitators for learning, perhaps in pairs, small-groups, whole-class 
and individually. Items 3 and 4 indicated that children work together and seek 
help from each other. Further, the pupils have commended teachers for helping 
them to learn. In particular, item 7 has confirmed that teachers were very 
responsive and willing to help pupils through their work to develop the skills, 
values and behaviours that will allow them to realise their potential as actively 
engaged learners and as positive participants in, and contributors to their own 
learning, as suggested by 29 pupils. It is not surprising then to note in the same 
table that almost the same number of pupils (28) were willing to reciprocate this 
behaviour modelled to them by their teachers and to help them. I noticed from 
my observations that pupils did help their teachers, especially in collecting 
teaching materials and distributing books for homework- another form of help 
and support for learning. Of course, learning can be supported through 
homework which serves as a reinforcement to their classroom experience. At 
least one can say that homework given to these pupils seems always to have a 
clear teaching aim, since almost all of the pupils usually understand what they 
are supposed to do. But one should not ignore the view of the remaining pupil 
who had not understood what he is supposed to do, as inclusion means 
everybody!  
 
 
3.4. Learning together 
 
Children were asked to respond whether sometimes they work in pairs with a 
friend and in small-groups. The overwhelming response was positive. This 
suggests that teachers in the school are very conscious of the importance of 
being sensitive to the learning needs and styles of children when planning and 
delivering a learning activity. It also suggests that they are aware of 
fundamental social skills that can be directly taught to individuals and small-
groups- skills that transcend one curriculum focus but will enhance the quality of 
participation the children have across the whole school and wider community.  
 
 
3.5. Student difference as a resource for learning 
 
I was mindful that the other way of encouraging children to stay together, 
support and associate well with each other is through learning from the histories 
of other families, countries, religions or regions. My personal visits to one of the 
classes in this school showed that children who were British, Black Caribbean, 
Bangladeshi, Pakistani, Indian, Chinese and African were learning at least about 
the region of Africa. African artefacts and paintings by pupils were all over the 
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wall in the room. Nearly all the pupils surveyed agreed that their work was 
displayed on the wall for others to see. In the example above, the display 
provided a context for the unit of the study and I suspect was used by the 
teacher to help bring the African history and culture alive in the classroom. With 
this in mind, it seems that the index point that in inclusive classrooms pupils’ 
differences are used as a resource for teaching and learning has some evidence 
to support it.  
 
 
3.6. Caring about learning 
 
Basically, the pupils were in two minds on how teachers care about them. On the 
one hand item 18 indicates that not enough attention is paid to what pupils can 
contribute or the importance of them feeling valued. Ironically, in the same 
table, but on item 20, 25 of them were of the view that teachers listen to what 
children would say in decisions that affect their (children) personal or general 
life. From my readings, interviews, observations and interactions, I have been 
able to deduce that a contribution to decision-making is one of the guiding 
principles for teachers seeking to promote pupil participation. I understood that 
listening to pupils’ ideas is one way of actively involving them in decision-making 
that shapes and gives children control over their learning programmes. This 
concurs well with pupil responses on item 6. This would also prove whether the 
school have facilitated its caring process and function effectively to children who 
were in need of such relationship, as it had identified in the school goals: ‘Caring 
about Learning: Learning about Caring’ (school’s mission statement, Primary 
SEF, 2006:5). 
 
 
3.7. Current feelings for school 
 
Finally, statement 19 in the table solicits pupils’ views on what their families 
think about their school, although the statement seeks the opinion of the pupil 
about their parents’ views thereby based on assumptions on what their parents 
think about their school. Most of them were of the opinion that their parents 
believed that their school is a good school. It is argued that for the school to be 
inclusively effective, all the children must actively belong to, be welcomed by and 
participate in mainstream activities of the school. Their diversity of interests, 
abilities and attainment should be welcomed and be seen to enrich the life of the 
school. In this sense, there was not enough evidence in the data to suggest that 
the school is inclusively excellent, since the research questionnaire does not 
directly address questions of curriculum and as such fails to provide information 
on one of the indicators (curriculum) of pupil participation in school activities. 
However, if as Dyson et al. (2002) argue inclusion is about valuing diversity, the 
school can be described as an inclusive school since it welcomes all the children 
within its locality as full members and values them for the contribution which 
they make. 
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4. Conclusion 
 
I worked at St. Arnold’s primary school with a small number of children as 
consultants to understand the processes of increasing participation and learning 
in schools. I used the recently developed British Index for Inclusion questionnaire 
survey (Booth et al, 2002) as a tool for this process. In particular, I adapted a 
dimension which is characterised by processes that are consistent with what 
research has identified as facilitating the participation of all students in class 
activities. I administered and analysed survey of children. My analysis suggests 
that students were positive and negative about some aspects of teaching and 
learning, such as planning, writing target and assessment of learning, helping 
with learning, learning together, seeing students’ difference as a resource for 
learning, and caring about learning.  
 
I was aware that the approach used in the research was not emancipatory; 
rather it followed traditional completion of questionnaire approach in which the 
researched voices are determined by the researcher’s own actions. However, 
DfES publication, Schools building on success (2001b), for example, suggests 
that accessing pupil voices can be achieved through regular surveys of pupils’ 
attitudes, though limitations in this survey must be acknowledged. First, the 
sample of children was based on convenience and responses may not be truly 
representative of the views of all the pupils in the school. The questionnaire 
focuses on information that can reasonably be expected to be within individual 
students’ experience of schooling. I believed information about what the students 
had done and thought within their school setting must come from them, and 
seeking that information would also allow their voices to comprise an essential 
part of the identification of the process of increasing their participation in 
schools. In so doing, the survey increases the participation of students in the 
research. Again, the information gained by the questionnaire widens the pool of 
information to teachers and other staff, since no individual member of staff can 
know everything about the school. As such, I am confident that the views of 
pupils to the school will facilitate its own reflections on how to bring about 
improvement in the aspects that needed changes as suggested by pupils.  
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Abstract 

This paper examines the aggressive star-making campaign widely adopted by private 
tuition schools in Hong Kong and its implications on education. The analysis is done 
through a semiological approach focusing on the promotional materials used by those 
schools in their brochures and websites, and tutors’ homepage. Viewing the phenomenal 
through Zygmunt Bauman’s (1996a; , 1996b; , 1998) conception of postmodern 
lifestyles and the “Synopticon” of the media, the paper also outlines how star tutors are 
reified as spectacles to be gazed at, fantasized about, and most importantly of all, to be 
consumed. The paper concludes by drawing attention to the far-reaching impact of this 
phenomenon on youngsters’ lifestyle and values on education, and the challenges posed 
to the education system as a whole.  

Keywords: English as second language – Hong Kong education – private tuition – 
postmodern lifestyles – Zygmunt Bauman 
 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
Students rushing to cram schools in evenings and weekends is not at all a new 
phenomenon in Asian cities like Hong Kong (HK) (Bray & Kwok, 2003). 
Considering its deep-seated elitist and exam-orientated education system, and 
that English language proficiency being its gatekeeping device for higher 
education and work (both local and global) (Morrison & Lui, 2000), it is not 
surprising to see that demand for English private tuition continues to increase 
even after the end of British colonial rule in 1997. Private tuition schools have 
become a lucrative business and are ever expanding to meet the pressing 
demand. With competition growing fierce, more and more tuition schools are 
launching promotion campaigns that have their teachers packaged as “trendy 
icons” consumable by students (The Associated Press, 2007, January 22). Sex 
appeal becomes a selling point alongside with other quantifiable performance 
indicators.  
 
This paper attempts to conduct a critical analysis on these “star-making” 
promotion strategies employed by the private tutorial schools in different media 
forms. Drawing on Bauman’s (1996a; , 1996b; , 1998) conception of postmodern 
life styles, I am going to have an in-depth discussion on how these private tutors 
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are packaged deliberately as pop stars and reified as spectacles to be gazed at, 
fantasized about, and most importantly of all, to be consumed. The paper will 
end by pointing out some educational implications as a result of this kind of pop 
fantasies. This may provide reference to similar contexts like mainland China, 
Korea, or Japan where tutorial industries for English education are ever booming; 
and also North America where business-run Kumon schools and SAT-prep 
schools are increasingly common. It may even indicate the directions in which 
those societies are moving.  
 
 
2. Background and rationale of study 
 
According to Percy Kwok (2001), private tuition schools refer to those which offer 
“extra, fee-paying academic teaching or drilling for full-time students studying in 
regular school instruction programs or syllabuses at primary (grades 1-6) and 
secondary (grades 7- 13) school levels” ( p. 86). The present study focuses on 
those private tuition schools that provide mass tutoring, i.e. those involve at 
least 10 tutees in one class. 
 
In HK, students need to take two public examinations, one after grade 11 which 
decides who can continue with senior secondary education, and the other after 
grade 13 for university entrance. The competition to get into universities has 
always been keen. Less than 40% of eleventh graders can go on with 
matriculation years (Hong Kong Education Bureau, 2008, March), of whom again 
around 40% can attain undergraduate studies funded by government. This 
pressure-cooker public examination system has therefore driven children to seek 
help from private tutoring. According to the HK Census and Statistics 
Department, a third of secondary schoolers had private tuition in the 2004-05 
school year, spending a total of USD 2.4 million a month , increased by 25% 
over the past five-year period (Associated Press, 2007, January 22). One of the 
reasons for the exponential growth of tutorial schools in the last decade or so is 
that tutorials lessons are believed to provide more guidance through graded 
drilling exercises or easily understood lecture notes which are often in bullet-
point forms (Bray & Kwok, 2003; Kwok, 2001). Tutors often teach in students’ 
mother tongue, using teenage slang and in-jokes, not just for the subject of 
English language, but also other general subjects. What is more important is that 
these classes focus on training tutees’ examination skills and reviewing past 
examination papers and even employ teams of staff to analyze examination 
patterns and trends so as to make predictions on exam questions.  
 
Ken Ng or better known as “Ken Sir” in the field, owner of a major tuition school 
Modern Education, admitted openly in a newspaper interview that as now more 
and more of his rival tutorial schools were getting equally good at predicting the 
exam questions, they needed “a new ground to outrun them," and that is “the 
tutor's appearance." (Associated Press, 2007, January 22). Sex appeal becomes 
a selling point alongside with other quantifiable performance indicators. The 
advertising campaign launched by the private tutorial schools is flashy and 
aggressive. An individual institute can spend from half a million to 2 million US 
dollars a month just on publicity ranging from brochures, magazines, billboards, 
road shows on buses and trains, TV screens and internet (Next Magazine, 2005, 
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September 8). A well established private tuition school like Modern Education can 
reap up to USD 10 million a month (ibid).  
 
Despite its substantial scale and possible far-reaching economic, social and 
educational implications, private tutoring has been a neglected topic in the 
literature (Bray & Kwok, 2003). Most research on tutoring tend to focus on the 
demand side rather than on the supply side (Kwok, 2001), for example the 
socio-cultural patterns of demand for private tutoring, and there are only a few 
cultural studies on mass tutorial schools (e.g. Rohlen, 1980; Zeng, 1999) trying 
to find out the socio-cultural reasons behind the popularity of private tutoring in 
some Asian countries. The present study offers a sociological perspective to the 
growth of the tuition enterprise with a specific focus on the star-promoting 
campaign they employ.  
 
 
3. Method 
 
This paper analyses critically the promotional strategies used by the two leading 
mass tutorial enterprises in HK. The analysis will mainly focus on their specially 
designed brochures, schools’ websites, and individual tutors’ webpages.  
 
Berg (2001) argued that text analysis should not be just confined to the 
frequency counts of textual elements, but should also examine the ideological 
mindsets, themes, topics, and symbols as presented by the data. Hence the 
“latent content” (the symbolic meanings that are not physically present and 
countable) (p. 242- 243) should also be taken into consideration. Therefore, in 
my analysis of the tuition schools’ promotional texts, both in print and online, I 
will draw on McRobbie’s semiological approach she used in her analysis of the 
youth magazine <Jackie> (1991), which was based on Barthes’ “immanent 
analysis” (p. 91-92). She argued that media messages should be seen as 
“structured wholes” (p. 91). In other words, semiological analysis requires us to 
look at the sets of codes around which a message is constructed. In McRobbie’s 
analysis of youth magazines, she pointed out that codes in magazines operate 
mainly on two levels: visual and narrative, both of which include a set of 
subcodes such as those of fashion and beauty, romance, personal/ domestic life, 
and pop music. These codes constitute the “rules” by which different meanings 
are produced. In a study on a HK popular youth magazine (Lau, 2003), it is 
found that there is a growing dominance of the visual code and the subcode of 
pop in popular magazines and that the code of pop prevails even in other subsets 
of magazines. Like the traditional section on fashion and beauty, it is no long just 
about clothing items or accessories on their own but rather about how they are 
worn, chosen or endorsed by pop stars. Similarly, in the Romance section where 
we usually find short love stories are now replaced by gossips of pop stars’ love 
life.  
 
In analyzing mass tutorial schools’ textual and electronic promotional materials, 
it is found that they bear much resemblance with the structural qualities in youth 
magazines, i.e. the predominance of the visuals or photo-narrative (cf. 
McRobbie, 1991) and the code of pop. The promotional materials are more like a 
kind of catchy info-tainment or edu-tainment which breaks away from the 
conventions of traditional advertising materials for educational institutes or 
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courses. One advantage of adopting the semiological approach is that we are no 
longer examining mass tutorial schools’ advertising campaign in isolation, but are 
mapping those strategies adequately among other popular cultural forms. 
 
 
4. Theoretical Context 
 
In understanding these private tuition schools’ star-making promotion campaign 
and its ramifications, Zygmunt Bauman’s (1996a) conception of postmodern 
values is used as a guiding theoretical framework. Bauman, a contemporary 
Polish sociologist and philosopher, argued that the consumerist and 
commodification cultures which started in modern society have become ever 
more influential and widespread in the postmodern world.  
 
He used the figure of a stroller, tourist, player and vagabond to describe the 
lifestyles prevailing in postmodern society (1996a, p.20-22) where people are 
mostly “sensation-seekers” and “collectors of experiences” (1998, p.93). A 
stroller, (“flâneur” in French) is the city dweller who frequents the cityscape for 
spectacles (Tester, 1994), a term came to being with the birth of the arcades in 
the 19th century. Now with cable TV, DVDs and internet, flâneurie enters an 
even more private and secure space, and we are all no strangers to this lifestyle 
of flâneurie. The tourist is one who ventures out of the local, always on the 
lookout for stranger, more shocking and tickling experiences. Life in a 
postmodern world is also increasingly treated like a “succession of games” 
(Bauman 1996a, p. 31), as a player does, refraining from long term 
commitments. A vagabond, on the other hand, like all the three above, has the 
same aesthetic attitude towards life, but unlike the others, s/he may not have 
the means to enjoy the kind of prodigal lifestyle. The vagabonds cannot stay or 
move on as their hearts desire. In the global capitalist world, vagabonds are 
those who are without adequate family resources or academic/ professional 
qualifications and are hence either tied down to, or forced to move to places they 
do not like. The vagabond thus envies and desires a share especially in the 
tourist’s lifestyle. The rich has become the objects of universal adoration.  
 
All in all, life in postmodern society is that of hedonism, instantaneousness, and 
fetishism with the centrality of consumption (Bauman, 1993, , 1996a, , 1996b, , 
1998). The strategy of iconizing private tutors feeds off the growing desire for 
spectacles, for instantaneous success and most of all a glamorous lifestyle of 
extravagance and riches no different from that of celebrities’. What the star 
tutors promise is a shortcut to academic success, hence social mobility and 
economic gains. The pervasiness of pop fantasies these iconic tutors create 
through different media constitutes what Bauman called the “Synopticon” (1998, 
p. 52)--- the postmodern version of panopticon (cf. Foucault, 1977)--- that plays 
an increasingly significant role in controlling and regulating youngsters’ lifestyle 
and their views on education.  
 
With this theoretical framework, we will now turn our attention to how HK private 
tutors are meticulously packaged and promoted as pop stars to be fantasized 
and consumed as spectacles.  
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5. Findings 
 
For the purpose of this study, I will just examine the advertising strategies 
employed by the two leading private tuition schools, namely Modern Education 
(ME hereafter) and Beacon College (BC hereafter), with a specific focus on their 
specially designed brochures, school’s websites and individual tutors’ webpage.  
 
 
5.1. Branding of star tutors 
 
Elaine Chow, an advertising executive, pointed out that one of the star-making 
promotion technique is found in the nicknames that crown the tutors (Associated 
Press, 2007, January 22). 天王and 天后 which literally mean the king and queen 
of the sky, are commonly used to refer to the superstars in HK show business in 
all popular media. Now these star tutors are given nicknames like “Queen of 
Tutoring” 補習天后, “Tutor God” 補習天王, or “English Queen”, “All ‘A’s English 
Ming Si” (meaning famous teacher in Chinese) to help confer their star status. 
Another borrowed term from popular culture, is “人氣”, which literally means the 

momentum or strength of a person. In popular media, we often have “人氣” 
index chart to show the degree of popularity of a pop star. Movie stars or singers 
are regularly given “人氣” awards to commend their rising popularity. Lots of 

tutor gods are nicknamed “人氣教師’ which means star-famous teachers. Another 

popular term is “私之檔案” which is a borrowed Japanese term widely used in the 
popular media to refer to a star’s “personal profile”. Again, we find the use of 
this term often in brochures or the tutors and schools’ websites. These tutors 
also often work in teams, with the idol tutor as the leading instructor while the 
rest work as teaching assistants or exam paper analysts or researchers. We find 
names like “Ken Sir English Team”, “K.Oten Super English Force”, or “Cecilia 
Tang and her Task Force” which again signifies the magnitude of their strength 
and brainpower.  
 
All these nicknames are in large prints in all the promotional materials and are 
often reproduced by magazine or TV interviews of these tutors. The use of these 
catchy terms and nicknames in the different media help to establish the tuition 
schools’ culture and image closer to the popular cultural scene, which is more 
associated with fun, glamour and excitement as opposed to the ascetic solemn 
culture often associated with daytime schooling. This of course helps foster the 
popular image of the tutors. 
 
 
5.2. The dominance of the visual code 
 
Another strategy shares among the different marketing forms is the dominance 
of the visuals, which is a major break away from the traditional convention of 
advertising materials for educational courses or institutes, which rely mostly on 
text.  
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The visuals are not pictures of the school building or campus, but mostly close-
ups of the tutors. Almost all brochures are printed in color glossy paper. There is 
information about the courses offered, but they are almost secondary because of 
the catchiness of the photos and difference in size between the text and the 
photos, or the positioning of the text which usually comes in the later pages in 
the brochure or next to some colorful flashy photos. On the cover, tutors’ photos 
either take up the whole or the centre of the page with a little space for 
information like the name of tuition schools or subjects they teach, and we can 
find tutors’ close-ups almost on every page. Tutors are often dressed in formal 
style which signifies their professionalism or in casual trendy wear, following 
tutees’ fashions in popular culture, and hence drawing a close rapport with them. 
One good example is the much worshipped English tutor Karsen Fan from ME, or 
better known as K. Oten, his stage name as an amateur rapster for his side 
career. He is famous for his six-foot tall, fit and toned body, and the casual 
trendy teenage outfits he wears, which makes him very popular among his 
student-fans. Some students admitted that enrolling in his class was partly due 
to his appealing “cool” look (Next Magazine, 2005, September 8). June Leung, a 
veteran English tutor from BC, on the other hand, always in sleek and flashy 
designer clothing, is the same welcomed by students for her classy and 
sophisticated taste. Fashion stylists and photographers are consulted before 
photos of these young attractive teachers appear in public (Kwok, 2001). June 
Leung pointed out in a newspaper interview that in the tutorial school business, 
“[i]t's the person [we are selling] just like in showbiz, (Associated Press, 2007, 
August 14). Owners of tuition schools are on the lookout for young attractive 
looking candidates to join their teaching force. For example, Ken Sir, founder of 
ME, successfully recruited a former model, Angela Yiu and a former lawyer, Stella 
Cheng to join his school. He publicly complimented their long legs as “the most 
beautiful ones in the tutorial industry” and that is their “selling point” (Associated 
Press, 2007, January 22). We can find photos of these beautiful tutors in their 
brochures, and one of ME’s e-commercials available on YouTube has the heading 
“Pretty Girls’ Classroom” for the advertisement.  
 
Although tutors’ photos are abundant in those brochures, they just make up part 
of the photo-narrative. There are photos they took with local famous radio or TV 
show hosts, sometimes from overseas too. And there are also those taken with 
their students who are posing almost like their fans or supporters, showing off 
their ‘A’s-full open examination result slips or presenting gifts to their idol tutors. 
These photos serve as a testimony to these star tutors’ immense popularity 
among student-fans. They also have pictures of their handouts to students, 
which are colorful, pictureful and well laid-out, and books on grammar or exam 
skills and CDs they have published or made (again with their close-ups on the 
cover). In Stella Cheng’s brochure, there are even a 2-page spread on her 
personal photo gallery-- photos she took when small, when she was still a 
lawyer, in her trip to France, and even photos of her pets. Pictures of magazine 
articles featuring in-depth interviews with these tutor stars are also available in 
the brochures, though often so small that one could just read the headlines but 
hardly the content. This shortcoming, however, is easily overcome by its 
availability on the institutes or tutors’ personal websites where space is no longer 
an issue. This will further be discussed in the next section.  
 
The predominance of the visuals with the minimization of the text takes on an 
immediate and instant quality. Instead of relying on the heavy and lengthy 
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narration on tutors’ qualifications or course details, the image of professionalism 
and celebrity status are conveyed by these spectacles. 
 
 
5.3. Hybridised forms of info-tainment, advert-tainment and edu-
tainment  
 
Another feature found in the promotional materials, be it in print or electronic 
format, is the hybridized forms of texts with a mixture of education, information 
and entertainment all at the same time. Reading the brochures or surfing the 
schools or tutors’ websites is almost like reading through a magazine where 
desires for spectacles, pop gossips, educational tips, tid-bits of information on 
current events, etc. are all available. They are informing, educating, advertising 
and entertaining all at once.  
 
In some tutors’ brochures, we can find some educational elements. For example, 
in June Leung’s brochure, she has 4-page spreads on some daily useful English 
phrases like “cut the crap” or “pull one’s leg” and some often confused 
expressions like “credit” and “debit” accompanied by explanation of how and 
when they are used. And in the schools and tutors’ websites, we find similar 
teaching elements embedded. For ME, in each tutor’s profile, apart from photos, 
there is an accompanying video in which the tutor speaks directly to the 
(potential) clients introducing his/ her courses, their major characteristics, etc. 
Sometimes they will include the “gag” moments in their class or a teaching point 
in the video just to give a taste to the students of how fun or useful the lessons 
with them would be.  
 
Those websites are basically advertisements on courses available. Pages are 
often built "on the fly" which contain dynamic content where information changes 
frequently, rather than on "static" or "flat" pages and files. But what takes up the 
most space is the personal profile on individual tutors, often with links to their 
own personal homepage. If you go to June Leung’s webpage, on the front page, 
you will find a photo of her close-up on the top taking up almost half of the 
screen, and the rest is on information of different courses she offers. It looks as 
if the webpage is purely an electronic brochure on course information, but there 
are buttons at the centre of the page that link to different sections. For example, 
there is the section on “Profile” where, apart from her resume, she put photos of 
her public appearance including talks, radio and TV programmes, and magazine 
articles on interviews with the media. The section on “Gallery” shows photos 
taken with her student-fans, family and friends. There is also a section on “Blog” 
and “Forum” where students/ surfers are invited to read, comment or post 
messages. There is even a section on “Leisure” where she puts up some 
language games for readers to play, and a polling station where she posts 
different close-ups of hers and invites readers to select their best-liked frontpage 
image and best hairstyle of hers. There is also a page on “Weekly Fiction” under 
“Leisure” which is a kind of modern fantasy fiction that she wrote. In the 
“Bilingual Zone”, it is further divided into 5 sections: “i-News”, “My Way”, “My 
View”, “My Wardrobe”, and “My Words”. As suggested by the title, the zone 
posts articles in both Chinese and English with an aim to expand students’ daily 
vocabulary and English usage. For example, in “i-News”, there are excerpts of 
news in the two languages on topics ranging from politics, climate to fashion, 
beauty and pop stars while in “My View” section, she poses her views on some 
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current issues. The section “My Way’ posts her journal entries, accompanied with 
photos, of some interesting events or activities she has had lately. Most of the 
articles, however, are about her consumption life, for example, the new L.V. 
Neverfull bag she ordered, her trip to Japan, the new Las Vegas-style casino 
resort in Macau she stayed in lately where designer shops like Chanel and Fendi 
had wonderfully long opening hours, just to mention a few. When it comes to 
“My Wardrobe”, it is completely about her clothes, shoes, and accessories, 
showcasing her rare collections all accompanied with photos and bilingual texts 
telling the story behind.  
 
What is so fascinating about her webpage is that it is an electronic form of 
advertisement for her courses, but at the same time, she provides a hybridized 
form of edu-tainment and info-tainment that makes it almost like an electronic 
magazine providing a one-stop service for English language education, tid-bits of 
information on beauty, fashion and her star-like glamorous lifestyle, and leisure 
through interactive blogging and forum, games and fiction.  
 
If we take a closer look at the media coverage of these star-tutors that they put 
on their advertising materials, be it in print or online, the hybrid nature of the 
advert-tainment becomes even clearer. Usually these “in-depths” personal 
interviews conducted by the different media touch a little on the tutors’ teaching 
secrets or tips on examination skills. Mostly, however, the focus is shifted to 
information about their consumption patterns, family life and personal biography. 
Tid-bits of information include what they wear, how much they earn, where and 
how many houses or apartments they own, what cars they drive, and where they 
spend their last holiday. For example in Stella’s (from ME) brochure, we find a 
magazine interview of her with photos taken with her cats in which it says she 
has to move to a house bigger than the present 2000-square feet one so that 
she could provide more space for all her 16 beloved cats of rare breeds from 
overseas. As for Ken Sir, in one of his magazine interviews which he put on his 
own webpage, he shows off the top Ferrari model F430 that he just bought 
home, parked side by side with his Mercedes CLS. And in one of June Leung’s 
interviews with the media, it shows pictures of her specially designed karaoke 
room with wall panels covered in Louis Vuitton’s signature Monogram. It also 
mentions that June, being a cat lover, has turned one floor of her 5 houses she 
bought in a row into a one big comfortable room for her 18 Persian cats, with a 
programmable thermostat installed.  
 
Another emphasis of these media coverage on tutor gods is their family life and 
biography. Ken Kan, another English tutor who joined BC not too long ago and is 
considered a “rising star” for his growing popularity with students, has media’s 
attention on his grassroots background and his mediocre academic achievement 
at high school. Another example is June Leung’s struggle with her poor family 
background and how she finally turned into a millionaire as a tutor goddess and 
enabled her father to lead a luxurious life before he passed away. This bringing 
in of the family element often used in popular media serves to normalize the 
image of the star, that they are ordinary people. This helps to tighten the ties 
between the fans and the star since it evokes a sense of shared experience and 
normality. This normalization of the stars, somehow does not lessen youngsters’ 
fantasy for them, but rather enhances it. The reference to their class origins 
reiterates the “rags-to-riches” story, which is itself most alluring to their fans and 
becomes an object of desire.  
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The inclusion of this kind tabloid coverage in the tutorial schools’ advertising 
materials which is increasingly focusing on the “persona” of the idol tutors--- 
consumption pattern, family life, “rags-to-riches stories”--- rather than on their 
teaching philosophy or pedagogy, parallels the code of pop found in other 
popular media. The schools’ brochures or websites become not just a source for 
information or at best education, but rather a hybridized form of entertainment 
no different from those offered in other popular media forms.  
 
 
6. Discussion 
 
The marketing strategies used by private tutorial schools are multi-levelled. In 
order to package their tutors as pop stars, they are branded by given nicknames 
from popular media to indicate their idol status. Their brochures and websites 
are flooded with information and dominated by the overflowing visuals or the 
photo-narrative which parallels those in popular magazines where pop stars are 
marketed on their looks. Apart from the sex appeal, the print and electronic 
promotion materials provide hybridised forms of edu-tainment and info-
tainment, providing information on courses or teaching points on some language 
structures, while at the same time supplying tid-bits of information on these star 
tutors’ private life, centering mostly on what they possess and consume, or the 
world gallopings they afford. These extravagant lifestyles become visible signs of 
their success. This interest in the “persona” of the tutor gods rather than their 
professional self resembles the code of pop in different popular media. These star 
tutors feed on their initial popularity with teenagers and continue their 
development in other media like the TV, radio and popular magazines. There are 
growing interlocking dependencies that exist among the tutorial enterprise and 
the different leisure industries. More and more of these star tutors are becoming 
increasingly active in the different media. They are no longer just interviewees 
by the media, but are actually taking an active role as a “star”. Some are invited 
as guest judges for beauty pageants testing contestants’ English ability or hosts 
for TV or radio programmes for youths and young adults. Last year, one local 
television station even launched a fictional drama series based on the lives of the 
tutor gods (Associated Press, 2007, August 14). 
 
Under this star-making marketing strategy, the glamour as shown in tutors’ 
fashionable looks and clothes, and their lavish lifestyles become “the gaze of 
quality and accountability”(Ball, 1998, p. 196). These pop fantasies are of course 
geared towards consumption. To use Bauman’s term, these scholastic pop stars 
are leading a postmodern life style similar to that of a flâneur and tourist. With 
constraints from family and study, students lead a life more akin to that of the 
vagabond who cannot really be on the move all the time seeking and buying the 
ever newest commodities and shocking experiences. To compensate this lack, 
they seek satisfaction from their pop fantasies. These scholastic stars become 
spectacles to be gazed at, to be fantasized about, and most importantly of all, to 
be consumed. Their “rags-into-riches” stories have become the object of desire. 
Buying the tutorial service these star tutors offer is a guarantee to academic 
success and in turn social upward mobility.  
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Bauman borrowed from Mathiesen the term “Synopticon” (Bauman, 1998, p. 52) 
to describe the rise of the media and how it like the Panopticon becomes another 
mechanism that regulates our lifestyle. In the panoptical society, the many are 
watched by the few like those who are in authority. In Synopticon, it is the few 
being watched and admired by the many. The few highly mobile elites (the 
celebrities) that we watch and see in popular media become heroes and models 
of the millions. The lives of the celebrities provide a pattern of lifestyles to be 
admired and measured against. The pop fantasies as fed off by the tutorial 
schools become a form of “Synopticon” that governs how education is valued, 
practiced and “consumed”.  
 
 
7. Implications and Conclusion 
 
The production and reproduction of tutors as trendy icons for consumption have 
far-reaching and worrying impact on the education system. First of all, education 
is mainly valued for its potential mercenary promises. Skills and knowledge like 
critical thinking skills, or civic awareness that may not have an instant 
marketable value and promise for capitalist success are much neglected. 
Secondly, they also reinforce the persistence of teacher-centered pedagogy and 
examination-oriented learning cultures (Kwok, 2004). This will pose a great 
challenge to new reform policies which try to move away from an exam-driven 
curriculum and introduce more values education. On top of this, more and more 
rank-and-file daytime school teachers are getting frustrated when there is no 
way to compete with these idol tutors. Daytime teachers have to deal with 
growing administrative work and students’ academic, behavioral and sometimes 
even family problems, while these idol tutors work in teams focusing just on 
preparing students for examinations.  
 
Having said that, the popularity of these idol tutors may also provide thoughts 
for teachers and educationists as to how youngsters in their care should be 
treated. Daytime schooling tends to uphold asceticism, linear and uniform 
rationality, and naturally dismisses the contingent nature of popular culture 
which heralds consumption, enjoyment, and instant gratification. With the 
emergence of the idol tutors who herald pop consumerist culture and values 
unprecedentedly exacerbates the tension between the two distinct cultures 
upheld by the two parties. Should teachers just continue to turn a blind eye to 
pop culture, by merely putting it under surveillance and regulation? Or should we 
stop rejecting and denouncing the cultures that students are brought up in, but 
rather include it as part of the curriculum so as to identify together with the 
students, on the one hand, the ideological nature of the consumerist and media 
culture, and on the other, the possible democratic and aesthetic potentials in 
them, and embrace the fun and creative elements in it? 
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Abstract  

This paper will address the pedagogical impact on learning and teaching in an ICT-based 
environ, when an inquiry-based teaching/learning rubric is fully implemented in s social 
science course. My work refers directly to Ranganathan’s 1931 classic, fifth law of 
libraries, that the library is a growing organismvii, and sociologist Eszter Hargittai’s 2003 
notion that the greatest concern over the digital divide is no longer about access, but 
about inequity of use and proficiency. Teaching history in my school’s computer room, 
which negates student writing of any sort, appears to differentiate learning between the 
techno-savvy and the techno-literate; not detrimentally, but substantially. In my role as 
teacher, amongst these intellectual peers, I attempt to balance learning; if there is such 
a thing. Even in the short run, the results are clear. All learners have benefited from our 
technologically enhanced space, though not equally. I aim to discuss the nature of 
teaching and the intricacies of learning in this ICT-based teaching environ by illuminating 
my teaching journal for 2007 in comparison to previous classes throughout my 14 year 
teaching career.  

Keywords: Technology - learning – internet - inquiry, ICT . 
 
 
 
Inquiry Based Learning  
 
This paper will evaluate the pedagogical shift of an Advanced Placement United 
States history course. This course, comprised mostly of extremely high 
achievingviii male students in their third year of high school, formally used a 
traditional lecture/discussion format of student/teacher interaction. The survey 
course transitioned to a form of IBLix, or inquiry-based learning as its primary 
learning structure. The course is currently constructed around a student’s ability 

                                                 

1 Noruzi, Akireza. 2004. Application of Ranganathan’s Laws to the Web. 
www.webology.ir/2004/v1n2/a8.html  Accessed May 15, 2008.  
viii On the 2007 Preliminary Scholastic Assessment Test, taken by 1, 102,676 junior-level 
highschool students, 2 out of 19 students achieved scores that were higher than  86% of 
the junior-level students taking the exam. 17 out of 19 students achieved scores that 
were higher than 93% of the junior-level students taking the exam.  The average 
selection index (combination of ritical reading, math and writing skills scores) of the class 
was 210.56. The average selection index of the class was higher than 98% of the 1, 
102,676 juniors taking the test.  

ix Huwe, Terence. Inquiry based Learning and Library Design. Computers in Libraries. Vol. 
27, Number 5, pp. 34-35, May 2007. 
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to answer questions of historical significance as opposed to taking notes on 
lectures.x  

Inquisitory approaches have been found to have positive effects on 
learning outcomes when learners had to learn and reason with scientific 
principles by discovering them in simulated environments.xi 
 

Each student has full-time access to the Internet and previously screened and 
purchased databases for their use. In short, they have a great deal of 
information at their very fingertips whenever they choose to use it. Increased 
emphasis has been, and continues to be placed on the student’s relationship with 
information (the computer); his ability to find, assess, reproduce and produce 
information (answers) in very short periods of time.xii 
To make the greatest use of this blend of question-answering and technological 
access, the students used portable storage devices to save every answer to 
every question from every class, they maintained their server accounts in which 
critical information outlining the year (syllabus), were housed. Instead of writing, 
they typed and then saved electronic copies of their notes and essays. As a 
group, we shared/communicated all information electronically (email and flash-
drives). There was a required text that served as the basis for objective, 
multiple-choice examinations. 
 
The foundations for the pedagogical transition were purposeful and 
happenstance: a) I believed the students would respond best to a learning 
methodology that gave them as much intellectual freedom as possible. b) 
Enhancing net-based research techniques would serve them better in the short 
and long run in a multitude of learning situations.xiii c) Students will achieve 
                                                 
x De Crook, Marcel B.M. and van Merrienboer, Jeroen J.G.  Paradoxical effects of 
information presentation formats and contextual interference on transfer of a complex 
cognitive skill. Computers in Human Behavior. Volume 23, Issue 4, July 2007, pp.1740-
1761. 

xi De Jong and Van Jooligen. Scientific discovery learning with computer simulations of 
conceptual domains. Review of Educational Research. 68 (1998) (2) pp.179-201 

xii Christopher Dede discussed the sub-optimal use of technology in schools.  I sought to 
maximize the use of every tool in the computer room. While the internet was important, 
the computer and its software needed to be maximized also. Every step of the class 
involved trial and error with regard to technology until all of the pieces fit together.  It 
didn’t matter if the student used a desktop or laptop as long as they didn’t use pen and 
paper. For software, MS Word and OneNote became the favorites. Wikpedia was 
preferred to Google though for research papers, all students preferred database sources 
that would meet submission requirements.  Trotter, Andrew. Getting Up to speed: U.S. 
schools have come a long way since connecting to the Internet was their chief technology 
challenge. Education Week. March 29, 2007. 
www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2007/03/29/30policy.h26.html 

xiii Hargittai, Eszter.2003. “The Digital Divide and What to Do about It.” Found in Jones, 
D. (ed.) New Economy Handbook. Academic Press. San Diego. 2003. Robinson, J.P., K. 
Barth, and A. Koht. 1997. “Social Impact research- Personal Computers, Mass media, 
and use of Time.” Social Science Computer Review 15(1):65-82.  Robinson, J.P., S. 
Levin, and B. Hak. 1998. Computer Time. American Demographics:18-23. 
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highly if all of the necessary tools are available all of the time. d) Research is the 
most responsive of all tools at the discretion of a survey teacher. e) The Net/ICT 
represents consistent, equality of access to information and material. 

1. The school registrar added two more students to my course than could fit 
around our Harkness table (pictured below); a piece of furniture 
representative of a method of student-student communication/learning, 
championed by, if not invented by the Philips Exeter School.  

  

 
The registrar proposed moving the class to the building’s computer room, 
effectively placing the class in a virtual library. 

  
 
Questions and Answers 
 
The questions, the lifeblood of the course, guided student learning by presenting 
a research and writing process in which each student generated a novel or 
unique answer to the particular question using their own research methodology. 
A good question required that each student generate a unique answer from 
information he pulled from a variety of sources on the Internet. Unfortunately, 
due to the nature of learning US history, and possibly history in general, many 
“standard” questions had answers already posted on the Net. These poor 
questions, with answers already posted on the net, place students in the difficult 
position of having to avoid plagiarizing from hundreds of thousands of answers 
on a specific question. For the course to work, the daily assignments or the 
questions needed to have a degree of difficulty such that the answers were not 
readily available. 
 Examples:  

• Poor Question: Was the American Civil War inevitable? (294,000 Google 
responses in .27 sec.) 

Student response: Yes, due to issue of state's rights issues over slavery (new 
territories to be admitted as free or slave), led to conflict. In the 1820 the 
Missouri Compromise established that all new territories admitted as states 
would be done as follows: north of latitude 36*30 (Missouri was the 
exception) were to be free states, any south were to be slave states. But 
after the Mexican War, the congress wanted all territories to be free. The 
southern states knew if this happened that eventually they would be 
outnumbered and their voice lost. So the Civil War resulted. 
 
• Better Question: Taking into account Congressional Reconstruction, was 

the American Civil War inevitable? (0 Google responses in .48 sec.) 
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Student response: Yes, states’ rights issues over slavery, whether new 
territories to be admitted as free or slave, led to conflict. In the 1820 the 
Missouri Compromise established that all new territories admitted as states 
would be done as follows: north of latitude 36*30 were to be free states, any 
south were to be slave states. Several compromises had been tried; if it 
weren't for the compromise of 1850, disunion might have happened then; 
instead, it took another 10 years. It's not quite right to say that Congress 
wanted all territories to be free; Free Soilers (wanted no expansion of 
slavery), the precursor of the Republican party, wanted this, but they only 
had the strength of a 3rd party. As the Republican party, they gained 
strength as the 1850's proceeded, but still were a minority in the 1860's. 
Plenty of lower South people felt the opposite, that all territories should be 
slave territories and states, as they felt the Constitutional right of property 
meant a slave owner should be able to take his slaves wherever he wanted. 
A compromise position was popular sovereignty, the view that each individual 
state should decide whether it was slave or free by referendum, etc. The 
South only supported this to the extent that it made formerly free territory 
become potential slave territory; but when, as a test case, Kansas ended up 
being a farce, it became clear that the South was about making a slave state, 
not about a fair election, and a split between Northern and Southern 
Democrats resulted, enabling Lincoln's election in 1860. Only if Northern and 
Southern Democrats had been able to work together might Lincoln's election 
have been prevented, and disunion been (at least temporarily) averted. 

 
Better questions usually generated better answers, even in the same amount of 
time. Both answers above were generated in less than 45 minutes from the same 
question. One student mistook the “better” question for the “poor” question. 
Because of early difficulty designing and testing “better” questions, the daily 
class goals evolved from simple “question and answer” sessions to 
“question/answer/literacy/re-answer sessions in which student assessment of 
“found on the Net” answers was incorporated into the learning process, further 
expanding the skills needed for class success” (Luke and Freebody, 1998).xiv At 
its core, the course required ‘multiliteracies’ that entail the processing, 
interpretation and critical analysis of on-line and on screen sources of 
information that blend print information with visual, audio and other forms of 
expression.xv 
 More often than not, original student answers proved difficult because of the 
wealth of answers found on the Net. It was truly beneficial for the class to 
transition to the point in which each student would present a “found” answer 
from the Internet, and analyze the variety of answers, and re-answer the 
question. The class tiered its level of analyses. Tier one answer-assessment 
revolved around historical accuracy, chronological organization, period-specific 
nomenclature and persuasiveness. Tier two answer-assessment revolved around 
answering other questions such as: 1) Is there demographic support for the 
answer? 2) Is there constitutional/legal support for the author’s conclusions? 3) 

                                                 
xiv Luke, A. & Freebody, P. (1998), The Social practices of reading. Found in S. Musprall, 
Luke. A. and Freebody, P., eds. Constructing Critical Literacies. Hampton Press. 1998. 

xv The New London Group. A pedagogy of multi-literacies: Designing social futures. 
Harvard Education Review, vol. 66, no. 1, pp.60-92. 
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Would the contemporary culture have supported this answer or is their primary 
source support for the answer? Most days in the first and second trimester were 
spent on tier one evaluations. Most days in trimester three were spent on tier 
two assessments. Tier two assessments often required multiple class periods to 
complete.xvi 

  

 
 
Quickly and efficiently finding answers and information with which to evaluate 
the answers was easy. Our new library, the desktop computer with internet 
access, open 24 hours daily, fundamentally reshaped expectation of content in 
student work. Continual access to information is one thing. Continual access to 
critical content, of the nature that will make secondary writing appear to be 
university level writing, is not an unreasonable goal. With scholarly content 
becoming more accessible daily and ultimately accessible to the Sony Reader and 
the Amazon Kindle, not to mention laptops and other personal storage devices, 
determining the usefulness of so much content, scholarly or otherwise, has 
proved to be a far more essential task and skill than anticipated. The free search 
engines, Google, Yahoo, and most importantly, Wikpedia, perform as expected. 
The search engines’ ability to link to other sources of information makes them 
indispensable to my students.  
 
By asking better questions and requiring that students write better answers, 
search engines make up time normally lost in a student searching poor 
secondary texts, un-indexed primary sources and subject-specific encyclopedias 
that were written for specialists. Access to the entire internet or other computer-
based, searchable database applications, the “New Library”, requires that 
students develop and improve their literacy daily, or be overwhelmed by the 
sheer volume of content.  Students must learn in a manner consistent with 
internet-friendly modalities. The e-textbook designated for the course proved to 
be useless, but that should change in the future as schools districts pressure 
publishing companies to embrace cheaper forms of information transmission. 
  

                                                 
xvi Manchester and Ralph. Muli-Layered’exclusion’: New Media production and Literacies 
in a Sociall Excluded Community Setting. P.4. Digital Generations Conference paper. 
2004. Cope, B. and Kalantzis, M. (eds). Multiliteracies. Literacy Learning and The Design 
of Social Futures. Routledge. 2000. 
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A Normal Day 
 
One teacher and 19 students enter computer room and log on. Somehow the 
students log on to the server, get online, and open an email account before me. 
 
I give out the first question of the day. Somehow my students have begun 
working on the question, put on their headphones, opened up an online game, 
and are talking to the kid to the left or right. They usually ignore one of their 
neighbors. 
 
They comb the net, subscription databases and services for answers to the 
question, while questioning me about things they don’t understand in the 
answers they found. Finally, they cut and paste an answer. While they are doing 
this, I am instructing them on how to cut and paste efficiently and effectively: 
which names and dates to look for, are key terms well used, how sophisticated is 
the response given the relative complexity of the question? I teach while they 
answer in their own way. Everyone develops their own answers even though 
their answers are reconstructions. Because the net offers multiple answers to a 
single question, rarely does a kid give just one answer.  
 
All 19 email me all of their answer(s) (usually 19-57 answers to a given 
question). I quickly evaluate the answers on email until I get a suspected poor 
answer. I flash that answer on the big screen and we, teacher and students, 
dissect that answer line by line. 
 
I ask the class who thinks they found a better answer than the one just 
discussed. By discussing reconstructed as opposed to self-constructed answers, 
students are more willing to own the work of others. I think this is critical for 
student confidence. This step evolved into comparisons of self-constructed 
answers later in the year when each student could perform better and their 
confidence in the learning system was significantly high. Usually a number of 
students will have landed upon the same answer because they use similar search 
tools or are simply more prepared. I flash the new answer up and a student 
takes over the class and tells why “this” answer is better than “that” answer. 
This works best when the student that takes over the class is not one of the 
students that found the answer. 
 
We test the “better” answer by evaluating the response in nitpicking detail, using 
tools that only would work with computers in the room that were net-linked or in 
effect “libraries.” For example, we answered the question, “What factors must be 
present for a Holocaust to occur?” The answers routinely locused around the 
notions of charismatically powerful if not misguided leadership, hyper-
nationalism, international isolation, multi-ethnic societies and a legacy of ethnic-
based prejudice which historically had been articulated through violence. When 
pushed by the question, “What percentage, and how many people need to 
support these factors for a holocaust to occur?” a new flurry of activity 
developed. Demography will push any historian’s theories to its limits. 
This takes about 30 minutes of a 45 minute class. We take the last 15 minutes to 
answer the original question again, contextualizing all subtext and demography 
encountered along the way. 
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The most telling conclusion of spending a year in this learning rubric was the 
clarity and expanse of the gulf between teacher and student skill with regard to 
proficient use of electronic media. There is, and remains an information-
technology learning curve that the “Google” generation is embracing while most 
of their teachers are lagging behind or ignoring altogether. The shift in teacher 
ages in the United States indicates that while teachers are behind for now, they 
should be more comfortable in the very near future with new and consistently 
improving information technologies. Comfort with the gains technology will bring 
to the classroom should lessen the angst over pedagogical change teachers will 
likely experience in the coming years. For this course in particular, homework 
died; a radical change. To everyone’s benefit, emphasizing found answers over 
original answer displaced the problems of plagiarizing homework. 
Communicating by email to students that are present in the room seemed 
counterintuitive, but never losing a communication or an assignment did 
wonders for maximizing time usage. Students practiced effective, self-directed 
learning daily; a positive that would be difficult to overlook. 
 
The classroom is about learning, not teaching.  When teachers become 
comfortable with the variety of hardware, software and information sharing 
technologies their students are comfortable with, the benefits of incorporating 
those tools into learning strategies will be endless. xvii Making best usage of 
technology, a book, a pamphlet, email or a logarithm, simply makes good 
learning sense.  
 
 
Appendix A: Student(s) answers to daily question (45 minute 
session) 
Jan. 28, 2008 Question: How do you rebuild a post-war economy? 

1. Student A:   
 
The policy objectives in a typical post-war economy would be to restore 
and maintain peace, improve security, prevent the renewal of war, 
facilitate rapid socio-economic recovery, and start to build the 
institutional framework favorable to development and sustained 
poverty reduction. Socio-economic recovery and poverty reduction are 
important elements of building peace while improving peace and 
security reinforce economic growth.  
 
Reintegration also requires that the vulnerable households settling in 
new communities be socially acceptable in these communities and be 
free and able to participate in community activities. It is therefore 
important that humanitarian assistance does not further isolate them 
with benefits that are not available to the rest of the community. Such 
isolation could hinder the building of community solidarity. In this 
context, the involvement of civil society groups in the community in the 
planning and provision of social services such as schooling, health care 
and water supplies that tend to bring people together would be 
important for social capital formation.  

                                                 
xvii Abrams, Steven. Information behaviour of the researcher of the future. A ciber 
briefing paper. January 11, 2008, pp.18-20. 
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Reintegration is essentially a new area in post-conflict assistance. 
Support for reintegration activities has however been between the 
cracks in the mandates to international relief and development 
agencies. Development agencies have the resources, albeit in the forms 
of concessional loans, but the slow operational procedures of these 
agencies preclude the rapid response needed for effective resettlement 
and reintegration processes. The development agencies also do not 
have the flexibility to mount the field presence required to work on 
post-emergency reintegration operations. On the other hand, relief 
agencies that depend on periodic contributions from donor agencies 
often do not have the immediate access to financial resources to 
append large reintegration activities to the relief operations once the 
emergency is deemed to be over. The growing involvement of 
international NGOs in reintegration activities complex emergencies is 
an important development but NGOs also depend on bilateral donors 
and the European Union for financing. Meanwhile, reintegration 
activities should be progressively integrated into the government’s 
development program, with an explicit strategy for community 
d e v e l o pme n t  p r o g r ams  t o  s t r e n g t h e n  s o c i a l  c a p i t a l . 
With a return of peace, even a fragile and incomplete one, the 
establishment of a recognized government, and the engagement of 
relief agencies and development agencies in humanitarian and 
reconstruction activities respectively, a post-war economy usually 
e x p e r i e n c e s  a  s t r o n g  r e b o u n d . 
The foreign exchange finances imports that help to revive domestic 
industrial production and commerce. The infusion of foreign exchange 
funds into the local economy stimulates imports, transportation, 
banking and general commerce. Rural productive activities, particularly 
subsistence agriculture is often a major source of growth, as the rural 
population, feeling more secure, re-engage in agriculture for 
s u b s i s t e n c e ,  w i t h  a n y  s u r p l u s  o f f e r e d  f o r  s a l e . 

 
The rebound is led by economic sectors that require minimal new 
investment to restart. This would include agricultural activities, small-
scale commerce and transport, housing rehabilitation, and banking. 
State owned industrial enterprises are slow to reopen, as the 
government would not have the resources to make even the minimal 
rehabilitation investments. This often delays the revival of exports such 
as coffee, tea and cotton, where the state owns the processing 
facilities. However industrial activities related to entertainment goods – 
beer, soft drinks, cigarettes, often are revived quickly due to the high 
demand for these goods, in part due to the influx of relief agencies and 
NGOs but also due to the rise in demand by the local population.  

http://www.worldbank.org/afr/wps/wp73.pdf 
 
Student B: The winning side has the advantage of having a large number of men 
who have jobs, and the people at home also have jobs producing things. The 
winning economy rarely has much to rebuild. They mostly just need to get the 
soldiers jobs once they get back home.  

The losing side has to reestablish trade with foreign markets. Their ports 
were more than likely blockaded during the war, so this process can be difficult. 
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Once a market for trade has been made, the remaining manpower in the nation 
has to be reorganized for the actual production of a product. The defeated nation 
must also secure investment capitol to rebuild their communication and 
manufacturing infrastructures. Then they need to put me in charge. He will then 
increase the size of the military to distribute more jobs and gain world 
domination. Oh yeah.  
Student C: Losing the war: 

• the cooperation of manufacturers, suppliers, distributors, and banks in 
closely knit groups 

• International Trade and Industry 
• Investment by more powerful (wealthy) nation 
• cozy relations with government bureaucrats, and the guarantee of lifetime 

employment in big corporations and highly unionized blue-collar factories. 
• Develop exports 

Winning the war: 
• State involved in the economy 
• Alternating policies of "interventionist" and "free market" ideas enable a 

society in which both industrial and technological advances could be made 
but also worker security and privileges established and protected.  

• Too much depends on the individual circumstances to create a more 
specific plan of action that would work in any case 

 
 
Appendix B: A Journal excerpt 
 
January 22, 2008 Question: Given what you know about congressional 
reconstruction, was the American Civil War from 1861-1865 inevitable?  
 
A historian would never ask such a question, but I am having trouble outthinking 
the internet. We have been answering questions related to causation for the 
most of the year and this one is about inevitability. My first question, “Was the 
Civil War inevitable?” was unoriginal and lacked creativity (nearly 500,000 hits 
on Google the boys said).  If I gave them this assignment as a take-home 
assignment, they would choose between their own ideas and answers written by 
someone else, forcing them to cut and paste (plagiarize?). I’d rather them cut, 
paste and evaluate answers instead of spend time deciding whether they are 
plagiarizing material. From now on, we’ll consider anything written on net-based 
research a recreation when it comes to class-work and homework.  
 
Most students sent more than one answer (electronically). I didn’t ask for more 
then one. They just did it on their own. I had all the boys e-mail me their 
answers during class and they did so within about 10 minutes of the assignment 
beginning.  We critiqued the answers in a discussion format. Although we were 
able to determine the varying qualities of the answers, we were not able to 
determine which answers were right or wrong, or simply accurate. They didn’t 
know enough to independently evaluate the answers. Tomorrow, I have to 
decide how I'm going to proceed. Will I send one answer to 19 students, or all 19 
answers to all 19 students? I could never do this on paper. That would be 361 
sheets of paper for one assignment. Why use paper when I can send it over e-
mail and have immediately read by all students?   
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I should have the students determine which of the 19 answers are worth 
considering. There isn’t a reason to cover the Civil War in just one day, 
regardless of how fast a student can answer my questions. We are learning the 
significance of and inevitability of outcome; if there is such a thing. I really think 
something, not necessarily special, but beneficial is occurring here. I think they 
are learning on their own.  
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Abstract 

In this critical examination of what it means to be a "good" child in the context of 
kindergarten, the author complicates notions of "goodness" by penetrating the spiritual, 
democratic, moral, and joyful possibilities within moments of children's disobediences 
observed in two Midwestern American classrooms. The research methodology is a 
synthesis of Eisner's (1998) educational criticism and Deleuze and Guattari's (1997) 
rhizoanalysis. The application of rhizomatic principles derives from the author’s 
resistance to unexamined underlying structures of schooling and mirrors the children’s 
demonstrated resistance to domination. The resulting exploration of ontological and 
ethical dimensions of educational practice disrupts notions of the "good" child as one who 
is obedient. This paper shares findings that demonstrate kindergarten classrooms as rife 
with moments of disobedience—moments in which children push and transpierce 
boundaries of time and place; seek out the free spaces that allow the pleasure and 
comfort of a touch; and trouble to see one another as "kin and kind." 

Keywords: Disobedience – Early Childhood – Democracy –Rhizoanalysis – Kindergarten 
 
 
 
1. Resisting the No-Touch Kindergarten  
 
In early childhood classrooms, children are kept apart. Structures, procedures, 
rules and norms serve to explicitly and implicitly place children in the “right” 
place at the “right” time, and, especially, apart from one another. Walking in 
lines with hands at sides or clasped behind backs; standard school-wide rules 
such as “keep hands, feet and other objects to yourself”; assigned places on 
gathering carpets; —all are in place to preempt opportunities for touch. As Tobin 
(1997) notes, “Children’s spontaneous, enthusiastic bodily expression and 
pleasure are contained and traded for the adult’s sense of order, propriety and 
control” (p. 63).  

 
Yet, children find ways to surreptitiously connect, using said “hands, feet and 
other objects” to do so. As school places children in close proximity--in clear view 
of one another—the children see, and so desire. Desiring in revolutionary, 
productive ways (Deleuze & Guattari, 1972/1983), children join and so create 
new connections in the classroom space. The paper examines the ways that 
children learn to recognize unsurveilled places and unsupervised times in the 
early childhood classroom, and how they find in this temporary freedom, a space 
to connect flesh to flesh. In these secret touches, children find spiritual pleasure 
and erotic pleasure: an “Eros born of Chaos, personified [by] creative power and 
harmony…a lifeforce manifested in a capacity for joy, intense feeling, and a deep 
sharing with others” (Lorde, in Phelan, 1997, p. 87).  
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The texts derived from moments of children’s disobedience through carefully 
contextualized and detailed observations of real time activities and routines 
provide the moments of entry into the following inquiries:  

1. In what ways do kindergarten children disobey in the context of the 
kindergarten classroom?  

2. In what ways are kindergartners’ moments of disobedience 
representations and enactments of something more than merely 
disobedience?  

3. In what ways are kindergartners’ moments of disobedience 
opportunities for acting out the possibilities that a spiritual childhood 
provides (such as “reverence, awe, wonder, reflection, vision, 
commitment and purpose” (Greene, 1991). 

 
Toward this inquiry, texts of children’s disobedience were generated and 
interrogated in order to seek surprises toward “disrupt[ing] the familiar and 
obvious” (MacNaughton, 2004) in what is known and so to form a new logic 
about what is happening in the text while building new understandings of its 
relationships to other texts. Within these texts, it is possible to “experience 
something we did not know before” which would allow true inquiry into “the 
humbling phenomena of difference and what might be” (Greene, 2001, p. 82).  
 
 
2. Method 
 
The paper is derived from larger study of disobedience in kindergarten that 
combined Eisner’s (1998) qualitative inquiry and the method of rhizoanalysis 
(Deleuze & Guattari, 1987; MacNaughton, 2004, 2005) toward presenting 
possibilities of an authentic, spirited, and disobedient childhood. The study was 
conducted in two Midwestern public school kindergarten classrooms. Mrs. 
Krinkle’s1 kindergarten, set in a large urban district, was a full-day program with 
23 children. Mr. Scott’s kindergarten, set in a nearby suburban district, was a 
half-day program with 22 children in his morning kindergarten. Data collection 
for the study took place during Fall 2006 for approximately 3 hours per day, 2 
days per week for four weeks per site; three of those four weeks included 
videotaping. 

 
 

2.1. Qualitative Inquiry 
 
Qualitative inquiry guided the means and value of direct observations of the 
actual interactions among children and their teachers during the daily activities 
and routines of their kindergarten classrooms. This study worked to “see” 
through experienced and concurrently fresh eyes qualities worth experiencing in 
a kindergarten classroom and to express these qualities via what Eisner (1998) 
describes as criticism: as “an art of saying useful things about complex and 

                                                 
1 Throughout this paper, as in the larger study, people and places are identified via 
pseudonyms. The children and teachers represented in the study selected their own 
pseudonyms. Please note that the children sometimes named themselves as non-children 
(Mr. Johnson); as a profession (Fireman, Mr. Policeman); characters like The Mummy; 
and even a vegetable (Corn-on-the-Cob). 
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subtle objects and events so that others can see and understand what they did 
not see and understand before” (p. 3).  
 
The purpose of choosing and laying new texts next to the texts of moments of 
disobedience is to “educate,” if education may be described as a practice of 
“organizing knowledge for a truth to break through” (Badiou, 2000). Truths 
emerge in a process instigated by an “event” which breaks through the “state of 
situation” a person before the “event” took to be either natural or sufficient” (p. 
61). As Badiou noted later (2006), “a truth is solely constituted by rupturing with 
the order which supports it, never as an effect of that order,” calling this rupture 
which opens up truths, “the event” (p, xii).  
 
 
2.2. Rhizomatic Analysis 
 
Rhizoanalysis builds from the theories of Deleuze and Guattari, using the 
contrast between rhizome (rhizomatic) and tree (arborescent) as a metaphor of 
the contrast between two forms of logic. In challenging the dominant structure of 
thought as “tree logic,” Deleuze and Guattari (1987) applied a metaphorical 
description of the tree’s structure- from roots through the trunk to the 
branches—to a “fixed, determining and linear” logic used to explain in terms of 
cause-and-effect relationships. In contrast, the “lateral” structure of the 
rhizome’s collection of mutually dependent “roots and shoots”—is a metaphor of 
a more flexible and dynamic logic that “encompasses change, complexity and 
heterogeneity” (p. 120). The merit of rhizoanalysis as the analytic perspective for 
this study is in the notion of rhizome as “articulated tactics of resistance to 
domination.”  
 
Children’s living, breathing disobedience—their own “resistance to domination”—
implies a rhizomatic, deterritorializing interaction within the enclosed and 
partitioned structures of the classroom, and therefore manifests a nomadic 
penchant for resisting the restrictive techniques of power. The sedentary, 
partitioned and designated spaces of the dominant culture’s (adult’s) classroom 
environment are challenged, disrupted and reimagined by children as “malleable, 
living, permeable, and ambiguous micro-spaces and spaces” (Patton, 1996, p. 
288). There is a fit here: rhizoanalysis resists. 
 
 
3. Findings 
 
 
3.1. Classroom Constraints and Surveillance 
 

Miss Juste’s police whistle rent the air with two awful 
blasts…Obediently, the green rompers milled about and found their 
appointed places in regular lines the length and breadth of the 
gymnasium… Miss Juste waited till every movement in the lines 
should cease. As usual, it was Edith Polizetti who could not find her 
place. Edith Polizetti who, under the terrible eye of Miss Juste, tried 
to squeeze her way anywhere into a line… (Highsmith, 1941/2002, 
p. 53)  
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“Under the terrible eye…” Just as in Highsmith’s rendition of Miss Juste’s 
gymnasium, there are places in school—for instance, The Line, The Carpet, 
The Tables—where children are “under the terrible eye,” the inescapable 
eye. These places share their own kind of time and space: surveilled, 
constrained and highly restricted. The restrictions usually include some 
reference to noise, but much more often than not, a prohibition related to 
touch. The following description of a moment of disobedience involves 
Moby touching and being touched on the carpet.  
Disobedience, in this study, describes an action or interaction that appears 
to disregard or defy structured expectations. Of the three moments of 
disobedience that comprised the findings of the larger study, only the 
moment titled, Behind Her Back, will be shared in this paper. Discussing 
this moment of disobedience as one of “possibilities”– as potential 
moments of humor, engagement, empathy, imagination and abandon—
challenges the unquestioned power of controlled order and techne’ and so 
works to alleviate the pain of morally and spiritually swaddled 
kindergarten children in their tightly partitioned (although not as tightly 
partitioned as some might think) classrooms.  
 
 
3.2. Slipping Surveillance 
 
Long ago, in elementary school, the teacher would sometimes leave the room. 
Without discussion, one child would immediately go to the classroom door to 
serve as the “look-out.” While remaining, for the most part, in the room, the 
lookout would keep close watch on the hallway for the approach of any adult and 
still manage to take part in the goings-on of the classroom. The worst of these 
goings-on were merely conversations taking place out of our seats, and a 
periodic peek at what was on the teacher’s desk, but I can still recall the feeling 
of release – until – “SHHH!! She’s coming!!!” There were always a few of the 
children who remained sitting quietly in their seats, and looked on 
disapprovingly, and a few who looked on longingly—but none of them ever 
“told.”  
 
A similar “release” occurred in Mr. Scott’s kindergarten during the transition 
between snack and recess. Lemmie and Mason had finished their clean-up and 
were seated at their table awaiting the call to line up. As they waited, they 
engaged in hand play—each taking turns laying a hand flat on the table, palm up 
so that the other can smack it, if they can time it before the hand-on-table 
person snatches it away. As an indication of her awareness of the possibility of 
surveillance, before the hand-play began, Lemmie committed three checks—
turning her head to gauge Mr. Scott’s attention. The first two checks, Mr. Scott 
was looking in her general direction. She remained still. As she made her third 
check, Mr. Scott had turned to the door to look for stragglers coming from the 
bathroom—and instantly, without committing another check, Lemmie reached 
across the table with both hands and gently smacked them on top of Mason’s. He 
snatched his hands back and she laid hers out on the table, Mason, without 
checking, smacked hers carefully, too.  

 
This exchange is typical of those where children seek out time and spaces that 
will permit them to physically connect. In this instance, Lemmie and Mason were 
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in one of the most public places in the kindergarten—at their tables. Yet, because 
it was a transitional time with Mr. Scott was partially occupied with other 
children, Lemmie and Mason sense a space for illicit physical play.  
 
In Discipline and Punish, Foucault (1979) described the way in which docile 
bodies are induced to discipline themselves through practices of rituality “in 
which they take on the monitoring, scrutiny and appraisal of their own practices 
as if they are constantly subject to the gaze of unseen others” (p. 9). Thus, the 
classroom enjoins the children’s progression from what Bakhtin (1968/1984) 
described as the “grotesque body,” one with “shoots and branches [and] all that 
prolongs the body and links it to other bodies or to the world outside” (p. 315-
317), to the “civilized body…an entirely finished, completed, strictly limited body” 
(p. 320)—so the kindergartner’s body becomes a civilized body. Nespor (1997) 
named the civilized body a “schooled body, one that stays silent, walks in line, 
keeps its hands to itself, and doesn’t get out of its chair and walk around the 
room” (p. 131).  
 
A vivid example of the civilized kindergarten body involved Fireman, a child in 
Mrs. Krinkle’s class. One day, as the children in the class were cleaning up and 
then preparing to line up for dismissal, Fireman, who had cleaned up very 
quickly, helped other children and then gathered his belongings, and stood “in 
line” to await the other children. Because the other children were taking so much 
time, he stood for several minutes. Alone. And because his “place” in line was 
toward the end of the line-to-be, he was standing in an odd place: toward the 
end of the carpet and right in the path of the children as they move from clean-
up to the cloakroom and back out to their tables to gather more items. Minutes 
ticked by. Finally, he said, as if to himself, “I’m standing in line for nothing.” But 
still he stood.  
 
 
3.3. Touch 
 
As structures are put in place to separate children from one another for an 
ordered ease, the effect is dehumanizing. Such structures recall Mead’s (1951) 
description of swaddling practices: “Hands that were tightly bound inside the 
swaddling bands could not explore… experiencing but never touching the 
teeming, vivid, highly charged world around it, being in it, but not of it.” While 
the practice and act of swaddling may come about as an act of care—a practice 
of security and control—the unintended consequences of the act, include a 
muted, disengaged experience with the world. The structured order of 
kindergarten serves to prohibit fully “vivid and highly charged” interactions with 
other children and their environment, and so interfere with children’s potential to 
connect socially, tactilely, and spiritually. The relational nature of the human 
spirit is not passive or restrained; “the human child…gains his world by seeing, 
listening, feeling, forming. It is in encounter that the creation reveals its 
formhood; it does not pour itself into senses that are waiting but deigns to meet 
those that are reaching out” (Buber, 1958/1970, p. 76). Reaching out implies the 
freedom to do so.  
 
It is for the “good of the child” that adults swaddle (constrain, protect, remove 
from one another). This recalls the words of Tommy Trantino writing from New 
Jersey’s death row regarding his own time in school:  
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I liked to be around the other kids and I used to look at the sky out the 
windows of my classes and smile at the women across the street looking out 
of their prison tenements and sometimes we’d catch each others eyes but 
they hardly ever smiled back and sometimes I would wave to them but the 
teachers would say VERBOTEN. People were being kept apart and we were 
keeping ourselves apart and we were all hurting like a motherfucker but no 
one was telling (Trantino, 1972, p. 23). 

 
Trantino notes “being kept apart” and “keeping ourselves apart” —both functions 
of the constraints, order and normalizing function of the schoolroom.  
 
 
3.4. Moby Gets Caught 
 
Mrs. Krinkle’s kindergarten children “come to the carpet” for lessons. The 
children have assigned places to sit on the carpet in three rows. An expectation 
is that the children stay in their assigned places—and so, apart.  
 
Of course, though, the children do touch. On this day, the children were seated 
on the carpet in their rows facing Mrs. Krinkle’s chair while she cut into bite-sized 
pieces a sweet potato the class grew in their garden.  
Line 

1. T: Bumblebee—did you get to feel the potato?  
2. T: I am going to peel off the skin.  
3. T: Is it hard like a brick? 
4. T: Please sit… look how nicely Clark is sitting. Thank you Clark. 
5. ((Most of the children shift on the carpet, sitting straighter, placing 

hands on lap to await their chance to touch the potato making its 
rounds to touch; and then to receive their cut piece of potato to taste.))  

6. T: Look how nicely Scrappy is sitting, too.  
7. Moby: I want some potato. 
8. ((Moby is at his proper space on the carpet but is on his knees. Mrs. 

Krinkle continues to slice off pieces of potato and hand to children, but 
not yet Moby.))  

9. T: Sit down and you’ll get some. Take a seat. Take a seat and you’ll get 
one. 

10. T: Oh I love the people I heard saying thank you. 
11. Moby: Thank you! 
12. ((There is a general murmur as children exclaim over their taste of 

potato and/or worry over when theirs is coming. Mrs. Krinkle gives a 
slice to Bruce Wayne and then is out of potato.))  

13. T: Hold on! ((to Dora who was next)). Hold on! ((to class, in general)). 
 
Mrs. Krinkle walked away from the carpet to get another potato. The classroom 
is large, and so Mrs. Krinkle’s walk to corner of the room took her slightly out of 
earshot and—as long as she was walking away from the carpet and looking for 
the potatoes—out of eyeshot.  
 
What occurred next was a striking example of the children’s awareness of their 
teacher’s presence and the impact of her surveillance (and lack of). Mrs. Krinkle 
had not taken more than six steps away from the carpet when the spaces 
between children disintegrated and the rows collapsed into piles of children. Dre’, 
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Scrappy, Jacob and Peter wrestled each other; Cinderella, Princess, and Briona 
tickled, twitching and flinching as the others tickled them; and Gabriella, Tommy, 
Mr. Policeman and Bumblebee, still in their places with hands on lap, quietly 
watched them, Bumblebee with pursed lips of disapproval. Leela, NewYork, Dora, 
Bruce and Moby wrestled and rolled on the corner of the carpet closest to Mrs. 
Krinkle.  
 
The shift from the children sitting, straight, and silent to the state of crumpled 
and intersecting was instantaneous. Nearly as one (except for the ones who 
watched and frowned), the structure of the carpet imploded. Mrs. Krinkle had her 
back to the children for less than 70 seconds and she continued to talk to them 
as she walked and bent over the bag. Those seconds were full of action and 
interaction.  
 
Then, just as Mrs. Krinkle began to turn back to the carpet, at that very moment 
—as if the children were one entity perfectly attuned to their teacher’s 
anticipated movements—the structure of the carpet reasserted itself.  
 
Except for Moby. Moby somehow missed the message of Mrs. Krinkle’s 
impending turn back toward the carpet. He continued to bury his head into 
Bruce’s stomach, joyfully kneading it. The other children merely sat straighter, 
some looking forward at the teacher’s empty chair—the others looking toward 
Mrs. Krinkle as she began walking to the carpet. Bumblebee shook her head 
even while looking straight ahead at Mrs. Krinkle’s chair.  
 
Moby lifted his head from Bruce’s tummy and smiled at him, puzzled. It was then 
that he must have noticed that all of the children had returned to their carpet 
state—and just as he began to form an approximation of a listening position, 
Mrs. Krinkle, three steps into her return—sang out, “Oh, Moby!” while the rest of 
the children gave no indication of their participation in the break-down of the 
carpet.  
 
Within this moment lay evidence of the children’s collective awareness of the 
teacher and her gaze; the willingness of children to risk that gaze in order to 
physically, sensually, and playfully connect with one another; the role of 
surveillance in children’s opportunities to physically interact; the role of the 
compliants in the group; and the willingness of the class to sacrifice one on the 
outer perimeter (like a zebra to the lion) to the teacher’s gaze. 
 
 
3.5. Laying a Picture Book Text  
 
Rhizoanalysis reconstructs a text by creating new and different understandings; 
and it does so by linking it with texts other than those we would normally use. 
Here, Moby’s disobedience text is linked with a popular children’s text to 
reconstruct the understanding of disobedient touch. 
 
Burbules (1986) discussed building understandings of ideologies on models of 
literary texts. He demonstrated this approach by laying texts of “school” beside 
texts of the classic 1945 children’s text, Tootle. In his analysis he considered how 
the assumptions and values of a particular social worldview “underlie a 
seemingly simple and innocent text” (p. 343) and argued that Tootle “presents 
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an account of schooling that cheerfully endorses some of the most repressive 
aspects of the process by which schools restrict the impulses and aspirations of 
children” (p. 331).  
 
Like the character of Tootle, Moby’s “sensitive, emotional and relational qualities 
are not ‘relevant’ to the work of kindergartners and actually impede it, therefore, 
it is “clear which must give way” (p. 340). Burbules asks, “What can we learn 
about ourselves and our culture by examining the kinds of books we produce for 
our children [and ourselves] to read?” (p. 331).  
 
Engaging with this question via a more current popular children’s text, David 
Goes to School (Shannon, 1999), one finds the character, David as the joyful, 
spirited dissident, an autobiographically cartooned version of the 
author/illustrator, David Shannon. He begins: “David’s teacher always said… NO, 
DAVID! No yelling. No pushing. No running in the halls.” Even so, David, the 
disobedient child was represented in the pages of the book in variations of: 

 
• Out-of-seat behavior (“Sit down, David!”);  
• Talking out (“David, raise your hand!”)  
• Touching the red-haired girl sitting in front of him (“Keep your hands to 

yourself!”)  
• Daydreaming (“PAY ATTENTION!”)  
• Cutting in line (“Wait your turn, David!”)  
• Noisiness (“Shhhhh!”)  
• Having to go to the bathroom (“Again?!”) 
• And vandalism via drawing on the school desk (“That’s it, Mister! You’re 

staying after school!”).  
 
One might recognize the teacher in this book, although we never see her face. 
Her invisibility serves a purpose. The faceless power of the teacher contributes to 
the panoptic quality of her control. She may always be watching. As well, the 
reader may be enjoying David’s transgressions –especially as depicted by 
Shannon’s wildly joyful and scribbly drawings—and, if the teacher were to be 
shown, with the disapproving face and posture which surely must be the case 
given David’s perseveration in willful disobedience, we may resent her and so 
resent the voice of reason that must present the inviolate rule of order. Since we 
cannot see who is behind them, these unquestionable rules are as Burbules 
(1986) noted, “abstracted from any social context or set of conventions—they 
just are.” 
 
David’s naughtiness—his fully-present and active engagement with what he sees, 
feels, and desires in the space of his school and classroom—is a problem to be 
addressed via verbal admonishments; reminders of likely rules (“keep your 
hands to yourself” mirrors the oft-stated school rule: “Keep hands, feet and 
other objects to yourself.”); and peer pressure toward Foucauldian normalization 
as on several pages, Shannon depicted the children in the class viewing David’s 
antics with disapproval. Examples of these normalizing behaviors include:  

 
• The red-haired girl was depicted with an expression of despair as she 

raised her hand while David called out; 
• Children in the lunch line who were passed by as David took his turn 

before theirs were drawn with anger, shock and confusion on their faces; 
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• Children trying to read through David’s pencil-tapping looked at him with 

down-pointing, furrowed eyebrows and frowning mouths;  
• And finally, a punishment and reward.  

 
After his act of vandalism, David stayed after school, and worked to please his 
teacher by washing all of the desks in the classroom. Shannon illustrated David’s 
face and demeanor in this drawing as one seeking approval: eyebrows slanting 
upward, very slight smile, arms open and palms out as he held the sponge and 
quietly begged the teacher’s attention to the shining desks. At last, the teacher 
was shown—actually only her blue-dressed torso—as she awarded David a 
sticker representing her gold-starred approval (“GOOD JOB, DAVID!”) and he is 
released. Finally happy, David skipped home and passed on the sidewalk the 
red-haired girl who now deigned to smile and wave at him. His compliance had 
earned her approval, too. As Burbules (1986) concluded in Tootle, “It appears 
that the child’s desire for a happy ending can be satisfied only when [he] learns 
to follow the rules” (p. 335). 
 
 
3.6. Surveillance  
 
Enacting their understanding of surveillance, many children, especially 
“disobedient” ones, do not act (or fail to act) on the assumption that they are 
being watched when they are not. In this way, children are perhaps more savvy 
about surveillance than are adults. Nespor (1997) wrote that while a teacher’s 
perspective is a problem of organizing, managing and controlling children’s 
bodies in classroom and school spaces, the children view the classroom and 
school as “negotiable terrain…there is surveillance, but it is hardly suffocating” 
(p. 131). Teachers cannot monitor most of what children do and children are 
acutely aware of this. The disobedient ones operate under the latitude provided 
by this fact—that while much effort is made by the adults to carefully order the 
time and space of school to provide the tight and standardized control, the free 
spaces are there. Not much is required in time or space to take advantage. As 
demonstrated in Moby’s carpet incident, the public, teacher-controlled space of 
the carpet became a free space when Mrs. Krinkle turned her back for only a 
moment, as the children acted out their resistance to "constraints placed on their 
spontaneous natures” (Pace & Hemmings, 2007, p. 4).  
 
As Fifield (2008) commented of Moby, he was “not so much an innocent victim 
coercively domesticated by school, but was a creative, flexible and 
accommodating participant in the construction of school life” (p. 3). Rather than 
resistance as open disobedience, Fifield noted a system of reciprocal surveillance, 
in which teachers are every bit as much under the eye of children, as children 
are under the eye of teachers. Although teachers and students are partners in 
surveillance, “they are up to different things.” While teachers’ surveillance of 
students seeks to homogenize space and time in school, placing children under 
rules of conduct that apply across space/time, the children seem to experience a 
much more fine-grained space/time. They are in the moment, sensitive to 
fleeting opportunities that open and close possibilities. Fifield further clarifies:  

Phenomena like the instantaneous reassembly of crystalline social order 
from chaotic bodily collisions on Mrs. Krinkle’s classroom carpet reflect this 
reciprocal surveillance. This was not so much a broad strategic resistance 
to institutional control, as a lack of sustained presence in any single 
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regime, a facility for being present in multiple regimes, purposes and 
identities nearly simultaneously. Even as these Foucauldian children are 
induced to discipline themselves through practices of rituality, they use the 
rituals for purposes and pleasures of their own. I wonder if the children’s 
touch would have been so pleasurable, without the opportunities that 
surveillance of bodies paradoxically affords? (p. 4).  

 
 
3.7. Laying a Pleasure/Sensing/Spirit Text  
 
As they enter the school building, children are to leave their bodies at home. 
School personnel lament the inconvenience of feeding, watering and elimination 
as the most difficult portions of the school day to manage. And the functions and 
desires of the body—to move, to touch, to be touched is an anathema to the 
adults who are there to ensure that “nothing goes on.” Poor Tootle, the train in 
Burbules’ (1986) text analysis of the children’s text, Tootle, he of the loud toots, 
meadow frolics, and races with horses off the rails…leads the children who read 
his story to infer from the lessons he learns: 
 

Attempts at independent judgment, sensual investigation, and peer-group 
formation are at best naïve; at worst, they interfere with the important 
task of becoming responsible and productive adults. Becoming an 
adult…means learning…self-denial; it means foregoing childish pleasure; it 
means accepting tasks and constraints that one may hate; it means 
suppressing certain emotions and desires; it means abandoning play and 
learning to work in a compulsive manner; and it means accepting without 
question the discipline of externally imposed rules (p. 345).  

 
The surveillance described above plays an important part in ensuring that self-
control and self-denial is learned. The erotic, “the lure of human beauty that 
releases pleasure” (Browning, 1998, p. 96), in early childhood classrooms is 
public. In other words, touch is monitored explicitly with the implicit 
understanding that “sexuality exists in the classroom and is antithetical to 
compliance, obedience, and conformity” (Broadway, Leafgren, & Gilbert, 2007).  
 
Beyond direct admonishments and reprimands, teachers carefully prepare the 
time and space elements of the classroom toward separating and controlling the 
children and their bodies. Note that Mrs. Krinkle has assigned places in three 
straight rows on her carpet with sufficient space in between each child that 
touching takes an effort to do. “From birth, children construct themselves subject 
to the ‘civilizing’ controls of adults” (Elias, 1978).  
 
In the case of Moby, head buried into the soft belly of Bruce, he had gone too 
far. He not only missed the returning surveillance, but he crossed the invisible 
fences between children. If Moby could not control his body, Mrs. Krinkle’s 
decision to partition him away from other children who might touch or be 
touched would control it for him. Moby’s need to be physically close and engage 
in body play with other children, is as Buber (1958/ 1970) noted, the “reaching 
out” that permits one to relate to the other.  
 
Grosz (1994) delineated “two kinds of approaches to theorizing the body’ –one, 
‘inscriptive,’ a notion of the social body upon which ‘social law, morality, and 
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values are inscribed’ [and] the “lived body,” which references the “lived 
experience of the body, the body’s internal or psychic inscription” (p. 33). Grosz 
suggests that, while we are becoming adept at naming the inscriptive details of 
the body, we tend to shy away from the messiness of the corporal body—the 
lived experiences…especially sex. Practically all children indulge or are prone to 
indulge in sexual activity; and that, being…at the same time, “natural’ and 
“contrary to nature,”…posed physical and moral, individual and collective 
dangers; children were defined as “preliminary” sexual beings, on this side of 
sex, yet within it, astride a dangerous dividing line (Foucault, 1980, p. 104).  
 
As Deleuze & Guattari (1987) described the body as “not simply as sign to be 
read, a symptom to be deciphered, but also a force to be reckoned with,” so did 
the children’s bodies and the connections made manage to “align themselves to 
other things produce what [is] called a machine...in itself, the body is not a 
machine; but in its active relations to other social practices, entities and events, 
it forms machine connections…[and] is itself an assemblage of organs, 
processes, pleasures, passions, activities, behaviors linked by fine lines and 
unpredictable networks to other elements, segments and assemblages” (p. 120). 
 
In one more backwards look at Mrs. Krinkle’s walk away from the carpet, her 
body’s distance and position was the catalyst linked by “fine lines and 
unpredictable networks” to the carpet—and like a Rube Goldberg machine put 
into motion, the series of motions and interactions that included every child in 
the room—tickler, wrestler or watcher.  

 
 
4. Discussion 
 
 
4.1. Choice: Making it Complicated 

 
How will you live your life so that it doesn’t make a mockery of your 
values? ~Ayers (2001) 

 
In Moby’s moment of abandon and joy on the kindergarten carpet, he acted in 
acknowledgement of Bruce’s presence, body and soul. This rich sense of self that 
is often manifested outside of the normed order of the kindergarten seems 
spiritual in nature, involving various ways of seeing, hearing, being/becoming 
wide-awake, moving/using space, resisting and caring.  
 
Hay and Nye (1998) discuss “spiritual awareness” as a special kind of “attention” 
within a reflexive process—“being attentive to one’s attention or ‘being aware of 
one’s awareness’” (p. 65)—as a meta-awareness. Moby, through his actions of 
resistance and disobedience, demonstrated a special kind of attention and 
awareness to “other.” Noddings (2002) suggested that a question we must put to 
ourselves as educators is whether this form of attention (engrossment) should be 
either invisible in our classrooms—or even more commonly, subject to 
correction. She asks, “Why do we so often fail to develop it and substitute 
instead an almost self-righteous belief in our own authority and the goodness of 
our coercive methods?” (p. 29-30). Children who become “engrossed” in what 
they perceive around them are ironically, often scolded for a lack of attention. 
Yet, in Macdonald’s word, the school offers only a “shoddy” experience to capture 
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the children away from their engrossment.  
 
The question arose about what this research might “do” for teachers. What would 
it mean to a teacher if she read it? The answer came during a morning rerun of 
the medical drama series “ER” (Thorpe, 1996), in which a little girl had been shot 
by a pair of pre-teen gang-bangers. The mother of the little girl and the doctor 
who saved her life exchanged the following: 

Dr. Benton: “ They have the guys who did it. They’ll pay for this.” 
Little Girl’s Mother: “I don’t want them to pay. I want it to stop. We 
abandon these kids, we don’t educate them and then wonder when it goes 
wrong.’ 
Dr. Benton: “People make choices.” 
Little Girl’s Mother: “Some people don’t know they have choices.” 

 
And that’s what made it clear. Some people don’t know they have choices.  
 
Hostetler (2005) wrote: “The presumption is not that people err with regard to 
well-being because they are evil. We err because we overlook something, 
misperceive something. All of us have blind spots. But we can improve our 
vision” (p. 20). We can improve our vision, if we are willing to hone our eyesight 
and move beyond the limited readings we are used to taking; and if we are 
willing to then, disobey.  
 
It appears that many teachers do not know—or really believe—that they have 
choices. Therefore, an important aspect of this research is the analysis of 
children’s moments of disobedience in ways that make it obvious that the choices 
are infinite! Infinite, and therefore, concurrently, even more difficult to negotiate 
in the constraints that the children and teachers are a part of. MacNaughton 
(2004) warns that these more complete readings are not easy. It leads us to a 
path replete with difficult ethical choices, unpredictable twists and turns, and 
never-ending possibilities. In avoiding it, teachers defer to “authority”— thus 
avoiding the moral responsibility for actions and interactions with the children in 
their care by claiming someone else is making them. Closing eyes to moral 
choice leaves one unaware and so free to not act. Macdonald (1995) takes 
teachers to task: 

The schools are full of a ‘they won’t let me’ syndrome on the part of 
teachers…it is difficult to see how teachers who acquiesce to the 
authoritarian and self-serving milieu of the system could provide conditions 
other than those same ones in their own classrooms. (p. 44). 

 
Rather than closed eyes and passive compliance, Kesson (2006) suggested upon 
reading this study, that it might serve to: “Jar us out of our taken-for-granted, 
socially conditioned assumptions about childhood, and insist that we take a much 
closer look at the forms of consciousness embodied in young people… perhaps 
even learn something from young people about how to live in the world” (np). 
 
It’s as simple as Badiou’s (2001) statement, “Something must happen, in order 
for there to be something new” (p. 122). It is in response to the feeling of 
urgency for “something” to happen for children that the voices as a researcher, 
advocate, teacher, and teacher educator join together in one loud hue and cry—
for in engaging in the “something new,” one can (must!) act in any combination 
of roles and from any position. At the moment of Moby’s transgression, 
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something has happened, and it will require all of our “selves”—to respond to the 
call to make something new. 
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Abstract 

Education constitutes one of the approaches which can be used regarding the 
implementation of strategies for the control of musculoskeletal disorders (MSD). A CD 
Rom multimedia application was developed which focuses on healthcare scenarios and 
activities, and encompasses several information regarding the main MSD risk factors, risk 
assessment methodologies and guidelines for risk control and reduction. Practical 
applications of the CD Rom developed include its usage within lectures focusing on the 
prevention of MSD, and individual usage for information gathering. Assessment of the 
usability aspects of the CD Rom seem therefore of undeniable importance. This was 
carried out using the SUMI and the QUIS questionnaires. Five groups of respondents 
have been selected. A total of 58 valid questionnaires were obtained for the SUMI 
assessment and a total of 38 valid for the QUIS questionnaire. Overall assessment was 
positive and no significant differences Nevertheless, the groups with knowledge on the 
main MSD risk factors and groups were found between assessors’ categories. 

Keywords: usability assessment - multimedia application - musculoskeletal disorders 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Figures regarding incidence and prevalence of musculoskeletal disorders (MSD) 
and complaints suggest this is a relevant problem worldwide and one with 
important negative repercussions across several professional activities. In 
generic terms it might be argued that risk activities will be those which 
encompass highly repetitive gestures and/or significant physical strain associated 
with manual materials handling. 
 
Research regarding this issue is considerable and extensive, the results of which 
pointing clearly to the evidence and magnitude of the importance of this category 
of disorders. According to Dobson (1991), around 80% of the population suffers, 
at some point, from pain at the dorsal area. The results from a survey carried 
out within the European Union (1999) suggest that approximately 30% of the 
workers report pain at the dorsal and lumbar back region and that circa 17% 
report muscular pain at the legs or arms. As far as the consequences of MSD are 
concerned, available data suggests that these are associated with significant 
costs, both at social and financial levels. At this respect, Versloot and colleagues 
(1992) suggest that between 10 and 15% of work absence is associated with 
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complaints at the back region and that 25% of occupational accidents in the US 
are associated with lumbar disorders. 
 
 
1.1. Approaches for Control of Musculoskeletal Risk on Nursing Activities 
 
Different approaches are commonly envisaged aimed at controlling MSD risk 
levels. Improvements regarding workplace and furniture design; availability of 
patient moving auxiliary equipment, and education on preventive strategies for 
nurses and auxiliary personnel are sound examples of the former. 
 
Examples of improvements on workplace design may include changes in 
nurseries layout in order to increase the space available for nurses and auxiliary 
personnel movements. This contributes to reduce the need to adopt awkward 
and unsuitable working postures and to reduce the associated MSD risk level. 
Effective changes regarding furniture characteristics include the possibility of 
surface height adjustments (on beds, stretchers and ottomans). This is 
particularly important for it is considerable the number of work situations 
requiring patient handling and movement. When surface height adjustability is 
not available other concerns come to light. Examples include the definition of an 
adequate surface height, defined in accordance to the anthropometric data of the 
users, and the consistency between the heights of the different surfaces between 
which patient transfers might be required. 

 
Auxiliary equipment for patient handling includes a wide range of solutions, of 
which the use of hoists or transfers constitutes a widespread example. Research 
on this domain clearly indicates that, given correct application and usage of the 
equipment, it corresponds to lower risk levels (Elford et al, 2000). 
  
Vast evidence exists regarding the importance of education and training on the 
prevention of musculoskeletal risk. Of particular relevance within the context of 
the role of training and education towards MSD risk reduction is that devoted to 
patient and materials handling, more specifically that regarding the most suitable 
patient handling techniques and that required to develop a suitable and realistic 
perception of the risk levels to which nurses are exposed. Included within this 
aspect are issues such as a correct identification of the relevant risk factors; 
knowledge on how to use auxiliary equipment available; proper distribution of 
rest breaks according to the distribution of the workload; and issues regarding 
the development of individual or group risk control strategies (such as calling for 
colleagues’ assistance when heavier and/or less cooperative patients need to be 
moved). 
 
Results from a research study conducted in Sweden suggest that absence of 
knowledge regarding the suitable transfer techniques constitutes a determinant 
factor towards the risk level associated with patient handling activities (Engkvist, 
1997). A similar point is risen by Leggat (1996), who stresses the role of 
education towards risk prevention, emphasising that, despite constituting an 
essential approach, it is insufficient per se to produce effective control of risk 
levels. Also Doumont and Libion (2001) emphasise the role of education, 
stressing the importance of the more experienced peers towards a suitable 
learning of the more effective prevention strategies. 
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To conclude, it is important to emphasise that, regardless of the pertinence of 
the different above-mentioned approaches to MSD risk control, the efficacy of 
these (individually or combined) is largely dependent upon a wide range of 
organisational factors. This is clearly evidenced by Smith and Leggat (2003) who 
stress the importance of the time pressure imposed upon nurses and the 
significantly negative impact this has on the efficiency of MSD risk control 
measures. Additional evidence of the importance of organisational factors upon 
the reduction and control of MSD risk levels came to light through a recent study 
conducted on a Portuguese district hospital aimed at identifying the most 
pertinent risk factors, quantifying MSD risk levels and identifying suitable 
preventive measures (Paz Barroso et al, 2007).  
 
 
1.2. CD Rom “Ergonomics and Musculoskeletal Disorders within Hospital 
Settings” 
 
Motivated by the scarcity of information regarding the prevalence of MSD 
complaints, the risk levels associated with the typical health care activities and 
the methodologies for risk assessment, a project was developed aimed at 
targeting the previously mentioned shortcomings. Amongst the goals and 
outcomes associated with the research project was the development of a CD 
Rom multimedia application which includes multiple information sources on 
musculoskeletal disorders and respective prevention. 
 
Figure 1 depicts the entrance screen of the application developed. Activation of 
the application leads the user to the menu illustrated on figure 2.  
 

 

Figure 1 – Entrance screen of the CD Rom. Figure 2 – Entrance menu. 
 
Through the menu available four options may be selected. Each of the 
alternatives regards a different section of the CD Rom. Section 1 includes a brief 
description of the relevance of MSD within hospital settings (figure 3). Section 2 
regards a description of the main risk factors (figure 4). Section 3 presents 
different approaches for risk assessment and analysis (figure 5) and Section 4 is 
dedicated to the identification and description of recommendations and good 
practices towards risk control and reduction (figure 6). 

Each cube 
activates a 
sub-section. 
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Figure 3 – Section 1 | Relevance of the 

Subject. 
Figure 4 – Section 2 | Main risk factors. 

 
 

  
Figure 5 – Section 3 | Risk assessment. Figure 6 – Section 4 | Recommendations 

and Good Practices. 
 
Figure 7 illustrates the navigation menu provided. This can be activated by 
clicking on the dummy located on the down left hand side of the screen. 
 
 

 
Figure 7 – Navigation menu. 
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Different media have been used for information transfer and interaction. Several 
documents are available for printing; photographs and video footage have been 
included for illustration of risk situations and for exemplifying good and bad work 
procedures. 
 
 
1.3. Usability of Hypermedia Applications - Importance and Assessment 
 
The need to carry out usability tests represents an important task to take into 
account during the development of software, particularly software for educative 
purposes (Carvalho, 2000). The analysis into the usability issues should occur as 
early as possible within the design stage, since it significantly determines most of 
the success of the user interaction with the system. This analysis must 
accomplish all the process of conception, production, valuation and handling of a 
product. It is important to emphasise that a given software application might be 
suitable from the functionality view point and the user might reject it simply on a 
low-usability ground. As Norman (1993) stresses, when a range of users express 
difficulties working with particular software, the problem is usually grounded on 
the product design rather than on the users themselves. 
 
According to Dumas & Redish (1999) “usability means that people who use the 
product can do so quickly and so easily to accomplish their own tasks”. A review 
on different authors who have dealt and analysed the most important issues 
determining the concept of usability highlights a series of parameters which are 
commonly referred – efficiency, learning, flexibility, user’s attitudes, pleasure of 
usage, ease of usage, low error likelihood, amongst others (Shackel, 1986; Hix & 
Hartson, 1993; Nielsen, 1993; Nielsen, 1995; Smith & Mayes, 1996). 
 
Another, yet similar, perspective on the issues to be regarded when defining and 
evaluating usability is that presented on the ISO/DIS 9241 (1994). This 
addresses Ergonomics in the Man-Computer Interaction and outlines the usability 
process, defining some of the most relevant factors for usability analysis. The 
latter include effectiveness, efficiency and the satisfaction of the users in specific 
environments. Effectiveness deals with the possibility, or not, of the users to be 
able to reach their objectives using the system in a specific context. Efficiency 
deals with the effort required from the users to reach the objectives defined. 
Satisfaction is a subjective measure of the degree of user enjoyment during the 
system usage. This normative reference adds another important requirement to 
the analysis of usability, suggesting that the analysis of system’s usability must, 
take into account not only the users but also the context of the use. 
 
Two main approaches are usually considered for analysing and assessing 
usability: evaluations based on heuristics (by means of interactive observations 
or questionnaires) and tests with the users themselves (by means of direct 
observation techniques, interviews, questionnaires and experimental 
assessment). The first category involves the experts or designers and is aimed at 
anticipating possible design errors and minimise usability problems accordingly. 
The latter category refers to the users themselves and is based on the recording 
and analysis of the problems reported by the users when actively interacting with 
the software. 
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2. Methodology 
 
 
2.1. Procedure for Usability Assessment 
 
The project herewith presented consisted on the assessment of usability issues 
by means of the testing of the CD Rom multimedia application and feedback 
produced by a range of users. Two different questionnaires were applied for this 
purpose – the SUMI (Software Usability Measurement Inventory; Kirakowski, 
1996) and the QUIS (Questionnaire for User Interface Satisfaction; Chin et al., 
1988) questionnaires. 
 
The SUMI questionnaire refers to the characterisation of the users’ satisfaction 
and was developed by the Human Factors Research Group, in Cork, Ireland. It 
consists on 50 statements, each of which is evaluated through a three point scale 
(agree, undecided, disagree) (http://www.ucc.ie/hfrg/questionnaires/sumi/). The 
range of 50 statements addresses five main parameters: Efficiency, Affect, 
Helpfulness, Control, and Learn ability. The questionnaire used was the 
Portuguese version validated by the SUMI authors. 
 
The QUIS questionnaire (Chin et al., 1988) measures the users’ attitude towards 
several interface factors: screen, terminology and system information, learning 
and system capabilities (http://www.lap.umd.edu/QUIS/). It comprises 27 
questions divided into five topics: 
(1) Overall reactions to the CD Rom (6 questions), 
(2) Screen (4 questions), 
(3) Terminology and System information (6 questions), 
(4) Learning (6 questions), and 
(5) System capabilities (5 questions). 
Each question has a specific satisfaction level, ascending from 0 (worst 
evaluation) to 9 (best evaluation). This questionnaire was also translated and 
adapted to Portuguese language. 
 
Underlying the selection of the SUMI and QUIS questionnaires for usability 
assessment was the fact that both are well-known and validated techniques, the 
lower costs associated with the testing and assessment procedure and the fact 
that data are produced on a relatively short period of time. 
 
The protocol for assessment was defined and equally applied for each of the tests 
conducted. The CD Rom multimedia application was installed in each computer 
for a group of 2/3 persons. After a brief presentation of the application and of 
the mains goals of the assessment trial, each group of assessors tested the CD 
Rom usability during a period of around 20 to 30 minutes. The assessors were 
subsequently asked to individually fill in the two evaluation questionnaires. 
 
 
2.2. Characterization of the Groups of Assessors/Users 
 
In order to have a broader view on the opinions of the potential users of the CD 
Rom developed, a set of five different groups has been defined. The definition of 
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the groups of users was essentially based upon the likely relevant the subject of 
MSD and MSD prevention has for the users. The range of assessors selected 
includes technicians on the domain of Ergonomics, Health and Safety; teachers 
from the Nursing School and post-graduation students registered on courses 
closely related to the areas of Ergonomics, Health and Safety. 
 
Group 1 (PG UM2) includes 15 students from the final year of the post-
graduation course on Human Engineering at the University of Minho. Group 2 
(TSHST) includes 10 technicians with professional experience on the domains of 
occupational ergonomics, health and safety (OEH&S). Group 3 (NurseTeach) 
includes nine teachers of the Nursing School of the University of Minho. Group 4 
(PG ESTG1) includes 11 students of the first year of post-graduation course on 
Occupational Health and Safety of the Polytechnic Institute of Viana do Castelo. 
Group 5 (PG UM1) includes 13 students from the first year of the post-graduation 
course on Human Engineering at the University of Minho. 
 
Underlying the distinction between groups 1, 4 and 5 is the respective knowledge 
on ergonomics and MSD risk factors. According to the curriculum structure of the 
post gradation courses selected, group 1 (PG UM2) will have already acquired 
some background knowledge on ergonomics and musculoskeletal risk factors, 
whilst the opposite is true for groups 4 (PG ESTG1) and 5 (PG UM1) - which have 
not yet attended the Ergonomics module of the course curriculum. 
 
On the basis of the previously mentioned aspects, it might be argued that groups 
1, 2 and 3 possess some knowledge on the main MSD risk factors and that group 
4 and group 5 don’t. This distinction will enable the analysis of the impact of 
previous knowledge on MSD risk factors upon the assessment of the CD Rom 
usability.  
 
Due to time and logistics constraints the range of users assessing the CD Rom by 
means of the two questionnaires was slightly different – assessment by means of 
the SUMI tool was undertaken by all five users groups whilst assessment based 
on the QUIS tool was undertaken by only three of the users groups. 
 
Table 1 defines each of the groups and relates each of this to the practical 
assessment undertaken. 
 

Table 1. Characteristics of the groups used for usability analysis. 
 

Group Id Group Characteristics No. of 
Assessors 

Tools Used for 
Assessment        

    

PG UM2 Final year students from post graduation 
course on OEH&S, University of Minho. 15 SUMI & QUIS 

TSHST Technicians on OEH&S. 10 SUMI 

NurseTeach Teachers of the School of Nursing of the 
University of Minho. 9 SUMI 

PG ESTG1 
First year students of the post graduation 
course on occupational health and safety 
at Polytechnic Institute Viana do Castelo. 

11 SUMI & QUIS 

PG UM1 First year students from post graduation 
course on OEH&S, University of Minho. 13 SUMI & QUIS 
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3. Results 
 
 
3.1 Characterisation of the respondents 
 
The average age of users was 33 years. Circa two thirds (67%) are female, and 
about 75% state having previous knowledge or training on Occupational 
Ergonomics, Health and Safety areas. Circa 59% report to have more than 6 
years of professional activity (with an average of 4 years). 
 
 
3.2 Results from the SUMI questionnaire 
 
For a better analysis of SUMI questionnaire, the 50 questions were divided into 
two groups: (1) the favourable questions and (2) the unfavourable questions. 
The favourable questions (19 questions) are those for which "Agree" as an 
answer corresponds to a positive evaluation. Similarly, the unfavourable 
questions (31 questions) are those "Agree" as an answer corresponds to a 
negative evaluation (Costa, 2007). 
 
The three alternative answers available for classification of each of the 50 
statements of the SUMI questionnaire were converted into a value – “agree” was 
converted into “1”; “undecided” into “2”, and “disagree” into “3”. Accordingly, 
and for the favourable questions, an average score close to 1 indicate a positive 
evaluation. For the unfavourable questions, the evaluation will be positive for an 
average close to 3. Average values around 2 suggest an ambivalent judgement 
of the users.  
 
Figure 8 illustrates the average value obtained for the favourable questions. For 
each question, the average evaluation is next to the intended value, i.e., near 1. 
However, the question S28 ("The software has helped me overcome any 
problems I have had in using it") presents an average next to value 2. 
 
The straight line represents the favourable questions overall average (=1.31), 
indicating a positive evaluation. 
 
Figure 9 illustrates the average value obtained for the unfavourable questions. 
For each question, the average evaluation is next to the intended value, i.e., 
near 3. However, question S43 ("Either the amount or quality of the help 
information varies across the system") presents an average value lower than 2, 
suggesting an negative evaluation. 
 
The straight line represents the unfavourable questions overall average (=2.64), 
indicating a positive evaluation.  
 
Question S28 (favourable question with the lowest average score) and question 
S43 (unfavourable question with the lowest average score) refer to the 
assessment of the SUMI parameter “helpfulness". The scores obtained were 
analysed in order to identify whether there are any statistically significant 
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differences between the respondents’ groups. Results obtained are illustrated on 
Figure 10, showing that the parameter’s evaluation is independent of the group 
of users.  
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Figure 8 – SUMI average evaluation for 

each favourable question.  
Figure 9. SUMI average evaluation for each 

unfavourable question. 
 
The next step of the usability study was to understand the reaction of the users 
to each of the five main dimensions: Efficiency, Affect, Helpfulness, Control and 
Learn ability. For better identification, the favourable questions are represented 
as dark bars and the unfavourable questions as light ones. 
 
Figure 11a presents the average score obtained for all questions regarding the 
software "Efficiency" for each of the users groups. Globally it might be argued 
that the evaluation obtained for this parameter is positive. The two favourable 
questions (S26: Tasks can be performed in a straightforward manner using this 
software; and S31: It is obvious that user needs have been fully taken into 
consideration) have the lower evaluation as expected: around 1 meaning that 
the users “agree” to the statement. 
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Figure 10 – SUMI average evaluation for favourable question (right hand side) and for 
unfavourable questions (left hand side), for the five user groups.  

Figure 11b presents the average score obtained for all questions regarding the 
software "affect" dimension for each of the users groups. Similarly to what has 
been registered for the “efficiency” dimension, also this was regarded positively. 
However, when considering the questions individually, it is noticeable that two 
types of behaviours come to light: one for groups 2 (TSHST) and 3 (NurseTeach) 
and another for the remaining three groups (PG UM2; PG ESTG1 and PG UM1). 
These two different behaviours are more visible in the first four questions: S02, 
S07, S12 and S17.  
 
Figure 11c presents the average score obtained for all questions regarding the 
software "helpfulness" dimension for each of the users groups. Once again the 
general and global opinion on this dimension has been positive. It is worth 
stressing the average values obtained for questions S28 and S43. These have 
been assessed negatively by all the groups of assessors. 
 
Figure 11d presents the average score obtained for all questions regarding the 
software "control" dimension for each of the users groups. Similarly to what was 
observed for the dimension “affect” two distinct behaviours come to light – that 
registered for groups 2 (TSHST) and 3 (NurseTeach) and for the remaining three 
groups (PG UM2; PG ESTG1 and PG UM1).  
 
Figure 11e depicts the average values obtained for the questions regarding the 
software "learn ability" dimension for each of the users groups. The evaluation of 
the different groups is very positive, being close to 1 to the favourable question 
(S15) and to 3 for all the unfavourable questions. 
 
Five main questions have been selected for further analysis of the usability of the 
CD Rom. One question was selected for each of the dimensions: 
 
- Efficiency dimension | S31: It is obvious that user needs have been fully 

taken into consideration. Favourable question; 
- Affect dimension | S2: I would recommend this software to my colleagues. 

Favourable question; 
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- Helpfulness dimension | S33: The organisation of the menus or information 

lists seems quite logical. Favourable questions; 
- Control dimension | S19: I feel in command of this software when I am 

using it. Favourable question; 
- Learn ability dimension | S10: It takes too long to learn the software 

commands. Unfavourable questions.  
 
Figure 12 illustrates the evaluations for the above-listed questions and for each 
group of assessors. As expected the five core questions selected also suggest a 
very positive evaluation from the different groups of assessors. 
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Figure 11. SUMI average evaluation for the five main parameters, for all user groups.  
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Figure 12. SUMI average evaluation for all user 
groups obtained for the selected questions. 

 
 
3.3 Results from QUIS questionnaire  
 
The QUIS questionnaire allows for assessment of the user’s attitude towards a 
range of interface factors: Overall reactions to the CD Rom, Screen, Terminology 
and System information, Learning, and System capabilities. Each question has a 
specific satisfaction level, ascending from 0 (worst evaluation) to 9 (best 
evaluation). In some cases, the value 10 was considered for “Not considered/No 
answer”.  
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The analysis of the results obtained was made by using the Boxplot 
representation. This type of data representation allows for a clearer 
representation and identification of the median (the centre value), variability, 
symmetry and the possible outliers (data that have a distinguish behaviour 
indicating that they could not be from the same set of data). The first and third 
quartiles, Q25 and Q75, respectively, are also represented. 
 
The results were analysed by factor and for each of the users groups. As 
mentioned previously on section 2.2, only a total of 38 valid questionnaires were 
considered – group 1 (PG UM2), group 4 (PG ESTG1) and group 5 (PG UM1). 
 
 
3.3.1. Overall reactions to the CD Rom 
 
The six questions related to the CD Rom reactions are described in Table 2.  
 
The overall average score obtained for this parameter was 6.60 (positive 
evaluation). Figure 13 illustrates the results obtained for the three groups. The 
median of the three groups was very similar, of circa 6.70. Group 5 (PG UM1) 
presents the higher variability.  
 

Table 2. Questions and scale descriptors of the QUIS questionnaire. Topic: 
Overall Reaction to the CD Rom. 

 
Number  Question (Descriptors range) 
Q1.1 Reaction (Terrible / Wonderful) 

Q1.2 Easiness (Difficult/Easy) 

Q1.3 Satisfaction (Frustrating/Satisfying) 

Q1.4 Power (Inadequate power/Adequate power) 

Q1.5 Stimulation (Dull/Stimulating) 

Q1.6 Flexibility (Rigid/Flexible) 
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Figure 13. QUIS questionnaire – Overall 

reaction to the CD Rom - results. 
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3.3.2. Screen 
 
The four questions related to the CD Rom screen are described in Table 3.  
 

Table 3. Questions and scale descriptors of the QUIS questionnaire. Topic: 
Screen questions. 

 
Number Question (Descriptors range) 
Q2.1 Characters on the computer screen (hard to read/easy to read) 

Q2.2 Highlighting on the screen simplifies (task not at all/very much) 

Q2.3 Organization of information on screen (confusing/very clear) 

Q2.4 Sequence of screens (confusing/very clear) 

 
The overall average score obtained for this parameter was 6.98 (positive 
evaluation). Figure 14 illustrates the results obtained. A positive global 
evaluation was obtained for all the three groups, being the PG ESTG1 the group 
with higher median, 7.5. Variability shows a similar pattern for the three groups. 
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Figure 14. QUIS questionnaire – Screen- results. 

 
 
3.3.3. Terminology and System information 
 
The six questions related to the terminology and CD Rom Information are 
described in Table 4.  
 

Table 4. Questions and scale descriptors of the QUIS questionnaire. Topic: 
Terminology and System Information 

 
Number Question (Descriptors range) 
Q3.1 Use of terms throughout system (inconsistent/consistent) 

Q3.2 Computer terminology is related to the task (never/always) 
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Q3.3 Position of messages on screen (inconsistent/consistent) 

Q3.4 Messages on screen which prompt user for input (confusing/clear) 

Q3.5 Computer keeps you informed about what it is doing (dull/stimulating) 

Q3.6 Error messages (unhelpful/helpful) 

 
The overall average score obtained for this parameter was 7.02 – see figure 15. 
A positive global evaluation was obtained for all the three groups, with the PG 
ESTG1 group scoring higher (median of 8) and presenting the highest difference 
between the medians of the others two groups. Group 5 (PG UM1) presents the 
highest variability.  
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Figure 15. QUIS questionnaire – Terminology and 

System information- results. 
 
 

3.3.4. Learning 
 
The six questions related to the Learning are described in Table 5.  
 

Table 5. Questions and scale descriptors of the QUIS questionnaire. Topic: 
Learning. 

 
Number Question (Descriptors range) 
Q4.1 Learning to operate the system (difficult/easy) 

Q4.2 Exploring new features by trial and error (difficult/easy) 

Q4.3 Remembering names and use of commands (difficult/easy) 

Q4.4 Tasks can be performed in a straight-forward manner (never/always) 

Q4.5 Help messages on the screen (unhelpful/helpful) 

Q4.6 Supplemental reference materials (confusing/clear) 

 
The overall average score obtained for this parameter was 7.37 (very positive 
evaluation). Figure 16 illustrates the results obtained. A very positive global 
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evaluation was obtained, for all the three groups, for the “Learning” parameter, 
being the PG ESTG1 the group with higher median, 8.4. As previously, Group 5 
(PG UM1) presents the highest variability, contrasting with the behaviour of 
group 4 (PG ESTG1).  
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Figure 16. QUIS questionnaire – Learning - results. 

 
 
3.3.5. System capabilities 
 
The five questions related to the CD Rom capabilities are described in Table 6.  
 

Table 6. Questions and scale descriptors of the QUIS questionnaire. Topic: 
System capabilities questions. 

 
Number Question (Descriptors range) 
Q5.1 System speed (too slow/fast enough) 

Q5.2 System reliability (unreliable/reliable) 

Q5.3 System tends to be (noisy/quiet) 

Q5.4 Correcting your mistakes (difficult/easy) 

Q5.5 Experienced and inexperienced users’ needs are taken into 
consideration (never/always) 

 
The overall average score obtained for this parameter was 6.90 (positive 
evaluation) – see figure 17. Despite the positive global evaluation obtained for all 
the three groups, the individual results present a different pattern obtained for 
the others parameters in analysis. For the “System capabilities” parameter, the 
PG UM1 was the group with higher median (7.8). Group 1 (PG UM2) presents the 
highest variability.  
 
All the parameters in analysis based on the QUIS questionnaire results, obtained 
an evaluation higher than 6.5, a positive evaluation in a scale of 0 the 9. The 
parameter with the higher evaluation was "Learning".  
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Figure 17. QUIS questionnaire – System 

capabilities - results. 
 
 
3.4 Comparison between Results from SUMI and QUIS Questionnaires 
 
The results obtained from the two questionnaires can be analysed jointly and 
compared. A common parameter to both questionnaires is that regarding 
learning – “learn ability” in SUMI and “learning” in QUIS. Similarities may also be 
found regarding the dimension “affect” in the SUMI and “Overall reactions” in 
QUIS. These two parameters will be analysed and the results compared in order 
to check for consistency between the results. This comparison was carried out for 
groups 1 (PG UM2), 4 (PG ESTG1) and 5(PG UM1).  
 
Because the two questionnaires refer to different scales, a procedure had to be 
defined for normalisation of the answers, allowing subsequent comparison 
between scales. Table 7 illustrates the criterion defined for comparison between 
the questionnaires. 
 

Table 7. Criterion defined for comparison between SUMI and QUIS. 
 

Evaluation SUMI QUIS 

Positive average near 1 for favourable questions and 
average near 3 for unfavourable questions 

average equal or superior 
than 6 (between 6 and 9) 

Neutral/undecided average near to 2 average equal to 4 or 5 

Negative average near 3 for favourable questions and 
average near 1 for unfavourable questions 

average equal or inferior 
than 3 (between 0 and 3) 

 
 
3.4.1. “Affect” / “Overall reactions”  
 
Figure 18 illustrates the results obtained for the SUMI “Affect” parameter and for 
the QUIS “Overall reactions”.  
 
In both questionnaires the evaluation obtained was positive for these two 
parameters. SUMI obtained, for the favourable questions, an average of 1.5 
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(indicating a positive evaluation) and for the unfavourable questions an average 
of 2.6 (indicating a positive evaluation). QUIS obtained an average of 6.5 
(positive evaluation).  
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Figure 18 – SUMI “Affect” parameter results (right hand side) and QUIS “Overall 

reactions” parameters results (left hand side), for the groups 1, 4 and 5.  
 
 
3.4.2. “Learn ability” / “Learning”  
 
Figure 19 illustrates the results obtained for the SUMI “Learn ability” parameter 
and for the QUIS “Learning”.  
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Figure 19 – SUMI “Learn ability” parameter results (right hand side) and QUIS 

“Learning” parameters results (left hand side), for the groups 1, 4 and 5.  
 
For both questionnaires, very positive results to the parameter "Learning", as 
already analysed (section 3.2 for SUMI and section 3.3.4 for QUIS). 
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4. Conclusions 
 
Results obtained from the two questionnaires clearly show that the degree of 
satisfaction regarding the usability is very positive. 
 
The selection of the groups of assessors had in mind the need to gather 
information from potential users. Three complementary perspectives were 
considered – that from technicians (TSHST), that from students for which the 
subject is of relevance (PG UM2; PG ESTG1 and PG UM1), and that from subjects 
for which the matter of MSD in health care represents a major concern and a 
topic to be analysed with the students (NurseTeach). 
 
Another distinctive feature which can be addressed through comparison between 
the groups of assessors is the role of previous knowledge on ergonomics and 
MSD risk factors on the opinion shown regarding the various characteristics of 
the multimedia application.  
 
In all, the CD Rom usability scored well by all the five groups of assessors. Two 
distinct behaviours came to light – that of groups 2 and 3 (TSHST and 
NurseTeach, both with previous knowledge on Ergonomics and MSD risk factors) 
and that of the remaining groups (PG students). Results suggest that groups 2 
and 3 tend to produce lower scores than the remaining groups. 
 
Amongst the groups of students a comparison was made between group 1 (PG 
on the 2nd year – already with some theoretical knowledge on ergonomics) and 
groups 4 and 5 – no significant differences were found. 
 
Another interesting point to emphasise is the consistency obtained for the same 
dimensions through SUMI and QUIS.  
 
Additional research is underway regarding the CD Rom assessment. Issues to be 
further addressed include a more detailed analysis into the differences between 
groups of assessors and a clearer identification of users’ needs. 
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Abstract  

Being a woman engineer is an exception rather than the rule. Despite the graduate levels 
change, the cultural image of engineering is perceived as a masculine profession. That 
image has a significant impact on society and contributed to engineering to be perceived 
as unsuitable for women. The Industrial and Management Engineering course of the 
University of Minho, in opposition to others engineering fields, has a high rate of female 
graduates. This paper intends to explore the main variables that influence career 
progression of Portuguese female Industrial Engineers and contribute to the 
understanding of the Portuguese reality – women in engineering. Two questionnaires 
were developed: (1) to the Industrial Engineering course students and (2) to female 
Industrial Engineers. The first questionnaire aims to understand the perception that the 
students have about their future careers and the second one study the paths career 
progression of the female Industrial Engineers. In-depth interviews concerning female 
Industrial Engineers working in industry were performed. Qualitative analysis was 
performed and, perceptions and advices of mid-career female Engineers and students’ 
perceptions were identified and balanced. Several gaps in the engineering education 
were identified being an opportunity to university teachers. 

Keywords: Engineering education – gender – statistics - women 
 
 
 
1. Motivation 
 
In our previous research we concluded that the Engineering and Industrial 
Management (EIM) course of University of Minho has a high rate of female 
graduates (Pimentel et al., 2007). This fact contradicts the studies reported in 
the literature and the available statistics. All over the world efforts are being 
made in order to attract women to high level engineering and science courses 
(Siann & Callaghan, 2001).  
 
Based on the concept of equal opportunities defended in Western societies, 
women’s occupational aspirations have become more similar to those of men 
(Powell and Butterfield, 2003). Young women became more disposed to aspire to 
occupations more high paying, prestigious, and male dominated: the 
engineering. The less emphasis on heavy engineering and machinery, and more 
focus on computers, mathematical models and electronics combined with 
adequate guidance counselling prior to entering university contributed to attract 
women to engineering degree courses (Powell et al., 2004).  
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Knowing that the EIM course has a primary focus in the Portuguese 
manufacturing industry, with a strong male culture, how these female engineers 
face and respond to their career challenges? The answer to this question was 
obtained in a preliminary study where was possible to identify the professional 
path of the industrial woman engineers of the UM and to know how these women 
engineers have been attracted to engineering, as well as to understand their 
career perspectives and progression by performing interviews to some industrial 
engineers (Leão et al., 2007).  
 
The next step is to identify and perceive EIM engineering students’ expectations 
about their professional future career and how pleasant and confident they are 
about there choice. The following section describes the developments and 
analyses the obtained results in order to understand this issue.  
 
 
2. Industrial Engineering Students Study 
 
 
2.1 Questionnaire development  
 
With the aim of understanding the female student’s interest by the EIM course 
and by engineering in general a questionnaire was developed. This questionnaire 
has two main objectives: (1) perceive the motives behind the choice of an 
engineering course and the knowledge the students have about the different 
engineering courses available at University of Minho; and (2) understand the 
perceptions and expectations the students have about the EIM course and how 
pleasant they are about their choice.  
 
The questionnaire is composed by five main group of questions. The first two are 
related with engineering courses in general and the next two with the EIM 
course. The last group of questions allow the collection of the personal data of 
the respondents.  
 
In the first group of questions, the students were asked to select one or more 
reasons behind their choice of an engineering course. The options offered were:  

(1) Vocation and personal like;  
(2) Good percentage of graduates;  
(3) Friends and secondary school colleagues’ influences;  
(4) Secondary school teachers influences;  
(5) Familiar pressure;  
(6) Access to a high-status profession;  
(7) Access to a well remunerated profession;  
(8) Personal and professional achievement; 
(9) Good professional options.  

 
The answers to this question will allow taking conclusions about the reasons that 
most influence the EIM student’s choices when deciding about their graduation 
course.  
 
Knowing that there are engineering courses that are more popular among males 
and other ones more popular among females (Ismail, 2003), the aim of the 
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second group of questions is to understand the perception the students have 
about the adequacy of the University of Minho engineering courses for women 
and men’s. The objective of this group is to understand if the students think that 
there are courses more suitable for women and other ones more suitable for 
men’s or if they consider that all types of engineering courses are equally 
suitable independently of sex. The students were asked to select, for the eleven 
engineering courses (Textile, Polymer, Mechanical, Materials, Informatics, 
Industrial, Electronic, Communications, Civil, Biomedicine and Biological) a 
number in the scale from 1 (engineering course just suitable for men) to 7 
(engineering course just suitable for woman). A central answer (value 4) means 
that the given course is equally suitable for a man or for a woman.  
 
In the third group of questions, the students were asked to classify, in nine 
aspects, the EIM course in comparison to the other engineering courses. The 
scale, from 3 to -3, means the nine possible answers: 

(1) More easy/more difficult; 
(2) More interesting/less interesting; 
(3) More technical/less technical; 
(4) More general competences/more specific competences; 
(5) More diverse professional activities/more specific professional 
activities; 
(6) More employment options/less employment options; 
(7) Better professional progress/worse professional progress; 
(8) Better payment/worse payment; 
(9) High access to a management position/less access to a management 
position. 

 
The answers to these questions will show how students rank their course in 
comparison to the other engineering courses fields.  
 
Group of question four, checks the student’s satisfaction with the EIM course. 
The possible answers are: yes or no.  
 
The last group of questions are related with the personal data of the students: 
the gender and the age of the respondent, and finally the number of registrations 
in the EIM course. 
 
The questionnaires were distributed to several groups of EIM students to cover 
all the five years of graduation of the course. The questionnaires were conducted 
in a traditional classroom where each student wrote his/her answer directly in 
the questionnaire paper sheet during a period of around 5 to 10 minutes.  
 
 
2.2 Findings and Discussion  
 
The questionnaire was applied to 96 male and female students of the EIM 
course. Although the focus of this study is on the female student’s opinions, the 
male students were asked too to answer the questionnaire in order to confront 
women results with the ones obtained for their counterparts. The statistical 
analysis of the questionnaires was done using SPSS software (Version 16.0). 
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In Figure 1 the gender representativeness of the sample is presented and in 
Figure 2 the distribution of the number of registrations. Approximately 40% of 
the students are female (Figure 1) and more than 70% of the respondents 
students has three or less than three registrations (Figure 2).  

  
Figure 1. Gender representativeness (in percentage). 

 
 
The number of registrations and the year of the engineering course not 
necessarily are the same. One student with 4 registrations could be a student on 
the 4th year of the EIM course or on a year above (2nd or 3rd). A lower percentage 
of students with five or more than five registrations were obtained due to at this 
stage of the course the students are doing their graduate training.  
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Figure 2. Number of registrations (in percentage). 

From Figure 3, it is possible to identify the selected reasons behind the students’ 
choices of an engineering course the results.  
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Figure 3. Selected reasons, behind the engineering course choice.  

 
 
The reason "good professional options" was the reason with higher number of 
choices (80 in 96 questionnaires), followed by “vocation personal like” and 
“personal professional achievements”. The reason “familiar pressure” and 
“friends influence” were the reasons less chosen (2 and 7, respectively).  
 
Similar behaviour occurs if the analysis is done considering the students’ gender 
(Figure 4).  
 
A statistical analysis was applied (Chi-Square test) and the results show a 
significant value of p>0.05, for all the nine reasons, which means that the 
independence hypothesis is not rejected.  
 
In Figure 5 the answers to the second question are depicted. The results show 
clear evidence that both genres consider that there are engineering courses 
more suitable for men and another ones more suitable for women. Women 
consider only Materials and Industrial engineering as being equally suitable for 
both genres. Both genres consider that Textile, Polymer, Biomedicine and 
Biological engineering are more adequate for women. The remaining engineering 
courses are considered more appropriate for men. Notice that the male students 
exhibit a more defined idea of that there are engineering courses clearly for men.  
 
Table 1 shows the maximum and the minimum values observed describing the 
students’ perceptions concerning the engineering courses identification suitable 
or not suitable for men and women. A lower score indicate that the engineering 
course is suitable for men. Biological, Biomedicine and Textile engineering 
courses present the highest mean value (= 5) as well as the highest minimum 
score indicating that these engineering courses were identified to be less suitable 
for men, confirming the analysis made from Figure 5. 
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Figure 4. Selected reasons, behind the engineering course choice, by gender.  
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Figure 5. Engineering courses identification suitable or not suitable for men and 
women (1: engineering course suitable for men; 7: engineering course suitable 

for women). 
 
 

Table 1. Max, Min and Mean scores values for each engineering course. 
Max Min Mean Engineering course 
7 2 5 Textile 
7 1 4 Polymer 
6 1 2 Mechanical 
6 1 4 Materials 
5 1 3 Informatics 
6 1 4 Industrial 
5 1 2 Electronic 
6 1 4 Communications 
5 1 3 Civil 
7 3 5 Biomedicine 
7 3 5 Biological 
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In what concerns the comparison between the Industrial engineering course and 
the other engineering fields, the results are similar for both genres (Figure 6). 
The students consider that in general the EIM course is more appealing than the 
other courses, especially in terms of interest, competences, professional 
activities, employment options and in the access to leadership positions. The 
difficulty and the technical profile are considered more or less equal although 
students consider the EIM course a bit more difficult and more technical than the 
other engineering courses. 
 
Special care should be taken when analysing the answers to this question 
because student’s options can be partial and the student’s knowledge about the 
other engineering courses can be questioned too. 
 
 

 
Figure 6. EIM course classification, in nine aspects, in comparison to the other 

engineering courses, (from 3 (more/higher) to -3 (less)).  
 
 
The majority of the students (93.75%), independently of the gender, expressed 
that they are satisfied with the EIM course (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. EIM course satisfaction (in percentage).  

 
 
3. Female Industrial Engineers Study 
 
Prior to the study reported in section 2, a different study was applied to the 
female industrial engineers of the UM to understand what attracted these 
females to this engineering field and to understand what is being an industrial 
engineer in industry. The main results of this study were reported in (Leão et al., 
2007; Leão et al., 2008). As mentioned in section 1 in this study a questionnaire 
and in depth interviews to seven female industrial engineers were performed. In 
this section the results obtained for two groups of questions of the interviews will 
be reported. The reason behind the choice of these two groups is because they 
are particularly related with students/newly graduates. In both of the groups 
some interesting advices are given to the students or newly graduates of 
industrial engineering. 
 
In the first group of questions the female engineers were invited to talk about 
their first professional experience. The questions developed were: 
(1) When did you go for the first time to a factory and what have you felt? and,  
(2) Can you describe us your first experience as an engineer? 
 
The main parts of the answers obtained for these two questions are summarized 
in the following lines. 
 
Respondents citations to questions (1) and (2):  

“It was amazing… it was something really special…into the bargain I went 
to a huge factory.” 
 
“I had such a great satisfaction…the moment when I got to the factory to 
do a graduate training realized me, and I felt such an extraordinary 
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satisfaction, because I knew that from that moment on I will have the 
opportunity to deal with papers, information’s….on that moment I felt that 
I really had done the best and right choice for me.” 
 
“I felt a great will of coming back home (laughs)… and I had lots of times 
will of returning to home ” 
 
“When I started it was not very easy because the technical staff was not 
abundant, especially in terms of women’s.” 
 
“I felt the fear of couldn’t solve the problems…but I was already advised.” 
 
“(…) life at industry is not easy…” 
 
“The first time I saw a factory was in my graduate training.” 
 
“After a week of graduate training, I remember of being in the lift and 
think: oh my Good, what I have myself in for! In addition a woman in the 
middle of lots of men… It was complicated…” 
 
“(…) everyone started looking at me, as if they are saying: Who is she? 
What is she doing here?” 
 
“(…) one thing is theory, and another is practice… and we cannot always 
apply what we learn in theory in practice.” 

 
In the second group of questions the respondents were asked to give some 
advices to newly-graduates in industrial engineering. The summary of the main 
advices provided to a young industrial engineer is below presented. 
 
Respondents citations:  

“(…) one of the teachings my mother used to say to me was: to know how 
to command, you must know how to do it.” 
 
“The advice I give to a newly engineer is to begin by studying the 
processes (…) they must be familiar with the business, they must know 
what the company they work for does and what the company can do... ” 
 
“(…) they cannot forget to study continuously…” 
 
“They must have an open mind, they must be humble and they must get 
socialized either with the top managers or with the factory workers.” 
 
“To never give up studying and to keep herself up-to-date.” 
 
“They have to be persistent and they have to make every days efforts in 
order to be victorious in their professional life.” 
 
“To do not want to do lots of things just to show work done, because it will 
be a better choice to do less things well done.” 
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4. Comments 
 
This paper describes the work developed with the aim to understand the female 
student’s motivation and perceptions to the EIM course of the University of 
Minho.  
 
Results obtained from the developed questionnaires and based on the EIM – UM 
students, clearly show that the degree of satisfaction is very positive.  
 
Both genders demonstrate clear evidence that there are engineering courses 
more suitable for men and others more suitable for women. However, male 
students exhibit a more defined idea of the adequateness of certain courses to 
men. Textile, Polymer, Biomedicine and Biological engineering are more 
adequate for women. The remaining engineering courses are considered more 
appropriate for men.  
 
Guided interviews permitted to talk about woman engineers’ first professional 
experience.  
 
In a near future, the results obtained with graduation EIM students, will be 
pulled together with the results obtained from female EIM engineers. This will 
help to understand if, years of experience as an engineer, change their 
perception about the chosen course.  
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Abstract 

Critical reflection is widely recognized as essential in professional practice but 
particularly, it is considered important for teachers to engage in reflection (Pedro, 2006). 
Since Dewey (1933) introduced reflection and Schön (1983; 1996) expanded on the 
concept, there has been much research on critical reflection. There is a wide range of 
research in terms of teaching student teachers to reflect and evidence of reflection 
amongst student teachers. The paper attempts to answer the question: How is reflection 
experienced by student teachers within a teacher education program and does this 
experience change once the student teacher becomes a teacher? Using an 
autoethnographical account (Ellis, 2004), I explore the degree that I experienced critical 
reflection in my teacher education program from the transitory position of a recent 
teacher education graduate. I also examine how my own understanding of critical 
reflection changed through the process of transitioning from a student teacher to a 
teacher. This change in understanding led to the finding that, perhaps, critical reflection 
is not adequately addressed within teacher education programs. The paper concludes 
with commentary on how critical reflection might be changed in teaching practice from 
being a theoretical construct to being a reality. 

Keywords: Critical Reflection – Teacher Education – OKGF. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The purpose of this paper is to examine the experience of reflection in a teacher 
education program from the transitional point of view of a new teacher education 
graduate. This point of view progresses from student teacher to beginning 
teacher to graduate student and attempts to critically examine my journey of 
understanding of critical reflection. I attempt to answer the question, “How is 
reflection experienced by student teachers within a teacher education program 
and does this experience change from student teacher to teacher?” In exploring 
and sharing my story, I hope to be able to facilitate a positive change in the way 
reflection is treated in teacher education and help to enable the development of 
critically reflective practitioners. 
 
 
2. What Have I Done? 
 
I chronicle my story using two approaches. One approach draws heavily from 
autoethnography (Ellis 2004). I use this approach to document my experiences 
with reflection in a one-year teacher education program. As recommended by 
Ellis (2004) I took “retrospective field notes,” (p.117) writing chronologically on a 
daily basis for two weeks to document my experience. This story is crafted from 
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those notes. The second approach records my experiences as I explore the 
concept of reflection as a part of my graduate program of studies. I use the 
Objective Knowledge Growth Framework (OKGF), first proposed by Chitpin 
(2003) and further modified by Chitpin & Simon (2006). The OKGF is a self-
directed reflective framework (Chitpin & Simon, 2008) that can be used to 
analyse knowledge growth. 
 
My approach fits into what Cohler (2001) describes as an “inquiry-guided 
approach to understanding personal and social lives [which] presumes that 
experience is continual, that lives can be studied through stories” (p.732). While 
this story is a personal account, I have had the opportunity to discuss these 
experiences of reflection with peers in my program, with student teachers in my 
capacity as a teaching assistant, and with student teachers through a course 
research project. In many of these discussions, I found sentiments similar to my 
own. By incorporating these discussions into my experience, I use triangulation 
in that I make use of “multiple and different sources” (Creswell, 2007, p.208). 
These discussions help strengthen what Connelly & Clandinin (1990) describe as 
the “plausibility” (p.8) or the tendency for an account to ring true. They also 
point to the potential for my case to be transferable to a larger context. 
 
 
3. The Student Teacher 
 
The following paragraphs relate my experiences with reflection as a student 
teacher. 
 
 
3.1. Looking Back on Reflection 
 
Reflection is widely recognized as being an important concept in teacher, 
particularly in teacher education (Yost et al 2000; Fendler, 2003; Pedro, 2005, 
2006). My experience in a teacher education program exemplifies how the 
concept of reflection has been inculcated into teacher education.  
 
The first day of the teacher education program brought back memories of the 
first day of school – people milling about, the confusion, the blurs of faces, and 
new people. I recall being excited to be back in school after working for one 
year. I felt that this time it would be different; I was starting off a new career 
track. I also felt the uncertainty of whether I would like my professors, would the 
assignments be hard, even will I make any friends. As we went from course to 
course that week and received our syllabi with the assignments listed on them, 
anxiety set in as many of the courses included assignments that asked for me to 
reflect – a reflection on an article, a reflection on past experience, a reflective 
class journal.  
 
I remember thinking, “What is all this reflection business?” and I dreaded having 
to write about feelings and emotions. My sentiment was that I am from a science 
background, I can’t write that way and I don’t know how to write about how I 
feel. As the months went by, I dragged myself through each one of those 
assignments, seeing them only as necessary to pass. 
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As we progressed in our classes, terms such as reflection, reflective practitioner, 
and reflective teacher insinuated themselves into our vocabulary and we soon 
learned to use them in our work and in discussions. I remember once using one 
of these terms as a professor passed by and was rewarded with a “Good! Very 
good point!” At that moment, in Pavlovian style, it clicked. The term “reflective 
practitioner” equalled a good impression on the professor. 
 
From my experience, the concept of reflection is indeed commonly employed in 
teacher education. But it seems that the education community assumes that 
everyone knows what is meant by reflection. I do not recall a single instance 
where a class was devoted to discussing reflection and what it means. We had no 
course or assignment promoting us to learn about Dewey (1933) or Schön 
(1983, 1996) as the pioneers for the concept of reflection and as a basis for what 
we were expected to do. Gore (1987) cautions, “The term ‘reflective teaching’ 
has become part of the language of teacher education, but close analysis reveals 
that the term often is used to convey different meanings and for different 
purposes” (p.33) and I feel that this is the situation that my experience 
exemplifies.  
 
 
3.2. A Cautionary Tale 
 
As I continued through the teacher education program, it became more evident 
to me that if I used terms like ‘reflective practitioner’ in my work, I would show 
my professors that I was learning the culture of teaching. To me, terms related 
to reflection became part of teacher education jargon, but I never actually 
stopped to think about what it meant, nor did I ever take time to consciously 
reflect. The extent to which this attitude was mirrored by my fellow student 
teachers is exemplified in a skit performed at the faculty talent show. The skit 
made a mockery of the importance placed on reflection, calling for the audience 
to “reflect upon reflecting on reflection” and claimed that we, as teachers, take 
reflection too far. Fendler (2003) describes similar satires of reflection in teacher 
education.  
 
This speaks to, perhaps, a lack of common understanding of what is meant when 
reflection is called for in teacher education. Grossman and McDonald (2008) 
identify a lack, in the field, of “a framework for teaching, with well-defined 
common terms for describing and analyzing teaching” (p.186). They speak of 
consequences to novice teachers and I, a novice teacher, see that we may be in 
danger of alienating teachers from an idea that is potentially hugely beneficial to 
their teaching practise. Personally and through feedback from my peers, during 
the teacher education program, the concept of reflection became a negative 
concept, something we were forced to do and something that was accompanied 
by a groan and a feeling of resentment. This sentiment is echoed by Cole & 
Knowles (2000), who “have heard of many people for whom keeping a log, diary, 
journal, or any other kind of running record of personal or professional life was a 
task of drudgery usually ‘laid on’ by someone else” (p.49). 
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3.3. What Worked and What Didn’t 
 
In education, we refer to Gardner’s (1983) theory of multiple intelligences when 
discussing the necessity of meeting the needs of different learners. Contrary to 
this, my experience in a teacher education program was that reflection was 
restricted to a few forms. Primarily, we were expected to reflect in written form, 
but specifically, in written essay form. Sometimes, we were encouraged to keep 
reflective journals but rarely were we given the opportunity to explore other 
formats such as “artistic, literary, and non-traditional forms of expression” (Cole 
& Knowles, 2000, p.61). 
 
While we were often explicitly asked to engage in written reflections, I must also 
consider our frequent group work and group discussions as a form of reflection 
as well. This is one form of reflection that was well incorporated into my teacher 
education program. This verbal process of reflection, as Pedro (2006) explains, 
should be encouraged in beginning teachers and, in my experience, we had 
plenty of practise doing it. We just weren’t really aware that it was reflection and 
it did not really promote individual reflective techniques. 
 
If I consider my practicum retrospectively, the assignments were designed to 
keep us reflecting as we learned how to teach in the field, although, at the time, 
these assignments were perceived as extra work. We were required to make a 
reflective entry on every lesson plan that we taught and we had to conduct 
written self-evaluations mid-way and at the end of the practicum. In looking 
back at these so-called reflections, the extent of my reflections amounted to 
“This is what I did, this worked and this didn’t.” An example of such a reflection 
is: 
 

Students really like the kinetic particle theory demo activity. Maybe 
find a way to include the whole class. Make sure to fully explain the 
Cloz activity so [I] don’t have to repeat to each [student] 
individually. 

 
My thesis supervisor is fond of criticizing this type of reflection by labelling it as 
retelling rather than reflecting. If I look to Dewey’s (1933) definition of reflection 
as “active, persistent, and careful consideration of any belief or supposed form of 
knowledge in the light of the grounds that support it and the further conclusions 
to which it tends,” (p.9) my practicum reflections cannot be called reflections. 
Once written, I did not revisit or reconsider any of my knowledge, nor did I seek 
to support my claims. As such, what I learned about reflection in my teacher 
education program was that it was an important concept, but not what it was, 
how to do it, or why it was important. 
 
 
4. The Epiphany 
 
The summer following my graduation from teachers’ college, I was lucky enough 
to secure a summer school teaching position as a teacher for two sections of 
make-up grade 10 math. The condensed nature of the summer program was 
such that I did not have much time to do anything other than mark tests and 
quizzes in order to get them back to the students in a timely manner, only to 
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have more to mark. As my first teaching assignment, I learned much from the 
experience as well as from other more experienced teachers. However, after this 
hectic three weeks, I was left with a feeling of “what do I do now?” I was at a 
loss for what to do with the experience and how to apply my learning. I realized 
at this point that I did not actually reflect in the three weeks and I did not really 
know how to reflect in order to effectively inform my practise. Not being a 
natural journaller or writer, I did not have any type of intuitive medium with 
which to reflect and track my progress. 
 
 
5. The Graduate Student 
 
This section relates my experiences uncovering and discovering a personal 
understanding of reflection. 
 
 
5.1. My Journey Begins 
 
At the end of my teacher education program, I was given the opportunity to 
continue my education by pursuing a Master of Arts in Education. I was tasked 
with thinking about what I wanted to study. This was, perhaps, the first time I 
started to reflect critically. I considered my experience in the Bachelor of 
Education program and recognized that I was in the unique and transitional point 
of having just experienced the program. This is reflected in part of the narrative 
statement submitted in my application: 
 

As a new graduate of the Bachelor of Education – 
Junior/Intermediate program, I have interests in what teachers 
need to know before getting into the field, how they internalize 
knowledge, and how they are assessed for this knowledge. 

 
While thoughts of my graduate studies were put on hold during summer school 
teaching, once that had ended with the reflection dilemma, and being faced with 
strong encouragement to submit to this conference, I began to put some ideas 
together. The combination of dislike for reflection and lack of knowledge of how 
to do it led to the question of whether other student teachers experience it the 
same way in the teacher education program. This led to the consideration that 
my experience might perhaps be able to make a change in how others 
experience teacher education. 
 
 
5.2. My Knowledge Grows 
 

The focus of my M.A. experience has been on reflection, teacher education and 
professional development. In order to track my progress and knowledge growth 
in this area, I am using a reflective framework, the OKGF, pioneered by Chitpin 
(2003). Research on this framework has been done with both in-service and pre-
service teachers (Chitpin, 2003; Evers & Chitpin, 2003; Chitpin, 2006; Chitpin & 
Simon, 2006). By using it to track my experience, I am personally testing the 
framework that I am studying in my thesis research and, more importantly, 
hoping to promote it as a reflective strategy to improve the understanding of 
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critical reflection in teacher education. In table 1, I document my journey in 
discovering and understanding reflection.  
 
I began with the question of how to develop my understanding of reflection. In 
setting out to do this, I did as any researcher does: I started with the existing 
literature in order to discover what reflection is. By using the discover learning 
theory as my (TT1) with professors and librarians guiding my search, I was 
discovering on my own and meeting Bruner’s (1961) philosophy that, “Practice in 
discovering for oneself teaches one to acquire information in a way that makes 
that information more readily viable in problem solving" (p.26).  
 
Table 1 Summary of Evidence of Knowledge Building 

Objective 
Knowledge 
Growth 
Framework 

Frames 

Frame 1 Frame 2 Frame 3 Frame 4 Frame 5 

Problem 
(Pn) 

P1: How do I 
develop my 
understanding 
of the concept 
of reflection? 

P2: How do I 
internalize my 
knowledge of 
reflection? 

P3: How do 
I put into 
practise my 
knowledge 
of 
reflection? 

P4: How do I 
apply my 
experience to 
the larger 
context of 
teacher 
education? 

P5: How do 
I know if 
my 
knowledge 
of 
reflection 
has 
grown? 

Tentative 
Theory 
(TTn) 

TT1: Using the 
discovery 
learning 
theory 
(Bruner, 1961) 
where I, the 
learner, am 
guided to 
develop the 
knowledge for 
myself. 

TT2: Using 
Conversation 
Theory (Pask, 
as discussed 
by Scott, 2001 
2002), I will 
learn through 
“teachback” 
when 
discussing the 
topic. 

TT3: Using 
Reflexive 
Inquiry – 
journal 
writing as 
inquiry 
(Cole & 
Knowles, 
2000) 

TT4: Using 
Auto-
ethnography, 
“writing 
about the 
personal and 
its 
relationship 
to culture” 
(Ellis, 2004, 
p.37) 

TT5: 
Rational 
Criticism 
(Popper 
1979) in 
the form 
of OKGF 
(Chitpin & 
Simon, 
2008) 

Theory 
Application 
(TAn) 

TA1: Over 4 
months and 1 
semester of 
courses, I look 
into the 
background 
and literature 
of reflection to 
build my 
knowledge and 
meet course 
assignments. 

TA2: Over 4 
months as a 
teaching 
assistant, 
discuss 
reflection and 
OKGF in a 
mentoring 
capacity in 
order to 
enable my 
own learning 

TA3: Over a 
two week 
period, 
write about 
my personal 
experiences 
learning and 
teaching 
reflection. 

TA4: Over 
one week, 
examine, 
analyze and 
interpret my 
written 
experiences 
as field notes 
and relate it 
to research 
and 
literature. 

TA5: Use 
the OKGF 
to 
document 
and 
analyze 
process of 
learning 
about 
reflection. 
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Error 
Elimination 
(EEn) 

EE1: Feedback 
from written 
application and 
ability to 
discuss topic 
reveals a 
better grasp of 
reflection in 
education but 
am unsure of 
what it means 
for me. 

EE2: Feedback 
from oral 
application 
shows a better 
understanding 
of what 
reflection 
means to me, 
but I do not 
actively 
engage in it. 

EE3: 
Feedback 
from written 
reflections 
indicates 
knowledge 
is put into 
practise but 
it is only 
applicable 
to me. 

EE4: 
Feedback 
from written 
paper is 
evidence that 
I have a 
product, but 
is it evidence 
of personal 
change in 
knowledge? 

EE5: 

 
To apply this theory, I began to conduct a literature review (TA1) on reflection 
both for my courses and for my thesis as the larger focus. As this process 
progressed, I noticed improvement in my understanding and ability to discuss 
the topic with peers and professors. 
 
As I continued to delve into the literature on reflection, I realized that I was still 
not sure of how to reflect for myself – how to apply my newfound knowledge to 
my own situation (EE1). I was also beginning to consider the OKGF as a part of 
my research studies and needed a better understanding of what this specific 
framework was designed to do (P2). Examining TA2 shows that my experience 
fits into Pask’s (1975) Conversation Theory (TT2). Scott (2002) describes 
conversation theory as “Pask’s term for a theoretical framework that gives 
coherence to a wide range of studies concerned with human communication” 
(p.258) additionally, a key aspect of the theory is that “For Pask, understanding 
a topic means that the learner can ‘teachback’ the topic by providing both non-
verbal demonstrations and verbal explanations of ‘how’ and ‘why’” (Scott, 2001, 
p.353). The opportunity to work with student teachers on their practicum 
assignments and reflections allowed me to discuss my knowledge in a mentor 
role and helped to further my own understanding.  
 
While I was able to further my personal understanding of reflection, I still had 
not begun to implement any type of reflective strategy (EE2). In choosing a 
written form of reflection, I considered Cole & Knowles’ (2000) advice that 
“journal keeping is central to both the inquiry and development processes” 
(p.56) (TT3). Once I started to write about my experiences and embraced the 
format rather than rebel against it, it was no longer quite as difficult as I 
imagined. These written artefacts became the field notes with which I 
constructed this paper, bringing me back to the beginning of my story. 
 
Examining the process as a whole, each frame shows how I have applied a 
particular learning theory or research methodology. As I move from frame to 
frame, I am identifying gaps in each theory in relation to its application to my 
specific problem. With this analysis, I can see that I refined my problem with 
concrete and identifiable steps and additionally, I have a better understanding of 
how it can be practically used to promote reflection in teacher education. By 
examining the steps that I have gone through, I am able to critically examine 
what I have done and link my progress to different theories and perspectives of 
learning and research. This process enables me to determine my knowledge 
growth by systematically documenting progress and evidence for change. 
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5.3. The End? Or The Beginning? 
 
Some people come to reflection naturally, however, it has been my experience – 
personal, through discussion with student teachers, and discussion with other 
graduate students – that many of us do not reflect in a way that leads to 
prolonged systemic change in our personal practise. Without a directed program 
or plan for studying the concept of reflection, it might be difficult for student 
teachers to come to an understanding of what is really meant, in education, by 
reflection. Pedro (2005) describes an “initial teacher preparation program in the 
United States that focused on encouraging reflective approaches” (p.50) and this 
may be the type of approach that is needed. My case points to the need for us to 
consider how reflection is experienced in our teacher education programs, so 
that the word “reflection” does not continue to be just teacher education jargon 
and the concept is taken seriously as a professional development strategy.  
 
If we believe that reflection is beneficial to the teaching profession, then there is 
a need for teacher education programs to encourage student teachers to explore 
the varied meanings of reflection so that they can integrate and internalise 
personal definitions that are useful in informing their professional practise. 
Rather than having student teachers just write an essay about their experience, 
have them first explore the theory behind reflection. Much as we need to marry 
learning theory with teaching practise, I propose that there is a need to merge 
reflection theory with reflection practise. We can no longer believe that teachers 
somehow, automatically know how to reflect. We need to provide teachers with 
the necessary background, prior learning, opportunity to practise, and useful 
feedback in order for them to develop their abilities to reflect. In essence, there 
is a need for the teacher education field to start taking the concept of reflection 
seriously ourselves. 
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Abstract 

Enormous attention has been given to the predictors of academic achievement in higher 
education. However, the vast majority of papers have centred on entrance criteria and 
the learning approaches or personal habits of the students. Investigations into how 
achievement depends on student efforts, being almost invariably based on subjective and 
unavoidably imprecise student self-evaluations, do not generally help the university 
determine how it can actually promote academic achievement. 

In this paper, we construct a model for the academic achievement of a cohort of first-
year Economics students at our institution. This model includes students’ entrance scores 
and objective information about their studies during the year, including marks for home 
assignments and tests; subjective information from the students is not used. The 
predictive power of this model is high, and we use the model to formulate how the 
university can enhance academic achievement and improve the quality of studies. 
Possible ways of achieving this are varied, e.g.: improving feedback (informing students 
how to best interpret their marks); tailoring subjects of secondary importance to the 
needs of the major subjects; determining the need for additional classes or tutorials; 
identifying and assisting students who are in danger of failing.  

Keywords: Academic performance – Higher education – Predictors – Education policy 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Predictors of academic achievement are of great importance to educators, in 
higher education as well as at lower levels. In higher education, significant 
attention to the predictors of academic achievement is motivated by several 
needs, such as the need to determine admissions criteria [6, 9, 10, 12], evolve 
admissions criteria to reflect changing programmes [7], or to identify teaching 
methods or students’ approaches to study [1-5, 8, 11] that help promote 
academic achievement. However, analysis of student achievement during the 
year can be used for many other purposes, as well; and these seem to not have 
been studied before in the literature.  
 
Students at the International College of Economics and Finance (ICEF) receive 
two degrees at the end of their studies: a Russian BSc from the State University 
– Higher School of Economics, of which it is an autonomous division, and a BSc 
from the University of London via its External Programme. There are 
approximately 100 students enrolled in each of the four years of the BSc 
programme. Such double-degree programmes are quite rare, and require special 
attention to manage them. Over the years, the authors have developed many 
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models for student achievement as a response to the need to analyse the current 
state of affairs at ICEF. 
 
 
2. The setting 
 
During the year, students at ICEF sit 2 examinations and 2 mock examinations. 
The examinations are held in January and May-June, the external examinations 
being held in the latter period. The mock examinations are held at the end of 
October/beginning of November and at the beginning of April. In Russia, the 
academic year starts on 1 September. Throughout the year, students regularly 
complete marked home assignments. The marks for the previous year (for first 
year students, their marks upon entrance to ICEF) are also known.  
 

 
Fig. 1. The academic year at ICEF. 

 
After the first year, the external exams are marked from 1 to 5; the external 
examinations for years 2-5 are marked out of 100, with 34 being the minimum 
passing mark. These examinations must be taken at set times and dates, and 
they are held only once every year. This is the rationale for conducting so-called 
mock exams about a month before the external exams; these mock exams are 
set in the format of the upcoming external exam and marks are given out of 100. 
 
Thus, we have data for the following explanatory variables: students’ marks on 
the entrance examinations for first year students (mathematics, English 
language, Russian language) and the marks for subjects in previous years for all 
other students; students’ marks during the first and second semesters for home 
assignments; students’ marks on the examinations held in January; student’s 
marks on the mock exams in November and April. Other explanatory variables of 
a non-academic nature, such as sex or whether or not the students are from 
Moscow, were also included in the analysis, but in all cases they turned out to be 
insignificant. 
 
These marks can be used to model the final mark that students will receive on 
the external examinations. These models can then be analysed, to determine 
how student achievement might be improved or fostered. Academic information 
such as examination results and the marks for home assignments are highly 
prone to multicollinearity. However, models for examination marks can 
nevertheless be constructed, in which all remaining explanatory variables will be 
significant. Indeed, even knowing which explanatory variables are insignificant in 
the model is helpful in determining the factors for academic success. 
 
For cases when the mark for an examination is given out of 100, the variability 
of this dependent variable is sufficient in order to use standard linear regression. 
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However, when the mark is given out of 5, linear regression is abandoned in 
favour of either an ordered choice model or a logit model.  
 
 
3. The applications 
 
 
3.1. Analysis of subject performance 
 
Determining the factors of academic achievement has long been of interest to 
investigators. As noted above, significant interest has been paid to this subject, 
but much of the investigations have revolved either about the entrance criteria, 
or about student perceptions, approaches to study (i.e., surface learning vs. 
deep learning), etc.  
 
We have adopted a different approach, which consists in using only objective 
information about student achievement: the marks that were awarded to the 
student during the entire year. 
 
 
3.1.1 Calculus (year 1) 
 
Investigation has shown that one of the simplest cases is that of Calculus. As 
noted above, the final examination for first year subjects is marked from 1 to 5, 
and an ordered choice model was applied.  
 
The best model turned out to include only the mark on an entrance test in math 
held at the beginning of September (p = 0.000) and the average mark for home 
assignments in Calculus in the second semester (p = 0.079). The LR index 
(pseudo-R2) was 0.542, and the prediction table showed errors in only 4 students 
out of 110. A slightly worse model, with an LR index of 0.491, took into account 
only the mark on the April mock examination.  
 
These results show that the level of initial preparation, as well as, for some 
students, hard work in the second semester, is most important. This should be 
taken as a signal that students who display low scores on the entrance test 
should be immediately identified as being at risk, without waiting for the results 
of the November mock examination, and appropriate action taken. An 
explanation for the importance that the entrance test has is that Calculus is 
extensively studied in Russian high schools, and much of the material was 
familiar to the students.  
 
This model, however, also has its drawbacks: one of the reasons that no other 
variables were significant might also be the fact that students did very well on 
the external examinations and most students achieved the highest possible 
mark, and this lack of variability in the dependent variable brought down the 
significance of other variables. Thus, we attempted to model the April mock 
examination mark rather then the external examination, as it affords sufficient 
variability. As the mark for the April mock examination is given out of 100, linear 
regression was used.  
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The significant variables were: the November mock examination mark (p = 
0.000), the January mock examination mark (p = 0.000), and the average mark 
for home assignments in the second semester (p = 0.016). The entrance exam 
in mathematics and the average mark for home assignments in the first 
semester were not significant, probably because of their high correlation with the 
November and January examination marks. The fit for the model was very good: 
R2 = 0.766. Thus, a high mark on the April mock examination requires constant 
work throughout the year, even though the external exam does not generally 
present difficulty for ICEF students.  
 
 
3.1.2 Statistics (year 1) 
 
The situation with Statistics was different. The variability of students’ marks on 
the external examination in Statistics is much higher than in Calculus. 
Accordingly, many more significant variables were discovered than for Calculus: 
the entrance test in math (p = 0.000), the November mock examination result (p 
= 0.027), the January examination result (p = 0.003), the April mock 
examination result (p = 0.048), and the IELTS exam (p = 0.001). The LR index 
for this ordered choice model was 0.522, with a prediction error for only 3 
students. 
 
This model shows that success in statistics can be attained only by continuous 
study throughout the year, as shown by their marks on the examinations. As 
opposed to Calculus, Statistics is a subject that is completely new to them. 
Students must be told that this subject must be studied intensively throughout 
the year. The lack of significance of the home assignments is cause for reflection, 
as they do not seem to be correlated with the examinations results; the 
instructors have been asked to look into why marks for home assignments are 
not indicative of how well students understand the material.  
 
 
3.1.3 Micro- and macroeconomics (year 1) 
 
These subjects are different in that they are properly studied for only one 
semester, as opposed to Calculus and Statistics. Microeconomics is studied in the 
first semester, and Macroeconomics is studied in the second semester. 
Nevertheless, a mock examination in Microeconomics is held in April. A second 
mock examination in Macroeconomics is held a few days before the external 
examination, to give students the chance to gain additional examination 
experience. 
 
For Macroeconomics, the significant variables were: the April examination mark 
(p = 0.005), the May examination mark (p = 0.003), the entrance test in math 
(p = 0.004), and home assignments completed during the second semester (p = 
0.035). The LR index was 0.457, and the predictions were wrong for 9 students. 
The fact that both mock examinations were significant implies that students’ 
preparation ahead of the examination is very important. The external 
examinations are first held in Calculus and Statistics, and approximately one 
week later, in Micro- and Macroeconomics. Thus, students that prepare for all of 
the exams regularly and thus do better on the second mock examination, as 
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opposed to those who first cram for Calculus and Statistics and then turn their 
attention to Micro- and Macroeconomics, will achieve higher scores.  
 
For Microeconomics, the significant variables were: the January examination 
mark (p = 0.055), the April examination mark (p = 0.007), the IELTS mark (p = 
0.017), the entrance test in math (p = 0.035), and the second mock examination 
in Macroeconomics (p = 0.013). The LR index was 0.483, and the ordered choice 
gave 8 imprecise predictions. The second mock examination was added based on 
the interpretation of the Macroeconomics model, and the interpretation was 
verified: the significance of the second mock examination in Macroeconomics is a 
proxy variable for how the students prepared for the external examinations, and 
those students who prepared throughout the pre-examination period as opposed 
to relying on cramming did significantly better. The home assignments, like the 
case for Statistics, were not significant; however, unlike the case for Statistics, 
the home assignment marks seem to be highly correlated with the examination 
marks.  
 
It is interesting that in Macroeconomics, unlike Microeconomics, the students’ 
level of English was not a significant factor in determining their performance on 
the external examination. We will return to this fact later, in section 3.3. 
 
 
3.2 Student feedback 
 
The purpose of the mock examinations, as explained above, is to give students 
the opportunity to gauge how well they are doing in the subject and to gain 
experience in taking an examination in English in a certain format. However, the 
link between their marks on the mock examinations and their actual performance 
on the external examinations is not generally clear. This problem is especially 
acute for first-year students, who have no experience of taking external exams 
set in a foreign language, English; students are extremely anxious to evaluate 
the level of their preparedness ahead of the examinations. An additional difficulty 
is that the ICEF examinations are all marked out of 100 while the external 
examinations are marked out of 5, and the relationship between these marks are 
not easily determined. Indeed, the external examinations authority does not 
publish any information, even approximate, on what percentage performance is 
needed to achieve a certain mark. Furthermore, it is quite difficulty to gauge the 
relative difficulties of the ICEF examinations and the external examination. All of 
these points act against one of the stated purposes of the mock examinations: to 
help students gauge their current level of preparedness.  
 
The response to this challenge was to use information on performance in 
previous years to calculate the probability that a current student will successfully 
pass an examination. For first year students, which are of most interest, we 
calculated the probability that a student would be able to graduate to the second 
year. To this end, we used a binary logit model.  
 
When considering graduation to the second year, all of the variables that are 
likely to be significant display a degree of multicollinearity that makes it 
impossible to determine which variables are indeed significant. Furthermore, 
using the variables that have been determined to be significant for each subject 
separately is also impossible, as this same multicollinearity makes the 
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coefficients of the model unreliable for calculations. Therefore, we examined 
various indexes to model the level of academic performance of students, and 
found that best results were achieved by using the average mark for the mock 
examinations in externally examined subjects in November (Nov, out of 100) and 
in April (Apr, out of 100). The p-values were 0.002 for Nov and 0.042 for Apr. 
Interestingly, no English mark was significant, nor were the entrance marks or 
the January examination marks; the reason is, to all appearances, the high 
degree of multicollinearity in the data. Thus, the probability that a student will 
pass the AP exams can be calculated as 
 

ze
p

+
=
1
1

, 

 
where  

NovAprz 150.0115.0974.6 −−=  
     (2.03)  (0.057)    (0.049) 
 
(standard errors are given in parentheses).  
 
A related issue is that, in order for such predictions to be reliable, it is necessary 
to control for the relative difficulties of the mock examinations in two successive 
years. We did this by calculating the average marks for the middle two quartiles 
of students for the two cohorts and proportionally adjusting the marks for the 
cohort for which we wanted to construct a forecast.  
 
As a result, we found that the expected number of students who will fail to 
graduate to the second year was 101.58, out of a total number of 115. The 
actual number of failures was 15. 
 
As an analysis of the data showed, great care needs to be exercised when 
helping students understand the results of the April mock examinations. For 
example, two students, who had a very high probability (p ≈ 0.9) of graduating 
to the second year, were in fact not able to do so. And although it is true that no 
student with a very low probability of graduating did nevertheless graduate, one 
would not wish to discourage such students by telling them that their chances of 
graduating were very small. 
 
We suggest that students be told how many students are expected to fail, and 
which students have a probability of graduating that is less than 50%. 
 
 
3.3 Subject interconnections 
 
Based on knowledge of which objective variables are significant in determining 
the academic performance of students, these interconnections can be used to 
amplify and extend the (positive) influences. If it is known that marks in one 
subject are indicative of marks in some other subject, and if it is possible to 
tailor the former subject to better meet the knowledge or skills required in the 
latter subject, then the entire academic programme can be made more effective 
and student performance can be increased. The student experience itself may 
also become more satisfying.  
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3.3.1 English 
 
As students at ICEF are Russian students studying and taking examinations in 
English, it should be expected that the students’ level of English would be 
important in determining how well they would do on external examinations. 
However, two interesting points arise: firstly, all ICEF examinations are also held 
in English and thus these skills should be captured in these marks and English 
should not be significant by itself; secondly, English is significant in some 
subjects, but not in others.  
 
As shown in section 3.1, the English mark was significant for the Microeconomics 
and the Statistics marks, but not for the Calculus or Macroeconomics marks. 
That English was not significant for the Calculus mark is perhaps not surprising, 
but the other results are. Why should English be significant for Statistics? And 
why should English be significant for Microeconomics, but not for 
Macroeconomics?  
 
The Statistics papers, it turns out, are not at all purely mathematical in content. 
There is a considerable number of questions that deal with describing problems, 
and with choosing the correct statement out of several. Often, there are subtle 
nuances in the wording and phrasing of questions. On open-ended questions, 
students are required to precisely describe the set-up of experiments and discuss 
hypothesis testing and its implications. This could be the reason that English, and 
in particular the reading and writing skills, are significant factors in determining 
the academic performance of students.  
 
Based on these considerations, the English curriculum has been modified to 
include more texts with discussions of statistical information, in order to improve 
the particular language skills that students require in this subject.  
 
With regard to Macroeconomics and Microeconomics, our best explanation is that 
studying in English presents special difficulties. Microeconomics is studied in the 
first semester, so that students have not really had time to adapt to English 
classes, while Macroeconomics is studied in the second semester and studying in 
English is less of a problem. 
 
 
3.3.2 Sociology (year 2) 
 
Sociology deserved special attention, as the average mark in this subject has 
been significantly lower than in other subjects. The external exam in Sociology is 
marked out of 100, and thus we used a linear regression model, as opposed to 
ordered choice. 
 
The significant variables were: the student rating for the first year Year1, a proxy 
for the general level of academic performance (p = 0.002), the January 
examination in Sociology Jan (p = 0.000), and the final mark for Intellectual 
History of Europe Int (p = 0.056), a subject studied during the first year: 
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IntYearJanUoL 155.01430.0245.0380.5 +++−=  

                (4.803) (0.063)    (0.135)      (0.080) 
 
(standard errors are given in parenthesis). UoL is the University of London 
external exam in Sociology. 
 
This model was highly effective, with R2 = 0.697. Home assignments were not 
significant, and this fact has led to the reconsideration of their format and 
content. The November and April mock examinations were not significant, 
probably because they covered only a small proportion (about one quarter) of 
the entire syllabus and, perhaps more importantly, were not set as full 
examination papers in the format of the external examination in May.  
 
The fact that the Intellectual History of Europe mark was significant, despite the 
fact that this mark is included in the student rating for the first year and thus 
multicollinearity is certain (indeed, this implies that the p-value for the final mark 
in this subject is inflated and it should perhaps be less than 0.05). It was 
suggested that English was the true significant variable, and perhaps the 
Intellectual History of Europe mark was a proxy for English skills such as reading 
and writing. No English score, however, including the IELTS sub-scores in writing 
or reading, was significant. This finding was grounds for holding a workshop 
aimed at exploiting the relationship between Intellectual History of Europe and 
Sociology, and it was decided to focus the final part of Intellectual History of 
Europe on issues of power and society that were debated in the XIX century. 
 
 
3.3.3. Econometrics (year 3) 
 
Econometrics is one of the core disciplines in any modern economics curriculum. 
It provides the economist with the tools to investigate the relationships between 
economic variables, and the dynamics of economic processes. In ICEF the course 
of Introductory Econometrics is taught on the third year of BSc programme, and 
it is externally examined at the end of the academic year by the University of 
London. During the course the students take four exams: a mock exam in 
November, a first semester exam in January, a second mock exam in April, and 
finally the University of London external exam in May.  
 
Formal pre-requisites for the course are Mathematics, Statistics and Introductory 
Economics. In fact, the course of Statistics is the most important for 
Econometrics, since statistical approaches such as estimation of parameters, 
hypotheses testing, etc. are central to Econometrics. In ICEF, students enjoy a 
significant advantage in that they are already familiar with these concepts as well 
as with the main statistical distributions, estimation techniques such as least 
squares, and other statistical concepts. One of the authors has been teaching 
Econometrics at ICEF for about 10 years, and he has been very interested in 
determining the factors that determine students’ performance on the external 
exams. At the same time, this performance is not the only important thing in 
studying Econometrics, though it reveals the students’ understanding of the 
subject rather well. Another important element of the students’ skills acquired in 
the course is the ability to construct economic models step by step, apply them 
to real economic data and processes using modern specialised econometric 
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software like Econometric Views or Stata, which can implement all the 
approaches studied in the course. These skills can not be tested on the final 
exam, since no computers are allowed during exams. However, such skills are 
extremely important for students’ research, which comes later, during their 4th 
year of study (in Russia, BSc graduates are required to complete an 
undergraduate thesis and defend it orally).  
 
For these purposes, it is very important to balance the computational and 
analytical elements of the students’ coursework, the problem solving and model 
construction and development. Unfortunately only one of these two components 
of study outcome, the problem solving one, could be easily tested at the exam, 
while the second one would reveal only in the research and analytical type 
activities much later.  
 
To determine the significant factors that influence students’ performance, we 
analyzed the January 2006 and January 2008 exams (similar modelling was also 
done for the external exams over several years, but we present these results as 
being representative for the whole picture, and the latest available). The 
following indicators were chosen for the model as potential explanatory 
variables: the final grade in Year 2 Statistics (out of 100) Stats2, the overall 
rating for the second year Rating2 (out of 100), the average score for home 
assignments (Homep, out of 100), the number of home assignments done in the 
1st semester (Homen, out of 5), the average grade for home assignments done 
(Homeav, out of 100, not taking into account assignments that were not 
completed), attendance (the number of classes attended, out of 14), the grade 
at November mid-term exam (Novex, out of 100); the dependent variable was 
Janex, out of 100. The model was evolved from general to specific, by first 
estimating the most general specification, and then excluding the insignificant 
explanatory variables. 
 
In all cases the November exam results were the most significant of the 
explanatory variables, probably since they combine the studies of the student 
prior to year 3, and the student’s efforts in the first half of the semester. Among 
the other variables, the home assignments grades could be expected as being 
important, but in 2006 they were only marginally significant. This had to do with 
the fact that the main emphasis in the home assignments was put on 
constructing and estimating models, and not on solving problems. All other 
variables became significant only when the November mock exam mark was 
removed from the model, but this cannot be done as omitted variable bias would 
result. If Novex remained in the model, all year 2 indicators, as well as 
attendance, became insignificant. After this investigation, in 2006-2008, the 
home assignments were significantly modernised, and the problem solving 
component (which appears in the final external exam) was extended. In 2008 
the home assignment component was already significant; the model after 
excluding all insignificant regressors took the form (estimated for 74 
observations): 
 

Janex = 7.0 + 0.57 Novex + 0.20 Homep 
                     (3.0) (0.09)      (0.06) 
 
Standard errors are given in parentheses. The model is very good: R2 = 0.63. 
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The coefficients not only indicate the importance of homework, but also the 
contribution of the factors in the final grade. Thus, the final exam grade provides 
usually 50-60% of the final grade, while home assignments give about 20%, i.e., 
about 3 times less.  
 
 
4. Discussion 
 
Academic achievement is of enormous importance to institutions of higher 
education. Thus, educators should also be interested in investigating how 
academic achievement can be fostered and improved. This requires a deep 
understanding of what factors influence academic performance, and also how 
student achievements can be monitored during the year and what steps can be 
taken to improve academic performance.  
 
As shown above, it is possible to use objective data gleaned from students’ 
marks on exams and home assignments to determine how students are 
progressing. This can be used, for instance, to determine which students are in 
imminent danger of failing; these students can be contacted, or they can be 
advised to pay special attention to their study. Indeed, if the university 
determines that a large number of students are in danger of failing, extra 
classes/tutorials can be scheduled.  
 
In a wider context, the approaches given in this paper show how 
interrelationships between subjects can be used to improve the academic 
program in general. Thus, if scores in the Intellectual History of Europe are found 
to be significant for scores in Sociology, then it is possible to improve the student 
experience by enhancing this relationship, placing more emphasis or devoting 
more time to those aspects of the Intellectual History of Europe that deal closely 
with Sociology. In ICEF, English plays a very special role, and the improvement 
of the English curriculum is of constant interest.  
 
Apart from simply using subject interconnections to improve the study program, 
knowledge of these subject interconnections can also be helpful when advising 
students on how to plan their education. For instance, although Sociology has no 
formal prerequisites, our knowledge of the interconnection between Sociology 
and the Intellectual History of Europe can be used to help students make an 
informed choice.  
 
Although the models given in this paper make use of information that is as 
objective as possible (student marks), there are many potentially significant 
factors that have not been considered. Thus, ICEF does not require instructors to 
track student attendance – however, this factor could easily turn out to be 
significant in determining how well students fare. One of the authors spent 
considerable effort one year, tracking attendance at lectures and classes in 
Econometrics, only to find that attendance was not significant once mock exam 
results and home assignments were included in the model. He therefore 
discontinued the practice of keeping careful track of attendance. The reasons for 
attendance not being significant could be the wealth of study materials available 
in his subject (lecture slides, previous exam papers with solutions, solutions to 
home assignments, etc.), coupled with the fact that Econometrics is studied 
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during the third year by more mature students. Therefore, we might expect 
attendance to be more significant for younger students, or for subjects which are 
currently experiencing a deficit of study materials. This, however, requires more 
careful analysis. 
 
A related issue is that of instructors: while exams are set and marked according 
to universal marking schemes as much as possible, different instructors may 
very well mark students home assignments or efforts during the semester 
differently; in this case, the marks for home assignments may require controlling 
for different instructors. A related question is that of study group: students in 
ICEF are assigned to groups according to their overall academic performance. 
This provides for positive externalities: the high-achievement students are able 
to explore topics in greater depth, while instructors in the groups with low-
achievement students can pay more attention to making sure all students 
understand the material, instead of having to compromise between making sure 
the weaker students are not being left out, and making the class interesting and 
useful to the stronger students. However, these externalities could also prove to 
be negative in the weaker groups, as their motivation could be weakened.  
 
Finally, all model specifications given in this paper are linear. However, it is 
obvious that effort and academic scores have a non-linear relationship: 
increasing an examination score from 80 to 85 may require enormous effort, 
while increasing it from 15 to 20 requires very little. Non-linearity may also 
manifest itself in the differences between achieving higher scores for home 
assignments and for examinations: increasing a home assignment score from 40 
to 50 may simply require a visit to the instructor during office hours, while an 
increase in an examination score from 40 to 50 requires a deeper understanding 
of the material, taken in its entirety. 
 
Thus, many investigations into academic performance have focused on aspects 
that are not easily observable, such as attitude and approach to study, and level 
of motivation. We do not deny that these factors may be significant; we only 
point out that their actual use in managing the education process is limited. We 
show that good and useful results can be attained by using data of a more 
objective nature. 
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Abstract 

After more than ten years of National Education (NE), the question remains: To what 
extent has National Education in Singapore succeed in addressing issues relating to racial 
harmony. Conversely, it is imperative to gauge the extent in which the promotion of 
racial harmony in school elucidates key NE messages. In this paper, I drew upon my 
experience observing a primary school in the central part of Singapore celebrate Racial 
Harmony Day (RHD). Here, a series of activities centred on the school hall and the 
canteen was organised for the students to learn about the past, as well as traditional 
craftworks and games of their friends from other races. The school, I contend, has not 
succeeded in disseminating the key NE message intended. I draw my conclusions based 
on the qualitative observations, secondary data analysis and a focus group interview I 
made during the course of the whole day celebration by the entire school community. 

Keywords: Multiracialism – National Education – Racial Harmony - Culture - School 
 
 
 
Introduction 
 
In the realm of Singapore’s education, the promotion of national identity and 
civic consciousness tie in closely with citizenship education. This is collectively 
disseminated through a comprehensive platform known as National Education 
(NE). In brief, NE is a long-term campaign targeting students of different 
educational levels, with the aim of reconnecting them to the memories of 
Singapore’s turbulent past and preparing them as Singaporeans - with all its 
civic-national accoutrements- of the future.  
 
Students in Singapore celebrate Racial Harmony Day on the 21st of July every 
year, a celebration introduced as part of the overall NE initiatives. In this 
celebration, students learn about the cultural traits of their friends from other 
races in order to appreciate the multicultural/multiracialxviii environment they are 
in. There is a myriad of activities conducted during the day with the hope that 
the key objectives of the celebration are met. Ironically, it is also a celebration 
which commemorates the racial riot that happened between the minority Malays 
                                                 
xviii The term multiracialism is used in the Singapore’s in lieu of the more popular 
multiculturalism. See Chua Beng Huat (2003) “Multiculturalism in Singapore: Instrument 
of Social Control” Race and Class, 44:58 pp 62-77 for the interchangeability of this term 
in Singapore’s context.  
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and the majority Chinese on the same date in 1964. Many schools took the 
opportunity to restage the event in stage plays and skits, with the aim of 
reminding the seemingly apathetic youths of today about Singapore’s tumultuous 
past, which the government hope not to be repeated.  
 
The celebration necessitates these questions; even when the intended students 
are exposed to Singapore’s diversity and understand the need to maintain racial 
and religious harmony, would that equate to deepened cross-cultural 
understanding? Would it help them to identify the larger purpose of racial 
harmony vis-a-vis Singapore’s national aspirations envisioned in its NE 
messages? 
 
This paper wishes to address these questions through a largely qualitative study 
of the 2007 Racial Harmony Day (RHD) celebration in a primary school in the 
central part of Singapore. As with other schools, it was held on 20th July that 
yearxix. Here, I argue that the ethno-essentialist nature of the celebration neither 
facilitates cross-cultural understanding nor does it promote an integrative 
Singaporean identity. 
 
In fact, through the games and other cultural showcases, it served to pigeonhole 
the different racial groups into their distinctive cultural niches and consequently 
perpetuate cultural stereotypes. The conclusion is surmised from observing the 
conduct of the celebration, analysis of the post-event surveys and also the focus 
group interview which I had with a group of six pupils from different racial 
groups. Spring-boarding from this observations, I would offer several reasons 
why there was a failure in transmitting the NE message on racial harmony. 
Primarily, it could be attributed to the nature of the celebration itselfxx; all fun 
and games and with scant attention paid to the nuances of inter-racial relations.  
 
Structurally, this paper starts with an overview of the theoretical points of 
reference relevant to my discussion. Primarily, the theory of multiculturalism will 
be expounded and related to the thrust of my paper. I will end this section with a 
brief explanation of my research methodology. I proceed to delineate the key 
features of both NE and RHD, two platforms that frame this paper as well as 
objects of my analysis. 
 
Subsequently, I will outline the results of my observations, analysis and key 
findings of the interview. Here, I will present both the data gathered and the 
data analysed. Next, I will echo the findings of other scholars with regard to 
racial relations in Singapore and highlight the structural flaws in the 
government’s attempt to promote racial harmony.  
 
In this paper, it is instructive to note that the primary focus of this paper is RHD 
as celebrated by a primary school and its relations to racial harmony as one of 

                                                 
xix 21st July 2007 is a non-schooling day 

xx A scan of seven primary schools’ website ( retrieved 16-18th March 2008) and MOE’s 
press releases (see www.ne.edu.sg, retrieved 20th March 2008) highlighted the nature of 
RHD celebrations in the schools, all of which relying on games and other cultural 
showcases. 
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NE’s key messages. It is not, given the constraints, an analysis of NE as a whole, 
for it is a task beyond one researcher’s capacity. Further, the researcher 
concedes that the conclusions derived from a single case study should be seen as 
an exercise of perceptive scholastic analysis; as compared to labelling it as a 
sampling of nationwide initiatives in promoting racial harmony within the school 
system.  
 
 
1. Research Background 

 
1.1. Theoretical Framework 
 
The importance of schools as agents of citizenship education has been discussed 
widely by scholars. In Singapore’ s context, the likes of Chewxxi and Lee et alxxii 
have done much in exploring the issue, warts and all, of citizenship education in 
schools. Similarly, both Lee et alxxiii and Khong et alxxiv have explored issues of 
inter-ethnic relations in school context. However, a scan on major e-databases 
reveals little on the specificity of Racial Harmony Day and its efficacy in 
delivering one of the intended NE messages. This gap provides opportunity for 
questions to be formulated and addressed. 
 
The discussion of racial harmony must be preceded by an understanding of the 
theoretical framework it is based upon. At its core is the term multiculturalism, 
one that perceptibly defines the essence of Singapore’s society. I shall offer 
comparative perspectives of multiculturalism as perceived in Australia and the 
United Kingdom (exemplified by the scholars I list below), before shifting to 
Singapore’s definition, pertinent in order to emphasise the highly-politicised form 
of multiculturalism practised. 
 
Lippmann quoted The Commonwealth Education Portfolio of Australia’s definition 
of it as a policy ‘where a variety of different groups co-exist harmoniously, free 
to maintain many of their distinctive religious, linguistic or social customs, equal 
in their access to resources and services, civil and political power, and sharing 
with the rest of the society particular concerns and values’xxv. More perceptively, 
Parekh, in asserting the UK slant, opines that ‘multiculturalism is not about 
difference and identity per se but about those that are embedded in and 

                                                 
xxi Joy Chew (1998),”Civics and Moral Education in Singapore: Lesson for Citizenship 
Education?” Journal of Moral Education, 27: 335-54 

xxii Christine Lee et al (2004), “Children’s Experiences of Multiracial Relationships in 
Informal Primary School Settings,” in Lai Ah Eng (ed),  Beyond Rituals and Riots: Ethnic 
Pluralism and Social Cohesion In Singapore (Singapore: Eastern University Press) pp 
114-145   

xxiii  ibid 

xxivLana  Khong et al, “How Now NE? An Exploratory Study of Ethnic Relations in Three 
Singapore Schools in Lai, supra note 5 

xxv Lorna Lippman (1981) ‘The Multicultural Society and its Implication for Education’, in 
John Sherwood, (ed.) Multicultural Education: Issues and Innovations. (Perth: Creative 
Research) p.21 
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sustained by culture; that is, a body of beliefs and practices in terms of which a 
group of people understand themselves and the world and organise their 
individual and collective lives’xxvi. 
 
These two offer insights to Singapore’s definition as well, except that in 
Singapore’s case, the term is more all-encompassing and pervades every pore of 
the society. Hill and Lian, in their analysis of Singapore’s multiculturalism, 
distinguish the term at three different levels; as an ideology, a government 
policy and a structural feature of societyxxvii. They could therefore be seen as 
exclusive entities or, I argue, as a collective ordered in a linear progression; first 
as an ideal, the second indoctrination of that ideal and finally societal 
manifestation of that ideal. In short, multiracialism culminates as a political 
instrument visible in every aspect of society and present and practised at both 
official and unofficial public institutions. 
 
Ideologically, Singapore’s doctrine of multiracialism dictates that ‘discrimination 
on the basis of race, culture and religion is prohibited’xxviii. Multiracialism is to be 
the ‘ideal around which a sense of nationhood could be cultivated’xxix. 
Meritocracy, as an ideology developed in late 1960s, can be seen as a compatible 
derivative of multiracialism and is usually mentioned in the same breathxxx. The 
promotion, indoctrination and politicisation of these two terms have therefore 
been an ongoing quest of the Singapore’s government over the years since 
independence. NE, consequently, can be seen as a platform which extends the 
fundamentals of these two doctrines. 
 
 
1.2. Research Methodology and School Setting 
 
With regard to research methodology, a largely qualitative and ethnographic 
approach was undertaken. During the school celebration and as part of my data 
collection, I assume the role of both passive and active observer, playing the 
cultural games when cajoled by some of the students and partaking in some 
other activities, but distanced myself most times, in order to have a clear picture 
of the on-goings. Later that day, a focus group interview was conducted to 
ascertain the ‘lessons’ that six students from three different races have learnt 
from the activities conducted earlier. Here, the students sat in an air-conditioned 
room so that they would be more comfortable to talk and at the same time not 
as intimidated as compared to the classroom environment. They were informed 
of the purpose of the interview.  
 

                                                 
xxvi Bhikhu Parekh (2000), Rethinking Multiculturalism (London: Macmillan)  pp.2-3 

xxvii Michael Hill and Lian Kwen Fee (1995), The Politics of Nation Building and Citizenship 
in Singapore (London: Routledge) p.94 
xxviii Kuo Pao Kun, ‘Contemplating an Open Culture: Transcending Multiracialism’, Arun M. 
& Lee.T.Y. (Eds.) (1998), Singapore: Reengineering Success, (OUP: Singapore) p.76 
xxix ibid 

xxx Hill & Lian, supra note 10, p.101 
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Finally, my exploration on the efficacy of RHD is consolidated through an analysis 
of secondary data provided by the school’s NE co-ordinator. It is essentially the 
result of surveys conducted amongst the pupils and teachers after the event. 
Here, my main focus is the set of survey questions asked and the extent it has 
helped gauge pupils cross-cultural understanding.  
 
The school where my research took place is a co-ed primary institution located in 
the central part of Singapore. It has about 1100 students of different races, with 
about 55% Chinese students, 35% Malays and the rest Indians, local Eurasians 
as well as foreigners of different nationalities. The school was formed as a result 
of a merger of two primary schools which closed down due to low enrolments. In 
2007, it was headed by a new Chinese principal and the NE committee was co-
ordinated by a Malay teacher. 
 
It is a double-session school, with those in Primary 3 to Primary 6 attending 
morning classes up to 1pm and those in Primary 1 and 2 attending classes in the 
afternoon up to six in the evening. My observations are of those attending the 
morning session only but the surveys covered students from both sessions. 
 
 
2. Key Definitions 
 
2.1. National Education 

 
NE in schools was launched on 17 May 1997 by then Deputy Prime Minister Lee 
Hsien Loong. The objectives were ‘to develop national cohesion, cultivate 
instincts for survival and instil confidence in our students regarding Singapore’s 
future’xxxi. Its implementation follows a trajectory of three distinctly different 
phases. Initially, NE was introduced through a series of activities for the students 
to love, know, believe and lead Singapore. The second phase institutionalised 
these activities with awards and incentives. The third phase, proposed in the 
Report of the Committee on National Education 2007, desires to enable and 
equip teachers/educators with the necessary skills as well as engage and 
empower students in matters pertaining to their role as Singaporeans. 
 
As a long-term campaign, NE is infused in both formal and informal curriculum 
for the different educational levels from primary to post-secondary. Through the 
formal curriculum, co-curricular programmes and other activities such as 
Learning Journeys, and commemoration of Total Defence Day, International 
Friendship Day, Racial Harmony Day and National Day, students would know, 
love, believe and ultimately acquire knowledge about Singapore - the challenges 
it faces and the opportunities that are available – as well as learn the values and 
attitudes of responsible citizenship.  
 
Beyond these, NE messages are also delivered through other means such as the 
compulsory Community Involvement Programme (CIP) programme in schools, 
which develops strong social conscience and promotes a sense of belonging to 

                                                 
xxxi Report on the Committee on National Education, 14 February 2007, p. i 
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the community and eventually the nation. The essence of NE can be distilled in 
the six key messages which are listed belowxxxii:  
 
1) Singapore is our homeland; this is where we belong. 
2) We must preserve racial and religious harmony. 
3) We must uphold meritocracy and incorruptibility. 
4) No one owes Singapore a living. 
5) We must ourselves defend Singapore. 
6) We have confidence in our future. 
 
 
2.2. Racial Harmony Day Celebration 
 
From the six messages listed above, one that relates directly to the paper’s 
discussion is the second message i.e. We must preserve racial and religious 
harmony. This message explains the introduction of Racial Harmony Day, which 
has been celebrated annually since 1997. Teo Chee Hian, then Minister of 
Education, succinctly explained the rationale behind RHD: 
 
“As we celebrate Racial Harmony Day today, it is timely to remind ourselves that 
we must not take for granted the harmonious relationships among different races 
in Singapore. Since our independence in 1965, the maintenance of racial 
harmony has been a key factor in fostering the social and political stability 
needed for Singapore’s progress”xxxiii. 
  
Every year, RHD is celebrated with an anchoring theme. To mark this day, 
schools will plan varied activities which seek to help students understand and 
appreciate the different cultures and practices of other races and emphasize the 
importance of living in harmony. The theme for 2007 celebration was “Harmony 
Talks”xxxiv. This theme reflects the importance of deep conversations and quality 
interactions in developing understanding of one another’s culture and religion. 
When members of different race and religion understand and appreciate one 
another better, there will be greater trust and unity among the different groups 
of people.  
 
 
3. Results and Analysis 

  
3.1. Conduct of Celebration 
 
RHD was observed at the start of the day in the school assembly ground. The 
whole school community was encouraged to wear their ethnic costumes that day. 
While most teachers took the effort in donning traditional costumes (or its 
modern permutations), only about 60% of the pupils did so. Interestingly, a 

                                                 
xxxii www.ne.edu.sg (retrieved 20th March 2008) 

xxxiii http://www.moe.gov.sg/media/speeches/2003/sp20072003a.htm.  Retrieved 16th 
Feb 2008 

xxxiv http://www.moe.gov.sg/media/speeches/2007/sp20070720.htm Retrieved 16th Feb 
2008 
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casual observation revealed that the majority of these pupils came from the 
Malay and Indian racial groups, possibly indicating their stronger associations 
with their respective cultures and traditions. 
  
The day was first preceded by the daily routine of singing of the National Anthem 
and taking the National Pledge as part of the overall NE indoctrination. These 
were followed by the recitation of the Declaration on Religious Harmony, 
introduced after the events of September 11, 2001. In essence, the students 
declared that religious harmony is vital for peace, progress and prosperity in 
Singapore as a multi-racial and multi-religious nation, and that they will do their 
utmost to preserve this harmony.  
 
Afterwards, a school leader took the opportunity to explain the message behind 
the Declaration, noting that because there are people of different races and 
religions in Singapore, every student has to do his or her part in ensuring that 
the different groups of people live harmoniously with each other. No explanation 
though was given as to how living harmoniously can be achieved other than 
saying that ‘we must respect each other’s religion and culture’. 
 
The students were then sent back to class for classes to start as per normal. The 
difference was that they would be spending about an hour at the school hall and 
canteen to enjoy the activities organised. Meanwhile, at the school hall, booths 
were set up to showcase craftworks based on the traditions of the different 
races’xxxv. The aim was for students to engage in hands-on activities, be 
cognisant of their past and at the same time learn about the traditions of the 
others. 
 
In the Malay booth, the pupils would be taught how to make a traditional 
wedding ornament made out of papers and sticks. The Chinese booth would 
showcase intricate paper cut-outs for the students to replicate and the Indian 
parents would do henna paintings for the students at the Indian booth. At the 
Eurasian booth, representing the ‘Others’ racial category students, students were 
taught how the Eurasian ladies put on their distinctive headscarves. There was 
also a section in which games of the past such as ‘five stones’, congkak and 
chaptehxxxvi were placed for the pupils to play. 
 
Down at the school canteen, further pigeonholing of the different traditions took 
place through the food sold by parent volunteers. There was a booth selling 
Malay pastries, another selling an assortment of nuts (because traditionally this 
assortment of nuts was sold by Indian men) as well as a booth selling Chinese 
snacks. Because of the need to be representative, there was a Eurasian booth 
set up selling cotton candies, which, in spite of its minority status, proved to be 
highly popular with the students. 
 
Students of different levels took turn to enjoy the activities organised. The 
highlight was the trishaw ride around the school carpark. Overall, there was a 

                                                 
xxxv Singaporeans are divided into four official racial categories: Chinese, Malay, Indian 
and Others. 

xxxvi Both these games are associated with the Malays 
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festive atmosphere to the celebration and everyone seemed to enjoy 
themselves. Beyond this enjoyment however, messages of racial harmony as 
espoused in the NE’s doctrines seemed to take a backseat. In this case, I can 
only deduce that there was a flawed assumption that students would learn about 
racial harmony just by knowing the craftworks and food of the different races. 
Further, in spite of the ‘Harmony Talks’ theme for the year celebration, there was 
little emphasis given on engaging students to talk about ethnic issues for the 
whole celebration was permeated with the air of fun.  
 
Perceptibly, there was an alarming ‘taken-for-granted’ attitude that racial 
harmony would prevail. It was evident in the course of the celebration, as more 
often than not it was observed that the students were playing and eating 
together with friends from their own race, especially the Chinese and the Malays. 
The Indian and ‘Other’ students who were not with their own, gravitated towards 
the students from the other two dominant races. This finding echoes those which 
have been conducted earlier by the likes of Lee et al and Khong et alxxxvii, casting 
doubt on the efficacy of this RHD celebration in transmitting the NE message on 
racial harmony. 
  
 
3.2. Survey Analysis 
 
The observations were later strengthened by my analysis of the survey 
conducted for both students and teachers, which, I argue, trivialises the 
importance attached to RHD and sidesteps the imperative of the corresponding 
NE message (See Figure 1 and 2). I have deleted the name of the school for both 
survey results.  
 
Looking at the questions asked in the student’s survey (Figure 1), one can 
immediately detect the emphasis and the overall thrust of the school’s 
celebration. Out of the  eight statements, only Statement 8 touched on the issue 
of learning ‘about at least one custom, festival or food of another race’. The rest 
of the statements centred on the student’s enjoyment of the different activities 
organised on that day. In addition, an analysis of students’ responses indicates a 
rather indifferent attitude to the cultural activities, with those liking them 
peaking at 60% (Statement 2). The more favourable activities were clearly those 
related to food and games. This clearly suggests apathy towards cross-cultural 
understanding, a clear objective of 2007’s theme, and an under-emphasis of the 
overall importance of racial harmony to the future of Singapore. 
 
Similarly, the teachers’ survey (Figure 2) focused only on the logistics and the 
suitability of the activities conducted. Tellingly, none of the statements relates to 
students’ understanding of the rationale behind RHD. Likewise, teachers’ 
suggestions which were listed at the bottom betray a lack of attachment to the 
intended message of RHD.  
 
The statements and the responses seen in the two surveys collectively cast 
doubts on the success of RHD as commemorated in this school. While time spent 
on the celebration has been fruitful if measured from students’ enjoyment, the 

                                                 
xxxvii Supra note 5 and 7 
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intended NE message has clearly failed to be transmitted other than the fact that 
the students must know that racial harmony is important in Singapore. 
Otherwise, improving inter-racial relations and deepening cross-cultural 
understanding matter little in the quest for racial and religious harmony, judging 
by the equation that measure the success of RHD in the school. 
 
 
3.3. Focus Group Interview 
 
A focus group interview was conducted at the end of the day to assess the 
students understanding of the rationale behind RHD. The interviewees consist of 
two students, a boy and a girl, from the three major races namely Chinese, 
Indian and Malay. All of them were from Primary 5. They were chosen because 
they were old enough to understand my questions and also because I was not 
able to interview the Primary 6 students as they were having supplementary 
lessons after school. 
Figure 1 

20 July 2007 
Feedback Form (for pupils) 

*934 pupils from all levels participated in the survey 
 Yes No 

 
1. I enjoyed myself at the Malay booth and have learnt how to make the ‘bunga manggar’ 

 
542 58% 

 
422 

 
2. I enjoyed myself at the Indian booth and have learnt how to make the wristband 

 
560 
60% 

 
374 

 
3. I enjoyed myself at the Chinese booth and have learnt how to do paper cutting. 

 
537 
57.5% 

 
397 

 
4. I enjoyed myself at the Eurasian booth and have learnt how to tie the scarf 

 
482 
51.6% 

 
452 

 
5. I enjoyed playing the traditional games 

 
719 
77% 

 
215 

 
6. I would like to have the trishaw ride again. 
 

 
611 
65.4% 

 
323 

 
7. I like the traditional food sold on that day. (samosa, curry puff, kachang putih, ice ball etc) 

 
904 
96.8% 

 
30 

 
8. I enjoyed the carnival and have learnt about at least one custom, festival or food of another race 
 

 
855 
91.5% 

 
79 
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Figure 2 
Feedback Form (for teachers) 

*29 teachers from across the levels participated in the survey. 
 Agree Disagree 

 
1. I found the activities at the booth meaningful and interesting. 
Suggest other activities which we can include in the future: 
_________________________________________ 

 
29 

 

 
2. I feel that the activities are pitched at the pupils’ ability. 

 
29 

 

 
3. The hands-on sessions were suitable for the pupils. 

 
28 

 
1 

 
4. There were sufficient activities for the pupils. 

 
29 

 

 
5. There is sufficient time for each activity. 

 
7 

 
22 

 
6. I would like a similar carnival to be carried out next year. 

  
29 

 
2 

 
Any other comments/feedback? 

• The pupils should be given more time for them to try out all the 
activities that are available. 

• There could have been 2 trishaw riders instead of one so the pupils 
would have a chance to ride. 

• It was confusing 
• The trishaw ride is fun for pupils. Could engage a few more and have 

longer rides. 
 
I started by asking them if they have enjoyed the day and there was a chorus of 
‘Yes!’ by the interviewees. I followed by asking everyone the activity they have 
enjoyed most. Two boys mentioned the trishaw rides and the Indian boy chose 
the food. The girls were divided. The Malay girl liked the congkak game, the 
Indian girl, the henna painting and the Chinese girl chose the trishaw. When 
asked who their partners were during the activities, all of them mentioned 
someone from their own race and sex. 
 
Subsequently, I asked the group for the reasons why they celebrate RHD. They 
seemed to be taken aback by the question and took a while to respond. I list 
down an extract of their individual responses below. 
 
Malay Girl: Because we must learn to respect other people 
 
Indian Girl: Yah, because if we don’t respect, there will be a lot of problem 
 
Malay Boy: cannot like... look down at them.....like other race people (sic) 
 
Chinese Girl: We must know other people culture so that there will be no riot and 
fighting 
 
Indian Boy: Because of September 11 
 
Chinese Boy: I think we celebrate RHD so that Singapore will be harmonious 
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In the course of the interview, I asked the students other questions relating to 
RHD and the racial riots of 1964. More relevantly, I asked them what they have 
learnt about friends from other races during the celebration. The responses are 
extracted as below: 
 
Chinese Boy: The Malays have the ‘tree thing’ for their wedding and the Indians 
used henna when they are getting married. 
 
Chinese Girl: (mentioned her friend’s name) likes to eat ketupat! (Malay rice 
cake) Indian girls must wear a red dot on their [fore]head when they got 
married. 
 
Malay Girl: We have different food, games and costumes... the Chinese girls 
wear cheongsam (dress) 
 
Malay Boy: I am not sure why the Eurasian lady wear scarf, like Malay 
 
Indian Girl: The Chinese boys love to play basketball, the Malay boys play 
soccer. 
 
Indian Boy: The Malays play congkak and they like to wear the Malay costume 
but the Chinese boys play marble and Chinese chess 
 
 
These are just extracts of the conversations that transpired during the interview. 
Granted, these students were only eleven at that point of time, hence the level 
of immaturity in their answers. However, they do recognise, as shown in the first 
part, that racial harmony is important for Singapore. All agreed that because 
they are Singaporeans, they must make sure that the different races do not fight 
each other.  
 
Beyond that however, their answers to the latter questions display a certain 
naivety which suggests that the issues of race and racial harmony, as 
recommended by the theme, were not discussed in the classroom situation that 
day. When asked, all of them concurred that the topic was not broached in class 
by their teachers.  
 
 
3.4 Structural flaws of Singapore’s multiracialism 
 
The school’s failure to effectively deliver the NE message intended could be 
attributed to the structural flaws in Singapore’s multiracialism. The school’s 
eagerness in showcasing the distinctive cultural traits reflects the ethno-
essentialist thrust and inherently the politicised nature of Singapore’s 
multiracialismxxxviii. This unfortunately did little more than perpetuating cultural 
stereotypes and do not help to propel the society further in the future.  
 

                                                 
xxxviii Refer to Eugene Tan (2004) “We, the Citizens of Singapore…” in Lai (ed) supra note 
5 pp 65-97 
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Kuo argues that multiracialism ‘has got to do more than just classifying the 
different cultures and labelling them with races’xxxix. In order for multiracialism to 
become effective and for a true multiracial society to prosper and develop, the 
government must have a less interventionist approach. Another problem of 
Singapore’s multiracial policy is apparent in the way ethnic relations are 
managed, which according to Kuo did not promote anything beyond ensuring 
peaceful relationsxl.  
 
This resulted in a society that has ‘in peace… drifted far apart’xli, as Kuo forcefully 
argues. He adds that ‘there are no in-depth education programmes in school or 
society to make the different ethnic communities understand each other’s 
customs and practices, cultures and religions, deeper emotions and higher 
aspiration’xlii. This explains the approach taken by the government which has 
been cascaded down, at least to the school that I have observed i.e. managing 
peaceful relations equates showcasing distinct cultural traits equates ensuring 
racial harmony.  
 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
In this paper, I have discussed at length the background for my research 
endeavour, provided the theoretical and methodological framework and 
delineated the key features of both NE and RHD. I followed this by detailing the 
events and activities which happened during the RHD celebration in a primary 
school on 20th July 2007. The accompanying survey was also analyzed, so as to 
strengthen my argument on the issue. Finally, I reproduced key points arising 
from my focus group interview with six students from different races. I have 
shown that these students were not made fully aware on issues pertaining to 
race and inter-racial relations.  
 
From my observations and analyses, the conclusion that I have arrived at is; 
while the school has achieved its objective of students enjoying the day, it has 
not, to my view, been able to adhere to the “Harmony Talks” theme for the year. 
The lack of emphasis on cross-cultural understanding through talks as required 
by the theme weakened the delivery of the key NE message on preservation of 
racial and religious harmony to the students. Conversely, the attention paid and 
resources channelled to the celebration that day would have been more fruitful if 
the key NE message on racial harmony has been dissected properly. 
 
 

                                                 
xxxix Kuo, supra note 11, p.52 

xl ibid 

xli Kuo, supra note 11, pg 52 

xlii ibid 
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Abstract 

This paper exploits the issue ‘Words don’t mean; people do – and often in widely 
different ways” (Adler, Rodman, 2006). Studies based on Cognitive, Social and Cross-
Cultural Psychology contribute to better understand human communication and the mind 
processes in order to improve the accuracy of communication. The focus, in language 
learning, is, indeed, on the person and his performance, not on language in a vacuum. 

Human interaction, an act of continuous translation into each one’s mind map, is 
exploited in order to discover “the extent to which the message inferred by the listener 
matches the message intended by the speaker” (DeLamater, Myers, 2007). 

A group of Brazilian University Students will be involved in a two-year research project, 
based on data collection, whose outcome will contribute to produce useful material to 
carry out exchanges between the University Language Department and the State School 
Network.  

Keywords: cognition – perception – mind – awareness - communication 
 
 
 
1. Language in Communication: the arbitrariness of symbols 
 
The issue of teaching/learning foreign languages has always been addressed 
from various angles and from different perspectives in the course of time. 
Whatever the method or the approach, one thing, though, is sure about the 
function of language, and that is, language is the tool human beings use to 
communicate. Communication, however, should not be taken for granted; it is a 
complex topic that involves various human brain activities and the awareness of 
them. It concerns both the ‘sender’ and the ‘receiver’ who will translate, process 
and filter through their brain maps all the information received to respond 
quickly and appropriately. 
 
People use communication to survive but, through it, they learn who they are, 
they get their sense of identity and develop a vital link with others (Adler, 
Rodman, 2006, p.10-11).  
 
The word communication, actually, covers all sorts of interactions, from casual 
conversations to teaching interchanges. The noun in itself may be rather static 
but, in reality, it involves at least two people interacting, responding to each 
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other, perceiving their mutual responses and trying to react accordingly, through 
their own personal thoughts and feelings.  
 
“Because people do not share each other’s experience directly, they must convey 
their ideas and feelings to each other in ways that others will notice and 
understand. We often do this by means of symbols. Symbols are arbitrary 
forms….the arbitrariness of symbols becomes painfully obvious when we travel in 
foreign countries” (DeLamater, Myers, 2007, p. 166).  
 
Since his early age, the human being’s acquisition of language has been a 
prerequisite for his social participation. Language contributes to the cognitive 
representation of the world around; the social interaction will contribute to the 
understanding and acquisition of the social rules. The social relationships people 
develop will be directly connected to the changing image of each one’s self. Self-
evaluation will influence the expression of the role identities as people do 
construct their identities through the analysis of their own behaviour and the 
response the others supply.  
 
 “The meaning of our message is the reaction we get. We do not respond to 
facts, but to our interpretation of them. We ourselves decide who we are based 
on how the others react to us and we gain an idea of who we are from the way 
others define us” (Adler;Rosenfeld; Proctor II, 2001, p.7).  
 
Each person has many different identities which are strictly connected to his 
beliefs and related to his behaviours. The choices people make, in the various 
interactions they live, follow an internal hierarchy, not always perceived as such. 
People perceive themselves, indeed, as a unity but continuous choices are made 
in relation to the context and how it is experienced. Self-esteem, self-awareness, 
schemas, stereotypes are elements which often fill in the gaps in the information 
received and lead people to respond accordingly. In a co-culture interaction it 
might be more likely, though the results may not always be reliable, for people 
to fill in the gaps in a correct way so that no communication breakdown takes 
place. The process is, certainly, more complex when the interaction takes place 
in an intercultural context, be it in one speaker’s country or in the other’s. 
 
Once we agree that the aim of communication is an accurate transfer of a 
message content from a speaker to a listener, the issue is “the extent to which 
the message inferred by the listener matches the message intended by the 
speaker” (DeLamater, Myers, 2007, p. 168). The relevant question to be 
exploited, therefore, is how and if the ‘inferred’ and the ‘intended’ aspects meet 
in order to create communication. The question does not only relate to the use of 
the language from the learners, but also to the acquisition of the language in a 
learning situation, in which both teachers and learners bring their own mind 
patterns. What happens in a learning context in which both teacher and learners 
belong to the same culture? Do they adapt the foreign language to express their 
own cultural contents? What happens when the teacher belongs to a different 
culture? How much is detected by the students about the choices the teacher 
made when using language to communicate? How much is left of the language 
spoken in another country when it is introduced and used in a different cultural 
context? 
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The issue is, therefore, whether the continuous translation that takes place on 
people’s minds so as to fit the received information into each person’s brain map 
leaves space to different perspectives, different ways to look at something 
familiar in an unbiased way and smoothes away the rigidities and difficulties of 
understanding between, say, for instance, the Western and the Eastern cultures.  
 
“Why are there so many different languages around the world? And how does 
using any language in general and using a particular language influence human 
thought? As you know, different languages comprise different lexicons. They also 
use different syntactical structures. These differences often reflect variations in 
the physical and cultural environments in which the languages arose and 
developed” (Sternberg, 2006, p. 353).  
 
Today’s global village, a world in which students are no longer the only people 
moving around, the understanding of cross-cultural psychology, as well as of 
cognitive psychology, has become essential in a teaching/learning context of 
foreign languages.  
 
 
1.1. Meanings are in people, not words: communication, a continuous 
translation 
 
The vast literature available on the issue of communication widely stresses the 
effect the symbols and their arbitrariness have on people’s perception of the 
world and their experiences of interaction with the others. Words are symbols, 
not just labels. “They are the way we experience the world….Meanings are in 
people, not words” (Adler, Rodman, 2006, p.77). Each individual looks at the 
same image, the same person, hears the same word, the same sound, smells the 
same aroma, tastes the same flavour, touches the same surface as the others, 
but each individual goes through a different experience once the perception is 
processed in his own mind. A myriad of associations and connections related to 
personal experiences develops into the listener’s brain. They may improve 
understanding or may totally mislead the interlocutor. Some people may, indeed, 
‘translate’ information in similar ways; others may reach completely different 
conclusions. Experiments with some images ‘readable’ in different ways prove 
this concept. Some people are able to ‘see’ the double possibility of 
interpretation straight away, others need a longer time or a guidance so as to 
see something different from what they had first perceived and considered the 
only possible interpretation.  
 
Ogden and Richard’s Triangle of Meaning showed that there is only an indirect 
relationship between a word and the thing it claims to represent. “Problems arise 
when people mistakenly assume that others use words in the same way they 
do…feminism…environmentalism…Words don’t mean; people do – and often in 
widely different ways” (Adler, Rodman, 2006, p.77). The relevance of such issue 
increases when interpreting activities or written translations are involved due to 
the fact that flexibility and negotiation are their essential components. The 
human mind is, indeed, a complex system which processes information. 
Categorization is the most basic of these processes and it takes place when a 
person compares the information received to a prototype, that is to an 
abstraction. A well organized structure of cognitions becomes a schema and 
groups of schemas may form stereotypes (DeLamater, Myers, 2007, p. 110-
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111). They are related to the attributes and the behaviours which are considered 
typical of members of defined groups or social categories, that is to say gender 
groups, different races, religious or ethnic groups, job categories and so 
continuing. As schemas are quite likely to influence the way people feel or 
evaluate members of such categories, it is reasonable to say that, in situations 
where some information is missing, the interlocutors fill in the gaps with 
elements which are consistent with the schemas they have. The schemas 
followed may be either of personal origin or common stereotypes, all leading to a 
series of predictions and inferences which may not always be accurate. The 
effect may be negative as well as positive; it may also be related to a particular 
period in someone’s life since stereotypes may change over time. The intriguing 
aspect, though, is that since they imply overgeneralizations, they resist even 
when the evidence would point at a different answer and make people disregard 
information which does not confirm them. “Often people have particular mental 
sets that prompt them to fixate on one aspect of a problem or one strategy for 
problem solving to the exclusion of other possible relevant ones” (Sternberg, 
2006, p.413).  
 
Culture plays an important role in people’s connection to the world around them. 
“Our perception of the world and the people in it is generally reflected through 
our cultural lenses. By perception I mean not the images…the sounds…the 
smells…but our ‘interpretations’ of the events that unfold before our senses (Pittu 
D. Laungani, 2007, p.20). These interpretations are influenced by familial 
orientations and processes of socializations which imply beliefs, attitudes and 
values. All these elements will influence behaviours, which also means that, 
perhaps, behaviours may change if attitudes change. “Human beings are cultural 
animals. They are capable of modifying their behaviour based on learning” (Pittu 
D. Laungani, 2007, p.43).  
 
Communication, consequently, is accurate when it is the result of a continuous 
negotiation of the meanings, starting from the principle that others do not 
necessarily interpret the words they hear the same way the speakers do. 
Communicating implies learning about ‘the other’ by looking at the reality from 
his perspective, on the cognitive, linguistic and emotional levels. It means 
getting a sense of what the world looks like through another person’s eyes. 
 
 
1.1.1. Raising awareness: research work and data collection 
 
Indeed, one of the most fascinating aspects in the study of language is the link 
between language and the human mind. There may even be situations in which 
the speaker is being deliberately ambiguous; this attitude is an act of 
communication, too, which has to be perceived before the interaction breaks 
down. Language, indeed, reflects attitudes; it may express racism, power, 
sexism, control and so much more. The choices people make are linked to their 
identity; through the language they use, people pass on more complex messages 
than the single words may represent.  
 
Adler and Rodman (Adler, Rodman, 2006, p.86-88) give a few examples of 
powerless language, among others:  
-“Hedges: I’m kinda disappointed/I think we should/ I guess I’d like”; 
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-“Hesitations: Uh, can I have a minute of your time? / Well, we could try this 
idea../ I wish you would-er- try to be on time”; 
-“Intensifiers: So, that’s how I feel/ I’m not very hungry”; 
-“Polite forms: Excuse me, sir…”; 
-“Tag questions: It’s about time we got started, isn’t it?”; 
 -“Disclaimers: I probably shouldn’t say this, but…/I’m not really sure, but…” 
 
Moreover, “I did not finish it” will certainly sound differently from “It’s not 
finished“ in terms of expressing responsibility. To say “You make me angry” 
rather than “I get angry when you…”; “It’s a good idea, but it won’t work”; “Do 
you think we ought to do that?” rather than “I don’t think we ought to do that” 
are all choices which prove that words are never pronounced by chance and that 
there is a strict connection between language and thought.  
 
The question, at this point, is whether the connection between language and 
mind works both directions, which means that if the mind influences the 
language, the question, already mentioned, may be repeated, “how does using 
any language in general and using a particular language influence human 
thought?” (Sternberg, 2006, p.353). All languages in general base 
communication on agents of actions and objects of action, though the order of 
subject, verb and object, as well as the variety of grammatical inflections, varies 
throughout the different languages. The question is, at this point, whether these 
differences influence people using the various languages, while looking at the 
same things as others do, and make them think about them in a different way. It 
is not unusual, indeed, for people to find themselves having difficulty in a 
particular situation, in the foreign language, as they do not have the right words. 
“If language constrains our thought, then we may fail to see solutions to 
problems because we do not have the right words to express these solutions” 
(Sternberg, 2006, p.356). Some people, indeed, find it easy to learn some 
languages but have great difficulty in learning others. Their thinking pattern is 
completely different from the one they find in those languages and that is when 
identity issues may oppose resistance to an adventurous leap into a completely 
new thinking environment.  
 
People speaking different languages have different cognitive systems which may 
influence, though not determine, them in their vision of the world. Language 
affects the encoding, storage and retrieving of information in memory, whereas 
syntactical and semantical differences across languages may affect thought.  
 
A large number of students, as well as other people in general, including 
teachers, are not aware of how their mind works. It is interesting, for instance, 
to experience looking at an indefinite picture and choose, in one’s own mind, 
what it appears to be. Once another person gives a label to it, making it look as 
something different, it may be difficult to go back to the previous interpretation 
of the image. It happens also with riddles; once an answer has been given to it, 
it seems difficult to find another solution. It takes, therefore, a great flexibility 
for the mind to be able to look at the world, see it in different ways and feel good 
about it. Another interesting experience is to look at Gestalt images and try to 
distinguish between the figure and the background. “We do not merely 
experience a jumble of unintelligible, disorganized sensations. For example, we 
tend to perceive a focal figure and other sensations as forming a background for 
the figure on which we focus” (Sternberg, 2006, p.126). It is possible to confirm 
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this when thinking of what happens when a person enters a familiar place. Some 
elements will stand out and others will become the background. The same 
happens when people listen to some issues which are familiar to them. The 
perception develops on different levels and the focal element determines the 
value given to the background elements. A second listening or the contribution of 
another person’s perspective may change the focal element and restructure the 
central figure-background perception.  
 
 People tend to apply the Gestalt effect even when the experience is new. This 
may be applied to the foreign language context, which means that people tend to 
establish, as the main figure, the element which feels familiar and let the rest 
fade in the background, both as concerns language issues and content issues. An 
act of reframing of the perception, by focussing one’s own attention on the 
background and making it become the main figure, will give a completely new 
vision and disclaim new possibilities of recognition and acquisition. In the 
teacher/learner context, the awareness of the possibility of more than one 
perception is essential to create and enhance negotiation between their mind 
maps.  
 
“Communication is not always a process of consciously translating ideas and 
feelings into symbols. Much communication occurs without any self-conscious 
planning” (DeLamater, Myers, 2007, p. 169). It is possible, however, to improve 
one’s own awareness of the mind processes so as to improve one’s own 
performance in communicative interactions. 
 
To collect data related to the issues exploited so far, a group of university 
students of the Departamento de Linguas e Letras of the Federal University of 
the Espírito Santo (UFES), who participate to the Núcleo de Pesquisa em 
Tradução e Estudo Interculturais (TEI, http://www.cchn.ufes.br/tei), have been 
involved in some modular meetings to focus on specific issues concerning the 
cognitive and psychological aspects of communication, seen as a continuous 
‘translation’ within the interlocutors’ mind maps.  
 
This group has the objective of linking three institutions, the University 
Departamento de Linguas e Letras, the University Centre that runs courses for 
the community and the State Schools Network. At present, they are concluding 
an intersemiotic project that will see the production of a video for digital media 
and of its script, based on the Portuguese translation, by Professor Lillian 
DePaula, of a story written by the American writer Charlotte Perkins Gilman, 
‘Turned”/ “A Virada”.  
 
The research work they are going to develop, related to ‘Understanding Human 
Communication’ in the light of Cognitive, Social and Cross-cultural Psychology, 
was triggered by the interest the students showed in the course of a few lectures 
in which they discovered their mind processes while looking at some Gestalt 
images and explored ways into meanings. It appeared quite clearly how different 
the approaches were, not only between the teacher and the students, but also 
among the students themselves. The pictures were taken as symbols, 
representing the communicative situations and the different perspective they 
represent. 
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The objective of the research work is to collect data in order to exploit, as 
already mentioned at the beginning of this paper, “the extent to which the 
message inferred by the listener matches the message intended by the speaker” 
(DeLamater, Myers, 2007, p. 168) as well as how and if the ‘inferred’ and the 
‘intended’ aspects meet in order to create communication. The analysis should 
help understand, in particular, if accurate communication takes place in the 
teaching/learning context and if learners are able to transfer this ability into their 
individual personal real life contexts.  
 
The students’ work will be divided into four steps. The time estimated to 
accomplish each step is six months. It is altogether a two-year project. The steps 
to be followed are: 
 
1) each student collects information about himself/herself starting from the 
following points (Adler, Rodman, 2006):  
-identification of contexts requiring communicative skills (intrapersonal / group / 
public…) 
-evaluation of one’s own communicative skills 
-identification of a situation in which the person is dissatisfied with used 
communicative skills  
-identification of at least three potentially successful approaches completely 
different from the ones already taken 
-identification of the best way to get feedback on one’s own performance 
experiencing another culture for a short time, a context in which the person is a 
minority, and noting down the difference perceived in communication practices 
- empathy practice : write 300 words describing own side in disagreement, then 
write 300 words describing, in the first-person singular, the other person’s 
perspective. Once concluded, the second paragraph is shown to the other person 
with different beliefs who will correct any statement not reflecting his/ her 
position 
-identification of one’s own identities in one day of own life (in different 
situations lived during the day) 
- specific issues section: 
(Listening) 
-Giving examples that listening and hearing are not the same thing: situations in 
which a person assumed that the other listeners were understanding a message 
the same way as him/her (from personal interactions to interviews, e.g., from 
the BBC radio interviews to foreign politicians) 
(Gender and language) 
-listening to a possibly taped conversation among three men and three women 
and noting down the differences in the language use as regards reasons for 
communicating and use of powerful/powerless language 
 
Students spend long hours listening/ hearing. Among the learning skills, listening 
is often taken for granted; it is mistaken with hearing and very little training is 
supplied to the students, and, unfortunately, to the teachers as well. 
 
2) this step implies the collection of data concerning a more accurate evaluation 
of one’s own and others’ perceptions (DeLamater, Myers, 2007) by: 
- analyzing one’s own and significant others’ stereotypes and their origin (with 
details of errors due to the stereotypes) 
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- analyzing, in each one’s own experience, how much information is inferred 
from interlocutors’ facial expressions and body language (with details of kinesic 
cues, like barring the teeth, closing one’s eyes, frowning, grinning, licking the 
lips, nodding, raising one’s eyebrows and smiling) 
- analyzing one’s own and others’ paralinguistic cues and their effect in 
interactions (with details concerning loudness, pitch, speed, emphasis, inflection, 
breathiness, stretching or clipping of words, pauses and other) 
- analyzing proxemics in interactions ( with details of interpersonal spacing 
among interlocutors, positioning of body at varying distances and angles from 
others, facing head-on, looking away, turning one’s back, touching) 
- analyzing choice of personal effects (with details of objects, clothes, make up 
and other, associated to own and others’ image)  
 
3) This step focuses on use of language in relation to status and social structure 
and is based on collection of data from own and foreign language contexts by: 
- analyzing the language forms used by the teachers and the students (with 
details related to, e.g., switching from formal to informal to promote 
participation); by interlocutors of different status (effect of using, e.g., tu-
vous/tu-Usted/du-Sie/tu-Lei/tu,você-o Senhor,a Senhora/ you-Sir, Madam, and 
other, also in family contexts) considering, as well, their connection with body 
language and interpersonal spacing  
- analyzing how feedback is supplied in interactions (with details, from personal 
interactions to formal events) 
- analyzing the relevance of turn taking and silence in communication ( with 
details concerning own and foreign language contexts)  
 
All the data collected in this step will be related to the effects they had on the 
outcome of communication 
 
4) this is the final step in which all the data collected will be processed and 
organized. The students will produce some data-sheets which will be used in 
meetings with teachers and students from the University and the State School 
Network. The techniques for collection of data are left free to the individuals and 
will be the issue of a discussion session in the final stage of the research.  
 
The data collected will also contribute to enhance self esteem, to make 
behaviours more conscious and beliefs more open to understanding, if not 
acceptance. 
 
“Many cognitive processes rely on both bottom-up processing and top-down 
processing. Bottom-up processing emphasizes the importance of information 
from the stimuli registered on your sensory receptors. This bottom-up processing 
involves a low-level sensory analysis of the stimulus. In contrast, top-down 
processing emphasizes the influence of concepts, expectations, and memory 
upon the cognitive processes….Both of these mechanisms work simultaneously to 
ensure that our cognitive processes are typically fast and accurate”(Matlin, 2005, 
p.2). 
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Abstract 

No educational system can claim to be morally just if it does not take seriously issues 
concerning those who are socially and economically marginalized, and considers the part 
that education plays in the production and reproduction of marginalization. The 
presenters in this symposium argue that education cannot function as a means of 
redressing disadvantage unless the voices of the marginalized are heard. Using the 
pictures and narratives of the students to tell their stories, the methodology was 
designed to enable global data collection across language differences, drawn together by 
shared qualitative and theoretical analyses. The focus of this research is on two 
categories of marginalized student: Indigenous peoples - those original inhabitants who 
have been marginalized through the processes of conquest and colonization and 
immigrants and refugees - those who have been displaced because of political and 
economic oppression.  

Keywords: Indigenous – Refugee – Immigrant - Minorities 
 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
No educational system can claim to be morally just if it does not take seriously 
issues concerning those who are socially and economically marginalized and 
considers the part that education plays in the production and reproduction of 
marginalization. The presenters in this symposium argue that education cannot 
function as a means of redressing disadvantage unless the voices of the 
marginalized are heard. They view themselves as intermediaries interested in 
presenting the voices of the marginalized in a variety of ways. Using the pictures 
and narratives of the students to tell their stories, the methodology was designed 
to enable global data collection across language differences, drawn together by 
shared qualitative and theoretical analyses. The focus of this research is on two 
categories of marginalized student: Indigenous peoples - those original 
inhabitants who have been marginalized through the processes of conquest and 
colonization and immigrants and refugees - those who have been displaced 
because of political and economic oppression. In both cases, their 
marginalization is embedded within unequal power relations, some inherited 
from the earlier practices of colonialism, and others rooted in the emerging 
processes of globalization. 
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2. Afghan and Sudanese Refugee Children in Australia – Jill Brown 
 
In 2005, 64% of arrivals to Australia under the Humanitarian program were 
under the age of 25. Young people aged 12 – 24 represented 31% of the total 
intake. Young people from Africa and the Middle East (including Afghanistan) 
represent the largest groups within these age groups, with 50% coming from 
Sudan. 52% of these young people had spent more than five years in a refugee 
camp and 32% had spent ten years or more in camps. A significant number have 
had little or no schooling (Centre for Multicultural Youth Issues Information 
Sheet, 2006). Many young Sudanese and Afghan refugees, including those 
participating in this study, fall within this group. They have had severely 
interrupted or no substantive schooling. As a result, many have little or no 
literacy in either a first or a second language prior to arrival. Likewise, they have 
little knowledge of the routines of school. International research recognises the 
compounded difficulties of these children in achieving academic success (Collier 
1995; Rutter & Jones, 1998; Fantino & Colak, 2001; Nsubuga-Kyobe & Dimock, 
2002). These difficulties include the trauma and dislocation associated with 
fleeing war and living in refugee camps, problems in learning English and other 
mainstream subjects, adjustment to a new educational system and social 
conditions, physical disability and/or malnutrition and the loss of family and 
familiar culture. In classrooms, teachers find that some of these students are 
withdrawn, aggressive, unable to concentrate, anxious or hyperactive (Coelho, 
1998). Other studies indicate that experience of war creates additional specific 
needs, which should be identified (Pryor, 2001), and that mental health needs 
often remain unmet for refugee children (Almqvist & Broberg, 1999; Fazel & 
Stein, 2003). The Victorian State Department of Education and Training provides 
for 6-12 months of targeted English language support in a specialist English 
language school or centre prior to mainstream school enrolment, a period 
established over many years and designed to cater for ESL students with 
significant prior schooling. This length of time is not sufficient for students with 
disrupted schooling to gain adequate language or academic skills (Collier, 1995).  
 
The research site for this study was an English language school in the eastern 
suburbs of Melbourne. The school is a primary and secondary co-educational 
school funded by the Commonwealth Government and caters for permanent New 
Arrival students who have been in Australia for less than 6 months. There were 
230 students enrolled at the time of the study. 105 were primary and 125 
secondary. These students came from 26 different countries. The main countries 
were Sudan, China, Afghanistan, Iran, and Korea. The school population is 
extremely mobile as students remain at the school for between 6 months and 12 
months and can begin their time at the language school at any stage during the 
school year if there are vacancies. Over the last 3 years, the school has exited 
about 400 students per year and they have gone to approximately 100 different 
mainstream schools each year. I attended a staff meeting to explain the purpose 
of the research and the process of data collection to the teachers. With their 
support, I spent several days in the school meeting with students, collecting 
drawings and talking to students about their drawings. For the purposes of this 
paper, I have focused discussion on a small group of Afghan and Sudanese 
refugee students.  
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2.1. Refugee children from Afghanistan 
 
Tameem, Sali, and Nesrin are all Afghani. The two boys were students in the 
secondary section of the language school and were both aged fourteen at the 
time of the study. The children had almost completed the twelve months of 
language instruction for which they were eligible and were preparing to start at a 
mainstream secondary college in the following term. Nesrin was in the primary 
section of the language school and was aged twelve years at the time of the 
study. She was also preparing to leave the language school for a mainstream 
primary school in the new term. The children all speak Farsi but only Sali is 
literate in this language. Although all three are Afghani, Tameem is the only one 
to have been born in Afghanistan. Sali and Nesrin were both born in Iran and all 
of them have spent most of their lives as part of the Afghani refugee community 
in that country. Tameem left Afghanistan when he was three years old. Sali and 
Nesrin have been back to Afghanistan but their families were forced to return to 
Iran because of the unstable situation in Afghanistan. The situation of Afghani 
refugees in Iran is clearly a difficult one and all three children talk about the 
dislocations caused by their refugee experience, the racism which they faced in 
Iran and the difficulties of being denied access to education. Sali and Nesrin 
make brief reference to the war in Afghanistan as it has affected their lives but 
Tameem presents a harrowing picture of what it means to be a child in time of 
war.  
 
 
2.2. Refugee children from Sudan 
 
Although Sanjak, Niel, and Ayak are all from Southern Sudan, they are from 
different tribal groups. Sanjak and Ayak are Dinka. Niel is Nuer. All three children 
have spent extended periods of time in refugee camps after leaving Sudan, 
Sanjak in Uganda and Niel and Ayak in Kenya. They have had very little previous 
education. Sanjak had one term of schooling in Sudan and no education at all 
during the years he spent in Uganda. Niel started school for the first time in 
Kenya when he was fourteen and completed one year before leaving for 
Australia. Ayak, the youngest, has spent most of her life in a refugee camp in 
Kenya. Her first experience with formal school has been the language school in 
Australia. The impact of disrupted education is more serious for the two older 
boys. Although the birthdates given by the boys are uncertain, they are both at 
least in their mid teens. Their very limited previous education and the twelve 
months that they will spend in the language school will not equip them with the 
skills they need for secondary school. They are keen to leave the language 
school and start in a ‘real’ school but, with the current level of support for 
refugee students in mainstream schools, the future is bleak for both of them. 

 
Although the children have escaped direct physical violence, they are all aware of 
the suffering and death of others. War has been the background context for the 
majority of their young lives. Their refugee experience has been an extended 
process involving racism, the severing of relationships with family and friends, 
the loss of country and culture and the stress of repeated relocation. Education 
has been disrupted with, for the older children, lasting impact on what the future 
can offer. Despite all this, the message which comes through most strongly from 
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this study is their eagerness to learn. In Tameem’s words, they are “thirsty for 
knowledge”. The children enjoy school and are deeply grateful for the work of 
the teachers at the language school. The curriculum at the language school has 
been carefully structured to meet their learning needs and they are justifiably 
proud of the progress they have made. There is a marked contrast between the 
specialist setting of the language school and what awaits them in the 
mainstream.  
 
Extensive research in Canada on the time taken by language minority students 
to acquire the social and academic language for successful integration into the 
mainstream concludes that non -English speaking students who arrive in a new 
country with age appropriate schooling take 3-5 years to acquire fluent oral 
English for social purposes and 5-7 years to acquire academic English for school 
(Collier, 1992, 1995). However “… non-native speakers of English with no 
schooling in their first language take 7-10 years or more to reach age and grade-
level norms of their native English speaking peers” (Collier, 1995, p. 4). A study 
of ten refugee students in the final two years of secondary schooling in Victoria 
(Senisin, 2003) found that the five students who had interrupted education 
received scores of 4 to 22 in their final results; the average score for all Victorian 
students was 55 to 70. A score above 60 is needed for university entry. A score 
of 35 plus may enable entry to some courses in a college of technical and further 
education (TAFE). The one Sudanese boy in the study by Senisin, who did not 
have interrupted schooling achieved a score of 56 and was admitted to a TAFE 
course.  
 
Existing provision for support in mainstream schools for children such as these is 
completely inadequate, based as it is on a system of data collection which 
records a child like Sanjak, with one term of school many years ago in the 
Sudan, as having had ‘some previous education’. This approach does not provide 
the information needed to cater appropriately for these children. With current 
funding levels, they may, if they are lucky, have a few hours each week with an 
ESL teacher. The rest of their time will be spent in classes where the language 
and academic demands of subjects that they have not previously studied, 
combined with the apparent competence of their peers, will destroy their 
enthusiasm for education, their faith in their ability to learn and their hopes for 
the future.  
 
This study has attempted to make a space for refugee children to tell their 
stories. If schools are to respond appropriately to the needs of these children, 
their voices need to be heard. All children have the ability to learn and to make 
progress but without adequate support, the future for refugee children like 
Tameem, Sanjak and Niel is one of school failure, loss of self esteem and, at 
best, unskilled and poorly paid employment. They deserve much more than this. 
 
 
3. Sámi Children in Sweden – Eva Alerby 
 
The Sámi people live in the northernmost part of Europe, an Indigenous people 
with their own culture and language. They are numerically small, only 
approximately 70.000-80.000 divided between four nations – Norway, Sweden, 
Finland and Russia. Many Sámi people today, perhaps as many as half the Sámi 
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population in Sweden, can not speak the Sámi language. In the 1960s and 70s, 
many Sámi parents taught their children Swedish instead of their native 
language, because they thought it was best for the children. This was because 
many of the parents had experienced hard times at school, where they were not 
allowed to use Sámi, even though Sámi was the only language they knew when 
they started school at the age of seven. According to Hyltenstam, Stroud and 
Svonni (1999) up until the middle of the 20th century education for Sámi 
children was carried out according to the interests of the majority society. 
Education was also used as an instrument of assimilation and segregation. The 
Sámi language, in educational settings, was only used as a means of conveying 
the Swedish language, culture and religion. These policies meant that Sámi 
children did not get support in maintaining their use of their mother tongue. 
 
 
3.1. Schooling for Sámi children in Sweden 
 
In the Sámi area ‘hut-schools’ were established in 1913. In the north the 
children had to live in hut-like cottages that resembled the traditional Sámi hut. 
They were separated from their parents and placed in the care of house 
‘mothers’ for extended periods of time. The Sámi children got a shorter and 
poorer education than other children. This policy of educational discrimination 
was cause for protest by the nomadic Sámi at this time (SamS, 2006). Due to 
this system of education Sámi children were, according to Kuokkanen (2000), 
prevented from gaining knowledge of their own language and culture. During the 
1940s the huts were replaced by more modern boarding schools, and the quality 
and length of the schooling gradually increased. The language taught by the 
teachers was always Swedish, but sometimes Sámi could be used to explain 
things, if the teachers knew Sámi. Until 1962 there was no education in the Sámi 
language. In 1962 the Nomadic School became a school for all Sámi children who 
chose to go there. The name was later changed to the Sámi School. The 
government decided, in 1980, to establish a Sámi School Board, with a majority 
of Sámi as board members. It is the Sámi School Board which is responsible for 
Sámi education today. The national goals of the education are made real in the 
daily work at the Sámi schools, the Sámi pre-schools and within the integrated 
Sámi teaching given at the municipal schools (SamS, 2006). Today there are 
Sámi Schools for pre-school children up to grade 6, in six places in the northern 
part of Sweden – Karesuando, Lannavaara, Kiruna, Gällivare, Jokkmokk, and 
Tärnaby. At the age of 13-14 the children go to the ordinary compulsory school 
with the possibility of studying certain subjects like social science, history, art, 
and the Sámi language with other Sámi pupils. The upper secondary school in 
Jokkmokk offers certain programmes with a Sámi perspective. 
 
This study attempts to understand Sámi children’s experience of school in 
Sweden and to interpret and describe the meaning of their experiences. The 
Sámi children’s experience of school is made apparent with the aid of creative 
activity in the form of the production of drawings, combined with subsequent oral 
comments. The drawings were collected during ordinary school activities. The 
children who were included in the study live within the municipal area of 
Jokkmokk in the County of Norrbotten in northern Sweden. The participating 
children attend the same school, a Sámi school, and were between the ages of 9 
and 12 at the time of study. A total of 24 children took part in the study, 13 girls 
and 11 boys. 
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During the analysis of the drawings, five different themes emerged. These are 
experiences focusing on school tasks, the future, social relationships, dimensions 
of time and health promoting activities. The children all stressed social relations 
within school. Relations between friends are experienced as being of primary 
importance and are emphasised in a very distinct way. Good relations between 
children in a school are central to the creation of a climate of psycho-social 
wellbeing. If the relationships between children in a school are not good, this can 
be a source of, for example, bullying, which in turn affects the psycho-social 
wellbeing in a negative way. But it is not only relations between children that are 
important in a school. The children also emphasised the relationship between the 
teacher and the children as essential in school. Dewey (1991) claims that school 
children do not separate the teacher’s personality from the subject; they do not 
even distinguish between the two. Instead the teacher and the subject are 
intimately intertwined within the child’s experience of a subject. As a 
consequence of this the teacher as a person becomes very important for the 
school children’s experience of the subject, and, from a broader perspective, for 
their experience of school in its entirety (Alerby, 2003). These findings are in 
agreement with an earlier study concerning pupils’ experiences of school (ibid).  
 
Within the everyday life of a school there are many examples of time being 
valued and used as a measure of the school’s activities. The school clock plays a 
major and central role within the school, and the ringing of the school bell makes 
thousands of children and teachers change places so that everything happens in 
the right place and at the right time (Westlund, 1996). This influences in a clear 
way the children’s experiences of school. In many of the drawings made by the 
children in this study clocks of different types are depicted. The importance of 
time, and the way in which clocks and the time influence the children’s life not 
only in school but also at home, for example in the mornings when the alarm 
clock rings, is depicted in one of the drawings. The time, or the lack of time, is a 
source of stress, which in turn can affect learning in a negative way. In 
agreement with earlier studies (Alerby, 1998, 2000), children and young people 
within the school expressed thoughts that focused on their lack of time, for 
example to accomplish schoolwork, and claimed that this was a cause of stress. 
 
Other aspects within school which these children emphasised are sports 
activities, such as swimming or jogging and outdoor activities in the forest. 
These outdoor activities are regarded as important as health promoting activities 
as well as providing opportunities for learning. Another aspect of promoting 
health in school is that the children are provided with hot free school lunches 
every day, and also that they have breaks when the children eat fruit. Health 
promoting activities are something the children in this study emphasise both in 
the drawings and their oral comments.  
 
The task of educating the citizens of Sweden is described in the text of the 
schools’ management documents: educational legislation, curricula and municipal 
school planning documents; these documents stress the importance of taking 
children’s experiences as a starting point in teaching situations (SFS, 1995:63; 
The Ministry of Education, 1994, 1998). One question to ask is, however, what a 
teaching situation ought to or must be like in order to really take children’s 
experiences into account. The voices of these Sámi children offer a valuable 
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contribution to official understanding of the experiences of at least one small 
group of children in one school in the far north of Sweden. 
 
 
4. Indigenous Children in Australia - Bernadette Atkinson and 
Zane Ma Rhea 
 
There is a significant gap in educational achievement between Indigenous and 
non-Indigenous Australians. Indigenous students, the focus of this small study, 
are statistically more likely to fail in mainstream Australian schooling. They are 
more likely to miss school, to change school many times and leave school well 
before the final year, having grown up in poverty, experienced marginalisation, 
and educational disadvantage. The history of the participation of the Indigenous 
population of Victoria in mainstream western formal schooling parallels historical 
political developments in Victoria and more widely in Australia. Brady (1997) 
argues that historically the majority of Indigenous Australians have been 
excluded from the political, education and employment systems. Brady (1997, 
p.415) says that, “Over the past 30 years, many Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people have struggled to overcome the barriers to education which had 
been set up both formally and informally”. Rigney (2002) argues that these 
limitations in the institutionalisation of education arise because Indigenous 
Australians have had limited jurisdiction over education programs. By 
‘jurisdiction’, he means ‘the inherent right of Indigenous peoples to authority 
over their own affairs that was not given over at contact’. Rigney notes that this 
situation has meant, “Indigenous Australians have struggled hard to gain access 
and control over Indigenous education against state and national authorities”. 
Langton (2004, p.2-3) summarises the disadvantages faced by Australian 
Indigenous communities by saying that, “The historical factors that contribute to 
Indigenous disadvantage and put the population at risk are widely reported: 
intergenerational poverty and marginalisation, geographical remoteness, a range 
of degrees of cultural difference (including language difference) and educational 
disadvantage”.  
 
The National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education Policy (DEEWR, 
2008) forms the foundation of all Indigenous education programmes. The policy 
has been endorsed by the Australian Government, as well as all State and 
Territory governments. The policy spells out 21 long-term, national goals, which 
are subsets of four major goals. The four major goals are: 
 

• Involvement of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in educational 
decision-making 

• Equality of access to education services 
• Equity of educational participation 
• Equitable and appropriate educational outcomes. 

 
 
4.1. The Research Sites 
 
Two sites were chosen for this research, both schools in a semi-rural town in 
Victoria, situated approximately 60 kilometres from Melbourne. One was a 
government state primary school that at the time of the research had 
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approximately 378 students with 31 identifying as Indigenous Australians. The 
school prides itself on family and community involvement with all students 
regularly participating in events celebrating the culture of the town. One of the 
goals of the school is to provide students with a friendly and safe learning 
environment so that all students experience the meaning of success. The other 
site is an Independent Indigenous College (IIC) with approximately forty 
students attending at the time of this research. Located 60 kilometres from 
Melbourne, the College caters for boys and girls from Years 7 to 12. The College 
offers Aboriginal students the teaching of Aboriginal cultural heritage and values 
whilst drawing on ‘the best’ from western education on both academic 
achievement and the development of practical skills important to everyday life 
and employment. At this College, Aboriginal culture is not only taught as a school 
subject but is also an integral part of everyday life at the College.  
 
Its culture program is based on the ancient philosophy of the Ancestors - Law, 
Land and People. The culture curriculum aims to engender in students a keen 
interest in their past, through studies in an Indigenous language, traditional 
dance, music and art. The cultural program also includes contemporary issues 
and the ways in which these impact on Indigenous Australians. Elders, 
organisations, and community leaders provide a focus on history, services to 
community, achievements, and current issues. Despite this central and explicit 
focus on Indigenous issues, the school has only have one identified Indigenous 
person working at the school, an Elder who teaches the students language and 
culture. The situation is the same in the other school involved in the study that 
has a Koorie Teacher aide. 
 
The students participating in the study were asked to think about school and 
then to draw a picture of school. These drawings formed the focus for individual 
and group discussion, which elaborated on the various ways in which school was 
represented. Data analysis reveals a range of ways of understanding school, 
some particular to individual students, others that appear to have significance as 
part of the school experience for all the Indigenous students involved in the 
study.  
As with many other aspects of Indigenous life we see such issues as education, 
health, land, and culture all overlapping, yet it is only recently that the education 
system has begun to address these issues in a systemic, holistic manner.  
 
 
4.2 The Findings 
 
Racism plays a powerful part in the lives of all Indigenous Australians. On one 
hand, we see it as a negative, which of course it is, but on the flipside it can be 
seen as an identifying feature for Indigenous students. It gives them a sense of 
belonging to a group by virtue of being excluded from another. As such, it 
acknowledges their identity. Despite the fact that the ‘Aboriginal’ designation is 
usually said in a negative way, it still identifies the student as an Indigenous 
person. It also gives them a common understanding with other Indigenous 
students. Most Indigenous people can understand how racism impacts on them 
as most have been subjected to racist slurs. This commonality in the data 
highlights the important responsibility of schools to ensure that learning 
environments for Indigenous students are free of both active and potential 
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racism. Schools also need to be able to offer an education that is relevant to a 
student’s sense of identity, belonging, and understanding. 
 
The data speaks to the goals and objectives in the National Aboriginal and 
Islander Education Policy (DEEWR, 2008). This study suggests that at least five 
of the 21 sub-goals of this particular policy are present in the minds of those 
students who participated in this research. Those are: to increase the number of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people employed as educational 
administrators, teachers, curriculum advisers, teachers assistants, home-school 
liaison officers and other education workers, including community people 
engaged in teaching Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture, history and 
contemporary society and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages; to 
establish effective arrangements for the participation of Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander parents and community members in decisions regarding the 
planning, delivery and evaluation of pre-school, primary and secondary 
education services for their children; to enable Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander students at all levels of education to have an appreciation of their 
history, cultures and identity; and, to provide all Australian students with an 
understanding of and respect for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander traditional 
and contemporary cultures.  
 
The discussions with the students, particularly the secondary group at the ICC, 
show us that these goals are not being met for these students in mainstream 
schooling and that many have had numerous negative experiences that have 
brought them to the ICC. Here, they have found a place where they are able to 
have a sense of belonging, have their identity affirmed, and where they are 
understood as Koorie people. The students all said that the IIC was the only 
place they knew of where they could be educated in Indigenous Australian 
culture yet there was a strong concern expressed by the students about the lack 
of Indigenous teachers at the school. These students also showed that they want 
to learn their culture and that they want to be taught in an environment that 
acknowledges, respects and understands their culture and identity. They have 
also shown that they want to identify as Indigenous Australians and the older 
students spoke of how ‘good’ it is to be at a school with only Indigenous 
students. 
 
Although this is a very small study, the data shows us that culture, family and 
friends, the acknowledgement of belonging, of identity and of understanding 
through visible elements such as the flying of the Aboriginal flag, having 
Indigenous teachers and staff and the appropriate teaching of Indigenous culture 
by properly trained teachers in an appropriate learning environment provides a 
positive experience of school for Indigenous students. Given that so much of the 
thrust of provision of education services to Indigenous people is aimed towards 
improved academic achievement, it would appear an important part of that goal 
is to create a culturally safe environment in the school, an environment that has 
respect for the student and their culture and that takes into account the themes 
that are so clearly depicted in the drawings of these students. 
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4.2.1. Some notes on the research approach 
 
The process of data collection was informative in terms of what it told us about 
conducting research in Indigenous communities. The design of the study has 
taken into account policies and best practice guidelines with respect to 
conducting research in Indigenous settings (AIATSIS, 2000), was approved by 
the Monash University Ethic Committee (SCERH 2005/739), and was given 
permission by the schools. The researcher conducting the interviews is 
Indigenous and known to all participants. Even so, there was a palpable shyness 
amongst the students and a wariness about taking part in the activity. The 
secondary school students wanted to know why the research was happening, 
why they were chosen, what was going to happen with the research, and how it 
was going to help them. These questions arose even though explanatory 
statements had been given to them and their parents/guardians.  
 
The two primary school students, on the other hand, were quite eager to draw 
and be interviewed. The presence of the audio recorder did not concern them nor 
did any wariness appear. One student likened the whole concept of recording 
their descriptions of the drawing as being similar to a police interview. Once the 
actual activity and description was complete, the secondary school students 
relaxed and were more than happy to discuss other aspects of their school and 
culture. It was noticeable in the discussions that the students, on the whole, said 
very little. There are two issues here to note. First, there was wariness and 
shyness, and negative memories of past experiences of being interviewed. 
Second, the Indigenous style of communication is more inclined to silence, 
reflection and observation. Indigenous Australians often comment that non-
Indigenous people talk constantly, have opinions about everything, seem not to 
think much before they talk, and believe that they are always right. This 
difference in communication style raises important questions about the 
appropriateness of the interview format as a method of data reflection. Certainly, 
we feel that having an activity like drawing was a very positive element of the 
research design in enabling there to be the space and time for reflective 
comment that seemed to suit the students even though their comments were 
limited. Their ideas were expressed very clearly in their drawings. 
 
There was also a surprising reluctance from the primary school parents to allow 
their children to participate in this study hence the small number of participants 
from the primary school. This was even after extensions of time and the sending 
out of a second lot of information and approval forms. It would be inappropriate 
to begin to speculate as to why the parents did not want their children to 
participate. It must be remembered that Indigenous Australians have been 
researched for much of the last 218 years and while their plight seems to stay 
the same, Indigenous people see others getting acknowledged as experts and 
gaining wealth and fame from this process. Thought needs to be given to finding 
a way to collect such rich research data from primary school students that, while 
complying with high ethical standards, enables the researchers to gain the 
confidence of the parents as to the benefits of the study. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents an overview of our thinking about how it is possible to develop 
meaningful partnership between Indigenous communities and universities in the field of 
education. We have four parts to our strategy. First, there are few Indigenous people 
who work in the profession of teaching. Therefore, part of our work is to build 
partnerships to encourage young Indigenous people to want to train to become teachers.  

Second, we have many non-Indigenous students who want to know how to teach 
Indigenous students. Therefore, the second part of our work has been to develop a 
faculty wide elective that can be taken by students in any of our undergraduate courses. 

Third, we developed our web-based resources so that we could engage Indigenous and 
non-Indigenous people, prospective and current students, principals and teachers, 
bureaucrats, corporate supporters, and philanthropists in our vision through the new 
technologies.  

And finally, we recognise the rights of Indigenous and other traditionally oriented peoples 
to preserve and maintain their lifeways, creating opportunities through education that 
foster good mainstream education and respect for the customs and traditions of our 
partners while strengthening their economic sustainability.  

Keywords: Indigenous - traditional - minority – teachers – collaboration - 
partnerships 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
This paper presents an overview of our thinking about how it is possible to 
develop meaningful partnership between Indigenous communities and 
universities in the field of education. We all work in the Faculty of Education, 
Monash University, Australiaxliii. 
                                                 
xliii  The lecturers are Henry Atkinson, Reg Shelley, Bernadette Atkinson and Dr Zane Ma Rhea (go to 
(http://www.monash.edu.au/pubs/handbooks/units/EDF4513.html). 
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We have four parts to our strategy. First, there are few Indigenous people who 
work in the profession of teaching. Therefore, part of our work is to build 
partnerships between interested Indigenous communities and our faculty to 
encourage young Indigenous people to want to train to become teachers.  
 
Second, we have many non-Indigenous students who want to know how to teach 
Indigenous students in metropolitan, rural, and remote Indigenous communities. 
There are no easy answers and much of what they learn as pre-service students 
is how to teach students who live in cities and big towns. They tell us that they 
don’t know what to do when they are faced with Indigenous students who are 
experiencing the sorts of disadvantage that they cannot even imagine – poverty, 
sub-standard housing, no books at home, nowhere to do homework, and poor 
health. While not all Indigenous students experience these conditions, the ones 
who do present a complex challenge even to the most skilled teachers. 
Therefore, the second part of our work has been to develop a faculty wide 
elective which can be taken by students in any of our undergraduate courses. 
 
Third, we wanted and needed to develop our web-based resources so that we 
could engage Indigenous and non-Indigenous people, prospective and current 
students, principals and school teachers, government bureaucrats, corporate 
supporters and philanthropists in our vision through the new technologies. 
Therefore, we developed a website. 
 
And finally, we recognise the rights of Indigenous and other traditionally oriented 
peoples to preserve and maintain their lifeways in everything that we do, 
creating opportunities through education that foster good mainstream education 
and respect for the customs and traditions of our partners and the future 
economic sustainability. There is an intrinsic commitment in our work to 
contribute to the development of new teachers, to their understanding of the 
critical importance of achieving settlement between Australia’s Indigenous and 
non-Indigenous peoples and the role of mainstream education in that work 
(Battiste & Henderson, 2000; Langton & Ma Rhea, 2003; Ma Rhea, 2004; 
McConaghy, 2000; Nichol & Robinson, 1999). This paper introduces you to the 
learning activity that underpins our partnership philosophy. 
 
Mc Mullen (2005) speaks passionately about ‘closing the space between us’ and 
Muldoon (2005) argues that Australia must engage in a process of ‘coming to 
terms with the past’. Most approaches to closing this space and acknowledging 
this past are dealt with in education through a focus on political, legal, or 
historical events. Our pre-service teacher education work aims to connect 
students differently, through an experiential understanding of food, land, and 
water security, employing critical pedagogy theory. The praxis between 
experiential learning and critical pedagogy has as a shared goal ‘that the purpose 
of education should be to develop a more socially just world’ (Breunig, 2005, p. 
107; see also, for example, Apple, 1990; Giroux, 1997; hooks, b. 1994; Itin, 
1999; Shor & Friere, 1987). This body of work underpins the unit. 
 
As a nation, our future will stand or fall, first, on the education of our young 
people and whether we can equip them with the power of self belief and the 
skills of self actualisation in their working lives, and second, on the continuing 
advancement and application of the skills of learning to our whole community. 
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This is especially so for Indigenous people in this country who have, overall, 
been failed by mainstream education (Ma Rhea & Teasdale, 2000). 
 
From the outset, we also wanted to model the collaborative learning approach 
that we know works (Ma Rhea, 2002; UNESCO, 2002; Wilson, 2004). We teach 
together and we engage the students in discussions from our different 
perspectives. They also witness our discussions with one another, and our 
sometimes disagreements. We share responsibility for all aspects of the 
administration of the unit, double mark all assignments, and evaluate the unit 
each year, making changes as necessary. 
 
 
2. Building and Sustaining Partnershipxliv 
 
At Monash University we are developing a partnership between Aboriginal 
Traditional Owner Groups (TOGS) and the Faculty of Education to assist more 
Indigenous students to study in our faculty and to be able to enhance the 
already educated educators knowledge and understanding of Indigenous 
students.  
 
For the Indigenous student who wishes to become an educator, the faculty 
acknowledges the need to offer a course whereby the student is in a position to 
feel safe and secure. These students are more often than not from rural or 
remote areas and life in the city can be daunting. We like to be able to meet the 
parents and students on their home country, assessing their ability to be able to 
leave home and family for wider education and to build an ongoing partnership 
for the future. Adding to this is the our desire to have the immediate family come 
to the faculty and see the environment in which their child is studying and to 
participate in the living conditions and the new surroundings.  
 
By having their family involved adds a sense of belonging to the student and a 
sense of comfort to the parents in that they can relate to where their child is and 
see they are safe and secure. It is important for theses students and their 
parents to have their culture acknowledged and to be part of a system where 
their culture and heritage is valued. 
 
By beginning in a small way to encourage these students and by accepting them 
into a safe and friendly faculty, it is anticipated that they will return to their 
communities as educators and be positive role models for their future students. 
The Faculty of education at Monash has proven with this model that educating 
the educators then better outcomes are possible and when applied to all pre-
service educators the outcomes will be outstanding in that Indigenous students 
will stay in the education system until the end of year 12 and go onto further 
their education in the wider system. The outcome of this is immense as more 
and more succeed more and more will succeed.  
 
For pre-service students, our partnership approach not only brings Indigenous 
and non-Indigenous people together to learn to be teachers but also provides an 

                                                 
xliv Please go to our webpage at http://www.education.monash.edu.au/Indigenous for more information about our 

partnership strategy and the other work that we do. 
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opportunity for non-Indigenous people to learn about the true history of Australia 
by hearing it directly from Aboriginal people. The history of Indigenous education 
in Australia is a very upsetting history and my people, who lived on our land for 
thousands of years and had all the knowledge we needed, are suffering from the 
impacts of both the colonisation of the past and globalisation in the present.  
 
One of our biggest sufferings is that we experience what I call ‘repressed 
learning’ where non-Indigenous teachers have very low expectations that we can 
succeed in mainstream schools. Our partnership strategy is trying to change all 
that. Our goal is that our graduates will be able to confidently and professionally 
focus on creating Indigenous friendly classrooms and include the Indigenous 
community in their schools, that there will be a lot more Indigenous teachers 
working alongside their non-Indigenous colleagues, and that our Indigenous 
students will be succeeding academically. 
 
 
3. Teaching Indigenous students 
 
The unit we teach is a pre-service elective Indigenous and Traditional Knowledge 
in a Global World in the Faculty of Education, Monash University, Australia. 
Perhaps, not surprisingly, while students generally know very little about 
Indigenous issues, there are unaware that they do not know. All of their teacher 
education gears them psychologically to know a fair bit about quite a lot and, in 
our experience, students can get very defensive about their ignorance of 
Indigenous issues.  
 
 
3.1. Some thoughts on pedagogy 
 
This unit of study seeks to maximise students’ understanding and appreciation of 
the concepts and ideas associated with cultural difference, in particular, 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous differences. This is achieved by requiring them 
to participate in a number of negotiated activities and unique experiences, 
including some outside the classroom. This form of learning is designed to 
facilitate their gaining insight into the vast array of differing behaviours, attitudes 
and practices, which surround them; as well as others that are more remote. In 
developing this unit our thinking has been influenced by several theorists 
including, Kolb (1984), Boud (1997) and Partington (2004). In particular, we 
have planned that this unit of study will provide students with meaningful 
experiences that will impact on their classroom practice. 
 
Our mode of teaching requires students to learn through observation, reflection, 
and participation: notions that are captured through journal records of ideas, 
experiences, observations, discussions and reflections. This model has overtones 
of the practices of Kemmis and McTaggart (1981) which they labelled ‘action 
research’. Perhaps the notion that has had the greatest impact on our thinking as 
practitioners is that summarised in the words of Confucius from around 450 BC: 

 
Tell me, and I will forget. Show me, and I may remember. Involve 
me, and I will understand. 
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We are working to establish opportunities for our students to undertake practice 
teaching placements within schools located on Indigenous communities. Such 
experiences will enable students to learn to work with, and learn from 
Indigenous teaching staff and other community leaders. These opportunities will 
be restricted to able students who have proved themselves in earlier teaching 
rounds to be energetic, capable people who have already begun the development 
of a range of basic teaching skills. Members of our staff team visit students 
during their teaching practice rounds to assist the classroom teachers in the 
mentoring process. On-site learning opportunities tend to have a more profound 
impact on our students than do the theoretical discussions that frequently take 
place on campus. 
 
Often, the formerly reticent student returns from teaching practice transformed 
by their classroom experience. Their fresh memories of incidents during their 
lessons give them a fund of knowledge, which they are anxious to share with 
their peers in class, or at times become the basis of further discussion to enable 
them to make sense of events of which they were initially uncertain. 
 
We readily acknowledge that any mode of learning is open to varied 
interpretations: our task is to monitor carefully the reflective and planning 
processes of our students to ensure rational observations are made and used to 
shape future practice. It is sometimes easy for student observers to dismiss as 
inconsequential, selected aspects of the traditional practices of Indigenous 
people. However, when those same practices have to be replicated by students, 
under the legal and customary constraints of contemporary society, a somewhat 
altered perception of the degrees of difficulty frequently develops. Also, a 
significantly enhanced respect for the range of competencies exercised under the 
comparatively difficult circumstances faced by traditional societies is developed, 
as opposed to modern-day living with its plethora of ‘labour-saving’ devices. For 
example, the skilful shaping of a stone axehead, or the gathering of grass seeds 
in preparation for the making of bread or damper, involving grinding the seed, 
mixing with water, and baking processes. 
 
 
3.2. Some Thoughts on Curriculum Issues 
 
The content of this unit is drawn from our past experiences of teaching, training, 
and research. We also consult broadly with Indigenous communities, schools, 
parents, representative bodies and other experts in the field both nationally and 
internationally to ensure that the content of our unit is academically rigorous, 
culturally sensitive, appropriate and respectful (see, for example, Hickling-
Hudson & Ahlquist, 2003). 
 
The unit encourages students to consider Indigenous and traditional education 
from a global perspective, to enable them to consider emerging teaching and 
learning practices in a variety of nations that are grappling with similar and 
sometimes distinct problems to those facing Australian educators. EDF4513 
comprises a series of topics that move from the classroom to international 
debates about Indigenous Education that are interspersed with fieldwork 
placement, as required, for some students. The topics are as follows: 
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3.2.1. Overview of the Topics 
 
The first week The Education of Indigenous and Traditional Peoples in 
Mainstream Formal Schooling introduces students to the unit, providing an 
overview of mainstream formal schooling, giving an historical overview of the 
issues involved in the provision of mainstream education services in 
metropolitan, rural and remote Australia and more broadly internationally. 
 
In the second week The Experiences of Indigenous and Traditionally-Oriented 
People in Mainstream Education the students go to the Koorie Heritage Trust. 
The Koorie Heritage Trust Inc Cultural Centre aims to protect, preserve, and 
promote the living culture of the Indigenous people of south-eastern Australia. 
‘Gnokan Danna Murra Kor-ki’, is the motto of the Trust and is the combination of 
two Koorie languages and means ‘Give me your hand my friend’ and bridge the 
cultural gap (Koorie Heritage Trust websitexlv). The students are given a lecture 
and guided tour. They are also encouraged to access and become familiar with 
the resources available to them at KHT to assist them in their thinking about the 
education issues of importance to people of Indigenous and traditional 
communities. 
 
The third week Current Issues in Indigenous and Traditional Education Globally 
examines key current issues facing Indigenous and traditional education globally. 
There is an emerging body of literature and global discussion that is enabling the 
very specific issues facing particular people in very local contexts to be 
understood at a global level. For example, there are now international 
conferences run by Indigenous peoples such as the World Indigenous Peoples 
Conference on Education (WIPCE - to be held this year in Melbourne, Australiaxlvi) 
that provide extensive and robust engagement with the issues being faced and 
the roles of both the communities and mainstream education in addressing those 
issues. 
 
In the fourth week Pedagogical Considerations the purpose of this topic is for the 
student to think about pedagogy, looking specifically at their approach to 
teaching and learning as a teacher and how this might be similar or different to 
the teaching and learning practices of other times and societies. They are asked 
to consider the potential synergies and incompatibilities that occur between 
traditional community focussed and State provided teaching and learning 
approaches and to think about what can be incorporated into the mainstream 
and what should remain the work of the community with regard to the 
preservation and maintenance of Indigenous and traditional lifeways. 
 
In the fifth week, they are introduced to a range of resources and materials that 
will assist them in the development of both their teaching and learning approach 
and curriculum development regarding the education of Indigenous students. 
Called What Works? Pedagogical and Curriculum Resources it is a resource that 
has been developed over a number of years that teachers find very usefulxlvii. 

                                                 
xlv For more information go to http://www.koorieheritagetrust.com/ 

xlvi For more information go to http://www.wipce2008.com/ 

xlvii  For more information go to http://www.whatworks.edu.au/ 
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Importantly, they are encouraged to develop a critical awareness of the reliability 
of programs and resources. 
 
The first part of this unit focuses on the practical aspects of teaching Indigenous 
students. When they return from their Practicum, they are introduced to 
international perspectives on issues in Indigenous education. The first is the idea 
of Developing Collaborative Learning Partnerships: bringing schools and 
communities together. This topic examines the idea of collaborative learning 
partnerships between schools and Indigenous students, families and 
communities. 
 
Drawing on national and international agreed protocols and best practice 
examples, this topic asks students to think about how they might plan and 
develop a partnership strategy with local Indigenous and local community 
leaders, taking equal responsibility in devising methodologies for curriculum 
development and teaching, and in shaping the partnership. It is possible, for 
example, that the teacher would undergo a period of learning within the local or 
Indigenous community before being entrusted with Indigenous or traditional 
ideas that could be taken back to the classroom. It might mean local people 
working with the teacher on particular topics of local sensitivity such as 
settlement history, geography, citizenship or values education. 
 
The next topic, Indigenous Rights and International Trends in Indigenous 
Education, introduces students to a global perspective on Indigenous and 
traditional affairs. It invites them to consider what is known about the education 
of Indigenous and traditionally oriented communities, and the ways that peoples 
of these communities are negotiating with large, global, nation state-constituted 
organisations such as the United Nations and its education sub branch, UNESCO, 
and the ILO. They are encouraged to reflect on the reach of these organisations 
and the impact they might have on a particular national education system and 
their practice as a teacher.  
 
The final topic The Aspirations of Indigenous and Traditionally-Oriented People in 
Mainstream Education concludes this unit of study. Having considered many 
issues in this unit, this final topic asks students to reflect on the aspirations of 
Indigenous and traditionally oriented people in mainstream education. In light of 
their research, reading, thinking and the activities, they are asked how is it that 
mainstream education can begin to work with rather than for the peoples of 
Indigenous and traditionally oriented communities in order to achieve better 
education outcomes? What is the responsibility of the State regarding the 
educational, linguistic, and cultural rights of Indigenous and traditional peoples? 
How will they find out about the aspirations of Indigenous students and their 
families in their class or school? What are they able to do to support these 
aspirations as an educator? 
 
 
4. Creating the Website 
 
The third part of our strategy has been to develop a designated web page that 
showcases the opportunities for Indigenous and non-Indigenous students to 
undertake studies in the field of Indigenous education. It has been a key part of 
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our partnership strategy to develop our web-based resources so that we could 
engage Indigenous and non-Indigenous people, prospective and current 
students, principals and school teachers, government bureaucrats, corporate 
supporters and philanthropists in our vision through the new technologies. 
Monash University is an international university with campuses and teaching and 
research activities in many countries. Technology also enables us to engage with 
students who are studying off-campus in rural and remote areas of Australia. It 
also enables us to support our partnerships with rural and remote Indigenous 
communities through web-based communication and links to organisations and 
activities in their local areas.  
 
We were fortunate to receive a faculty based Unit Innovation Grant which 
allowed us to develop a web presence which would reflect the aims and 
objectives of our strategy. This part of the paper will introduce you to the 
website and present you with some of the thinking behind its design.  
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The circular shape is designed to be as multifaceted as the complex issues 
involved in the education of Indigenous children. In this sense, the small things 
add up to the big picture. Like other aspects of the website, the design ethic is a 
contemporary interpretation of more traditional designs. The reason the web 
designer chose to do this was to tie Indigenous education to both the past and 
the future.  
 
The website was a very challenging project for a number of reasons. It took a 
number of years of negotiation to bring the idea into being. Unknown to many 
users of the web, there are all myriad protocols and branding considerations to 
take into account and this website development had to find ways to express the 
spirit of its intention within the confines of an already established set of rules, 
colour schema, and ‘feel’. The web designer and the webmaster, as is often the 
case, had different ideas about how the Indigenous education webpage should 
look and ‘feel’.  
 
Ultimately the common ground was their commitment to the collaborative 
partnership framework and the absolute agreement to target an audience that 
respects Indigenous culture and can engage in a paradigm shift with respect to 
how education systems engage with Indigenous people’s aspirations in Australia 
in the 21st century. What emerged was a clearly Monash University website 
employing, as the designer so aptly said, “a colour scheme with a traditional 
Indigenous aesthetic and western postmodernism”. 
 
 
5. Preserving and Maintaining Indigenous and Traditional Lifeways: The 
Learning Activity  
 
The final part of the strategy discussed in this paper is a learning activity 
designed for the Indigenous education unit and it has been supported by very 
positive student and Indigenous community feedback. We want students to 
critically reflecting on their unexamined assumptions of the fundamental 
practices of modern urban life and the impact that such practices have on 
Indigenous livelihoods. We ask students to be prepared to provide some form of 
food or drink in their final class that they have grown, hunted for, or gathered 
themselves during the semester. The ongoing development of produce for this 
meal throughout the semester classes develops students’ critical knowledge of 
the meaning of land and food security in ways meaningful to their own lives and 
their own learning.  
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This Learning Activity was designed to capture, and allow the students to 
explore, many of the issues faced by rural and remote Indigenous and other 
traditionally oriented communities, while also equipping them with a direct, 
experiential understanding of what land, water, and food security issues really 
mean to people who do not live fully in the cash economy. It was also designed 
as an experiential activity to demonstrate how much one actually needs to know 
to produce one simple meal.  
 
In Australia, Indigenous people have proprietary, social, cultural and economic 
interests in a proportion of the Australian terrestrial and marine environments. 
For example, around 15 per cent of the Australian landmass is held by 
Indigenous peoples under a variety of land tenures. There is widespread use of 
traditional and indigenous knowledge throughout Asia and the Middle East in 
agriculture, food harvesting and related purposes, and traditional medicine, as 
central to economic and subsistence activities. Even in economically developed 
nations such as Singapore, Australia and Japan, Indigenous peoples are 
dependent on traditional knowledge and practices for wild food and animal 
harvesting for food, medicine and other basic needs. Hunting, gathering and 
fishing continue to contribute a substantial part of the diet and basic needs for 
populations in rural and remote areas.  
 
Most non-Indigenous people, residing as they do in urban centres, have little 
understanding of these issues. They are completely involved in the cash 
economy and have no experience of issues related to food security beyond the 
availability of money to purchase food from a supermarket, butcher, fishmonger 
or market. They generally do not grow their own food, have little understanding 
or appreciation of such activities, know little about seasons, seed preservation, 
techniques for fishing or hunting, or any of the legal restrictions or health issues 
around hunting and gathering food. 
The assessment task is as follows: 
 
Assessment Task: Hunting, Fishing, Foraging and Growing (50%, equivalent 
2,000 words) 
 
****VERY IMPORTANT ALL STUDENTS**** 
START THINKING AND PLANNING FOR THIS ACTIVITY AS SOON AS POSSIBLE 
 
For on campus students, we will discuss together in the first week tutorial, the 
preparation for your assignment for hunting, foraging, and/or growing of food so that we 
can share a meal together at the final class. 
For OCL students, make your plan to hunt, forage or grow food for a meal for yourself 
and/or your friends or family. OCL students are welcome to join us on campus for the 
meal if that is possible for you to do. 
To fulfil the requirements of your second assignment, you will ALL be expected to keep a 
photo or a video journal about your attempts to source, gather, hunt for, grow and 
harvest your food for this meal, and to demonstrate a record of your trials and 
tribulations.  
Your essay will make links between what you have experienced/learnt and the aspect(s) 
of Indigenous and traditional Education about which you feel you have developed a 
deeper understanding. Examples of the Photographic Journal Essay can be found on the 
Indigenous Education website. It is important that you use the literature and the work 
done in your tutorials, together with your food activity, to create your final assignment. 
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The students are initially troubled and disorientated by the task. This is true for 
both on-campus and off-campus students. There are many questions for them to 
consider.  
 
The on-campus students have more opportunity to discuss the activity together, 
and as they will be producing a meal for us all to enjoy, there is a lot of 
discussion about who will be able to contribute what to the final meal. Some are 
more inclined to hunting for food. Fishing is popular. Some want to catch eels 
and yabbies, others plan to go rabbit or kangaroo hunting. Others are more 
inclined to try to grow herbs or vegetables. Early discussion is fairly wide-
ranging. Do they have to use traditional hunting or foraging methods? Can they 
use commercially available equipment?  
 
The off-campus students use the on-line discussion to raise questions about the 
task. Do any of the on-campus students know anything more than they do? 
What is the task really about anyway? What do we really want them to do? 
 
Immediately they are confronted by the reality that if one does not have access 
to money, even purchasing equipment is an issue. In the following weeks, they 
all start to investigate how to do the task. Some discuss it with their families and 
friends. Some go on-line and seek information about hunting and fishing, or 
growing vegetables and herbs on the web. Some look for literature to assist 
them (for example, Cherikoff & Isaacs, 1990). 
 
They discover that one needs a licence to hunt or fish and that these licences are 
expensive. They begin to understand how confronting it is for an Indigenous 
community that has been able to hunt and fish on their traditional estates to now 
have to get permission and pay for the privilege of hunting and fishing.  
 
They are also confronted by the reality of private property, that unless one has 
control of a piece of land, one cannot hunt and fish on it, even with a licence, 
without the permission of the legally titled owner. They begin to understand what 
the loss of access to land and waterways means. 
 
There is then the issue of where one gets seeds to grow vegetables or herbs. 
Can one use little plants bought from the shop for the task, they ask? They learn 
about seeds, about the commercialisation of seed stock and the use of hybrid 
terminator processes that ensure that commercial seedlings only produce one 
season of fruit. The seeds that traditionally would have been collected and stored 
for the next year will not seed ‘true’ from much of the seedling stock that is 
bought from the local gardening shop. They learn about small companies that 
produce organic seeds (for example, Phoenix Seeds and Eden Seeds) and why 
these companies are so important for seed stock diversity. They also begin to 
understand how the processes of food production lock farmers into buying new 
seed each year (because of terminator technology) rather than storing and 
replanting seeds saved from the previous crop. They learn how fertilisers are 
produced that must be used with the seed stock to ensure germination. They 
begin to see the way that many traditional farming communities that grow crops 
such as rice are trapped in the cash economy growing types of rice that are now 
dependent on first world, cash economy, food growing technologies.  
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As the weeks pass, they keep photo journals of their efforts to hunt, fish, forage, 
or grow their food. Expeditions are planned to fish and hunt. There are many 
very funny stories of failed fishing and hunting trips, of fathers and grandfathers 
coming to the rescue with proper fishing equipment or permissions from a 
relative or friend to go hunting on their property.  
 
There are equally moving stories of seeds that don’t germinate, of little seedlings 
being eaten by hungry bugs and snails, of plants dying because the student 
forgot to water them, of family members being co-opted into the task of growing 
and keeping alive little gardens of potatoes, tomatoes, strawberries, greens, 
spinach, mushrooms, zucchinis, onions, carrots, parsley, basil, and chillies. 
 
The role of other family members and the extended network of family and 
friends becomes very important. A Japanese student’s grandparents, living in 
Japan, send their son, living in Australia, the equipment so that the 
granddaughter (student) can learn to make tofu properly. They send beans they 
have grown and preserved for her. She is clearly overwhelmed. She has never 
really been interested in the Japanese side of her cultural inheritance. She is a 
modern gal who can’t really see the point. She is obviously moved by the 
family’s eagerness to share their old knowledge with her. Her father teaches her 
how to make tofu the proper way and it is evident as she reverentially carries the 
plate of tofu into the final class that she has been deeply moved by the 
experience. We are also deeply moved by her process and her journey. 
 
A Maori woman has been uneasily angry in the early classes. She is frustrated by 
the stupid comments from her class mates. She has been clearly frustrated by 
their lack of respect for traditional ways. She announces a foraging expedition 
along a local creek to gather Puha and invites others from the class to come 
along. Many of the students go with her and the next week the change in the 
group is palpable. She is present, engaged, smiling and laughing with other 
students. They are collectively horrified by the state of the creek, the rubbish, 
the pollution and the fact that they had to forage somewhere cleaner for their 
Puha.  
 
The Maori student talked about the very real frustration that traditional foragers 
feel when they see such pollution. The students acknowledged that previously 
they had been environmentally friendly because it ‘looked better’ rather than 
understanding that it is about access to clean and safe food. They also 
acknowledged how much their Maori classmate knew about edible plants and 
herbs that were all around them, that they had no knowledge of. Cherikoff and 
Issacs (1990, p.23) have estimated, for example, that, ‘Aboriginal diet consisted 
of hundreds of fruits, nuts, seeds, vegetables, insects and meats, possibly close 
to 10,000 total resources’. 
 
Another student went on a fishing trip with her boyfriend and a few other friends. 
It was a very enjoyable trip and they had all agreed that whoever caught a fish it 
would be donated to her for her assignment. But they caught nothing between 
them. She related that her biggest learning, besides the fact that they were all 
useless at fishing, was the real cost involved now in being a recreational fisher. 
She told the class that by the time she has spent money on petrol, the fishing 
permit, handlines, sinkers, bait, hooks, take away food because they had caught 
nothing, that it cost nearly $100 for the four people.  
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It was evident to her that it is much cheaper and easier for people to go to the 
local shop and buy their food. She spoke for the class when she explained her 
growing understanding of how Indigenous and traditional peoples are being 
herded into the cash economy, through loss of access to traditional hunting, 
fishing and foraging places, coupled with welfare payments that make it easier to 
go to the supermarket that to spend a whole day fishing and catch nothing, 
especially when stocks are depleted through, for example, commercial over-
fishing. Many such stories emerge throughout the semester, photos and tips are 
swapped and progress is compared. Plans are made for the meal. Students go to 
each others homes with their ingredients and cook dishes together.  
 
Then it comes to the day when the off-campus students are encouraged to share 
their meal with their friends and families and the on-campus class all gather to 
share the meal together. There is so much bustling and excitement. One has 
grown chillies and another has caught a fish. They add a beautiful chilli sauce to 
the fish. They come into the class carrying the dish together, all smiles. The meal 
together is truly a feast! But much more that that, these students have learnt so 
much in a short few months. We take time to enjoy the food, swapping stories. 
There is always food for people to take home, the creativity and abundance are 
evident! We then reflect on the very real issues facing Indigenous and 
traditionally oriented peoples, their struggle to maintain or regain access to their 
traditional lands, their rights to hunt and gather without impediment, and their 
aspiration to have the schooling of their children to occur alongside the 
maintenance and preservation of their traditional lifeways.  
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Résumé 

L’éthique professionnelle constitue une dimension essentielle du professionnalisme 
enseignant (Hansen, 2001). Les changements des conditions de vie et l’explosion scolaire 
vérifiés ont poussé les enseignants à jouer des rôles diversifiés auprès des publics très 
hétérogènes. Pour ce faire, il faut un changement de leur professionnalisme et une 
réorientation de son idéal éthique de service (Hansen, 2001 ; Oser, 1994). C’est 
pourquoi il devient pertinent connaitre la pensée éthique des enseignants qui devra aussi 
orienter leur formation. Cette communication vise à dévoiler quelques dimensions de la 
pensée éthique des enseignants et à extraire des suggestions pour leur formation 
(Hargreaves, 2003). 

Des entretiens semi-directifs 26 enseignants ont données origine à un pré-questionnaire 
appliqué à 123 enseignants de l’enseignement non supérieur. 

Les analyses statistiques faites ont permis d’obtenir quelques résultats valables pour ces 
sujets. Ils montrent l’existence de plusieurs sensibilités éthiques qui opposent une 
éthique rationnelle téléologique et déontologique à une éthique affective orientée pour la 
sollicitude (Noddings), conditionnant les concepts de bien de l’élève et de justice, mais 
relevant aussi beaucoup d’indécis. Il s’impose donc une formation éthique réflexive 
centrée sur ce nouveau professionnalisme et sur l’approfondissement de la responsabilité 
professionnelle.  

Mots clef: éthique – déontologie - formation éthique - modalités de formation  
 
 
 

1. Introduction  
 
Les changements des conditions de vie et l’explosion scolaire vérifiés au cours du 
dernier siècle ont poussé les enseignants à jouer des rôles diversifiés auprès des 
publics très hétérogènes. Accomplir ces rôles implique un changement du 
professionnalisme enseignant et une réorientation de son idéal éthique de 
service. La globalisation et la société de l’information ont posé de nouvelles 
exigences éthiques aux enseignants. On leur demande à la fois de former les 
élèves pour cette société et d’éviter ses effets pervers (Hargreaves, 2003).  
 
Ainsi, exige-t-on que l’enseignant forme ses élèves à des valeurs démocratiques 
pour un monde incertain, problématique et traversé par plusieurs déséquilibres 
(écologiques, sociaux, économiques, axiologiques…). On attend aussi que les 
élèves seront formés pour un monde compétitif et pour utiliser éthiquement les 
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nouvelles technologies dans leur travail et dans des mondes virtuels où les 
jeunes s’occupent de plus en plus.  
 
Pour ce faire, il faut que l’enseignant soit éthiquement formé, conscient de ses 
principes et de ses valeurs, sensible aux dimensions éthiques de son 
enseignement, doué de sens critique et de responsabilité sociale. Perrenoud 
(1999 : 21), en mentionnant dix compétences de base nécessaires aux 
enseignants, se réfère à la compétence de faire face aux devoirs et dilemmes 
éthiques de la profession. Celle-ci se révèle, par exemple, dans le combat aux 
préjugés et discriminations sexuelles, éthiques et sociaux ou dans le 
développement du sens de responsabilité, solidarité et justice.  
 
Or, l’emphase accordée à l’éthique par les rhétoriques officielles et par les 
penseurs de l’éducation contraste avec la place qu’elle occupe dans les curricula 
d’un grand nombre d’écoles de formation et avec l’attention donnée à l’analyse 
des dimensions éthiques de l’enseignement. Cette emphase contraste aussi avec 
le nombre relativement petit des recherches empiriques portant la matière.  
 
Dans ce contexte, il est important de connaître quelques aspects de la pensée 
éthico-déontologique des éducateurs des jardins des enfants et d’enseignants de 
plusieurs niveaux d’enseignement. Nous estimons que cette connaissance 
constitue un pré-requis pour envisager une formation dans ce domaine.  
 
Le projet « Pensée et formation éthico-déontologique d’enseignants » vise à 
expérimenter des schémas de formation, à travers la recherche-action menée 
auprès des enseignants (2e. phase du projet), la connaissance de la pensée de 
ceux-ci et leur attitude face à la formation étant le point de départ (1ère phase).  
Dans cette communication nous n’aborderons que les questions suivantes :  
 

- Quelles idées d’éthique et d’éthique professionnelle se font les 
enseignants ? 

 
- Comme définissent-ils justice dans l’enseignement et le bien de l’élève ? 

 
- Quels dilemmes expérimentent-ils ? 

 
- Quelles attitudes manifestent-ils à l’égard de la formation éthique des 

enseignants ? 
 

- Comment la conçoivent-ils ? 
 
 
1.1. L’état des lieux 

 
Il y a un grand décalage entre le nombre de réflexions théoriques et les études 
empiriques portant sur les dimensions éthiques de l’enseignement et la formation 
éthique des enseignants, bien que moins évident en ce qui concerne le 
développement moral des élèves. Les revues de la littérature faites par Oser 
(1994) et Hansen (2001) en témoignent. Colnerud (2006), en prenant en 
considération 20 années de recherche, essaye de faire la synthèse entre la 
discussion théorique et la recherche empirique. Cependant la bibliographie 
présentée accuse ce décalage.  
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On constate le même fait au Portugal, où les recherches empiriques dans ce 
domaine sont très peu nombreuses, même si nous ajoutons les études 
postérieures aux revues d’Estrela (2003). Les études portugaises, relevant du 
« paradigme de la pensée de l’enseignant », montrent que les enseignants 
tendent à se définir professionnellement comme éducateurs moraux. Bien qu’ils 
véhiculent des conceptions éthiques et axiologiques différentes, il y en a 
beaucoup qui ne se sentent pas sûrs de leurs valeurs et de leur rôle par rapport 
à celles-ci et pour cela vivent fréquemment des dilemmes éthiques. Ces 
dilemmes relèvent des tensions que nous trouvons dans la littérature 
internationale. Portant surtout sur la relation pédagogique et l’évaluation, ce sont 
les concepts de justice en tant que traitement égal des élèves ou en tant 
qu’équité, orientée vers la sollicitude (caring) qui engendrent des conflits de 
principes entre le bien individuel et le bien du groupe ou collectif.  
 
En ce qui concerne la formation éthique des enseignants, la réflexion théorique 
est beaucoup plus riche que celle produite par la recherche empirique. Le n.º 3 
du Journal of Teacher Education, de 1986 en témoigne. Willemse et autres 
(2005) constatent la pauvreté de recherches empiriques répertoriées par les 
principales bases de données, même en ce qui concerne la pensée éthique des 
formateurs des écoles chargés de former éthiquement les futurs enseignants. 
Toutefois, quelques travaux empiriques que nous avons trouvés portent sur des 
stagiaires ou sur des enseignants débutants et leurs tuteurs (Moreau, 2007 ; 
Wright & Bottery, 1997).  
 
Cette dernière étude met en lumière la fonction reproductrice exercée par les 
tuteurs en transmettant leur concept étroit et technocratisant de 
professionnalisme.  
 
Quelques courants de formation réflexive cherchent à stimuler la prise de 
conscience des enseignants sur les conséquences éthiques et politiques de leur 
action. Les études empiriques se limitent, en général, à évaluer les effets de la 
formation sur les représentations de ceux à former, parfois en désaccord avec les 
attentes des formateurs (Gore et Zeichner, 1991).  
 
Il faut admettre que la recherche dans le domaine éthique n’est pas facile. La 
diversité de la pensée éthique rend difficile la construction de cadres conceptuels 
de la recherche s’adaptant à des réalités si spécifiques, complexes et instables 
comme les situations scolaires. C’est pourquoi nous choisîmes partir des 
concepts des enseignants pour découvrir leur sens. En plus, les sources 
traditionnelles de l’éthique – la religion, la philosophie, les sciences sociales et 
humaines… – furent ébranlées par les critiques des penseurs postmodernistes 
aux méta-narratives (Lyotard, 1989) et aux présomptions de la raison d’arriver à 
des vérités universelles (Derridas, 1994; Bauman, 1997). On ouvre, ainsi, les 
voies vers le relativisme et le néo-pragmatisme dont on essaye de sauvegarder 
quelques valeurs susceptibles de consensus, comme la solidarité (Rorty, 1988) 
ou la dignité humaine (Santos, 1994).  
 
Nous sommes donc placés au sein d’une diversité énorme de courants éthiques : 
les unes, continuatrices ou constructrices d’éthiques déontologiques et 
téléologiques, basent l’éthique surtout dans la raison ; d’autres, pariant sur le 
relativisme et le «conséquentialisme» de l’éthique, valorisent surtout l’expérience 
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affective comme sa source principale ; d’autres encore cherchent les ponts entre 
modernité et post-modernisme essayant de préserver la capacité d’une raison 
critique dans la construction éthique.  
 
Ce qui nous semble plus intéressant à la pensée éthique contemporaine, ce sont 
les nouveaux fondements et les approfondissements du concept de 
responsabilité que nous trouvons chez des auteurs comme Lévinas, Jonas ou 
Bauman. Le premier trouve le sens fondateur de l’humain dans « la relation des-
inter-essée» (2007 : 37) de l’un vers l’autre et dans le principe de la 
responsabilité pour autrui, en ne l’abandonnant pas uniquement à sa solitude 
morale (Levinas, 1992 : 97). Le deuxième auteur étend cette responsabilité à la 
planète que nous habitons et aux futures générations (Jonas, 1993/1998). 
Bauman, lui-même postmoderniste confessé, fait de la responsabilité morale la 
condition même de la vie sociale : « la responsabilité morale, étant vers l’autre 
avant de pouvoir être avec l’autre – est la première réalité du moi… » (1997 :9). 
Cependant il nous semble que l’acte d’autoconstitution du moi moral devient une 
forme déguisée d’un principe universalisant.  
 
Du côté de l’éducation, on met aussi l’emphase sur le principe de la 
responsabilité fondé sur le caractère relationnel de l’éthique et sur le caractère 
essentiellement relationnel de l’acte pédagogique (Houssaye, 2004 et 
Preyrat, 2007 entre autres), ce qui va à la rencontre des intentions de 
sociologues comme Gérard qui visent concilier l’éthique des convictions et de la 
responsabilité.  
 
 
2. Méthodologie 

  
Répondre aux questions posées plus haut, c’est l’objectif de cette 
communication.  
 
La méthodologie utilisée, à caractère qualitatif et quantitatif, vise à associer 
compréhension et explication.  
 
Des entretiens semi-directifs, conduits auprès de 26 éducateurs et enseignants 
des niveaux d’enseignement non universitaire, nous ont permis, après une 
analyse de contenu catégorielle, une vision compréhensive de leurs 
représentations. La décomposition en des unités sémantiques et leur 
comparaison a permis l’élaboration de catégories et sous-catégories. 
 
Le discours de la plupart des sujets ne reflète pas l’influence directe des 
systèmes d’éthique. Cependant il peut être encadré dans des catégories qui, 
sans les fondements et l’unité d’un système, s’approchent de quelques-unes 
utilisées dans la pensée éthique occidentale (philosophique, psychologique, 
éducationnelle et sociologique).  
 
Les entretiens visaient aussi la construction d’un questionnaire permettant de 
vérifier si les représentations recueillies étaient partagées par un groupe plus 
nombreux d’enseignants. Les entretiens dévoilent de différentes sensibilités 
éthiques qui, grosso modo, relèvent de l’esprit de la modernité ou s’approchent 
de celui du post-modernisme, en opposant une éthique rationnelle à une éthique 
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relationnelle et un paradigme de justice comme égalité à un paradigme de 
justice orientée pour la sollicitude (caring). On y constate aussi des positions 
moins définies. 
 
L’élaboration du pré questionnaire a voulu respecter cette diversité, bien que 
nous soyons conscients que cette décision pourrait diminuer la consistance 
interne de l’instrument. Les 107 items qui le composent découlent, parfois 
textuellement, des affirmations incluses dans les blocs thématiques des 
entretiens. En englobant aussi 3 questions ouvertes, il fut présenté sous la forme 
d’une échelle de Likert en 5 points (1=désaccord total et 5=accord total).  
 
Après une passation clinique auprès d’un petit nombre de sujets, le pré-
questionnaire fut appliqué à un échantillon de convenance de professeurs de 
plusieurs écoles et niveaux d’enseignement non universitaire à Lisbonne et 
Bragança, villes contrastées du point de vue géographique, social et politique. 
Furent distribués 250 questionnaires, le pourcentage de réponses étant de 
49.2%. 
 
Outre l’analyse statistique descriptive sur les réponses obtenues, des analyses 
factorielles en composantes principales, par rotation Varimax et le calcul de 
l’alpha de Cronbach ont porté sur chaque bloc d’items. Pour tester les 
éventuelles influences de variables telles que lieu d’application, niveau 
d’enseignement et année d’expérience nous avons utilisé les testes t-Student, 
Tukey HSD, Kruskal Wallis, Qui-deux. Nous remercions au Professeur João 
Moreira les suggestions faites. 
 
Ces analyses, par la suppression, transformation et adition d’items, devraient 
permettre l’élaboration de la version du questionnaire à appliquer à des 
échantillons élargis. Celui-ci se trouve encore en phase de passation.  
 
Ainsi, les résultats que nous présenterons ici se rapportent au pré-questionnaire 
englobant 123 sujets. Nous ne ferons pas leur analyse détaillée, en ne 
présentant que quelques-uns censés être les plus pertinents pour nos objectifs et 
sans prétendre les généraliser.  
 
 
3. Présentation et discussion de résultats 
 
Pour simplifier cette présentation nous faisons appel aux moyennes et, parfois, 
aux pourcentages. Pour souligner l’accord ou le désaccord concernant quelques 
items nous avons fait l’adition des pourcentages d’accord total et accord et le 
même pour le désaccord et désaccord total. 
  
 
3.1. Sur les conceptions d’éthique 
 
Le point 3 de l'échelle, attirant entre 4.1% et 32.5% des réponses, selon  
les items, démontre la difficulté de quelques sujets à se situer face  
aux définitions proposées. On constate que la moyenne la plus élevée  
(4.25) concerne l'affirmation «l'éthique est une relation de respect  
de l'autre». Au contraire, l'item «l'éthique c'est agir selon ce que  
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chacun pense être le plus correct» suscite la moyenne la moins élevée  
de ce bloc (2.57), car 55.3% le rejette, 15.4% se montrant indécis.  
Cependant, l'item qui provoque d'avantage d'indécisions (32.5%) est «l'éthique 
est une sensibilité aux contextes et aux besoins spécifiques des autres», 
suggérant que l'éthique de la sollicitude trouve quelques résistances chez un 
considérable nombre de sujets. 
 
Ce bloc d'items s'est révélé discriminatif en permettant l'expression  
de différentes sensibilités et postures dont la structure organisatrice est dévoilée 
par l'analyse factorielle en composantes principales. Le 1er facteur (33% de la 
variance) regroupe les items qui s'orientent vers une éthique du sentiment et de 
l'action. Les items les plus saturés de ce facteur sont le dernier ici 
mentionné (0.81) et «l'éthique est l'action selon des sentiments et 
émotions associé à ce que l'on estime être le bien des autres» (0.80).  
 
Dans le 2ème facteur (21.5% de variance), nous trouvons des items associés 
au caractère rationnel de l'éthique dont les exemples sont : «l'éthique est une 
réflexion sur le bien et le mal» (0.78) et «l'éthique est la définition de règles 
pour agir en fonction du bien» (0.72). 
 
Bref, si les enseignants rejettent une éthique subjectiviste, ils n’évitent pas le 
relativisme d’une éthique contextuelle, orientée vers la sollicitude. Le niveau 
d’indécision lié à quelques items suggère que une partie des enseignants se situe 
dans un parcours où les vestiges de l’esprit de la rationalité propre de la 
modernité tend à être dépassés par une éthique qui combine affectivité et raison 
et à diminuer les limites entre les connaissances savantes et les connaissances 
expérientielles. 
 
 
3.2. Sur les conceptions de bien de l’élève et de justice dans 
l’enseignement 
 
Si les définitions des concepts du domaine de l’éthique sont toujours difficiles, 
celles concernant le bien et la justice le sont particulièrement, grâce à leur 
complexité et origines disciplinaires différentes et à la place centrale qu’ils 
occupent dans la pensée éthique.  
 
Les items de ce bloc expriment de différents types de bien de l’élève, les uns 
s’approchent du bien universel (si nous estimons que la personne est un bien en 
soi) ; les autres, des biens instrumentaux. Ceux qui suscitent la plus grande 
adhésion portent sur la préparation pour la vie et les bonnes conditions 
d’apprentissage (moyennes de 4.34 et 4.15). Les autres items avec des 
moyennes élevées sont «le bien principal de l’élève est d’apprendre à devenir 
une personne dans la relation avec les autres» (4.12) et «le bien de l’élève est, 
avant tout, la construction de son autonomie» (4.04). La moyenne moins élevée 
(3.24), pour laquelle contribuent 18.7% des indécisions et 29.2% de désaccords, 
concerne l’item «réaliser le bien de l’élève est le préparer à niveau scientifique et 
technique».   
 
L’analyse factorielle structure le bien des élèves en 2 facteurs principaux 
(variance de 28.6% et 18.5%). Le premier, essentiellement relationnel, associe 
la préparation pour la vie (0.80), le savoir être avec les autres (0.70) et 
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l’autonomie (0.60). Le deuxième facteur se rapporte au bien scolaire lié à 
l’efficacité des apprentissages (0.83) et aux conditions le permettant.  
 
Bref, valoriser plutôt l’élève en tant que personne ou en tant qu’apprenti, voilà 
les enjeux qui se posent à ces enseignants. 
 
Les items concernant la justice représentent les définitions opérationnelles du 
concept trouvées dans les entretiens, renvoyant aux principes de l’égalité, de 
l’équité et du pouvoir. 
 
La distribution des réponses montre que l’affirmation «la justice dans 
l’enseignement doit traiter les élèves de manière égale» (3.22) attire un 
désaccord de 31.8% et 20.3% d’indécisions. Cette indécision, en accord avec 
celle suscitée par la définition de l’éthique, avant mentionnée, comme sensibilité 
aux contextes, suggère qu’il y a encore des résistances a une éthique des 
situations et de la sollicitude. Au contraire, les items «traiter chaque élève selon 
ses besoins est un principe élémentaire de justice» et «évaluer tous les élèves 
selon les mêmes critères peut ne pas assurer la justice» attirent seulement le 
désaccord de 1.6% et 4.1% et l’indécision de 12.2% et 8.9%, respectivement.  
 
L’analyse factorielle, en détachant 2 facteurs responsables par 45.4% de 
variance confirme cette séparation entre la justice comme équité (1ere facteur) 
et égalité (2ème facteur). 
 
En synthèse, la conception de justice comme équité, orientée par une éthique 
affective ou de la sollicitude l’emporte sur celle, plus traditionnelle et rationnelle, 
de la justice comme égalité. Probablement, la loi de bases du système éducatif 
de 1986 et l’influence de Noddings et Gilligan, transmises probablement par 
quelques écoles de formation, commencent à être intériorisées par le groupe 
professionnel. Néanmoins, le niveau d’indécisions sur les items qui l’expriment 
montre aussi qu’un pourcentage non négligeable d’enseignants se sent partagé 
entre les deux principes de justice. C’est pourquoi ils sont à l’origine de quelques 
dilemmes vécus quotidiennement à l’école. 
 
 
3.3. Les dilemmes vécus 

 
Les réponses des sujets se distribuent entre les 5 points d’une échelle de 
fréquence, signifiant que quelques dilemmes recueillis par les entretiens n’ont 
jamais ou été rarement essayés par les enquêtés. Ils concernent surtout les 
rapports avec les collègues ou auxiliaires d’éducation. Voilà l’exemple d’un 
dilemme expérimenté seulement par 4.4%: « ne pas dénoncer un collègue au 
préjudice des élèves ou bien le faire et provoquer sa perte d’emploi ». On peut 
donc inférer que le phénomène dénommé par Campbell (cité par Colnerud, 
2006) de tyrannie collégiale de la non intervention est peu vécue par ces 
enseignants. 
 
Les dilemmes concernant l’autorité se situent aussi entre les moins vécus. Par 
exemple, « faire sortir l’élève de la classe ou courir le risque d’utiliser des 
stratégies plus formatives » est expérimenté seulement par 34.1% 
d’enseignants. 
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Par contre, les dilemmes ressentis très fréquemment ou fréquemment par les 
sujets se rapportent à leur rôle face aux valeurs et à la justice. Ce sont des 
exemples « se maintenir neutre pour ne pas influencer les élèves ou passer ses 
valeurs », ressenti par 59.3%, « traiter les familles de manière égale ou 
répondre à leurs besoins spécifiques » (53.3%), ou « veiller aux besoins globaux 
de la classe ou aux besoins particuliers de quelques élèves (51.2%). Les 
situations d’évaluation sont souvent dilemmatiques, par exemple : « classifier 
l’élève ne considérant que ses résultats ou considérer aussi l’effort et les 
attitudes en classe » (48%) ou « faire redoubler un élève qui n’a pas réussi les 
objectifs minimaux ou diminuer le niveau d’exigence en classe » (27.6%). 
 
L’analyse factorielle sur les items de ce bloc organise les dilemmes en trois 
facteurs. Le premier explique 34.8% de variance et est un facteur institutionnel 
(collégial). L’item de plus saturé (0.70) étant « intervenir auprès de collègues 
lorsqu’ils agissent négligemment ou, parce qu’il s’agit de collègues, ignorer ces 
situations ». Le deuxième, avec 9.3% de variance, concerne la salle de classe ; 
l’item le plus saturé (0.74) est susmentionné et c’est celui de laisser un élève 
passer d’année sans avoir réussi les objectifs minimaux ou de diminuer le niveau 
d’exigence. Le troisième facteur (8.8% de variance) associe les dilemmes du 
professionnalisme, mettant en oppositions droits et devoirs, par exemple, 
adhérer à une grève ou respecter le devoir d’assiduité (r=0.75). 
 
 
3.4. Éthique professionnelle, déontologie et formation 

 
L’éthique professionnelle surgit, en général, comme un prolongement de 
l’éthique personnelle dans les situations scolaires, bien que 37.4% des sujets 
admette que le degré du respect des principes éthiques soit différent dans la vie 
en famille et professionnelle. On peut penser que nous sommes face à 2 types de 
configuration identitaire : l’une, investissant le moi total, l’autre reconnaissant 
les subjectivités multiples liées aux différents rôles sociaux et aux les degrés et 
types de responsabilités et attentes. 
 
La grande majorité (80.5%) considère qu’il y a une éthique spécifique à leur 
profession, 59.4% l’identifiant avec la déontologie. Cette identification peut être 
soit-elle à l’origine de l’attitude favorable (72.3%) à l’existence d’un code écrit 
qui n’existe pas au Portugal. Mais, en sauvegardant l’autonomie de la classe, on 
estime que ce code devrait procéder des propres enseignants (60.2%). 
 
L’affirmation « il n’existant pas de code déontologique, la formation éthique des 
enseignants devient plus nécessaire » suscite l’accord de 78.0%. Cependant, 
seulement 49.6% considère que la responsabilité de cette formation appartient 
aux enseignants, tandis que la responsabilité du système mérite l’accord de 
62.6%. 
 
En ce qui concerne les modalités de formation, l’idée d’introduire une discipline 
d’éthique dans les cours de formation initiale et celle de réfléchir sur des 
situations concrètes attire 77.2% et 71.6%, respectivement.  
 
L’analyse factorielle sur l’ensemble des items concernant ces thèmes a décelé 7 
facteurs, responsables de 67.1% de variance. Nous interprétons le 1er (19.9% de 
variance) comme un facteur de formalisme, les items les plus saturés associant 
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l’existence du code (0.72), l’introduction d’une discipline d’éthique dans la 
formation initiale (0.73) et un plus grand besoin de formation par l’absence d’un 
code (0.83). Ce formalisme est renforcé par les corrélations négatives au facteur 
plus saillantes, considérant l’association entre éthique professionnelle et exemple 
du professeur (-0.33) et comme construction personnelle sur la pratique 
quotidienne (-0.31). Le deuxième facteur (11.29% de variance) met en relation 
l’éthique personnelle et professionnelle, la dernière se basant sur la première. Le 
troisième facteur (9.4% de variance) remet vers les modalités de formation, 
l’item le plus saturé (0.81) concernant la réflexion sur les situations concrètes, 
en cohérence avec l’item qui affirme la spécificité de l’éthique de la profession. 
 
Le quatrième facteur (7.3% de variance) sépare l’éthique professionnelle de 
l’éthique personnelle (0.78), attribuant à l’enseignant la responsabilité de sa 
formation (0.62) et considérant l’éthique une construction personnelle dans le 
quotidien. 
 
On peut questionner la cohérence de ce formalisme avec le caractère contextuel 
de l’éthique. Il s’explique par le besoin de sécurité face à des situations novelles 
et imprévisibles exigeant des choix éthiques, mais aussi par un besoin de 
réponse aux critiques sociales sur le manque d’éthique des enseignants. Mais 
cette contradiction pourra être apparente si nous comprenons la déontologie non 
comme en catalogue de devoir précis, mais comme une « déontologie faible », 
dans le sens accordé par Preyrat (2006), d’une charte de principes généraux. Si 
établis par les enseignants, ces principes feront le pont entre autonomie et 
hétéronomie. 
 
A l’instar de ce qui fut constaté dans les thèmes avant audités, on remarque la 
coexistence de plusieurs sensibilités éthiques relevant de postures qui 
s’échelonnent entre l’esprit de la rationalité de la modernité et l’ouverture à 
l’affectivité liée aux contextes, relevant d’une raison pratique proche su sens 
commun. 
 
Si l’on accepte que les besoins de formation se révèlent par les difficultés 
ressenties dans la pratique, on peut inférer que ces dilemmes pourront indiquer 
des besoins de formation réflexive portant, par exemple, sur les rapports au 
savoir, sur l’éthique du devoir/éthique de la sollicitude, sur la responsabilité 
professionnelle... En effet, les dilemmes de ces enseignants se rapports 
essentiellement aux conflits moraux fréquents aussi chez des enseignants 
d’autres pays. Comme dit Langlois (2002 : 186-187), le conflit de l’éthique de la 
sollicitude « se cristallise autour des besoins de l’autre et du souci d’y répondre 
avec sollicitude ». Celui issu de l’éthique de la justice « est organisé autour du 
devoir de traiter tous et chacun de manière juste et égale dans le respect des 
droits inaliénables ». L’uns et les autres posent le problème de la responsabilité 
professionnelle dans cette époque d’incertitude. Ils pourront être le point de 
départ d’une formation réflexive des enseignants.   
 
 
3.5. Influence de quelques variables sur la distribution des réponses  
 
On essaya de constater les éventuelles influences sur les réponses de variable 
telles que lieu d’application du questionnaire, niveau d’enseignement, genre et 
les années d’enseignement. Pour ce faire, on identifia les variables ou groupes de 
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variables avec ou sans distribution normal pour appliquer en suite les testes 
estimés adéquats : t-Student, Tukey HSD, Kruskal Wallis, Qui-deux.  
 

Lieu d’application 
Niveau d’enseignement 

(Test Tukey HSD) 
Années d’enseignement 

(Test Tukey HSD) 

Le bien de l’élève centré 
sur sa personne  
(t (79,401) = -3,56, p = 0,001) 
– Plus grand accord à 
Bragança.  
 
Justice comme équité  
(t (109) = -3,35, p = 0,001) - 
Plus grand accord à 
Bragança.  
 
Déontologie comme 
pratique personnel (t (113) = 
-2,43, p = 0,017) - Plus grand 
accord à Bragança. 

Justice comme équité 
– Plus grand accord des éducateurs et 
instituteurs par rapport aux autres 
niveaux. 
 
Besoin d’un code – Plus grand accord 
des éducateurs par rapport aux 
instituteurs.  
 
Déontologie comme pratique 
personnel – Plus grand accord des 
éducateurs par rapport aux enseignants 
de collège.  

La responsabilité des 
enseignants dans leur formation 
éthique  
- Plus grand accord de ceux qui ont 
entre 28-34 années de profession 
par rapport à ceux qui ont entre 23-
27.  
 
Le bien de l’élève associé aux 
conditions scolaires – Plus grand 
accord de ceux > 34 années par 
rapport à ceux qui ont entre 23-27 
années de profession.  

 
Comme l’on constate par ce tableau, les différences significatives trouvées 
concernent un n. º très réduit d’items. C’est pourquoi nous soulevons l’hypothèse 
que les différences de sensibilités éthiques rapportées dans le point antérieur 
concernent plutôt des cultures transversales aux différentes niveaux 
d’enseignement, le milieu social pouvant y jouer une petite influence ainsi que 
les années d’expérience.  
 
 
4. Conclusions 
 
L’analyse des résultats de la partie du questionnaire que nous avons présentée 
confirme la diversité des sensibilités éthiques du groupe d’enseignants enquêtés. 
Des tendances individuelles se font sentir, les unes prolongeant la rationalité de 
la modernité, d’autres véhiculant une éthique contextuelle, affective et 
relationnelle, relevant déjà de l’esprit postmoderniste ; d’autres semblant encore 
hésiter entre l’une et l’autre. De toute façon, on peut constater que l’orientation 
vers l’éthique de la sollicitude semble plus forte que l’orientation rationnelle de 
l’éthique, dans le groupe enquêté. Ce type d’éthique, exigeant l’investissement 
total de la personne, rend les enseignants plus vulnérables à leurs sentiments 
mais aussi aux critiques des élèves qui souvent ne comprennent pas leurs 
attitudes de discrimination positive et à celles des partisans d’une école d’élites. 
 
Nonobstant, cette orientation nous semble être une des facettes fortes du 
professionnalisme actuel, issu d’une école multiculturelle de masses où beaucoup 
d’élèves reflètent des carences et injustices sociales (il faut remarquer que 
l’expérience multi-éthique dans les écoles portugaises est assez récente par 
rapport à d’autres pays européens). 
 
Cette facette est transversale aux divers niveaux d’enseignement, malgré les 
petites différences constatées.  
 
Si la profession enseignante évolue en interaction avec un monde en 
changement, elle ne peut que refléter les changements d’une école et d’une 
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société en crise, insérées dans un monde internationalisé où l’avenir devient 
incertain et menaçant pour la permanence de la vie humaine sur cette planète. 
Alors, le retour à la réflexion éthique aujourd’hui perçue à divers niveaux sociaux 
devient source d’espoir d’un homme meilleur et d’une planète meilleure. Pour 
une profession qui réclame être essentiellement éthique, cette réflexion s’impose 
d’autant plus. Le professionnalisme enseignant, en tant qu’idéal de service qui 
procure du sens aux éléments de la professionnalité et oriente la formation 
professionnelle ne peut que se baser sur une réflexion éthique mettant en 
équation les rapports profession-monde. La formation comporte, certes, des 
dimensions scientifiques et techniques qu’il faut respecter et maitriser mais en 
les rendant adéquates à une vision de l’homme et de la société pour laquelle les 
enseignants sont formés. Maitriser ces dimensions est une question éthique liée 
à la responsabilité professionnelle. Mais une formation d’enseignants doit s’ouvrir 
forcément au monde globalisé d’aujourd’hui. Malgré les analyses opposées sur 
les sociétés actuelles et leur avenir, il y a quelques concepts qui nous semblent 
traduire l’esprit de notre temps, pouvant constituer en même temps des 
fondements de la dimension éthique du professionnalisme et de la formation des 
enseignants : incertitude, complexité, démocratie, relation, identité, réseau, 
affectivité, responsabilité relationnelle, responsabilité planétaire. Le concept de 
communauté, polysémique en sociologie, mais ici compris comme étant basé sur 
le partage de significations pourra être l’élément polarisateur des autres 
concepts. 
 
Si l’on prétendait le développement professionnel en articulation avec le 
développement de l’école et l’esprit collégial (Hargreaves, 1994; Hargreaves, 
2003), dans la société-réseau (Castells, 1997), ce développement se fera en 
liaison avec le monde et à travers des réseaux élargies à d’autres écoles et 
ouverts à la communauté. 
 
Ces réseaux en espace réel et online pourront aider à construire une 
communauté enseignante qui ferait aussi ressortir une communauté morale 
(Preyrat, 2006) et à déployer la réflexion sur l’éthique professionnelle qui ne se 
réduise à un catalogue de devoirs. Une théorie de l’éthique enseignante issue de 
la pratique et, comme Houssaye prétend, se basant sur les coïncidences entre le 
caractère relationnel et de l’éthique et de l’acte pédagogique est un pari à 
vaincre par les enseignants. Equidistante du « fondementationalisme » 
métaphysique et du pragmatisme commandé par les contextes, bien que centrée 
dans l’expérience affective et dans la relation « pour l’autre et avec l’autre », elle 
devra entraîner un nouveau concept critique de responsabilité professionnelle 
élargie et un professionalisme à la fois de la résistance et de l’espoir. Construire 
cette éthique à partir de la pensée et des dilemmes des enseignants et de leurs 
formateurs pourra constituer le noyau de la formation réflexive des enseignants. 
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Abstract 

Co-curricular Management by Faculty of Technical Education is a subject where the co-
curricular activities are parts and parcels of the learning curriculum. It is important as it 
contributes to build leadership developments of students. Leadership is one of the 
important aspects for student and this can be achieved through the participation of 
students in co-curricular activities. The purpose of this study is to find the correlation 
between the students’ involvements in co-curricular activities in Co-Curricular 
Management subject with their leadership style. The respondents involved in this study is 
90 final semester students who are undergoing program in Masters of Technique and 
Vocational Education (MTVE) in Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia (UTHM). This 
research uses the quantitative approach and the instrument used were questionnaires. 
The data was analyzed using Statistical Packages for Science Social (SPSS) version 12.0 
software to determine the mean, standard deviation and also the correlation between the 
two variables. Findings revealed that MTVE students showed high involvements in co-
curricular activities through Co-Curricular Management subject. The findings also showed 
that students are likely to behave and carry out democratic – style of leadership. The 
Pearson analysis showed that there were significant correlation between the 
involvements of students in co-curricular activities and democratic leadership style. As a 
whole, this research showed that the development of curriculum of Co-Curricular 
Management subject help to build democratic – style of leadership among students. 

Keywords: Cocurriculum management – leadership style – technique & Vocational 
Education. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Cocurriculum activity usually operates outside the learning academic and 
committed outside the classroom. Half of the cocurriculum activities carried out 
is the continuity from the education curriculum that has been taught in 
classroom according to the suitability of the activity. Cocurriculum activity is an 
education method or practical to give opportunity to student to study specific 
skills in more detail within the time (Hoe, 1996). Cocurriculum is usually 
compromise outside learning activity and a process of learning, which consist of 
continued education and continuous internal efforts to build student skills 
physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually. This is for keeping students with 
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aspiration and objective national-education in shaping a national personality and 
objectice with country’s education policy goals, which is: 
  
“To establish a people who have moralized patterned with Malaysian united. This 
desire would be achieved whether student given comprehensive education 
includes mental side, physical, social and emotion (KPM, 1998)” 
 
Consistent with the objective of UTHM in shaping skill and leadership, Technical 
Education Faculty (FPTek) have posited Cocurriculum Management subject to 
provide graduate students of Technical and Vocational Education (TVE). TVE's 
graduate student is future line-up instructor, which will be serving at various 
Polytechnic or Community Colleges in Malaysia. Cocurriculum Managerial subject 
enacted by FPTek has some objectives and goals. One of the goals is to give 
opportunity to student involved to learn management aspects of implementation 
and evaluation of activity cocurriculum such as club and association, sports and 
welfare. 
  
Other goals also stress out leadership aspects, official, coaching, guide talent 
game in proposition something sports carnival or any activity. It also aims to 
help faculty, as social one institution, hit the bull's-eye national development 
with tighten another relationship among the community without count status, 
ethnic, religion and education. This subject’s aim is to produce intended teacher 
and leadership to make educational institutions as pulsed in personality 
development and identity (Lesson Planning of Management Cocurriculum 
Subject, 2006).  
 
 
2. Problem Statement 
 
According to research that has been carried out by the Ministry of Education in 
Malaysia (KPM, 2000), it was found that there is a decline internal professional 
leadership among intended instructor caused by little training. Education ministry 
repeatedly had given emphasis how important is leadership among teachers 
during education in school to boost education performance and learning. 
Malaysian Education Ministry has already prepared six challenges of students 
namely (Reform in Education, 1998): 
 
a) Student proficiency communicate within English Language 
b) Student knowledge in the latest global issues  
c) Confidence among the student  
d) Weak in nature and leadership style  
e) Exposure to the industry  
f) Spirit of unity among the IPTA students 
 
In Malaysia, leadership in instruction maybe more complex considering not 
existing exposure to those intended instructor physically in the aspect of lead 
and managing his student (Robiah, 1993). The result is, new instructors become 
confused to play their role as a skillful instructor and own a high leadership 
character.  
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This may be caused by little exposure physically to intended internal instructor 
inculcate qualities official, high and characteristic leadership to manage internal 
student. Cocurriculum is either quality to which way as official and leadership can 
be absorbed in students by going through their involvement in managing 
cocurriculum activities. As already light up through involvement in cocurriculum 
activities, students can develop responsibility feeling and quality of leadership 
through experience such as administer and organize student’s activities in any 
associations and clubs. 
 
 
3. Research Objectives & Scopes 
 
The objectives of this study are to identify the students involvements in 
cocurriculum activities through the Cocurriculum Management Subject and to 
identify which leadership style that will be developed most by their involvements. 
Leadership styles considered were autocratic, democratic and laissez-faire 
leadership style. 
 
This study was done to 90 Masters Students in Technical Education Faculty who 
had taken Cocurriculum Management Subject in UTHM. 
 
 
4. Research Methodology 
 
Research instrument used in this study is questionnaires. According to Majid 
Konting (1998), questionnaire is an instrument commonly used to interpret a 
phenomenon that is happening and commonly used in educational researches. 
Approach expended in this study is descriptive approach because this study 
involves the usage of statistics. Here, researcher used shaped correlation study 
because these tests are well suited for correlation or to identify influence 
between singly factors with another factor. Other than that, these tests also suits 
to gauge correlation between internal variable explain strength of the relation 
whether it is significant or not. 
 
Data acquired in questionnaires were analyzed using SPSS (Statistical package 
for social science) software version 12.0. Survey questions were analyzed by 
using descriptive statistics namely score mean and deviation standard. Mean 
analysis is used because it can measure average score to picture the overall data 
(Uma Sekaran, 1992). Pearson's correlation techniques were used to gauge 
relationship between the leadership styles developed by students from their 
involvements in co curriculum activities. 
 
 
5. Results & Discussion 
 
Questionnaires were distributed to 90 Masters Students in Technical Education 
Faculty who had taken Co curriculum Management Subject in UTHM. Questions 
asked were divided into two sections, which are: 
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5.1. Involvements in Co curriculum activities through the Co curriculum 
Management Subject 
 
A finding for involvement of students shows that level of involvement of these 
students in planning and implementing activities residing within the subject have 
a high mean score that is 4.13. This shows that they are highly involved in co 
curricular activities planned in the Co curriculum Management Subject. Most of 
them agreed that from their involvements with such activities, they had gained 
many experiences and knowledge especially regarding on leadership aspects. 
 
This is true due to Christine et.al (2003) who stated that active involvements 
through co curriculum activities can expose and develop leadership in students. 
Working in a team which they involve throughout co curriculum activities does 
not only involve them into communication skills, but also could develop 
leadership skills such as cooperation, giving ideas, integrating ideas and so on 
(Sahrifah,2000). 
 
As a whole, high involvement in co curriculum activities through Co curriculum 
Management Subject not only help them to develop mostly wanted generic skills 
but also can enhance high leadership character. 
 
 
5.2. Leadership style developed by their involvements through Co 
curriculum Management Subject  
 
 
5.2.1 Relationship between Level of Involvement in Co curriculum Activity and 
Leadership Style.  
 
Correlation analysis between the levels of student involvement in autocratic 
leadership style of respondent comprise of TVE student’s shows that there are 
weak links between these two variables because the Pearson's correlation index, 
r equals to - 0.130. This show that the level of high involvement of student’s in 
co curriculum activity provided by the Co curriculum Management subject have 
contact feebly in constructing autocratic leadership style among graduate student 
of TVE. 
 

Table 1: Relationship between the Level Of Student Involvement in Co 
curriculum Activity in constructing Autocratic Leadership Style 

 
 Involvement Autocratic 

Involvement Pearson 
Coefficient 1.000 -0.130 

 Sig (2 End) . 0.085 
 N 90 90 

Autocratic Correlation 
Coefficient -0.130 1.000 

 Sig (2 End) 0.084 . 
 N 90 90 
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Correlation analysis between the levels of student involvement with Lassiez-
Faire's leadership style shows that there are weak links between these two 
variables because the Pearson's correlation index, r equals to -0.099. This show 
that the high level of student involvement in co curriculum activity provided by 
Co curriculum Management subject have contact feebly in constructing Lassiez-
Faire's leadership style among TVE graduate students.  
 

Table 2: Relationship between the Level Of Student Involvement in 
Cocurriculum Activity in constructing Lassiez-Faire Leadership Style 

 
 

 Involvement Lassiez-Faire 
Involvement Pearson 

Coefficient 1.000 -0.099 

 Sig (2 End) . 0.352 
 N 90 90 

Lassiez-Faire Correlation 
Coeficient -0.099 1.000 

 Sig (2 End) 0.352 . 
 N 90 90 

 
 
Correlation analysis between the level of student involvement in constructing 
democratic leadership style shows that there are significant relationship and 
strong links between these two variables where the Pearson's correlation index, r 
is 0.749**. This show that the high involvement of students in co curriculum 
activity provided by Co curriculum Management subject do influence in building 
democratic leadership style in TVE's graduate students. 
 

Table 3: Relationship between the Level Of Student Involvement in 
Co curriculum Activity in constructing Democratic Leadership Style 

 

 Involvement Democratic 

Involvement Pearson 
Coefficient 1.000 0.749(**) 

 Sig (2 End) . 0.000 

 N 90 90 

Democratic Correlation 
Coefficient 0.749(**) 1.000 

 Sig (2 End) 0.000 . 

 N 90 90 
 
 
5.3. Overall Outcome of the Study  
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The co curriculum activity provided in Management Co curriculum subject is 
different from the other kind of co curriculum. The concept suggested in this 
subject is that a group of students will work together to cooperate one 
organization, list task, decide goals and plan co curriculum activity within his own 
without any help from the lecturer. This means, the overall activity co curriculum 
not only involve games only, but will be closely organized and documented by 
the students themselves. 
 
For people who will be a lecturer in future must behave professionally and have 
visionary and behave productive to gain education award to afford to increase 
more spiritful students. Other than that, democratic lecturers behavior are those 
who always promote students, behave active in class, always point out new 
innovations in the context education and show several attitude skill (Komives et 
al, 2001) . This type of lecturer also has high ambition and able to influence 
student in their technical performance and also in their academic achievement. 
By this research, one can say that through implementation and planning 
cocurriculum activities residing within Cocurriculum Management subject, TVE's 
graduate student can build and practice and behave democratic pattern or 
attitude. 
 
As an overall, the outcome of the study shows that curriculum suggested in 
Cocurriculum Managerial subject helps to build democratic leadership style 
among TVE graduate student. 
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Abstract 

The research aims at funding and expenditure related aspects of higher education in 
Latvia, with a particular attention paid to regional institutions of higher education. The 
research is developed based on Lisbon Convention, Bologna Declaration on higher 
education, several national and foreign publications, as well as the analysis of statistical 
and informative materials. The monographic descriptive method, methods of analysis and 
synthesis, as well as the logical and constructive methods are used in the research. The 
study shows that within the recent five years education in Latvia has been one of the 
state determined priorities, as the total amount of higher education funding increases 
annually. However the increase is a result of growth of non-budget resources, as recently 
the revenues from non-budget resources surpassed budget funding and exceeded 60% 
of total HE funding. The comparison of the share of financing for education of GDP with 
the respective average indicator in the EU (4.9%) shows that generally this indicator 
complies with the average EU figure.  

Keywords: higher education - funding – expenditure – regions - resources 
 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
Latvia is not richly endowed with natural resources, so its future is dependent in 
very large measure on intellect, which may be regarded as the nation's greatest 
resource. Latvia's aim could be a society based on knowledge and intellect, 
preserving the country's historical traditions and rapidly assimilating innovations 
and intellectual breakthroughs in the world. 
 
The last two decades have provided the onset of establishing regional institutions 
of higher education and branch campuses of existing institutions of higher 
education throughout Latvia. Although the term ‘regional institution of higher 
education’ cannot be found in legislative and normative documentation, it is used 
to designate any institution of higher education that is not located in the capital 
city Riga. Regarding regional HEI, they are HEIs of an especial mission with the 
basic objective to implement scientific and research programmes necessary for 
regional development. In 2006 the sector of HEIs comprised 14 higher education 
institutions and 20 research institutions integrated into HEI, where scientific 
research was being carried out. Six universities have a status of regional 
universities: Liepāja Pedagogical Academy (founded in 1954), Daugavpils 
University (1921), Rēzekne Higher School (1993), Latvia University of Agriculture 
in Jelgava (1863), Ventspils University College (1997), and Vidzeme University 
College (1996). However only 3 of them provide Ph.D. studies and grant doctoral 
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degrees: Latvia University of Agriculture, Daugavpils University and Liepāja 
Pedagogical Academy. 
 
In compliance with the Law on Institutions of Higher Education (Augstskolu 
likums, 1995) regional HEI shall leave a significant impact on the development of 
a particular region. Regional HEIs provide a wide range of specialities to be 
acquired – tourism organisation and management, business management, 
management, economics, philology, history, law, teachers’ education (Liepāja 
Pedagogical Academy); Daugavpils University, Rēzekne Higher School and other 
regional HEIs also have a broad range of study programmes. Logically these 
HEIs offer the specialities required by the particular region. It means the 
students have the possibility to study close to their place of residence, for 
example, 90% of students of Liepāja Pedagogical Academy come from Kurzeme, 
the region this HEI is located, 52% of students of Vidzeme University College 
come from Vidzeme region, 69% of Ventspils University College students come 
from Ventspils city and the adjacent districts, while 79% of the students at 
Daugavpils University are from Latgale region (Augstāko izglītību iegūt ne tikai 
Rīgā, 2002).  
 
The research is developed based on the report ”Latvia in Bologna Process: 
Report on the reforms in Latvia’s higher education on the way towards European 
Higher Education Area”, Lisbon Convention, Bologna Declaration on higher 
education, several national and foreign publications (Rivža, CimdiĦš, Kasa, 
MeĦšikovs, Baumanis, Vīksne, Rauhvargers, Brunner, Strehl, etc.), as well as the 
analysis of statistical and informative materials. The monographic descriptive 
method, methods of analysis and synthesis, as well as the logical and 
constructive methods are used in the research. Observations of the activities of 
the regional higher education institutions and analysis of the statistical data lead 
to the hypothesis that there are differences not only between Riga HEIs and 
regional HEIs, but also among regional HEIs as well. 
 
 
1.1. The history of higher education 
 
The development of higher education institutions and science in Latvia may be 
divided into three main stages according to the studies done by:  

1)  scientists-singletons (the 13th-16th centuries),  
2)  societies and private education institutions (the 17th century- 1896),  
3) public higher education and research institutions (1896 – present). 
 

There is no much information available on the first development stage, yet it is 
thought that in the early 13th century, Christian missionaries of German 
background established the first teaching institutions in the territory of Latvia. In 
1211, the Dome School was founded in Riga, regarded as the first school in the 
territory of Latvia and originally engaged in training the clergy. In the Middle 
Ages, as elsewhere in Europe, literate people belonged mainly to the clergy and 
the top aristocracy. From the 13th to the 16th century, German was almost 
exclusively the language of education in the territory of Latvia.  
Schools providing Latvian-language education began to develop only in the wake 
of the Reformation, in the mid- to late 16th century. The task of these schools 
was to spread literacy among the Latvians, in order to promote knowledge of 
religious literature. The first textbooks in Latvian were ABC's, the oldest of which 
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were compiled in the 17th century. Humanism developed rapidly in the 18th 
century, opening up greater opportunities for education in Latvian in all regions 
of the territory of Latvia. The main subjects were reading and writing. Basic 
knowledge was also provided in natural science and geography; arithmetic was 
also taught. Education saw rapid development in the 19th century and particularly 
in the years of the Latvian National Awakening in the second half of the century, 
when a stratum of Latvian intellectuals emerged and established itself.  
 
From November 18, 1918, with the foundation of an independent Latvian state, 
the titular nation gained the guaranteed right to obtain all forms of education in 
Latvian. From the end of 1919 free and compulsory primary education was 
established by law for children aged 8 to 14, with pre-school education from age 
seven. In parallel, the state also promoted the establishment of schools for 
ethnic minorities, with teaching in the native language of the particular group. All 
types of schools were maintained by municipal or state authorities, and there 
were private teaching institutions as well. In 1919, the idea of founding a 
national university, formulated already in the late 19th century, became a reality. 
On September 28, 1919 the University of Latvia began teaching: the largest 
centre of higher education, science and culture in Latvia. Overall, in the inter-war 
period (1918–1940) a modern, unified system of education developed in Latvia, 
consisting of primary education, secondary education, special secondary 
education, vocational education and higher education. In general terms, this 
structure of education is still retained today (History of Higher Education in 
Latvia, 2005).  
 
The right to enter a higher education institution is held by all those who have 
completed the general secondary education programme and graduates from the 
four-year vocational programme and from all the specialised secondary 
education programmes.  
 
In Latvia, there is both state-financed and fee-paying higher education. In order 
to single out the most able students, whose studies are publicly financed, higher 
education institutions carry out a procedure of student selection. This usually 
depends on the number of candidates for study places at the particular 
institution (both state-financed and fee-paying). In certain cases, such as art, 
music or sports studies, the procedure must also guarantee that the students 
possess particular abilities or skills that are not directly reflected in the general 
secondary education documents. The selection procedure usually involves one or 
more entry examinations or assessment of secondary school certificates, which 
may attribute particular significance to grades, obtained in particular subjects. In 
certain cases, an interview with members of the admissions committee is also 
part of the selection procedure. Entry examinations are only a means of selecting 
entrants from among candidates who all hold a secondary education certificate 
entitling them to enter higher education. For this reason, the selection procedure 
need not always include an entry examination.  
 
In 2007, there were 61 accredited higher education institutions in Latvia, most of 
which belong to the state, the rest having been founded by other legal entities or 
private individuals.  
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Latvia has two sorts of higher education programmes – academic and 
professional (for example translators, bank staff, business lawyers, pilots etc.). 
University-type higher education institutions offer both academic and 
professional education, while the "non-university type" institutions provide only 
professional education. Such a division in higher education allows the student to 
choose either research or professional activity in the future.  
 
Academic higher education programmes include bachelor's and master's degree 
programmes. A bachelor's degree is awarded after three or four years of study, 
while a master's degree is obtained on successful completion of a second phase 
of academic higher education, lasting one or two years. Bachelor's or master's 
degrees are not awarded in medicine or dentistry, but a degree in medicine or 
dentistry is equated to a master's degree.  
 
At the end of each academic study programme, the student usually has to 
defend a research paper (a bachelor's paper or master's thesis).  
 
 
1.2. Study of the legislative basis for financing of higher education 
 
The Education Law passed in 1998 enabled studies for tuition fees and 
establishment of private sector in education. The Law determines that the state 
educational institutions shall be financed from the state budget in accordance 
with the annual State Budget Law. Educational institutions may receive 
supplementary financial resources: 

1) in the form of donations and gifts; 
2) by providing paid services in the cases provided for in the by-laws or 

the constitution of the institution; and 
3) from other income. 

 
Local government educational institutions shall be financed from local 
government budgets, while private educational institutions shall be financed by 
the founders of such institutions (Izglītības likums, 1998). 
Founders of educational institutions shall ensure the financing of such 
institutions, taking into account: 

1) minimum costs for the implementation of educational programmes 
per one educatee, specified by the Cabinet; 

2) maintenance and economic expenditures of educational institutions, 
including salaries of the general service personnel as well as 
expenditures related to international co-operation; and 

3) maintenance expenditures for educatees at the educational 
institution. 

 
According to the Law on Institutions of Higher Education (1995) institutions of 
higher education shall be financed by the founders thereof. The financial 
resources of State institutions of higher education shall be formed from the 
resources of the State general budget as well as other income that institutions of 
higher education earn by performing activities for the implementation of the aims 
specified in the constitutions thereof (Augstskolu likumus, 1995). 
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The number of study places to be financed from the funds of the State budget in 
an institution of higher education is determined by the Minister for Education and 
Science on the basis of a proposal of the Council of Higher Education.  
 
Based on the Cabinet of Ministers regulation, a normative financing principle was 
implemented in Latvia from the year 2002. According to this regulation, the 
annual funding of full-time studies is based on definite number of state funded 
study places for each university (this number along with the number of 
graduates is affirmed by a contractual agreement between rector and minister), 
basic cost per student and tuition cost coefficients by study fields. Students 
enrolled for a tuition fee may receive credit for studies.  
 
The obtained credit shall be paid back or extinguished in accordance with the 
procedures prescribed by the government. 
 
The National Development Plan of Latvia ensures only a general survey on higher 
education emphasising the support for natural and engineering sciences. 
However more information, especially on financial issues, is found in the 
“Strategic Guidelines for the Development of Education for the Years 2007-
2013”, which determine that the state budget financing shall increase from 0.8% 
of GDP in 2007 up to at least 1.5% in 2010. In addition the state budget funding 
per one educatee shall grow from LVL 2700 in 2007 to LVL 4000 in 2010 
(Izglītības attīstības pamatnostādnes 2007.-2013. gadam, 2006).  
 
Also the “Guidelines for the Development of Higher Education, Science and 
Technologies for the Years 2002-2010” envisage the state budget financing 
equalling to 1.4% of GDP and private funding amounting to 1.0-1.4% of GDP to 
be reached up to 2010 (Augstākās izglītības, zinātnes un tehnoloăiju attīstības 
vadlīnijas 2002.-2010. gadam, 2002). 
 
Certainly these figures are hopeful, although the fact that no aggregate 
expenditure in percent of GDP is stated turns to be a hindering factor for the 
development of funding in higher education as well. 
 
 
1.3. Funding and expenditure of higher education  
 
State funding for higher education has always been heavily influenced by states' 
fiscal situation. State elected officials have often viewed support of higher 
education as more discretionary than funding for many other programmes. As a 
result, changes in state fiscal conditions are often multiplied in their impacts on 
higher education. When finances are tight, higher education budgets are often 
cut disproportionately. When financial conditions are good, higher education 
often receives larger increases than most other programmes. These fiscal 
responses mean that the outlook for state higher education funding depends 
critically on the outlook for state finances overall. 
 
HEIs are primarily funded by the state: the funding proportion ranges from 20% 
to more than 90% of the total budget, however the large majority lies between 
60% and 90%. The importance and the amount of tuition fees differ according to 
the overall context of the individual countries. The roles of other funding sources 
also differ (research agencies, the EU, industry, business, property revenues and 
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services to students), but are of increasing importance (Strehl et al. 2007). The 
main features of the funding system of higher education in Latvia are: 

1) state budget funding forms the smallest part of income in many state 
institutions of higher education; 

2) tuition fee revenues are significant in the financing of study programmes 
in social sciences and humanities. The institutions of higher education 
define tuition fees themselves, but students have a free choice to choose 
an institution and study programme; 

3) there are several state defined differences between state and private 
institutions of higher education in the management of financial and other 
resources resulting in inequitable operations of these institutions. 
Differences include accounting, real estate ownership, staffing, purchasing 
procedures etc.; 

4) state budget subsidy for research has been inadequate during the whole 
transition period to market economy. Assigning of funds by National 
Research Council is characterized by restrictions by research areas (certain 
areas receive no funding at all, like political science). Corporate ties can 
play a role as well. The cooperative ties between universities and the 
private business are inadequate and irregular. The researchers’ own 
personal initiative efforts are a key factor; 

5) after entering the European Union, the share of funding from the EU 
budget at the institutions of higher education has increased radically 
(Krumins et al. 2006). 

 
In 2008 the planning and preparation for the next period of acquisition of the EU 
Structural Fund resources in 2007-2013 continues in Latvia. It is envisaged that 
the funding for education and science for the period between 2007 and 2013 
would equal to EUR 880 898 140, which provides a total increase 6.6 times or 
2.8 times annually on contrary to the period of 2004-2006 (Sīka 2007).  
 

ERDF for 
research; 

280 084 706; 
32%

ERDF for 
education; 

300 406 716; 
34%

ESF for 
education; 

241 583 188; 
27%

ESF for 
research; 

58 823 529; 7%

  
 Source: Sīka L., 2007 
Fig. 1. Planned financing for education and research for the years 2007-

2013 under the EU Structural Funds  
 
In general the contributions of the EU Structural Funds in the development of 
higher education are significant and promoting. The Ministry of Education and 
Science of Latvia has elaborated several national programmes for the promotion 
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of research, mobilisation of intellectual resources, and provision of updated 
material and technical basis for studies.  
 
One characteristic specific to the Latvian system of financing of higher education 
is the fact that state funding is channelled through six ministries – Education and 
Science, Agriculture, Health, Interior, Defence, and Culture. This has both 
advantages and disadvantages. One advantage is that the individual ministries 
have a say in implementation of new study programmes, another is the 
opportunity for higher education institutions to receive additional funding from 
the individual ministries. A disadvantage is the fragmentation of institutional and 
financial resources, which makes control and effective monitoring of financial 
resources more difficult. In addition, institutions of higher education have 
inequitable access to state funding because of the differences in financial 
resources between ministries. 
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Fig. 2. Funding on higher education in Latvia for the period between 
1995 and 2006 

 
Within the recent five years education in Latvia has been one of the state 
determined priorities. The total amount of higher education funding increases 
annually (Figure 2). However, during the recent years it is a result of growth of 
non-budget resources, thus, in 2005 the revenues from non-budget resources 
surpassed budget funding and formed 59% of total higher education funding 
(Ministry of Education and Science, 2007). During the period analysed the total 
funding on higher education has increased 5.9 times, while the government 
financing has grown only 3.9 times.  
 
Nevertheless the increase hardly covers the annual inflation rate, and it means 
that the real state budget funding has not changed within the last 4-5 years. The 
value of government funding against GDP shows a stable decline almost for the 
whole period analysed, excluding the last 3 years. The year 2004 may be 
considered as a milestone in funding of higher education, when the curve of 
Figure 2 has changed its trend. The following growth may be forecasted also for 
the coming years due to the available EU financing.   
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Frequently funding and expenditure on higher education relies on the comparison 
with Gross Domestic Product, where the dynamics of the mentioned process 
shows certain trends in the government priorities. The following approach is 
applied in several researches, like, OECD (Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development) and the World Bank. Table 1 provides the information on 
expenditure for education, however not all the countries forming the country 
mean are included into the table.  
 

Table 1 
Comparative statistics on expenditure for education in different 

countries, 2005 
 

Country Expenditure on educational institutions Annual 
expenditure 
per student, 

tertiary 
education, 

USD 

public and 
private in % of 

GDP 

public in % of 
GDP 

private in % of 
GDP 

Australia  5.97 4.53 1.44 12 688 
Belgium 6.36 5.97 0.39 11 589 
Czech Republic 4.58 4.21 0.38 5 555 
Denmark 7.10 6.82 0.28 14 280 
France 5.98 5.61 0.38 8 837 
Greece 4.06 3.82 0.23 4 280 
Iceland 6.70 6.15 0.56 7 674 
Ireland 4.49 4.14 0.35 10 003 
Italy 5.31 4.87 0.44 8 347 
Japan 4.63 3.47 1.15 11 164 
Latvia 17.3 16.4 0.9 4 286 
Netherlands 4.90 4.51 0.39 12 974 
Spain 4.89 4.33 0.56 7 455 
United Kingdom 5.48 4.66 0.82 10 753 
United States 7.34 5.08 2.26 22 234 
Country mean 5.62 4.96 0.65 10 052 
Source: OECD in Figures – 2005 edition 
 
The proportion of financial resources allocated of total national resources (GDP) 
and the state budget is the main indicator characterising this priority. The 
comparison of the share of financing for education of GDP with the respective 
average indicator in the EU (4.9%) shows that generally for the last three years 
in Latvia this indicator complies with the average figure in the EU member 
states. While the share of expenditure for education in the national consolidated 
budget (16.4%) is higher than in any EU country. The problem lies in the fact 
that the amount of GDP and state budget is much smaller than the respective 
figures for the EU countries. Thus financing for education is small in absolute 
values. 
 
As it was mentioned the term ‘regional institution of higher education’ cannot be 
found in legislative and normative documentation, and it is used to designate any 
institution of higher education that is not located in the capital city Riga. In the 
opinion of the Ministry of Education and Science representative, municipalities 
should be encouraged to play a more active part in funding of regional 
institutions of higher education and ensuring training of well-qualified human 
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resources for regional development. Individual municipalities do support their 
local institutions of higher education. For example, Ventspils City Council 
provides additional funding for Ventspils University College. A tendency to open 
branch campuses in various cities in general is viewed as positive, but attention 
must be paid to quality assurance there. 
Based on the opinions of many stakeholders, there is lack of unified document 
describing the funding strategy of higher education in Latvia, namely, the 
amount of funding in relation to GDP. Funding issues are included as part of 
various policies and planning documents, that are not always in agreement with 
each other. The strategy also appears as part of budget redistribution among 
institutions of higher education, study levels and programmes (Krumins et al. 
2006). Figure 3 reflects the dynamics of funding of higher education in regional 
higher education institutions of Latvia. 
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Source: Report on Higher Education in Latvia, 2007 // Department of Higher Education 
and Science, Ministry of Education and Science.– http://www.izm.gov.lv 

Fig. 3. Funding on higher education in regional HEIs in Latvia for the 
period between 2002 and 2006 

 
Nevertheless the residential purchasing power is not high; the share of private 
financing is quite large in the system of higher education. According to Figure 3, 
the share of private financing in regional HEIs generally covered by the study 
fees, fluctuates between 24.8% in 2002 and 16.3% in 2006. The year 2005 
marks a vivid increase of the budget financing, which has grown by 81% 
compared to the year 2004 and in 2006 by 10.2% compared to 2005. The 
allocation of budget resources for the most urgent specialities, like, engineering, 
sciences etc., explains the growth of government financing. Due to the lack of 
experience in fund raising and a resistance to donating on the part of donators 
and legislators, the establishment of private foundations is not so developed in 
Latvia, as it is in other EU countries. Like, in Austria in 2002 a new model of 
financing was introduced envisaging also private foundations (Strehl et al. 2007). 
 
Expenditure is an integral part of the budget of higher education institutions, and 
is considered to be as one of the tendencies leaving an impact on the 
development of higher education (Figure 4).  
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Source: Reports on Higher Education in Latvia 2003-2007 // Department of Higher 
Education and Science, Ministry of Education and Science.– http://www.izm.gov.lv 
Fig. 4. Expenditure of higher education in regional HEIs in Latvia for the 

period between 2002 and 2006 
 
The absolute values of expenditure on salaries and other expenses (costs of real 
estate and movable property, services, public utilities, etc.) have increased quite 
rapidly during the last 2 years. Thus in 2006 the salaries have grown 2.5 times, 
while other expenses – 2.2 times compared to 2005. The growth of inflation and 
increase of the minimum salary in the country have promoted also the increase 
of expenditure. 
 
The increase of expenditure is partly covered by the study fee. The study fee in 
different higher education institutions and different study programmes ranges in 
a very large scope between LVL 250 and LVL 8700 in state founded HEIs and LVL 
340-4100 in private higher education institutions. The amount of study fee 
practically has no positive correlation with the actual costs of a particular study 
programme. Therefore it may be concluded that basically the study fee is 
determined by the number of persons willing to enrol in a certain programme 
and the purchasing power of population. Mainly the study fee in higher education 
institutions of Riga (the capital) is considerably higher than in similar study 
programmes in regional HEIs. 

Table 2 
The average tuition fee in full-time undergraduate study programmes in 

regional HEIs and some capital institutions between 2002 and 2007 
 

 2002/2003 2003/2004 2004/2005 2005/2006 2006/2007 2007/2008 
ViA 560 565 570 617 740 990 
LLU 346 387 429 381 647 919 
LPA 340 340 343 431 533 786 
DU 308 343 379 477 559 735 
RA 400 420 440 464 559 634 
VeA 588 628 668 661 682 no data 
LU 496 552 611 632 827 1133 
LMāA 842 1100 1394 1855 1855 1855 
LLU - Latvia University of Agriculture, DU - Daugavpils University, RA - Rēzekne Higher School, LPA - Liepāja 
Pedagogical Academy, VeA - Ventspils University College, ViA - Vidzeme University College, LU – University of 
Latvia, LMāA – Latvia Art Academy. 
Source: Reports on Higher Education in Latvia 2003-2007 // Department of Higher 
Education and Science, Ministry of Education and Science.– http://www.izm.gov.lv 
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The highest tuition fee is observed in Latvia Art Academy (Riga), which is 1.5-2.5 
times higher than in other HEIs. State institutions often set tuition fees lower 
than the cost of state budget funded vacancies. This creates quality assurance 
problems and threats to redistribute budget funding from the state funded places 
to tuition fee covered vacancies. Thus in 2006 the average total funding per one 
student in state funded HEIs was LVL 2119, which is by 3.4 times lower than the 
average tuition fee in regional HEIs.  
 
The research leads to the development of knowledge and has always been a key 
objective of higher education. The summary of the study performed allows 
nominating the strengths and weaknesses of the funding system, where the 
strengths are: the tuition fee system makes the higher education more 
accessible, it is subject to tax advantages, besides study credits (not covered by 
the research) offer students financial support, whereas the weaknesses show: 
the amount of state funding is too low, the funding system does not encourage 
institutions to improve quality assurance, as the funding is not result-oriented, 
lack of document describing the funding strategy of higher education, as well as 
there is no transparent resource allocation system for all ministries.  
 
 
2. Conclusions 
 
1. State funding for higher education has always been heavily influenced by 

states' fiscal situation. State elected officials have often viewed support of 
higher education as more discretionary than funding for many other 
programmes. 

2. Within the recent five years education in Latvia has been one of the state 
determined priorities. The total amount of higher education funding increases 
annually, however it mainly hardly covers the inflation rate. 

3. Observations of the activities of the regional higher education institutions and 
analysis of the statistical data lead to the hypothesis that there are 
differences not only between Riga HEIs and regional HEIs, but also among 
regional HEIs as well. 

4. Difficulty to control and monitor financial resources efficiently is stated due to 
the system of financing, which is channelled through six ministries. 

5. Different conditions of managing financial resources in the state and private 
institutions of higher education hinder the development of funding system. 
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Abstract  

Employers today expect graduates to be work-ready professionals. A report to the 
‘Business, Industry and Higher Education Collaboration Council of Australia’ [DEST, 2002] 
identified eight employability skills: communication, teamwork, problem solving, self-
management, planning and organising, technology, life-long learning, and initiative and 
enterprise. Recent evidence however from the Longitudinal Survey of Australian Youth 
[Precision Consultancy, 2007], indicates that graduates do not feel that enough emphasis 
is placed on the development of theses skills during their undergraduate studies. 

The research question addressed is, “How can we best develop employability skills in our 
mathematics graduates by what and how we teach them in the first year of their 
degree?” For many years a companion course has been taught in the final year of the 
course; with positive feedback from students and requests for more such courses earlier. 
The objective of the research was to design such a first year course. 

An Action Research methodology has been used to develop a suitable curriculum and 
pedagogy, and a legacy of teaching materials. The content and approaches to teaching of 
this course have been revised over a period of three years using feedback from lecturing 
staff and students, which has resulted in a more effective course. 

Keywords: Professional practice – ethics - communication skills - graduate 
employability - problem solving.  
 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
Employers in Australia are looking for work ready graduates; this means that in 
addition to all of the usual technical skills they will have a range of what are 
called “employability skills“. Although a recent [Precision Consultancy, 2007] 
report implies that the Universities will provide these skills to graduates, this has 
not as yet been universally implemented. These skills we considered to be 
appropriate to all graduates employed in industry.  
 
This view was confirmed for mathematics and statistics graduates by an industry 
representative committee providing input into the review of the Mathematics 
Degree at RMIT (Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology) [RMIT University, 
2004]. The industry representatives identified the need for mathematics and 
statistics graduates who: were able to respond in a flexible way to a rapidly 
changing commercial environment; had the ability to build models to solve 
commercial and other problems in a timely fashion (even if a partial solution was 
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all that was possible); had the ability to communicate technical ideas to non-
technical audiences; had the ability to communicate with professionals in other 
discipline areas, and had a knowledge of the commonly used computer packages 
and programming languages. It is no longer sufficient to be just technically 
proficient. In fact many employers [DEST, 2002] went as far as saying they no 
longer wanted “technical ‘boffins’ or operators who could not communicate with 
their work peers and clients.”  
 
Although employability skills are taught by universities, new graduates, during 
their first year of employment, still perceive themselves as being inadequately 
prepared. This was quantified for a group of graduates from a range of diciplines 
in a study called the Longitudinal Survey of Australian Youth (LSAY) [Precision 
Consultancy, 2007, p.35]. The LSAY study collects data on a wide range of 
topics, every three years, from an ongoing group of 1300 young people aged 
between 15–25 years. 
 
In 2006, the LSAY study asked respondents from the 1995 cohort (aged on 
average 25 in 2006) and the 1998 cohort (aged on average 22 in 2006), if they 
had completed a degree or degree with honours in the previous twelve months, 
and were in full-time employment, to answer questions on employability skills. 

 

Skill Area 

Importance of skill 
for job 
Very important/ 
important (per cent) 

How well university 
provided cohort 
member with skills 
needed in job  
Very well/well 
(per cent)  

Difference between 
'how important' and 
'how well' 
(percentage points) 

Communication 98.4 83.9 14.5 

Teamwork 96.8 77.9 18.9 

Problem solving 94.4 85.7 8.7 

Initiative/creativity 88.9 79.5 9.4 

Planning/organisation 96.0 82.6 13.4 

Self-management 92.9 86.3 6.6 

Learning skills 94.4 90.8 3.6 

Technology 90.5 77.2 13.3 

Average % 94.0 83.0 11.0 

Table 1: Aggregated responses from the LSAY 1995 Year 9 Sample Wave 12 
(2006) – 126 respondents to the employability skills questions [Precision 
Consultancy, 2007]. 

 

Both groups were asked to rate each of the employability skills listed in Table 1. 
in terms of its importance (very important, important, or not important) to their 
current job role. They were then asked how well (very well, well or poorly) they 
thought their university studies had equiped them with these skills, as they were 
perceived to be required in their current job. The results for the 1995 group are 
shown in Table 1, while the results for the 1998 group are shown in Table 2; 
both Tables are reproduced from reference [Precision Consultancy, 2007].  
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We should note a number of things from both of these Tables; firstly the 
percentage of graduates who thought these “employability skills” were important 
or very important to them, in their first year of employment, exceeds 90% for all 
except one category, that of initiative/creativity. In addition we note that 
communication skills were considered by 99% (1998 cohort) and 98.4% (1995 
cohort) of graduates to be important or very important. The difference columns 
can be taken as an indication of how well the graduates thought they had been 
prepared by their university in relation to these skills. We see here that in every 
skill area the perception was that they could have been better prepared.  
 
These tables do not follow mathematics and statistics graduates specifically, 
rather being a mix of disciplines. It is not unreasonable to suggest however that, 
due to the nature of the discipline, training in employability skills would be more 
important for most mathematics graduates. The need to improve the training in 
these skills was also identified in a survey by our past mathematics graduates at 
RMIT [RMIT University, 2004]. 

 

Skill Area 

Importance of skill 
for job 
Very important/ 
important  
(per cent) 

How well university 
provided cohort 
member with skills 
needed in job  
Very well/well  
(per cent) 

Difference between 
'how important' and 
'how well' 
(percentage points) 

Communication 99.0 89.7 9.3 

Teamwork 96.9 89.2 7.7 

Problem solving 96.2 92.9 3.3 

Initiative/creativity 89.3 77.8 11.5 

Planning/organisation 94.9 91.7 3.2 

Self-management 96.9 91.9 5.0 

Learning skills 98.2 95.1 3.1 

Technology 90.3 79.7 10.6 

Average % 95.2 88.5 6.7 

Table 2: Aggregated responses from the LSAY 1998 Year 9 Sample Wave 9 
(2006) – 393 respondents to the employability skills questions [Precision 
Consultancy, 2007]. 
 
It has been found that employability skills are best learned within the context of 
specific disciplines; this stresses the importance of universities and employers 
working together to appropriately define these skills [DEST 2002, p.10]. It is 
then our responsibility - as mathematics educators - to ensure that the 
graduates we produce are not only technically competent but also more broadly 
professionally competent. 
 
Some teaching strategies suitable for providing employability skills were 
enumerated in the report to the ‘Business, Industry and Higher Education 
Collaboration Council of Australia’ [DEST 2002]; the table from this report is 
included as Table 3. 
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A further consideration, which drove the selection of some of the content of the 
course, was the greater spread of abilities of students enrolling in mathematics 
degrees - readily apparent when they are asked to construct rigorous proofs. 
This meant that the general ability of students to think rigorously needed to be 
improved if they were to succeed in areas such as problem solving, one of the 
key employability skills for mathematics and statistics graduates.  
 
The Mathematics and Statistics students at RMIT University undertake two 
courses in professional practice, one in the first year of their program, called 
Elements of Professional Practice, and one in the third year just called 
Professional Practice. There are also activities in most other courses which 
develop aspects of individual employability skills, such as problem solving or 
communication skills.  
 
Employability Skill Teaching Strategies 

Communication 
 

Writing and presenting written and verbal reports 
Role plays 
Demonstrations 
Working in groups 

Teamwork 
 

Team or group projects 
Learning sets 
Group discussion 
Syndicates 
Communities of practice 

Problem solving 
 

Case studies 
Simulations 
Investigative projects and research 
Using various problem solving tools and techniques 
Developing or designing models 
Problem solving in teams and networks 
Decision making activities 

Initiative and enterprise Brainstorming activities 
Designing innovative and creative practices and solutions 
Initiating change / designing change processes 
Simulation activities 

Planning and organising 
 

Research and data collection 
Developing action plans 
Planning and organising events 
Time management activities 
Goal setting activities and scheduling tasks 
Collecting and analysing information 

Self-management 
 

Development of portfolios 
Work plans 
Using log books to record time management skills and monitor own performance 
Career planning exercises 

Learning Reflective journals log books, diaries 
Mentoring and coaching activities 
Self-evaluation tools 

Technology Using the Internet, Intranets 
Using ICT skills to complete activities 
Industry relevant software, technology and equipment 

  
Table 3: Teaching strategies suited to development of employability skills. 
 
The first year course Elements of Professional Practice attempts to address some 
of these concerns of graduates and employers, and includes: working in teams, 
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taught by a colleague from the Psychology Department; Applied Ethics, taught 
by a Philosopher from the Social Sciences Department; methods of rigorous 
proof; report and essay writing (centred around the life and works of famous 
Mathematicians and Statisticians); presentation skills, through group 
presentation of talks; and investigation of the current job market including a 
session taken by a professional careers advisor.  

 

Since Mathematicians and Statisticians are employed in a diverse set of 
industries, the last of these is intended to make the students aware of the 
potential future areas of employment and the way mathematics and statistics is 
being used by businesses. The careers advisor was thought best able to 
communicate the current employment environment, in particular the 
expectations of employers regarding the employability skills.  
 
 
2. Course Content 
 
The course Elements of Professional Practice has a number of components, each 
of which is intended to develop at least one of the skills shown in Table 3. The 
course was first taught in 2005 and since then has been revised and improved in 
response to feedback from students and lecturing staff.  
 
 
2.1 Ethics 
 
As business becomes more competitive the temptation to act unethically is 
increased. The need for some training in ethics is now recognised as a necessary 
part of the training of a business graduate. The need to act ethically has led 
many professional bodies to introduce a code of professional conduct, including 
the Statistical Society of Australia [Statistical Society of Australia, 1998]. In 
addition, many of our graduates will end up in a business environment, for 
example modelling financial risk in banks or insurance companies, or undertaking 
statistical analysis for marketing companies. There will almost certainly be times 
when graduates will be asked to act in a manner which they may consider to be 
unethical.  
 
This is not a simple matter, however, and there is no single ethical standard, or 
ethical system which is universally adhered to. As business becomes global we 
also encounter clashes in culture - which can include clashes in the dominant 
ethical systems imbedded in those cultures. 
 
A typical scenario considered by students taking the course is the following:  
As a recent graduate you are employed in a statistical consulting company. You 
are asked by your supervisor to analyse some data measuring pollution levels in 
a river. The location for testing is down stream from a local factory employing 
hundreds of people, including your father. The data indicates that there is a 
pollution problem – the concentrations of pollutant produced by the factory are 
above the legally allowed limits - but it is marginal. You speak to your supervisor 
about your preliminary findings and they ask you to just change a few of the 
numbers so that the results will be below the legally allowed limit. They tell you 
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that it would cost the company too much to put in new equipment and if they 
were forced to do so it might put the company out of business. This would not 
require you to change many numbers and it would not change the answer by 
much. What do you do? 
 
The aim of this component of the course is to equip the students with tools with 
which to critically reflect on such situations and make informed decisions. A 
philosopher from the School of Social Sciences is engaged to take these sessions 
and introduce the students to a few of the major philosophical positions, such as 
utilitarianism, which condones a lie if it achieves some greater good, or Kant’s 
philosophy which says that a lie is always wrong. The situation is complicated 
further by each person’s individual philosophy - which can amount to taking 
different philosophical positions for different issues. Students are led in group 
discussion, identifying issues, and exchanging and defending positions for 
different scenarios. 
 
This component was initially taught by a mathematics lecturer, but it was felt 
that a discipline expert should teach this material, so it is now taught jointly by a 
philosopher and a mathematician, the mathematician providing input on the 
work context for the scenarios. 
 
In order to broaden the perspective of students, and demonstrate that science is 
a truly human pursuit, another exercise asks students to find examples of 
scientific fraud. Students are asked to reflect on the motivations and intent of 
the person committing fraud, as well as identifying the effects of fraud on 
individuals, society, and the progress of science. They are then asked to report 
their reflections and findings in a short written report. 
 
In another component of the course students are taught how to lie with 
statistics, or at least shown how other people have used both graphical [Tufte, 
1983] and numerical summaries of data in a way that is misleading [Huff, 1981]. 
They are then asked to find an example of each type in newspapers or 
magazines and write a short report identifying the manner in which the 
presentations are misleading. Examples of this sort do not always result from an 
intention to deceive, more commonly they are examples of a failure to effectively 
communicate the truth of the data. 
 
 
2.2. The Psychology of Groups 
 
Many modern workplaces in Australia organise their employees into teams. The 
teams will often be composed of people from different disciplines, and even if 
this is not the case they will consist of people with different personalities and 
cultural backgrounds. The sessions on group dynamics, led by a psychologist, 
look at the development of co-operation, and conflict resolution, within newly 
formed groups. 
 
In the initial stages of a group’s development members will often be shy, keeping 
back suggestions or comments. As the group develops, and people get to know 
each other, members become more critical of each other’s suggestions and start 
to have opinions on how the group should be organised. It is only when the 
efforts of the team members is co-ordinated that the team can become effective. 
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At this point the group need to agree on some sort of leadership, or agreed plan 
of attack - how the group will co-ordinate to achieve its objective. This will 
involve the sharing of tasks, agreement on timelines, regular feedback meetings, 
and the management of non-compliant group members. 
 
One objective is to examine conflict resolution styles of each individual in the 
class, and illustrate how these lead to the different strategies for resolving 
conflict. In addition, a number of different strategies for dealing with non-
compliant group members is discussed.  
 
To experience these stages first hand the students are assigned to groups of 
three or four and asked to prepare and give a group presentation to the rest of 
the class. The presentation is on the life and work of a famous mathematician or 
statistician. This component of the course is worth 30% of the assessment 
marks. 
 
To prepare them for this, students are given classes on public speaking and the 
preparation of slides for an effective talk. It is not uncommon for groups to have 
a team member that does not turn up; in which case they need to put into 
practice some of the strategies that they have learned for dealing with non-
compliant members of a team. If all this fails they must decide how they will 
tackle their presentation – this may involve negotiating with lecturing staff.  
 
In a work situation a new graduate will be assigned to a pre-existing team, which 
will already have a team leader. However many of the same stages will be 
encountered as the new member slowly become familiar with the other members 
of the team and negotiate their place in the team. Being aware of the dynamics 
of groups gives new graduates the basic skills that allow them to respond in an 
appropriate and professional manner. 
 
The choice of topic for the talks, the life and work of a famous mathematician or 
statistician, has been crucial from pedagogical perspective; the students were 
interested in knowing about the topic and hence were much more willing to work 
on their talks. The students responded well and have presented some excellent 
talks. Initially the list of mathematicians did not include 20th centuary 
mathematicians or any statisticians, and more than one group was allowed to do 
the same mathematician. This was changed to include 20th centuary 
mathematicians and statisticians, but now each group must talk about someone 
different.   
 
 
2.3. Communication Skills 
 
Although it would seem reasonable to expect that students could write a report, 
after 12 years of school, this is often not the case. For mathematically minded 
students this problem is often compounded by two things; some students do not 
have English as their first language, while others, although native speakers, have 
an aversion to writing or public speaking. Technical writing though is more about 
clear concise communication than being able to turn a nice phrase. It is these 
basic skills that we concentrate on. 
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The students are given basic techniques for writing, such as composing small 
sentences rather than long convoluted ones - where the meaning is lost. 
Students are also taught how to structure a piece of writing through the 
introduction of sections, and within each section, the use of paragraphs to 
illuminate each idea. These ideas are put into practice through the writing of a 
number of essays.  
 
The students are also asked to hand in a plan for their essay giving its structure 
in bullet point form. In recognition of the fact that people write in different ways, 
it is hoped that where the structure is written before the essay, it will provide a 
means of organising the material, and where the structure is written after they 
essay, it would force a review of the structure and where appropriate a rewriting 
of the essay.  
 
The essay topics again centre around mathematics and statistics; one essay 
concentrates on the life and work of a famous mathematician or statistician who 
lived during the last 100 years. This also serves to introduce students to 
contemporary mathematicians and their work. Although the work of more 
contemporary mathematicians is harder to grasp for this group of students, the 
lives and personalities of these mathematicians serves to make the act of 
creating new mathematics more human and more relevant to the modern world. 
This inclusion of contemporary mathematicians is again a more recent 
development. Another essay asks the student to write on a mathematical idea, 
which might include the idea of chaos, complex numbers, fractals, the invention 
of zero, and other concepts. It is hoped that the students’ desire to learn to 
communicate effectively will be enhanced by providing topics in which they have 
a natural interest. 
 
We also examine the structure of a scientific paper. Some of the elements we 
consider are: the purpose of abstracts, introductions, and conclusions; how one 
structures the body of the paper and the results section; what and why we 
reference the work of others, and the common systems of referencing; the 
inclusion of mathematical equations as a part of the text, and how to punctuate 
them; and the inclusion of graphs and tables with appropriate captions. 
 
 
2.4. Information Literacy 
 
Information literacy is an increasingly important part of undergraduate training. 
In secondary education “doing research” often means making reference to an 
online encyclopaedia. For many students the internet seems to be their first and 
often their only source of information. In order to introduce students to different 
sources of information, and their reliability, they are given a session by the 
specialist subject librarian. The elements of a reference are also covered in this 
session. Students are then given some practical exercises. 
 
When the course was first offered we would simply accompany the students to 
the library and let the librarian give the instruction. Feedback from the students 
was that they had done this at school. Communication with the librarian after 
one session, it was made clear that the students were unaware of the reliability 
of different types of sources and largely unaware of the existence of data bases 
and academic journals. 
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Again we decided to focus the activities for the library session around 
mathematicians. Students were asked to access the web site of a working 
mathematician, whom they are assigned. They are asked to identify that 
person’s main areas of research; their current position; where they were 
educated, and find and record the reference for one of their published papers. 
The mathematicians are selected from those with an international profile, and if 
possible have some connection with Australia, for example Terence Tao.  
 
To ensure that the students are aware of the existence of data bases they are 
asked to find a research paper on Hadamard Matrices using one of the data 
bases. They are also asked to find a definition of Hadamard Matrices. To ensure 
that they become aware of some of the hard copy material in the library, the 
students were asked to find a particular journal article in the hard copy of a 
journal and a quote from a book on the history of mathematics. For all of the 
things they found they were required to provide full references. They could use 
any referencing system they preferred but they needed to have all of the bits of 
information, year, volume, page numbers and so on. 
 
 
2.5. Proofs and Problem Solving 
 
As mentioned previously the range of abilities of the students is quite varied, as 
is their notion of what constitutes a rigorous proof. Mathematics graduates are 
valued because they are able to analyse problems and solve them – typically 
through model building and simulation. In order to problem solve you need to be 
able to think logically. Constructing proofs exercises logical thinking which goes 
to the heart of a mathematician’s ability to problem solve. 
 
Although the formal logic behind the standard methods of proof is covered in 
another course, the intention here is to convert the idea of proof into a practical 
skill through practice [Franklin, 1996]. This is achieved by requiring the students 
to work through examples, typically in groups and with the help of student 
mentors, and then report their findings to the rest of the class – who are 
encouraged to be constructively critical. 
 
Polya’s method [Briggs, 2004] is also taught as a general method of problem 
solving. Unlike many high school mathematics problems, where the solution 
method is known once the problem type is recognised, Polya’s method provides a 
method of proceeding even when no standard method of solution is known. This 
is more typical of the situation encountered when graduates are asked to model 
something in business.  
 
Although this part of the course is considered to be difficult by some students, it 
is taken up by the more able students with great enthusiasm. Informal feedback 
from students who are now in their second and third year of the program say 
they learned a lot from this part of the course. 
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2.6. Jobs in Industry and Careers 
 
Students often enrol in a degree in mathematics or statistics with no clear idea of 
the sort of job they might be doing when they graduate. A testament to this is 
the number of students who ask, “What sort of job can I get with a maths 
degree?” To help to motivate students, and give them a clearer idea of their 
future employment options, we ask them to access the web sites of the 
Australian Mathematical Society and The Australian Statistical Society and search 
for current employment opportunities.  
 
To make things more practical, and help them reflect on the situation, they are 
asked to select two jobs that they might like to do in the future, and report back 
to the rest of the class. For each job the student is asked to say what the job is 
(what it was advertised as), what sort of degree the employer is asking for, how 
they think mathematics or statistics is used in that job, and why they would like 
to do that job. This serves to educate the rest of the students in the class on the 
types of jobs that are available for mathematicians and statisticians, and the 
variety of headings they might appear under in a newspaper or on an 
employment agency web site.  
 
Given that the first year is a common year for both the mathematics and 
statistics degree students, they are able to change degrees at the end of first 
year. Looking at job prospects at this time allows students to make a more 
informed decision regarding their area of study. 
 
The degrees also have four elective courses, two in second year and two in third 
year. If at the end of first year a student knows the general area in which they 
wish to work, they can choose electives which will complement this choice. This 
it is hoped will make them more marketable to a future employer. 
  
 
3. Discussion 
 
This paper describes the methods that are currently being employed by the 
mathematics department at RMIT University in Australia, to address the concerns 
of industry and university graduates regarding employability skills. This is in 
response to the deficiencies identified in the government reports [DEST 2002, 
Precision Consultancy, 2007]. 
 
The activities in this course are quite varied, with the common purpose of 
equipping the students with employability skills. As much as possible the 
activities have been designed to appeal to a student interested in mathematics, 
and hence keep the student motivated. It is hoped that the course will also 
encourage students to begin to consider their future employment. As mentioned 
in the introduction there is a companion course taught in third year which 
continues the process of preparing students to be professionals.  
 
The content of this course will continue to evolve as ideas for improvement 
suggest themselves. The next step is to get more detailed feedback from recent 
RMIT mathematics and statistics graduates. This will be done in the coming year 
and will be used to further develop the course. 
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Abstract 

This paper will provide a description of how inclusive education (i.e., education for 
students with disabilities in general education settings with their chronological age peers) 
has been conceptualized for students with significant disabilities in the United States. The 
paper will present a summary of the research literature that addressed the following two 
questions. First, is inclusive education beneficial for students with significant disabilities? 
Second, in what domains do students with significant disabilities achieve beneficial 
outcomes from inclusive education? Research selected for this summary investigated 
inclusive education in the United States. Findings from the research summarized indicate 
that students with significant disabilities achieve beneficial outcomes from inclusive 
education in the following domains: social, academic, communication, and 
physical/motor. Understanding the benefits of inclusive education for students with 
significant disabilities may assist the international education community in advocating for 
and facilitating the global development of inclusive education. 

Keywords: Inclusive Education - Student Outcomes - Significant Disabilities 
 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
According to the U. S. Department of Education (2002), approximately 95% of 
students with disabilities have been receiving special education services in 
general education classes and settings for at least 80% of the day. Over the last 
fifteen years, these numbers increasingly have included students with significant 
disabilities; that is, increasingly students with significant disabilities have been 
receiving services along with students of the same chronological age who do not 
have disabilities. For the purpose of this summary, the phrase students with 
significant disabilities describes a broad range of students who require extensive 
and ongoing support in more than one domain of their life to participate in 
activities in which their peers without disabilities can participate independently. 
In the United States these students frequently are identified as having significant 
cognitive impairments, Autism Spectrum Disorder, or multiple disabilities. 
Changes have been occurring in services due to a number of variables, such as 
parental advocacy, legal litigation, changes in legislation, and research about the 
efficacy of educational services. This paper will summarize the research in the 
United States that: (a) has led to an increase in the development of special 
education services for students with significant disabilities in inclusive general 
education settings; and (b) describes outcomes of inclusive educational practices 
for students with significant disabilities. The intent of this paper is to inform the 
international education community about the development of inclusive education 
services for students with significant disabilities in the United States and possible 
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manners in which this information could positively impact education services for 
students with disabilities globally. 
 
 
1.1. Changes in the Nature of Special Education Services in the United 
States 
 
When a federal law in the United States in the mid-1970s first mandated 
educational services for students with disabilities, services were developed in 
settings that separated students with disabilities from students without 
disabilities. For students with significant disabilities these settings were 
comprised of segregated schools and segregated classrooms in general education 
schools. In both of these types of settings, students with significant disabilities 
had limited or no opportunities to interact with peers of the same age who did 
not have disabilities. Because of these service delivery models, at least two 
decades of services in segregated settings passed prior to the initiation of 
services in inclusive general education settings for students with significant 
disabilities. In fact, the development of services in inclusive general education 
settings began after reviewing outcome data for students who had received 
services in segregated settings, parental advocacy for changes in services, court 
cases against service providers, and changes in legislation.  
 
 
1.1.1. Special education services in segregated settings 
 
Upon reviewing the data related to special education services in segregated 
settings several findings called to question the efficacy of such services 
(Algozzine, Morsink, & Algozzine, 1988; Hollowood, Salisbury, Rainforth, & 
Palombaro, 1995; Logan & Keefe, 1997; Sontag, 1997). For instance, 
researchers found that the instruction provided in segregated settings was 
comprised primarily of whole group instruction, with little evidence of the 
differentiated materials and instruction for which such settings originally were 
developed. Second, few differences were found in the instructional methods used 
across these segregated settings for students with various types of disabilities, 
calling to question the belief that placement in such classes would lead to 
specially designed individualized instruction. Third, while many services for 
students with disabilities in these segregated settings included instructional 
content to increase the students’ interactions with peers who do not have 
disabilities, instruction on this content could not be implemented in segregated 
settings because of the lack of access to peers without disabilities. Fourth, the 
labels placed on students with disabilities and their very placement in segregated 
settings resulted in teachers having lowered perceptions of the students’ 
potential for learning, thus lowering expectations and decreasing opportunities to 
learn general education content. Finally, over time, the outcomes achieved by 
students with disabilities upon exiting segregated settings have been dismal.  
 
 
1.1.2. Advocacy for changes in special education services and placement 
 
Such findings over time, led many researchers and advocates to question the 
efficacy of special education services provided in segregated settings. As an 
alternative advocates called for students with disabilities to receive special 
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education services in general education settings with same-age classmates who 
do not have disabilities. In the United States this is referred to as inclusive 
education, or the provision of special education services in inclusive general 
education settings. Over time this advocacy has led to federal laws that support 
the inclusion of students with significant disabilities in general education settings 
(i.e., Individuals with Disabilities Education Act; No Child Left Behind Act). This 
provides students access to the same general education curriculum and 
instructional activities as their classmates who do not have disabilities, while 
providing the special education services and supports the students need to be 
successful learners. These federal laws mandate that each student with a 
disability have a written document called an Individualized Education Program 
(IEP). This document describes the content on which the student will receive 
instruction, the services the student will receive to facilitate the acquisition of 
that content, and the settings in which those services will be provided. 
 
 
1.1.3. Defining inclusive education.  
 
Before considering the efficacy of providing special education services in inclusive 
general education settings, let’s first consider what constitutes inclusive 
education services. Ryndak, Jackson, and Billingsley (2000) analyzed definitions 
of school inclusion submitted by experts in inclusive education for students with 
significant disabilities, they found that five components were present in every 
definition. These components are described below. 

 
1) Placement in natural typical settings: Placement of all student with 
disabilities is (a) in age-appropriate general education classes, (b) in 
proportions found naturally in society, (c) in schools they would attend if 
they did not have a disability, (d) for most or all of the school day, (e) on 
an ongoing daily basis, (f) for instructional and non-instructional activities, 
(g) during classes and other school activities. Students are removed from 
these settings only when it is necessary for community-based instruction 
or other activities, as it occurs for their classmates without disabilities. 
 
2) All students together for instruction and learning: All students 
with and without disabilities receive instruction and learn together during 
the same academic and nonacademic general education activities within 
general education classes and throughout the school community.  
 
3) Supports and modifications within general education to meet 
appropriate learner outcomes: Supports, services, and modifications of 
curriculum and/or instruction occur within general education classes and 
the school community, to ensure effective instruction for all students with 
and without disabilities, such that the learning environments (a) support 
students’ needs and the diversity of each student’s contribution to the 
school community, (b) facilitate learning for all students, and (c) optimize 
each student’s potential. For students with disabilities, learning outcomes 
are in accordance with IEP content and the district’s general education 
curriculum. 
 
4) Belongingness, equal membership, acceptance, and being 
valued: All classmates with and without disabilities share a sense of 
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belongingness and equal membership in general education environments 
and activities. Students with disabilities are accepted and valued by both 
adults and students without disabilities throughout their educational 
environments.  
 
5) Collaborative integrated services by education teams: Education 
teams collaboratively plan, implement, and evaluate instruction that is 
integrated throughout general education activities for each student. 
 
 

2. Beneficial Outcomes for Students 
 

As students with significant disabilities have received services in inclusive general 
education settings, initial research associated with their outcomes focused on the 
development of social skills, rather than academic content (Hunt & Goetz, 1997). 
This reflects many educators’ initial belief that students with significant 
disabilities are being included in general education settings to develop social 
skills with their typical peers, as well as the belief that academic outcomes were 
less likely to occur for this set of students. Academic outcomes, therefore, 
initially were viewed as less important to study. Later research, however, began 
to investigate the effects of receiving special education services in inclusive 
general education settings on the academic outcomes for students with 
significant disabilities. Overall, this summary describes research that suggests 
students with significant disabilities achieve beneficial academic, social, 
communication, and physical/motor outcomes when receiving services in 
inclusive general education settings.  
 
 
2.1. Academic Outcomes for Students with Significant Disabilities 
 
Researchers have measured academic outcomes by both instructional variables 
of school learning and direct measurement of student learning. These 
instructional variables (e.g., time in instruction, teacher behaviors, student-
teacher interactions) have been correlated with student learning (Logan & Keefe, 
1997; Wang, Haertel, & Walberg, 1993). This summary presents research on 
instructional variables perceived to lead to enhanced instruction and increased 
student participation and engagement in inclusive general education settings. In 
addition, this summary will present direct measures of student learning. 
 
 
2.1.1. Enhanced instruction 
 
Being included in general education settings has led to improved quality of 
instruction for students with significant disabilities, as demonstrated by several 
variables. First, Hunt and Farron-Davis (1992) and Hunt, Farron-Davis, 
Beckstead, Curtis, and Goetz (1994) evaluated the effects of educational 
placement on the quality of students’ IEPs, overall program quality, and student 
outcomes. They found that when compared with the IEPs of students with 
significant disabilities receiving instruction in segregated special education 
settings, students with significant disabilities receiving services in inclusive 
general education settings had more opportunities for instruction on age-
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appropriate content, as well as more content related to functional activities. 
Logan and Malone (1998) found that students with significant disabilities who 
were included in general education settings (a) were engaged in classroom 
activities for more time, (b) participated more in a variety of activities with 
students who did not have disabilities, (c) interacted more socially with their 
classmates, and (d) participated more in activities throughout the school and in 
community environments. In addition, students with significant disabilities who 
were included in general education settings showed more social and task-related 
reciprocal interactions with their peers. In their case study describing the use of 
literacy before and after inclusion, Ryndak, Morrison, and Sommerstein (1999) 
found that when the services for a 15 year old student with moderate to 
significant disabilities were changed from segregated special education classes to 
inclusive general education settings, the student’s IEPs were designed better, her 
curriculum content was more consistent with that of her peers without 
disabilities, and her instructional activities were more meaningful to her. 
Concomitantly, increases were observed in that student’s: (a) behaviors related 
to learning (e.g., time-in-instruction, time-on-task during instruction, motivation 
to acquire new skills), and (b) rate of learning over time. 
 
Second, within inclusive general education settings teachers of students with 
significant disabilities were more focused on general education content, while 
they embedded instruction on functional activities within either the general 
education activities that were already scheduled or community-based activities. 
Because of this, there was an increase in the amount of instruction on both 
functional activities and academic skills (e.g., literacy) for students with 
significant disabilities (Fisher & Frey, 2001; Hunt & Farron-Davis, 1992; Hunt, 
Farron-Davis, et al., 1994; Ryndak, et al., 1999). 
 
Third, as an effort to engage students with significant disabilities in general 
education activities, classroom teachers have implemented accommodations and 
modifications to class routines, instructional activities, and environments (Fisher 
& Frey, 2001; Janney & Snell, 1997; McDonnell, Mathot-Buckner, Thorson, & 
Fister, 2001; Ryndak, et al., 1999). Researchers have reported that secondary 
school-aged students with significant disabilities are more involved in general 
education class activities when accommodations and modifications were provided 
by general and/or special education teachers (Fisher & Frey; McDonnell, et al.; 
Ryndak, et al.). Also, educators made modifications to classroom routines and 
physical environments in order to increase opportunities for social or task-related 
interactions with peers (Janney & Snell, 1996). These accommodations and 
modifications helped students with significant disabilities become more involved 
in age-appropriate and general education curricular activities. 
 
Fourth, in spite of the better teacher-student ratio in segregated special 
education settings, when in inclusive general education settings students with 
significant disabilities had higher rates of time in instruction, as well as a higher 
rates of instruction on the content identified on their IEPs (Helmstetter, Curry, 
Brennan, & Sampson-Saul, 1998). Furthermore, there was a significant 
difference between the two types of settings in the amount of non-instruction 
time. When in self-contained special education settings students spent 
significantly higher rates of time without instructional materials or activities, and 
more time waiting for an activity to begin than when they were in inclusive 
general education settings (Logan and Keefe, 1997; Helmstetter, Curry, 
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Brennan, & Sampson-Saul, 1998; Hunt, Farron-Davis, Beckstead, & Goetz, 
1994). Potentially, this could be due to the high rate of student-centered 
instructional activities and the possibility of classmates without disabilities 
providing instructional opportunities for the students with disabilities in the 
inclusive settings. 
 
 
2.1.2. Increased student participation and engagement 
 
Students with significant disabilities in general education settings were involved 
in more activities when included in general education settings. Hollowood, et al., 
(1995) investigated teacher and student time in elementary inclusive classes and 
found that the group that included students with significant disabilities allocated 
and spent a larger amount of time for instruction than (a) the group with only 
students who did not have disabilities, and (b) the group of only same-aged 
students with significant disabilities in segregated settings. In addition, the 
students with significant disabilities who were included in general education 
settings showed higher levels of engagement in classroom activities. Moreover, 
Logan and Malone (1998) found that both students with significant disabilities 
and their classmates without disabilities in general education settings showed a 
high percentage of intervals engaged in academic instructional activities. Finally, 
Fisher and Frey (2001) found that adolescents with significant disabilities in 
inclusive general education settings participated in most of the classroom 
activities with their non-disabled classmates with accommodations and 
modifications of the curriculum and classroom routines. 
 
Although it is impoatant for teachers to provide contexts that support the 
engagement of students with significant disabilities in inclusive general education 
settings, Gilberts, et al. (2001) suggested another approach to increasing 
students’ learning opportunities. These authors suggested teaching students self-
determination and self-monitoring skills. Their reserach has demonstrated these 
skills can help facilitate students’ engagement and participation in general 
education learning opportunities.  
 
 
2.1.3. Increased overall learning 
 
Research in the United States indicates that students with significant disabilities 
can acquire general education curriculum content when in general education 
settings (Snell, 2007). This body of research has utilized embedded instruction 
practices for knowledge acquisition. Using embedded instruction, teachers 
provide instruction on individualized student goals within the on-going activities 
and routines of the inclusive settings. In each of the three studies described 
below, students were taught academic skills from the general education 
curriculum that were individualized for each student’s needs. McDonnell, 
Johnson, Polychronis, and Riesen (2002) investigated the use of embedded 
instruction for four students with significant disabilities between the ages of 13-
15 years. Their findings demonstrated that all students were able to learn and 
maintain targeted skills. Johnson, McDonnell, Holwartz, & Hunter (2004) also 
investigated the use embedded instruction. This research focused on embedding 
instruction for three children between the ages of 7-9 years. In this study, 
findings indicated that all students learned and maintained targeted skills. 
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Findings also indicated that teachers perceived embedded instruction as an 
effective and feasible option for providing instruction to students with significant 
disabilities in the general education settings. Finally, Jameson, McDonnell, 
Johnson, Riesen, and Polychronis (2007) compared the use of embedded 
instruction in the general education settings to one-to-one instruction in a 
segregated. Results indicated that embedded instruction was an effective for all 
students and more efficient for one of the four students. 
 
Furthermore, case study research has shown changes in student performance 
between inclusive and segregated settings. A seven year case study of a young 
woman with significant disabilities (Ryndak, et al., 1999) described her 
significant progress in literacy-related skills (e.g., writing a newspaper article 
with a facilitative writing process) when receiving instruction in inclusive general 
education settings, after receiving services in segregated special education 
settings for 15 years. Before being included at the age of 15, this student had a 
second grade level of reading comprehension, a 3 years 5 month level of oral 
vocabulary, and a 6 years 10 month level of receptive vocabulary. In this case 
study changes in overall learning were closely tied to changes in services from 
segregated to inclusive general education settings. When included in general 
education settings this student received collaborative educational support based 
on her needs, including her need for functional literacy skills required for 
independent living. 
 
In addition, initial data indicated that students with significant disabilities who 
receive services in inclusive general education settings have better life outcomes 
than similar students who received services in segregated special education 
settings (Ryndak, Ward, Alper, Storch, & Montgomery, Submitted; Ryndak, 
Ward, Alper, Montgomery & Storch, Submitted). Finally, parents of students with 
significant disabilities who were included in general education classrooms 
perceived that their child showed better performance in academics compared to 
their previous achievement in segregated settings (Ryndak, Downing, Jacqueline, 
& Morrison, 1995). 

 
 

2.2. Social Outcomes for Students with Significant Disabilities 
 
Many studies have addressed the social benefits of inclusion in general education 
settings for students with significant disabilities. Both Fryxell and Kennedy 
(1995) and Kennedy, Shukla, and Fryxell (1997) found that students included in 
general education settings (a) have more contact with typical peers across a 
wider range of settings and activities, (b) receive higher levels of social support, 
(c) enjoy larger friendship networks, and (d) engage in relationships that are 
more durable with their peers who did not have disabilities. Logan and his 
colleagues (1997) evaluated the effect of type of peer group (i.e., group either 
comprised of only students with disabilities or students with and and without 
disabilities), on the happiness behaviors of five students with profound multiple 
disabilities. Happiness behaviors were defined as a student smiling, eye contact, 
or vocalizing during small group activities. All five participants displayed higher 
levels of happiness behaviors during group activities with peers who did not have 
disabilities, than during group activities with other students with disabilities. 
Inclusive environments appear to not only positively influence the development 
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of social skills for individuals with significant disabilities, but also influence the 
expression of social behavior.  
 
Fisher and Meyer’s (2002) two-year longitudinal study compared the social 
competence of 40 students with significant disabilities, equally divided into 
segregated special education or inclusive general education settings, using the 
Assessment of Social Competence (ASC). Students from different setting types 
were matched into pairs based on two variables: (1) chronological age, and (2) 
their initial broad independence score on the Scales of Independent Behavior 
(SIB). The researchers found that students in the inclusive general education 
settings had significantly higher mean scores on the ASC after a two-year period. 
Furthermore, when Fisher and Frey (2001) compared similar students in 
segregated special education settings in inclusive high schools were more 
involved in general education activities and interactions with their classmates 
who do not have disabilities. Their classmates helped the students with 
significant disabilities participate in class activities and become full contributing 
members of the general education classes. Research also indicates that the social 
benefits of inclusion in general education settings for students with significant 
disabilities are not confined to the classroom settings; rather they generalize to 
home and community environments. Furthermore, parents have reported 
increases in their children’s participation in extra-curricular activities and 
concomitant decreases in inappropriate social behaviors (Ryndak et. al, 1995). 
 
 
2.2.1. Fostering membership and belonging 
 
Developing friendships and relationships with peers who do not have disabilities 
is an essential part of achieving social benefits for students with significant 
disabilities. Schnorr (1990) indicated that in order for the student with disabilities 
to achieve class membership, he or she must have access to typical peers during 
social times and be provided meaningful ways to participate. Schnorr (1997) also 
found that class membership depended upon students’ abilities to form peer 
networks with small subgroups within and outside of the classroom context. 
Often, however, students with significant disabilities do not have consistent 
access to peers in both school and community settings. Teachers can foster 
social interaction between students with disabilities and their peers without 
disabilities by using strategies like cooperative groups, project-based activities, 
and child-directed learning activities (Staub, Schwartz, Gallucci, & Peck, 1990). 
Treating the student as “just another student” by encouraging him or her to 
follow class rules and expectations, and providing age-appropriate materials for 
the student also contribute to the development of peer relationships (Janney & 
Snell, 1996). Furthermore, Janney and Snell also determined that teachers must 
be able to identify when to “back off”, and allow children to interact naturally, 
without adult involvement. According to studies that incorporate cooperative 
learning strategies across subject areas, students with moderate to significant 
disabilities at various age levels have shown improved outcomes in learning and 
interacting with classmates and adults who do not have disabilities (Ferguson, 
Meyer, Jeanchild, Juniper, & Zingo, 1992; Fisher & Frey, 2001; Hunt, Staub, 
Alwell, & Goetz, 1994). 
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2.3. Communication and Motor/Physical Outcomes 
 
Research has demonstrated that students with significant disabilities can develop 
and practice important communication and motor/physical skills in general 
education settings. Hunt, Staub, Alwell, and Goetz (1994) found that elementary 
students with significant disabilities acquired and generalized basic 
communication and motor skills (e.g., requesting, grasping) with the assistance 
of adults under cooperative learning group situations. Furthermore, Ward and 
Ayvazo (2006) used a peer tutoring program with young students with autism to 
develop and practice catching skills during physical education class in inclusive 
settings. This study demonstrated that students were more proficient at catching 
when practicing with a peer in comparison to a whole group teacher directed 
activity. Finally, Cosbey and Johnston (2006) taught young students with 
significant disabilities to use a switch activated voice output device to initiate 
communication with their peers without disabilities in inclusive settings. In this 
study, students with significant disabilities learned to use the device effectively 
and results indicated students increased requesting toys from peers or 
requesting to play with peers. 

 
 

3. Inclusive Education Worldwide 
 

Although there are significant differences across countries in cultures, education 
legislation, social constructs about education and teaching, and school structure 
and funding, we believe there are some underpinning concepts about inclusive 
education derived from this body of research that inform the global community. 
First, more individuals with significant disabilities are receiving special education 
services in general education settings with peers who do not have disabilities. 
Second, there is a growing body of evidence to document the beneficial 
outcomes for students with significant disabilities in these inclusive settings. 
Third, these benefits are evident in both their schools and their communities. 
Fourth, we encourage the global community to compile and disseminate evidence 
that demonstrates the outcomes of inclusive education in their local contexts. 
The accumulation of evidence across countries and overtime will provide a 
shared foundation to promote new opportunities for inclusive education and best 
serve individuals with significant disabilities worldwide.  
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Abstract 

This paper aims at narrating and critically interpreting the implementation of a proposal 
curriculum which considered the possibility of teaching English at an undergraduate 
course (Modern Languages/Letras) through material that trigged reflection and 
discussion about the teaching-learning process and about English teacher education. The 
investigation was carried out considering the conception of curriculum as an event (King, 
1983; Connelly e Clandinin, 1988), and through Narrative Inquiry Paradigm (Clandinin e 
Connelly, 2000; Connelly e Clandinin, 2004). The research questions were 1) What kind 
of story can be lived when the curriculum proposed is implemented? 2) How can this 
curriculum contribute to the foreign language teaching and learning process? Using arts 
based language (Ely, Vinz, anzul & downing, 2001; Diamond, 1999), when interpreting 
and composing meaning of the stories lived, a landscape of conflict, resistance and 
English learning was painted. 

Keywords: Teacher Education – Narrative Inquiry – Curriculum – Arts – English. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
English teaching in Brazil has been one of the major issues discussed by 
teachers, students and researchers, mainly within the Applied Linguistic field. 
Many studies have been developed concerning English teacher education (Pires, 
1998 ; Nascimento de Paula, 2001; Abrahão, 2002; Gimenez, 2002) and English 
teaching and learning process (Celani, 2000, 2003, 2004). Some of them focus 
on the language courses or private classes contexts, others are carried out 
considering elementary and high school levels or undergraduate contexts (Mello, 
2005). Athough these contexts are completely different, English is usually taught 
the same way. Most of the time an international textbook series is chosen and 
the first class starts with explanations about greetings and how to introduce 
someone. Sometimes it seems it is the only way to teach a foreign language, as 
the studies point out. Through this way of teaching English contexts and students 
differences are not considered. However, as posed in Mello (2005), 
undergraduate students at a modern language course would be supposed to 
learn English for teaching it and not only for travelling as it seems to be 
considered at some language schools in Brazil. Considering these different 
realities, pre-service teachers should learn in a different way. This paper brings 
an experience of English teaching for undergraduate students of a Modern 
Languages Course at a Brazilian State University. The research questions were 1) 
What kind o story can be lived when the curriculum proposed is implemented? 2) 
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How can this curriculum contribute to the foreign language teaching and learning 
process? In order to carry out this study, I rely on the studies of teacher 
education, curriculum and experience according to narrative inquiry 
methodology. I start bringing some curriculum perspectives. 
 
 
2. Curriculum and Education 
 
Curriculum theory is discussed here having in mind mostly the works of King 
(1983), Connelly & Clandinin (1988), Clandinin & Connelly (2000), Connelly & 
Clandinin (1988,2004), Pinar & Reynolds (1992), Apple (1990; 1999;2000), 
Freire (1970) and Silva (2001).  
 
According to Apple (1990), curriculum studies started with Bobbit whose 
perspective would take it as the description of objectives, proceedings and 
methods for pursuing results to be measured. This conception was also 
developed in Brazil considering the work of Tyler (1974). A similar perspective 
could be seen in Foshay (1969), Rugg (1947) and Taba (1962)xlviii. They stated 
curriculum could be students experiences at school including class plans, tasks 
and a plan for learning. Thus, curriculum is considered the result of a knowledge 
package including facts, theoretical constructs and abstractions to be transfered 
to students’ mind. In a different perspective, Freire (1967, 1970) would criticaly 
call it Banking education, a type of school where teachers deposit knowledge in 
the student’s empty minds. Against this view of curriculum, Freire (1970) 
suggested curriculum should be constituted by meaningful themes able to 
promote knowledge construction. Silva (2001) and Apple (1990 ;2000) also 
developed studies on curriculum considering it as a place for empowerment. 
Silva ( 2001) says curriculum is a place where students have the opportunity for 
living democracy and questioning social life. Apple (1990 ; 2000) also states 
curriculum is a place in which social meanings are constructed. 
 
Etmologically, the word curriculum means race course. For Silva (2001) it is in 
this race course tha we ended up becoming what we are. On a different view of 
it, Pinar (1995) says curriculum comes from the latin verb currere. So, in this 
sense, curriculum would be a verb (an act) and not a noun (a place). Then, it 
wouldn’t be just a place for racing but the experience of racing. Considering 
curriculum this way, it implies possibilities for freedom and authonomy since one 
can choose where to go. King (1983) and Connelly & Clandinin (1988) pick up 
the word « event » as curriculum. That is to say curriculum is all the experiences 
taking place in the classroom, for instance, teachers and students’ interaction ; 
students’s life stories ; teacher’s life stories, school’s stories among other 
elements. For Connelly and Clandinin (1988), curriculum is all the experiences 
lived, the way they are lived and every meaning constructed from them so a new 
experience can be relived and reconstructed in the future. This broad sense of 
curriculum is also considered by Pinar & Reynolds (1992). 

                                                 
xlviii        “All the experience a learner has under the guidance of the school   (Foshay, 
1969)”        “Curriculum is the life and program of the school... an enterprise in guided 
living; the curriculum becomes the very stream of dynamic  activities that constitute the 
life of your people and their elders  (Rugg, 1947)”.   “A curriculum is a plan for learning 
(Taba, 1962)” 
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Trying to find a way to explain this idea of curriculum, Connelly & Clandinin 
(1988) created an image through which a narrative curriculum conception is 
constructed. 
 
Figure 1 – Experience in the classroom (Connelly & Clandinin, 1988:6) 
 
 
 
 
 
Past situations                                            Future Situations 
 
 
 
 
 
This image shows curriculum as an event. As we can see, it is influenced by past 
and future stories of experiences. Furthermore, this event takes place in 
constant interaction with other experiences lived in and out of classroom. That is 
the notion I take while carying out this study. This sense allows me to see not 
only what happens in the classroom but also many other elements composing 
curriculum.  
 
Having this idea in mind, and considering the Narrative Inquiry path, I move 
backwards to bring up the events we used to live at our University concerning 
teacher education issues lived before implementing the new curriculum.  
 
Most of the University curriculum for teacher education in Brazil are organized 
having students learning a foreign language a bit disconnected from teacher 
education disciplines. As said before, students are taught through international 
textbook series (as Interchange, Headway) exactly as if they were in a language 
course. By the middle/end of the undergraduate course they are taught how to 
teach the language they ´learned`. However, some students graduate without 
having learned language and not knowing how to teach. Thus, they end up 
thinking it happens because the University is not the right place for learning a 
foreign language, only the language courses are... As soon as they start teaching 
they tell their students foreign languages can be learned only at these kind of 
courses. Then the story goes. Unfortunately, a few of them consider these two 
very different contexts.  
 
In general, English courses work with a few students in each classroom ; 
consider language as a tool for communication ; and do not worry about teacher 
education. At the University we are used to work with more than 20 students in 
classroom ; we consider language as a way for identity constitution ; and we 
need to consider teacher education is involved in the language teachin-learning 
process proposed. In short, we consider all the complexities involved in the 
development of a language teaching-learning process. Having in mind 
´practitioners come from a range of educational constituencies`, as McNiff 
(2007) says, we decided to offer our students a different story. An experience in 
which they could learn the target-language also learning how to learn and to 
teach it. And more than knowing how to, we wanted our students to reflect on 

Things 

 

PERSONS 
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their own learning process as a way of understanding what a language learning 
process means. Doing this, we expected they could live a different story of 
language learning and also a different story of teaching when they are in-service. 
 
Before moving foreward as to expose some research results, I now turn to the 
methodology and the analytical frame applied to carry out this study. 
 
 
3. Narrative Inquiry 
 
This Narrative Inquiry road I am taking here meets some support on the works 
of Clandinin and Connelly (1995, 2000), Connelly and Clandinin (1999), Telles 
(2004), Bateson (1989) and Coles (1989). Clandinin and Connelly (2000:80) say 
´narrative inquiry is aimed at understanding and making meaning of 
experience´. According to Narrative Inquiry Paradigm, a narrative is the 
phenomenon studied and also the methodology to study it (Clandinin and 
Connelly, 2000). This kind o research assumes the movement of going backward 
in order to tell the story, so it is possible to reconstruct it and make meaning of 
the experience lived. And also the movement of going forward so we can think of 
ways to relive that experience in future perspectives. The researcher should also 
make the inward and outward movements, that is, s/he looks at his/her own 
perspective while living and reconstructing the experience and think of it in 
relation to a broader context. Data generated in this kind of inquiry includes 
several kind of tools. The study presented in this paper was developed through 
researcher field notes, journals and the material kept in the foruns that took 
place by means of an online tool (MOODLE). In the research text, a story is 
developed to provide ways of understanding the experience lived. As my aim is 
connected to the idea of changing, the way I assume a narrative writing is 
important to some aspects addressed through out the paper. 
 
 
4. Research Stories 
 
In this section I expose an understanding of the experiences lived in our 
University. In order to expose and discuss some curriculum changes we 
proposed, it seems necessary to show how the former curriculum was. As this 
paper is particularly concerned with English teaching, I am just going to bring 
some data related to this subject.  
 
 
4.1. English Teaching and Learning: looking back at our own story... 
 
English used to be taught, at our University, throughout eight courses offered for 
eight terms. The table bellow shows this subject organization in our former 
curriculum. 
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Table 1. English Course 
  

Discipline Content 

LETZ9 English 1 Listening comprehension. Reading passages. Guides 
conversation and paragraph writing. Present tense of verbs 
(simple and continous). Pronouns. Adverbs of frequency. 
Adjectives. Prepositions and articles. Use of question words. 

LETA2  English 2 Listening comprehension. Reading passages. Guided 
conversation and paragraph writing. Past tense of verbs; 
future. Tag questions. Nouns. Adjectives. Prepositions. 

LETA5  English 3 Listening comprehension. Reading passages. Guided 
compositions. Conversation. Adverbs, past tense of verbs, 
nouns, pronouns, modals; tag-questions. 

LETB4  English 4 Listening comprehension. Reading Passages. 
Conversation: guided composition. Perfect tenses; modals; 
future, conditional, tag-questions and word-order. 

LETC3  English 5 Listening comprehension, reading passages, conversation 
and compostion. Perfect tenses, reported speech, 
condicionals pronouns, genetives, expressions with 
infinitives. 

LETC9  English 6 Listening comprehension, reading passsages, conversation 
and composition. Genitives, verb tensses, modals, articles, 
perfect tense, reported speech, phrasal verbs. 

LETD3  English 7 Relative clauses; C.N.R.P.; Special uses of prepositions; 
word building; semantic aspects of some modals; special 
difficulties in English; sequence of tenses. 

LETE3  English 8 Drama - Voices exercises; improvisations and ide plays; 
dramatic reading; study of vocabulary structure; stress and 
intonation patterns; cultural and pragmatic adequacy; body 
talk-notions of Kinesics, proxemics and tacesics acting out 
and apresentation of the play to the community 

Source: Available at the University website 
 
As we can see, language is considered as form through out the courses. Students 
were supposed to learn English grammar points talking about any topic but they 
were not provided with possibilities to discuss issues concerning English teaching 
and learning process.  
 
After some months reflecting on the idea of changing this way of teaching 
English, another course design was constructed and it started being implemented 
in the begining of 2008. Now, in the first term students are offered a discipline 
called “English Language: critical and reflective learning”. Its content is 
organized in such a different way. 
 
Table 2 – English at the new curriculum 
 

Subject Content 

 
English Language: critical and 
reflective learning 

This subject creates some place for debating cultural, political, social and cognitive 
issues related to the English learning process, so that students can become aware of 
their expectations and real needs concerning this target language. Students can also 
reflect on theis difficulties and possibilities of English use (spoken and written) having in 
mind they live in a country where English is not part of their everyday lives. The 
approach chosen to carry out this subject considers the use of authentic texts 
(Portuguese and English ones) focusing on the issues proposed, as a way of 
constructing textual, procedural, strategical, grammatical and world knowledge.  
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According to the course plan, this new subject aims at creating some place for 
the students to learn, to discuss about English use in Brazil and all over the 
world and also to become aware of their English learning process. Students are 
supposed to reflect on their own expectations and difficulties related to the 
target language learning process; to find out possible paths for constructing their 
own learning process; to research and and to describe possible contexts of 
English use in Brazil; to raise, discuss and describe the social, political, cultural 
and educational importance of learning English; and to communicate in English 
(reading, writing and speaking) about the topics discussed all over the course. 
 
In order to achieve these aims, a different program was designed: 
 
Unit 1 – Beliefs and Myths 
Beliefs and expectations related to English learning 
English in the world – Anglophony 
Foreign language: what does it mean? 
Vocabulary: is it the problem? 
Grammar: what for? 
Contextualized grammar 
What kind of learner am I? 
English learning: what for?  
 
Unit 2 – Understanding English written texts 
Possible ways for reading English texts 
Strategies for learning English 
Constructing authonomy 
Genres available in the Brazilian context (WEB) 
 
Unit 3 – Political and Cultural implications related to English learning 
English use: cultural and social differences  
Pronounciation: is the native speaker still the pattern to be followed ? 
English and globalization 
 
After presenting the changes proposed for the new curriculum, I address some 
comments on the stories lived by students and instructors while this different 
story of teaching and learning English took place. 
 
 
4.2. New different stories of learning English 
 
One of the stories lived during the implementation of our new curriculum is 
connected to students’ surprise and resistance. Although students complained 
about having been studying the to be verb during their entire educational 
experiences at school, they seemed to expect to have our classes beginning the 
same way at the University.  
 

The new method of learning and teaching a different 
language used by Dilma is very different from 
everything that I have ever seen. It has been 
difficult for me, but I'm trying to accept this method 
better.I think that eveybody is creating a 
resistance, but it's completely normal,I know that 
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we will understand it very well... (Reflective journal, 
April, 9th – available at Moodle) 

 
Even recognizing she could understand that proposal better later, the student 
talks about her surprise, resistance and difficulty to face it. The same feeling is 
expressed by another student. She wrote: 
 

This new English learning approach is completely 
different of all I have ever seen in my life... I really 
got scared of getting into the classroom and not 
speaking English or having a textbook as reference 
for learning... But I am getting used to change my 
way of learning... (Reflective journal, April, 3rd – 
Moodle) 

 
This student was feeling insecure because we were not following a textbook. But 
similarly to the other one, she was a little bit open for that new curriculum 
presented in our classes. 
 
Another story lived during the implementation of our new curriculum has to do 
with English learning. Many students thought they could not really learn 
language through our different approach. However, during the term this learning 
story could be checked out. 
 

Hello! My anxieties in language learning are very 
much. Acredito que todos os students que are 
começando a learn language têm suas anxieties. 
Uma delas, and perhaps the most common entre os 
students, is to meditate in the possibility of to 
speak the language com fluency in the end of the 
course. Entretanto, acredito que no decorrer do 
course of English poderei diminuir essas anxieties, 
no mínimo pela metade. (Task 2 “anxieties”, April, 
17th – Moodle) 

 
As students were always stimulated to take the risk of using English, some of 
them started doing it by mixing Portuguese and English words in their texts, 
as we can see in the piece above. But after discussing some strategies and 
some resources available at the web, the same student decided to rewrite his 
text and post it at Moodle. 

My anxieties in language learning are very much. I 
believe that all the students who are starting to 
learn a language have its anxieties. One of 
them, and perhaps the most common between 
students, is to meditate in the possibility of to 
speak the language with fluency in the end of the 
course. However, I believe that elapsing of the 
course of English, I will be able to diminish these 
anxieties, at the very least for the half. (May, 6th, 
Moodle) 
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Of course this writing production presents some mistakes, but even so it is 
difficult to deny the student’s improvement. And it is relevant to say that he 
is not only producing sentences out of context such as those suggested in 
many textbooks. This student is using language to express himself and to 
reflect on his own anxieties when learning English. Futhermore, he had to be 
in touch with some different web resources so he could also learn how to 
drive his own learning process getting authonomy. It seems relevant to take 
it into account. 
 
Since I raised this example of the Web use in our context, it seems relevant 
to state this experience with online tools provide students with the 
opportunity to learn not only English but also how to work with this kind of 
resource within the language learning process. During a chat organized to 
discuss about “Non-native speakers of English”, a student says:  

I didn`t understand for what is the chat but now i 
understood (Chat at Moodle, April, 27th) 

 
As it was the students’ first educational chat they did not know how it would 
be and which would be their places in it. But as the chat went on, they got a 
sense of it as an educational way of teaching and learning. 
I have pointed out some learning experiences lived through out the new 
curriculum. They are related to the learning of language, use of web tools, 
construction of authonomy, reflective practice. Now, I highlight some 
knowledge constructed in terms of understanding the English teaching and 
learning process. 
 
In the beginning of the term, two texts about beliefs in English learning were 
discussed in class. Right after, students were asked to write about it in a 
forum created at Moodle.  

we can see in the class that students beliefs can 
effect in the process of learning and the miths can 
be (barreira) for a (completo) learning. (Forum at 
Moodle, April, 18th )  

 
During another activity developed, students could reflect on learning and 
teaching. 
 

All of those points we have dicussed at the seminars 
were very important to reflect about Intercultural 
languages, about English as a word language and 
also about what is important to do to be a good 
teacher,what skills are important, what we have to 
improve,to learn. (Reflective journal, April, 24th)  

 
These two experiences allowed students to become aware of many aspects that 
can influence English learning and English teaching. Considering the former and 
the new curriculum it is important to notice some differences. The first one 
privilleged the learning of grammar points and lexis reinforcing students’ beliefs 
about the language learning process. In a very different perspective, the new 
curriculum created some place for students to realize language learning has not 
only to do with language form. It has to do with issues concerning diversity, 
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learning strategies, authonomy, cultural interactions, social and political points 
and a reflective teaching and learning approach. 
 
Although the new approach was not focusing straight on form, it was one of our 
aims, since we understand it as part of the language learning process. But, we 
saw it could be taught in a different way. Knowing that language form is 
traditionally presented in textbook series, which begin with the to be verb (book 
one) and finish the course with direct and indirect speech (Book for Advanced 
students), as researchers we got interested in analyzing which different order we 
were proposing. 
 
Form has been taught in a contextualized way. Although we have previously 
selected some points to be discussed it can be changed according to the text 
discussed or depending on students’ needs. The first class was planned, for 
example, considering some kind of knowledge to be constructed.  
 
Table 3: First class’s content 
 
Procedural Knowledge: 
 

• Construction of a learning community 
• Negotiating class’ content 
• Reflection as part of the learning process 
• Possibilities of changing personal perspectives 

about language teaching and learning process 
 

Knowledge about learning strategies: 
 

• Inferring meaning by context 
• Making association to make meaning 
• Using previous knowledge 
• Raising Hypotheses 

 
Textual Knowledge: 
 

• Text types 
• Questionaire and graphs genres 

 
Knowledge about the world: 
 

• Theoretical background about the language 
teaching and learning process (learning 
strategies, learning styles, etc) 

 
Knowledge about Form: 
 

• Grammar and vocabulary contextualized 
(Discussed according to the material applied). 
Possibilities: Cognates, sentence structure, verbs 
(recognizing verbs), Word formation (affix and 
sufixes) 

Source: based on the class plan available at Moodle. 
 
As we wanted students to evaluate themselves and raise some of their learning 
priorities in the very beginning of the course, we provided them with two texts 
(tables) to be filled in. Through these exercises, we could teach them how to do 
it. In this case, some modal verbs were taught and discussed in class, for 
example. 
 
Considering that as instructors we are still learning how to teach in this new 
landscape we proposed, and having in mind it is the first term in which this 
subject is taught this way, I believe this point can be discussed in detail in a 
future paper. Even so, looking at students’ production it is possible to assume 
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English can be consistently taught and learned through this different form order 
proposed.  
 
 
4.3. Final comments 
 
I started this paper with two questions in mind. I wanted to understand what 
kind of stories could be lived when a new curriculum proposed is implemented. I 
was also interested in understanding how this curriculum could contribute to the 
foreign language teaching and learning process, in the context studied. After 
having showed some of our experiences in this paper, I finish presenting my 
conclusions in a different way, considering narrative inquiry and arts based 
language (Ely, Vinz, anzul & downing, 2001; Diamond, 1999) paths. 
 
When composing meaning of the stories lived I could see it as an event 
constructed by conflicts, resistance and English learning experiences. Using some 
of students thoughts I paint the curriculum lived. 
 

Change!? 
What kind of methodology is it? 

It has been difficult... 
I got scared of... 

Where is the textbook?? 
I don’t know where to go... 

Resistance! 
 

I am getting used to change 
Students’ beliefs? 

Anxieties 
Teacher education? 

What is it? 
Well... I can learn English 

I can learn how to be a teacher 
 

Web? 
Moodle? 

Online tools? 
What about the teacher? 

Who’s in charge of teaching? 
Well, I can become empowered ... 
I am developing authonomy... 

 
How can students write? 

Portuguese, English, Portuglish... 
What about grammar? 
How can we teach it? 
A different order... 

Well, we can handle this change... 
And learn by doing. 
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Résumé  

Un recensement des travaux sur les conceptions des enseignants et des élèves de l'ordre 
primaire à l'égard du fonctionnement de circuits électriques simples, révèle qu'elles sont 
généralement erronées par rapport aux idées scientifiques acceptées (Pilatou et 
Stavridou, 2001, 2004; Métioui et Baulu MacWillie, 2001; Newton et Newton, 1996; 
Webb, 1992). La présente recherche s'inscrit dans cette lignée et propose une stratégie 
d'enseignement facilitant l'apprentissage de circuits électriques simples par le biais de 
l'expérimentation. Nous avons réalisé auprès de 130 futurs enseignants des activités de 
laboratoires portant sur le branchement d'ampoules (série, parallèle et mixte) et sur 
l'étude de leur luminosité en termes de courant et de tension électriques. Pour cela, les 
participants ont effectué en groupe de deux plusieurs mesures de courant et de tension 
électriques à l'aide d'un multimètre. Nous verrons que malgré les difficultés rencontrées 
dans l'utilisation de cet appareil, une proportion importante a réussi à s'approprier son 
mode de fonctionnement comme ampèremètre ou voltmètre. 

Mots clés : Apprentissage - circuits électriques – instrumentation - formation des 
maîtres - primaire 
 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
La communauté internationale des responsables de l'éducation scientifique est 
unanime à promouvoir l'enseignement de la science et de la technologie dans les 
écoles primaires afin d'éviter de gaspiller le potentiel scientifique encore vierge 
des jeunes. Les travaux sur les conceptions scientifiques des élèves âgés entre 7 
et 12 ans (Baulu-MacWillie et Métioui, 2001) ainsi que le témoignage de 
plusieurs spécialistes ayant marqué le développement de la science, comme 
l'astrophysicien Hubert Reeves et le prix Nobel de physique (1992) Georges 
Charpak, mettent en évidence que si on attend que les élèves soient rendus à 
l'école secondaire pour leur donner une telle formation, on négligerait leur 
motivation et leur intérêt naturel à l'exploration scientifique et technologique. 
Malgré ce cri d'alarme, plusieurs études soulignent les difficultés de cet 
enseignement puisqu'il ne peut se faire adéquatement sans une participation 
active du corps enseignant (Métioui, 2005). En dépit d'une volonté de certains à 
vouloir offrir à leurs élèves une éducation scientifique de base, les enseignants 
rencontrent plusieurs difficultés reliées entre autres à une formation insuffisante 
pour dispenser un tel enseignement (Conseil de la science et de la technologie, 
2002). Ce constat n'est pas unique au Canada. Plusieurs études réalisées entre 
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autres en France, en Angleterre, en Australie, aux États-Unis et en Afrique du 
Sud démontrent que les enseignants en formation et en exercice des écoles 
primaires ont de la difficulté à comprendre les concepts fondamentaux de la 
science et révèlent de frappants parallèles entre leurs conceptions et celles des 
élèves, hormis la sophistication du langage employé (Kruger et Summers, 1998; 
Kruger et Palacio, 1992; Kruger, 1990; Kaminski, 1980; Métioui et Trudel, 
2007).  
 
 
2. État de la recherche sur la question de la formation des 
enseignants  
 
Force nous est de constater l'existence de très peu de recherches menées auprès 
des enseignants en formation et en exercice pour les aider à acquérir les notions 
de base en sciences et en technologies (Smith, 1987; Webb, 1992; Heywood et 
Parker, 1997; Métioui, Cyr, Gagné et Brassard, 2002; Heywood, 2005). Dans le 
cas de la notion de courant électrique, Webb (1992) développa auprès de 
21 enseignants australiens, 36 étudiants australiens inscrits en troisième année 
du programme de formation des enseignants et 93 enseignants sud-africains, 
une démarche d'investigation en trois étapes relative au principe de la 
conservation des charges dans un circuit série. La première étape consistait à 
identifier leurs conceptions sur le fonctionnement d'un circuit simple. Pour cela, il 
leur a demandé de noter par écrit lequel des quatre modèles A, B, C et D 
illustrés dans l'encadré 1 décrit le mieux le déplacement du courant dans les fils 
de raccordement électriques. Notons que les modèles A, B et C sont erronés 
comparativement au modèle scientifique, qui est le modèle D. Selon ce modèle, 
les charges se déplacent le long du circuit fermé et leur nombre demeure le 
même à n’importe quel point dudit circuit en un temps donné, en vertu du 
principe de la conservation de la charge totale. 70% des enseignants et des 
étudiants ont choisi les modèles erronés A, B ou C. Soulignons que le modèle C 
(considérant qu'une partie du courant se consomme dans le filament de 
l'ampoule) est le plus répandu chez les élèves et les enseignants puisque la pile 
dans un circuit finit par s'épuiser, d’où cette idée de consommation de courant. 
Cette idée est aussi renforcée dans le langage commun puisqu'on parle souvent 
de consommation d'électricité. En l'absence d'un enseignement, il est difficile 
voire impossible d'expliquer le fonctionnement du circuit en référant aux 
différentes transformations énergétiques mises en jeu (chimique, thermique, 
lumineuse et électrique). 
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Dans les étapes 2 et 3, ils devaient d'abord allumer une ampoule à l'aide d'une 
pile et de fils de raccordement électriques mis à leur disposition. Une fois qu'ils 
ont réussi le montage, cela n'implique pas forcément qu'ils ont assimilé la notion 
de circuit fermé et pour le prouver, l'auteur leur a demandé de préciser la 
constitution de l'ampoule : 
 

 «After recording as many sucssful circuits as they could produce, the 
participant were instructed to sketch an 'X-ray' section through the 
torch bulb to illustrate what they thought the inside of the bulb would 
look like.»(p.424)  
 

Au sujet de la constitution de l'ampoule, l'auteur note que certains sujets 
affirment qu'on doit avoir un circuit fermé pour que l'ampoule s'allume, tandis 
que d'autres n'ont adhéré à cette conception qu'après discussion en groupe et 
intervention de l'enseignant :  
 

«The 'X-ray' diagrams of light bulbs revealed that the Australien 
college students and inservice teachers understood that an unbroken 
circuit is required for electric current to flow. Nevertheless, a number 
of crossed out and discarded diagrams suggest that, at least for some, 
this idea was developed and refind while working with circuits and 
discussing ideas with their peer. This suggestion is supported by the 
fact that many of the South African teachers also changed their ideas 
as regards the most likely internal wiring pattern within a bulb after 
working through the teaching sequence and discussing the problem as 
a group.»(p.426)  

 
Pour ébranler les fausses conceptions des enseignants et des étudiants, plus 
particulièrement ceux qui croient qu'une partie du courant se consomme dans le 
filament de l'ampoule (modèle C), on les a d'abord initié au mode d'utilisation 
d'un ampèremètre, appareil qui mesure l'intensité du courant électrique en 
ampère. Ensuite, on leur a demandé de placer cet appareil en différents points 
d'un circuit constitué d'une ampoule et d'un circuit constitué de deux ampoules 
montées en série et de noter dans un tableau les luminosités des ampoules et les 
mesures des intensités des courants électriques. Par exemple, pour leur montrer 
que le filament ne consomme pas de courant, ils ont placé un ampèremètre 
avant l'ampoule et un autre après l'ampoule : 
 

 «The students and teachers were instructed in the use of ammeters 
and allocated time to connect them at various places within a series 
circuit containing two bulbs. The relative brightness of each bulb, 
and the current readings of the ammeter at various positions in the 
circuit, were recorded in a table.»(p.424)  

 
Ces séquences d'enseignement avaient pour objet de créer un conflit conceptuel 
chez les enseignants et les étudiants afin de remettre en cause leurs conceptions 
avant enseignement. En effet, suite aux mesures effectuées à l'aide de deux 
ampèremètres, ils pouvaient constater que l'intensité du courant est la même 
avant et après l'ampoule et les enseignants chercheront à comprendre pourquoi 
il en est ainsi. Il est important de noter que la création d'un tel conflit est une 
condition nécessaire mais pas suffisante à l'acquisition des principes de 
fonctionnement d'un circuit électrique. Malgré l'apport incontestable de l'étude de 
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Webb à l'épineux problème de la formation des enseignants dans le champ des 
circuits électriques simples, les difficultés que les étudiants auraient rencontrées 
relativement aux principes de fonctionnement du circuit constitué d'une ampoule 
et d'une pile n'ont pas été discutées. Par exemple, une fois que les enseignants 
et les étudiants se sont aperçus, en utilisant deux ampèremètres, que l'intensité 
du courant est la même avant et après l'ampoule, comment expliquer que son 
éclairage diminue et qu'elle finit par s'éteindre sans qu'elle ne brûle? Selon nous, 
pour comprendre pourquoi il en est ainsi, on doit considérer le circuit comme un 
système où toutes les composantes sont interdépendantes. Par conséquent, on 
comprendra le rôle de la pile en référant à la notion de différence de potentiel 
électrique, communément appelée tension électrique ou «voltage», ce qui n'as 
pas été soulevé dans l'étude de Webb. De même, au sujet de l'utilisation de 
l'ampèremètre, Webb n'a pas explicité les difficultés à l'égard de son 
branchement dans un circuit constitué, par exemple par deux ampoules montées 
en série. Notons à ce sujet que certaines recherches réalisées auprès d'élèves 
ayant reçu une formation sur la notion de circuit fermé démontrent que plusieurs 
éprouvent des difficultés à brancher correctement un ampèremètre pour mesurer 
l'intensité du courant traversant une des deux ampoules (Métioui et al., 2008). 
Pour plusieurs élèves, chaque ampoule reçoit une partie du courant provenant de 
la pile, donc pour mesurer l'intensité du courant traversant une de ces deux 
ampoules, ils placent l'ampèremètre à ses bornes, ce qui est inapproprié comme 
nous le verrons ci-après. Ces difficultés sont associées à une mauvaise 
appropriation des notions de courant et de tension électrique.  
 
 
3. Objectif de la présente recherche  
 
Notre recherche s'inscrit dans la même optique que celle de Webb, à savoir 
l'élaboration de séquences d'enseignement relatives au fonctionnement de 
circuits électriques simples dans un contexte de formation initiale des 
enseignants de l'ordre primaire. Les séquences d'enseignement que nous avons 
retenues avaient pour objectif général d'inciter ces futurs enseignants à utiliser 
adéquatement un instrument de mesure de courant et de tension (le multimètre) 
afin d'acquérir les notions de courant et de tension. Pour cela, les étudiants ont 
d'abord effectué plusieurs branchements d'ampoules et de piles montés en série 
et en parallèle. Cette étape avait pour objet de les amener à se rendre compte 
qu'il est impossible par exemple d'expliquer les luminosités des ampoules en 
l'absence d'un cadre théorique approprié.  
 
 
4. Échantillon, contexte  
 
La recherche a été réalisée dans le cadre d’un cours universitaire portant sur la 
didactique des sciences. L’échantillon était constitué de 130 étudiants (3 groupes 
cours) inscrits en deuxième année du programme de baccalauréat en 
enseignement primaire. L’âge moyen des étudiants était de 22 ans, la majorité 
n’ayant pas suivi de formation scientifique poussée et provenant du secteur des 
sciences humaines. Ils avaient habituellement suivi des cours d’écologie, de 
sciences physiques et de biologie humaine au cours de leurs études secondaires.  
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5. Stratégie d’enseignement  
 
La stratégie retenue, comportait 3 étapes que nous allons synthétisées ci-après. 
Notons que la stratégie développée, tient compte des résultats des travaux 
réalisées de part le monde à l'égard de l'enseignement et de l'apprentissage de 
circuits électriques simples.  
 
Étape 1 : Étude qualitative de circuits simples  
 
Dans cette étape importante, les étudiants ont effectué, en groupe de deux afin 
de leur permettre d'échanger durant les travaux pratiques, plusieurs 
branchements d'ampoules et de piles montés en série et en parallèle. Durant les 
manipulations ils devaient d’abord noter leurs observations par écrit. Ensuite, on 
leur a demandé d'expliquer leurs observations en référant uniquement à leurs 
connaissances antérieures et de finalement noter ce que signifie pour eux 
«courant électrique» et «voltage». Cette étape avait pour objet de les 
encourager à construire des modèles explicatifs en s'appuyant sur leur propre 
cadre théorique et de ne pas se soucier à ce stade de la véracité de leurs 
modèles par rapport aux modèles scientifiques. Ensuite, on leur a introduit les 
propriétés de la matière à l'état atomique ainsi que les notions de courant et de 
tension électrique, le tout selon une perspective historique. À la fin, ils devaient 
comprendre que par définition, l'intensité du courant électrique, qu'on désigne 
par la lettre I, est le nombre des électrons qui circulent dans un circuit en un 
temps donné. Son unité est l'ampère, en hommage au physicien français 
Ampère, et on le désigne par la lettre A. De même, la différence de potentiel 
électrique (tension/voltage) qu'on désigne par la lettre U correspond à l'intensité 
de la force qui fait circuler les électrons. Son unité est le volt, en hommage au 
physicien italien Volta, et on le désigne par la lettre V. L'acquisition des notions 
de courant et de tension n'est pas facile, mais on ne peut courtcircuiter leur 
enseignement puisqu'elles sont indispensables pour interpréter le 
fonctionnement des circuits électriques. Pour permettre aux étudiants de se 
familiariser avec ces deux notions, on leur a proposé d'effectuer des mesures de 
tension et de courant en utilisant un instrument de mesure électrique 
multifonctionnel, le multimètre. Ci-après, nous présentons la démarche retenue 
pour qu'ils puissent s'approprier son mode d'utilisation. 
 
Étape 2 - Observation des différentes fonctions d'un multimètre 
 
Dans cette étape, chaque étudiant avait à sa disposition un multimètre et ses 
deux sondes (noire et rouge). En plus, on leur a distribué une feuille illustrant le 
schéma du multimètre ainsi que plusieurs informations relatives à ses différentes 
fonctions. On a insisté pour qu'ils lisent attentivement ces informations, un peu 
comme lorsqu'ils achètent un appareil, ils sont obligés de regarder les 
instructions du fournisseur pour l'utiliser correctement et en toute sécurité. Au 
sujet de l'utilisation des échelles, les étudiants devaient savoir que pour mesurer 
une grandeur physique, il nous faut souvent utiliser des multiples ou des sous-
multiples de l'unité de mesure de cette grandeur physique. Ils devaient aussi 
savoir, à moins d'avis contraire, qu'il faut toujours commencer les lectures avec 
la plus grande échelle, pour éviter de détériorer l'appareil. Aussi, pour avoir un 
maximum de précision, l’échelle doit être ajustée par la suite à la valeur la plus 
proche de la valeur mesurée. Même si les multimètres numériques sont 
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généralement protégés contre les surcharges, nous leur avons demandé de faire 
attention à ce que la valeur maximale acceptée par la plus grande échelle soit 
supérieure à la valeur théorique, ou supposée, du courant dans la branche à 
mesurer.  
 

Encadré 2 
Les différentes fonctions du multimètre 

 

 
 
 
Étape 3 - Mesure de l'intensité du courant  
 
Pour familiariser les étudiants avec le mode de fonctionnement du multimètre 
utilisé pour mesurer l'intensité du courant électrique, ils devaient d'abord savoir 
qu'on doit le brancher en série dans un circuit (il faut donc débrancher un fil dans 
la branche dans laquelle on veut mesurer le courant, pour y insérer le 
multimètre). Pour permettre aux étudiants de bien comprendre pourquoi on doit 
insérer l'appareil dans le circuit, nous avons recouru à l'analogie suivante : on 
peut imaginer que le courant électrique est analogue au flux d’un liquide dans un 
tuyau et il faut insérer l'appareil de mesure dans le tuyau pour pouvoir mesurer 
le débit du liquide. Notons que cette comparaison entre un système électrique et 
un système hydraulique doit se faire prudemment pour éviter de renforcer chez 
les étudiants la représentation du courant électrique en tant que fluide (Dupin et 
Johsua, 1994; Paatz et al, 2004). Une fois ces informations données, nous les 
avons invités à réaliser les trois activités telles qu’illustrées dans l'encadré 3. 
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Encadré 3 
Activité 1 

 Réalisez le montage illustré dans l'encadré 
3 à l'aide du matériel mis à votre 
disposition. 
 

Activité 2 
Fermez l'interrupteur et mesurez l'intensité 
du courant I en utilisant l'échelle : (20 
m/10 A). 
 

Activité 3 
Modifiez le montage précédent en inversant 
les polarités de la batterie. Pour cela, vous 
devez ouvrir l'interrupteur et fermer le 
multimètre en le positionnant à "0". Une 
fois les polarités inversées, vous devez 
fermer l'interrupteur et positionner 
l'appareil dans la même échelle que dans 
l'activité précédente. Comment expliquer 
vos observations suite au nouvel affichage 
du multimètre? 

 
 

 
 

 
Étape 4 - Mesure de la tension électrique  
 
Le multimètre utilisé en voltmètre se branche en parallèle avec l'élément du 
circuit aux bornes duquel on veut mesurer la tension, sans modification du 
circuit. Il n'est donc pas nécessaire de débrancher de fil dans le circuit. Il faut 
aussi faire une estimation préalable de la valeur de tension à mesurer et régler 
l’appareil sur l’échelle appropriée. Comme précédemment, nous avons invité les 
étudiants à réaliser les trois activités illustrées dans l'encadré 4 afin qu'ils 
s'approprient le mode de fonctionnement du multimètre pour mesurer la tension 
électrique. 
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Encadré 4 
Activité 1 

Réalisez le montage ci-contre pour mesurer 
la tension aux bornes de l'ampoule A1. 
N'oubliez pas de fermer l'interrupteur pour 
effectuer votre mesure. 
 

Activité 2 
 Mesurez la tension aux bornes de 
l'interrupteur et que concluez-vous par 
rapport à la mesure de la tension aux 
bornes de l'ampoule. 
 

Activité 3 
Mesurez la tension aux bornes de la 
batterie de piles. 
  
 
 
6. Expérimentation  
 
Pour vérifier si les étudiants avaient compris les deux modes d'utilisation du 
multimètre en ampèremètre et en voltmètre, nous leur avons administré un 
questionnaire papier-crayon dont la construction et l'analyse des résultats sont 
présentées ci-après. 
 
 
6.1 Construction du questionnaire papier-crayon 
 
Un questionnaire d’une durée de 60 minutes fut administré quatre semaines 
après les séquences d'enseignement précitées. Le questionnaire construit 
comportait quatre problèmes et avait pour objet de vérifier si les étudiants ont 
bel et bien assimilé le fait qu'on doit placer l'appareil de mesure dans la branche 
du circuit où on veut mesurer l'intensité du courant électrique et qu'on doit le 
placer aux bornes de la composante pour mesurer la tension, c'est-à-dire la 
différence de potentiel électrique.  
 
L'énoncé du problème 1 est présenté dans l'encadré 5. L'étudiant devait 
expliquer le montage à réaliser en situation de laboratoire pour mesurer 
l'intensité du courant électrique traversant une ampoule montée en série avec 
deux autres ampoules. Dans ce cas, on doit ouvrir le circuit et placer le 
multimètre utilisé en ampèremètre n'importe où dans ce circuit, en vertu du 
principe de la conservation de la charge totale en un temps donné.  
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Encadré 5 
Comment brancher un multimètre dans le 
circuit ci-contre pour mesurer l’intensité du 
courant qui traverse l'ampoule 2? 
 
Décrivez toutes les manipulations 
nécessaires pour brancher votre 
multimètre.  
 
L'énoncé du problème 2 est présenté dans l'encadré 6. Cette fois-ci, l'étudiant 
devait mesurer l'intensité du courant débité par une batterie de piles alimentant 
trois ampoules montées en parallèle. Dans le cas de ce problème, on doit 
débrancher les fils de raccordement qui sont à l'entrée ou à la sortie de la 
batterie de piles et brancher l'appareil en série avec la batterie de piles.  
 

Encadré 6 
Comment brancher un multimètre dans le 
circuit ci-contre pour mesurer l’intensité du 
courant fournie par la batterie de piles? 
 
Décrivez toutes les manipulations 
nécessaires pour brancher votre 
multimètre. 
 

 
L'énoncé du problème 3 est illustré dans l'encadré 7. L'étudiant devait savoir si le 
montage réalisé par l'élève est adéquat et s'il peut fermer l'interrupteur pour 
mesurer l'intensité du courant traversant l'ampoule. Dans cette situation, nous 
voulions vérifier si les étudiants ont bien compris que l'appareil doit toujours être 
inséré dans le circuit et non aux bornes de la composante pour mesurer 
l'intensité du courant électrique. Ainsi, le montage réalisé sera erroné. 
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Encadré 7 
Lors d’une séance de laboratoire portant 
sur l’utilisation d’un multimètre pour 
mesurer l’intensité du courant électrique 
traversant une ampoule dans un circuit 
constitué par une pile, un interrupteur et 
des fils de raccordement, vous avez donné 
la consigne à vos élèves de ne pas fermer 
l’interrupteur tant que vous n’aurez pas 
vérifié son montage. Un des élèves vous 
demande de vérifier si son montage est 
réussi. Identifiez les éléments de 
connexion qui sont justes ou erronés. Dans 
le cas des connexions erronées, quelles 
peuvent être les conséquences? Justifiez 
votre réponse. 

 
 
L'énoncé du problème 4 est illustré dans l'encadré 8. Ainsi, nous avons placé 
l'étudiant dans un contexte d'enseignement où il serait amené à vérifier si le 
montage réalisé par certains élèves, pour mesurer l'intensité du courant 
électrique à l'aide d'un multimètre, est approprié. Le problème avait pour objet 
de vérifier si pour les étudiants il s'agit d'un circuit ouvert et que pour mesurer 
l'intensité du courant, on doit fermer l'interrupteur. Notons que le montage 
réalisé par l'élève est correct et que l'interrupteur joue le rôle d'un simple 
conducteur. 
 

Encadré 8 
Lors d'une séance de laboratoire portant 
sur l'utilisation d'un multimètre pour 
mesurer l'intensité du courant électrique 
traversant une ampoule dans un circuit 
constitué par une batterie de piles, un 
interrupteur et des fils de raccordement, 
un des élèves vous demande de vérifier si 
son montage est réussi.  
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6.2 Analyse des données du questionnaire 
 
Dans un premier temps, nous avons compilé les réponses, une question à la fois, 
chacune prise séparément. Pour chacune, nous avons procédé au regroupement 
des réponses en catégories distinctes, le nombre étant variable d’un problème à 
l’autre, en fonction des différentes réponses obtenues. Notons que l’analyse des 
réponses a débuté par la distinction entre les bonnes et les mauvaises. Pour 
qualifier les réponses de bonnes ou de mauvaises, nous les avons comparées aux 
réponses présentées plus haut. Dans un deuxième temps, nous avons interprété 
l’ensemble des catégories identifiées afin de mettre en évidence les conceptions 
construites suite à notre enseignement. Ci-après, nous présentons les catégories 
identifiées pour chacun des trois problèmes, suivies de la réponse d’un étudiant, 
à titre d’illustration. 
 
 
6.3 Catégorisation des réponses avancées relativement au problème 1 
  
Deux catégories de réponses ont été identifiées.  
 
Catégorie 1 : Le branchement proposé est adéquat - place le multimètre comme 
ampèremètre dans le circuit (N = 78; 60%).  
 

Encadré 9 
«Il faut débrancher le fil qui relie 1 à 2 
pour mettre le multimètre utilisé comme 
ampèremètre (A) dans le circuit. En série, 
l’intensité (le courant) est le même 
partout, alors on peut placer l’appareil 
devant ou après l’ampoule 2 pour mesurer 
le courant qui traverse l’ampoule 2.» 

 
 
Catégorie 2 : Le branchement proposé est erroné - place l’ampèremètre aux 
bornes de l’ampoule dont on veut mesurer l'intensité du courant qui la traverse 
(N = 52; 40%). 
 

Encadré 10 
«Dans un circuit en série, le courant 
pourrait être mesuré à n’importe quel 
endroit du circuit puisqu’il est le même 
partout. On doit mettre en contact 
l’ampèremètre avec les bornes de 2. On 
place un premier fil de raccordement à une 
borne de l’ampoule, on branche les deux 
fils de raccordement à l’ampèremètre et on 
fait sa lecture.» 
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6.4 Catégorisation des réponses avancées relativement au problème 2 
 
Quatre catégories de réponses ont été identifiées :  
 
Catégorie 1 : Le branchement proposé est adéquat - place le multimètre utilisé 
comme ampèremètre à la sortie de la batterie de piles (N = 77; 59%). 
 

Encadré 11 
«De cette façon, l’ampèremètre mesure 
l’intensité du courant fournie par la 
batterie de piles parce qu’il est en série 
avec celle-ci. Après avoir traversées 
l’ampèremètre, les charges se divisent 
dans les trois branches qui sont en 
parallèles. Ainsi, il faut brancher 
l’ampèremètre avant que les charges se 
divisent dans les trois branches. On aurait 
aussi pu le brancher au retour des 
charges.» 

Batterie de
piles - 6V -

1

2

3

A

 

 
Catégorie 2 : La solution proposée est juste mais ne respecte pas les données de 
la question, à savoir effectuer une seule mesure - mesure l’intensité du courant 
dans chacune des trois branches du circuit (N = 23; 18%). 
 

Encadré 12 
«Pour connaître l’intensité du courant 
débitée par la pile, il faut calculer 
l’intensité du courant de chaque sortie du 
circuit, car dans un circuit parallèle : 
Ipile = I1 + 12 + I3.» 
 

Batterie de
piles - 6V -

1

2

3

A

 
 
Catégorie 3 : Le branchement proposé est faux - place le multimètre utilisé 
comme ampèremètre aux bornes de la batterie de piles (N = 22; 17%). 
 

Encadré 13 
«Itotale = I1 + I2 + I3 en parallèle. On doit le 
brancher aux bornes de la pile afin de 
mesurer l’intensité du courant électrique 
(mesurer le nombre total d’électrons qui se 
déplacent dans le circuit).» 
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Catégorie 4 : Le branchement proposé est faux - Place le multimètre en série 
avec l’ampoule 1 (N = 8; 6%). 
 

Encadré 14 
«J’ai branché l’ampèremètre dans le circuit 
en série car je sais que le principe de 
conservation des charges s’applique dans 
un circuit en série, et non en parallèle. 
Donc, que l’ampérage est toujours le 
même dans un circuit en série :Ipile = I1.» 
 

Batterie de
piles - 6V -

2

3

A 1

 
 
 
6.5 Catégorisation des réponses avancées relativement au problème 3 
 
Trois catégories de réponses ont été identifiées :  
 
Catégorie 1 : Le montage réalisé est erroné puisque les sondes du multimètre 
sont aux bornes de l’ampoule et par conséquent l’appareil n’affichera aucune 
valeur; il faudrait que le multimètre soit branché dans le circuit (N = 70; 54%). 
 

«Les deux fils du multimètre (ici rôle d’ampèremètre) ne devraient 
pas être placés aux bornes de l’ampoule, mais raccordés avec des 
fils dans le circuit même; on mesure l’intensité du courant et non la 
tension de la borne d’ampoule.» 
« […] L’erreur survient au niveau de l’ampèremètre. Un 
ampèremètre doit être branché en série dans le circuit et non pas 
aux bornes de la résistance. Il sera donc impossible pour 
l’ampèremètre de lire et de fournir une mesure.» 

 
Catégorie 2 : Le montage réalisé est erroné puisque les sondes de l’interrupteur 
sont aux bornes de l’ampoule et par conséquent, l’appareil affichera une valeur 
erronée; il faudrait que le multimètre soit branché dans le circuit (N = 36; 28%). 
 

« […] S’ils avaient laissé le branchement erroné, la lecture qu’ils 
auraient faite n’aurait pas été exacte.» 
«[..] Il devrait plutôt être placé en série avec l’ampoule pour avoir 
la bonne intensité de courant du circuit électrique.» 
« […] La conséquence de ce branchement erroné sera que les 
résultats seront faux.» 
 

Catégorie 3: Le montage réalisé est juste (N = 24; 18%). 
 

«Le fil du multimètre est bien au COM et dans le A pour 
ampèremètre (courant). Ma flèche est bien positionnée dans les 
ampères et à 10 A étant donné que ma mesure de l’intensité du 
courant demande possiblement pas plus de 10 A. Les branchements 
dans mon circuit sont bien montés (pile, interrupteur, ampoule).» 
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6.6 Catégorisation des réponses avancées relativement au problème 4 
 
Cinq catégories de réponses ont été identifiées.  
 
Catégorie 1: Le branchement réalisé est adéquat (N = 42; 32%). 
 

«Le montage est bien puisque pour trouver l’intensité du courant, il 
faut introduire l’appareil (ampèremètre dans le circuit fermé). Il a 
utilisé un interrupteur pour ce faire. Il a branché un de ces fils dans 
le COM et l’autre dans le 10 A, il a réglé l’appareil à 10 A pour 
trouver l’intensité. Dans un circuit fermé en série, l’intensité est 
égale partout, donc I = Ipile = IAmpoule. Peu importe où il placera son 
ampèremètre dans le circuit, il obtiendra l’intensité du courant 
électrique traversant son ampoule.» 
 

Catégorie 2 : On ne doit pas placer le multimètre aux bornes de l’interrupteur, 
on doit le placer dans le circuit (N = 42; 32%). Cette réponse serait juste si 
l'interrupteur était fermé. 
 

«Le multimètre ne devrait pas être aux bornes de l’interrupteur. Il 
devrait être connecté en série à l’aide de deux fils de 
raccordement.» 
 

Catégorie 3 : Le circuit réalisé est ouvert, ainsi aucun courant ne circule (N = 14; 
11%). Pour ces étudiants, dans un circuit un interrupteur permet d'ouvrir ou de 
fermer le circuit, ce qui est tout à fait juste. Or, dans la présente situation, 
l'interrupteur tel que placé agit comme conducteur et ferme le circuit. 
 

«En premier lieu, ceci constitue un circuit ouvert car l’interrupteur 
n’est pas fermé. De ce fait, les charges ne peuvent pas circuler 
librement. Le reste du circuit en série est bien monté. Si 
l’interrupteur est fermé, l’ampoule devrait être lumineuse.» 
 

Catégorie 4 : Le multimètre doit être placé en série. Il doit aussi être placé entre 
la batterie de piles et l’ampoule ou entre l’ampoule et l’interrupteur (N = 21; 
16%). 
 

«Le multimètre utilisé pour mesurer l’intensité doit être branché en 
série. On doit défaire une partie du circuit pour placer le multimètre. 
Si on veut mesurer l’intensité dans l’ampoule, on doit placer le 
multimètre entre la pile et l’ampoule. On doit aussi fermer 
l’interrupteur pour que le courant circule.» 

 
Catégorie 5 : Le multimètre est mal branché, on doit le placer juste avant ou 
après l’ampoule (N = 11; 8%). 
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Encadré 15 
«Son multimètre a des fils aux bons 
endroits. Par contre, pour mesurer 
l’ampère à l’ampoule, il doit placer les deux 
fils du multimètre immédiatement après 
l’ampoule et non pas sur l’interrupteur. 
L’interrupteur devrait d’ailleurs être fermé 
pour fermer le circuit. De plus, 
l’ampèremètre devrait être placé à l’unité 
de mesure le plus élevé pour commencer, 
donc vis-à-vis le 200 µ. Il pourrait ensuite 
préciser sa réponse en déplaçant la flèche 
à une unité de mesure plus basse. Le 
multimètre doit donc être placé entre 
l’ampoule et la pile en étant branché en 
série.» 

 
 
 

 

 
 
7. Synthèse des résultats  
 
La catégorisation des réponses avancées dans le cas du problème 1 montre 
qu'une forte proportion d'étudiants (60%) a bien compris comment on doit 
brancher un multimètre comme ampèremètre pour mesurer l'intensité du 
courant électrique traversant une ampoule dans un circuit série. Malgré ce 
résultat encourageant, 40% d'entre eux ont quand même de la difficulté à 
utiliser correctement le multimètre comme ampèremètre en le branchant aux 
bornes de l'ampoule. Selon nous, cette difficulté résulte probablement d'une 
confusion entre la différence de potentiel aux bornes d'une ampoule et l'intensité 
du courant dans la branche contenant cette ampoule. 
 
Il en est de même pour le deuxième problème car une majorité (59%) a branché 
correctement le multimètre pour mesurer l'intensité du courant débitée par la 
batterie de piles montée en parallèle avec trois ampoules. Notons que dans ce 
cas, 18% des étudiants n'ont pas été capable de faire le branchement qui permet 
de mesurer directement l'intensité du courant, comme demandé. Ils ont 
cependant proposé une solution juste qui consiste à mesurer l'intensité du 
courant traversant chaque ampoule et ensuite, de les additionner en vertu de la 
loi de Kirchhoff sur les courants dans un circuit parallèle. Dans le cas de ce 
problème, nous avons été surpris de constater que le pourcentage des étudiants 
ayant proposé de placer l'appareil aux bornes de la batterie de piles pour 
mesurer l'intensité du courant demandé a nettement diminué comparativement 
au problème 1 (17%). 
 
Dans le cas du troisième problème, 54% ont avancé une réponse juste, à savoir 
que le branchement réalisé est faux puisqu'on ne doit pas placer l'appareil aux 
bornes de l'ampoule. Pour un certain nombre (28%), le montage proposé permet 
de mesurer l'intensité du courant, cependant la valeur affichée sera fausse. Ces 
étudiants ignorent qu'un tel montage endommagera l'appareil et par conséquent 
qu'on ne pourra effectuer aucune lecture! Finalement, pour 18% d'entre eux le 
montage permet de mesurer l'intensité du courant. Ainsi, on constate une légère 
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diminution des réponses justes, comparativement aux problèmes précédents et 
l'émergence d'une nouvelle fausse conception, à savoir l'affichage d'un courant 
erroné lorsqu'on branche l'appareil aux bornes de la composante.  
 
Dans le cas du dernier problème, le nombre des étudiants ayant avancé une 
réponse juste (32%) a nettement diminué comparativement aux problèmes 1, 2 
et 3. Les raisons qui expliquent ce faible pourcentage résultent entre autres du 
rôle habituellement attribué à un interrupteur, à savoir l'ouverture ou la 
fermeture d'un circuit.  
 
 
8. Conclusion  
 
L'acquisition des notions de base en sciences et en technologies par les 
enseignants est une condition nécessaire pour qu'ils puissent aider leurs élèves à 
comprendre différents phénomènes d'ordres physiques, chimiques, biologiques et 
technologiques avec lesquels ils sont quotidiennement en interaction. Par 
exemple, dans le cas des phénomènes électriques et des technologies qui leur 
sont reliées, l'acquisition des notions de courant et de tension est indispensable 
si on veut par exemple comprendre l'éclairage dans nos maisons. Aussi, si on 
veut comprendre pourquoi on doit placer les piles dans un appareil, comme nous 
l'indique le schéma fourni par le fabricant. Nous avons vu dans la présente 
recherche que l'acquisition des notions de courant et de tension nécessite entre 
autres le recours à un appareil multifonctionnel qui permet de mesurer le courant 
et la tension. Nous avons aussi vu que malgré sa complexité, de nombreux 
étudiants en formation des maîtres ont réussi à s'approprier son mode de 
fonctionnement, tout en se familiarisant avec les notions de courant et de 
tension.  
 
En somme, si on souhaite réellement que les enseignants en formation initiale et 
en formation continue pour l'ordre primaire puissent acquérir une culture 
scientifique, on doit concevoir des laboratoires, un peu comme nous l'avons fait 
dans la présente recherche, qui rendent compte à la fois de leurs conceptions 
scientifiques. Ces laboratoires auront pour objet de susciter le questionnement, 
l’observation et l’expérimentation, caractéristiques des processus de la démarche 
scientifique. 
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Abstract 

School development planning is mandatory in all Manitoba, Canada school divisions. 
Ultimately, its purpose is to improve the quality of student achievement. Currently there 
is little documented evidence to validate this purpose. 

In 2006-2007, the researchers undertook a mixed model research initiative to address 
this issue by obtaining teacher perspectives on the question: “What impact does your 
school development plan have on your daily classroom instruction?” The conversations 
were recorded and analyzed for patterns of meaning. Subsequently these patterns were 
analyzed according to the two dimensions of organizational effectiveness illustrated in 
the Stoll and Fink (1995) school typology model. 

The results indicated that the primary impact was in the teaching effectiveness criteria of 
curriculum, shared goals and vision, student achievement; and in the cultural norms of 
shared goals, collegiality and mutual support. Overall, these results reflected a moderate 
impact. The larger issue is yet to be addressed: the impact of school development in 
student achievement. 

Keywords: school development planning - student engagement in learning - student 
achievement - teaching effectiveness - school cultural norms 
 
 
 
1. Introduction and Background 
 
During the 2006/2007 school year the Senior Administration of the Brandon 
School Division, Brandon, Manitoba, Canada, conducted research to ascertain the 
degree to which school development planning was impacting teachers’ 
instructional practice, kindergarten to grade 12. 
 
School development planning is mandatory in the Province of Manitoba. In 
response to this requirement Brandon School Division has policy that directs the 
process of developing the plan, referencing Divisional strategic directions, and 
providing for accountability of results. The purpose is to advance the 
development of each school to enable all students to experience growth and 
achievement through quality teaching and engaged learning. The schools’ 
foundational statements and strategic goals are aligned with both Provincial and 
Divisional directions and priorities. This alignment provides for sufficient local 
school autonomy in developing and executing relevant plans focused on the 
achievement of all students. Essential to this process is the individual school’s 
response to the students’ unique learning needs. This response has its 
fundamental integrity in each teacher’s disposition, ability, and skills in changing, 
modifying, or adapting his/her instructional practice as required by the school 
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plan. Without such committed professional action, school development planning 
is a hollow exercise without significant meaning for student learning and 
achievement. 
 
The challenge of school development planning is to know if it makes a difference 
in teaching and the learning of students. The school reform, school improvement, 
and school effectiveness movements of the last 20 years have provided excellent 
research and frameworks for school change. However, school change that results 
in improved instructional practice to provide each student with optimum learning 
opportunities still evades public education. 
 
Brandon has a population of 45,000 and is located in the southwest corner of the 
province of Manitoba, Canada. Brandon School Division has 21 schools with a 
student enrollment of 7,300; of the 21 schools, 19 are elementary (grades 
kindergarten to 8) and three high schools (grades 9 to 12). High school is grades 
nine to twelve with students’ graduation to post-secondary education or 
employment. 
 
The student population in Brandon is becoming increasingly diverse. This 
diversity spans socio-economic levels, ethnicity, education, skill levels, and 
increasing levels of poverty. National data on the skill level of kindergarten 
students shows that Manitoba students in kindergarten have weaker school 
readiness skills than the rest of the Provinces.  
 
As it is the fundamental right of each child in Canada to have access to an 
appropriate educational program, schools must develop and change to ensure 
that all children learn. As student need becomes increasingly diverse it is critical 
for each school to examine its teaching and cultural effectiveness to focus on 
goals that will make a difference for the achievement of all students. 
 
School development planning can be a rote, perfunctory process that meets the 
mandates and policies but which does not address instructional practices to 
improve student engagement in learning and achievement.  
 
Brandon School Division policy provides direction for the components of the 
school plan and the process of its development, evaluation, and reporting. In the 
connection of planning to practice the process of the plan’s development is 
critical. The professional discussion and reflection on student achievement results 
creates focus and ownership for the plan’s directions. 
 
If education is to change it is critical that teachers have ongoing indepth 
conversations regarding school planning. Margaret Wheatley, a renowned author 
and consultant on leadership and change, speaks to the importance of 
conversation. In her book, “Turning to One Another” (2002), she states, “When 
we humans don’t talk to one another, we stop acting intelligently. We give up the 
capacity to think about what’s going on. We don’t act to change anything. We 
become passive and allow others to tell us what to do. We forfeit our freedom” 
(p. 14).  
 
Ownership for the respective school plans is taking hold within the Brandon 
School Division. However, there is a very pressing and pertinent question that is 
being asked: “Is school development planning making a difference in the 
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classroom, in teachers’ daily practice, and students’ learning and achievement?” 
A question of enormous proportion, not easily or simply addressed.  
 
The authors of this paper decided to conduct qualitative and quantitative 
research to address the first part of this very complex question. The focus of the 
research was specific to the teachers’ perceptions of the impact of school 
development planning on their classroom practice. 
 
 
2. Literature Review 
 
As background to the research an indepth literature review was conducted. Key 
aspects of this review are noted as follows. 
 
“Changing Our Schools: Linking School Effectiveness and School Improvement”, 
Stoll & Fink (1995), presented a very detailed and comprehensive study of the 
connection of the last three decades of research in school change. The authors 
illustrated the evolution of school effectiveness to school improvement to 
restructuring. They referenced the essentiality of such change for the future, 
being that of ensuring success for all children in schools. 
 
Stoll and Fink have contributed significantly to the nature of school change by 
considering the interface of the two key dimensions impacting the success of a 
school: teaching effectiveness and cultural effectiveness. They present a 
“Typology of School Change” model that illustrates characteristics of school 
development from “moving to failing”. This model has much to contribute to the 
educational practitioner’s understanding of school development. The model’s 
next application requires indepth illustration as to how it can be applied within 
schools so that achievement is realized by all students. 
 
Hargreaves and Goodson (1995) review Stoll and Fink’s work in an article 
“Changing Our Schools”, recognizing its important contribution to the current 
school development movement … “essentially a practical book – one that renders 
theory accessible through illustration” (p. 14). They analyze each of the book’s 
key themes emphasizing the importance of teacher ownership and affiliation with 
the processes involved in school development. Little reference, however, is made 
by Hargreaves and Goodson to the reason for school change as cited by Stoll and 
Fink. 
 
Elmore and City (2007) present an outstanding, insightful summary of the 
realities of the school change process in “The Road to School Improvement – It’s 
Hard, It’s Bumpy and It Takes As Long As It Takes”. The title speaks for itself. 
While describing some of their major observations of the distinctive patterns of 
school change the authors emphasize very clearly that improving student 
learning and measured performance is at the heart of the matter.  
 
Another article by R.F. Elmore, “Bridging the Gap Between Standards and 
Achievement”, emphasizes that educators must cease to work in isolation and 
begin to work and learn in community. Teachers must practice connectively 
amongst themselves, their students, and their community. Such connectivity is 
at the heart of the accountability for student achievement. “Accountability must 
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be a reciprocal process” (p. 2) and leading to capacity building of staff, students, 
and parents. 
 
In “School Improvement for Real” (2006), David Hopkins emphasizes that 
positive student learning and achievement are the real outcomes of effective 
school development. He emphasizes that no other outcomes suffice as having 
integrity given the role of schools. Hopkins’ emphasis is timely and instructive. 
 
In “The Long and Short of Educational Change” (2007), Andy Hargreaves 
contends that both short term and long term initiatives are essential for effective 
school development. He cites several examples of chaotic short term reform that 
have paralyzed the schools’ development. With Fink, he argues that sustainable 
improvement is long term, having five key characteristics, the key one being the 
primacy of learning. Hargreaves acknowledges that the primacy of student and 
teacher learning is integral to successful school development. He connects the 
principles of sustainability to school development through an emphasis on the 
capacity building of students and teachers. His emphasis on sustainability 
provides a sharper set of lenses by which to view school change, growth, and 
development. 
 
In “When Improvement Programs Collide” (2002), Thomas Hatch’s main 
contention is that well intentioned school reform initiatives can turn out to be 
disastrous if schools do not have the capacity, time, and resources to meet the 
new requirements. Sadly, this is a reality today. He outlines the issues that must 
be addressed for successful school-based innovation.  
 
Brent Davies in “Developing the Strategically-Focused School” (2004) describes a 
model that outlines the processes and approaches a strategically focused school. 
A noteworthy contribution of this article is Davies’ insight into what gives life to 
the school development planning process. While not stated explicitly, Davies’ 
message is that schools must be focused strategically on student learning if they 
are to be successful in their strategic planning. 
 
Overall, this literature review was instructive as the authors’ key messages 
addressed the significance of teacher involvement in school-based development; 
change as an iterative learning process; and the ineffectiveness of decades of 
“top-down” reform and restructuring initiatives. School development planning is 
an organic process requiring the engagement of the minds, hearts, and spirits of 
teachers and principals. While the importance of enhanced student learning was 
mentioned by some authors it was not an abiding theme that threaded itself 
throughout the articles, books, and documents reviewed.  
 
 
3. Methodology 
 
The aims of this research were to: a) obtain an indication of the degree to which 
school development planning is influencing and impacting teachers’ instructional 
practice; b) determine the reasons for such as cited by the teachers; and c) 
ascertain the degree to which the teachers’ reasons reflect key criteria of school 
development – teaching effectiveness and cultural norms. 
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A qualitative research study was undertaken between October 2006 and October 
2007. The study was conducted by the Superintendent and the two Assistant 
Superintendents with cooperation from the 21 school principals (18 elementary 
and three senior high schools) and their teachers, constituting 385 teachers or 
76.6% of the Division’s teachers. 
 
The three Senior Administrators met with each school. Each meeting was 
approximately one hour. This question was posed: “What impact does your 
school’s development plan have on your daily classroom instruction?” Informal 
discussions ensued with the teachers’ comments recorded. 
 
Upon completion of the staff meetings the transcripts were analyzed to examine, 
compare, contrast, and interpret meaningful patterns or themes. The 
researchers’ concept and unit of meaningfulness applied to the data analysis was 
what teachers were saying about the impact of the school development plan on 
their daily classroom teaching. The researchers considered their unit of meaning 
as presentational meaning. The data were revisited several times in a loop-like 
pattern of multiple rounds as new meanings, connections, and complex 
formulations developed together with an increasingly indepth understanding of 
the material. This process underscored Miles’ and Huberman’s (1994) description 
of qualitative analysis: “Qualitative analysis is fundamentally an iterative set of 
processes” (p. 22). This iterative process included a constant comparative 
method (Hutchinson, 1993; Lincoln and Guba, 1985). The technique employed 
was that associated with content analysis. 
 
The first part of the content analysis process began with data reduction once 
each school transcript was reviewed in detail. The data were coded to identify 
recurring words, phrases, and topics. These were refined initially into 22 themes 
and patterns common to all the discussions by determining the repetition 
frequency of key ideas and concepts. See Table 1: Initial Patterns of Teachers’ 
Responses. 
 
The second phase of the content analysis was data display to provide an 
organized, compact summary of information that allows conclusion drawing. 
From the data reduction phase, the teacher discussion patterns (Table 1) were 
analyzed to extrapolate discernible systemic patterns and interrelationships. The 
display illustrating this analysis is a chart (Table 2) that shows the synthesized 
patterns arising from this process. 
 
Upon completion of the analyses of teachers’ responses related to the impact of 
school development planning on their daily instructional practices a further 
analyses was conducted to determine the relationship of these response patterns 
to two dimensions of school development effectiveness: teaching and culture. 
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Table 1 
Initial Pattern of Teachers’ Responses 
  
Patterned  
Responses           Specific Content 

  
1. Connection of divisional goals to school-based teaching and 

learning enables staff to develop a common team approach 
to working with all of the students. 

2. Emphasis placed on gains in academic achievement, positive 
self esteem, and positive risk taking in learning. 

3. Treat each child as an individual with potential abilities and 
talents. 

4. Respect for diversity within community of belonging, multi-
groupings. 

5. School development plan provides for common focus on 
assessment of students’ growth to drive teaching and 
learning. 

6. Development and use of divisional writing rubric has given 
consistency of approach. 

7. Everyone focuses on literacy. 
8. School goals provide focus and direction for all staff as do 

divisional goals. 
9. Increasing number of societal needs to teach. 
10. Team Teaching – an absolute necessity. 
11. Increased number of children with diverse learning 

challenges. 
12. Differentiation of instruction is absolutely essential. 
13. Increased need for support staff. 
14. Learner profiles are very helpful – provide teachers with 

constancy, consistency of approach. 
15. School planning funds provide flexibility – e.g. visiting other 

schools. 
16. Effective behavior support (EBS) matrix provides universality 

of approach to student behavior. 
17. Increasing understanding of continuity of student growth 

from grade to grade. 
18. Need for more resource teachers. 
19. Much respect evident for integration and inclusion of children 

with diverse learning needs. 
20. School planning and classroom connected absolutely. School 

plan arises out of what happens in classrooms and student 
learning. 

21. Need for restructuring of grades. 
22. More focus on numeracy. 
 
These analyses were conducted through a triangulation of the data reduction 
results (shown in Table 2) using the criteria of the Stoll and Fink Typology Model 
school effectiveness model. A quantitative analysis was used in this triangulation 
as shown. 
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Table 2 
Summary Patterns of Teachers’ Responses 
  
Rank order  
of response Frequency  Number of school staffs (n=21) responding with item(s) 

  
1. 14 Major emphasis placed on teaching and learning in literacy 

development. 
2. 7 Increased respect evidenced for diversity in schools fostered 

greater community development and differentiation of 
teaching strategies. 

3. 5 Much respect evidenced in classrooms for integration and 
inclusion of students with diverse learning needs. 

3. 5 Connection of divisional goals to school-based teaching and 
learning enables staff to develop a common approach to 
working with all students. 

3. 5 School planning and classroom work absolutely connected; 
school plan arises out of what happens daily with student 
learning. 

3. 5 Increased resourcing required to plan (time) and carry out 
goals, etc., for professional and staff development that is 
job-embedded; for resource teachers. 

4. 4 Emphasis placed on numeracy development as determined 
locally at school site. 

 
The specific criteria for analysis used were those cited in the Stoll and Fink 
typology model (2001). Tables 3 and 4 describe the teachers’ patterns of 
responses on a school basis. 
 
With respect to Stoll & Fink’s nine criteria related to teaching effectiveness, the 
responses were clustered in the following areas of rank order: 1 – teaching and 
curricular focus, 2 – shared goals and clear vision, 3 – positive student behavior,  
4 – frequent monitoring of student progress, 5 – student involvement and 
responsibility, 6 – learning environment, 7 – high expectations, 8 – shared 
values and beliefs, and 9 – instructional leadership. 
 
Table 5 illustrates the specific pattern of the above responses. Of significance is 
that the teaching and curriculum focus received the highest frequency of pattern 
responses with 95.2%; followed by shared goals and clear vision at a much lower 
frequency of 52.4%; positive student behaviour and frequent monitoring of 
student progress close to student behaviour at 33.3% each. These four areas 
constitute the most frequently discernable patterns. Three of the remaining five 
are sporadic with two criteria having no response from teachers. The results of 
the first four ranked areas correspond very closely to the previously described 
analysis of the patterns arising out of the teachers’ discussions. See Table 3 for 
reference. The Stoll and Fink criterion of teaching effectiveness, “teaching and 
curriculum focus”, has the greatest correspondence with three teacher discussion 
patterns illustrating this emphasis. Notable are the following discussion patterns 
related to teaching and curriculum focus: major emphasis placed on teaching 
and learning in literacy development and emphasis placed on numeracy 
development increased respect evidenced for diversity in schools fostered 
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greater community development and differentiation of program and teaching 
strategies. 
 
“Shared goals and clear vision” corresponded specifically to three discussion 
patterns: connection of divisional goals to school-based teaching and learning 
enables teachers to develop a common approach to working with all students; 
and school planning and classroom work absolutely connected – school plan 
arises out of what happens daily with student learning. 
 
“Frequent monitoring of student progress” corresponded specifically to three 
discussion patterns: school planning process provides staff with a common, 
unified approach to the assessment of students’ growth to drive teaching and 
learning; gains evidenced and realized in students’ academic achievement; and 
learner profiles very helpful in providing teachers with an understanding of the 
continuity and constancy of students’ progress from grade to grade. 
 
Five criteria areas of teaching effectiveness in the Stoll and Fink typology have 
little or no correspondence with the teachers’ discussion patterns. The reasons 
for such will be discussed in the conclusions section.  
 
With respect to the ten criteria related to school culture, the responses were 
clustered in the following areas of rank order: 1 – mutual support, 2 – 
collegiality, 3 – shared goals, 4 – celebration and humour, 5 – continuous 
improvement,   6 – openness, 7 – lifelong learning, 8 – risk taking, 9 – support, 
and          10 – responsibility for success. Table 6 illustrates the specific pattern 
of responses. 
 
The cultural norms of collegiality and mutual support received the highest 
percentage of responses at 71.4% each, followed by shared goals at a much 
lower frequency of 57.1%. Continuous improvement and celebration at a much 
lower 14.3% with openness at 9.5% and three criteria at 4.8% each: lifelong 
learning, risk taking, and support. 
 
As in the analysis of teacher discussion patterns with the Stoll and Fink criteria of 
teaching effectiveness, the criteria of cultural norms clustered primarily around a 
small number of teacher response patterns.  
 
 
4. Discussion of Results 
 
In considering the analyses of teachers’ responses related to the question: “What 
impact does your school plan have on your daily classroom practice?”, the 
researchers found the results to be congruent with the process and results of 
individual school development planning. Since the Divisional plan is a centralized 
direction based on best practices research a large majority of the staff has come 
to accept its goals as priority work in school planning and daily implementation. 
The negative aspect of this cultural response is an unwillingness to explore and 
adapt more effective pedagogical practices to address the increasing diversity of 
students’ learning needs. However, the teacher responses are encouraging as 
there is a clear emphasis on the teaching and curricular focus of their school’s 
work. 
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Table 3 
Teacher Responses to Impact of School Plan on Teaching Effectiveness 
 
Teaching Effectiveness  
Criteria  
(Impact Based on  
Majority Response)         Schools 

 
 1

0
1
 

1
0
2
 

1
0
3
 

1
0
4
 

1
0
5
 

1
0
6
 

1
0
7
 

1
0
8
 

1
0
9
 

1
1
0
 

1
1
1
 

1
1
2
 

1
1
3
 

1
1
4
 

1
1
5
 

1
1
6
 

1
1
7
 

1
1
8
 

1
1
9
 

1
2
0
 

1
2
1
 

1. Instructional 
Leadership 

                     

2. Shared Vision and 
Clear Goals 

●   ● ● ●  ●   ● ●  ●    ● ●  ● 

3. Shared Values and 
Beliefs 

                     

4. A Learning 
Environment   ●       ●            

5. Teaching and 
Curriculum Focus 

●  ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 

6. High Expectations  ●                    

7. Positive Student 
Behaviour 

●    ●        ●  ●  ● ● ●   

8. Frequent Monitoring 
of Student Progress 

  ●   ●  ● ●   ●       ● ●  

9. Student 
Involvement and 
Responsibility 

●                 ●  ●  

                      

 
 
The reasons provided by the teachers for this influence are reflected clearly in 
Table 1: “Initial Pattern of Teachers’ Responses”. 
 
The above analysis of the qualitative data indicates the moderate 
acknowledgement by teachers that school development planning is influential 
and impacting their daily instructional practice. 
 
This analysis was considered further to ascertain the major themes arising from 
the above six reasons cited by the teachers. The three themes are: a) the school 
development plan provides a serious catalyst for focusing effective teacher 
practice within a school culture of changing professional ethos; b) the 
strengthening of teacher professionalism; and c) the growth of teacher 
leadership. 
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The researchers consider these local themes to be substantiated amply and 
consistently within the literature reviewed on school improvement, effectiveness 
and development, educational change, and strategic planning.  
 
 
Table 4 
Teacher Responses to Impact of School Plan on School Culture 
 
Cultural Norm Criteria           Schools 

 
 1

0
1
 

1
0
2
 

1
0
3
 

1
0
4
 

1
0
5
 

1
0
6
 

1
0
7
 

1
0
8
 

1
0
9
 

1
1
0
 

1
1
1
 

1
1
2
 

1
1
3
 

1
1
4
 

1
1
5
 

1
1
6
 

1
1
7
 

1
1
8
 

1
1
9
 

1
2
0
 

1
2
1
 

1. Shared Goals ● ●  ● ●  ●    ● ● ●    ● ● ●  ● 

2. Responsibility for 
Success 

                     

3. Collegiality ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●  ● ●    ● ● ● ●  ● 

4. Continuous 
Improvement   ●         ●      ●    

5. Lifelong Learning                     ● 

6. Risk Taking  ●                    

7. Support   ●                   

8. Mutual Support ●  ● ● ●  ● ● ● ● ●  ●  ●  ● ● ●  ● 

9. Openness       ●       ●        

10. Celebration and 
Humour  ●                ●   ● 

                      

 
 
 

                     

 
Table 5 
Results of Patterns of Teacher Responses to Teaching Effectiveness 
  
  N          Criteria                                          % of responses 

  
21 1. instructional leadership 0% 
21 2. shared goals and clear vision 52.4% 
21 3. shared values and beliefs 0% 
21 4. learning environment 9.5% 
21 5. teaching and curriculum 95.2% 
21 6. high expectations 4.8% 
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21 7. positive student behavior 33.3% 
21 8. frequent monitoring of student progress 33.3% 
21 9. student involvement and responsibility 14.3% 
 
 
 

                     

Table 6 
Results of Patterns of Teacher Responses to School Culture Criteria 
  
  N          Criteria                                         % of responses 

  
21 1. shared goals 57.1% 
21 2. responsibility for success 0% 
21 3. collegiality 71.4% 
21 4. continuous improvement 14.3% 
21 5. lifelong learning 4.8% 
21 6. risk taking 4.8% 
21 7. support 4.8% 
21 8. mutual support 71.4% 
21 9. openness 9.5% 
21 10. 

elebration and humour 
14.3% 

 
 
From the above described analyses the researchers are assured that the 
school plan is having an authentic and positive impact on teachers’ daily 
classroom practice. As noted, this productive impact is most evident in 
certain aspects of teacher effectiveness and cultural effectiveness 
according to the Stoll and Fink typology model.  
 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
The teachers interviewed have indicated clearly that the school 
development planning process influences and impacts their instructional 
practice moderately in three key areas: a) teaching and learning in 
literacy development; b) differentiation of teaching strategies; and c) 
inclusion of students with diverse learning needs. 
 
It is important to note that while these key areas were emphasized 
repetitively there was incidental reference to the ultimate purpose of 
school development planning as the advancement of quality teacher, 
learning and achievement for all students. 
 
Elmore’s concept of professional development (2002) as job-embedded 
practice and collective experience is essential to this ongoing change. The 
researchers recognize the serious importance of continuing with the 
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evolving model of school based professional development connected to 
the school development plan. 
 
The teachers’ reasons correspond in a limited manner to the specific 
criteria of school development as described in the Stoll & Fink typology 
model. 
 
This research set out to achieve three specific aims related to the impact 
of school development planning on teachers’ instructional practice in the 
Brandon School Division. Based on the aforegoing qualitative and 
quantitative results analyses the overall conclusions are as follows. 
 
School development planning is influencing and impacting teacher 
instructional practice moderately. Both influence and impact are perceived 
to be real by a significant majority of the teachers interviewed. Unknown 
is the common basis upon which the teachers’ perceptions are made; 
therefore, it is not proven to be a firm unquestionable conclusion. Rather 
it is a perception rendered partially objective through a unit of meaning 
analysis.  
 
The reasons for such moderate influence and impact in a narrow part of 
the larger wholistic school typology model (Stoll and Fink, 1995) are cited 
most definitely by the teachers. These reasons, albeit limited in their 
scope of what constitutes teaching and school cultural effectiveness, are 
reflective of the teachers’ reality in their daily professional work. The local 
significance of these reasons reflect the occurring changes most 
profoundly required in the Brandon School Division.  
 
Thus the second aim of this research was achieved well. A significant 
majority (76.6%) of the Division’s 500 teachers were unanimous in the 
specificity of the reasons why school development planning is influencing 
and impacting their daily instructional practices in a definitely moderate 
manner. 
 
The research’s third aim was to ascertain the degree to which the 
teachers’ reasons reflect key criteria of school development: teaching 
effectiveness and cultural norms. While the degree was clearly ascertained 
as moderate within a narrow scope of the necessary correlational interface 
of teaching effectiveness and cultural norms, the significance of this 
conclusion is not to be considered negatively or lacking in substantive 
merit. The researchers utilized the Stoll and Fink (1995) model of school 
typology as an external reference against which to measure the teachers’ 
perceptions. This was done very thoughtfully and deliberately to ascertain 
the meaning of local teacher perceptions within the Stoll and Fink typology 
model. The results as previously analyzed and described illustrate a 
respectable correlation between the subjective teacher perceptions and 
the objective criteria of the model as related to the larger relationship of 
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teachers’ daily instructional practices with the development, 
implementation, and assessment of the school plan. 
 
Seen in the model’s teaching effectiveness criteria are the correlated 
reasons of teaching and curriculum, frequent monitoring of student 
progress, and shared goals and vision. 
 
Similar clear correspondence is realized with teachers’ perceptions of the 
cultural context supporting their work and the school development plan 
and the criteria of cultural effectiveness in the school typology model. 
Specific correspondence exists in the areas of collegiality, mutual support, 
and shared goals. 
 
This external validation is worthy of careful consideration and further 
indepth research. 
 
As stated previously, both levels of analyses, teacher discussion patterns, 
and school typology model criteria conclude influence and impact in a 
narrow scope of much larger pictures.  
 
In closing, the researchers emphasize that this internal Divisional research 
is a “snapshot in time” of dynamically changing pedagogical and 
environmental practices. The data illustrates the next evolutionary phase 
of the systemic change process in addressing the learning and 
achievement of all students through school development planning. 
Essentially the researchers conclude that the most significant work yet to 
be done is expanding the influence and impact of school development 
planning on all of the teaching effectiveness and cultural norms criteria 
provided in the Stoll and Fink (1995) typology. 
 
Thus, this research is conceptualized within a much larger picture. The 
outcomes and conclusions of this specific research project provide a 
critical, initial piece of the picture to challenge, motivate, and energize the 
search for the next. Considerable, further research work is required to 
bring the entire picture into focus. The question ultimately to be answered 
is “does school development planning impact student achievement?” 
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Abstract  

This paper focuses on the Expediting Comprehension for English Language Learners 
(ExC-ELL) research study and the effects of the ExC-ELL professional development model 
on student achievement in various content areas at three high-poverty schools. It 
examines a 10-component lesson template as a highly interactive professional 
development tool for middle and high school content teachers who have English 
Language Learners (ELLs) in their classrooms. The paper discusses ELLs’ growth in 
content literacy, and the effects of vocabulary, reading comprehension and writing 
strategies as measured through pre- and post-standardized tests, the New York State 
tests of academic achievement, and the schools’ quality reviews. Using the ExC-ELL 
Teacher Observation Instrument/Protocol, teacher gains were measured and correlated 
with student outcomes. The paper presents the process and content of the professional 
development model that represents the findings of this study, and implications for 
developing content literacy in second language learners and teacher development 
programs.  

Keywords: Literacy – Vocabulary – Comprehension – Acquisition – Training 
 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
 
1.1. Issue Addressed  
 
The Expediting Comprehension for English Language Learners professional 
development model for student achievement.  
  
 
1.2. Research Questions  
 
1. What are the effects of the ExC-ELL professional development program on the 

reading performance of 6th-12th English language learners and other students 
reading below grade level? 

2. What are the effects of the ExC-ELL training plus the observation protocol on 
the teachers’ professional growth? 

3. How effective is the ExC-ELL observation protocol as a technology tool for 
collecting data on 
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1) students’ reading progress,  
2) classroom research;  
3) coaching by literacy coaches not familiar with ELL instruction;  
4) supervision by administrators;  
5) teacher self-reflection; and,  
6) peer-coaching. 

4. How do the effects of the experimental intervention vary according to factors 
such as (a) quality of implementation of program elements; and (b) teacher 
support? 

 
 
2. Literature and Background of the Topic 
 
The limited English language skills and low academic performance of ELLs (or 
any second language learner) pose a major problem in the secondary school 
setting. Middle school and high school ELLs must be ready to participate in a 
rigorous academic program and the time for this preparation is limited and often 
allows for only the basic social language. This is not up to par with the literacy 
levels and academic demands of the secondary school curriculum (Biancarosa & 
Snow, 2004). Consequently, most secondary school ELLs fail to develop to their 
fullest potential and become disaffected, drop out of school, having to settle for 
low paying jobs or none at all with no access to either high school or a college 
education (Johnson, Arumi & Ott, 2006, RAND, 2002). 
 
A wide range of research findings using statistical and analytical methods 
demonstrate that teacher quality is the single most important school variable 
affecting student achievement— teachers make more difference in student 
achievement than any other single school factor (Peske & Haycock, 2006). 
According to the U.S. Department of Education, 42% of public school teachers 
have at least one ELL in the classroom, only 27% of teachers of ELLs feel highly 
qualified to teach them, and only 30% of teachers of ELLs have received 
professional development in teaching these students (NCELA, 2008).  
 
From a recent analysis of data collected by the Office of Civil Rights (Zamora 
Durán & Fitch, 2007), National Center for Education Statistics (2005), and the 
National Clearinghouse for English Language Learners, Tienda (2007) found the 
shockingly shameful fact that: 80%-91% of ELLs in middle and high school were 
born in the United States, that is, they are second- or third-generation 
immigrants - - and have been in U. S. schools since kindergarten. Do these 
figures imply or implicate that 80% to 91% of the achievement gap has been 
created by the way we prepare our teachers to work with ELLs? Are the Long-
Term ELLs in middle and high schools the result of the professional development 
practices in school districts across the country? According to the Panel on 
Adolescent ELL Literacy, these high populations of Long-Term ELLs are in most 
states and in most schools (Short & Fitzsimmons, 2007).  
 
About 9% to 20% of older ELLs are newcomers or refugees who have been in the 
States less than two years are Students with Interrupted Formal Education 
(SIFE). New York State defines SIFE as “Students with Interrupted Formal 
Education who come from a home in which a language other than English is 
spoken or are immigrant students and enter a U.S. school after grade 2; have 
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had at least two years less schooling than their peers; function at least two years 
below expected grade level in reading and mathematics; and may be pre-literate 
in their first language” (New York City Board of Education, 2007). 
 
We know that well-prepared, highly qualified teachers are essential to ensure 
that all students, including ELLs, achieve the high standards necessary for them 
to lead fulfilling lives and become productive students. Given the fact that the 
training of teachers lags behind the realities of the classroom, these 
misconceptions and feelings of unpreparedness are unsurprising. The recent 
increases in ELLs in America’s classrooms have been rapid, and teacher 
preparation has not yet caught up with the demographic shift. There is a 
pressing need for professional development at all levels of teacher education 
which aims not only to more fully prepare teachers to provide instruction to 
English language learners, but ultimately aims to close the achievement gap 
between linguistic minority students and their native English speaking peers. 
 
Professional development practices for teachers of ELLs are described as shallow, 
fragmented, and lacking continuity (Calderón, 2007). Darling-Hammond and 
Bransford (2005) suggest that for school improvement to take hold, stakeholders 
(e.g. teachers, administrators) need to play a key role in the improvement of 
instructional practice. Joyce and Showers (2002) emphasize the importance of 
reflection and discussion in professional development practices, moving away 
from the one-shot training session and the presenter-centered format. Training 
that focuses on the process by which teachers acquire the knowledge, skills, and 
attitudes is necessary to be effective in classroom with ELLs (August & Calderón, 
2006). Furthermore, any effort designed to promote growth for teachers should 
be interactive, job-embedded and context-sensitive in order to be most effective 
(Ferguson, 2000). Recent research has shown that teacher development is 
increased by professional development that enhances their ability to elicit 
students' previous knowledge and experience and when they are able to actively 
engage them in applying and testing their knowledge on real world problems 
(Banks, Cochran-Smith, Moll, Richert, Zeichner, LePage, Darling-Hammond & 
Duffy, 2005).  
 
 
3. A Comprehensive Approach to Professional Development for 
Teachers with Second Language Learners or Struggling Readers 
 
The ExC-ELL ten lesson components, 5 lesson design and 5 lesson delivery, are 
research-based and integrate second language reading pedagogy across the 
mathematics, science, social studies, and language arts disciplines (August & 
Shanahan, 2006; Calderón, 2007). The lesson template reflects a second-
language approach to reading and writing to help not only middle and high 
school ELLs, but also their peers who are reading and writing below grade level. 
The idea is not that content teachers need to become reading and writing 
teachers, but rather that they need to emphasize the reading and writing 
practices that are specific to their subjects, according to the ELL’s reading level, 
specific strengths and needs, and English proficiency (Biancarosa & Snow, 2004; 
Graham & Perin, 2007; Snow, Griffin, & Burns, 2005). The ExC-ELL components 
are based on the following research findings: 
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1. Depth and breadth of vocabulary correlates with reading proficiency (Hiebert 
& Kamil, 2005). The lesson delivery components include strategies to 
explicitly teach words that will pose difficulty for ELLs before, during and after 
reading. The words selection criteria are based on research by Beck, 
McKeown, and Kucan (2005) as well as on research on ELLs by August and 
Hakuta (1997). 

2. Fluency is increased by domain knowledge. The reader makes rapid 
connections between new and previously learned content which eases and 
deepens comprehension. ELLs need decoding and fluency practice in order to 
become good readers. Samuels (2002) defines fluent reading as the ability to 
perform two difficult tasks simultaneously – the ability to identify words and 
comprehend a text at the same time. For ELLs, the greater the amount of 
attention extended to decoding, the less there is available for comprehension. 
The better the foundation ELLs have in decoding, the more focus they can 
give to meaning. However, without word knowledge, there is little chance that 
they can read with expression, and much less to comprehend what they just 
finished reading.   

3. The strategic processing of text—comprehension skills and cognitive and 
metacognitive strategies—to engage students in text comprehension before, 
during and after reading a math, science, and social studies text include: 
direct instruction, teacher modeling, and opportunities for partner and team 
practice of skills to help build skills. Techniques that have been shown to 
enhance comprehension include: self-monitoring for understanding, using 
semantic or graphic or conceptual organizers, answering questions and 
obtaining immediate feedback, formulating questions about the text and 
obtaining immediate feedback, becoming aware of the genre 
characteristics/text structure, and periodically summarizing key points, 
retelling the story or the process (National Reading Panel, 2000).  

4. The instructional conversation (IC) is a discussion-based lesson that includes 
dialog in a single topic and open-ended questions (Dalton, 1998). ICs help 
students gain a deeper understanding of word meanings and to inference 
across content area lessons. Teachers use ICs to consolidate knowledge of a 
lesson, unit or instructional event. The IC is a means for a teacher to 
formatively assess student understanding. It also provides the teacher with 
the actual critical information to assist his or her students in the development 
of thinking and problem solving, as well as for forming, expressing and 
exchanging ideas in speech and in writing. The IC indicators are: Classroom 
management, clear academic goal, higher rate of student talk, student’s 
views and ideas, according to student’s preferences, levels of understanding, 
and questioning and restating.  

5. ELLs need modeling of every stage of the writing process for a variety of 
expository and narrative writing genres within a content area and the text 
structure of the targeted genre. They also need practice on language 
mechanics and editing in content area projects and portfolios that include 
academic writing. They need to develop literacy skills for each content as they 
simultaneously learn, comprehend, and apply content-area concepts through 
the second language (Garcia, 2000; Genesee, Lindholm-Leary, Saunders, & 
Christian, 2006; Short & Fitzsimons, 2007). 

 
The teachers and coaches and administrators attended a 5-day Institute to 
introduce them to the lesson template and to learn how to use its components in 
the classroom based on the professional development sequence developed by 
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Calderón (2007). The 5 full-day sessions of the ExC-ELL Model training were 
conducted with the following topics: (1) Overview of components, lesson 
components, vocabulary development, (2) Reading approaches, formulating 
questions, (3) Consolidation of knowledge, cooperative learning, instructional 
conversations, metacognition, debriefing and assessment, (4) writing to build on 
reading, strategies and techniques, and the use of rubrics for assessing student 
writing, and (5) working effectively in Teachers Learning Communities (TLCs). 
During the week, teachers also developed lesson units in their content/subject 
area(s). The Institutes were held during the summer. 
 
The researchers provided on-site coaching for each teacher once a month. 
Coaching took place before, during and after classroom observations. Coaching 
included: a) co-planning of target ExC-ELL lesson to be taught; b) classroom 
observations using the ExC-ELL Observation Protocol of teachers teaching the 
planned lessons and of students participating in each instructional event and 
debriefing after the classroom observations; c) study group sessions where: i) 
ExC-ELL teachers shared their successful strategies; ii) ExC-ELL trainers 
presented refresher training with specific strategies; and, iii) all participants 
engaged in focus group conversations on their teaching. The latter was 
particularly important to the ExC-ELL professional development model to account 
for the participants’ voice about the training process.  
 
 
3.1. The key features of the ExC-ELL Professional Development Model 
 
• A comprehensive set of explicit instructional strategies and routines that have 

been empirically tested for their effectiveness with English language learners 
in K-12 classrooms.  

• An integrated set of strategies: word knowledge, fluency and reading 
comprehension, discussion/discourse, grammar, spelling and writing skills. 

• An instructional repertoire linked to teachers’ texts and daily lessons and 
student learning goals/standards through a 10-components lesson template. 

• Designed grouping of teachers -- science, math, social studies, language arts, 
special education, reading specialists and English as a second language 
teachers attend the 5-day session together but work together by subject area 
during lesson application activities.  

• 5-day institutes are offered in English and in Spanish in order to further 
enhance and promote primary language. 

• Teachers taught to use the ExC-ELL Observation Protocol and its technology 
to conduct two self- assessments before they are to be observed by 
researchers and coaches. This helps them practice and better understand the 
purpose of the Protocol. 

• Literacy coaches or content coaches who participate in the professional 
development program, with additional sessions on how to coach teachers with 
ELLs. 

• Principals and/or assistant principals who participate in the sessions on the 
ExC-ELL Observation Protocol and how to use its technology. 

• Coaches and Administrators who shadow the researchers/trainers 3 to 5 
times to practice using the ExC-ELL Observation Protocol, giving feedback to 
teachers, and getting feedback themselves. 
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• A requirement that schools institute Teachers Learning Communities (TLCs) 
as a support structure for teachers to share, reflect, and ensure continuous 
instructional improvement.  

• Teacher opportunities to present at workshops for other schools and at 
conferences on the successful strategies they are implementing in their 
classrooms. 

• Teachers opportunities to co-author articles, chapters, and manuals as they 
are engaged in the professional development. 

 
 
3.2. Professional Development Specific to Pre-literate Adolescents 
 
New York City middle and high schools, just as most other schools in the 
country, face the daunting task of educating more and more pre-literate and low-
literate students at the secondary levels. These students are not only limited 
English proficient, they are also reading at a K, 1st or 2nd grade level. They fall 
into the category of SIFE (Students with Interrupted Formal Education).  
 
To address the specific needs of SIFE, a new professional development program 
was developed using many of the ExC-ELL strategies but adding the foundation 
of reading skills (e.g., phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, grammar) and 
basic and academic language that older students need to use on a daily basis in 
their subject matter classrooms. This portion of ExC-ELL was called RIGOR 
(Reading Instructional Goals for Older Readers). The purpose of this program is 
to provide more intensive instruction by English as a Second Language (ESL), 
reading specialists, special education intensive intervention teachers.  
 
The professional development and assessment assistance to schools includes: 
1. Onsite pre-assessment for accurate student placement. 
2. Initial teacher training plus follow-up coaching and observation. 
3. Coach and administrator training with RIGOR Observation Protocol. 
4. Onsite post-assessment to determine student gains. 
5. Data reports and recommendations for next steps. 
 
Schools are implementing RIGOR through various configurations: during the 
language arts, ESL classes, bilingual classes, before- or after-school programs, 
Saturday academies or as special education intervention sessions. In terms of 
the Response To Intervention (RTI) strategy in special education schools, the 
program is being implemented as a tier 1 program for Special Education ELLs 
(SE-ELL) students during ESL or bilingual language arts, and as tier 2 and 3 for 
students who need an extra intervention. Regardless of the implementation 
variation, what is accounting for the most student progress has been the fidelity 
and quality of implementation of the program. 
 
Support from the Central District administration has been another major positive 
factor, as well as site administrators’ support. Assistant principals were placed in 
charge of implementing the program and took on their role very seriously. They 
attended the professional development along with the teachers, and some of 
them actually taught the program. The school district gave additional funds to 
teachers or Assistant Principal/SIFE Program Coordinators who wanted to 
conduct classroom research on the implementation of RIGOR and other SIFE 
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programs. This enabled teachers to conduct site-based research and learn more 
about what works and how for SIFE at their schools. It built a stronger capacity 
at the school and a mind-set of confidence in addressing the tough issues that go 
along with building success for this most challenging cohort of students. 
 
 
3.3. Key Features of the RIGOR Professional Development Model 
 
Reading Instructional Goals for Older Readers (RIGOR) is a professional 
development program and a language and literacy development curriculum for 
ESL, bilingual, special education and reading specialists working with SIFE. Its 
purpose is to prepare teachers to: 
 
• Develop phonemic awareness and phonics skills from the beginning so that 

pre-literate or low-literate students can successfully break the code in English 
or in Spanish; 

• Provide intensive vocabulary instruction and practice thereby enabling 
students to quickly increase their repertoire of everyday words, complex and 
information processing words, and content-specific words, phrases, functions, 
syntax; 

• Model and guide practice of monitor reading and comprehension strategies 
that support content-area reading comprehension; 

• Model fluent reading and think-alouds for students to practice with peers and 
independent audio and technology-assisted reading experiences; 

• Support state standards and grade-appropriate content-area science and 
social studies concepts and language; 

• Model shared to independent writing activities that reinforce their phonics, 
vocabulary, and content learning; 

• Build students’ academic oral language skills through classroom discussions, 
small group and partner activities. The 5-day institutes are offered in English 
and in Spanish because 85% of the students speak Spanish. 

• Include literacy coaches or content coaches in the professional development 
program, with additional sessions on how to coach teachers with ELLs. 

• Include principals and/or assistant principals in the sessions on the ExC-ELL 
Observation Protocol and how to use its technology. 

• Include coaches and administrators who shadow the researchers/trainers 3 to 
5 times to practice using the ExC-ELL Observation Protocol, giving feedback 
to teachers, and getting feedback themselves. 

• Incorporate Teachers Learning Communities (TLCs) as a support structure for 
teachers to share, reflect, and ensure continuous instructional improvement.  

• Allow teachers to present at an annual conference on SIFE Solutions, at 
workshops for other schools, and at national conferences on the successful 
strategies they are implementing in their classrooms. 

• Support selected teachers to conduct action research in their own classrooms 
sponsored by the New York City Department of Education Office of English 
Language Learners. 
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4. Analytical Frame 
 
A common set of measures were used in all of the proposed experiments. These 
are as follows. 
 
1. The Expediting Comprehension for English Language Learners (ExC-ELL) 

Observation Protocol® used to measure the teachers’ use of the instructional 
strategies, implementation fidelity, student interaction with the teacher and 
peers, and to capture individual student oral and reading behaviors.  

2. The Gates MacGinitie Test of vocabulary and reading comprehension. 
3. Data from school records on ELL status and attendance. 
4. Interviews. Teachers, students, supervisors/administrators participating in the 

study will be interviewed in the spring. 
 
 
4.1. The Methodology Used 
 
1. Reading tests. The Gates MacGinitie test of vocabulary and reading 

comprehension in English was administered to the experimental and control 
student cohorts in fall and spring.  Total amount of testing time per student 
was 50 minutes or less per session. This test was selected because of its well-
established reliability and validity. It provides grade equivalents, which allow 
researchers to measure progress from pre- to post-test.  

2. Student interviews. A sample of students in experimental and control cohorts 
were individually interviewed by trained and experienced interviewers in the 
spring. 

3. Teacher and supervisor interviews. Teachers and supervisors/coaches 
(observers of the participating teachers) were be interviewed by trained and 
experienced interviewers in the spring. 

4. School data. In the spring, researchers met with principals to obtain coded 
(anonymous) data on LEP status and attendance.  

 
The achievement data is being analyzed using hierarchical linear modeling 
(HLM), with students nested within schools. Gates McGinitie pretests serve as 
covariates for analyses of Gates posttests.  
 
Several forms of analysis address the different questions of the study, including 
a) analyses of the effect of assignment to treatment using ANCOVA, b) a 
multilevel model framework to develop growth trajectories for individual 
students, and c) correlational analyses in which teacher and student observed 
behaviors with the ExC-ELL protocol are related to the outcomes achieved by the 
students. This analysis plan provides adequate power for developing student-
level estimates of the treatment effects that are properly adjusted for within-
cluster dependence. 
 
Thirty-six teachers were trained in the use of effective strategies for teaching. 
Participants’ performance in this study was defined as the participants’ ability to 
identify the elements of the ExC-ELL lesson design and delivery and to 
implement them in their classroom. The training topic and the medium for 
training were the template and observation protocol. Real life experiences took 
the place of simulation since the teachers were able to experiment with the 
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methods and the lessons they prepared. The researchers and the participants 
engaged in the protocol to present the lesson components as instructional tools. 
The role of the researchers was that of participant observers. In order to 
maintain considerable distance, the researchers acted in such manner that 
participants engaged in their tasks as usual, and the researcher remained 
detached from the learning culture. To accomplish this role, the researchers 
acted as staff developers for effective teaching practices to teach ELLs in the 
schools.  
 
 
4.2. Research Results  
 
The results suggest that the professional development components had a 
positive effect on the teachers’ instructional approach, their sensitivity to ELLs, 
and the lesson template provided teachers with opportunities for further 
reflection on how theory connects with practice and how they can teach their 
subject matter while integrating vocabulary development and reading skills into 
their daily lessons. The observation protocol was viewed as a tool for self-
evaluation and coaching and as an instrument for lesson preparation. Student 
growth in vocabulary and reading comprehension showed gains from 2 to 5 
grade levels in reading, higher grades in the subject matter, and great progress 
in the schools’ benchmarks and State assessments. The school administration 
was rewarded by the school district for such huge gains. The overall findings 
brought to light that teachers want to be active participants in the design, 
planning, implementation, and follow up of professional development efforts. 
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Abstract 

Is there one best way of teaching ethics and moral values in modern society? This paper 
will examine this question in consideration of the relativistic environment in which today’s 
students exist. The research objective is to determine which of two traditional 
approaches (case studies or “the good books”) is the best method institutions of higher 
learning can instill ethically responsible values and morally correct behaviors in today’s 
students. Major references for this theme can be found in Professor Allan Bloom’s book 
“The Closing of the American Mind” (1987), and in the writings of Professor Terry L. 
Cooper as in” Handbook of Administrative Ethics” (2001). The methodology used for this 
paper was a literature review of works under this theme. A meta-analysis of the 
literature was synthesized into an integrated summary and conclusions. The research 
confirms extensive use of the case study approach. A relativistic attitude in the 
educational system precludes the use of the “good books” approach. Ethics educators 
view teaching the “good books” as not relevant to today’s students. 

Keywords: case studies - ethics - pedagogy - morals 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
  
Aberrant unethical and morally incorrect behavior can be increasingly found in all 
aspects of U.S. society. This seemingly normalization of deviance has found its 
way into the halls of Congress as well as the boardrooms of corporate America. 
The scandals appear almost unceasingly to include acts of bribery and 
corruption, theft of public resources to sexual harassment of young congressional 
aides. From an epidemiological perspective, it is almost as if a contagion of the 
mind has afflicted all too many U.S. citizens. 
  
The question is how do educators treat this ethical and moral malaise? Two 
schools of thought exist. Allen Bloom, a university scholar, argues that schools 
have failed students by not teaching the good books such as the writings of Kant, 
Nietzsche and others whose works deal with moral truth, good and evil. Bloom 
argues, that absent this teaching, moral relativism has entrenched itself in the 
behavior of Americans. On the other hand, Terry Cooper, an ethics scholar, 
agrees that moral relativism is part of the problem but takes the approach that 
teaching by case studies is the answer. This discussion piece will address these 
two schools of thought on how educators can address society’s ethical dilemmas 
through teaching methodologies. As an instructor of public administration at the 
graduate level, the author’s orientation is the public sector. 
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1.1. Scope and Nature of the Problem 
 
 
1.1.1. Local Level (City Government)  
 
At the local level in the United States consider, for example, Bill Campbell, 
former Atlanta Mayor, is now serving time in prison for improprieties while in 
office. After a six year investigation, former Atlanta Mayor Bill Campbell was 
convicted in March 2006 of three counts of tax evasion. Although not found 
guilty on a number of allegations brought against him, former Mayor Campbell’s 
trial showed a person in moral and ethical decay at the highest level in the city of 
Atlanta, Georgia. 
  
The evidence surrounding Bill Campbell showed an administration that was 
corrupt at many levels. In a press release of the conviction of Mayor Campbell, 
the U.S. Department of Justice stated that beginning in 1999 and after receipt of 
multiple, credible allegations of criminal activity in the City Government that 
Mayor Campbell led, their investigation led to felony convictions of more than a 
dozen City contractors and senior officials including the Mayor, his Chief 
Operation Officer, the Deputy Operations Officer and the Chief Administrative 
Officer. 
  
From a morality standpoint, testimony during Mayor Campbell’s trial revealed 
that Campbell, a married man, had two mistresses, who traveled with him on 
trips to Paris, Atlantic City, Las Vegas and other gambling venues.    
 
The picture developed in the Mayor’s trial was one of immorality, corruption, lies 
and deceit at the highest levels in Atlanta City Government.  Seemingly, the 
entire upper tier of government was corrupt in the City of Atlanta. With Bill 
Campbell as the chief executive of city government in Atlanta, the culture of the 
organization became one that fostered unethical and immoral behavior. As 
Chester Barnard  
notes in “The Functions of the Executive” (1976, pp. 249-284), the chief 
executive of an organization sets the norms, and all persons below are expected 
to follow the cultural norms and values of the leader.  
 
1.1.2.  State Level (Regional Government) 
 
On the state level, the Governor of New York, Eliot Spitzer has been linked with a 
high-priced prostitution ring. As reported on ABC news in March 2008, the 
Governor’s telephone calls were recorded while he was making arrangements to 
meet with a prostitute while on a trip to Washington, D.C. to speak before a 
congressional committee on the state of the bond industry.  The prostitution 
ring, called the Emperor’s Club, charges up to $5,500 an hour for its 
“contractors.”  
 
Initial information from the federal probe indicates that federal officials thought 
they were investigating a public corruption case when they noted attempts by 
Governor Spitzer to conceal financial transactions to the Emperor’s Club. 
Electronics surveillance, including wiretaps e-mail and text message reviews, 
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revealed the nature of the transactions leading to the disclosure that money was 
being laundered by the Emperor’s Club.   
 
Governor Spitzer, a former attorney general for the state of New York, who is 
regarded as a champion crime fighter built a reputation by fighting crime on Wall 
Street in New York. Ironically, Spitzer prosecuted two large prostitution rings in 
New York while serving as attorney general. Now, he faces legal proceeding on 
charges involving a prostitution ring.  Conceivably, he could face up to 20 years 
imprisonment for knowingly persuading or inducing any individual to cross state 
lines for the purpose of prostitution.   
 
 
1.1.3. National Level (Federal Government) 
 
At the national level, numerous examples exist to show the nature of ethical 
problem in government institutions in the U.S. The congressional page scandal 
involving Florida Congressman Mark Foley, the unethical machinations of 
Congressman William Jefferson and former World Bank President Paul Wolfowitz 
are just the tip of the proverbial iceberg as relates to unethical and morality 
problems among U.S. leaders in the public sector.    
 
In September 2006, Florida State Representative Mark Foley resigned after it 
became apparent that he had engaged in a series of sexually explicit instant 
messaging involving congressional pages serving in the House of 
Representatives.  
Congressional pages are high school students serving in appointed positions in 
Washington to allow them the opportunity to work and observe Congress in 
operation for a part of the school year.  
 
As a member of Congress, Mark Foley, a gay male, had access to congressional 
pages. He was part of the Republican leadership and the Chairman of the House 
Caucus on Missing and Exploited Children (Ross, Schwartz, Sauer, 2006). As 
reported by ABC News, Congress Foley crusaded for tough laws against those 
who used the internet for sexual exploitation of children. In his condemnation of 
such practices, he was quoted as saying, “They’re sick people; they need mental 
health counseling (ABC News, 2006).”   
  
Congressman Foley engaged in such practices himself. Several former 
congressional pages said that he used the internet to engage in sexually explicit 
exchanges. 
    
An FBI videotape showed Congressman William Jefferson taking $100,000 in 
cash out of the trunk of a collaborator’s car in Washington, D.C. The 
Congressman was taking a bribe from South African businessmen, who were 
seeking favorable legislation for their company.  
  
With taped evidence of William Jefferson’s involvement in corrupt activities, the 
FBI raided his office and found $90,000 in cash in his freezer, an obvious effort 
to hide the remainder of $100,000 he accepted from South African businessmen. 
He has since been indicted on “federal charges of racketeering, money-
laundering and soliciting more than $400,000 in bribes in connection with years 
of trying to broker business deals in Africa (MSBNBC News, 2007).”   
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Paul Wolfowitz, former U.S. deputy secretary of defense to Donald Rumsfeld, 
took over the top job at the World Bank with a personal campaign to combat 
corruption and poor governance. After taking over the job in mid-2005, the 
girlfriend of Mr. Wolfowitz was transferred to the U.S. State Department in an 
apparent attempt to avoid any conflict of interest. However, by that time the 
high-ranking communications employee in the World Bank’s Middle East section 
had gotten several promotions and salary increases. Employed with the bank 
eight years, Mr. Wolfowitz’s romantic interest, Shaha Riza, had miraculously 
garnered a tax-free World Bank salary of $193,000 which was more than 
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice’s salary of $186,000 (BBC News, April 
2007).  
 
This lapse in judgment is part of the reason that Mr. Wolfowitz had to leave his 
post at the World Bank. Mr. Wolfowitz’s behavior was inconsistent with a senior 
management letter that said…”In order to be credible, senior management must 
model the behavior it espouses (BBC News, April 2007).”  Obviously, Mr. 
Wolfowitz did not believe this edict applied to him. 
 
 
1.1.4. Private Sector 
 
A number of “once-revered [U.S.] corporations have become synonymous with 
greed, deceit, and financial chicanery: Enron, Adelphia, Arthur Andersen 
HealthSouth, WorldCom, Tyco (Daft, 2008, p. 164).” All have succumbed to  
what Daft calls ethical lapses at the top of the organization. “Pressures to cut 
costs, increase profits, meet the demands of vendors or business partners, and 
look successful can all contribute to ethical lapses (Daft, p. 165).  
 
 
1.2 Theories of Explanation 
 
Terry Cooper (2006) says that it is the high value we put on individualism and 
achievement that creates a conflict of interest for public servants and other 
leaders in U.S society. This conflict between the pursuit of individual 
achievement or serving the public or corporate interest resolves itself sometimes 
in favor of the individual. Because individualism dominates in western society 
and because it is inherent in the structure and dynamics of modern society, the 
writings of Terry Cooper, et al., suggest that individuals, when given an 
opportunity, will seek personal gain rather than organizational effectiveness and 
integrity (p. 131-132)   
 
Cooper suggests that our culture of self-interest says to the individual, that this 
behavior is okay.  Despite espoused values to the contrary, the cultural value we 
place on individual self-interest presses us on to pursue personal interests to the 
detriment of the public interest.  
 
This culture of self-interest not only expresses itself in the individual but in the 
actions of the United States itself. Consider for example, the development of the 
United States and the treatment of the American Indian. The American Indians 
were stripped of their land and relegated to some of the most inhabitable parts 
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of the United States. All of this was done to further the self-interest of European 
settlers.  Deloria (1969) writes of this experience in “Custer Died For Your sins: 
An Indian Manifesto, which chronicles the treatment of America’s indigenous 
people by early European settlers.  
 
This cultural self-interest is also exemplified in the treatment of Mexico. Texas 
was stripped from Mexico because it was deemed the “Manifest Destiny” of early 
settlers to take Texas and other south-western lands as their own. The point 
being made here is that Cooper’s claim that there is a cultural self-interest at 
hand is borne out in the individual behavior of high level officials and in the 
culture as exhibited by the historical development of the United States. Self-
interest is an overriding trademark of American culture despite exhortations to 
the contrary.  
 
Richard L. Daft (2008, p. 12) suggests that the problem is just self-centered 
greed.  Daft says that American corporate leaders of the past with their 
emphasis on individual ability, success, and prosperity “pushed people to cross 
the line, culminating in organization corruption on a broad scale and ugly 
headlines exposing leaders from companies such as Enron, WorldCom, Tyco and 
Adelphia Communications as unethical and self-serving rogues (Daft, p. 12).”  
 
At Enron, for example, the “top executives rewarded highly competitive 
managers who were willing to do whatever it took –whether it was hiding their 
mistakes, fudging their reports, or backstabbing colleagues – to make the 
numbers and keep the stock price high. The overriding emphasis on individual 
ambitions created an environment of vanity and greed whereby executives 
profited at the expense of employees, shareholders, and the community (Daft, 
p.12).” 
 
This is the nature of the problem that educators face. How does one address this 
seemingly overwhelming problem? The extent of unethical and immoral behavior 
demonstrated at various levels of society has become a serious problem. It is as 
if a pathogen has taken over the American mind. The question is what antidote 
can educators use to stop the problem?                                              
 
 
2. Literature Review 
 
 
2.1. Teaching the Good Books  
 
Allan Bloom (1987, pp 62-67), a University of Chicago professor and philosopher 
argued in his best seller, ”The Closing of the American Mind,” that students who 
attended his classes were devoid of knowledge regarding ethics that comes from 
reading classic literature. When asked what books counted for them, Bloom said 
that among his students, there was usual an occasional citing of the Bible but 
rarely more than that.  
 
Bloom argues that this is part of the problem in the educational system in 
America. Too little is being taught in the curriculum that deals with great writers 
such as Immanuel Kant, Frederick Nietzsche and others whose works are 
concerned with questions of moral values and questions of what constitutes good 
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and alternatively, evil (Mitchell, 1999, p 28). He further suggests that with this 
problem in the educational system, along with ”moral relativism” (an overzealous 
attempt to be open-minded in examining all cultures and all ideas), students and 
society have lost sight of what moral thought is all about. 
  
Morals, according to the students of Bloom’s experience, are relevant to the 
situation at hand. There exists no a priori notion of what is good, right and just 
for comparison to what is unethical, immoral, and perhaps illegal (Mitchell, 1999, 
p. 28). Thus, from this premise, comes Bloom’s argument that teaching the 
seminal classics is needed.  
  
Christina H. Sommer (1998) supports Bloom’s idea that there is a problem in the 
education systems that makes for the lack of morality and ethical malaise found 
in western society. She too suggests that what we need to do is to “bring back 
the great books and the great ideas, and to teach our young people to 
understand, respect and protect the institutions that protect us and preserve our 
free and democratic society (p. 1).” Sommer says that the last decades of the 
twentieth century, “have seen a steady erosion of knowledge and a steady 
increase in moral relativism (p. 1).” Partly, she claims this has come as a result 
of teachers who believe it wrong to “indoctrinate” students in our own culture 
and moral tradition.  
 
Sommer urges a return to the readings of seminal classics like the Bible, 
Aristotle’s Ethics, Shakespeare’s King Lear, the Koran the analects of Confucius, 
and the political ideas of Madison, Jefferson and Lincoln, to name a few. It is 
through such exposure that students can understand concepts of morality, and 
what constitutes good, evil and ethically correct behavior.  
 
The writings of James Davison Hunter reflect these views as well (Glanzer, 
2008). Hunter argues that “there is an unspoken imperative of all moral 
education to teach only those virtues, principles and other moral teachings about 
which there is essentially no disagreement in American society (p. 525).” This 
need for an inclusive morality “reduces morality to the thinnest of platitudes, 
severed from the social, historical and cultural encumbrances that make it 
concrete and ultimately compelling (p. 525)”.  Hunter suggests that in this 
process, words such as “good”  
and “evil” become obsolete in light of this strategy, and instead the moral 
education establishment replaces them with words like “prosocial” (p. 525).  
Accordingly, this relativistic way of seeing reality destroys any potential for a 
true examination of the meaning of the terms.   
 
Hetzner and Schmidt (1986) also argue that in order to teach ethics, one must 
include a curriculum “for familiarizing students with a full-range of moral and 
political philosophical literature from which they can garner the substantive and 
methodological guidance necessary to sorting out good reasons for their 
administrative actions and public policy (p. 450).” The authors claim that such an 
approach allows for the study of an array of substantive moral philosophical 
theories. This method, they claim, encourages the kind of reasoning required of 
administrators to make ethical decisions. 
Hetzner and Schmidt suggest that many of the ethical dilemmas faced by public 
administrators are basic questions of moral and political philosophy and thus, 
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they contend that students need training in the moral and political philosophical 
literature.   
 
There are others who propose that ethic be taught with the help of liberal arts 
curriculum and literature. Yoder and Denhardt (2001) cite H.T. Edmondson, III 
who says “The liberal arts are able…to provide life experience vicariously. 
Hypothetical case studies attempt to do this, of course, but the experience they 
provide often reduces the involvement of the student intellect (p. 69)”   
 
The work of two other authors cited by Yoder and Denhardt notes that the 
inclusion of literature would help teach ethics to students of higher learning. For 
example, W. Richardson and S. Adkins argue that: 
 
“Properly presented, the dramatic interplay within appropriate works of fiction 
can intrigue and immerse students in ways that surpass almost all other 
approaches. In the special case of administrative ethics, there are works that 
allow for a fulsome exploration of such topics as honor, character, law, 
administrative discretion, codes, political power, and even the role that more 
base parts of human nature (such passions as envy, anger and hate) may 
inevitably play in various types of rule (p. 69).”     

 
Yoder and Denhardt also cite the work of A. M. Rizzo (p. 69) who argues against 
the use of the case study approach. Claiming that they are unrealistic, Rizzo says 
that students rarely “find their own problems --- or workplace moral dilemmas 
they  
should anticipate in … [case studies] (p. 69).”  Rizzo would have students write 
their own fictional narrative which she claims is usually common to their own 
work situations. 
 
E. R. Klein (1998) makes the argument that in order to teach ethics to students 
of higher education, one must be like him, an expert in ethics. More specifically, 
they should have a Ph.D. in philosophy. Like Allen Bloom, Klein is versed in the 
classical literature and his teaching methodology would be the same as Bloom.  
 
To give a simple example of why Klein feels that a philosopher should teach 
ethics he said that one need go no further than to ask any member of a business 
faculty to talk about the problem of ethical relativism in their classroom (p. 566) 
Klein said that his colleagues don’t have a clue as to what to say. This, he 
argues, is unacceptable and constitutes pedagogical malpractice (p. 566). 
 
 
2.2. The Case Study Approach 
 
It is from the work of Terry Cooper (2006) that the author notes the prevalence 
of case studies as a means to teach administrative ethics to college students.  
Cooper uses case studies involving events that students can relate to and are of 
their life experiences. For example, in his discussion of the consequences of 
whistle blowing, Cooper makes references to the Challenger space shuttle 
disaster at the Kennedy Space Center and the ethical concerns of scientists 
involved in the incident. Students are aware of and in some instances have seen 
news accounts of these events. Other case studies involving the unethical 
behavior of Internal Revenue Officials who would unnecessarily tax unsuspecting 
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citizens are of interest to students. There is a relevance in the studies that 
captures one’s attention.  
 
It is from this perspective that Terry Cooper’s approach to teaching ethics via 
case studies prompted the question of which is the best or more viable approach 
to teaching ethics to today’s college students. 
 
In one of the earliest research efforts to find the best approach to teaching ethics 
in schools of public administration, the work of Worthley and Grumet (1983) 
revealed four approaches: case studies involving events such as Watergate; 
studies of codes of ethics such as the Ethics in Government Act; emphasis on law 
to include avoiding anything illegal; and a study of the great philosophers.  
 
The schools surveyed by Worthley and Grumet avoided the great philosophers 
approach. Their research showed that although a few schools included some 
materials of this nature, “most seem to avoid this area as being too theoretical 
and ‘not relevant’ to day-to-day administration (p. 58).”  
 
In a book review of teaching strategies used to teach ethics and values to 
students in public administration programs across the country, Stephanie L. Witt 
(1999) notes the use of workshops wherein the teaching methodology “included 
lecture, case studies, examination of codes of ethics, and development of a 
model code of ethics [which] were most helpful when they focused on cases 
related to the specific work situation (p. 77).” 
The writings of Kenneth Winston (2000) are an example of the use of the case 
method in teaching ethics to students of public administration. Principal 
arguments for such a pedagogical approach include the fact that it requires 
students to reflect on the environment as well as the logic of argument that one 
may consider in making an ethical decision. Case studies, according to Winston, 
encourage the exercise of moral imagination as students search for innovative 
solutions to ethical  
problems. Opportunities for role-playing in case studies also offer excellent 
opportunities for collaborative decision making that one may find in a working 
situation.   
 
In Houston, Texas (the home of Enron Corporation) the Catholic University of St. 
Thomas, Rice University and Houston Baptist University are offering ethics 
courses using the case study method (Nissimov, 2003, p. 1).    
 
Nissimov states that at the University of California at Irvine, there is a new 
course simply called, “The Enron Case (p. 1).”  This trend of teaching scandals is 
nothing new. With the rash of corporate scandals and failed leadership, business 
schools rushed to make sure ethics are part of their curriculum. The trend seems 
to be to offer a stand alone course and include some component of ethics across 
the curriculum using case studies.  
 
Laditka and Houck (2006) advocate an experiential approach to teaching ethics 
in business management. Their approach involves student-developed case 
studies of ethical situations in the workplace. In their technique the student has 
to develop an individual case study in ethics drawing on their workplace 
experiences to illustrate ethical principles (p. 157). Based on the analysis of 
these two researchers, the use of case studies was shown to be one of the most 
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effective learning tools to actively engage students in relevant ethical decision 
making.   
 
McWilliams and Nahavandi (2006) describe a live-ethics case project to teach 
ethics to business students. This project involved the use of current ethical 
dilemmas in the business community. University students select a yet to be 
resolved situation and write a case study for use in the classroom. The students 
present their cases in class and “run a debate about the challenges and issues 
outlined in the case and the actions that could have or should have been taken 
(p. 421).” 
 
The live case project is hailed as a unique way of teaching ethics and is filled 
with positives.  As the authors point out, live cases presented by students 
“increases the awareness of the complexity of ethical challenges, allows 
application of concepts, creates a personal emotional engagement in the case, is 
relevant, holds students accountable for their positions and creates a setting that 
encourages students to think critically about ethics (p. 421).”  
 
The authors suggest that the live case approach be paired with a single course 
on ethics or a series of courses that allows students to learn ethical theories and 
concepts.  Moreover the study here compared several pedagogical approaches to 
teaching ethics to include: lectures; regular cases; internships , student cases; 
live cases. In comparing various pedagogical approaches, the live case approach 
was the most effective.  
 
The writings of Yoder and Denhardt (2001) show that the top five techniques 
used to teach ethics in public administration are: small-group discussion, case 
studies, decision–making scenarios, research papers and lectures. Less prevalent  
techniques include role playing, self assessment, video/movies, guest speakers, 
simulations, movies, biographies and field studies (pp. 68-69).  
 
The case study method was cited as one that is prevalent in ethics education in 
many fields. Educators in the field of public administration favor this approach 
because of the perception that it “prompts critical thinking skills, collaboration, 
and forces administrators to examine their values (p. 69).” Of importance also to 
ethics teachers is the idea that unlike other strategies for teaching ethics, case 
studies don’t require consensus on moral dictates.  “By not requiring moral 
consensus, the case-study approach allows for diversity of values represented in 
students (p. 69).” 
 
  
3. Summary and Conclusions 
 
The materials here show that educators understand the imperative to teach 
ethics to students of higher learning. The divide amongst them is how we go 
about it; i.e., teaching the good books, case studies or other techniques.   
 
An answer from the literature review can be deduced from the prescriptive or 
descriptive nature of the articles covered in each section. Those authors who 
espouse teaching the good books speak of what ought to be done and who 
should do it. On the other hand, the authors who speak of case studies describe 
what they are doing. As the dates of the literature review also reveal, the current 
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trend is one of utilizing case studies as the principle approach to teaching ethics 
in institutions of higher learning across America. 
 
An explanation of why this approach exists was cited by Christina H. Sommer 
(1998). First, she noted a steady increase in moral relativism and secondly, 
teachers who believe it wrong to “indoctrinate” students in our own culture and 
moral tradition. The tendency is to stay away from a pedagogical approach that 
might be construed as politically incorrect. 
  
This thinking is also echoed in the writing of James Davison Hunter who argues 
that moral relativism dictates that in matters of moral education, we only 
address those “virtues, principles and other moral teaching about which there is 
no disagreement in American society.” What this means, is that in an effort to 
assure that no one is offended, we don’t’ address questions of what is good and 
alternatively, evil.   
 
In summary, teaching ethics to student of higher learning is typically achieved 
via some form of case study approach. Notable, the trend is for students to take 
a current ethical event in the community, or elsewhere, and turn it into a case 
study for classroom examination.  
   
The use of “the good books” with its philosophical orientation, has become 
essentially a thing of the past. The literature suggests that this teaching 
approach is generally viewed as not relevant to today’s students. Moreover, 
relativistic attitudes in the educational system serve to preclude this method of 
teaching ethics.    
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Abstract 

Problem-based learning (PBL) is widely regarded as a successful and innovative learning 
method in technical and vocational education. The main reason of the implementation of 
PBL in Faculty of Technical Education, Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia (UTHM) is to 
enhance self-directed learning among students. The purpose of this study is to find out 
students perceptions and acceptance towards PBL implementation. As many as 108 
technical and vocational education final year matriculation intake students were 
randomly selected as the respondents of this study. This research uses the quantitative 
approach and the instrument used was questionnaires. The data was analyzed using 
Statistical Packages for Social Science (SPSS) version 15.0. Study revealed that students’ 
perceptions and acceptance on PBL were at high and moderate level respectively. Study 
also pointed self time-management as a major problem among students which affect 
their acceptance towards PBL. As a conclusion, the implementation should be developed 
and raised among these students especially to enhance their acceptance towards PBL 
learning.  

Keywords: Technical and Vocational Education – PBL – perceptions – acceptance – self 
time-management 
 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
PBL as an approach in teaching and learning (T&L) has been widely promoted to 
engineering students since 2003 by Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) [1]. 
Whereas PBL in UTHM was rapidly raised up starting in the year of 2004 after 
several times of academic visit and PBL mentoring from UTM and the Aalborg 
University of Denmark [2]. PBL is part of Self Directed Learning (SDL) which due 
to Robert et. al [3] is a way to enhance students’ problem solving skills. Problem 
solving needs students to apply critical and creative thinking in decision making 
at the same time implementing several critical soft skills needed in working life 
situation such as leadership, communication skills, teamwork and so on. Dewey 
in Shahabuddin et al. [4] listed learning using problem approach involves five 
decision making steps namely; problem identification, information exploration, 
making hypothesis, hypothesis testing and evaluation. These steps will lead 
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students to experience major learning processes which will end up satisfaction in 
learning outcomes. 
 
Through SDL, students’ knowledge is developed through numbers of generic 
skills including research finding skills and independent working. This statement is 
supported by Piskurich [5] who agreed SDL is an ideal approach in generating 
students’ performance towards independent working. Through implementation of 
PBL approach, in the end students should conquer not only knowledge but also 
the major soft skills needed in problem solving that could be applied to survive in 
their real life working situation. Due to that, the advantages of implementing PBL 
are undeniable.  
 
 
1.1. Problem Background  
 
In spite of the benefits of PBL implementation, Rong Huang however in his 
research discovered negative perceptions and acceptance towards PBL 
implemented in teaching and learning (T&L) process [6]. These negative 
sentiments lead to the failure of the main objective in applying PBL. Students in 
his study met the first difficulty at the very first step in implementing PBL. 
According to Rong Huang this is due to lack of understanding towards the 
problems and to highlight important facts that could be a clue in solving the 
problems given. Rong Huang also discovered that his respondents faced 
problems in PBL due to excess workload from various subjects. In order to fulfil 
all subjects’ requirements, most of the students were likely to choose the 
preferred assignments to be done. Senevitratne et al. [7] supported Rong 
Huang’s study where their respondents also faced problem to satisfy the needs 
for all subjects they were taking. In addition, those respondents also comment 
about the role of the lecturers as facilitators should be improved.   
 
In the other hand, previous study revealed students were shocked with the 
sudden transformation from conventional learning to PBL [1]. This rapid change 
in T&L approach has brought up negative issues such as limited problem solving 
skills including information searching skills and disconfirmation in validity and 
reliability of the gathered information. Major problem however is to understand 
the problem scenario and to gather contents as the information references will 
widely be in English. According to Rong Huang [6] and Larsen [9], PBL will 
always end unsuccessfully especially to students from countries that do not use 
English as their native language.  
 
  
1.2. Research Objective  
 
PBL is no doubt an effective learning approach. However, previous researches 
had proven that students’ perceptions and acceptance towards PBL could affect 
the effectiveness of this learning approach. TVET students in UTHM also could 
have their own perceptions and acceptance towards this learning approach since 
it has been widely applied in their T&L process. Hence, this study was to identify 
the perceptions and acceptance towards PBL on UTHM Technical and Vocational 
Training (TVET) Students.  
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2. Methodology 
 
Instrument used in this study was 48 items using five Likert Scale 
questionnaires. According to Majid [10], questionnaire is an instrument 
commonly used to interpret a phenomenon currently happening and is commonly 
used in educational researches. The questionnaire was adapted and modified 
based on instruments used by Mark [11] and Maslinda [12]. It was then 
distributed to 108 final year TVET students who had experienced PBL in a 20 
minutes session during class. The questionnaire was divided into three sections 
where sections (A) and (B) were aimed to obtain perceptions and acceptance 
towards PBL approach applied in T&L they experienced, while section (C) was for 
students to freely comment or suggest on any issue related to PBL implemented 
in their studies. In addition, they were also required to list down technical 
subjects learned using PBL approach and duration given to complete a PBL task 
at the first part of the questionnaire. Analysis was done using the Statistical 
Packages for Social Science (SPSS) version 15.0 to determine the average mean 
score interpreted from Landell in Suriani [13] for each section.  
 
 

Group Code Average Level 
1 1.00 – 2.40 Low 
2 2.41 – 3.80 Moderate 
3 3.81 -5.00 High 

 
Table 1: Average Score Mean Interpretation 

 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
 
From the questionnaire, it was noted that technical subjects taken using PBL 
approach were Graphic in Engineering, Industrial Design, Industrial Automation 
and Information Technology in TVET. These subjects were facilitated by different 
facilitators depending in which class they were in. From the questionnaire, it was 
also stated that duration given to students to complete the PBL tasks were 
normally four to eight weeks.  
 
 
3.1. Perceptions towards PBL Approach 
 
Questions related to perceptions were asked using 26 items in Section A. The 
results revealed that the average mean score for this section was 3.93. This data 
showed that students have high perceptions towards PBL approach in T&L. In 
particular, item 9 have the maximum score with 4.57 while item 2 and 25 has 
the minimum score; 3.75 and 3.74 respectively.  
 
The maximum score was obtained by the description that students could apply 
democratic in group work where they could frequently listen to other group 
members’ opinions. Debating or more or less reflections in small groups are one 
of the critical learning components in PBL [14]. Through reflections, one could 
enhance not only the understanding of the matter, but also could upgrade their 
self confidence and communication skills. This statement was supported by 
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Senevitratne et. al [7] and Yip [15] in their study where they found out students 
who were pleased to learn using PBL in group usually develop and enhance most 
of the generic skills needed. In addition, Hwang [16] also supported that the 
learning process via group work will encourage students to be more positive and 
responsible. As a whole, applying PBL in such a way, it can be confirmed that 
students will learn in an effective learning environment and could end up 
successfully in their grades. 
 
As for the minimum mean scores, students expected they will have problems in 
building up flow charts in order to complete the task. This may happen due to 
lack of knowledge of the importance in building up a flow chart and also less 
experience in developing them. According to Anne [17], building flowchart is one 
of the action plans in solving a problem. Hence, it can be said that the 
respondents face problems building it due to lack of problem solving skills. 
Students perceptions towards PBL were also low in terms of judging their own 
choices of problem solutions. Rong Huang [6] and Chu et. al [18] recommended 
that the role of a facilitator is critical here where students need their guidance to 
make the best judgement. Larsen [9] in the other hand added that in order to 
succeed in decision making, students should conquer all kinds of undeniable 
sources such as journals, books, published papers and so on. 
 
 
3.2. Acceptance towards PBL Approach 
 
In order to analyze the acceptance towards PBL, 22 questions were asked to the 
respondents. The study indicates that the average mean score for this section 
was 3.57. The data showed students acceptance towards PBL was at moderate 
level. Analysis showed that the maximum score was obtained from item 10 with 
a score of 3.88 while item 4 have the minimum score of 3.30.  
 
Upon experiencing PBL approach, students were clear on the objectives of a PBL 
topic. Objectives in a topic are important in order to ensure the students gain the 
learning outcomes. The roles of facilitators are also important to guarantee 
students will always be in the right track during their problem solving process. 
UTHM efforts in organizing PBL courses [2] in order to expose facilitators to the 
varieties of teaching PBL were one of the causes that could be the reason of this 
success. 
 
Analysis showed the lowest score was for the fact that students faced stress in 
completing PBL assignments. From their comments, it is caused by the flow of 
the PBL assignment itself and also due to workloads from other subjects. This 
result was the same as the study conducted by Khairiyah [1] and Hwang [16] 
where respondents not only will be stressed due to workloads from various 
subjects, but also from the excess time they have to spend during the whole PBL 
processes. Inappropriate schedule and fewer infrastructures for PBL purposes 
could also be the reasons due to the university not yet provide a suitable time 
table for PBL implementation.  
 
Rather than that, students also feel stressed facing language problems. It is 
understood that most technical references would be in English. Due to that, 
understanding English language had become a challenge for them. It was added 
in the comment that knowing assignments in English could low down their 
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motivation to even start the PBL process. As said earlier by Rong Huang [6] and 
Larsen [9], this problem could lead a failure in achieving the objectives of a 
lesson. 
 
 
3.3. Comments 
 
Comments given by students for this section were mostly related to stress. Most 
of the students comment that they were stressed for not being given enough 
time in completing PBL assignments. This is due to lots of assignments to be 
completed and PBL processes sometimes only add a burden to them. Worse was 
when almost all of their workloads given by lecturers were in PBL approach.  
 
Previous study however did reveal time management could be the basis cause of 
stress problem. Fatah [17], Sherina [18] and Fadzli [19] agreed that students 
should create an appropriate and effective self time-management schedule that 
can assist them however it has to be complied with high discipline and 
motivation.  
 
 
4. Conclusion 
 

As a whole, it can be concluded that perceptions and acceptance towards PBL 
approach by TVET students in UTHM were high and moderate level respectively. 
However, it is unquestionable that PBL approach in T&L process is definitely 
effective. Due to that, the implementations should be developed and raised 
among these students especially to enhance their acceptance towards PBL 
learning.  
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Abstract 

Indoor air quality (IAQ) has been a concern in the library since 1990s, when several 
employees working in the building reported occasional discomforts that may have been 
attributable to poor air quality. In the education world, library has been an important 
venue for students for various reasons no other than to enhance knowledge for the 
importance of their education. The purpose of this study is to measure the volatile 
organic compounds (VOC) in two libraries located at Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia 
(UTHM). Benzene, phenol, furfural, isobutene and toluene were five VOC gasses 
measured using the Photo Ionization Detector (PID) for eight working hours in two 
months. The results indicate that benzene and furfural gasses occurred as the highest 
VOC gasses detected in both libraries. The causes were due to the appearance of several 
equipments and tools frequently used in libraries such as papers, copying machines, 
carpets and book shelves. Moreover, the concentration of gasses detected was above the 
standard limit as accordance to the Environmental Protection Energy (EPA) and 
Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA). As a whole, several actions should be taken 
due to prevent unsafe environment in libraries as the existence of libraries play 
important role in education.  

Keywords: Library - IAQ – VOC gasses – PID 
 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
With the high development in Asia, air quality has been decreased due to 
vehicles and factories that produce smokes containing poison gasses and can be 
destructive to the health of people. In order to uphold the air quality that stays 
in good state and safe, lots of agencies were set up for instance Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), Nationa….0nc54ch vf47hvbjgcf47v4hdyl Institute of 
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) and World Health Organization (WHO). 
These agencies have been produced air sample system for known and unknown 
chemistry material in order to identify the level of IAQ [1]. This shows how 
serious they are in controlling IAQ so that it would not be a hazard to safety and 
health workers and users.  
 
IAQ is a natural nature about air that can affect human life and health in indoor 
environment. If IAQ does not achieve a satisfactory level, human health will be 
affected. Indoor air pollution has been associated with a wide range of health 
outcomes, and the evidence for these associations has been classified as strong, 
moderate or tentative in a recent systematic review [1]. 
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Indoor smoke contains a range of health-damaging pollutants, such as small 
particles and carbon monoxide, and particulate pollution levels may be 20 times 
higher than accepted guidelines value [2]. Studies have indicated that indoor air 
is often dirtier and contains 2 to 5 times higher levels of contaminants than 
outdoor air. In addition, the average person sends approximately 90% of their 
time indoors [1],[3],[4]. In reality, IAQ are not clean and fresh enough especially 
in buildings with processing job which consist lots of chemistry elements. 
According to The world health report 2002, indoor air pollution is responsible for 
2.7% of the global burden of disease [2]. 
 
In the education world, IAQ has been a concern in the library since 1990s, when 
several employees working in the building reported occasional discomforts that 
may have been attributable to poor air quality. Because of this and increased 
awareness regarding poor IAQ, it is not surprising that the number of reported 
employee complaints of discomfort and illness in non-industrial workplaces is 
increasing [3]. This investigation is a way of improving health education towards 
the awareness of occupational safety and health to the librarians, staff members 
and students.  
 
 
2. Volatile Organic Compound  
 
The IAQ contamination is not far caused by volatile organic compounds (VOCs) 
[1],[5],[7] and NIOSH confirmed that with 17% of research place has been 
effected by VOCs [1]. According to Burroughs and Hansen (2004), the VOCs 
contamination will not vanished in IAQ environment. Concentrations of many 
VOCs are consistently higher indoors (up to ten times higher) than outdoors [4]. 
 
VOC are emitted as gases from certain solids or liquids and it does include a 
variety of chemicals, some of which may have short- and long-term adverse 
health effects [4]. VOCs are emitted by a wide array of products including paints 
and lacquers, paint strippers, cleaning supplies, air fresheners, pesticides, 
building materials and furnishings, office equipment such as copiers and printers, 
correction fluids and carbonless copy paper, graphics and craft materials 
including glues and adhesives, permanent markers, and photographic solutions 
[4],[10]. 
 
VOC is an organic compound that has a boiling point between 50oC until 260oC 
including other form chemical such as aldehid, alcohol, aromatic hydrocarbon, 
terrapin, ketene and ester [6]. With this feature, these VOCs will eventually 
evaporate in room temperature. According to Godish (2004), VOC contain 
hydrocarbon elements that have atom arrangement with a ring chain shape 
where it easily spread through an oxidation process in room temperature.  
 
High rate VOC in IAQ will cause symptoms disorder such as headache, sore 
throat, eye irritation, sinus, allergic skin reaction, itchy nose, nausea, fatigue, 
dizziness and loss of concentration [3],[4],[6],[8],[10]. Moreover, many organic 
compounds such as VOC are known to cause cancer, liver and kidney damage in 
humans [4],[8],[10].  
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2.1. Level of VOC 
 
Clean Air Act Amendments (1990) has come out with a chart show the level of 
VOC and predicted that it will increase yearly. Table 1 demonstrate the level of 
VOC starting from 1993 till 2010 of projection.  
 

Table 1: Level of VOC freely in the air surrounding 
 

Designation Ozone design 
value (ppmv) 

Emission 
(tons/year) 

Attainment 
deadline 

Marginal 0.121-0.137 100 1993 
Moderate 0.138-0.159 100 1996 
Serious 0.160-0.179 50 1999 
Severe 0.180-0.190 25 2005 

 0.191-0.279  2007 
Extreme >0.280 10 2010 

 
Besides, there is another chart show the standard level of air for IAQ namely 
Threshold Limit Values (TLVs) [9]. TLVs explains regarding on air pollutant 
concentration and human that exposed daily without thinking of the effect on 
their health. There are three types of table that available; Time-Weight Average 
(TLV-TWA), Short-Term Exposure Limit (TLV-STEL) and Ceiling (TLV-C) [7]. 
 
  
2.2. Types of VOC 
 
In simple, VOC is a chemical that evaporate easily at room temperature. The 
term “organic” indicates that the compounds contain carbon. VOC exposures are 
often associated with an odor while other time there is no odor. Both can be 
harmful. There are thousands of different VOCs produced and used in our daily 
lives. Some examples are Benzene, Toluene, Furfural, Phenol, Methylene, 
Chloride, Isobutene, Naphthalene, Formaldehyde, Xylene, Ethylene glycol, 
Texanol, 1,3-butadiene and etc. [10]. 
 
 
4. Results and Discussions 
 
The study was conducted in two places. Place 1 located at main campus library 
where it is a two-storey building which could accommodate about 200 seats. 
Place 2 located at city campus library with a seating capacity of 150 at ground 
floor shop houses. These libraries has acquired about 110,000 copies of books, 
4,000 titles of thesis, 500 titles of journal, 50 titles of magazine and 10,000 
copies of audio-visual materials.  
 
Indoor air quality monitoring for indicators of Volatile Organic Compounds 
(VOCs) gases has been carried out using Photo Ionization Detector (PID). 
Benzene, phenol, furfural, isobutene and toluene were five VOC gasses measured 
using the PID. The measurement had done twice for eight working hours in two 
months continuously in order to have consistent and persist in reading.  
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The results indicate that benzene and furfural gasses occurred as the highest 
VOC gasses at city campus and main campus library respectively. Benzene gas 
with concentration of 18.92ppm had achieved above the standard limit of 
0.5ppm as accordance to the EPA and OSHA. This is due to the used of fully 
carpet at city campus library differently from bare floor at main campus library. 
Moreover, there are two photostat machine available at city campus library. This 
research finding is parallel with the result undertaken by Godish (2001) and 
Steve (1995) where photostat machine, machine copier, printers and carpets 
would spread the VOC gasses such as benzene, ammonia, benzaldehid and strin.  
 
At main campus library, furfural gasses with concentration of 36.49ppm had 
achieved above the standard limit of 2.00ppm set by the EPA and OSHA. This is 
due to books and wooden bookshelves that were very much available rather than 
city campus library. This agrees with the research findings by Gesa Kolbe (2004) 
and Neevel (1999) where wooden bookshelves and also ink from the books 
would release VOC gasses such as furfural.  
 
The extent and nature of the health effect on humans will depend on many 
factors including level of exposure and length of time exposed. For furfural 
gasses, irritant of the skin (TLVs chart, [7]), eyes, mucous membranes, and 
respiratory tract, itching, burning, redness and taring of the eyes, and nasal 
stuffiness, dryness, soreness, or bloody discharge are signs and symptoms of 
exposure. Concentrations of 1.9 to 14ppm produced headache, itching of the 
throat, and redness and tearing of the eyes in some exposed workers [9],[13]. 
As for benzene gasses, it will cause cancer to humans which refer to TLVs chart 
[9].  
 
In order to reduce the concentration of these gasses, several actions should be 
taken due to prevent unsafe environment in libraries as the existence of libraries 
play important role in education. First, minimize the use of carpets especially at 
city campus library. Second, replace the old wooden bookshelves to new 
aluminium/metal bookshelves. Third, place all photostat machines and copier 
machine far from the area where students doing their learning activities. Lastly, 
maintenance on air ventilation system should always sustain fully to facilitate 
good IAQ throughout.  
 
 
5. Conclusion  
 
In the education world, library has been an important venue for students for 
various reasons no other than to enhance knowledge for the importance of their 
education. Its aim is to develop in them a sense of responsibility for health 
conditions, as librarians and as members of staffs and students. Through these 
research experiments, they would to know the health effects through high level 
of exposure to a VOC gasses in long period of time exposed. With this inputs to 
them, they will learn to behave in a manner conducive to the promotion, 
maintenance or restoration of health. As a whole, renovation of both libraries are 
very much welcome with the intention of having a pleasure and comfortable 
place besides having a good health guaranteed.  
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Abstract  

The poor quality of education had been one of the major problems not only in the 
Philippines but in the US as well (Medina, 1999 and Hodges and Mechlenburg, 2001). 
Ineffective teaching methods were one of the factors contributing to this situation 
(Navarro, 1993). This study sought to determine the teaching methodology preferences 
of secondary science teachers in Cavite, Philippines. Ninety four science teachers from 19 
public secondary schools in Cavite were the respondents of the study. Data were 
gathered through administration of questionnaires. 

Results showed that laboratory method was the highly preferred and most often used 
teaching methodology. Correlation test revealed that experience in teaching, attitude 
towards teaching, attitude towards students, educational attainment and sex had 
negative relationship with teaching methodology preferences; attitude towards teaching, 
students, immediate superiors, experience in teaching and age had positive relationship 
with the extent of use of teaching methodology; and educational attainment was 
negatively correlated with the extent of use of teaching methodology. Inadequate 
laboratory facilities and lack of students’ interest were the most frequently mentioned 
problems encountered in the use of teaching methodology. 

Keywords: science education - teaching methodology preferences 
 
 
 
1. Introduction  

 
Today, the status of education is seriously degrading. Based on Grandfather 
International report1, the unacceptable quality education is a very real and 
serious threat facing our young generations. Indicated in the report that out of 
22 countries which participated in the Third International Math and Science 
Series, United States’ 12th graders got the nineteenth place. In addition, United 
States students scored next to the last worldwide in advanced Mathematics, 
while in Physics, they scored at the very bottom of the heap2. The dismal 
performance of the United States continues even in other subjects and field. 
 
 
 
 1 Hodges M. & Mechlenburg. 2001. Grandfather Economic Report Series, Grandfather Education Report, 

Dangerous Erosion of Education Quality and Productivity. 

2 Ibid 
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Like in the United States, the Commission on Higher Education Report revealed 
very disappointing findings about the status of education in the Philippines. 
Similar complaints were aired by Secretary Gloria saying that the educational 
sector was in a very bad shape3. 
 
Philippine government acknowledged the value of improving educational status. 
As mandated by the Philippine Constitution, the Education sector should receive 
the highest priority in the central government budget. However, from the total 
budget of PhP 118,887,233.00 in the year 2000, 90 percent was allocated to 
personal services, 8.8% was earmarked for maintenance and other operating 
expenses (MOOE), only 1.5% in the total budget of 2000 was combined with 
capital outlay and very low priority was given to quality improvement. Results of 
these are the continuously increasing dropout rate, the declining cohort-survival 
rate in elementary and secondary schools, declining enrolment in private schools 
and the declining performance of students in the National Elementary 
Assessment Test (NEAT) and National Secondary Assessment Test (NSAT). All of 
these are the indicators signaling the need to assess priorities in education 
sector4. 
 
Gloria stated that Science and Technology occupies the major role in the 
country’s development effort as embodied in the medium-term Philippine 
Development Plan for 1993-19975. Gloria further said that the major task of 
Science Education is to produce a generation of citizenry fully equipped with 
essential technical skills and attitudes necessary to live in a world amidst 
technological advancements. 
 
In addition, the Philippines expects much from the teachers when it comes to 
upholding quality education6. Relatively, the quality of education is said to be 
dependent upon the quality of teachers that the system employs. 
 
The methods of the teacher are the vital means by which each day’s learning is 
conveyed to the students. A method appropriate for most students may be 
ineffective for other students who could learn more easily with a different 
approach. Methods of teaching (e.g. graphic or verbal), way of presenting 
information, personality characteristics of teachers - all affect learning and affect 
different learners differently. Thinking about learning styles can lead the teacher 
to think about different ways of teaching. An effective teacher needs to vary 
techniques and should have an armamentum of teaching methods and learning 
activities that can be drawn upon from moment to moment or from week to 
week to facilitate maximum learning for as many students as possible. 
 
 3 Medina, M.N. 1999. Attitude, Job Satisfaction and Teaching Performance of 

Elementary School Teachers in the District of Bacoor I, Bacoor, Cavite. Cavite State 
University, Indang, Cavite 

4 Philippine Education Indicators. 2001 
5 Llagas, A.B. 1997. The Effects of Science-Technology Society (STS) Teaching 
Approach on the Achievement of Pupils in General Science 4. Master’s Thesis, De La 
Salle University, Manila 

6 Medina, M.N. 1999. Attitude, Job Satisfaction and Teaching Performance of 
Elementary School Teachers in the District of Bacoor I, Bacoor, Cavite. Cavite State 
University, Indang, Cavite 
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In line with this, restructured curriculum emphasizes the use of innovative, 
interdisciplinary, and integrative mode of instructional delivery, whenever these 
modes are possible and appropriate. 
 
The foregoing discussion implies that teachers are considered as the main 
contributing factor to improve quality education. The heaviest role in molding 
and developing better individuals of the society is also given to the teachers. 
Teachers’ demographic, sociological and psychological characteristics also 
influence the development of the student.  
 
To meet those expectations from the teachers, they are using variety of teaching 
methodologies as their weapons. 
 
From these observations, the following questions were raised: What are the 
teaching methodology preferences of secondary science teachers in South 
Cavite? Are there factors contributing to their teaching methodology 
preferences? 
 
 
2. Methodology 

 
The study was conducted in nineteen public schools in South Cavite namely: 
Alfonso NHS, Amadeo NHS, Anuling NHS, Asis NHS, Bendita NHS, Caluangan 
NHS, Cavite State University Science High School, Gen. E. Aguinaldo NHS 
(Bailen), Halang Banay-banay NHS, Kaytitinga NHS, Luksuhin NHS, Lumampong 
NHS, Indang NHS (Annex), Palocpoc NHS, Pangil NHS, Tagaytay City NHS, 
Tagaytay City Science NHS, talon NHS, and Taywanak NHS. 

 
The respondents of the study were the 94 science teachers of nineteen public 
secondary schools in the South Cavite. 
 
The data were gathered by means of questionnaires. Before the administration of 
the instruments, permission was asked from the Schools’ Division 
Superintendent and Principals of different schools. 
 
The questionnaires had three parts: Part I was about the Demo-Socio -
psychological Characteristics of the respondents; part II was about the Teaching 
Methodology Preferences and the Extent of Use; and Part III were about the 
problems encountered in the use of preferred methods. 
 
Descriptive statistics such as frequencies, means and percentages were used to 
describe the responses and to summarize the data. Logistic regression was used 
to determine the predictors of the preferences and extent of use of various 
teaching methodologies. Significant factors were selected through backward 
elimination. Responses to the preferences and extent of use were categorized 
into two: highly preferred and less preferred for the preferences; more often and 
less often for the extent of use. For those methods making use of software, 
hardware and computer, responses were grouped into those who used the 
technique and those who had not used the technique. 
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In the light of the study, the major variables considered in the study were 
operationally defined as follows: 
 
Attitude towards teaching was measured by presenting fifteen statements 
regarding the respondents’ feelings towards teaching. This was analyzed by 
obtaining the overall mean scores in fifteen statements. This was categorized 
into extremely favorable if the mean ranged from 4.51 to 5.0; very favorable 
from 3.51 to 4.5; moderately favorable from 2.51 to 3.50; slightly favorable 
from 1.51 to 2.50 and unfavorable if the mean ranged from 1.0 to 1.50. 
 
Attitude towards students was measured by presenting ten statements about the 
respondents’ feelings towards students. This was analyzed by obtaining the 
overall mean scores in the ten statements. This was categorized into extremely 
favorable if the mean ranged from 4.51 to 5.0, very favorable from 3.51 to 4.50; 
moderately favorable from 2.51 to 3.50; slightly favorable 1.51 to 2.50 and 
unfavorable if the mean ranged from 1.0 to 1.50. 
 
Attitude towards superiors was measured by presenting five statements 
regarding the respondents’ feelings towards their immediate superiors. This was 
analyzed by obtaining the overall mean scores in five statements. This was 
categorized into extremely favorable if the mean ranged from 4.51 to 5.0; very 
favorable from 3.51 to 4.50; moderately favorable from 2.51 to 3.50; slightly 
favorable from 1.51 to 2.50 and unfavorable if the mean ranged from 1.0 to 
1.50. 
 
Teaching methodology Preferences was measured by presenting different 
teaching methodologies grouped into time-tested method; innovative method; 
using hardwares and softwares and the computer-based instruction. 
Respondents were asked to rate the different method as to: 5 – Extremely 
Preferred; 4 – Highly Preferred; 3 – Moderately Preferred; 2 – Slightly Preferred; 
and 1 – Not Preferred. This was dichotomized into highly preferred and less 
preferred. 
 
Extent of Use of Teaching Methodologies was measured by presenting different 
teaching methodologies grouped into time-tested method, innovative method; 
using hardwares and softwares and the computer-based instruction. 
Respondents were asked to rate the different methods as to: 5- Very Often; 4 – 
Often; 3 – Fairly Often; 2 – Seldom; and 1 – Not at all. This was categorized into 
more often and less often method for the first and second group. For those 
methods making use of hardware, software and computer, methods were 
categorized into those who used the technique and those who have not used the 
technique. 
 
 
3. Results 

 
The secondary science teachers were relatively young having a mean age of 33. 
Majority were female, married, specialized in Science, with MA/MS units and had 
attended seminars/training programs. Less than one-half had one to ten years of 
teaching experience. 
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Findings showed that majority of the respondents had a very favorable attitude 
towards teaching, students and immediate superiors. 
 
Results revealed that laboratory method, recitation, drill and practice, 
cooperative learning, discussion, problem solving, written assignment, 
demonstration, brainstorming, lecture-demonstration, project method and role 
playing were the highly preferred methodologies. 
 
On the other hand, deductive, panel discussion, modular approach, TV with 
VHS/VCD/DVD, overhead projector, movies, slides, lecture, case studies, field 
trip and computer-aided instruction were the less preferred teaching 
methodologies. 
 
Findings also showed that the most often used teaching methodologies by the 
secondary science teachers were: laboratory method, cooperative learning, 
discussion, drill and practice, recitation, problem solving, written assignment, 
demonstration, brainstorming and lecture demonstration. 
 
On the contrary, the less often used teaching methodologies were modular 
approach, field tip, movies, overhead projector, TV with VHS/VCD/DVD, slides, 
lecture, case studies, role playing, panel, and computer-aided instruction. 
 
Correlation test revealed that experience in teaching, attitude towards teaching, 
attitude towards students, educational attainment and sex had a negative 
relationship with teaching methodology preferences. 
 
Analysis also showed that attitude towards teaching, attitude towards students, 
attitude towards immediate superior, experience in teaching and age were found 
to have a positive relationship with the extent of use of teaching methodology. 
 
On the other hand, educational attainment was found to have a negative 
relationship with the extent of use of teaching methodology. 
 
Inadequate laboratory facilities and lack of interest of students were the most 
frequently mentioned problems encountered in the use of a teaching 
methodology. 
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Abstract 

While many academic conferences on teaching and technology are discussing the merits 
of the virtual classroom in terms of e-chats, polling functions, and video-streamed 
lectures, students are remixing video, audio, and other digital files, constructing 3D 
animations and multiple avatar-based identities, and playing high-end multiplayer video 
games in which they interact seamlessly with peers around the globe. This paper focuses 
on the impact and potential of virtual 3D internet environments on higher education as 
part of the learning metaverse that fosters advanced knowledge production – 
transdisciplinary research, higher level pattern recognition, and individual agency in the 
construction and mediation of multiple complex lifeworlds. Using the virtual environments 
of Second Life and the Croquet Project as case studies, we examine the potential and 
actual promise for tertiary education of 3D immersive technology to develop metamodal 
mastery – the mastery of textual and non-textual objects and data across diverse fields 
and modes. 

Keywords: higher education - virtual environments - transdisciplinarity 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 
Current scholarship concerning the effects of digital technologies on the learning 
environment is not keeping up with changes in the very technologies it 
addresses. Further, even the most cutting edge educational technologies are 
significantly less sophisticated than those routinely experienced by today’s 
students through the video game and motion picture industries. While many 
academic conferences on teaching and technology are still discussing the merits 
of the virtual classroom in terms of e-chats, polling functions, and video-
streamed lectures synchronized with PowerPoint, students are remixing video, 
audio, and other digital files, constructing 3D animations and multiple avatar-
based identities, and playing, customizing, and hacking into extremely high-end 
multiplayer video games in which they interact seamlessly with peers in real time 
around the globe. Far from guiding the development of new technologies for 
learning and providing the literacies needed to navigate these new horizons, our 
educational system, and its experts, are falling behind the benchmarks set by 
the corporate, military, and entertainment industries, impeded by approaches to 
knowledge creation and dissemination constructed for the age of print and ill-
suited for the complexity and speed of change in today’s technologically 
saturated world. The educational digital divide between educators and students 
is getting larger every day. 
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Our focus is the impact and potential of virtual 3D internet environments on 
higher education as part of the learning metaverse that fosters many of the 
ideals of advanced knowledge production – transdisciplinary research, higher 
level pattern recognition, and individual agency in the construction and 
mediation of multiple and complex lifeworlds (Welshons, 2006). Using two 
contemporary virtual environments – Second Life <http://secondlife.org/> and 
The Croquet Project http://www.opencroquet.org/index.php/Main_Page> - we 
examine the potential and actual promise for tertiary education of 3D immersive 
technology to develop metamodal mastery, suggesting metamodal mastery as a 
more appropriate alternative to multimodal literacy that acknowledges the ability 
to work across different modes (Kahn & Kellner, 2005; Kress & Jewitt, 2003; 
Kress & Van Leeuwen, 1996). 
 
 
2. Shifting Boundaries between Academic Disciplines  
 
Kress, Jewitt, and Isatsarelis (2000) describe the shift from modernism to 
postmodernism as one of destabilization in which the firm boundaries that 
structured the modern, industrialized systems and hierarchies become fluid and 
negotiable. This applies as much to the framings of the primary, secondary, and 
tertiary levels of education that they examine, as to the disciplinary categories 
by which the North American university traditionally has been structured and 
through which expertise within that institution has been recognized. Universities 
have responded to these changes with varying degrees of enthusiasm. On the 
external public level, the epistemological blurring of academic boundaries has 
been articulated in marketing and recruitment literature as interdisciplinary, an 
opportunity to see the world through different lenses. Privately, however, in the 
internal professional realms of the academy – dissertation defenses, academic 
journals, and tenure reviews, – the disciplinary divisions are still strongly 
maintained. Bodies of knowledge articulated as disciplines are more than 
discursively realized, they are concretely situated within sites of education 
(Kress, Jewitt, & Isatsarelis, 2000) such as academic departments, faculty 
offices, and classrooms. In order to engage in transdisciplinary research, scholars 
must cross both conceptual and geographical boundaries into spaces where they 
are literally ‘strangers in a strange land’.  
 
To clarify what we mean by the notion of transdisciplinary, a differentiation 
between the terms interdisciplinary, multidisciplinary, and transdisciplinary is 
needed. Here we draw on explorations of these differences occurring in two very 
different fields – science and visual design. The work of Gibbons, Limoges, 
Nowotny, Schwartzmann, Scott, and Trow (1994) on Mode 2 theory of 
knowledge production focuses on context driven research that is embedded in 
the context of application and driven by problem-solving outside the traditional 
disciplinary distinctions. Within this dynamic, interdisciplinary teams collaborate 
on the development of approaches and concepts to problems that are a 
hybridization of their individual disciplinary affiliations. Gibbons et al. (1994) 
distinguish transdisciplinarity from multi- or interdisciplinarity because the 
resulting solutions do not necessarily derive from traditional disciplinary frames, 
nor do they necessarily form new disciplines (Nowotny, Scott, & Gibbons, 2003).  
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Marshall and Pengelly (2006, 2007) posit, in light of their studies in industrial 
design, architecture collaborations, and fine art practice, that various computer 
technologies have been used to navigate and transverse disciplinary boundaries. 
Further, they argue that an increasing number of practitioners are able and 
willing to work across designated discipline domains and they hypothesize this 
has enabled a model of practice to emerge that engages cross-disciplinary 
discourse and yields convergence between distinct domains. Marshall and 
Pengelly (2006) employ transdisciplinarity in a way that ignores hierarchical 
distinctions, particularly of architecture, art, and design discourse and practice, 
and look to referencing from an expanded cultural field that can lead to new 
opportunities, often in the ‘terrain vague’ or conceptual space between 
disciplinary practices. This transdisciplinary position effectively acknowledges 
creative approaches to knowledge production that synthesizes epistemologies 
and methodologies from inside disciplinary frames to spaces outside these 
frames, where innovative and unique ideas and solutions can emerge. 
  
In essence, transdisciplinary practices explored from the realms of design and 
science are not just postmodernist manifestations of destabilization, they 
represent the transformation of actual disciplinary practices and artifacts to the 
virtual realm proposed by Pierre Levy in Becoming Virtual (1998). Levy (1998) 
describes the process of virtualization as one wherein objects and events become 
de-territorialized from physical space to a non-material realm; detached from 
their original contexts, easily shared among communities of interest, 
transforming individual users through a process of heterogenesis – shifts in both 
media and media users as each is increasingly shaped by digital media use. 
 
 
3. From Multimodal Literacy to Metamodal Mastery 
 
We see Levy’s (1998) process of virtualization as particularly relevant to the 
digital dissemination of data, illustrations, text, and artifacts through which 
disciplinary boundaries are fluidly crossed. This kind of process was recently 
acknowledged in Our Cultural Commonwealth: The Report of the American 
Council of Learned Societies Commission on Cyberinfrastructure for Humanities 
and Social Sciences (Welshons, 2006), endorsing the potential of digital media to 
support the relatively seamless study of textual and non-textual objects and data 
in many fields. 
 
We believe there is an inherent affinity between the virtual metaverse and 
transdisciplinary education. Both are characterized by permeable boundaries that 
require a broad palate of technical, analytical, and critical knowledge and skills 
on the part of both novice and expert, variously conceptualized as technoliteracy, 
multiliteracy, critical media, visual, informational, and multimodal literacies 
(Kahn & Kellner, 2005; Kress, Jewitt, & Isatsarelis, 2000; Kress & Jewitt, 2003; 
Kress & van Leeuwen, 1996). Given that the virtual world is a visually mediated 
space in which print objects are embedded rather than a print dominated 
environment where the visual takes a supporting role, it is not surprising that so 
many of these new literacies are focused on nonlinguistic semiotic modes. For 
this reason, in our articulation of metamodal mastery we reject the term literacy 
and its privileging of language in favour of the term ‘mastery,’ which is less 
constrained in its modal affiliation than the notion of literacy and focuses more 
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on outcomes (mastery) than on the means (skills required to do reach them). 
Mastery, hence, effectively defers the question of the representational mode in 
favour of level of competency. 
  
The notion of metamodal focuses more on a metalevel of disciplinarity that 
emphasizes the ability to see patterns between and strategically select and 
combine usually unconnected fields of knowledge, than on the specific norms 
within a particular field. It emphasizes semiotic effects and potentials of a myriad 
of objects, data, and ideas juxtaposed with those from different fields. We 
believe the knowledges and skills needed to master tools that “support and 
enable discovery, visualization, and analysis of patterns” (Welshons, 2006, p. 
25) and enable users to navigate with confidence through an infrastructure “that 
supports remixing, recontextualization, insight and investigation” (Welshons, 
2006, p. 25) are often left unarticulated or acknowledged as distinct in the 
literature. 

 
Our preliminary definition of metamodal mastery then, is the ability to create, 
analyze, and synthesize data, artifacts, epistemologies, and vocabularies from a 
variety of fields in a variety of modes and media, especially those that are 
virtual. It remains to be seen if this conceptualization holds up to closer scrutiny 
across fields; for now we see this term as emphasizing an aspect of 
transdisciplinarity that is underdeveloped in the literature and critical for 
navigating the metaverse. 
 
 
4. Two Higher Education Virtual Learning Environments 
 
We have chosen to focus on the use of 3D immersive and interactive worlds as 
sites of education because we see this evolution of computer technology as the 
first truly unique manifestation of the potential of digital media since the 
introduction of hypertext. Much of the emphasis on new media in education 
generally, and within the university specifically, has been on the degree of 
difference between face to face and full or partial technically mediated learning 
situations in terms of student satisfaction, grades, and quality of social 
interaction: peer-to-peer and student-to-teacher. The bulk of these studies focus 
on proprietary technologies such as learning management systems (Blackboard, 
Web CT, Moodle, and Sakai), multifunctional conferencing software supporting 
video streaming, synchronized PowerPoint slides, chat and polling functions, and 
podcasts (e.g. MediaSite Live and Breeze). 

  
These environments are typically used to develop what Peter Horsfield (2003) 
calls ‘pseudo-reality’ in that they mirror or imitate the traditional classroom 
dynamics, usually in the context of increasing access or flexibility in the time or 
site of learning rather than qualitatively transforming the educational site. They 
extend the reach of traditional practices much in the same way that personal 
computers have been used largely to facilitate and extend traditional 
representational and communication activities, e.g., e-mail, storing and 
displaying photographs, and editing video. Only recently has computer 
technology begun to realize new frontiers that are unique. The rise of immersive 
3D environments is the first visually-based evolution of the qualities Horsfield 
identifies as moving beyond merely imitating reality to also being creative, 
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having “not just an ‘as if’ but ‘not quite’ character, but also a ‘what if’ quality as 
well” (Horsfield, 2003, p. 5). 
  
Immersive 3D worlds are the mainstay of the multibillion dollar gaming industry, 
where the seemingly insatiable public demand for multiplayer, narrative-based 
games has financed the development of extremely realistic graphics and 
complex, unpredictable scenarios where players have a significant impact on the 
options available to them and subsequently the story lines that unfold. Public 
interest in these media has led to the recent introduction of professional leagues 
of video gamers, a development that promises to rival traditional sports venues 
for entertainment dollars. 
 
Even the university has not remained unaffected by the interest in 3D worlds as 
the two following virtual environments illustrate. We examine their use in tertiary 
level education at an early stage in their implementation. Are they being used 
merely to replicate and extend traditional classrooms, or are virtual worlds 
beginning to morph into Horsfield’s ‘what if’ scenarios? Is there any evidence of 
metamodal learning and mastery being supported in these environments? We 
are focusing our examination of virtual environments on those that are 
accessible without the use of head gear or other technology beyond a computer 
screen and the internet. 
 
 
5. Second Life 
 
Developed by Linden Research, Inc (San Francisco) and often referred to as the 
Linden Lab, Second Life (SL) <http://secondlife.org> is a new, 3D, open-source 
virtual world inhabited and created by its users. A downloadable client program 
enables its users, who are referred to as Residents, to interact with each other 
through avatars, personas of their own creation. These interactions form an 
advanced level of social networking: meetings, exploration, socialization, 
participation in group and individual activities, and the creation and trading of 
virtual property and services with each other. One of a variety of virtual worlds, 
SL is inspired by the cyberpunk genre. The stated goal of Linden Lab is to create 
a world that is user-defined and in which people can interact, play, communicate, 
and transact business (Second Life, 2007). At the time of writing, SL had over 
7.5 million residents and almost 2 million US dollars were exchanged virtually in 
early July 2007. 
 
SL offers a contemporary 3D virtual learning environment and community, 
beyond historic brick-and-mortar buildings that comprise higher education 
physical campuses and learning spaces, opening up a world where an endless 
array of multimodal technologies can form new possibilities for the educative 
process and are welcomed beyond the normal print text emphasis in higher 
education. SL as a virtual classroom is embraced by major colleges and 
universities, including Harvard, Vassar, University College Dublin, Elon 
University, New York University, Stanford University, Delft University of 
Technology, AFEKA TEL-Aviv Academic College Engineering, and so on (Second 
Life, 2007). This type of virtual environment illustrates the kind of learning space 
attuned to those Web 2.0 students who keep updated and informed about 
current cyber developments through, for example, social networking sites such 
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as Facebook and grassroots information networks disseminated through Wikis 
and blogs. 
 
One of the most notable examples of SL in higher education, to date, is the 
Harvard Law School (HLS) offering CyberOne: Law in the Court of Public Opinion 
first offered by Professor Charles Nesson in September 2006. The course 
premise, articulated in the HLS online catalog at 
<http://www.law.harvard.edu/academics/courses/2006-07/?view=print_all>, “is 
that corporate domination of entertainment media, laws, and news can be 
balanced by voices of individuals, groups, and universities who use new media 
intelligently” (2007) and we challenge students to do this by choosing an issue of 
concern to them and using the media we study to make the case for change in 
the course of public opinion. 
 

CyberOne Law meeting in SL on Berkman Island 
 
Although the CyberOne focus is specifically a law course, it smoothly expands 
normal academic borders in its simultaneous engagement of three very differing 
communities of participants: Harvard Law School students, Harvard Extension 
School students, and Internet Users “At Large”. The course uses an array of 
Internet spaces: the CyberOne website location 
<http://blogs.law.harvard.edu/cyberone/>, video, blogs, podcasts, wikis, and 
the three student groups converging in the virtual environment of SL. The 
difference, however, in the Harvard offering to other higher education online 
learning venues, is the course students study the many different media 
technologies used to understand how their inherent characteristics and modes of 
distribution affect the public legal arguments they make using the technologies 
<http://blogs.law.harvard.edu/cyberone/>. Through project-based assignments, 
individual and collaborative, course students employ the technologies to make 
their own arguments in the online course of public opinion; thus the technologies 
are intended to expand possibilities for how they construct and put forward new 
legal argumentation illustrating Levy’s (1998) process of virtualization. 
 
SL well facilitates the possibility of disciplinary border crossings and an array of 
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metamodal mastery educative possibilities that expand traditional text-bordered 
expressions of the written word on paper. In CyberOne, students are immersed 
in cross-community course foci through project-based assignments using 
technologies to shape, advance, and study their virtual legal argumentation. SL, 
beyond the single discipline focus as in the CyberOne Law course, can be 
employed cross disciplinarily using multimodal technologies to demonstrate 
learning and mastery through diverse media – text, image, video, sound, 
metadata, podcasting, and so on – in ways meaningful to education in our 
twenty-first century global and digital contexts. 
 
The first CyberOne offering in September 2006 has received some feedback, 
however, it is still early in relation to more thorough research and analysis of the 
course. Some initial course reviews note positive developments. John G. Palfrey 
VI, executive director of Harvard’s Berkman Center (that deployed the Second 
Life Berkman Island environment) and Clinical Professor of Law, comments that 
“one thing we don’t do enough at Harvard or as teachers anywhere is to 
introduce people to new technologies” (Nolan, 2006). Enrolled students have 
responded positively: William James, an Extension School student working 
towards a legal studies citation, observes “there are obvious differences 
[between a course in Second Life and real life], which can detract from or add to 
the experience. Some people don’t have the confidence to interact in a 
classroom, especially with one of the world’s greatest law professors, but can do 
so in Second Life” (Nolan, 2006). 
 
The CyberOne experiment is seemingly successful for Harvard’s Berkman Center 
and the Extension School held another SL course in Spring 2007 – Internet and 
Society: Technologies and Politics of Control In Fall 2007 Nesson taught Virtual 
Worlds at the Extension School (Lamont, 2007). Ian Lamont (2007), interviewing 
students about their CyberOne learning experience in SL, reports that once 
students learned how to function in the more chaotic SL environment (everyone 
can speak at the same time), they enjoyed a strong sense of community, they 
developed new sets of classrooms norms, and some students who struggle with 
formal writing assignments found it much easier expressing themselves in a SL 
environment and turning in their work on the courseware website. Various 
students positively commented on working in an unrestrained environment that 
gave a range of expression which does not really exist when one is typing out a 
response paper and turning it in. The SL webcast allows students to attend the 
class as many times as they desire, facilitating enhanced learning, particularly 
with a replaying of course meetings on one’s iPod irrelevant of physical time and 
location. 
  
The data available, thus far, about the CyberOne course and SL is mainly 
positive social commentary on what transpired in the virtual environment. Not 
yet available is research analyzing how the SL course and its immersive 
technologies shape student development of legal argumentation, knowledge, and 
public opinion, and how this varies from the face to face classroom and other 
online learning technologies. In order to obtain this data, sustained, 
theoretically-based, systematic research over a series of CyberOne Law course 
offerings is needed. 
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6. The Croquet Project 
 
The Croquet Project <http://www.opencroquet.org/index.php/Main_Page> is 
based on the philosophy of Alan Kay and his mentor Seymour Papert, 
emphasizing constructivism and a repositioning of the learner as an active agent 
in the learning process (Papert & Harl, 1991). The Croquet Consortium is an 
international industry and university collaboration of volunteers from developing 
a freely downloadable, open-source, 3D environment that operates peer-to-peer 
so no servers (thus no regulatory control) are required beyond those needed to 
get on the internet. The Croquet architecture focuses on context based 
collaboration inside a 3D shared space, where users can see each other and what 
they are currently working on (Smith, Kay, Raab, & Reed, 2003). 
 
Unlike SL, the Croquet architecture is entirely built by users employing a 
developer’s language called Squeak; there is no visual separation between 
development space and the user interface. This means that all maintenance and 
fixes happen in full view of users. It is a cross platform application that works 
equally well on Mac, PC, and Linux based computers and requires a bandwidth in 
only the tens of kilobytes range (Smith, et al., 2003). 
  
In 2006, a developer’s tool kit was released and Croquet entered a new phase of 
widespread development as people with no prior training in computer science or 
programming began to experiment with the software. More experimental than 
the SL Harvard CyberOne Law course, most of the Croquet Projects developed 
during this preliminary iteration eschew the traditional classroom space in favour 
of more exploratory environments, exemplifying Horsfield’s ‘what if’ possibilities 
of the virtual environment. 
 
A particularly interesting example is the Arts Metaverse Project being developed 
at the University of British Columbia <http://artsmetaverse.arts.ubc.ca/>. 
Leveraging the ability of Croquet to build unique environments, Arts Metaverse 
constructs educational sites in places normally inaccessible because of time and 
space limitations such as Machu Picchu in Peru. When combined with OGRE 3D, 
an open source graphics engine, the resulting Ancient Spaces environments were 
even more visually detailed <http://ancient.arts.ubc.ca/index.html> and include 
ancient Athens and Egypt as well as an ancient Nisga’a village, a First Nation’s 
settlement on the northwest coast of Canada. 
 

3D reconstruction of a Nisga’a village using OGRE 3D and Croquet 
 
The project was the brainchild of three undergraduate students at the University 
of British Columbia in 2003 who wanted to develop a massively multiplayer world 
in which to explore ancient antiquity. A multidisciplinary team including students 
from fields as diverse as classical studies and computer science, along with staff 
from the Faculty of Art Instructional Support and Information Technology (Arts 
ISIT) unit at the university, launched the project in 2004. With initial funding of 
$80,000, the project exemplifies the principles laid out in Our Cultural 
Commonwealth: The Report of the American Council of Learned Societies’ 
Commission on Cyber infrastructure for Humanities and Social Sciences to enable 
students, scholars, and the general public “to explore connections within a 
cultural record that is now scattered across libraries, archives, museums, 
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galleries and private collections around the world” by creating “an integrated, 
digital representation of the cultural record, connecting its disparate parts and 
making the resulting whole more available” (Welshons, 2006, p. 14). 
The first course taught in this environment was UBC’s Landscapes and 
Architecture of Pacific Northwest First Peoples. When the course was translated 
into a 3D 

environment, Nancy Mackin, the course instructor, shifted the grading scheme 
from essay to construction of a 3D presentation in which students were 
encouraged to cross disciplinary boundaries and to work in groups with students 
in other fields. The software became a mode of communication across different 
discourse communities, among the students who were from archeology, 
architecture, landscape architecture, and First Nations Studies. In Star and 
Griesemer’s (1989) thinking, the virtual world is a boundary object or something 
that operates as a functional scaffold between people or frames from different 
communities of practice. By enabling students to construct buildings or manage 
landscapes in this virtual world, Mackin observed that the space helped students 
“to understand that spaces are something with which people and other species 
interact, not aesthetic, abstract creations … history is something influenced by 
individuals creating and responding to change rather than as a series of events.… 
This in turn has implications for science, as the process of interweaving 
Traditional Knowledge (First Nations Knowledge) with Western Science has been 
verified by world agencies including the United Nations as vital to ecological and 
cultural diversity” (N. Mackin, pers. commun., 5 July 2007). 
 
In effect, the Ancient Spaces environment ‘de-literalized’ the students’ 
understanding of the Nisga’a village – re-contextualizing it from its linguistic 
representation in the regular face to face course where visuals support the text 
description and discussion to a visual and spatially realized realm where the 
students’ acts of construction are epistemologically integral to understanding 
historically what had impacted actual settlement. Here, the visual does not 
merely illustrate an authorative narrative retelling of the truth; it became a 
semiotically complex process of deconstructing and reconstructing the village 
with full realization of the effects and implications inherent in the modes and 
processes used – in other words, this course developed the students’ metamodal 
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mastery which opened up opportunities for a more complex and engaging site of 
learning. In the terminology of the New London School (1996), the Arts 
Metaverse Ancient Spaces Project essentially redesigns the ancient world by 
recombining fragments of the cultural records separated in time and space in 
ways that not only make more accessible that which was lost, but reconfigures 
the lifeworlds of users relative to their cultural pasts in the process. This is a 
different outcome and focus than that of the SL CyberOne Law course and one 
that more strongly utilizes the unique potential of virtual worlds to cross 
disciplinary boundaries and foster higher level thinking.  
 
 
7. Conclusion 
 
The Croquet Project and to a lesser degree, Second Life, provide highly 
suggestive examples of the inherent compatibility of virtual environments and 
transdisciplinary metamodal modes of inquiry and representation. To function 
with agency in the twenty-first century, tertiary level educators and students 
need to develop metamodal mastery of the creative possibilities available in an 
extraordinary range of modes, both available and emergent. 
 
However, before virtual environments can take their place as a dominant media 
of representation, they must overcome several obstacles. First, the benchmark of 
visual quality in the virtual world has been set by the entertainment industry at a 
level unmatched outside the economic power of the industry. The production of 
this level of quality requires software and hardware far beyond the budgets and 
expertise of any other sector. Research funding in universities is not adequate to 
meet the ongoing demands of this technology, and until this changes, virtual 
worlds in the educational sector will continue to be rendered in animation-style 
graphics that appear both simplistic, and often, childish. This is not just an 
aesthetic issue, it also prevents the degree of detailing that would be required to 
render details finely enough to support close examination. The funding issue in 
higher education needs to be addressed so that it possesses the research, 
development, and financial support to build convincing 3D immersive 
environments to metamodally develop appropriate learning mastery and 
knowledge shaping venues for students and educators in a digitally saturated 
world.  
 
Second, as of yet, there exists a lack of understanding on how to create 
pedagogically appropriate materials and learning environments for the 3D world. 
While the Arts Metaverse provides strong models for further development, we 
need more innovative approaches in other fields and domains in order to 
understand the learning potential of the media. We do not yet have a clear 
understanding of the competencies that lead to metamodal mastery, nor do we 
have mechanisms and structures for recognizing and acknowledging this type of 
ability. Almost every system of recognition in our society is based on mastery 
within a single sphere of expertise. 
 
These gaps in our knowledge and educational institutions are areas in which 
there is pressing need for more transdisciplinary research and experimentation. 
The generation of tech-savvy students coming through the current educational 
systems and moving towards a future we can hardly imagine today, need the 
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knowledge bases so strongly argued for in the research of Kress, Jewitt, 
Marshall, Pengelly, van Leeuwen, the New London Group, and many others. 
Following in their footsteps, we urge sustained, theoretically-based, systematic 
research to more clearly develop and implement virtual transdisciplinary 
metamodal mastery in higher education. 
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Abstract 

Communication education for managers remains undervalued, including in the area of 
knowledge management (KM). As a consequence, many KM professionals design KM 
initiatives without understanding how knowledge creation and sharing is enabled by 
organisational communication (OC). This paper reports research across two somewhat 
distinct scholarly fields – KM and OC – emphasising communication climate’s role in 
facilitating knowledge sharing. It proposes that communication audits provide a measure 
of willingness to share knowledge and information by providing data on perceptions of 
other organisational members’ communication openness. 

The research results highlight that: 

1. KM initiatives are only as good as the knowledge staff have about how KM 
facilities can be incorporated into their work activities; 

2. Higher levels of willingness to share knowledge are associated with 
communication in interpersonal contexts, except when that communication is with top 
management; and 

3. Lower levels of willingness are associated with communication experiences in 
organisational contexts. 

These findings demonstrate that education in organisational communication is a 
necessity for managers of organisational knowledge processes. 

Keywords – knowledge management - knowledge sharing - organisational 
communication - organisational communication climate - communication audits 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
This paper reports on research exploring the role of organisational 
communication climate in enabling the sharing of organisational knowledge. We 
argue that organisational communication climate is an unrecognised knowledge 
enabler, an indispensable element for the development of organisational 
knowledge, and consequently a vital tool for those managing knowledge 
management (KM) per se.  
 
Davenport, Prusak, and Strong (2008:1) recently stated that “knowledge 
management, in practice, has fallen short of its goal of transforming the way 
companies work” because “many firms have focused solely on disseminating 
knowledge via technology, ignoring the other aspects of knowledge 
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management.” They point out that “organizations need a broader management 
strategy, one that addresses how they are creating, sharing and using 
knowledge.” 
 
Although still debated, it is generally accepted that tacit knowledge is the basis 
for competitive advantage — tacit knowledge is difficult to replicate, so using it 
as a basis for knowledge creation can provide the type of innovation that delivers 
competitive advantage and provides a concrete road to organisational survival. 
And, given that tacit knowledge is shared through human interaction, the 
centrality of communication in knowledge management is obvious — it 
encourages greater cross-fertilisation, and thereby knowledge sharing, within 
organisations. Whilst the role of communication in knowledge management 
processes is slowly gaining attention in the research and practitioner literature, 
there is still little treatment of how perceptions of communication relationships 
between organisational members influences knowledge sharing. This connection 
has yet to be established, since very few major studies in the literature address 
it. 
 
So the perceptions of communication relationships is still inadequately explored 
in detail in KM literature and research, and it does not form a core part of 
management, let alone knowledge management education. Nor does the field of 
organisation communication (OC) engage sufficiently with the issue of KM. 
Consequently, there is inadequate communication education for knowledge 
managers, thereby increasing the possibility of failed KM processes. 
 
In the current research we focus on the nexus between organisational 
communication and knowledge management through demonstrating that a 
positive organisation communication climate is needed for knowledge sharing to 
occur. The term ‘knowledge management’ is understood here as a method for 
simplifying and improving the process of sharing, distributing, creating, and 
understanding a company's knowledge (Nonaka & Konno, 1998). We adopt 
Brooking's (1999) human-centred knowledge management perspective in this 
paper, acknowledging that, since all knowledge could never be made explicit, a 
good knowledge management system should simulate what a super well-
informed, well-networked individual could do (Brooking 1999 in Dattero, Galup, 
and Quan 2007). The term ‘communication climate’ is used here to represent the 
extent to which organisation members perceive that the communication norms 
within their organisation are characterised by factors such as openness, honesty, 
and trust. 
 
In examining the nexus between communication climate and knowledge sharing, 
the research reported here seeks to answer the question: How do perceptions of 
other organisational members’ openness influence one’s own openness with 
other organisational members (i.e. one’s own knowledge sharing)? The research 
does so by focussing on the perceived communication openness of other 
organisation members; the perceived effectiveness of organisation 
communication channels; the perceived supportiveness of organisation 
relationships including perceived trust between organisation members; and how 
efforts to improve communication climate positively influence knowledge sharing. 
Related propositions are that the organisation’s knowledge sharing reward 
systems will positively influence organisational knowledge sharing; and the 
organisation’s structure will influence organisational knowledge sharing. The 
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research posits that communication audits can be used to gauge organisation 
members’ knowledge sharing and creation potential. Overall, it reveals, that such 
communication understandings are vital for those involved in managing the 
knowledge management process. 
 
 
2. Knowledge Management and Communication Climate 
 
It is generally accepted that in today’s uncertain and dynamic competitive 
environments, organisations must exploit their existing knowledge by 
reallocating it to better known uses, and they must also create new knowledge 
and innovate in order to maintain their markets with improved efficiency and 
with new services and products (Helfat 1997; Lesser 2000; Nahapiet and 
Ghoshal 1998; Senge 1992; Teece, Pisano, and Shuen 1997; Tucker, Meyer, and 
Westerman 1996).  
The type of organisational knowledge that is increasingly providing organisational 
competitive advantage is that which is difficult to replicate (Teece 1998). Such 
knowledge (Endres et al. 2007) has three characteristics: it has high degrees of 
tacitness, dependence, and complexity (Garud and Nayyar 1994). 
 
The management of knowledge has emerged from a number of established 
academic disciplines: information and library science (LIS); computer science 
and information systems (CSIS); strategic management; economics; and 
organisational learning (Pritchard et al. 2000). Each offers differing explanations 
for the emphasis on knowledge. For LIS and CSIS, technological change is a key 
driver (Sviokla 1998); for organisational learning and other areas of 
organisational behaviour, complexity is a driver (Allee 1997); for strategic 
management, market pressure is one driver (Neef 1998), alongside the scarcity 
of expert labour/knowledge (O'Dell and Grayson 1998), or the counterbalance to 
the earlier business process re-engineering; for economics the new economy is 
the key driver with the nature of goods exchanged or produced having changed 
in that intangible inputs have increased in value over hardware (Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation and Development 1996); and for accounting, the driver 
for the emphasis on knowledge is the problem of valuation of businesses in this 
new economy.  
 
Each of the above perspectives also offers a distinctive form of advice or 
knowledge: LIS offers technology to optimise query/response in searching 
scenarios; CSIS offers machinic learning, intranets, groupware, and intelligent 
agents underpinned by an understanding of technological progress; strategic 
management offers distinctive approaches to doing business (e.g. the licensing 
and sale of the process as product) underpinned by an understanding of 
competitive market relations; accounting offers different methods of valuation; 
economics collects statistics and pronounces on the big picture (the rise of 
particular sectors, new goods and services, and the competition between nations 
in the knowledge economy stakes); and organisational behaviour offers a 
suitable learning/talking cure to overcome knowledge bottlenecks or lack of 
innovation and creativity. 
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The research reported here investigates the management of knowledge from the 
perspective of organisational behaviour (see Figure 1.1 below). It also has strong 
links to strategic management in that factors such as trust, power, information 
flow, and rewards and recognition/acknowledgement are elements of both areas. 
The organisational behaviour perspective of knowledge management takes the 
view that knowledge cannot be managed; it can only be enabled. This is because 
it involves human processes that are difficult to quantify and control – creativity, 
conversation, judgement, teaching, and learning (Von Krogh, Ichijo, and Nonaka 
2000; De Castro and Muina 2002; Empsen 2001; Brown and Duguid 1991; 
Nickols 2001; Davenport and Prusak 1998; Jian 2001; Stacey 2000). The 
knowledge-enabling perspective (Von Krogh, Ichijo, and Nonaka 2000) 
emphasises human relationships and effective communication, as well as the 
sharing of local knowledge across an organisation or beyond geographical and 
cultural borders. It is for this reason that, despite the links with the strategic 
management perspective, the study reported here clearly is investigating an 
element of organisational behaviour. 

 
 
Figure 1: The positioning of this research in relation to the disciplines of 
strategic management and organisational behaviour 
 
According to Spender (1996b), organisational knowledge is generally 
characterised as that knowledge which is shared by organisational members. 
Bartol and Srivastava (2002) have defined knowledge sharing as individuals 
sharing organisationally relevant information, ideas, suggestions, and expertise 
(tacit and explicit), with one another. In this sense, then, knowledge sharing 
becomes a crucial element of organisational survival that lies at the heart of 
strategies for dealing effectively with the organisational phenomenon. Similarly, 
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knowledge sharing activities become an indispensable element in an 
organisation’s KM processes (Lee and Ahn 2005).  
Organisational knowledge is first acquired at the individual level (Polanyi 1962 in 
Endres et al. 2007), and effective transformation of knowledge from the 
individual to the organisational level is essential for knowledge to become the 
basis of organisational capability (Kogut and Zander 1993 in Endres et al. 2007). 
 
But, knowledge sharing does not merely enable better exploitation of existing 
knowledge. It also enhances an organisation’s ability to develop new knowledge 
and to innovate (see for instance, Huizing and Bouman 2002; Moran and 
Ghoshal 1999; Williamson 1999). Furthermore, tacit-to-tacit, or person-to-
person, knowledge transfer is the most effective way to share tacit, complex 
knowledge (Lee and Ahn 2005 in Endres et al. 2007). Person-to-person 
knowledge sharing is also more likely to be internalised by the receiver than, for 
example, person-to-document-to-person knowledge transfer (Endres et al. 
2007). This study then focuses on knowledge sharing because of these pivotal 
roles that it plays in the survival of today’s organisations. 
 
Knowledge began to be identified as the primary source of sustainable 
competitive advantage (and thereby an asset) in the “resource-based” view of 
the firm, within the discipline of strategic management (Empsen 2001; Grant 
2002). This view of the firm focuses on resources (or inputs), rather than on 
product markets, as sources of competitive advantage (Barney 1991; Dierchs 
and Cool 1989; Rumelt, Schendel, and Teece 1991). An asset is considered to be 
a source of sustained competitive advantage if it is valuable, rare, and difficult to 
imitate or substitute (Barney 1991; Wernerfelt 1984 in Cabrera and Cabrera 
2002). Whilst a firm’s tangible resources were clearly its capital equipment, 
physical plant, intellectual property (such as patents, copyrights, trade secrets, 
and brand names), raw materials, and human capital (Amit and Shoemaker 
1993; Grant 1991), its knowledge and capabilities were argued to also meet 
these requirements and therefore also be considered a strategic asset (Lado and 
Wilson 1994; Nanda 1996; Spender 1996a). Indeed, various researchers (for 
instance, Amit and Shoemaker 1993; Schulze 1992) began to see a firm’s 
internal capabilities as an example of these less tangible resources (Tucker, 
Meyer, and Westerman 1996), equating to “complex patterns of coordination and 
cooperation between people, and between people and (tangible) resources” 
(Grant 1991:122), and grounded in communicated knowledge (Tucker, Meyer, 
and Westerman 1996). Consequently, communicated knowledge became 
recognised as an important, if not the single most important, source of 
competitive advantage in the 21st century (Daft and Lewin 1993; Grant 1993; 
Nelson and Winter 1982; Schulze 1992).  
 
Thus, the knowledge-based view of the firm gave way to a concrete theoretical 
relationship with organisational communication processes because it links 
communication as the pervasive, underlying force responsible for maintenance 
and dissemination of strategic capabilities based in knowledge (Grant 1993; 
Spender 1993; Tucker, Meyer, and Westerman 1996). It is not that KM literature 
doesn’t recognise the role of OC (although it still does so inadequately), but 
rather that the crucial role of OC education for KM managers remains invisible, 
especially the part played by communication climate in KM processes.  
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Given that knowledge-creating and knowledge-exploitation processes are 
founded on knowledge sharing and that, in turn, knowledge sharing is founded 
on communication and coordination and cooperation between organisational 
members (Grant 1991), it is argued in this research that communication climate 
is a vital consideration for managers in ensuring the viability of their 
organisations.  
If the new economy requires today’s organisations to capitalise on their existing 
knowledge and use it as a framework for the creation of new knowledge, then 
high levels of organisational commitment and willingness to expend innovative 
effort are also vital to the survival of today’s business organisations. Favourable 
organisational communication climates have been related to higher levels of 
organisational commitment, higher levels of communication openness, and 
higher levels of willingness to expend innovative effort (Hosmer 1994b, 1996; 
Ruppel and Harrington 2000).  
 
Goodell (1992) claims that the common theme in definitions of climate given by 
Campbell et al. 1970; Forehand and von Haller Gilmer 1964; Howe 1977; Poole 
1987; Schneider 1975; Taguiri 1968 is that it is the experienced environment of 
the organisation, that it has wide-spread influence, and that it is enduring over 
time. (Goodell 1992:323) states that “It is logical that the environment we 
experience in an organization influences — at least in some part — our 
behavior”. The fact that climate influences behaviour is relevant in the present 
research because, in attempting to create cultures of knowledge sharing, 
organisations are trying to influence the communication behaviours of their 
members, and communication climate is likely to be a key variable useful to 
effect knowledge sharing behaviour. 
 
 
2.1 Organisation communication climate 
 
The communication climate of an organisation refers to the extent and type of 
communication patterns that emerge within that organisation; these patterns are 
partially a function of the perceptions managers and employees have of the 
organisation as a whole. In organisations where the communication climate is 
perceived as open and supportive of communication, a greater number of, and a 
greater degree of participation in, communication relationships can be expected 
(Goldhaber et al. 1979a; Roberts and O'Reilly 1979 in Monge and Eisenberg 
1987:321). The concept of a supportive communication climate can be defined 
as one that reduces perceptions of threat. By contrast a defensive 
communication climate is one which produces perceptions of threat or the 
anticipation of threat (Gibb 1961). 
 
In their review of the literature on organisation climate, Falcione, Sussman, and 
Herden (1987) explain that the idea of an ideal communication climate was 
postulated by Redding (1972) with the dimensions of particular importance 
being: 1) supportiveness; 2) participative-decision making; 3) trust, confidence, 
and credibility; 4) openness and candour; and 5) high performance goals. Based 
on these dimensions, Dennis (1975) developed an organisation climate 
instrument also consisting of five dimensions: 1) superior-subordinate 
communication; 2) perceived quality and accuracy of downward communication; 
3) perceived openness of the superior-subordinate relationship; 4) opportunities 
and degree of influence of upward communication; and 5) perceived reliability of 
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information from subordinates and coworkers. The classic International 
Communication Association (ICA) Communication Audit (Goldhaber et al. 1979b) 
represents a major effort to measure organisational communication climate, and 
the process involves multiple measures: in-depth interviews, a questionnaire, 
network analysis, critical incidents, and diaries. The dimensions measured in the 
ICA Audit are information receiving; information sending; communication 
sources; communication channels; communication follow-up (action taken by 
recievers on communication sent to them); timeliness; accuracy and usefulness 
of information; communication relationships; and communication outcomes. The 
Communication Satisfaction Questionnaire (CSQ; Downs and Hazen 1988) 
represents another major effort to measure organisational communication 
climate. It provides data on eight dimensions of communication satisfaction: 
personal feedback; supervisory communication; subordinate communication; co-
worker communication; organisational integration (information that employees 
receive within their immediate work environments or units; Mueller 2002); 
corporate information (information about the overall functioning of the 
organisation e.g. governing action, organisational changes, company financial 
information; Mueller 2002), communication climatexlix (the level of satisfaction 
with personal and organisational issues such as attitudes, problem 
understanding, motivation, identification; Mueller 2002), and media quality 
(perceptions regarding the effectiveness of the organisation's media e.g. 
meetings, written directives, organisational publications, amount of 
communication). 
 
The communication climate survey used in this research comprised elements of 
the Downs-Hazen Communication Satisfaction Questionnaire (CSQ) and the 
International Communication Association (ICA) Communication Audit. Elements 
of both questionnaires were used because the ICA provides valuable data on 
communication flow, and satisfaction with the amount of information on various 
topics and from various sources, whereas the CSQ provides valuable data on the 
relational aspects of communication satisfaction. 
 
Of greatest relevance to the research reported here are findings by numerous 
researchers that organisational climate influences individuals’ willingness to 
share knowledge (Ali, Pascoe, and Warne 2002; Bock et al. 2005; Dixon 2000; 
Gibbert and Krause 2002; Hinds and Pfeffer 2003; Jarvenpaa and Staples 2000; 
Leonard and Sensiper 1998; Malhotra and Majchrzak 2004; Pascoe and More 
2005; Van den Hooff, Vijvers, and De Ridder 2002). Some of these researchers 
talk explicitly of the link between organisational climate and openness and free-
flowing information (Dixon 2000; Gibbert and Krause 2002; Hinds and Pfeffer 
2003; Jarvenpaa and Staples 2000; Leonard and Sensiper 1998; Malhotra and 
Majchrzak 2004). Others specifically use the term ‘communication climate’ in 
their discussion of these concepts (Ali, Pascoe, and Warne 2002; Pascoe and 
More 2005; Van den Hooff, Vijvers, and De Ridder 2002). To that purpose, the 
study reported here brings together two bodies of research: communication 
climate (with a focus on open employee communication and trust), and 
organisational knowledge sharing. This is depicted in Figure 2. 

                                                 
xlix Downs and Hazen (1988), the authors of the CSQ use the term ‘communication climate’ to refer to the 

perceived effectiveness of the organisation’s communication atmosphere at the organisational level (Mueller 

2002). They are not referring to the more common understanding of the term (Greenbaum 1988). 
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Figure 2 depicts that a favourable communication climate, and trust and 
employee communication in particular, are enablers of information and 
knowledge sharing because: 
 
1. Trust influences preparedness to share knowledge and expend innovative 

effort (Adler 2002; Bokeno and Bokeno 1998; Davenport and Prusak 1998; 
Hosmer 1994a, 1996; Lesser 2000; Ruppel and Harrington 2000) 

2. Trust is influenced by communication climate (Bokeno and Gantt 2000; 
Hosmer 1994a, 1996; Oldham and Kummings 1996; Ruppel and Harrington 
2000) and by actual incidents of communication between people (Costigan, 
Ilter, and Berman 1998; Ruppel and Harrington 2000). 

 
In this study, trust is taken to be “the intention to accept vulnerability based 
upon positive expectations of another’s intentions or behavior” (Rousseau, 
1998).  
 
Data representing respondents’ perceptions of organisational communication flow 
and others’ openness (or knowledge sharing behaviours) appears on the left side 
of Figure 2, and can be collected using a communication audit questionnaire. The 
right side of the diagram represents one’s own communication openness (or 
knowledge sharing behaviour). Since existing communication audit 
questionnaires tend to focus on perceptions of others’ communication behaviours 
more so than on one’s own, this data was collected via interviews, focus groups, 
and participant observation.  
 
 
3. The Research Study 
 
This research study was conducted in a large Australian federal government 
organisation referred to here as CORBIA. It employs around 1700 staff; has 
offices in all state capital cities as well as in Canberra and Darwin; and has an 
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office in a regional location in one of the eastern states, which employs around 
20% of total staff.  
 
Due to a restructure in 2002, resulting in a more distributed organisation 
structure, in the last quarter of 2002 a knowledge management initiative was 
implemented to encourage greater cross-fertilisation and thereby knowledge 
sharing. This restructure and the introduction of the knowledge management 
initiative coincided with the arrival of a new Chief Executive Officer (CEO) whose 
strategic objectives included moving the culture of the organisation to one 
characterised by information sharing. In 2004 this CEO resigned and, in late 
2004, under the new CEO, another restructure occurred. 
 
The 2002 knowledge management initiative was introduced to encourage the 
flow of information between offices and divisions, and was one of the CEO’s four 
objectives for the organisation for his three-year term. The initiative comprised a 
suite of activities including: 
incorporating information sharing activities and key performance indicators for 

them in employees’ performance agreements (these were, however, removed 
from employees’ performance agreements at the end of 2005) 

running regular information seminars 
developing a network of Knowledge Management Champions (KMCs), training 

them, and keeping them informed about CORBIAshare activities 
designing and developing a precedents repository 
including a module on CORBIAshare in the induction program 
incorporating knowledge management capabilities into CORBIA’s capabilities 

framework 
providing management guidance for rewarding information sharing 
starting up and supporting various communities of practice (CoPs) 
incorporating scenario planning into the CoPs’ activities to strengthen CORBIA’s 

risk minimisation capabilities 
extending the range of development opportunities in CORBIA’s Directory of 

Programs (DOP), including training CoPs facilitators 
conducting a corporate baseline survey 
developing and implementing a plan to improve CORBIA’s Intranet as an 

information tool 
mapping the structure and growth of CORBIA’s CoPs and community 

relationships (in effect, conducting a social network analysis) 
extending the range of collaborative tools to support organisation-wide 

collaboration 
extending the use of business classification (organisational information directory) 

through EDMS 
developing CORBIA’s information training program by developing its information 

map, its navigation and search tools, and training for the use of them 
monitoring and reviewing each division’s business plans for CORBIAshare 

compliance 
rolling out a capabilities framework that included knowledge management 

capabilities. 
 
Two communication audits provided data on employees’ perceptions of, and 
satisfaction with, the amount and quality of communication with colleagues, 
subordinates, and superiors (communication climate). The first audit was carried 
out in June 2003 and the second in September 2005. Interviews, focus groups, 
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and participant observation provided complementary data on employees’ own 
willingness to share knowledge, their perceptions of levels of trust amongst 
members of the organisation, and other matters where full data could not be 
effectively collected via the questionnaire surveys.  
 
The communication audit approach made it possible to determine the impact of 
the knowledge management initiative and, in conjunction with the other data 
collection methods, to establish that communication climate has an impact on 
knowledge sharing in the presence of opportunities for open employee 
communication and trust.  
 
Methodology focussed on the communication audit questionnaires, interviews 
and focus groups, grounded in the argument that an appropriate organisational 
communication climate is essential in order for organisational members to be 
willing to share their knowledge. 
 
 
4. Results So Far 
 
There is a large body of data collected from the diverse methodologies used in 
this research, with some key findings so far as follows:  
1. There was an increase in perceptions that information sending and receiving 

increased 
a. between management and staff in both an upward and downward 

direction,  
b. between staff (albeit within rather than between directorates), and 
c. on various topics (e.g. company policies and goals, employee benefits 

and pay, “how I’m being judged in my job”, personnel news, CORBIA’s 
financial standing). 

 
2. There was also an increase in satisfaction with most of the media by which 

this information was received (e.g. policy statements, one-on-one meetings, 
phone calls, memos and letters from other CORBIA staff, the organisational 
intranet, casual/informal face-to-face conversations). However, for email and 
the organisational newsletter, satisfaction decreased, alongside an increase in 
perceptions that too much information was received via these two media. 

 
3. Consistently low satisfaction scores occurred in the types of communication 

that can be categorised under the heading of ‘Effectiveness of the 
Organisation’s Communication Atmosphere’l. In this category, are all the 
measures that did not address openness in sending or receiving information 
from specific sources, or about specific topics. These measures were 
examined according to the level of communication, as listed below: 

                                                 
l Downs and Hazen (1988), the authors of the CSQ use the term ‘communication climate’ to refer to the 

perceived effectiveness of the organisation’s communication atmosphere at the organisational level (Mueller 

2002). They are not referring to the more common understanding of the term (Greenbaum 1988).  Two other 

dimensions of the CSQ appear also to address the perceived effectiveness of the organisation’s communication, 

but at the group level: media quality and horizontal and informal communication.  Therefore, in this research 

the term, “effectiveness of the organisation’s communication atmosphere”,  is used to report all three of these 

(italised) dimensions in the survey results. 
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a. At the organisational level: 
Communication climate — satisfaction decreased for all elements of  
communication climate  
 
b. At the group level: 

• Horizontal and informal communication — satisfaction decreased for 
all items except “the grapevine is active in CORBIA” 

• Organisational media quality — satisfaction decreased for all items 
except clarity and conciseness of written directives and reports 

 
c. At the interpersonal level:  
Satisfaction is generally very high with the supportiveness of leader-
member relationships and there are high levels of trust of other 
organisational members. However, 

• There is very low trust of top management 
• There was a decrease in perceptions that “my immediate 

supervisor understands workers’ job needs and the problems they 
suffer”  

• There were perceptions that organisational members within 
departments communicated less easily (50%) than those across 
departments (68%). Interestingly, this is in contrast to findings on 
information sharing where there was greater satisfaction with 
intra-department than inter-department information sharing. 

 
For the purposes of this paper, however, we focus on the results from the focus 
groups and interviews.  
 
Focus group discussions were conducted in four of the 10 office locations whilst 
the second questionnaire was being designed. Financial and time constraints 
prevented the focus groups and interviews being run in all of the office locations. 
Locations for the focus groups were chosen so that staff from the two largest 
offices were represented (Sydney and Melbourne), so that staff were represented 
from the large regional office where the nature of the work differed from the 
offices in the other locations, and from the Canberra office so that staff were 
represented from a small capital city office. Interviews were also conducted in 
two of these same four locations: the large regional office, again because the 
nature of the work performed there differs from the offices in other locations, 
and the Sydney office, because it is representative of the large capital city 
offices. 
 
 
 
Location 
 
Classification Level 

Large regional 
office 

Small regional 
office 

Large capital city 
offices 

Total 
per 
level 

 Focus 
group Interview Focus 

group Interview Focus 
group Interview  

Low to middle APS 
classification 
levels 

 2 1     3 
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Middle to low APS 
classification 
levels 

6 2 4  1 2  15 

Executive Levels 1 
or 2 2 2   4 3  11 

Senior Executive 
Service      3  3 

Total per office 
location 14 5 13  32 
 
Table 1: Interview and Focus Group Participants by Classification Level and Office 

Location 
 
The purpose of the focus group discussions and interviews was to clarify various 
significant findings from the first questionnaire so that they could be considered 
in the design of the second questionnaire. For instance, there were insufficient 
questionnaire data on why staff: 
seemed unwilling to communicate upwardly about their opinions of their jobs and 

of their immediate supervisors’ performance, 
found that organisation-wide communication did not make them feel part of the 

organisation, and  
felt that the organisation did not motivate them to help it achieve its goals. 
 
The Table 2 below outlines the four questions asked of all participants and the 
broad results.  
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   Typical Responses to Focus Group Questions 

   

Question 1 
Is the grapevine a useful 
vehicle for you to share 
information with others? What 
determines whether you open 
up or not? Have you 
encountered any particular 
danger in opening up? 

Question 2 
The survey revealed many 
staff would like to open up 
more about their opinions 
of their jobs and their 
immediate managers. Do 
you feel the same way? 
What would it take to fix 
this? 

Question 3 
How does CORBIA 
motivate you to want 
to help it achieve its 
goals? 
Can you achieve your 
professional goals 
whilst working to 
achieve LAGFO’s as 
well? 

Question 4 
In my research so far 
at CORBIA, most staff 
have told me that 
CORBIA-wide comm. 
doesn’t make them 
feel a vital part of the 
org. Do you feel the 
same way? What 
would take to fix this? 
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Will my sharing reduce quality 
control of organisational 
information e.g. too many 
emails clutter up the system 

Not worth the effort of 
speaking up: 1. always 
filtered upwarddon’t 
want to hear any bad 
news; 2. why play political 
field when I’m so busy 

  

O
th
er
s’
 
se
n
d
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g
 

o
p
en
n
es
s 

Grapevine is dominant 
channel for sharing, but not 
useful for “big” news 
 

  Lack of inclusiveness 
and transparency of 
decision-making 
Management good at 
communicating 
technical info but not 
issues “affecting 
people” 
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Grapevine sometimes good 
because of FIO (because not 
written down); but, legal 
constraints can prevent 
sharing via any channel 
Many disparate info systems. 
Hampers sharing – put into 
which system to ensure staff 
know it’s there, and can 
navigate to it 
So much info comes through 
 sharing inhibited by 
difficulty of determining what 
is important enough to be 
shared 
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p
o
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n
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o
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Judgement of my ideas  
Won’t share with supers if 
their views are in opposition 
to my own – can be 
personally damaging 
Don’t share re my mistakes 
because of personal damage 
to my reputation, not for of 
fear of retribution from 
management 
Being robbed of recognition, 
unjust use of my ideas. If 
one-upmanship, I don’t share 

I’m a pain in the butt for 
speaking up, so I won’t 
say anything 
Fear of retribution  
Depends on relationship 
with manager  

CORBIA doesn’t do 
anything to motivate 
me. We do more and 
more and it’s our 
managers that get the 
credit 
Staff don’t feel 
valued, recognised, 
that we’re going 
somewhere. CORBIA 
only gives what it 
must; uses a stick 
approach; needs to 
give something back 

Info filters down 
grapevine before 
official announcement 
is made, so…”what 
are they not telling 
us??” 

Italicised items - participants claimed these led to a lack of motivation and, thereby, a lack of willingness to share. 
Bolded items - participants claimed these led to an unwillingness to share, and consequently, an lack of motivation (which 

included and reinforced) lack of motivation to share. 
Table 2: Typical responses from focus group participants
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The focus group results indicated that the KM initiative improved satisfaction 
around the amount of information received and the channels used to send and 
receive this information. It also indicated that the problems that do exist are 
related to communication climate or as Downs and Hazen put it, the 
‘effectiveness of the communication atmosphere’. For instance, the focus group 
comments reflect that organisational members feel that, at least to some extent, 
they cannot “accept vulnerability on the basis that they have positive 
expectations of the organisation and its members’ intentions and behaviour” 
(Rousseau’s 1998 definition of trust). Similarly, there are very strong indications 
of a lack of openness and candour around communication from top management 
and a sense that one is not being heard. Further, some respondents indicated 
that they do not feel safe speaking up and others expressed the opinion that 
they are not sure it is worth their effort to speak up. Overall, lack of motivation 
to share, and complaints and cynicism about management’s sharing, indicate a 
climate that is not very conducive to sharing.  
 
 
5. Implications for those Managing Knowledge 
 
Today there is still ongoing debate about the definition of knowledge and 
knowledge management, and a variety of views on the utility of the latter and its 
link to organisational strategy, performance, and competitiveness. More recently, 
Wenger (2004:1-2) has emphasised the contextual nature of knowledge 
management: 
 

You need to have processes in place to coordinate the management of 
knowledge and integrate it into business processes such as technology 
for information flows, interpersonal connections, and document 
repositories, as well as institutional and cultural norms of paying 
attention to knowledge. … Practitioners, the people who use knowledge 
in their activities, are in the best position to manage this knowledge. 

 
There is little doubt that, for many organisations, their knowledge is the only 
asset they have and so their survival depends on being able to make best use of 
this existing knowledge and to create new knowledge. In this knowledge-based 
economy, the need for communication between organisational members has 
never been greater. This is highlighted by the literature on the dispersed nature 
of knowledge assets and the description of organisations as distributed 
knowledge systems (Becker 2001; Minkler 1993; Suseno 2002; Tsoukas 1996). 
As Tsoukas (1996:22) says, “given the distributed character of organizational 
knowledge, the key to achieving coordinated action does not so much depend on 
those 'higher up' collecting more and more knowledge, as on those 'lower down' 
finding more and more ways of getting connected and interrelating the 
knowledge each one has” (cited in Suseno 2002:7).  
 
The role of communication in the survival of today’s organisations is also 
highlighted by the discussion of organisational knowledge as socially constructed, 
context specific, and ambiguous rather than being composed of objective, clearly 
generalisable rules that can be codified in any form (Morris 2001). Cilliers (2000) 
also highlights the role of communication with his view that knowledge is 
interpreted data, and this interpretation only comes from interaction. Further, as 
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Nonaka (1999) so aptly describes it: ‘human knowledge is created and expanded 
through social interactions between tacit and explicit knowledge’. Since 
knowledge processes cannot be separated from social processes, human 
relationships are an integral element of knowledge management, with 
communication at the core.  
 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
In today’s organisations, maintaining competitive advantage requires actively 
harnessing or managing organisational knowledge because it can so easily find 
its way to competing organisations. No longer is it the norm for an individual to 
spend many years in one job and when staff do leave their jobs, they take their 
knowledge with them. Additionally, the new technology that an organisation 
employs today to improve the efficiency of its processes can be available to its 
competitors within a short period, or superseded by an even newer technology. 
Given that it is ‘know how’ — the result of that special blend of intellect and 
intuition (Duffy 1999) — that is key, the current research supports the argument 
that the crucial role of communication and communication education for 
knowledge managers needs more emphasis and attention in theory, education, 
and practice.  
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Abstract  

Students’ satisfaction is an index of the quality of the studies and a criterion for the 
evaluation of the effectiveness of education. Purpose of this pilot study was the 
investigation of the satisfaction level of higher education students and the influence of 
demographic and academic factors. Methods: Higher education students (n=72), mean 
age 22.2 years (range 18-37), were surveyed for their opinions on their studies. Results: 
The students expressed higher interest in laboratories and practical training (80.6%) 
than lectures (72.2%). The work load is considered high by 69.4%, however 86.1% find 
their courses easy. Inadequate is considered the infrastructure by 66.7% and the 
educational material by 52.8% while the administrative support is considered adequate 
by 63.9%. No differences due to gender or age were observed in the satisfaction levels. 
Significant differences were observed between students that had been admitted from 
vocational or general high schools. Conclusions: Higher education students in Greece are 
more interested in practical training than theory lectures and are less satisfied with 
infrastructure than the libraries and administrational support. These results could 
contribute to the detection of points that can be improved in order to enhance the quality 
in education. 

Keywords: Higher education – Student satisfaction – Quality – Greece  
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The issue of quality in higher education is attracting increasing interest during 
the last years. The main points of discussion are the quality standards and 
indexes and the evaluation of quality1-2. The satisfaction of students with their 
studies is an index of the quality of the studies and a criterion for the evaluation 
of the effectiveness of education3. The analysis of student opinions is a method 
for the evaluation of the quality of the studies. The information derived from the 
students opinions can be used for administrative decisions concerning promotion 
or tenure of the faculty and for evaluation of the quality of teaching4-5. 
 
A pilot study with the use of questionnaire was conducted as part of an ongoing 
study about the quality of higher education in Greece. Purpose of the study was 
the investigation of the satisfaction level of higher education students and the 
influence of demographic and academic factors. 
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2. Methods 
 
Higher education students from the school of health sciences of the Technological 
Education Institute (T.E.I.) of Larissa, Greece, were surveyed for their opinions 
on their studies. A questionnaire was developed for this study and tested for the 
validity and reliability with a smaller scale study in a group of 20 students. The 
questionnaire included 25 questions with pre-defined answers and one open 
question about any negative issues with their studies. The questions were 
focusing on five categories: Quality of teaching, syllabus, infrastructures and 
administrative support and expectations and satisfaction of the studies. 
Statistical analysis was performed with the use of the SPSS statistical package. 
 
 
3. Results 
 
Mean age of the students that replied (n=72) was 22.2 years (range 18-37). 
66.7% of the subjects belonged to the “classical” student age (18-22 years), 
12.5% were between 22 and 25 and 13.9% were over 26 years old. A 
percentage of 2.8% answered that they belonged to national or religion 
minorities. The majority (70.8%) were graduates of common high schools and 
29.2% of vocational schools. 
 
The students answered that they find lectures interesting or rather interesting 
(72.2%) but the interest and way of cooperation of the faculty was described as 
poor or rather poor (52.8%). A higher interest was expressed for laboratories 
and practical training (80.6%) than lectures (72.2%). The work load was 
considered high by 69.4%, however 86.1% described their courses easy or 
rather easy. Inadequate or rather inadequate were considered the infrastructures 
and installations by 66.7% and the educational material by 52.8%. On the 
contrary the administrative support and the library facilities were considered 
adequate or rather adequate by 63.9%. 
 
Approximately one out of five students (22.2%) answered that they cannot deal 
with the general cost of their studies, although there are no fees in Greek higher 
education institutions. Personal or family reasons that make the continuation of 
their studies difficult were reported by 20.8%. In all, 27.8% of the students 
answered that their studies only partially or not at all meet their expectations. 
However only 2.8% declared intension to quit the studies. 
 
No statistically significant differences due to age were observed in the answers of 
the students. Differences due to gender were observed in some questions. None 
of the male students expressed negative opinion for their studies while 26,4% of 
the female had neutral or negative opinion. Additionally 75%of male students vs. 
23.5% of female, consider that the main cause for lost class hours is students 
rather than the faculty. 
 
Significant differences were observed between students that were graduates of 
vocational or common (general) high schools. The majority (65.0%) of graduates 
of vocational high schools considered their background adequate or rather 
adequate versus 33.3% of general high school graduates. For 19% of students 
coming from vocational schools and 37% of those from general schools, the 
studies do not correspond to their expectations.  
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4. Discussion 
 
There is not much recent literature, after the latest changes in European 
education, about the satisfaction of Greek higher education students with their 
studies. According to our results, one out of four (27.8%) higher education 
students in Greece answered that their studies do not meet their expectations. 
However the majority of the students intend to complete their studies. 
 
Students seem to be more interested in practical training than theory lectures. 
They consider the infrastructures rather inadequate and the eagerness of the 
faculty rather poor. Libraries and administrational support are considered to be 
rather adequate. Regarding the academic and demographic factors that affect 
the students’ opinions, the most prominent differences were observed between 
students coming from general and vocational schools. We have previously found 
that there are significant differences in the knowledge background between these 
students in important subjects, such as chemistry. 
 
In Greece there is a high demand for higher education studies and a limited 
number of places in higher education institutes, however a non negligible 
percentage of students quit their studies. Higher education institutions need to 
determine the reasons that may cause reduced satisfaction to the students and 
effectively deal with the causes that are due to organization, administration, 
student support and teaching quality.  
 
Our results could contribute to the detection of points that can be improved in 
order to enhance the quality in education, to deal with abandoning of studies and 
to provide tailored solutions to students according to their demographic and 
academic characteristics.  
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